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Comervation Agreement Regarding 
Multi-~pecie~ Comervation ~trategy 
Augu~t 28, 2000 

Conservation Agreement 
by and among 
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, 
the National Marine Fisheries Service, 
the United States Bureau of Reclamation, 
the United States Bureau of Land Management, 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency, 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers, 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service, 
the California Resources Agency, 
the California Department of Fish and Game, and 
the California Department of Water Resources 
regarding the 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
Multi-Species Conservation Strategy 
August 28, 2000 
This agreement regarding 
Conservation Strategy ("Agreement") is "'n'"'"""'" 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS"), 
("USBR"), the United States Bureau of Land 
Fisheries Service ("NMFS"), the United States 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers 
Service ("NRCS"), the California Resources 
Department of Fish and Game ("DFG") 
("DWR"). These entities may be referred to 
"Party." USFWS, NMFS and DFG are to 
USBR and DWR are referred to herein collectively as 
A In 1994, the Governor's Water Policy and the Federal 
establish a comprehensive 
to environmental protection and water 
Ecosystem Directorate entered into a Framework 
program for coordination and communication 
supply dependability in the San Francisco 
Framework Agreement served as the basis for 
Joaquin Bay-Delta Estuary. This 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program ("Program"). 
B. The Program is a cooperative effort of federal agencies with regulatory 
and management responsibilities in the to a plan to restore ecosystem 
health and improve water management for beneficial uses of the Bay-Delta system. The Program's 
objective is to identifY comprehensive solutions to problems ecosystem quality, water 
supply reliability, water quality, and Delta 
C. The Program's mission is to develop a 
ecological health and improve water management 
Program is also guided by solution principles 
principles, a successful Program solution must 
affordable, be durable, be implementable, and 
plan that will restore 
uses of the Bay-Delta system. The 
According to these 
the system, be equitable, be 
redirected impacts. 
D. On or near the Effective Date, the NMFS, EPA, 
NRCS, and the USACE will issue a Record of will certify the Final 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report ("EIS/EIR") 
prepared for the Program pursuant to the National Policy Act ("NEP A") and the 
California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). Following of the ROD, specific 
Program actions will be developed and m with applicable environmental 
laws. 
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2 
approval. 
project subject to 
by the SWRCB. 
To ensure that the MSCS is implemented 
Party and the Program objectives, the 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
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authority of each 
28,2000 
I. Definitions 
The following definitions shall 
below, but defined in the MSCS, shall 
not 
A. Action-Specific Implementation Plans are 
actions that provide information 
FESA, CESA and the NCCP A, as 
B. Biological Opinions are the USFWS' Biological Opinion on the 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program," dated August 28, 2000, NMFS' "CALFED Bay-
Delta Program Programmatic Biological Opinion," dated August 28, 2000, and 
DFG's "Natural Community Conservation Planning Act Approval of the CALFED 
Bay-Delta Program Multiple Species Conservation Strategy," dated August 28, 
2000, or their successor documents. 
C. Covered Species are species for which MSCS provides program-level 
compliance for the Program under FESA, NCCP A, or both. Each Fishery 
Agency shall maintain a list of Covered Species in accordance with its statutory 
authority. 
D. Evaluated Species are all of the of fish, wildlife and plants evaluated and 
addressed in the MSCS, many of which are Covered Species. 
E. EWA Agreement is the Environmental Water Account Operating Principles 
Agreement dated August 28, 2000. 
F. MSCS is the "CALFED Bay-Delta Program Multi-Species Conservation Strategy," 
G. 
dated July 2000, a Technical to the The MSCS is hereby 
incorporated by reference in 
MSCS Focus Area means the legal Delta as ~v•··"~·~ Water Code 
Section 12220, Suisun Bay and 
their tributaries downstream of major dams, 
conveyance and water storage facilities. 
San Joaquin Rivers and 
the potential locations of 
H. Phase III refers to the period of and Certification 
encompassing the thirty-year planning horizon used developing the CALFED 
plan, during which the Program actions be implemented. Phase III will 
include site-specific environmental review and permitting. 
I. Program actions are actions that are within the scope of the Final PEIS/EIR and 
carried out or funded by CALFED Agencies as of the Program. 
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J. 
K. Regulatory Baseline is 
ROD. 
II. Purpose 
The purpose of this Agreement is to 
respect to the MSCS and the process by 
NCCP A in the implementation of 
III. Cooperation 




The MSCS provides a program-level 
NCCPA, just as the EIS/EIR provides a 
CEQA. The MSCS also requires the preparation of 
("ASIPs") for individual Program 
to complement the project-level environmental 
and CEQA that is anticipated the 
and substantive requirements 
of ASIPs is integral to the MSCS and HU.'~"'"'""' 
Each Party that approves, funds or ImlJ!eimem 
therefore agrees to ensure that an ASIP is 
the MSCS. An ASIP shall not be required 
implements the action determines, with the 
Agency(ies), that the action is not likely to ".-"'"",..'""" 
FESA or adversely affect a 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 




MSCS creates a 
Under the MSCS, 
required to comply 
assessment under 
under the NCCP A 
where take may occur. 
programmatic NCCP. As rr.rnn'"' 
NCCP and may be used to obtain 
actions under CESA. The Fishery 
Program actions and to follow the 
Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 
V. 
Many Program actions are "'v''"'""'', 
and threatened species and to 
concerned that FESA or CESA may 
Program actions are implemented. 
the MSCS provides a framework 
implementation ofProgram actions. 
VI. 
The Environmental Water 
Management Strategy to 
which the EW A will be 
VII. 
The Program's objectives 
and terrestrial habitats and improve 
watershed to support sustainable populations 
Restoration Program ("ERP") is 
objectives. Implementation of the 
will conduct pertinent research, and monitor 
ERP and the Science Program are directly 
compliance and are integral to the MSCS. 
CAL FED Bay-Delta Program 




to an extent sufficient to for all 
Program elements, the Fishery Agencies collaborated to develop a single, joint list ofMSCS-
ERP Milestones ("Milestones") for Stage 1 Program implementation. Each Fishery Agency 
included the Milestones its Biological The Milestones include ecosystem related 
water quality actions and include specific Program actions. The Fishery Agencies 
agree that the identified Milestones, achieved as specified in the Agencies' Biological Opinions, 
will define an adequate manner and level ofERP implementation each stage ofProgram 
implementation. The Parties agree to seek funding for and to implement the ERP so as to ensure 
that the Milestones are achieved. To be successfully implemented, the ERP must be funded in the 
amount of at least $150 million annually through Stage 1. 
VIII. Regulatory Commitments 
A Program-level Regulatory Commitments 
The Parties agree that the following regulatory commitments are being made as a 
part of the Program: 
1. Federal Program-level Regulatory Commitments 
There will be no reductions in Central Valley Project ("CVP") and State Water Project 
("SWP") Delta exports beyond those required under the Regulatory Baseline resulting from 
measures to protect fish required under FESA, provided that the conditions in Section VIII-Bare 
met. 
(a) Fishery Protection Assets 
(1) Tier 1 
Tier 1 measures are measures comprised by the Regulatory Baseline. 
(2) Tier 2 
Tier 2 measures are measures comprised by the EW A as described in the EW A 
Agreement, and the ERP. 
(3) 
Tier 3 measures are additional water assets for fishery resources provided by the Parties 
without uncompensated reductions in water deliveries to CVP or SWP water users, as described 
in the EW A Agreement. Tier 3 measures may include water acquisitions from willing sellers or 
the consensual borrowing of water. 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
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(b) 
To protect fishery resources under FESA, measures 
first. Tier 3 measures will be used only when Tier 1 
jeopardy, as determined by the USFWS or NMFS. Before 
and NMFS will consider the views of an independent science 
(c) Jeopardy 
If, notwithstanding the use of all three tiers of fishery .,..,..r,u•r·~' 
NMFS conclude that the Program is likely to jeopardize the continued 
as endangered or threatened under FESA, programmatic consultation 
be re-initiated. In issuing its opinion on reinitiation, the Services will 
information, including the views of the independent science panel, and 
the views of the panel. These programmatic regulatory commitments not 
resulting FESA consultation. However, if as a result of the consultation, it is 
additional reductions in CVP/SWP Delta exports will be necessary to 
or NMFS, as applicable, will identify reasonable and prudent alternatives 
minimum level of additional reductions in CVP and SWP exports 11'-''"''"'"'""'' 
2. State Program-level Regulatory Commitments 
The Resources Agency has concluded that the fishery benefits of federal 
ERP, the EW A and the commitment and ability of the Program Agencies to 
available should it be needed, will be adequate to protect Bay-Delta fisheries. 
Agency therefore commits to ensure that there will be no reductions 
levels in exports to SWP and CVP water users resulting from measures to ..... ,,t"''t 
or the NCCP A. This commitment is intended to provide certainty 
the extent permitted by law. 
3. Program Review 
(a) Annual Review 
To ensure that the Milestones are substantially achieved, the 
collaborate with the Science Program in the annual process developing alu1ua.1, 
term ERP implementation plans and priorities and the assessment 
actions, including progress toward achieving the Milestones. 
collaborate with the Science Program in the annual review the EW A. 
(b) Milestone Revisions 
The Fishery Agencies expect that the Milestones will need to 
information derived in the annual review process identified 
approve revisions to the Milestones that would either cause or allow an 
Species or habitat designated as critical under the FESA that was not 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
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2000 
4. The initial 
The Parties agree to take the 
continuously monitor Program .... .., .... ,,. 
In the event that any Party receives 
any of the conditions is not being met or 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
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coJnmmcms set out are met. 
source indicating that 
the other Parties. 
2000 
Upon such notification, meet ""'r'"''"t 
be taken to remedy any noncompliance or 
immediately implement 
noncompliance exists 
reasonable time as 
commitments will be sw;pemded 
amended biological opinions with YV'''"'"-"""' prescn!bing 
the compliance with the conditions set out 
commitments may be revived and 
opinions. 
Nothing in this provision will prevent the Fishery 
described in Section VIII. A. I (c) of this 
IX. General Provisions 
A. Public Officials Not To Benefit 
No member of or delegate to Congress 
Agreement, or to any benefit that may arise 
B. Availability of Appropriated Funds 
1. Federal Agencies 
The commitments and obligations 
agency is subject to the requirements of the federal 
appropriated funds. The Parties acknowledge 
agency to expend its appropriated funds 
affirmatively acts to commit to such vAIJ'-''·n.u•u• 
The project schedules described 
state and federal budgets, optimized 
contingencies. These assumptions may change as the 
to 
appropriate revisions to the CALFED Program be u~;;•~~;;:.:.al 
nothing in this document constrains the 
whatever budgetary or legislative proposals 
2. State Agencies 
The commitments and obligations 
is subject to the availability of appropriated 
does not require any State agency to expend 
officer of that agency affirmatively acts to 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
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if 
authority 
or part this 
that is a State agency 
this Agreement 
and until an authorized 
as evidenced in writing. 
August 28, 2000 
C. Statutory Authority 
The Parties shall not construe this Agreement to require any Party to act beyond, or 
inconsistent with, its statutory authority. 
D. Effective Date 
The Effective Date of this Agreement is August 28, 2000. 
E. Duration 
This Agreement shall be in effect for thirty years following the Effective Date, unless 
extended by amendment or terminated. 
F. Amendments 
This Agreement may be amended by written agreement of all the Parties. 
G. Addition ofNew Parties 
Any Program Agency may execute this Agreement and thereby become a Party. Execution 
by a Program Agency shall not be construed as an amendment to this Agreement. 
H. Withdrawal 
Any Party may withdraw from this Agreement upon thirty days written notice to the other 
Parties. Notwithstanding withdrawal by any Party or Termination of the Agreement pursuant to 
Section I, below, each Party's agreement to meet the conditions set out in Section VIII.B shall 
remain in effect pending concurrence by the Fishery Agencies following appropriate consultation. 
I. · Termination 
Only the Resources Secretary or the Secretary of the Interior may terminate this Agreement. 
Each may do so unilaterally upon thirty days written notice to the other Parties. 
EXECUTION 
Having considered the contents of this document, its attachments and the documents 
supporting this decision, we hereby adopt this Agreement. By signing this document together, we 
exercise our respective authorities over only those portions relevant to our authority. 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
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Signed and 
AI Wright, Acting State 
U.S. Bureau 
South Pacific Division 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
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ecca Lent, Ph.D., Reo onal Administrator 
ational Marine Fisheries Service 
State of California 
• 
omas M. Hanniga ector 
California Department of Water Resources 
Robert C. Hight, Dire or 
California Department of Fish and Game 
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Programmatic Endangered ~pecie~ Act 
~ection 7 Biological Opiniom 
U 1 fi~h and Wildlife 
Augmt 28, 2ooo 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 
1-1-00-F -184 
United States Department of the Interior 
FTSH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
Sacramento Fisn and W1ldHfe Office 
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2605 
Sacramento, California 95825 





Regional Director, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Mid Pacific Region 
Sacramento, California 
Field Supervisor, Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office 
Sacramento, California 
Reinitiation of Programmatic Formal Consultation and Conference on the 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program (File No. 1-1-F-00-183) 
This document transmits the Fish and Wildlife Service's (Service) programmatic biological and 
conference opinions based on the Service's review of the CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
(CALFED Program) and its effects on listed species and critical habitats in California. These 
opinions are provided in accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as 
amended (Act) (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). The Service originally concluded formal consultation 
on the CALFED Program on August 23, 2000. The CALFED Agencies requested reinitiation 
of formal consultation on August 28, 2000, to clarify language within the project description. 
These biological and conference opinions are based primarily on information provided in: 
(1) the July 2000, Multi-Species Conservation Strategy; (2) the July 2000 Final Programmatic 
EIS/EIR for the CALFED Bay-Delta Program and its Technical Appendices; (3) the 
Environmental Water Account Operating Principles Agreement in Appendix E; (4) additional 
information contained in Service files. A complete administrative record of this consultation is 
on file in this office. 
Wayne S. White 
Attachment 
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of no jeopardy or 




together to recover 
of future 
compliance, 
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species because 
are not implemented at 
the (1) 
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guidance in this opinion. is 
ancillary or exclusionary upon 
3 
any effects determinations are to species. 
Numerous 
document use 
referred to frequently. 
CALFED Program. In this 
and descriptors are 
following pages in Table 1. 
Table L Acronyms used 
af 
ASIP T ifk ImplemPnt::~tion Plan 
AWMC Agricultural Water Management Council 
BDAC Bay-Delta Advisory Committee 
BLM U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
BMP best management practice 
CALFED Eighteen Federal and State agencies 
CCA candidate conservation agreements 
CCWD Contra Costa Water District 
CDFG California Department of Fish and Game 
CEQA California Environmental Quality Act 
CESA California Endangered Species Act 
cfs cubic feet per second 
CMARP Comprehensive Monitoring, Assessment, and Research Program 
CNPS California Native Plant Society 
Corps U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
cuwcc California Urban Water Conservation Council 
CVP Central Valley Project 
CVP-OCAP Central Valley Project-Operations Criteria and Plan 
CVPIA Central Valley Project Improvement Act 












































Water Quality Control Plan 
Water Quality Program 
6 
Study Area 
The area addressed in this biological opinion includes the Suisun Bay 
and Marsh, lands within the Central Valley watershed, the upper Trinity River watershed, the 
southern California water system service area, San Pablo Bay, and San Francisco Bay. The 
CALFED Program study area also includes portions of the Pacific Ocean out to the Farallon 
Islands, and a near-shore coastal zone that extends from about Morro Bay to the Oregon border. 
This latter area is not addressed in this biological opinion. 
This biological opinion addresses the following distinct geographic subareas: 
• MSCS Focus Area. This area (Appendix A, Figures A-1 and A-2) includes the legally 
defined Delta, Suisun Bay and Marsh, the Sacramento and San joaquin Rivers and their 
tributaries downstream of major dams, and the potential locations of reservoirs. 
• Other Service Areas. This area (Appendix A, Figure A-1) includes other State Water 
Project (SWP) and Central Valley Project (CVP) service areas that are located outside of 
the MSCS Focus Area and the Watershed Program Area. 
• Watershed Program Area. This area (Appendix A, Figure A-1) encompasses the entire 
upper watersheds of Central Valley including those areas located above and below 
major dams and outside the MSCS Focus Area and other service areas, and a portion of 
the upper Trinity River watershed. 




as endangered or 
be re-initiated. In 
resulting 
additional 






The Fishery Agencies "v"'"'"' 
intonnation derived in 
approve revisi0ns to 
Species or habitat designated as 
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to reflect new 
Agencies will not 
Covered 




From June 1996 to 
continue to involve the 
stakeholders to T"rr""" 
From March 1997 to November 1997, 
programs that were common to all 
Ecosystem Program 
Efficiency Report, and the Delta 
In December 1997, more 
funded. This led to an 
February 1998. 
On March 16, 
draft alternatives. 
on July 1, 1998. 
CALFED Agencies conducted 







agencies worked with 
'-"A'''"""'' draft reports for four 
"""'""'"" included: the 
Use 
projects were 
projects being funded in 
refined 
draft Preferred Program 
workshops to continue to get public 
Upon 
be taken to • "'"'"'"'"' 
immediately HHI .. H\..•HH-H~ 
noncompliance 
reasonable time as 
opmwns. 
Nothing this 








agency to expend 





whatever budgetary or 
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supported by an 
integration, governance, 
monitoring, assessment 
the ESA. Implementation 
approach with monitoring 
decision making. 
implementation of 
The term of this nrn.nr-:> 
years or more), 
biological opinion. 





• At the ~"'"'"'"'"H·'" 
If the Service determines 





The Levee System 
legal Delta and will investigate 
scope. All projects 
consistent with other 
Project -specific plans 
strategies. Individual """" 0 "'" 
of the levee plans described 
review and will fully 
Levee System Integrity 
plan for Suisun Marsh levees: 
mechanism will 
in the Delta, and for 
within a "zone of influence" 
Subsidence control techniques "''-·"n''" 
2 
...... .., ...... levee segments 
a funding 
of levees 












are to quantify 
appropriate risk 
level of protection is e>nn.rnr>t'l 
protection for 
the method during 
rehabilitating 
tidal wetlands. 
The CALFED Agencies 
proposed for implementation 
overall set of proposed U'-'••v•·•" 
• Initiate the Levee 













implemented (yr 1 
• Fund levee distribute 
available funds to 
(yr 1-7). 
• State-
• Coordinate water 
improvements 
• Enhance existing 
command 
contacts for flood 
considerations 
• Implement current 
levees. Assist 





risk assessment as (yr 1-7). 
• Complete the evaluation 
(yr 1-2). 
Water Quality Program 
The CALFED Program's 
healthy and diverse ecosystem 
of the WQP encompasses five regions: 
Bay and Marsh, San Pablo Bay, and the 
Region, bounded by the ridge 
San 1 oaquin River Region 
basins; and, SWP and 
The CALFED Program's Water 
quality parameters of concern to beneficial uses: 
cadmium, and zinc), pesticides (carbofuran, 
toxaphene), drinking water disinfection by-product 
dissolved oxygen and oxygen reducing substances, ammonia, salinity (total 
temperature, turbidity and sedimentation, pathogens, nutrients (nitrogen phosphorus), pH 
(alkalinity). chloride, boron, sodium absorption ratio, and toxicity 
parameters provide the focal points for developing and 
water quality actions. The july 2000 Water Quality Program 
CALFED Program's Final PEIS/PEIR, provides a 
projects pursued under the WQP will fully 
review and will fully analyze and address effects 
Water_Quality Program Plan 
The ·water Quality Program, largely 
Group, has developed programmatic actions to water 
beneficial use impairments. Water quality impairments or 
actions to treat these problems are described in the 
the following sections: low dissolved oxygen and substances, water, 
mercury, pesticides, organochlorine pesticides, salinity, selenium, trace metals, turbidity and 
sedimentation, toxicity of unknown origin, and a section on implementation strategy. The 
environmental water quality components, including proposed were transferred to and are 
now administered under the ERP. However, to maintain consistency between the Draft PEIS and 
Final PElS, CALFED Agencies have left the environmental components in the WQP Plan. 
15 
Proposed Water Quality Program Stage 1 Actions 
The CALFED Agencies will evaluate the following water quality actions proposed for 
implementation in Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set 
of proposed actions in the WQP Plan. 
General Water Quality Actions 
• Prepare project level environmental documentation and permitting as needed (yr 1-7). 
• Coordinate with other CALFED Program elements to ensure that in-Delta actions 
maximize potential for Delta water quality improvements (yr l-7). 
• Continue to clarify use of and fine-tune water quality performance targets and goals 
(yrl-7). 
Environmental Water Quality Action: 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work: 
Cache Creek: 
• Risk appraisal and advisory for human health impacts of mercury (yr 1-5). 
• Support development and implementation of Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL) for mercury (yr l-7). 
• Determine bioaccumulation effects in creeks and the Delta (yr l-4). 
• Source, transport, inventory, mapping and speciation of mercury (yr l-7). 
• Information Management/Public Outreach (yr 5-7). 
• Participate in Stage 1 remediation (drainage control) of mercury mines as 
appropriate (yr 3-5). 
• Investigate sources of high levels of bioavailable mercury (yr 4-7). 
Sacramento River: 
• Investigate sources of high levels of bioavailable mercury; inventory, map, and 
refine other models (yr 3-7). 





Research methylization (part of bioaccumulation) process in Delta (yr 1-2) . 
Determine sediment mercury concentration in areas that would be dredged during 
levee maintenance or conveyance work (yr 3-7). 
Determine potential impact of ecosystem restoration work on methyl mercury 
levels in lower and higher trophic level organisms (yr 3-5). 
Conduct the following pesticide work: 
• Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with the CDFG and 




• Study the 
• Support 
• 
Conduct the following trace metals 
• Determine spatial and 
• Determine ecological 
• Review impacts of other 
• Participate in Brake Pad 
• Partner with 
control facilities (yr 
• Participate in remediation 
Delta restoration (yr 
Conduct the following selenium work: 
• Conduct selenium research to 
as 
and chromium (yr 1). 
of copper (yr 1-7). 
implementation of stormwater 
watershed restoration and 
source control selenium under several 
scenarios (yr 
• Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement management of selenium 
discharges (yT 1-7). 
• Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse programs (yr 1-7). 
• Coordinate with other programs recommendations of San joaquin 
Valley Drainage Implementation and CVPIA for retirement of lands with 
drainage problems that are not to correction in other ways. 
Conduct the following sediment pesticides: 
• Participate in implementation Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) sediment 
• Promote sediment stormwater, and other 
specific sites (yr l-7). 
• Implement stream rac1rrwc•t• 
• Quantify and determine in target watersheds, 
implement corrective u'"c'v''" 
• Coordinate with ERP on sediment 
Conduct the following work addressing dissolved oxygen (DO) and oxygen depleting 
substances (including nutrients): 
• Complete studies of causes for DO sag Joaquin River near Stockton 
(yr l-2). 





• Study nutrient on 
• Develop, implement, depleting 
substances, nutrients, animal feeding 
operations (yr 1 
• Support finalizing investigation to constituents that cause low 
DO for inclusion in TMDL recommendation by the Central Valley Regional Water 
Quality Control 
• Support finalization TMDL for constituents that 
cause low DO in the Joaquin (yr 
• Support implementation of source and other controls as recommended 
in the TMDL (yr 3). 
• Participate in identifying unknown addressing as appropriate (yr 1-7). 
Drinking Water Quality Actions 
Actions specific to drinking water improvements: 
• Work with Bay Area water suppliers as they develop a Bay Area Blending/ 
Exchange Project (yr 1-7). 
• Address drainage problems in the San Joaquin Valley to improve downstream 
water quality (yr 1-7). 
" Implement source controls in Delta and tributaries (yr 1-7). 
• Support ongoing efforts of the Drinking Water Quality Council (yr 1-7). 
• Invest in treatment technology (yr 1-7). 
• Control runoff into California Aqueduct and other similar conveyances 
(yr 1-7+). 
• Address water quality problems at North Bay Aqueduct (yr 1-7). 
• Conduct comprehensive programs, and full scale actions to 
reduce Total Organic Carbon (TOC) contribution through control of algae, aquatic 
weeds. agricultural runoff, and watershed improvements (yr 1-7). 
• Improve concentrations near Stockton (yr 1-3). 
• Study recirculation of export water to reduce salinity and improve DO in the San 
Joaquin River. If feasible, and consistent with ERP goals and objectives, 
implement a pilot program (yr 1-4). 




contribute in varying 
element designed to restore 
actions throughout the 
and important habitats. 
Bay-Delta system in order to 
Individual projects pursued 
environmental and will 
the ESA. 
The primary geographic 
San Pablo Bay, the Sacramento 
confluence with the Merced River, their 
Bay-Delta system below major dams and 
divided into 14 ecological management zones 
Volume II). The secondary 
primary focus area Central and 
Success of the CALFED Program hinges 
of the ERP, MSCS, other existing and 
commitments. Although it is anticipated 
upon new information and adaptive ... _ ... _,... 
actions is necessary to achieve 
designed as mitigation for to 
Delta levees, although it is expected that 
implementation of the ERP will LU'-HUUL~ 
processes and increasing the amount and quality 
Program goals related to water supply 
The ERP is comprised of a Strategic 
describes the ecosystem elements or 
groups, and anthropogenic stressors) the 
ecological management zones and proposed programmatic 
individual section 7 consultations for actions 
Ecosystem Restoration Program Strategic Plan and Goals 
Plan 
require 







Goal 1: Achieve recovery of at-risk 
as the first step toward establishing species; 
support similar recovery of at-risk species watershed 
above the estuary; and minimize the need for listings by 
reversing downward population trends of that are not listed. 
Goal 2: Rehabilitate natural processes in Bay-Delta estuary and its watershed to fully 
support, with minimal ongoing human intervention, natural aquatic and associated 
terrestrial biotic communities and habitats, in ways that favor native members of those 
communities. 
Goal 3: Maintain and/or enhance populations of selected species for sustainable 
commercial and recreational harvest, consistent with the other ERP goals. 
Goal4: Protect and/or restore functional habitat types in the Bay-Delta estuary and its 
watershed for ecological and public values such as supporting species and biotic 
communities, ecological processes, recreation, scientific research, and aesthetics. 
Goal 5: Prevent the establishment of additional non-native invasive species and reduce the 
negative ecological and economic impacts of established non-native species in the Bay-
Delta estuary and its watershed. 
Goal6: Improve and/or maintain water and sediment quality conditions that fully support 
healthy and diverse aquatic ecosystems in the Bay-Delta estuary and watershed; and 
eliminate, to the extent possible, toxic impacts to aquatic organisms, wildlife, and people. 
There are several objectives under each goal. ERP goals and objectives are integrated with those 
of the CALFED Program's MSCS, WQP, and Nonnative Invasive Species Strategic Plan. 





An ecosystem based management approach for restoring and managing the Bay-Delta 
ecosystem. 
An adaptive management process that is sufficiently flexible and iterative to respond to 
changing Bay-Delta conditions and to incorporate new information about ecosystem 
structure and function. 
The value and application of conceptual models in developing restoration actions and 
defining information needs, with examples of their development and use. 
Institutional and administrative considerations necessary to implement adaptive 
management, to ensure scientific credibility of the restoration program and to engage the 








Ecosystem Restoration Program Plan 
to 
The Ecosystem Restoration Program two volumes. Volume I 
presents the elements or components of the elements" are organized into 
four categories: ecological processes (e.g., valley stream flows, Bay-Delta 
hydrodynamics, bay-delta aquatic foodweb); habitats (e.g., tidal perennial aquatic, emergent 
wetland, riparian and riverine aquatic); species species groups (species designated for 
recovery, species designated contribute to recovery, species assemblages designated for 
enhance and/or conserve biotic communities, harvested species to be maintained and/or 
enhanced); and, stressors (e.g., water diversions, nonnative invasive species, contaminants, gravel 
mining). Consult ERPP Volume I for the complete list and description of ERP ecosystem 
elements (total of 106 elements). 
ERPP Volume II identifies over 600 programmatic actions to be implemented throughout the 
Bay-Delta estuary and its watershed over the 30-year period of the CALFED Program. Volume 
II also gives targets for the ecosystem elements (e.g., acres of tidal fresh emergent wetland to be 
restored). Volume II is organized by Ecological Management Zones. The primary ERP 
geographic focus area is divided into 14 Ecological Management Zones: Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta, Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay, Sacramento River, North Sacramento Valley, 
Cottonwood Creek, Colusa Basin, Butte Basin, Feather River/Sutter Basin, American River 
Basin, Yolo Basin, Eastside Delta Tributaries, San Joaquin River, East San Joaquin, and West 
San joaquin. Each zone is further divided into Ecological Management Units. Under each 
Ecological Management Zone are the ecosystem elements and associated proposed programmatic 
actions and restoration targets that the ERP will address in that zone. There is also a section in 
Volume II that gives ERP targets, MSCS species goal prescriptions, and MSCS conservation 
measures for species and species groups ecosystem elements. 
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CALFED Agencies will the 








Develop and implement an outreach, 
landowners and individuals, cities, 
Commission, resource conservation water ., .. t 1""''' 
local 
bureaus, other interest groups, and public to assure in planning 
design, implementation, and management ecosystem restoration projects (yr 1-7). 
Conduct project level environmental documentation and permitting as needed for each 
bundle of Stage 1 actions (yr 1-7). 
Fully coordinate with other ongoing activities which address ecosystem restoration in the 
Bay-Delta system; e.g., CVPIA, Four Pumps Agreement, Non-native Invasive Species 
Task Force (yr l-7). 
Implement habitat restoration in the Delta, Suisun Bay and Marsh, and Yolo Bypass to 
improve ecological function and facilitate recovery of endangered species consistent with 
the goals of the ERP Strategic Plan and MSCS. Habitat restoration efforts in Stage 1 will: 
restore 2,000 acres of tidal perennial aquatic habitat; restore 200 acres of deep open water 
nontidal perennial aquatic habitat; restore 300 acres of shallow open water nontidal 
perennial aquatic habitat; enhance and restore 50 miles of Delta slough habitat; enhance 
and restore 50 to 200 acres of midchannel islands; restore 8,000 to 12,000 acres of fresh 
emergent (tidal) wetlands; restore 4,000 acres of fresh emergent (non-tidal) wetlands; 
restore 25 miles of riparian and riverine aquatic habitat; restore 1,000 to 2,000 acres of 
perennial grassland; and establish 8,000 to 12,000 acres of wildlife-friendly agricultural 
habitat. These actions represent approximately one-fourth of the acreage identified in the 
ERP to be restored during the 30-year implementation period (yr 1-7). 
Implement large-scale restoration projects on select streams and rivers (e.g., Clear Creek, 
Deer Creek, and the Tuolumne River) that would include implementation of all long-term 
restoration measures in coordination with the watershed management common program 
and monitoring of subsequent ecosystem responses to learn information necessary for 
making decisions about implementing similar restorations in later stages (yr 1-7), 
Implement an EW A that acquires water for ecosystem and species recovery needs, 
substantially through voluntary purchases in the water transfer market in its first few years 
and developing additional assets over time (yr 1 ~ 7). 
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• Pursue full implementation 
and regulatory actions, through water 
by the end of Stage 1. how the water acquisitions 
acquisitions will be most effectively 1 
• Complete targeted research needed to 
issues and the uncertainties identified in ERP Strategic Plan (e.g., 
native organisms, and Bay-Delta food web 
implementing the adaptive management 
critical decisions in later stages 
• Establish partnerships with universities research (yr 
• Acquire floodplain easements, consistent ecosystem and flood needs along 
the Sacramento and Joaquin Rivers (yr 4 -7). 
• Continue high priority actions that reduce mortality to fishes 1-7): 
• Screen existing unscreened or poorly screened diversions in the Delta, on 
Sacramento River, San joaquin River, and tributary streams on a systematic 
priority approach. 
• Remove select physical barriers to fish passage. 
.. Continue gravel management, e.g., isolate gravel pits on San joaquin River tributaries 
relocate gravel operations on Sacramento River tributaries. Most gravel work would be 
implemented in subsequent stages with designs and plans for ecosystem reclamation of 
gravel mining sites (yr l-7). 
• Develop and begin implementing a CALFED Program comprehensive non-native (exotic) 
invasive species prevention, controL and eradication plan including the following (yT 1-7). 
• Implement invasive plant management program in Cache Creek. 
• Develop ballast water management program. 
• Develop early-response invasive organism control programs. 
• Evaluate CALFED Program implementation actions and how those actions may 
benefit non-native species to the detriment of native species or the Bay-Delta 
ecosystem. 
• Provide incremental improvements in ecosystem values throughout the Bay-Delta system 
in addition to habitat corridors described above, e.g., pursue actions that are opportunity-
based (willing sellers, funding, permitting), provide incremental improvements on private 
land through incentives, and develop partnerships with farmers on "environmentally 
friendly" agricultural practices (yr l-7). 
• Incorporate ecosystem improvements with levee associated subsidence reversal plans (yr l-
7). 
• Evaluate the feasibility of harvest management to protect weaker fish stocks (yr l-7). 
• Implement projects on selected streams to provide additional upstream fishery habitat by 




Assist in the preparation of detailed, 
any priority species in the 
date plans are not available. 
actions identified these plans (yr 
Identify and advance specific regional 
restoration plans for 
MSCS for which up-to-
additional 
Additional draft ERP Stage 1 actions are 
D of the ERP Strategic Plan. 
Appendix 
Water Use Efficiency Program 
The Water Use Efficiency Program (WUE) on a combination assistance, 
incentives, and directed studies for the four WUE program elements: Agricultural Water 
Conservation, Urban Water Conservation, Water Recycling, and Managed Wetlands. 
Technical assistance programs and directed will begin for all four elements. Incentive 
programs will be designed to CALFED grant funding for projects that 
demonstrate potential to provide the CALFED Program water supply reliability, water quality, or 
ecosystem restoration berwfits. 
The WUE Program includes water conservation and water recycling actions to facilitate efficient. 
use of water at the regional and local level. Individual projects pursued under the WUE will fully 
evaluate all alternatives during tiered environmental review and will fully analyze and address 
effects under section 7 or section 10 of the ESA. The programmatic water use efficiency actions 
include the following: 
Work with the California Urban Water Conservation Council and the Agricultural Water 
Management Council (AvVMC) to identify appropriate urban and agricultural water 
conservation measures, set appropriate levels of effort, and, in the case of the urban effort, 
identify a proper entity and process to certify or endorse water suppliers that are 
implementing cost -effective feasible measures. 
• Expand State and Federal programs to provide sharply increased levels of planning, 
technical, and financing assistance and develop new ways of providing assistance in the 
most effective manner. 
• Assist urban water suppliers comply with the Urban Water Management Planning Act. 
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• Assist water suppliers and water users to identify and implement water management 
measures that can yield multiple benefits, including improved water quality and reduced 
ecosystem impacts. 
• Identify and implement practices to improve water management on managed wetlands. 
• Gather better information on water use, identify opportunities to improve water use 
efficiency, and measure the effectiveness of conservation practices. 
• Identify. in region-specific Strategic Plans for Agricultural Areas, quantifiable objectives 
to assure improvements in water management 
Water Recycling Actions: 
• Assist local and regional agencies comply with the water recycling provisions in the Urban 
Water Management Planning Act. 
• Expand State and Federal recycling programs in order to provide increased levels of 
planning, technical, and financing assistance (both loans and grants), and develop new 
ways of providing assistance in the most effective manner. 
• Provide regional planning assistance that can increase opportunities for use of recycled 
water. 
Proposed Water Use Efficiency Stage 1 Actions 
CALFED Agencies will evaluate the following WUE actions proposed for implementation in 
Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set of proposed actions 
in the WUE Program. 
• Expand existing State and Federal agricultural Water Conservation Programs to support 
on farm and district efforts. Expand State and Federal programs to provide technical and 
pianning assistance to local agencies and districts in support of local and regional 
conservation and recycling programs (yr 1-7). 
• Expand existing State and Federal conservation programs to support urban water 
purveyor efforts. Expand State and Federal programs to provide technical and planning 
assistance in support of conservation and recycling programs (yr 1-7). 
• Utilize AB 3616 of the Agricultural Water Management Council to evaluate and endorse 
Agricultural Water Management Plans to implement cost-effective water management 
practices by agricultural districts. Identify and secure ongoing funding sources for 
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Agricultural Water Management participate 
the development, review, and 
• Develop Urban Water Management to act as 
certifying entity, obtain legislative 
regulations, and implement program 
• Implement Urban BMPs Certification Process. certification of 
water suppliers' compliance with terms of of Understanding 
(MOU) with respect to BMPs analysis urban water conservation. 
Provide funding support for the California Urban Water Conservation Council (CUWCC) 
to carry out this function (yr 1-7). 
• Prepare a program implementation plan, including a proposed organizational structure 
consistent with the overall CALFED Program governance structure, for a competitive 
grant/loan incentive program for WUE (yr 1). This will include: 
• Incentives in the agricultural sector that will consider several factors, including: (i) 
potential for reducing irrecoverable water losses; (ii) potential for attaining 
environmental and/or water quality benefits from WUE measures which result in 
reduced diversions; (iii) regional variation in water management options and 
opportunities; (iv) availability and cost of alternative water supplies; and (v) 
whether the recipient area experiences recurrent water shortages due to regulatory 
or hydrological restrictions. Many of these factors are included in the Quantifiable 
Objectives for Agricultural Water Use Efficiency, and as such, the Quantifiable 
Objectives will be an important component of the agricultural incentive criteria. 
• Incentives in the urban sector will assist in identifying and implementing urban 
water conservation measures that are supplemental to BMPs in the Urban MOU 
process and are cost effective from a Statewide perspective. 
• Incentives for water recycling in the urban and agricultural areas. 
• Annual reporting and evaluation mechanisms to gauge effectiveness of the 
program. 
• Finalize and implement the methodology for Refuge Water Management which was 
described in the June 1998 "Interagency Coordinated Program for Wetland Water Use 
Plan, Central Valley, California" (yr 1-3). 
• Research effort to establish appropriate reference conditions for evaluating program 
progress, and to identify improved methods for WUE (yr 1-7). 
• Assess the need for additional water rights protections. Evaluate the need for additional 
State regulations or legislation providing protection for water right holders who have 






water use for all water users 




Water Transfer Program 
The CALFED Program's Water of a 
more effective water transfer water transfers streamlines the approval 
process while protecting water conditions, and local economic interests. 
CALFED Agencies have legal and regulatory for review and approval of most water 
transfers and also have jurisdiction over many of storage and conveyance facilities required to 
make water transfers work. These agencies are in a position to improve or facilitate the 
operations of the water market by adopting policies and implementing programs that will allow 
transfers to be completed efficiently while protecting the environment The Strategic Plan for 
Implementation provides and for implementation of the CALFED 
Program's Water Transfer Program, includes the following actions: 
Interactive California Water Market Information Web Site 
• Develop the On Tap on-line water market information source for California water 
transfers. 
Environmental, Socio-economic, and Water Resource Protection 
• Recommend establishment of a California Transfers Information Clearinghouse to 
ensure that decisions regarding proposed water transfers can made with all parties in 
possession of complete and accurate information and to facilitate assessment of potential 
third party impacts. 
• Require additional water transfer analysis regarding direct and indirect impacts. The 
DWR, Reclamation, and the State Water Control Board (SWRCB) will require 
transfer proponents to provide analysis of direct and indirect impacts of a proposed 
transfer, in addition to CEQA, ESA compliance or other environmental requirements. 
• Develop improved tracking protocols to ensure that water transferred to an instream flow 
can be tracked and then delivered to the intended destination. 
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• stakeholders 
of groundwater management programs to protect 
source areas, 
Technical, Operational, and Administrative Rules 
agencies in 
basins water transfer 
• Work to streamline the current water transfer approval processes through development 
new tools, clarification of existing policies, refinement of processes and addition 
and resources. 
• Work with stakeholder representatives to clarify and define what water is deemed 
transferrable under what conditions. 
• Work with stakeholder representatives to resolve conflicts over caniage water criteria, 
• Work with stakeholder representatives to develop criteria that protect other legal users of 
water from injury as a result of refill of a reservoir after the transfer of stored water. 
\Nheeling and Access to State/Federal Facilities 
• Improve forecasting tools and more widely disclose potential pumping and conveyance 
capacity in project facilities, including limiting factors and inherent risks. 
• Work with stakeholder representatives to consider modification of policies and procedures 
for transporting non-project water through existing project water conveyance facilities. 
• Work with stakeholder representatives to develop cost criteria associated with 
transporting transferred water through State or Federal conveyance facilities. 
Proposed Water Transfer Program Stage 1 Actions 
CALFED Agencies will evaluate the following actions proposed for implementation in Stage 1. 
These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set of proposed actions in the 
Water Transfer Program. 
• Develop an Interactive Water Transfer Information Web-site. CALFED Agencies will 
develop, implement, and maintain an interactive, publicly available web-site called On 
(by the end of year 2000) (yr 1). 
• Establish the California Water Transfers Information Clearinghouse to operate and 
maintain the On Tap web-site, collect and disseminate data and information relating to 
water transfers and potential transfer impacts, and perform research using historic data to 
understand water transfer impacts (by year 2001) (yr 1). 
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• Coordinate with CALFED 
additional impact assessment 
• Identify, arrange, fund, and out a 
stream environmental purposes as 
evaluate the effectiveness of and 
Water Code Section 1707 procedures and 
• Establish a groundwater assistance 
and to enable local entities to develop 
management/monitoring programs (yr 
• Develop a streamlined water 
certain classes of transfers and 
• Work with stakeholder representatives to 
transferrable under what conditions (yr 1 
• Continue to work with stakeholder representatives to conflicts over carriage water 
criteria (yr 1-3). 
• Establish a refill criteria policy for reservoir storage based water transfers (yr 1). 
• Begin forecast and disclosure processes potential capacity existing 
export facilities (Reclamation and DWR). This would be an on-going activity, occurring 
in conjunction with hydrologic forecasts (yr 1-7). 
• Work with stakeholders to develop an agreed upon set of criteria and procedures 
governing the determination of transport system availability and costs, including the 
procedures to determine the fair reimbursement to water conveyance facility operator 
(yr 1-3). 
Watershed Program 
The vVatershed Program will use a comprehensive, basin-wide approach with a goal to 
improve conditions in the Bay-Delta system. This Watershed Program will emphasize local 
participation and provide financial and assistance local watershed stewardship, and 
promote coordination and collaboration among watershed efforts. 
The geographic scope of the Watershed Program encompasses scope of the CALFED · 
Program. The Watershed Program will support activities that provide benefits to the Delta, 
Suisun Bay, and Suisun Marsh. 
The Watershed Program covers a broad geographic range and currently lacks project-specific 
measures for evaluation. Individual projects pursued under Watershed Program will fully 
evaluate all alternatives during tiered environmental review and will fully analyze and address 
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effects under section 7 or section 10 of the ESA. CALFED will ensure that appropriate measures 
to conserve special status species are included in all program actions. 
There are five Watershed Program elements: coordination and assistance; adaptive management 
and monitoring; education and outreach; integration with other CALFED Program elements; and 
watershed processes and relationships. These elements, associated proposed programmatic 
actions, and an implementation strategy are described in the Watershed Program Plan. 
The primary objectives of the Watershed Program are: 
• Facilitate and improve coordination, collaboration, and assistance among government 
agencies, other organizations, and local watershed groups. 
• Develop watershed monitoring and assessment protocols. 
• Support education and outreach. 
• Integrate the Watershed Program with other CALFED Program elements. 
• Define the relationship between watershed processes and the goals and objectives of the 
CALFED Program. 
• Implement a strategy that will ensure support and long term sustainability of local 
watershed activities. 








are community based 
are collaborative and are consistent with the CALFED Program 
address multiple watershed issues 
are coordinated with and supported at multiple levels 
provide ongoing implementation 
include monitoring protocols 
increase learning and awareness . 
Proposed Watershed Program Stage 1 Actions 
The CALFED Program will evaluate the following Watershed Program actions proposed for 
implementation in Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set 
of proposed actions in the Watershed Program Plan. 
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• Fund and 
and monitoring 
(yr 1-7). 
• Assist local 
including roles and 
exchange, and to ensure effective 
agencies and stakeholder 
• Implement a funding process 
capacity of locally controlled 
landowner groups (yr l-7). 
• Improve the use usefulness 
functions to provide data and 
management (yr 3-7). 
• Ensure the completion of project 
with documentation and permitting processes as 
• Evaluate the benefits that accrue from 
CALFED Program goals and objectives 
• Establish, fund, and maintain watershed 
watershed groups and private landowners 
(yr l-7). 
• Collaborate with other CALFED Program 
watershed related activities (yr 1-7). 
• Provide appropriate information and 
to develop a Statewide umbrella Watershed 
Water Management Strategy 
The Water Management Strategy (WMS) 
water management tools in the program, 
select additional tools needed to achieve the 
The CALFED Program has identified primary 
available water supplies (making water suitable 
existing or new water supplies in an economically nrr'"",.. .. 
agricultural beneficial uses; and, improve 
order to reduce conflicts between beneficial uses and 
on 
access to 
VHclH\.,HlUL, urban and 
and demand in 
The tools that will be used to achieve the goals and WMS the WUE 
Program (agricultural, urban, and wetland water conservation and water recycling); the Water 
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Transfer Program; Conveyance, including 
strategies, such as real-time diversion uauuu;:;'-" 
tools, the WMS will rely on additional 
These include the Watershed Program, the Water 
through the Science Program. 
Storage 
The CALFED Program has initiated the ltltc•nT-::1 
comprehensive assessment of alternative surface 
to overall water management. 
and, operational 
uu"""'"'" to primary 
benefits. 
Storage Investigation (ISI) to provide a 
groundwater options and their utility 
Decisions to implement new or expanded surface and groundwater storage will be predicated 
upon completing site-specific feasibility studies and complying with all environmental review and 
permitting requirements. Individual storage projects pursued under the WMS will fully evaluate 
project-level alternatives that are consistent with the decision documents in conformance with the 
legal requirements of section 404, as implemented under the Memorandum of Understanding for 
section 404 of the Clean Water Act for the CALFED Program. The level of analysis required for 
specific storage projects will depend upon the programs and related commitments of the 
CALFED Program, including those related to water use efficiency, water transfers, and the ERP, 
being implemented. Direct and indirect effects, as appropriate, will be addressed under section 7 
or section 10 of the ESA. 
Site-specific studies of storage opportunities will be coordinated under the lSI. Specifically, the 
ISI will evaluate surface storage, groundwater storage, power facility re-operation, and removal 
of barriers to fish passage and, where appropriate, the potential for conjunctive operation of these 
different types of storage. These investigations will contribute to compliance with the 
requirements, within the Clean Water Act Section 404 Guidelines, and pursuant to the EPA and 
Corps Memorandum of Understanding. 
The range of total new storage evaluated in Phase II was from zero up to about six Million acre-
feet (MAF). Maximum Sacramento River off-stream or enlarged on-stream surface storage 
potential is estimated to be about three MAF of storage, while south of Delta off-aqueduct 
surface storage potential is estimated to be about two MAF of storage. Other types of surface 
storage considered in Phase II include San joaquin River tributary storage and in-Delta storage. 
The CALFED Program will evaluate the feasibility of expanding two existing reservoirs and 
constructing a new off-stream reservoir with a total capacity of 950 thousand-acre-feet (TAF); 
and a major expansion of groundwater storage for an additionalSOO TAF to one MAF. In 
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addition, the CALFED 
with local agencies. 
The CALFED ..... "'''""m 
initiate permitting, NEP A 
conditions are satisfied. addition, 
periodically update the WMS. 
providing water quality, water 
together with information 
updated information on 
Evaluation Framework. 
of objectives for the 
the achievement of objectives; 
management strategies. 
updating the WMS and 
management tools. 
Proposed Stage 1 Storage Actions 
The CALFED Program will evaluate the 
during Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 
actions in the Storage Program. It is 
under section 7 or a permit under section 10 
Groundwater Banking and Conjunctive Use 
controlled groundwater and conjunctive use 
additional storage. This effort includes 
landowners in both the north-of-Delta 
construction of several south-of-Delta projects. 
projects, if feasible, could 





Begin feasibility studies (yr 1) . 
Report on the performance of feasibility 
benefits and beneficiaries (yr 3). 









Surface Storage CALFED Agencies 
that are in varying stages of the environmental 
Stage 1 will focus on completing 







In-Delta storage project (approximately 
purchasing the Delta Wetlands 
event that Delta Wetlands proves cost 
Construction: yr 3-7). 
Evaluate expanding CVP storage in Shasta Lake by raising.the 
Shasta Dam by three to six feet (Planning: 
Evaluate expanding Los Vaqueros 
of a Bay Area water quality and water 
operated by the Contra Costa Water is 
subject to a number of mandates, and existing biological 
opinions. CALFED intends to work with CCWD and interested stakeholders to assure 
that previous commitments, including local voter approval required for expansion, are 
maintained ( yr 1-7). 
Evaluate off-stream storage at Sites a capacity to 1.9 MAF 
(yr1-5). 
Evaluate additional storage options in 
additional storage capacity of between 
Evaluate enlarging Millerton Lake at 
program in the region. The CALFED 
project in Stage 1 (yr 1-6). 
Power Facilities Re-operation Evaluation Evaluate some hydroelectric 




Identify beneficiaries and negotiate cost sharing 
Work with CALFED Agencies, the Public Utilities 
Energy Regulatory Commission, and interested 
opportunities (yr 1-2). 
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maybe 
(yr 1-7) . 















Principles. the event 
achieve CALFED 
CALFED Program 
connecting the Sacramento 















• Evaluate the dredging 
• Implement 
.. Consolidate, on initiate 
a screen 
• Develop a 
San Joaquin 
CALFED 
water pumped from 
CALFED Program's ecosystem 
program (yr 1-7). 
• Continue implementation 
development of a long-term plan 











construct such a 
analysis that has not 
(yr 1-7). 
• Fully 
indirect environmental am~crs 
• Improve flood control through 
floodplain restoration to fully '"'v"''H'"'c' 
• Screen agricultural ""u'"'-""' 
Environmental Water Account 
An essential goal of the 
water users while at the same time 
protection and restoration\recovery needs as one 
these objectives, the CALFED Program 
SWP and CVP export facilities only for the 
based on fully providing water existing 
and habitat restoration provided through the 
should they be necessary. 
The EWA is a new water source provided to: (1) 
(2) reduce Delta exports from CVP/SWP export 
ecosystem concerns. The CALFED Agencies 
the Delta watershed to resolve local fishery-diversion conflicts 
and opportunities for each diversion. 
no effect on the existing water rights 
Overall Purpose, Framework and Administration. 
EvVA Operating Principles Agreement (see 
project description), to provide water for 
available through existing regulatory actions related to 
Principles Agreement will be to 
extent that the EW A Operating Principles 
Operating Principles Agreement will the 
to 
and outflows; and 
periods of fish and aquatic 
with 
so it 
The EWA will be funded jointly by the State and Federal gmren1mE~nts will be authorized to 
EW A assets will be 
NMFS, and CDFG) in 
acquire, bank, transfer and borrow water arrange 
managed by the State and Federal fishery agencies (the 
39 
coordination with project 
will be made by Federal 
anticipated that acquisitions 
other agencies or third 
identified as Tier 1 in the 
• 1995 Delta Water Quality Control 
At this time, the SWP CVP are """''""n 
contained in this plan. 
re-allocate the responsibilities for 
part of its ongoing Bay-Delta 
the standards will not affect the ua;:,c:iu!c: 
The appropriate CALFED Agencies 
circumstances when the CVP 
cap for use of CVPIA Section 3406(b) (2) water. 
conjunction with 
their available resources to create an 
while not adversely uses. 
• 1995 Delta Smelt 
The export curtailment 
page 19), commonly referred to as 
Section 3406(b) (2) of the CVPIA 
to reduce combined exports, below 
Plan during a 31-day period in April 
100% of the base San Joaquin River 
The CVP reduction in pumping be 
Section 3406(b) (2) of the 
responsibility to meet 
the EWA. 
use 
(item 2 on 
be met by 
and CVP 
will be reimbursed 
to 1 Vernalis flow/export 
The CVP and SWP will 
Agreement through 2011. 
what is called for by the 2 to 1 Vernalis 
may be augmented by water 
Such an augmentation will not be 
While operating per the SJRA, the 
the EWA or pursuant to Section 3406 (b) (2) 
not implemented for reason, 
operation, as per the terms of the 
• Full Use of800 TAF Supply ofWater 
in Accordance with Interior's October 5, 1999 
Water Resulting from Refill of Reservoirs 
(b) (2) Policy as a result of refill of following 
be used in a manner which results in increased export 
(b) (2) water pumped by the SWP and made available to 
the "reset" provision. 
Export Curtailments which Result in Increased 
(b) (2) export curtailment results a 
hence increased storage, the charge to 
the increased storage will result in nf'T'A"<cAr! 
of the export curtailment) to south-of-Delta 
water year. If such deliveries cannot be 
stored in upstream reservoirs shall be 
(b) (2) account. Where the delivery to nv.-• .-.rr 
not be increased and end-of-year storage 
charge to the (b) (2) account. 
The Secretary of the Interior is expected to make a 
pursuant to the original Trinity authorization, Trinity 






These protections include, 
CVPIA. The CVP will use 
available, to provide water 
benefits will not create any limitation on 
Operational Rules The ground 
Principles Agreement, executed by 
ground rules are based on the principle 
while not resulting in uncompensated 
contractors. 
Asset Development Immediate 
Initial water purchases and lease of 
the end of 2000. In addition to assets to 
initial one-time acquisition 
be acquired from a variety sources to assure 
assurances for SWP and CVP water 
collateral for the first year's borrowing. The 
storage for other EW A assets as they become 
Borrowing agreements will allow the 
necessary actions during a water year as 
following year's allocations. To the extent 
shared. The limitations on borrowing 
agreements with south-of-Delta vvater 
effectiveness of the EW A, and to help 
not be affected by EW A operations. 
Stage 1, the CALFED Agencies 
the first four years of Stage 1, there 
CVP or SWP Delta exports 
This commitment will be based on 
Tier 1 is baseline water, provided 
regulatory baseline consists of the 
smelt, 1995 Delta Water Quality 
CVPIA Section 3406 (b) (2). 
Tier 2 consists of the assets in the EWA combined with the benefits of the ERP and is an 
insurance mechanism that will allow water to be provided for fish over and above Tier 1, 
when needed without reducing deliveries to water users. Tier 1 and Tier 2 are, in effect, a 
water budget for the environment and will be used to avoid the need for 3 assets as 
described subsequently. 
Tier 3 is based upon the commitment and ability of the CALFED Agencies to make 
additional water available should it be needed. It is unlikely that assets beyond those in 
Tier 1 and Tier 2 will be needed to meet ESA requirements. However, if further assets are 
needed in specific circumstances, Tier 3 will be provided. In considering the need for Tier 
3 assets, the fishery agencies will consider the views of an independent science panel. 
Although the CALFED Agencies do not anticipate needing access to Tier 3 water assets, 
the CALFED Agencies will prepare an implementation strategy for Tier 3 by August 
2001, establish a timely scientific panel process, and identifying tools and funding should 









In order to 
Secretary of the 
review for the 
.. 
.. 
.. Evaluate the effectiveness of 























The MSCS serves as a biological assessment 
CALFED Program strategy 
Community Conservation Planning 
biological assessment, it 
proposed, and candidate species, 
used in 
areas 
conservation goals species 
achieving those goals 
Conservation Goals and Prescriptions 
The MSCS identifies conservation goals 
conservation measures to achieve these goals. 
recover 19 species, contribute to the recovery 
"recovery" was established for those "' .... '-'"'"'" 
Delta and Suisun Bay/Marsh systems. Recovery is 
arrested or reversed, threats to the species are 
nature is assured. Recovery is equivalent, at minimum, to the requirements · ""''' ... "' a species 
under ESA and CESA. The goal "contribute to recovery" was assigned to " .... ''"'"-~ which 
CALFED CALFED Program actions affect only a limited portion of the soel::Ies 
Program actions have limited effects on the species. achieve 
species' recovery, the CALF ED Agencies are expected to undertake some 
control and within its scope that are necessary to recover the "IJ';'"'n;.:> 
assigned to species expected to be minimally affected by 
contributing to a 
under 
was 
category, the CALFED Agencies will avoid, minimize, and compensate for any adverse effects to 
the species commensurate with the level of effect on the species. Actions may not actually 
contribute to the recovery of the "maintain" species; however, at a minimum, will 
expected to not contribute to the need to list a species or degrade status of a 
The CALFED Agencies will also, to the extent 
species. 
Specific prescriptions were developed to achieve 
species. The prescriptions incorporate the measures identified 
plans, where available, other relevant information, and professional 
include measures to enhance habitats and species 
Program's adverse impacts. 
As the CALFED Program proceeds during the next 
landscapes could change significantly and that new 
and monitoring. Consequently, species goals and 
through adaptive management, and as new recovery plans are finalized or 
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The CALFED 
fishery protections .., • .._, ... '".a'"' 
including the ERP 
annually for the ERP, and an additional 
must be provided, if and when 
demonstrated; and 4) initial and u•u•tu<.u 
The program be 
as 
meet promptly to identify and assess measures 
or anticipated noncompliance the v'·"''~HHJ 
the Service determines that a situation 
unable to remedy noncompliance within a reasonable 
to exceed 60 days, the regulatory commitments will 
determination of noncompliance, formal consultation 
a new or amended biological opinion conditions nrocrr• 
requirements. If the compliance with the ""''"""". 
initial regulatory commitments may be revised 
programmatic biological opinions. Nothing 
our regulatory authority. 
There are several issues that have been 
relating to OCAP. These issues will 
consultation concerning the joint operations 
implemented. These issues include but not 
during the San Joaquin pulse flow 
Vernalis flow requirements, 2) the amount or extent 
light" stage of incidental take to avoid or minimize 
operations and to avoid reaching "red light", and 3) other a'"'''v'·'" 
at the time of reinitiation to provide the regulatory 
spring run chinook salmon, and steelhead. 
The MSCS describes program-level strategies to achieve compliance with 
strategies to address the indirect effects of actions taken under the CALFED Program, and 
strategies for completing tiered consultations, when appropriate. The CALFED 
compliance strategies will, in part, be developed and implemented as part of 
Program projects tiered from this programmatic biological opinion. 
Entities implementing CALFED Program actions which may effect listed species will be required 
to develop ASIPs. ASIPs will be developed for individual CALFED Program actions or groups 
of actions when enough detailed information is available about the actions to analyze fully their 
impacts on species and habitats, and develop appropriate measures to avoid, minimize, and 
compensate for impacts. Specifically, individual projects that qualify for consultation will be 
evaluated within the context of the program as a whole, which includes major elements designed 
to improve the environmental baseline and lead to the recovery of targeted species. These major 
elements will be subject to on-going monitoring, evaluation, and the application of adaptive 
management. Site specific biological opinions will take into account the environmental benefits 
that accrue from the CALFED Program. 
Development of ASIPs will be coordinated with the wildlife agencies so that the particular set of 
measures necessary to be implemented to achieve FESA compliance will be incorporated as part 
of the proposed ASIP. The particular set of measures included will likely be unique to each 
ASIP. The MSCS describes programmatic avoidance, minimization, and compensation measures 
to be incorporated into ASIPs. However, ASIPs also may include additional measures not 
described in the MSCS, and possibly a set of ERP actions. For example, a levee improvement 
project in the Delta may include a particular set of MSCS avoidance, minimization, and 
compensation measures, additional measures unique to the proposed project, and ERP actions to 
restore wildlife habitat adjacent to or on the improved levee. ASIPs will be reviewed for 
compliance with the ESA through the section 7 consultation process, or through the section 10 
habitat conservation planning process. 
Service Area Effects 
Implementation of the CALFED Program's Preferred Program Alternative related to water supply 
reliability will be determined largely in an incremental fashion through an adaptive management 
process. Because of this, it is not possible to accurately estimate the scope of potential service 
area effects on species and habitats. Project-level or site-specific impacts may not be known until 
Phase III of the CALFED Program (implementation). Therefore, the CALFED Program strategy 
for addressing indirect effects in the service areas includes identifying a shorHerm strategy based 
49 
on critical species needs for recovery and 
impacts that cannot predicted 
CALFED Agencies will use a two-step nr..-.'n"'"" 
currently unknown. First, CALFED 
any service area effects. Then, to address the 
integrate proactive, conservation planning .,r...-'r'"'" 
do this, CALFED Agencies will develop the 
Phase III.. These measures, as described 
address these effects at the project level and at 
• Providing technical assistance and other """"'""' to entities .-... ,,,.,,.., 
Conservation Plans (HCPs) or conservation •wnnr<>rn addressing effects of land use 
changes in the service areas. 
• Evaluating each future water supply reliability or project during planning and 
including appropriate measures to address indirect in the ASIPs. may include 
implementing the applicable conservation measures the MSCS to conserve 
species relative to service area effects or developing new measures. 
• Developing or contributing to conservation programs to address the critical needs of 
species in CALFED Program service areas not already covered conservation plans. 
Governance Plan 
The interim governance structure will be in place from the time 
long-term permanent structure is adopted through interim 
governance, CALFED Agencies propose adoption current Program structure 
being used during the planning stage, but adapted for implementation. The interim governance 
structure, including identification of how decisions will be set forth in a new 
Implementation MOU which the agencies will develop and execute by the ROD. The 
current structure is made up of the Policy Group to and the 
Secretary of the Interior, public advisory groups. the CALFED Program 
staff, and State and Federal agencies and teams. This 
will serve to bridge the gap until a permanent commission is 
Interim Program Management Responsibilities The Levee System Integrity Program management 
will remain with DWR, CDFG, and other existing agencies. The CALFED Program will continue 
to manage the ERP, in coordination with the appropriate agencies. The State and Federal fishery 




Milestones are a list of ERP, 'v"""' .. 
will fully implement in 
actions the fish and wildlife ~>'.•~u~·~~ avr<fi<'~ 
Program's conservation 
description of the function and "'l';''llHL<lH 
Appendix. 
Milestones for ERP, 
actions that are relevant for ERP, MSCS, 
51 
The ERP, MSCS, and WQP are 
MSCS is not a separate blueprint or 
ERP. The measures and goals 
However, the MSCS is a conservation ct.--'t'""'' 
Program. The MSCS addresses 
actions, including ERP actions and other 
water conveyance actions and storage actions. 
premise is that the Program as a whole, 
aquatic and terrestrial habitats and improve 
therefore serves two purposes: 1) to achieve 
species recovery, and 2) to enable actions 
compliance with FESA, CESA and the NCCPA 
To serve both of these purposes, ERP implementation must 
scientific information and by information about 
Information about the implementation of other vrnrrr':lrn "'-"v'"'"' 
do not conflict or limit the success of the ERP. 
implemented concurrent, and at a commensurate level, with 
actions to ensure that the Program as a whole continues to increase 
and improve ecological functions in the Bay-Delta. The Milestones are 
based on the best information currently available, a group of 
MSCS, and WQP that 1) establish an adequate level of 
not be inhibited by proposed Stage 1 actions in 
proposed Stage 1 actions in other Program elements to 
CESA and the NCCPA through implementation 
The Program's development of annual, near-term, 
and strategies will be based on the goals and objectives of 
FESA recovery plans, and implementation plans 
zones, and will be informed by the Science Program. 
and objectives with respect to the ERP. As with ERP 
generally, the Fish and Wildlife Agencies intend 
concerning the Milestones. Specifically, the 
the Science Program of 1) whether other Program elements implementation priorities 
and strategies so as to limit the success of the ERP, MSCS, and WQP, and 2) whether the 
implementation priorities and strategies will ensure that the continues to 
increase aquatic and terrestrial habitats and improve Bay-Delta. As the 
Science Program develops 
will revise the Milestones as necessary, .._u,u.:;•.:nt::J 
The CALFED Program will develop 
Plan for Ecosystem Restoration and the 
Agency/Stakeholder Ecosystem Team ("ASET") the 
to develop annual ERP implementation plans 
The Fish and Wildlife Agencies will participate 
implementation plans. The Fish and Wildlife 
limited to, participation in the ASET. Through participation in 
plan process, the Fish and Wildlife Agencies will ensure 1) is 
available information regarding ecosystem restoration and the Bay-Delta system, each plan 
will achieve substantial progress toward meeting the and 3) that the Science Program 
will provide information to achieve applicable Milestones. As new available 
and conceptual models are tested and refined as part of this Wildlife 
Agencies anticipate that priorities reflected in the Milestones may change, or 
questions may emerge. Through the annual ERP implementation process, 
members, the CALFED Program, and ASET members may revisions to the Milestones 
based on pertinent new information. If the Fish and Wildlife Agencies that the 
proposed revisions are warranted and are consistent with FESA and the NCCPA, Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies will revise the Milestones accordingly. 
The Fish and Wildlife Agencies will not approve revisions to that cause or 
allow an effect to Covered Species or critical habitat designated under FESA that was not 
considered in the programmatic regulatory determinations, or 
initiation of consultation under 50 CFR §402.16. Consequently, 
their approved revisions to Milestones can be incorporated each agency's programmatic 
biological opinions without re-initiating consultation under §7 of FESA. CDFG will incorporate 
its approved revisions to the Milestones by the 
Findings for the MSCS. 
It will not be possible to gauge the progress of Milestone once 
Phase III begins. Consequently, over the first four years base success 
of Program Implementation upon the criterion that the ERP is funded (at least $150 million 
from dedicated funding sources annually through Stage 1 for ERP, and an additional $50 
million EWA funding annually for the first four years). However, the criterion for success at the 
end of Stage 1 will be implementation of the Stage 1 
The Program will submit an annual report to 
Legislature and the Congress that describes 
by December 15 of each calendar year. 
meet Program objectives in Stage 1. Among the 
completion of key projects and milestones identified 
MSCS Milestones will be included in the portion of the 
Summary of Key Planned Actions 
If key program actions are not implemented at this programmatic 
becomes available, consultation would be reinitiated at 
or new 
the lack of implementation of any actions, or new information, affects 
upon listed species associated with the overall implementation of the suite 
considered and the subsequent conclusions made in this biological opinion. following key 
actions are considered relevant to this biological opinion and part of the project description and, 
are therefore, requisite in conducting the effects analysis: 
Program-wide 
1. The conservation actions described in the Description of the Proposed 
implemented, including, but not limited to, the Ecosystem Restoration Plan, the 
Water Quality Program Plan, the Watershed Program Plan, Multi-Species 
Conservation Strategy and, where applicable, its strategy 
area effects. The determination of whether and to what extent a specific action results in 
indirect effects will be made on a case-by-case basis 
requirements. These actions will be implemented 
adaptive management, as described in the Description of the Proposed Action. 
2. CALFED Agencies will obtain funding sufficient to 
and strategies, as necessary, to implement this 
3. The various CALFED Program elements, strategies, and nr"""'~''" 
concert with the ERP, MSCS, EWA, and WQP to achieve multiple goals of the 
CALFED Program. The CALFED program will be implemented such that the net effects 
to species and their habitats are positive and are consistent and in conformance with State 






To the extent 
take of a listed ""'"'""'"" 
to assess 
The CALFED Program 
established 
Discharges into surface water 
actions will comply 
for the biological opinion on the 
Numeric Criteria for Priority Toxic 
Rule (CTR) (Service File No. 1 
plans. 
8. Entities implementing CALFED 
environmental laws. 
9. DWR, to the extent required by law, and 
water contracts resulting from a CALFED 
Levee System Integrity Program 
10. Levee integrity improvement 
conservation measures, so 
advance simultaneously. 
11. The Service, NMFS, and 
Program projects to ensure that 
actions adverse of 
12. Development and implementation 
to 
Marsh levees will be consistent with the goals of 
Federal recovery plans. 
13. Levee repair/improvements will 




on all new modified 
affect listed species. 
program 
Suisun 
and MSCS, including State and 
soft-fixes (bio-
Program 
CALFED Program will implement projects to achieve the milestones established for · 
WQP in Stage 1. 
Restoration Program 
1 Program will implement projects to achieve the milestones established for 
ERP in Stage 1. 
ERP will be implemented in a manner that will achieve species prescriptions and 
goals of covered species by year 30 of the CALFED Program. Stage 1 
establish the trajectory for achieving recovery goals for the first 7 years. 
Efflciency Program 
17. Development and implementation of the WUE will be consistent with the goals and 
objectives of the ERP and MSCS, including State and Federal recovery plans. Program 
actions and associated conservation measures will be planned in conjunction with the 
NMFS, and CDFG, in compliance with FESA, CESA, and NCCPA, as 
appropriate. Program development will be coordinated with other CALFED Programs 
ERP, MSCS, and Science Program). 
Program 
Program actions subject to the FESA that will result in the transfer of water that 
affect listed species will not be undertaken until consultation under section 7 or a 
under section 10 is completed. In any such consultation, the fish and wildlife 
agencies will determine whether adverse effects are likely to occur. Additionally, the 
will not be charged for curtailed 3'ct party transfer opportunities. 
CVP, and Level 4 Refuge water supply transfers resulting from CALFED actions 
have priority for conveyance over other transfer obligations (as consistent with the 





will be 1-H~AUH~~ 
FE SA, 
actions will be 





Storage sites will 
environmental ro£llt1ir·orn 




24. Any and all 
developments 
existing storage or 
for their impacts to Federal or 
with the MSCS. If, through 
by the Service, NMFS, and 




25. To the extent consistent 
26. 
















Prior to increasing pumping above current 
additional export capability 




prepared for the 
to provide for recovery of 
fishery populations, 
protection of fish. These ""-'-"u""'H 
but are not limited to (a) 
magnitude of exports and water supply 
combination of the two. ESA 
31. An isolated conveyance facility will 
EWA 
determined that a through-Delta not 
for restoration and recovery of listed species, or 
developed through a peer-review 
32. All EWA fixed assets (i.e., purchases) are 
33. The EWA Operational Principles 
34. 
35. 
The project agencies shall request clarification 
points that appear to be ambiguous related to 
If EWA assets are depleted and the Service, 
necessary, Tier 3 assets will be available to 
36. As new water storage and conveyance 
impacts will be assessed. If necessary to 
recovery of fishery populations, operational 
protection of fish. These operational rules may 
the timing and magnitude of exports and water 
concern, and (b) new sharing formulae to 
EWA to offset impacts and implement 
would come from separate consultation 
opinion, as appropriate. 
Science Program 
37. The Science Program will complete '"""'''"""' 












transfers and permanent "'"'"''"'''" 
signing a ROD or a 
consider both direct 
and to what extent 
The list of evaluated 
NMFS, and CDFG to add and remove 
objective (R, r, or m) 
The Service will work closely 
providing them with maps of 
guide entities through the 
appropriate, to address project -specific 
Entities implementing CALFED 
consultation with the Service, 
Action-Specific Implementation 
The CALFED 
and the impact 
and NCCP A compliance, as 
as described in the MSCS includes 
contributing to completion and 
as described in section lO(a) 
as 
44. The CALFED Program 
Monitoring (for the life 
implemented 
baselines are 
45. Any project-specific effects to 
specific 
funded and staffed to 
track implementation 
Environmental Baseline 
Most of California's threatened and endangered ""'''"'"~"' 
declining in area and quality. 
endangered species, their loss or degradation can 
contributing to the environmental baseline are thn.roi'nro 
below. However, effects from environmental 
habitats and are discussed separately. Population status 
species accounts found in Appendix C. 
\-\Then the CVP began operations, approximately 30% 
had already been converted to urban and agricultural 
of the riparian vegetation along the Sacramento 
large CVP facility) began operation in 1 
dramatically. 
Habitat Analyses 
Acreage trends in the analyses below are 
Kuchler· s (1977) map of California's potential 
vegetation which exists or has been estimated to 
disturbances to the environments, uvr·nTH 
Geographic Information System (GIS) format. 
extent and distribution of habitats from 1990 
minimum mapping unit in GAP data is 100 
hectares ( 99 acres) for wetland habitats. 
two studies are complicated by differences in uuu•nu• 










The Delta is the uppermost 
influenced freshwater high 
joaquin Rivers, the mixing zone between 
Golden Gate. The position of 
the salt content (salinity) of 
tides. Plankton (microscopic 
mixing zone, so the vicinity is 
plankton. Shallow habitats 
(Service 1996a) as essential to the 
resident fish. When the mixing zone is 
shallow water habitat is in the 
plankton. 
Federally listed species ""·-"J'"' ... 
transpacificus), 
(Pogonichthys macrolepidotus). 
an till arum browm), or California 
travel through, or visit 
shallow, tidally-influence4, 
spawning. To assure egg 
water quality (i.e., 
submerged tree roots, branches, 
Table 3. General Habitats Trend Analysis 
estimations. See text for description of v~UHAW"~"''-'· 
Potential 
Habitat Type Estimation (acres) 
(Kuchler 1977) 
Agriculture minimal 




Coastal Scrub 340,294 





Salt Marsh 156,537 
Tule Marsh 1,969,013 
Urban effectively zero 
Water 156,778 

















*Includes the ERP, MSCS, and Watershed Program Focus 














Potential natural vegetation in the Delta included approximately 520,000 acres of tule marsh, 
covering 72% of the area of the Delta (Kuchler 1977). Since the 1850's, the Estuary's tidal 
63 
marshes have experienced a 
Monroe and Kelly 
49,450 acres 
marshes had been to 
All wetland and open water 
of the Delta (GAP 1996). Most 
habitats have been separated 
Water flow and salinity in the 
including the Tracy Pumping Plant 
smaller water diversions. 
move the mixing zone upstream, 
low, and pumps are pulling in amounts 
direction in the channel, and fish can entrained at 
mortality, upstream movement of water can delay 
predation, poor water quality, other 
Several aquatic non-native species have 
1986). These non-natives have out 
For further information on non-native 
on Effects of the Proposed Action . 
Delta Smelt 
The current environmental 
February 12, 1993, 
long-term operation of the CVP 
guidance, the November 2, 1994, biological 
proposed Water Quality Standards for 
Delta in conjunction with the 1995 Water 
pursuant to Section 3406(b)2 the CVP 
and wildlife purposes. Part of this £""'"'~"'" 
February 1 to June 30 to transport larval 
the CVP and SWP export pumps and maintain 
distinct points: the confluence of the Sacramento 
Island. The length of time must 
determined by a formula that considers 
Development" factor, denoted by a particular 
of 
Compliance with the salinity criteria at 
following three ways: (1) the daily 
on that day so as to meet the "flow 
of the 14-day moving average allows 
of tidal currents during the lunar cycle 
spring and neap tidal conditions. Meeting 
either implementation scheme 1 or 3 above. 
Delta modeling conducted by a variety 
opinion analyzed approximately 73 years 
Rivers and Delta. The analysis 
the targeted compliance point or would meet 
number of days, over and above the minimum required, in many of the 
point has been maintained mainly because the export facilities 
of the unimpaired run-off and, thus, have been well below 
providing better environmental conditions than 
Therefore, the Service was able to provide 
opinion on the long-term operation of their projects. 
estuarine conditions for delta smelt would be 
Agreement leading to the Bay-Delta Accord that would 
equitable contribution to meet the revised water quality standards, (2) 
agencies carrying out programs for the conservation 
section 7 of the Act, and (3) the scheduled renewal or 
that would provide an additional opportunity to implement 
these actions would result in phased improvement to water 
Due to subsequent wet years, the regulatory 
The CVP/SWP were able to meet the compliance 
favorable hydrologic conditions, did not need to 
If these beneficial environmental parameters are 
would be heading toward recovery. However, 
being proposed which are described later. 
baseline with these good water years, it has 
of required days X2 was to be at specific compliance •v"'"uu 
was at or downstream of the required location. 
by the California Department of Water Resources, 
with how the Service evaluated the original 
biological opinion (Service, 1995). 
65 
the number 
number of days X2 
on preliminary data provided 
analysis is consistent 
6, 1995 
Adult Delta smelt spawn in 
areas having submersed aquatic 
water areas have been identified 
(Service 1995) as essential to the 
fish. A "no net loss" strategy of 
Plan. 
Delta smelt are adapted to living 
temporally according to tidal cycles and 
tremendously variable environment, 
spring transport flows that 
Since the 1850's, however, the amount and extent 
declined dramatically. The advent in 1853 of 
rivers led to increased siltation and alteration of 
al. 1986, Monroe and Kelly 1992). The 
the same year, marked the beginning of the rlf'£l>Ct:H>L£1':1U 
Estuary's tidal marshes (Nichols et 1986, 
proportion of river flow being diverted from the 
Kelly 1992). There is a correlation between the nrn.nn•·n 
Bay and overall abundance. This relationship '"u"'"'U'L"'u 
dramatically when outflow was between 
and Roe islands. Placement of X2 downstream 
provides Delta smelt with low salinity and 
rearing habitat that increases both smelt u~•u•uu'""~ 
TABLE 4. Number of days X2 was required at specific compliance stations and the actual 






























Estimated for 2000 
As of May 10, 2000 
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According to seven 
this species was 
These same ""-"'-''~" 
et al. 1990). 
Specifically, 
indices because 
upstream through most 
townet abundance 
provides data on 
1994), this index has 
1994 summer townet index 
value of 319 but resulted 
and habitat 
The FMWT abundance index (1 
the abundance index (360.8} 
index was 
criteria, including 
FMWT, have not been met to 
toward recovery. 
The Service issued a non-jeopardy 
Project after significant negotiations 
project description significantly degraded 
hydrology and causing 
modified, includes conditions to minimize up-stream 
hydrology within the action area. The 
Interim South Delta Program as the original project 
by adversely affecting Delta hydrology and causing 
Service has also issued a biological opinion for the a water contract to County of 
Sacramento for 35,000 af of water to be diverted The opinion for 
Sacramento County evaluated a phased approach to new water with very small 
increments of water to be delivered for the first and that larger amount would be 
fully evaluated in the context of a broader section 7 consultation when OCAP is reinitiated at the 
long-term contract renewal phase of CVPIA. Additionally, the Service just completed a 
consultation with Reclamation concerning additional Water 
(CCWD) under their existing contracts consistent s Water Supply Program. 
The outcome of this opinion specifically states that additional supplies over and above those which 
were authorized in the original biological opinions the would not be 
authorized until a new biological opinion on OCAP was reinitiated 
consultation. 
Regarding the operation of the existing Project, during May and 
June of 1999, over 100,000 Delta smelt were incidentally at State and Federal export 
facilities. However, none were found to have entered CCWD's intake at Old during this 
same period. Pursuant to the operations there were 
no diversions during two weeks of the period resumed, no 
smelt were found to pass through the screen in 
Delta smelt remained in the Delta for an extended 
hypothesized that it was a result of cooler water 
1999 is 11.9, an increase from the 1998 index of 
69 
the spring of 1999. It was 
summer townet index for 
is still below the pre-decline 
average of 20.4 
moderate level. 
Other projects, which 
East Bay Municipal 
1, 
contract with ElDorado County Water 
facilitation of infrastructure 
supplies with CVP facilities, or 
deterioration of the environmental UU'-'v'"""' 
projects proceed as proposed. 
recovery and survival of smelt 
Sacramento Splittail 
The decline in splittail abundance has taken place 
changes to the seasonal hydrology of the Delta, 
is is a 
increased human-induced 
freshwater from 
the Delta and increased diversions of water to storage. These changes 
temporal, spatial, and relative ratios of water diverted from These hydrological effects, 
coupled with severe drought years, introduced, aquatic species, the loss of 
shallow-water habitat to reclamation activities, and other human-caused actions, have reduced the 
splittail's capacity to recover from natural seasonal fluctuations hydrology for it was 
adapted. 
Analyses of survey data collected from 1967 to 1993 (Meng 
further analyses by the Service using data from 
University of California at Davis, and biologists 
trends: 
(1) Overall, splittail abundance have 
on average, splittail have declined in abundance 
updated by the CDFG to include the most current data 
statistical analysis using the updated information. 
demonstrate that on average, splittail have 
1984. The greatest declines (over 80 percent) were 
Suisun Bay area, the center of the range of the species 
information also shows a significant decline ( 43 
Suisun Bay area. The Bay study that began 




50 percent since 
sampled the shallow 
1995). The updated 
""·"'H"'" that sampled the shallow 
at the outermost edge of 
(CDFG, unpublished data) through 
1993. The Bay study analysis completed on 
study (6 percent). The number of splittail 
acre-foot of water pumped), as of 1993, had 
data, the number of splittail young taken at State 
percent increase. This percent increase is due to 
1995. 
Splittail populations are estimated to be 35 to 60 were 
for 
(per 
these estimates may be conservative (Moyle in prep). Department midwater data indicate a 
decline from the mid-1960s to the late 1970s, followed by a resurgence, with yearly fluctuations, 
through the mid-1980s. From the mid-1980s through 1994, splittail numbers have declined in the 
Delta, with some small increases in various years. This decline is also demonstrated the updated· 
Department data. 
(2) Overall splittail abundances vary widely between years. Sommer et al. 1997 also found that 
splittail recruitment success fluctuates widely from year to year and over long periods of time. 
During dry years abundance is typically low. During the dry years of 1980, 1984, 1987, and 1988 
through 1992, splittail abundance indices for young-of-the-year were low, indicating poor 
spawning success. Additionally, all year class abundances were low during these years. In 1994, 
the fourth driest year on record, all splittail indices were extremely low. 
Wet years are assumed to provide essential habitat for splittail and allow populations to rebound 
from dry years. Successful reproduction in splittail is often highly correlated with wet years. 
Large pulses of young fish were observed in wet years 1982, 1983, 1986, and 1995. In 1995, one 
of the wettest years in recent history, an increase in all indices was recorded, as in 1986, which was 
another wet year following a dry year. However, young of the year taken per unit effort (for 
example, either the number of fish per net that is towed or the number of fish per volume of water 
sampled) has actually declined in wet years, from a high of 12.3 in 1978 to 0.3 in 1993. The 
updated data from CDFG demonstrate this same decline in wet years, from 37.3 in 1978 to 0.6 in 
1993. The abundance indices of splittail during the years of 1995, 1996, and 1997 were 44.5, 2.1, 
and 2.6, respectively. In 1995, a very wet year, splittail abundances were high. However in 1996 
and 1997, both wet years, abundance indices were low. A large splittail year class was produced in 
1998, a wet year. However, overall splittail declines remain high (82 percent/43 percent with 
updated data) in the shallow-water Suisun Bay area, the center of its distribution .. 
(3) A strong relationship exists between young-of-the-year abundance and outflow (i.e., river 
outflow into San Francisco Bay after water exports are removed). As outflow increases, annual 
abundance of young-of-the-year splittail increases. Changes in outflow account for 55 to 72 
71 
percent of the changes seen 
data are analyzed. 
(4) Splittail are most abundant in shallow areas 
prefer low-salinity habitats. Salinities 
water exports or drought conditions, the mixing zone 
upstream. 
on survey 
(5) Concentration of splittail in shallow areas suggests to 
reclamation activities, such as dredging, diking, and filling of above data indicate 
that splittail abundances vary widely in response to environmental conditions, general 
population numbers are declining. 
Changes in water diversions are most likely at the SWP. For the most part, the Federal pumping 
plant has operated at capacity for many years (pumping at rates up to 4,600 cfs), so increased 
exports at this plant are unlikely. However, the SWP pumping plant and the State Aqueduct have 
considerable unused capacity. The SWP currently pumps at rates up to 6,400 cfs and plans to 
increase pumping rates by more than 50 percent. Local private water diversions are relatively 
stable and export up to 5,000 cfs from about 1,800 diversions scattered throughout the Delta. The 
DWR (1992) reported past and projected SWP deliveries from Delta sources during the years of 
1962 to 2035. In the 1980's, deliveries ranged from 1.5 MAF to 2.8 MAF. By 2010, deliveries of 
up to 4.2 MAF are planned. 
If the exceedingly high take (millions of fish) at the export facilities that occurred in 1995 
continues to occur in other wet years, the species may be precluded recovery. In a good year 
such as 1995, splittail spawn in prolific numbers. good years are needed to maintain the 
population of splittail in the Delta. However, the high take that occurs during these years, offsets 
the benefits that a strong year class may provide. 
Those projects discussed in the Delta Smelt Environmental Baseline section have also under gone 
section 7 consultation for their effects to splittail (Note: the splittaillisting is currently under 
litigation). Additional future deliveries made south of the Delta through SWP or CVP facilities, 
additional supplies provided to contractors or new water supply contracts that effect carryover 
storage in reservoirs, facilities that are developed to divert additional instream flows, or other 
water development projects that result in losses of instream flows, greater entrainment of splittail, 
or reduce the areal extent of floodplain inundation for splittail spawning will degrade the 
environmental baseline for splittail such an extent that it may preclude recovery for the splittail. 
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Salt Marsh 
Habitat Description and Associated 
The San Francisco Bay complex, including Bay and is 
largest estuarine ecosystem in California. Tidal marshes consist of a low marsh dominated by 
California cordgrass (Spartina foliosa) or tules (Scirpus , a middle marsh of pickleweed 
(Salicornia virginica), alkali bulrush (Scirpus robustus), or cattails (Typha , and a high marsh 
of peripheral halophytes (plants which grow in salty soils) with infrequent tidal coverage. 
Federally listed species associated with salt marsh habitats include: bald eagle (Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus), California brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis), California dapper rail (Rallus 
Jongirostris obsoletus), California least tern (Sterna antmarum browm), and salt marsh harvest 
mouse (Reitbrodontomys raviventris). Listed plants include soft bird' s-beak ( Cordylantbus mollis 
ssp. mo1lis), California seablite (extirpated) (Suaeda californica), marsh sandwort (Arenaria 
paludicola), and Suisun thistle ( Cirsium bydrophilium var. bydropbilium). 
Habitat Trends 
Originally, the San Francisco Bay complex included an estimated 181,446 acres of tidal marsh, 
including 46,405 acres in San Francisco Bay, 63,678 acres in San Pablo Bay, and 71,363 acres in 
Suisun Bay and Marsh (Service 1984). Kuchler (1977) estimated that potential natural vegetation 
of salt marsh for the CALFED Focus Areas to be 156,537 acres with the San Francisco Bay 
complex having 96,583 acres of salt marsh; these figures omit the brackish marshes in the Suisun 
Bay area, which are categorized as tule marsh in Kuchler's map. 
In 1990, salt marsh and brackish marsh were estimated to cover 69,291 acres, including 54,088 
acres in the Sacramento Basin (Suisun Bay and Marsh), 9,443 acres in the Delta, and 4,760 acres 
in the San Francisco Bay area (GAP 1996). This estimate probably includes large areas of diked 
marsh, particularly in Suisun Bay where non-tidal diked marshes are managed primarily for 
waterfowL Dedrick (1993) estimated that about 30,100 acres of tidal marsh currently remain, 
representing 17 percent of historical marsh. Some salt marshes have been backfilled, eliminating 
the high marsh zones and adjacent upland habitat, others are narrow strips bordering dikes. 
Existing tidal marshes are fragments of the original marshes, and only a few large marshes remain. 
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Riverine, Riparian, and Floodplain 
Habitat Description and Associated 
Riparian forests of the Central Valley are fremontii 
ssp. fremontii) and willow (Salix spp.) near the rivers, with western sycamore (Platanus 
racemosa), California box elder (Acer negundo var. californicum), and valley oak (Quercus 
lobata) dominating the less frequently flooded higher terraces. Floodplain habitats above the 
riparian zone typically do not support wetland vegetation, but are hydrologically linked to rivers 
and riparian forests by periodic flooding and can be considered with them as an ecological unit. 
Streams historically flooded during the winter rainy season sometimes dry up partially or 
completely during summer droughts. Several fish species migrate from ocean or estuary habitats 
to spawn in sloughs, tributary streams, or inundated floodplains throughout the Central Valley. 
Loss of appropriate spawning substrate has contributed to the decline of several fish species. 
Sacramento splittail, which migrate upstream to spawn in flooded riparian and floodplain 
vegetation, have also declined. The endangered shortnosed sucker ( Chasmistes brevirostris) and 
Shasta crayfish (Pacifastacus fortis) are found in mountain and foothill streams. 
The federally threatened Valley elderberry longhorn beetle (Desmocerus californicus dimorphus) 
occurs in riparian habitats of the Sacramento Valley, Sierra foothills, some Delta levees and 
tributaries, and the San Joaquin Valley and has declined with loss of habitat. Federally endangered 
least Bell's vireos (Vireo belli pusillus) have not nested anywhere in the Central Valley for several 
decades, and endangered southwestern willow flycatchers (Empidonax traillii extimus) are 
restricted to the South Fork of the Kern River near Lake Isabella. The federally endangered 
riparian woodrat (San Joaquin Valley woodrat) (Neotoma fuscipes riparia) and riparian brush 
rabbit (Sylvilagus bachmani riparius) are now largely or completely restricted to Caswell State 
Park on the Stanislaus River, which is the largest remaining tract of riparian forest in the northern 
San Joaquin Valley. The federally threatened California red-legged frog (Rana aurora draytom) 
has now been extirpated from 75% of its historic range, mostly in the Central Valley. The 
endangered California freshwater shrimp inhabits slow-moving freshwater streams in Marin, 
Sonoma, and Napa counties. 
The endangered bald eagle is found along rivers and riparian habitats and is increasing in numbers 
throughout portions of its range. The Federal candidate species McCloud River redband trout 
(Oncorhynchus mykiss ssp.) and California tiger salamander (Ambystoma californiense) are also 
found in portions of this habitat. Federally listed plant species include Chinese Camp Brodiaea 
(Brodiaea pallida), found along serpentine streams, red hills vervain (Verbena californica), Contra 
· Costa wallflower (Erysimum capitatum ssp. angustatum), Antioch Dunes evening-primrose 
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1 1,192,649 acres of riparian 
acres in the San Joaquin 
(Kuchler 1977). Historical 
1,600,000-2,000,000 acres 
the San Joaquin and Tulare 
1886 and Kuchler 1977). 
and 902,000 acres in 
aaamu:~a from Hall 
In 1990, riparian habitat within CALFED Program Focus Areas covered an estimated 159,792 
acres (GAP 1996), representing a reduction of 87% from the natural vegetation 
described in Kuchler (1977). reductions riparian habitat were 92% in the Sacramento 
Basin, 91% in the San 24% in the Tulare Basin, 86% in the Delta. An 
estimated 2% of the historical riparian habitat on the Sacramento River (McGilll979, 
McCarten and Patterson 1987). As a result, riparian-dependent species include several of the 
most critically endangered species in the Central Valley. 
Freshwater Wetlands 
Habitat Description 
Freshwater wetlands are characterized by a specialized community of aquatic dependent plant 
species such as common tule (Scirpus acutus var. cattail (Typha 
Jatifolia), sedges (Carexspp.), spike-rush (Eleocl1arisspp.) and rushes (luncusspp.). Wetlands 
are usually defined by the types of plants, types of soils, and inundation duration. Wetland types 
in this category deep shallow freshwater marshes, wet meadows, seasonal wetlands, 
saturated freshwater vegetated shallows. 
Federally listed species associated with freshwater wetlands are: Aleutian Canada goose (Branta 
canadensis leucopareia), bald eagle (Haliaeetus Jeucocephalus), proposed Buena Vista Lake 
shrew (Sorex ornatus relictus), California red-legged frog, marsh sandwort (Arenaria 
paludicola), giant garter snake (Thamnophis gigas), San garter snake (T. sirtalis 
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species, 
The bald occurs 
pesticides such as DDT, 
Ecosystem degradation in 
Valley. Eagles use riparian and 
eagles may be limited by availability 
declining wetland habitat. 
of the Central Valley, despite 
for commercial harvest. 
drainages in the Nevada. 
County south to the 
areas of the Sacramento and Joaquin Valleys. 
remnant wetland areas near the Kern Lake Preserve 
Francisco garter snake has been reduced to 5 
declining. Marsh sandwort in 






numbers large enough 
Range and isolated 
occurs in scattered populations from Butte 
Canada goose winters in restricted 
Buena Vista Lake shrew is restricted to 
Kern National Wildlife Refuge. The San 
that are unprotected, unstable, or 
and Santa Cruz Counties have been 
vVet meadows may provide habitat 
californicum), water howellia 
bickmaniJ). 
the Kneeland Prairie penny-cress (Tblaspi montanum var. 
Habitat Trends 
Potential natural 
1,969,013 acres of 
acreages range from 1 
Drainage 
acres in the San 
from Hall 1886 
aquatilis), Hickman's cinquefoil (Potentilla 
included an estimated 
estimates of historic wetland 
1985, San Joaquin Valley 
(Service 1978), and 1,093,000 
Valley Drainage Program 1990, adapted 
Freshwater emergent wetlands occupied about the Central Valley in the 1940s 
(Frayer et al. 1989, Central Valley Habitat Joint Venture 1990, only 176,137 acres 
remained (GAP 1996), representing a reduction of 91% from the potential natural vegetation 
described by Kuchler (1977). Regional reductions freshwater emergent wetlands were 
estimated at 91 %in the Sacramento Basin, 92% in the San joaquin Basin, 92% in the Tulare 







Vernal pools are seasonal 
California 
Many of the endangered 
disjunct distributions 
locations are widely separated 
Vernal pools are distinguished 
the Mediterranean climate 
flat land the water tends to 
time the soils where the wetting 
surface that becomes resistant to water. some soils a hardpan 
others there is a layer where clay particles have built up. 
over a small area of relatively flat land then hold it at 
summer, providing a unique habitat 
soil has been in place for thousands of 
developed adaptations to 
in the pools. Other Jl·"''"'"-·"' 
plants and animals 
catchment where water 
near the pools form a is 
pool species depends on maintaining 
Federally listed 
(Limnanthes floccosa ssp. 
allocarya (Plagiobothrys strictus), bluegrass 
(Alopecurus aequalis ssp. sonomensis), Colusa grass 
goldfields (Lasthenia conjugens), 
navarretia (Navarretia Jeucocephala ssp. pauciflora), 
Jeiocarpum), many-flowered navarretia 1. ssp. 
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grass (T. mucronata), 
San Joaquin 
spurge ( Chamaesyce 
sedge ( Carex alba), 
(Sidalcea oregana ssp. valida) may also 
of these species are patchily 
vernal pool complexes. Calistoga allocarya, 
celery are restricted to Napa County. Conservancy fairy 
longhorn fairy shrimp (B. longiantenna), vernal fairy shrimp (B. Jynch1), green ground 
beetle (Elaphrus viridis), California red-legged and vernal pool tadpole shrimp (Lepidurus 
packard1) are federally listed animal species found in vernal pool habitats. The Federal candidate 
species California tiger salamander also breeds vernal 
Habitat Trends 
Holland (1998) mapped the distribution of vernal pool complexes in Central Valley. Vernal 
pools are scattered throughout grassland habitats mapped Kuchler (1977) and GAP (1996) 
but occur at too fine a resolution to have been adequately mapped as a distinct habitat type by 
those studies. Holland (1978) estimated that vernal pools occurred historically at varying 
densities over an estimated 31 percent ( 4.15 million acres) of the Central Valley, and the Service 
estimates that 60-85% of historical pool habitat been eliminated as of 1973 (59 FR 
48136). 
Inland Dune 
Habitat Description and Associated Species 
The Antioch Dunes are Pleistocene, adjacent to the San Joaquin River east 
of the City of Antioch in Contra Costa County. Exploitation of the dunes dates back to 1885, 
with the establishment of a works. Subsequent eliminated and degraded 
habitat included agricultural conversion of sandy soils adjacent to the dunes, 
industrialization, urban expansion, power line right-of-way and break maintenance, and off-
road vehicle recreation. Large numbers of black and weedy, non-native plants have 
invaded the disturbed dunes, displacing endemic species from much of their habitat. Special-
status species associated with Antioch Dunes are Contra wallflower, Antioch Dunes 
evening-primrose, and Lange's metalmark butterfly. 
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Habitat 
For the Antioch 
dune deposits along -:>nn,rnv 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Francisco Bay National Wildlife 
landowners (including Gas 
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1984, 
locust trees within the 
Interior Grasslands 
Habitat Description and Associated 
Grasslands in the Central Valley were originally dominated grasses such as 
purple needlegrass or tussockgrass (Nassella pulchra) sacaton (Sporobolus airoides). 
Currently, most grasslands the Central Valley are ..... _,.. ......... u .. ,._. by introduced annual grasses of 
Mediterranean origin and a mixture of native and introduced refer to the San 
Joaquin Valley Native Species Recovery Plan (Service for a complete description of this 
habitat and list of common and scientific names 
Federally endangered or threatened blunt-nosed , San Joaquin kit 
foxes ( Vulpes macrotis mutica), giant kangaroo rats kangaroo rats 
(D. nitratoides nitratoides), and Fresno kangaroo rats n. exilis) occur grasslands in the 
San Joaquin and Tulare Basins. Grasslands are used by the federally listed Aleutian Canada goose 
and the proposed mountain plover ( Charadrius areas. threatened 
Alameda whipsnake (Masticophis Jateralis euryxanthus) is grasslands adjacent to 
chaparral and scrub in Alameda and Contra Costa Counties. primrose sphinx moth 
(Euproserpinus euterpe) occurs locally in agricultural Basin in 
Kern County. Reintroduced California Condors ( the southern San 
Joaquin Valley) range widely and may forage in Federally endangered or 
threatened plants, such as Bakersfield cactus ( Opuntia trelease1), California jewelflower 
(Caulanthus californicus), Hartweg's golden sunburst (Pseudobahia bahiifolia), San Joaquin 
adobe sunburst (P. peirsonil), Ben Lomond wallflower (Erysimum teretifolium), Keck's 
checkerbloom (Sidalcea keckil), and San Joaquin wooly-threads (Lembertia congdonil) occur in 
isolated populations within grassland habitat in the San Tulare Basins. Other listed 
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plants include Clara Hunt's milkvetch (Astragalus clarianus) and Tiburon mariposa lily 
(Calochortus tiburensis) (in serpentine grasslands). The endangered San Joaquin adobe sunburst 
(Pseudobahia personil) is restricted to grasslands on adobe clay soils in the San joaquin Valley. 
The large-flowered fiddleneck (Amsinckia grandi/lora) occurs in grasslands on a few sites in 
Alameda, San Joaquin, and Contra Costa Counties. Showy Indian clover (Trifolium amoenum) 
originally occurred in grasslands from Mendocino to Santa Clara Counties, but is now extirpated 
from all but one site in Sonoma County. 
Habitat Trends 
Less than 1% of remaining grassland areas in the Central Valley contain enough native grass 
species to be labeled either valley sacaton or valley needlegrass grasslands (GAP 1996). 
Alkali Desert Scrub 
Habitat Description and Associated Species 
Alkali desert scrub is dominated by low succulent chenopod shrubs including iodine bush 
(Allenrolfea sp.), saltbush (A triplex spp.) and seepweed (Suaeda spp.). This habitat occurs most 
commonly on fine-textured, alkaline, or saline soils in areas of impeded drainage. Please refer to 
the San Joaquin Valley Native Species Recovery Plan (Service 1998) for a complete description 
ofthis habitat and list of associated plant and animal species. 
Federally endangered or threatened blunt-nosed leopard lizards, San Joaquin kit foxes, giant 
kangaroo rats, and Fresno kangaroo rats occur in arid grasslands in the San joaquin and Tulare 
Basins. Reintroduced California condors, a federally listed species, (in the southern San Joaquin 
Valley) range widely and may occur in alkali desert scrub habitat. Bakersfield cactus, Hoover's 
wooly-star, Kern mallow (Eremalche kernensis), palmate-bracted bird's- beak, and San Joaquin 
wooly-threads occur in isolated populations within alkali desert scrub habitat in the San Joaquin 
and Tulare Basins. 
Habitat Trends 
Regional declines in alkali scrub habitat range between 63 and 90 percent. Much of the remaining 
alkali scrub that is suitable habitat for wildlife exists in small, fragmented, and widely distributed 
patches in the San joaquin and Tulare Basins. The Kuchler mapping designation of San Joaquin 
saltbush was used to represent the alkali scrub portion of the CALFED Focus Areas and totals 
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1,386,185 acres (Kuchler 1977). 
reduced to 515,595 acres or a 63% 
Oak Woodlands 
Habitat Description and Associated Species 
was 
Several different types of oak woodlands occur Valley and coast regions of 
California. Oak woodlands in the CALFED Program Focus Areas include stands dominated by: 
valley oak (Quercus Jobata), mostly along rivers and streams on the valley floor and lower 
foothills; blue oak ( Q. douglasil) and gray or digger (Pinus sabiniana), at low to middle 
elevations in foothills of the Sierra Nevada and Coast Ranges); coast live oak woodland 
( Q. agrifolia) in valleys and hills of the Coast Ranges; canyon live oak ( Q. chrysolepis) and 
interior live oak ( Q. wislizeniJ), near some CVP reservoirs; and Oregon white oak ( Q. garryana) 
in and near service areas between Redding and Red Bluff. Transitional communities of mixed 
oaks, other hardwoods, pine, and chaparral occur among many of these woodland types (Forest 
and Rangelands Assessment Program 1988, Griffin 1977). These oak woodlands correspond to 
the valley oak savanna, Oregon oak forest, mixed hardwood forest, and blue oak-digger pine 
forest mapped by Kuchler (1977), and can be considered to comprise a "cismontane woodland" 
category. 
Federally listed species associated with oak woodland bald eagle, California condor, and 
California red-legged frog. Reintroduced California Condors (in the southern San joaquin Valley) 
range widely and may occur in oak woodland habitat. California red-legged frogs occur in oak 
woodland in foothills of the Coast Range and isolated drainages in the Sierra Nevada. The 
candidate California tiger salamander occurs in oak woodland at the fringes of the Central Valley 
and in the Coast Ranges. The frogs and salamanders live in burrows in these woodlands during 
dry parts of the year. Suitable habitat for these burrows is essential to their survival. El Dorado 
bedstraw ( Gamum califomicum ssp. sierra e), California jewelflower ( Caulanthus californicus), 
Mariposa pussy-paws ( Calyptridium pulchellum), and San Mateo woolly sunflower (Eriophyllum 
latilobum) may be found in oak/chaparral habitats and Layne's ragwort (Senecio layne1) may be 
found in serpentine oak woodlands. 
Habitat Trends 
Potential natural vegetation within the CALFED Program Focus Areas included an estimated 
10,199,652 acres of cismontane woodland habitat. In the 1940s, woodland dominated by oaks 
and other hardwoods covered approximately 2,970,000 acres in the Sacramento Basin, 1,720,000 
81 
acres in the San Joaquin Basin, and 950,000 acres in the 
1990, cismontane woodland habitat within 
8,424,391 acres (GAP 1996), representing a 
(Kuchler 1977). 
Evergreen Hardwood and Coniferous Forests 
Habitat Description and Associated Species 
1945). In 
Coniferous and evergreen hardwood forests generally occur at higher elevations in the Sierra 
Nevada and Coast Ranges, on the margins of the Central Valley. This category comprises several 
forest types. Moist coastal forests in San Mateo and Santa Cruz Counties are dominated by 
redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesil). Montane forests in 
the Coast Ranges and Sierra Nevada are dominated by a variety of conifers including ponderosa 
pine (Pinus ponderosa), Jeffrey pine (P. jeffreJI), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesil), California 
red fir (Abies magnifica), and white fir (A. concolor). In the Coast Ranges, forest stands may be 
dominated by evergreen hardwoods such as Pacific madrone (Arbutus menziesil), tan oak 
(Lithocarpus densiflorus), and California laurel ( Umbellularia californica). Dry regions support 
woodlands and savannas dominated by pinyon pine (P. monophylla) and California juniper 
(juniperus californica). On drier sites, stands may be dominated by cypress ( Cupressus spp.) and 
fire-dependent species such as Monterey pine (P. radiata) and knobcone pine (P. attenuata). 
Federally listed species associated with coniferous and evergreen hardwood forests are California 
condor, bald eagle, marbled murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus), and northern spotted owl 
(Strix occidentalis caurina). The California condor and bald eagle may occur over wide areas 
and are not specifically limited to coniferous forest. The Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep ( Ovis 
canadensis californiana) may be found at higher elevations. The northern spotted owl and 
marbled murrelet require large tracts of old-growth coniferous forest as nesting habitat and are 
threatened by conversion to short-rotation forestry practices. Northern spotted owls occur in 
forests along the western and northern edges of the Sacramento Valley, and marbled murrelets 
can occur in Santa Cruz and San Mateo Counties. Other species which may be affected include 
the California spotted owl (Strix occidentalis}, Yosemite toad (Bufo canorus), and mountain 
yellow-legged frog (Rana muscosa), which were recently petitioned for listing. 
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Habitat Trends 
Potential natural vegetation 
12,212,249 acres of coniferous 
forest covered approximately 
joaquin Basin, and 414,000 acres in 
mixed forest habitat within 
(GAP 1996), representing a 
Hidden within these totals is a 
juniper and other less merchantable cor1Uers 
need habitat with large trees. 
Chaparral 
Habitat Description and Associated Species 
Chaparral habitats in the Coast Ranges are characterized common chamise 
(Adenostoma fasciculatum), manzanita (Arctostaphylos ( Ceanothus spp.), scrub 
oak (Quercus berberidifolia), and other shrubs. Chaparral occurs mostly on steep slopes and 
ridge tops that have thin soils and are hot and dry during the summer. Moister variants of 
chaparral habitat occur in gullies and on cooler, north-facing (Hanes 1977). Alameda 
whipsnake, Presidio clarkia (Clarkia franciscana}, manzanita 
hookeri spp. ravenil), and pallid manzanita (A. habitats in 
Alameda, Contra Costa, and San Francisco counties. areas may contain Stebbin' s morning 
glory (Calystegia stebbinsi1), ElDorado bedstraw, 
belli dill ora), San Benito evening-primrose ( Camissonia 
Patches of serpentine, volcanic, and granitic soils occur 
the Sierra Nevada. Listed species associated with 
Mariposa pussypaws ( Calyptridium pulchellum), Santa 
Metcalf Canyon jewelflower (Streptanthus albidus ssp. thornmint 
(Acanthomintha duttonil), fountain thistle ( Cirsium , Red Hills vervain 
(Verbena californicum), Layne's ragwort, Tiburon (Streptanthus niger), Presidio 
clarkia (Clarkia franciscana), and Springville clarkia (C. springvillensis). 
El Dorado County gabbro soils support the following 
glory, Pine Hill ceanothus ( Ceanothus rodericki1), 




butterweed. The five El Dorado 
County plant species occur 
geologic formation composed 
25,700 acres, and serpentine 
County. These species have a 
intrusion. Both gabbro and serpentine 
nutrient imbalances and other characteristics that 
to these conditions (59 FR 1877 4; 
Outcrops of the lone Formation are to an area in 
Amador County. These outcrops form barren, gravelly, "~"'""'" 
most plants. Kaolin days are relatively poor at 
lone buckwheat (Eriogonum apricum var. apricum), 
and lone manzanita (A. myrtifolia) grow in openings chaparral on lateritic soils 
crusts (cement-like crusts of yellow iron oxide) developed under a subtropical or tropical climate 
during the Eocene. lone soils exhibit soil properties those produced under tropical 
climates such as high acidity, high aluminum content, (Singer 1978). These soils 
and the sedimentary deposits with which they are associated also contain large amounts of 
commercially valuable minerals including quartz sands, lignite (low-grade coal), 
and possible gold-bearing gravels (Chapman and Bishop 1975). lone buckwheat and lone 
manzanita can tolerate the acidic, nutrient-poor lone soils and are essentially restricted to this soil 
type. 
Habitat Trends 
Fire suppression and reduced fire frequency have ...., ...... _..__ .... 
composition of large areas of chaparraL Longer 
later successional species and slow-maturing species, 
larger, more intense fires. Where fire is less 
roads, agriculture, and urban development have 
in fire frequency and fragmentation and have contributed to 
species 
to an increase in 
standing biomass and dry fuels, and 
decline. Also, 
some species. Changes 
several species. 
Urban development increases local fire suppression as as removing chaparral 
habitat. Urban development in the foothills of the western Sierra Nevada, expansion of 
residential neighborhoods and road construction and maintenance, has destroyed or degraded 
numerous populations of listed plants. Residential and commercial development around the 
communities of Cameron Park and Shingle Springs have greatest losses in gabbro soils 
habitat. Fifteen active surface mines occur on where the habitat of listed 
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plants continues to be degraded. 
destroyed a large proportion of 
Coastal Scrub and Coastal Grasslands 
Habitat Description and Associated Species 
clay, 
Coastal scrub is characterized by California sagebrush 
(Baccharis pilularis), and the coastal grasslands are generally 
gravel have 
sparse grasses mixed with forbs on hilltops and ridges (balds). Coastal sagebrush occurs mostly 
on steep slopes and thin soils, and coyote brush is found in deeper soils with minimal slopes. The 
coastal grasslands are characterized by a mix of native and European grasses. Coastal scrub is 
typically found adjacent to and interspersed with coastal grasslands. 
Callippe silverspot butterfly (Speyeria callippe callippe), Mission blue butterfly (Icaricia 
icarioides missionensis), and San Bruno elfin butterfly (Incisalia mossH bayensis) are federally 
listed species that are largely restricted to coastal scrub and coastal grassland on mountains in San 
Mateo County, including San Bruno Mountain, Montara Mountain, Milagra Ridge, Sweeney 
Ridge and Skyline College. Isolated colonies also remain locally in San Francisco, Solano, 
Alameda, Contra Costa and Marin Counties. 
Coastal scrub and grasslands may include the federally listed Sonoma spineflower ( Chorizanthe 
valida), yellow larkspur (Delphinium luteum), and Baker's larkspur (D. baken). 
The Alameda whipsnake is found in coastal sage scrub and chaparral adjacent to grasslands in 
Contra Costa and Alameda counties. The habitat of this species has been subject to over 150 
years of urbanization and over 100 years of fire suppression. The populations of this species are 
extremely disjunct and genetic exchange between the 5 remaining populations is extremely low or 
unlikely. 
The following serpentine endemics, are found on serpentine outcrops in these habitats: Bay 
checkerspot butterfly (Euphydryas editha bayensis), Clara Hunt's milkvetch, coyote ceanothus 
( Ceanothus ferrisae), fountain thistle ( Cirsium fontinale var. fontinale), Marin dwarf-flax 
(Hesperolinon congestum), Metcalf Canyon jewelflower (Streptanthus albidus var. albidus), San 
Benito evening-primrose, San Mateo thornmint (Acanthomintha duttonil), San Mateo woolly 
sunflower (Eriophyllum Jatilobum), Santa Clara Valley dudleya (Dudleya setchellil), showy 
Indian clover, Tiburon paintbrush (Castilleja affinis ssp. neglecta), and white-rayed pentachaeta. 
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Zayante soils are endemic to 
of Ben Lomond, Felton, 
area. Zayante soils are 
Conservation Service 
parkland characterized by 
support a wide array of annual and 
are often present. Species occurring 
pun gens var. hartwegiana), 
(~rysiinuinteretifoliuin). 
The following serpentine are on 
checkerspot butterfly, Clara Hunt's milkvetch, 
cinquefoil, Marin dwarf-flax, Canyon 
evening-primrose, San Mateo thornmint, San 
dudleya, showy Indian clover, Tiburon paintbrush, 
Habitat Trends 
Much of the former coastal scrub and grassland in 
majority of the remaining natural habitat is largely 
difficult to build on. Coastal scrub and its associated 
largely been destroyed or degraded by urbanization. 
expected to be developed in the near future. 
through changes in hydrology and fire frequency, as 
still affecting most habitats. map developed 
natural vegetation within the 
scrub habitat. In 1990, scrub habitat 
reduced to124,075 acres (GAP 1996), 
vegetation estimated by (1977). 
Although serpentine habitats are naturally 
and soils, serpentine habitats in the San Francisco 
fragmented by urban development and related 
FR 59053). 
Area is urbanized. The 
and mountains that are 
County have 
'"u.u.n""'' fragments are 
modifications 
potential natural 
areas of different geology 
and 
1984; 57 
Role of Contaminants 
Drainage Water and Selenium Contamination 
Soils on the west -side and 
sediments in the Coast Range and 
molybdenum, and selenium, 
caused high concentration these 
and application of irrigation water 
these contaminated soils, impedes 
below the root zone (Moore et 
To move contaminated water out have dug or 
subsurface drainage systems take away harmful salts and excess 
moisture, thus lowering the water table to below the root zone most crops. The effluent from 
these drains often contains salts, trace elements, and Subsurface 
agricultural drainage water collected in such systems is away or allowed to drain into 
surface ditches and canals, eventually discharged evaporative disposal, or creeks or 
sloughs tributary to major streams and rivers. On approximately 0. 7-0.8 acre-feet of 
subsurface drainage water is generated annually acre of irrigated agricultural land on the west 
side and southern end of the San ] oaquin Valley (San Valley Drainage Program 1989). 
The historic and continuing discharge subsurface drain water waters of the San 
Joaquin Basin has resulted degradation of through salinization 
and contamination by elevated concentrations of trace elements and 
agricultural chemicals. 
In the drainage-impaired areas, evaporation 
disposal of contaminated drain water. In 1990, 
were utilized to dispose of drain water Merced, 
ponds received approximately 30,000-40,000 
acres of irrigated lands (San Joaquin Valley Drainage 
acreage of evaporation ponds/basins has declined 
The ponds are regulated by the Regional Water 
Discharge Requirements (e.g., Order No. 93-136) 
mitigate unavoidable toxic impacts to breeding waterbirds. 
plantations are used for 
7,400 total acres) 
Counties. These 
from a total of about 55,000 
1990). Since 1990, the total 
Board by means of Waste 
creation of clean wetlands to 
Agroforestry disposal of drain water involves combinations of salt tolerant 
crops, shrubs, and trees with subsurface drainage wastewater. More than 40 agroforestry 
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drainage water disposal sites were 
Given current trends in 
options other than agroforestry 
exponentially accelerate a 
that agroforestry plantations (like cnrc•nnf''l 
cultivated landscape of the San Joaquin Valley 
hazards remains poorly documented. A 
just two agroforestry sites in 1996 yielded 
malformation ever reported in the 
method of furrow irrigation being used was 
The extent and severity of the drainage western and southern San Joaquin Valley 
continues to worsen. Between 1 
Valley with shallow groundwater rising to within 5 
problem--has increased from 159,000 acres to 359,000 acres 
6 years, an additional 200,000 acres of agricultural 
parcels requiring a disposal option for drainage water to stay 
(retirement from irrigation) is being planned 
lands with the greatest drainage problem from 
Pesticides 
the southern San Joaquin 
a drainage 
; therefore, in the past 
added to the inventory of 
Land retirement 
basis) to remove the 
Insecticides, herbicides, and rodenticides have been 
Valley, including the CVP service area. Farmers have 
u'·""·"u'"' throughout the Central 
insecticides to eliminate crop damage 
caused by harmful insects and herbicides to 
undesirable plants. Rodenticides have been 
ground squirrels and other burrowing rodents 
delivery systems. 
and other 
or populations of 
control levees and water 
Beginning in the 1950's synthetic organochlorine (DDT, aldrin, endrin, toxaphene, 
lindane, chlordane, heptachlor, and Mirex) and carbaryl and carbofuran) 
pesticides were extensively and increasingly used. compounds persist in 
the soil for many years. In the Central Valley, pelican, American peregrine 
falcon, osprey, bald eagle, and California condor were affected by DDT. Use of DDT 
was banned in the United States in 1972, and aU of increased their populations 
since that time. However, some birds may still be cmltaimrtatE~d as a result of illegal or foreign 
application of DDT. 
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The quantity of pesticides used in the State--over 1 alone (California 
Department of Food and Agriculture 1981) in 
example, traditional cotton production uses more IJ'-''-'LL'-''U'"'" 
(Service, undated). Acreage devoted to cotton 
between 1940 and 1980. During 1978, about 1.7 million acres 
to cotton production, more acreage than for any other crop (~27% the irrigated acreage in the 
Central Valley). The vast majority of the Central Valley's cotton production occurs within the 
San joaquin Valley (Reclamation 1984}. Ofthe almost pounds pesticides applied in 
the Central Valley during 1980, a substantial proportion was to produce cotton in the San 
Joaquin Valley (California Department of Food and Agriculture 1981). 
Effects of Proposed Action 
This section discusses the effects of the proposed action on listed, proposed, and candidate 
species and their critical habitat, including the effects of actions that are interrelated and 
interdependent with the proposed action that will be added to the environmental baseline. 
Cumulative effects, which are discussed separately after this section, are the effects of future 
State, local, or private activities, not involving Federal activities, that are reasonably certain to 
occur in the action area. Effects are analyzed on an ecosystem level, including all species that 
could be impacted by the actions. Specific information on individual species can be found in the 
species accounts in Appendix C. Species of Concern are included in Appendix C for the purposes 
of providing technical assistance for these species. Specific information on habitat types and 
trends can be found in the Environmental Baseline section of this opinion. 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
Direct effects include those effects that are the direct result of the proposed action. Indirect 
effects are caused by or result from the proposed action, are later in time, and are reasonably 
certain to occur. Direct and indirect effects include the effects of interrelated actions (actions 
that are part of the larger proposed action and depend on the larger action for their justification) 
and interdependent actions (actions having no independent utility apart from the proposed action). 
Scope and Distribution of Effects 
The direct and indirect effects of the CALFED Program can occur in the legal Delta, Suisun 
Marsh and Bay, lands within the Central Valley watershed, the Santa Clara Valley watershed, the 
upper Trinity River watershed, the southern California water system service area, San Pablo Bay, 
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and San Francisco Bay by actions such as wat~r impoundments and diversions, agricultural 
conversion and related operations, urban and maintenance of the 
CALFED Program. Listed species and habitat occur throughout the study area on (1) 
native habitats, (2) agricultural lands, and (3) marginal surrounding reservoirs, 
conveyance facilities, pumping plants, urban associated 
with the CALFED Program may thus directly or indirectly affect listed species or their critical 
habitat. For example, upstream water diversions the aquatic and riparian species 
downstream of the diversion. In addition, upland habitats supporting listed species are being 
converted to agricultural or urban land uses facilitated by availability and use of CVP/SWP water 
supplies. The CALFED Program may contribute to this habitat loss by improving the supply and 
reliability of CVP/SWP water. 
Timing of Effects 
CVP/SWP water is diverted year-round, although the majority is delivered during the spring and 
summer growing seasons. Water impoundments capture heavy winter and spring run-offs, and 
diversions reduce water available during other parts of the year. Many species of fish require 
adequate flows during sensitive periods of their life cycle. Flood flows and spring runoff enhance 
the ecosystem when they: (1) scour out blocked channels to allow upward migration of fish, (2) 
supply cool, fresh water needed for spawning, (3) inundate essential spawning habitat to allow for 
spawning, and (4) assist out-migration of juvenile fish. 
Activities associated with agricultural operations often occur during sensitive periods of terrestrial 
species' life cycles. Ground disturbance and pesticide application often occur during reproductive 
effort and juvenile growth. Breeding, feeding, and foraging of listed species can be disrupted by 
agricultural operations during mating, denning, nesting, whelping, or other reproductive behavior. 
Loss of adequate flows needed to sustain listed and proposed aquatic species can reasonably be 
expected to reduce appreciably the likelihood of survival and recovery of those species. 
However, this should not be the case given the assumptions that (1) the CALFED Program will 
be implemented in a manner consistent with achieving the recovery goals for listed species 
identified in the MSCS; (2) actions identified in the ERP will be implemented; (3) the EWA will 
be implemented as described; (4) flow objectives identified in the ERP will be achieved; and (5) 
any future storage and conveyance improvements will undergo future tiered section 7 consultation 
to ensure these improvements are consistent with the conservation needs of listed species and the 
conservation aspects of the CALFED Program, including the ERP, EW A, MSCS, and Water 
Quality Plan. 
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Agricultural operations during the breeding seasons of terrestrial species can reasonably be 
expected to reduce the likelihood of survival and recovery of listed and proposed species. 
However, this should not be the case given the assumptions that (1) any site-specific direct and 
indirect effects to listed species associated with projects that trigger consultation requirements 
under section 7 or section 10 will be consulted upon following project-specific analysis and prior 
to the effect; (2) implementation of the ERP, MSCS, and recovery plans will be an integral part of 
project -specific consultation; (3) ongoing monitoring and mapping of listed and proposed species 
baselines is occurring through the Science Program;..and (4) listed species baselines are increasing, 
or at least stable, based upon monitoring. 
Nature of the Effects ' 
The pumping, delivery, and application of CVP/SWP water can adversely affect various aspects 
of the biology of listed species, including reproduction, growth, survival, migration, predator 
avoidance, and foraging. Conversion of habitats resulting from the construction and operation of 
CVP and SWP facilities has eliminated or greatly reduced habitat available to listed species. 
Activities such as water impoundments and diversions, agricultural land conversions and related 
operations, municipal and industrial development, and operations and maintenance are likely to 
continue to directly and indirectly affect listed species and their habitat. A detailed description of 
the nature of the effects of the pumping, delivery, and application of CALFED Program water 
follows. See Table 5 (following page) for habitats adversely affected by CALFED Program 
activities. A more complete explanation of habitat trends can be found in the Environmental 
Baseline section of this opinion. 
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Table 5. Activities associated with the CALFED Program and the habitats that may be directly or indirectly adversely affected. Actual 
effects would be determined during tiered project-specific review. An "X" denotes those activities that have the greatest impact on the 
habitat type, although the other activities may have an impact as well. 
Habitat Type Levee Water Ecosystem Water Use Water Watershed Storage Conveyance Science 
Integrity Quality Restoration Efficiency Transfer Program Program 
Program Program Program Program Program 
Delta Aquatic Habitats X X X X X X X X X 
Vernal Pool Habitats X X X X X X 
Freshwater Wetland X X X X X X X X X 
Habitats 
Riparian Habitats X X X X X X X X X 
Coastal Beach/ 
Lagoon/Dune Habitats X X X X X X X ! 
Salt Marsh Habitats X X X X X X X X X 
I 
Interior Grassland Habitats X X X X X X X X I 
i 
Alkali Scrub Habitats X X X X X X 
I 
Oak Woodland Habitats X X X X X X 




Chaparral Habitats X X X X X X 
Coastal Scrub/ Grassland X X X X X X 
' ~ -~·····---
Water Impoundments and Diversions 
Water impoundments and diversions .. ,.___ ........ "'. 
pumping plants, and conveyance 
conveyance of the water to a different 
degradation of listed species habitat such as 
coastal beaches and lagoons, and salt 
dependent listed species such as Delta fishes 
The direct and indirect effects of water 
1. Effects of impoundment, pumping and direct 
mortality from pumping activities; are 
drawn into confined areas (such as 
vulnerable to predation; entrainment of 
they are killed by the pumps; reverse flows 
River which confuse fish and disrupt 
which they cannot return to suitable breeding 
upstream migration by dams; dewatering of portions the San Joaquin River 
upstream of its confluence with the Merced River that has eliminated native 
salmonids from the upper San Joaquin watershed; alteration magnitude, 
timing, and duration of flows; prevention constriction of 
low salinity habitat to deep-water river destruction 
of spawning, rearing, and refugial habitat; scouring of spawning areas by high flow 
r.eleases from dams; changes in the hydrologic waterways; 
movement of the mixing zone (X2) upstream from compliance points to the 
interior of the Delta, where foraging and breeding habitat is poor in quality and 
limited in area; delays in correcting Delta flow caused by time lags of 
one to three days between water releases CVP/SWP and arrival 
water in the Delta; water temperature fluctuations; loss and degradation of 
shallow water habitat and salt marsh habitats. 
2. Flow regulation affects vegetation structure of riparian 
corridors, changing salt marsh vegetation by salinity variability patterns, 
and degrading coastal lagoons. The vegetation marshes around Suisun Bay has 
been increasingly converted from brackish to species due to the diversion 
of freshwater from the Delta, which has been further exacerbated by droughts. In 
addition, seasonal and annual variation in flows has dampened, reducing the 
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3. 
effectiveness of dramatic ve!~ei<mcm 
sensitive plants and animals. 
Construction of dams, pumping 
preparation of these sites 
is 
loss of riparian bottomlands, salt and freshwater marsh 
grasslands, vernal pools, and other upland 
degradation of downstream riparian 




Construction of new facilities, raising existing dam elevations, and modifications of operating 
parameters of existing facilities may increase the amount of water available, thereby facilitating the 
continued conversion of native habitat as described below. Project-specific information is needed 
for a full determination of impacts of new facilities or modifications of existing facilities and 
operations, so these actions are not covered in this opinion. 
Decline of habitats and species numbers would be expected to continue if the volume or reliability 
I 
of water diversions and impoundments increase. In the absence of adequate conservation and 
recovery measures, degradation of listed species habitats and lack of recovery of certain listed 
species would be expected to continue as long as significant amounts of water continue to be 
impounded and diverted. 
Water impoundments and diversions have ultimately led to the listing of many species and can 
reasonably be expected to reduce the likelihood of survival and recovery of listed and proposed 
species. However, this should not be the case given the assumptions that: the CALFED Program 
will be managed in a manner consistent with the ERP, MSCS, and Water Quality Program; flow 
standards identified in the Water Management Strategy, including the EWA and its Operating 
Principles will be met; CALFED Agencies do not implement additional discretionary actions (e.g., 
new contracts, contract amendments, facility construction) that would incrementally increase 
diversions and alter hydrologic and environmental conditions in the Delta until consultation on 
OCAP or other existing biological opinions is reinitiated and new consultations are completed; 
conservation actions and assumptions described in the Description of the Proposed Action of 
this opinion are fully implemented; discharges into surface water bodies by CALFED Agency 
water contractors resulting from CALFED Agency water impoundments and diversions will 
comply with the standards set in the biological opinion on the California Toxics Rule (file number 
1-1-98-F-21); CALFED Agencies will consult on changes in quantities of deliveries, and in 
purpose of use under water contracts subject to ESA compliance from Agriculture to 
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Agriculture/Municipal and Industrial, where monitoring is 
implemented which shows that the "'"'"'L"""" C are or 
Agricultural Conversions and Related 
Agricultural conversions and related operations likely directly or indirectly 
facilitated by the CALFED Program include: conversion habitats to agricultural fields; 
conversion of land use to more water intensive of agricultural 
application of pesticides; and mowing and harvesting operations. Agricultural conversion and 
related operations have contributed to the loss and degradation of listed species habitat such as 
Delta aquatic habitat, vernal pools, wetlands, riparian habitats, coastal habitats, grasslands, alkali 
scrub, oak woodlands, rare serpentine soil habitats, and Antioch dunes habitat. Most of the other 
types of habitats considered in this opinion have also been affected to some degree by agricultural 
operations. 
The direct and indirect effects of agricultural conversions and related operations subject to section 
7 consultation may include the following: 
1. Direct loss of upland, riparian, and wetland habitats when native habitats are 
converted to irrigated agriculture either with associated CVP/SWP allocations or 
in anticipation of CVP/SWP allocations (e.g., via water transfers, water freed-up 
by water conservation actions). Conversion of native habitats such as vernal pools 
and associated uplands occurs by means of plowing and deep-ripping and reduces 
or eliminates the habitat's suitability for listed species. 
2. Potential direct loss of upland, riparian and wetland habitats with the use of new 
water supplies from raising dams of existing project facilities, from building new 
project facilities, and from changes in operations improving water supply 
reliability. 
3. Conversion of native habitats to irrigated agriculture indirectly facilitated by the 
CALFED Prog(am via the following means: 
a. Use of groundwater augmented by the CALFED Program via 1) recharge 
from the application of CVP/SWP water to agricultural land; 2) recharge 
from adjacent project facilities; or 3) recharge from CVP/SWP water 
applied to water banks. 
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b. Use of tail water 
agricultural 
c. Use of 
d. 
CVP/SWP water to 
Use of additional water, 
through the Water Use 
water to 
available 
4. Degradation and fragmentation 
5. 
the need of dispersal 
Effects to aquatic habitats from 
habitat and reduced water quality. 
of stream 
6. Effects from agricultural drainwater corltarnintatim 
irrigating poorly drained soils on 
reduced water quality (e.g., high vVHv'-'H 
degradation of surface- and groundwater quality through salinization and 
contamination by elevated concentrations of toxic or potentially toxic trace 
elements (e.g., arsenic, boron, chromium, selenium); direct 
loss of habitat from construction 
ponds and agroforestry plantations; 
associated with drainage-contaminated 
on avian species include: gross 
depressed resistance to disease to 
juvenile growth and survival rates, mass 
embryo death, altered hepatic 
effects of selenium on 
longevity, winter stress 
immune system function, reduced juvenile 
and mass wasting, loss of hair nails, 
lesions, respiratory failure, lameness, 
available for the effects of selenium on reptiles 
phylogenetic relationship between birds and 
similarly effected by selenium as birds. Effects 
embryo deformities. growth inhibition, depressed 
changes in blood parameters and tissue 
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to depressed 
rates, food aversion 
information is 
amphibians. Due to the close 
reptiles are likely to be 
on include: gross 
response, mass wasting, 





7. Insecticides, herbicides, and 
adversely affect listed ''""''""L' 
predators and scavengers; 
application; loss of prey base after '-''""'u""'u 
impacting native habitat through 
pollinators. 
8. Effects to terrestrial species include: loss habitats; 
altered migration and dispersal patterns due to tracks of 
agricultural land; reduced likelihood of seed dispersal across agricultural fields; 
reduced survival in degraded habitats within and agricultural operations; 
and reduced survival due to necessary operations such as and harvesting. 
Land conversion from native habitat to farmland is facilitated part (directly or indirectly) by the 
supply of water, and continues to occur. The California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection (1988) predicted a net loss of 775,000 acres of habitat in the Central 
from 1980-2010. Between 1990 and 1996, a gross total 72,700 acres of 
habitat were converted to farmland in 30 counties Conservation Program Focus area 
(California Department of Conservation 1994, 1996, 1 acreage 
were negative over this period due largely to land idling in southern Joaquin Valley. To 
identify trends over a longer period, we analyzed DWR use collected from 1972 to 
for 21 counties in the Central Valley and Central Although complicated by non-
synchronous surveys and inconsistencies in survey area, analysis of data indicates that net 
conversion of native habitat to agricultural and urban uses averaged 24,000 acres 
annually. Gross losses of native habitat have been considerably because the net loss 
includes substantial increases in the "native" category long-term idling or retirement of 
farmland. These recently created native lands may not constitute habitat for listed 
species. Expansion of agriculture into marginal or lands continues to native 
habitat. The Service has identified at least 9,820 acres of endangered species habitat on 16 sites in 
Fresno, Kern, Madera, Merced, and Tulare Counties that have been lost to unpermitted 
conversions between 1997 and 1999. Changes to more intensive farming practices (from dryland 
farming to irrigated agriculture or from discing to deep-ripping) also can increase the severity of 
agricultural impacts on endangered species. Continued conversion of native habitats is one of the 
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greatest threats to the survival 
species in California continues to 
agricultural conversion. Conversions 
the Central Valley continues to extJanla 
The effects of CVP/SWP water deliveries on 
native habitats. The CVP/SWP supplies a 
to aquifer recharge by surface diversion 
evaluate options for increasing groundwater 
Groundwater pumping is used in many areas 
surface diversion irrigation water dry 
CALFED Program may contribute to on 
Central Valley. Any future evaluation regarding 
changes would take into consideration the very complex 
waters, the lack of data in many areas as to sources of water 
different years for irrigation and urban purposes, and 
groundwater basin characteristics and use, and 
groundwater use conditions. 
for or supplement 
As a the 
uses 
associated with land use 
between surface and ground 
at different times and in 
lack of complete information on 
and factors related to 
Decline of habitats and additional listing of species is to continue if conversion of native 
habitat for agricultural purposes continues. Degradation of listed habitats and lack of 
recovery of certain listed species is expected to continue as a continued agricultural 
operations and indirect effects of those operations. 
Agricultural conversions, which can be an indirect 
have ultimately led to the listing of many species 
likelihood of survival and recovery of these species. 
the assumptions that: site-specific effects to listed 
project-specific analysis and prior to the effect; 
plans will be an integral part of site-specific consultation; 
with the water users, providing them maps of listed species 
guiding them through the consultation process to address conservation 
strategies identified in the MSCS for service-area place for districts or areas 
receiving water made available through the CALFED Program; the Water Management Strategy, 
including the EW A, are implemented consistent with principles and species recovery 
goals; CALFED agencies will not implement additional discretionary actions beyond those listed 
in the OCAP biological opinion, this biological opinion, or other previously completed 
biological opinion (e.g., new contracts, contract facility construction) that would 
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incrementally increase.·diversions and alter 
until consultation on OCAP is reinitiated 
comply with all programmatic and 
Program will ensure full implementation of the "" ... ""',.' 
of the Proposed Action of this opinion, including Water 
discharges into surface water bodies by CALFED agencies resulting from 
related water impoundments and diversions will comply the standards set the 
opinion on the California Taxies Rule (number 1 1-98-F-21); CALFED agencies will consult on 
all changes in quantities of deliveries and purpose of use under water contracts subject to ESA 
compliance from Agriculture to Agriculture/Municipal and Industrial, where listed species may 
affected; and Science Program monitoring is implemented which shows that baselines of the 
species in Appendix C are stable or increasing. 
Municipal and Industrial Development 
Municipal and industrial development facilitated by the CALFED Program could include the 
following: conversion of native habitat to municipal and industrial uses; conversion of agricultural 
land for municipal and industrial uses; construction of infrastructure and supportive networks; 
pesticide and herbicide application; and recreational uses. Municipal and industrial development 
has contributed to the loss and degradation of all of the habitats described in the Baseline section 
of this opinion. 
The direct and indirect effects of municipal and industrial conversions that may be facilitated by 
the CALFED Program include the following: 
1. Direct loss of upland, riparian and wetland habitats when native habitats are 
converted to municipal and industrial land use either with associated CVP/SWP 
allocations or in anticipation of CVP/SWP allocations (e.g., via water transfers, 
water freed-up by water conservation actions or land retirement). Conversion of 
native habitats to municipal and industrial development eliminates the habitat's 
usefulness for listed species. 
2. Potential direct loss of upland, riparian and wetland habitats can occur with new 
supplies from raising darns of existing project facilities or from building new 
project facilities. 
3. Conversion of native habitats to municipal and industrial development may occur 
via the following means: 
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a. Use of groundwater augmented by the 
from the application of new water 




b. Use of recycled water produced from application of CALFED Program 
water to municipal and industrial 
4. Degradation and fragmentation remaining habitat, without regard for 
the need of dispersal corridors, reducing its value for listed species, including 
extreme degradation of rare habitats found only a certain region (e.g., serpentine 
and gabbro soils). 
5. Recreational disturbance effects including: off-road vehicle use which disturbs and 
degrades habitats such as dunes; recreational use of beaches that degrades habitat; 
trampling by hikers, dogs, and horses; disturbance to the normal behavioral 
patterns of native species; and other human recreational disturbances that degrade 
upland habitat and disrupt the natural cycles of native species. 
6. Development of infrastructure and supportive activities including: road 
construction and maintenance which eliminates, fragments, and disturbs habitat; 
energy development that eliminates upland habitat; freshwater discharges from 
waste water facilities that alter salt marsh habitats; suppression for protection 
of human habitations, resulting in degradation of fire-dependent habitats such as 
chaparral; clearing of uplands for fire breaks; power line installation and 
maintenance; and waste disposal sites that eliminate habitat such as serpentine 
soils. 
7. Effects from urban development including: increased erosion; increased roadkill 
incidence; increased pesticide use; increased predation by pets and introduced 
animals such as red foxes; and reduced water and air quality. 
It has been estimated that between 12,000 and 50,000 acres ofland are converted from 
agricultural use to urban use per year in the Central Valley of California, a number that is 
expected to increase in the future (Sokolow, 1997). Conversion of agricultural land to urban use 
between 1995 and 2040 has been predicted to exceed 1,000,000 acres (Thompson et al. 1995). 
Between1990 and 1996, approximately 101,700 acres were converted to urban land use in 30 
counties in the Conservation Program Focus area (California Department of Conservation 1994, 
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1996, 1998). This figure includes 49,705 acres 
acres of water, and 31,366 acres of other 
unsuitable habitat many species are 
virtually impossible to restore as wildlife 
requires more water than that same acre in use, rrnnrorc 
and industrial use frees up some water that might used to convert 
Reducing water deliveries during drought is also more 
lands, so agricultural to urban conversions 
respond to water shortages. 
Several rare habitat communities (such as those on gabbro soils and serpentine are 
under increasing pressure to be developed for municipal and industrial uses. of habitats 
and species numbers is expected to continue as urban expansion persists and 
California continues to rise. Degradation of listed species habitats and lack of of certain 
listed species is expected to continue as a result of indirect impacts from urban centers. 
Municipal and industrial development, which can be an indirect effect of water impoundments and 
diversions, can reasonably be expected to reduce the likelihood survival and recovery of 
species, because once the development has occurred, the opportunity of utilizing the land to 
contribute to survival and recovery is foreclosed. However, this should not be the case given the 
assumptions that: site-specific effects to listed species will be consulted upon following project-
specific analysis and prior to the effect; implementation of the ERP, MSCS, and recovery plans 
will be an integral part of site-specific consultation; CALFED agencies work closely 
water users, providing them maps of listed species habitats within their service areas 
them through the consultation process to address site-specific effects; conservation 
identified in the MSCS for service-area impacts will be in place for districts or areas receiving 
water made available through the CALFED Program, where appropriate; the Water Management 
Strategy, including the EWA, are implemented consistent with operating principles and species 
recovery goals; agencies will not implement additional discretionary actions (e.g., new 
contracts, contract amendments, facility construction) that would incrementally increase 
diversions and alter hydrologic and environmental conditions in the Delta until consultation on 
OCAP is reinitiated and completed; CALFED agencies and contractors comply with all 
programmatic and tiered opinions related to the CALFED Program; the CALFED Agencies will 
ensure full implementation of the conservation actions described in the Description of the 
Proposed Action of this opinion, including the ERP, MSCS, and Water Quality Program; 
discharges into surface water bodies by CALFED agencies resulting from CALFED-related water 
impoundments and diversions will comply with the standards set in the biological opinion on the 
California Toxics Rule (number 1-1-98-F-21); CALFED agencies will consult on all changes in 
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quantities of deliveries and in purpose of use under water contracts subject to ESA compliance 
from Agriculture to Agriculture/Municipal and Industrial, where listed species may be 
Science Program monitoring is implemented shows that baselines the 
Appendix C are stable or increasing. 
Operations and Maintenance 
Operations and maintenance activities include mowing, levee maintenance, dredging, pest 
erosion control, and flood control. Operations and maintenance activities can contribute to loss 
and degradation of most of the habitats listed in the Environmental Baseline section, but have 
the most impact on Delta aquatic habitats, vernal pools, wetlands, riparian habitats, grasslands, 
and alkali scrub. 
The direct and indirect effects of operations and maintenance activities can include the following: 
1. Canal maintenance or dredging that disturbs wetland habitat, increases siltation, 
and disturbs the normal behavior of listed aquatic species. 
2. Direct mortality from vehicle traffic, mowing, and burning on levees and near 
canals. 
3. Flood control (including flow restrictions, levee maintenance and installation of 
riprap) can interfere with the natural regeneration processes of forests and alter 
other upland and wetland habitats by removing vegetation or changing patterns of 
disturbance and sediment deposition. 
4. Continued disturbance of habitats around facilities through maintenance activities 
prevents reestablishment of native habitat and disturbs hibernating or denning 
species. 
5. Insecticides, herbicides, and rodenticides applied around facilities can adversely 
affect listed species through: direct mortality; secondary poisoning of predators 
and scavengers; degradation of habitats following herbicide application; loss of 
prey base after pesticide application; reduced water quality; pesticide and herbicide 
drift; and loss of pollinators. 
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Degradation of listed species habi~ats and mortality and disturbance listed species is expected 
to continue as a result of continued operations maintenance activities associated with 
CALFED Program facilities. 
Operations and maintenance activities can reasonably be expected to reduce likelihood of 
survival and recovery of these species. However, this should not be the case given the 
assumptions that: O&M plans are developed and implemented by CALFED Agencies and are 
consistent with section 7(a)(l) of the ESA; CALFED agencies will ensure full implementation 
conservation actions described in the Description of the Proposed Action of this opinion, 
including the measures identified in the ERP, MSCS, and Water Quality Program; site-specific 
effects to listed species will be addressed through project-specific analysis and implementation of 
avoidance, minimization, and compensation measures in compliance with the MSCS and this 
opinion; implementation of and conformance with the ERP, MSCS, and recovery plans will be an 
integral part of management actions; discharges into surface water bodies resulting from 
CALFED Program water impoundments and diversions will comply with the standards set in the 
biological opinion on the California Taxies Rule (Service File# 1-1-98-F-21); monitoring is 
implemented which shows that the baselines of the species in Appendix C are stable or increasing. 
Duration 
The temporal effects of the CALFED Program can be divided into three types, based on duration 
of effect. 
1. Short-term events whose effects are relaxed almost immediately. Routine 
maintenance activities tend to be short-term events. 
2. Sustained, long-term events whose effects are not relaxed. Water flows vary from 
year to year depending on available flows and contract deliveries. The continued 
impoundment, pumping, and diversion of water has long-term effects on species 
dependent on historical water flows. 
3. Permanent events that set a new threshold for some feature of a species' 
environment. The construction of dams and the corresponding loss of a riparian 
corridor and the surrounding land due to flooding is an example of a permanent 
event. Conversion of land for intensive agricultural uses or urban centers also 
permanently removes that habitat for use by listed species dependent on that 
habitat. 
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The CALFED Program was initiated to provide a steady water supply to water users. As such, 
the effects of the CALFED Program tend to sustained events or' permanent changes. 
Disturbance Frequency, Intensity, and Severity 
Water is diverted every year to fulfill various water rights and water contracts. Most agricultural 
fields are irrigated every year, although the intensity of irrigation may vary from year to year 
depending on available water. Some fields are fallowed each year. In the event of a prolonged 
low-flow period, the effect of continued diversions on listed species would be greater. Pesticides 
are applied every year, often more than once a year, on most fields. 
Conversions of habitat indirectly caused by the CALFED Program could reduce the range of 
many listed species. Listed species may or may not be able to recover from repeated disturbance, 
depending on the sensitivity of the species, the severity of the disturbance, and the other stressors 
in its environment. Listed species tend to be more sensitive to disturbance and habitat loss, simply 
due to their restricted range. Each species will react differently to the disturbance. Refer to the 
individual species accounts in Appendix C for explanation of the reasons for decline and 
sensitivity to disturbance. 
Even relatively small land conversions indirectly caused by the CALFED Program in rare habitats 
such as gabbro soils, serpentine soils, dunes, and vernal pools can significantly reduce the range of 
already rare species. This can be especially true of listed plant species that are dependent on 
specific soil types for survival, as well as the animal species that utilize those plants. 
The disturbances and habitat loss that could be caused by the CALFED Program could leave 
species more vulnerable to other stressors in their environment, such as floods, drought, fires, 
disease, pollution, and predators. Species with severely restricted ranges become vulnerable to 
inbreeding, hybridization with other subspecies, and genetic drift. Severe or moderate 
disturbances can decrease the recovery rate of a species or reduce the chances of recovery. Many 
direct, indirect, interrelated, and interdependent effects of the CALFED Program are expected to 
occur. 
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Effects of CALFED Program Elements 
Levee System Integrity Program 
The Levee System Integrity Program to: reconstruct to a "''"'"'r'"' 
base-level of protection; provide above base-level flood protection for some Delta islands; 
minimize risks to levee integrity due to subsidence; '"-1UJtu•n-'"' 
response; prepare a Delta Levee Risk Assessment 
appropriate level of protection for Suisun Marsh levees and evaluate the best method of 
protection; and facilitate funding and the permitting process for these Similar programs 
have been implemented throughout the CALFED Program study area in by the Corps of 
Engineers, DWR, and local jurisdictions. Programs that have affected listed species include PL 
84-99, Sacramento River Flood Control System Evaluation, Sacramento Bank Protection 
Program, American River Watershed Investigation, and numerous other smaller programs and 
local projects. Such activities in the past have caused habitat loss, fragmentation and degradation; 
habitat conversion; disrupted vital behavior such as reproduction, foraging and escape from 
predators, and resulted in direct take through construction and maintenance activities. Similar 
projects have impacted Delta aquatic habitats, vernal pool habitats, wetlands (permanent, 
seasonal, freshwater, brackish), riparian corridors, grasslands and coastal habitats. Site-specific 
information has not yet been developed for projects to be implemented under the Levee System 
Integrity Program, so these actions are not covered by this opinion. Discussion of effects of the 
program are based on the types and scope of projects expected. 
Direct effects: 
Projects to reconstruct levees to a uniform base-level protection, increase protection above 
base-level, and to minimize subsidence and increase levee integrity may result in take through 
construction activities. Listed species may be killed or injured by construction equipment, during 
dredging, excavation, and fill, and may suffer vehicular mortality from increased traffic from 
construction and personnel vehicles accessing construction areas. Dewatering during 
construction may result in stranding and mortality of aquatic species. Normal behavior patterns 
may be disrupted by construction activities, impairing breeding, feeding and sheltering. Listed 
species may be displaced into unsuitable habitats and may suffer increased risk of vehicular 
mortality, predation, intra- and interspecific competition, disease, and starvation. Use of dredge 
materials in levee repair could mobilize contaminants bound to Bay and Delta sediments and could 
result in death or injury of listed species. Contaminants released during dredging and use of 
dredge materials may result in impaired reproduction, foraging, and sheltering, and increased 
susceptibility to disease and predation, 
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Habitat modification as a result of construction 
as breeding feeding, and sheltering. Habitat 
activities. Vegetation may be cleared and 
habitat (both temporary and permanent), 
foraging areas. Removal of vegetation may 
siltation. 
Increasing base levels of protection may result standardization of levee profiles, in 
increased levee footprints. Construction of expanded levee profiles may result in loss of habitat 
on and adjacent to existing levees, including loss of riparian vegetation, wetlands, agricultural 
lands that provide habitat values, grasslands, and aquatic habitats. Techniques to increase levee 
integrity, such as stability and seepage berms, will also increase levee footprint/profiles and may 
result in loss and degradation of habitats. Other methods to control seepage, such as eliminating 
or relocating canals, waterways, and seasonal and permanent wetlands near levees, may result in 
temporal and permanent loss of habitat. Geotechnical engineering practices (such as geotechnical 
fabric, soil over rock designs) may decrease a levee's ability to support vegetative cover and 
result in permanent loss or degradation of habitat. Levee protection techniques that result in an 
impermeable surface or subsurface may result in loss of vegetative cover, loss of retreat sites for 
listed species, and loss of prey species that support listed species. Installation of impermeable 
surfaces and subsurface eliminate soil crevices and burrows that provide retreats from predators, 
retreats from temperature extremes, estivation sites for listed species and prey of listed species 
(such as tree frogs, bullfrogs, lizards), and also results in a loss of small mammal prey species. 
Replacement of vegetation with hard structures (e.g., rock riprap) may result in loss of foraging 
habitat, movement corridors, loss of vegetative cover and subsurface retreat sites, may present 
barriers to normal movements, and may increase runoff, siltation, and contamination of 
waterways. 
Indirect effects: 
Reconstructing levees to a uniform or to increased levels of protection, and to increase levee 
integrity may preclude restoration actions that are considered necessary for recovery. 
Reconstruction of existing levees may preclude consideration of setback or cutoff levees that 
would restore natural hydrologic regimes and processes essential to provide functioning 
ecosystems upon which listed species depend. Implementation of a levee integrity may also 
restrict and preclude restoration of habitat in the vicinity of reconstructed levees, contributing to 
loss of movement corridors and continued fragmentation of habitat. 
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Levee repair, 
species and could reasonably be expected to 
listed and proposed species. However, 
the conservation actions described in the 
implemented, including, but not limited 
















positively or negatively affect water 
case 
to 
each storage facility must be considered on a 
Overall, the Water Quality Program is designed to reduce the to 
contaminants from municipal and industrial wastewater, urban agricultural runoff, and 
drainage from abandoned mines. This reduction, in the long-term, would improve water quality 
the Bay-Delta system and improve habitat conditions for CALFED target species. 
The ERP is intended to "recovery" or "contribute to recovery" of listed species in the 
Bay-Delta watershed through the implementation of restoration actions. The ERP identifies over 
600 programmatic actions addressing several ecosystem elements that will be implemented 
wildlife, plants, 
of ERP a 
The ERP would restore and maintain ecological processes and structures that sustain healthy fish, 
wildlife, plant populations. In conjunction with other programs such as CVPIA AFRP and 
EW A, the ERP would increase the abundance and distribution of desired aquatic species 
including, but not Sacramento splittail, and sturgeon. In the first stage of 
would a trajectory toward recovery from 
streamflow, sediment supply, 
stream biological Restoration 
and biologically constructed levee fixes would increase species 
and new screens would reduce entrainment losses. Likewise, the ERP would provide 
benefits to terrestrial vegetation and wildlife. The ERP would result in net increases in area for 
Measures 
would protect natural habitats from activities and would reconstruct the historical pattern 
these actions, organized by 
on listed species are identified below. 
The MSCS contains a detailed accounting of both the adverse and beneficial effects of ERP 
actions on specific species and their habitats. The effects analysis in the MSCS is incorporated 
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Agricultural waterways now 
giant garter snakes, as 
and federal wildlife 
efficiency programs may 
populations, loss 
small genetically isolated populations. 
Indirect effects of agricultural and urban water conservation: 
may 
or injured by use 
habitat that irrigation and 
in the Sacramento 
between some populations of 
habitat on state 
to local extinctions of 
Agricultural and urban water conservation could indirectly result in conversion of native habitats 
to irrigated agriculture, or conversion of agricultural lands or native habitats to urban uses. 
Conversions could be facilitated use of groundwater by conserved water via 
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recharge from the application of conserved water to agricultural use of water produced 
from application of conserved water to and use of recycled water on agricultural 
land produced from application of conserved water to and industrial 
Loss of upland, riparian and expected as a result of 
possible by increased water availability. 
Conversion of habitats may result in: loss of upland near aquatic habitats; altered 
migration and dispersal patterns of animals; reduced likelihood of seed dispersal across 
agricultural fields; reduced survival in degraded habitats within and around agricultural 
operations; reduced water quality; lack of reproductive areas; reduced forage; increased mortality 
from operations such as mowing and harvesting; and interference with vital behaviors. Additional 
impacts that will result from conversion to residential use include: increased direct mortality; 
predation by pets; competitive interactions with domestic animals, and; interruption of vital 
behaviors through increased light, noise, and increased contact with humans and domestic 
animals. 
The conversion of native habitats to agricultural lands indirectly caused by increased water 
availability acquired through conservation measures; can increase the acreage of agricultural lands 
to which insecticides, herbicides, and rodenticides are applied. This can adversely affect listed 
species by: direct mortality; secondary poisoning of predators and scavengers; degradation of 
habitat quality following herbicide application; loss of prey base after pesticide application; 
reduced water quality; impacting native habitat through pesticide and herbicide drift; and loss of 
pollinators. Conversion of natural habitats and agricultural lands to residentiaVindustrial use will 
produce similar effects. If an increase in available water allows conversion to irrigated agriculture 
in areas of poorly drained soils an increase in the effects from agricultural drainwater 
contamination may be expected, as described above. 
Implementation of water efficiency measures may eventually lead to reduced diversions. Fish 
entrainment may decrease as a result of reduced pumping and diversions. A net reduced demand 
for water could allow more flexibility in timing, such that diversions could be reduced to minimize 
entrainment of fish during critical life stages. Water use efficiency programs could also make 
more water available for instream flows, and improve management of water for managed 
wetlands. Reduction in agricultural and urban runoff may improve water quality in the Delta and 
its tributaries and subsequently decrease the effects of contaminants on listed species and their 
habitats. Improved water efficiency may also reduce the need for other storage and conveyance 
projects, and thereby avoid the potentially large environmental effects of implementing those 
programs. 
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Site-specific information is needed for future implementation of specific measures under the WUE 
Program, so these actions are not covered by this opinion. However, the following measures are 
expected to minimize the effects of the WUE Program: project environmental 
documentation and review; coordination with the Water Quality Program; coordination with 
ecosystem improvements; incorporation of techniques to restore, enhance, ecosystem 
values; and implementation of MSCS measures to avoid, minimize, and compensate take of listed 
species. These measures, in addition to implementation and coordination with the ERP are 
expected to have a net benefit to ecosystems and listed species. 
Water conservation projects could ultimately lead to the listing of species and could reduce the 
likelihood of survival and recovery of listed and proposed species. However, this should not be 
the case given the assumptions that: the conservation actions described in the Description of the 
Proposed Action will be fully implemented, including, but not limited to, the ERP, the Watershed 
Program, and the MSCS; CALFED agencies will request adequate funding for the conservation 
programs as necessary to implement this biological opinion; adaptive management will be used to 
assess projects and programs and if found to interfere with recovery, the project or program will 
be modified or terminated; CALFED agencies will work closely with water users, providing them 
with maps of listed species habitats within their Service areas and guiding them through the 
consultation process to address site-specific effects; CALFED Agencies will encourage the 
completion of HCPs encompassing the affected areas; implementation of, and conformance with, 
all recovery plans will be an integral part of all site-specific consultations; the CALFED Agencies 
will closely coordinate with the Service during development and implementation of all O&M 
Plans and Resource Management Plans; any site-specific effects to listed species will be consulted 
upon, as appropriate, following site-specific analysis and prior to the effect, and the Service and 
the CALFED Agencies are adequately funded and staffed to complete tiered site-specific 
consultations from this opinion and track implementation of conservation actions. 
Water Transfer Program 
The Water Transfer Program proposes a framework of actions, policies, and processes that, 
collectively, will facilitate water transfers and the further development of a Statewide water 
transfer market. Water transfers may encourage a more efficient use of water. For example, a 
water transfer based on the temporary fallowing of a particular field may produce revenue that 
could be used to improve the irrigation systems on that same field when it is brought back into 
production. The water that is no longer required for irrigation, when the field is fallowed, may be 
transferred for beneficial use elsewhere. Additionally, water transfers can provide benefits to the 
ecosystem by establishing a mechanism to 1) move water assets into and out of an EW A, once 





However, water transfers can 
changes to 
differently 
for use by 
habitat abundance attributable to 
movement 
based on substitution, 
quality, or impacts on vegetation 
or water 
degradation groundwater 
Decline habitats and numbers is if water transfers are made 
without regard to species Degradation listed and lack of recovery of 
affected listed species is "v'-"'"'''"" to if this cor1su1er;atHm is not taken into account. 
Poorly-timed water transfers could ultimately lead to the listing of many species and could 
reasonably be expected to reduce the likelihood of survival and recovery of listed and proposed 
species. However, this should not be the case given assumptions that: the conservation 
actions described the Description of the be fully implemented, 
including, but not limited to, the EWA, the ERP, Watershed Program, and the MSCS; 
Watershed Program 
funding the as to 
to assess projects and programs and if 
be modified or terminated; the 
'"""'"'
0 during water transfer planning, any 
.ua.;-.nJLLlHL analysis and 
not OCAP review and resulting 
analyzed and addressed under section 7 or section 
The \Vatershed Program would encompass the entire geographic extent of CALFED 
Program. Any actions funded or otherwise guided by the Watershed Program through technical 
or financial assistance and coordination may impact any of California's biological communities 
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(Table 1). Actions implemented in association with the Watershed Program has the potential to 
affect numerous species of animals and plants throughout the geographic area of the CALFED 
Program, including those evaluated under the MSCS. 
If implemented correctly, the Watershed Program may result in minimal adverse effects to fish, 
wildlife, and plant species. An effective Watershed Program may ultimately be largely beneficial 
to biotic communities throughout the State of California by funding and providing technical 
assistance and coordination to promote positive actions and planning efforts within local 
watersheds to restore and maintain the health and integrity of ecosystems. An effective 
Watershed Program could minimize habitat fragmentation by supporting carefully designed land-
use planning within watersheds. High water quality within watersheds could be another beneficial 
result of an effective Watershed Program. Restoration projects funded, or otherwise guided, 
through an effective Watershed Program could provide net benefits to local watersheds and their 
associated ecosystems.· Habitat connectivity could be restored by restoration efforts throughout a 
watershed, thereby reducing habitat fragmentation and improving ecosystem integrity. An 
effective watershed program would be largely beneficial to the environment as a whole, though 
some direct adverse effects, however temporary, would likely result with the implementation of 
the Watershed Program. Foraging, reproduction, and dispersal of wildlife species inhabiting local 
watersheds could be disrupted by various watershed projects. 
Watershed restoration projects would be largely beneficial in restoring habitat, dispersal corridors, 
and overall ecosystem function. However, direct adverse effects may be a temporary result of 
restoration activities. Foraging, reproduction, and dispersal could be disrupted by temporary 
disturbances like excessive noise during restoration activities (e.g., operation of heavy 
equipment), alteration of streambed, bank, and floodplain habitat to facilitate restoration, and 
frequent visual, auditory, and physical disturbances caused by vehicular and human traffic to, 
from, around, and within restoration areas. Individual species may be harmed or killed by the 
same disturbances mentioned previously. 
Restoration projects within stream channels and adjacent corridors may temporarily result in 
increased inputs of sediments due to earth moving activities associated with restoration efforts. 
Aquatic or semi-aquatic species inhabiting stream reaches where sediment loads are increased may 
experience reproductive failure; siltation/sedimentation could lead to mortality of eggs/larvae of 
certain species (e.g., California red-legged frog, foothill yellow-legged frog, salmonid fishes, 
aquatic invertebrates) through suffocation. 
Any temporary increases in sediment loads below restoration areas where earth moving activity 
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structures are discussed in the effects section addressing the Conveyance element of the CALFED 
Program. 
Ultimately, new and expanded surface water storage facilities could result in significant increases 
in both the rate and extent of growth/development throughout localities/regions benefitting from 
an effective increase in water supply. 
In addition, reoperation of existing hydropower facilities for the primary purpose of water supply 
could result in changes in the timing and magnitude of flows downstream of the facilities. Thus, 
effects associated with new or expanded surface reservoirs also apply to these facilities. In 
addition, effects associated with any changed service areas may include land conversions (as 
described earlier in the document), including in modifications to the area of origin. 
Specific effects of five of the twelve actions currently under consideration by CALFED Agencies, 
Los Vaqueros Reservoir Enlargement, Shasta Reservoir Enlargement, Millerton Reservoir 
Enlargement, Sites Reservoir, and Delta Wetlands (new reservoirs), are discussed qualitatively 
below. Because project-specific information is unavailable to quantitatively evaluate the effects of 
these actions, project-specific section 7 consultation is required for all storage projects and their 
associated effects. 
A) Los Vaqueros Reservoir Enlargement (Contra Costa County) 
Los Vaqueros Reservoir, an off-stream reservoir with a storage capacity of 100 TAF, may be 
enlarged by up to 400 T AF. An expanded Los Vaqueros Reservoir could result in the loss of as 
much as 3,340 acres of grasslands, woodlands, and riparian habitat, including mitigation land 
associated with the reservoir which was established to minimize adverse effects to the California 
red-legged frog (Rana aurora draytonii), San Joaquin kit fox (Volpes macrotis mutica), and 
Alameda whip snake (Masticophis lateralis euryxanthus). The potential effects of expansion of 
Los Vaqueros Reservoir are currently being evaluated. Concerns regarding expansion of this 
reservoir include: (a) expansion could threaten the viability of the local population of California 
red-legged frogs that depend on the mitigation area and remaining habitat around the reservoir for 
survival; (b) viability of San Joaquin kit foxes ( Vulpes macrotis mutica) could also be threatened 
by an expanded Los Vaqueros Reservoir due to additional habitat loss and fragmentation, and 
potential elimination of a corridor between the northern and southern kit fox range; (c) 
enlargement of Los Vaqueros could result in impacts to other species as well, including those 
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'"'"''r""'r could also provide additional water for such 
Millerton joaquin River near Fresno, California, may be enlarged to 
Millerton Reservoir improve water-supply reliability 
water quality the San Joaquin River 
downstream of Friant Darn. may also improve the ability to manage 






lost. In addition, at 
species of and within 
would be adversely impacted by the 
evaluated 
spadefoot toad (Scaphiopus viability of San joaquin kit fox 
could be threatened by the proposed reservoir through direct habitat loss, habitat 
and by the occlusion of an essential dispersal corridor flow between fox 
populations to the north and south of the proposed reservoir site. 
F) Delta Wetlands 
The Delta Wetlands proposal consists of converting two Delta islands comprising 11,000 acres, 
Webb Tract and Bacon Island, into surface storage facilities (reservoirs) and restoring two islands, 
Bouldin Island and Holland Tract, comprising roughly 9,000 acres to natural habitat. Together 
the two new would provide approximately 250 TAF of water storage capacity. 
problems. 
biological 
section 7 of 
nv•u"''"'" to improve flexibility Delta fishes and water quality 
project description this facility as described in our current 
May 6, 1997) would consultation under 
Restoring 9,000 acres across two Delta to natural habitat would likely benefit some plant 
Delta that require natural woodland and other natural 
proposed reservoirs may provide habitat migrating and some 
resident 
However, the water stored over peat soils underlying Delta islands has not 
been evaluated sufficiently. Conditions may arise in the proposed reservoirs, once constructed 
and filled, where microbial decomposition of the peat comprising the reservoir bottoms 
result in highly nutrient-rich reservoir water. This nutrient rich water would not be appropriate 
for municipal uses. Furthermore, such nutrient rich water may be potentially detrimental if used 




use/groundwater banking projects 
solution area. Although the proposed 
to impart effects on 
the geographic area of CALFED Program, 
Groundwater aquifers to be augmented with out -of-basin water with likely 
effects occurring of Donor streams may experience reduced flows 
due to water being other watersheds. Reduced flows in streams 
can have effects on water water temperature, riparian vegetation, and instream habitat 
All species of plants and utilize the affected riparian corridor for all or part of their 
lives may be impacted by reduced stream flows. In addition, diverting water from a 






required for all 
potentially, 
conveyance alternative based on 
•vuu•,__, ...... ,JH-.> evaluate its effectiveness, and add 
-------,~~""''ont actions if The modifications to the 
occur in both south and Delta. Specific effects of the 
under consideration by CALFED Agencies, is discussed 
Because project-specific information is unavailable to 
aTT£H"T"' of these actions, project-specific section 7 consultation is 
conveyance projects and their associated effects. 
The south Delta proposed as of the "Conveyance Program", excluding the 
ecosystem restoration components, have been considered in previous biological opinions by the 
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test facility at the Tracy 
screening and salvage for the intakes 
during the 
Coordination Team to 
direct and indirect 
a range of 
and Mokelumne 
passage. 
Under the September through July 
and possibly all months, smelt splittail survival during January 
through July to DCC operation at the present. However, the additional closure of the 








may be several times higher than survival of fish 
actual magnitude of survival, however, is 
temperature and or salinity. addition, 
screens or other diversion structures, stress 














fish by "-'-''-'iJAH~ JIJv'vAv'-' 
windows. 
to reduce the un•e-u••vu•u 
should not be the case given the assumptions that: 
Description of Proposed Actions will be 
1 
reasonably be ov•~",..."'"" 
However, this 
actions described in the 
but not limited to, the ERP. 
the 
actions coming on 
implemented to 
"""''"''''" actions. The Service 
to all facility 
beneficial environmental actions will be 
"'""~''"'"' baseline before facility actions become operational. 
EW A is designed to benefits additional adverse effects on water 
deliveries to contractors. The EW A supplements the existing environmental 
baseline (1995 Water Quality Control Plan; biological opinions for delta smelt, splittail, and 
winter-run chinook salmon, CVPIA sources of water including 800,000 acre-feet of (b)(2)). It 
can augment instream flows, delta outflows and hydrodynamics, and export curtailments to 
enhance or reduce take at key times fishery concern. would 




would (a) reduce take or 
project operations at the State 
... .._ .... _.~...,, and (c) enhance conditions for fish. The EWA provides an alternative 
would be applied periods of exceeding incidental take. The 
for additional fishery benefits over the pre-CALFED Program 
"'-'"'''u·~ will upon the degree to which it must be used to reduce take. 
the EW A will provide a benefit to fish. 3 assets are assumed to be 
"'"''-""''"'" to reduce take for fish needed and as described below. 
The EWA works on a principle of "no harm" to south of deliveries, which means that the 
EWA essentially changes the timing of exports but does not change overall magnitude or 
timing of deliveries. 
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The EWA is currently designed to be implemented four years. The program 
if the benefits for fish occur and an evaluation of the sufficiency of assets is to be 
adequate. If new water storage and conveyance projects come online, additional fishery 
are likely to occur through modification of the timing and quantities of water passing through the 
Delta watershed. To offset potential impacts and to provide for recovery of fish populations, 
additional operational rules will need to be developed which would allow for protection of fish. 
These operational rules may include either (a) new standards which limit the timing and magnitude 
of exports and water supply releases at key periods of concern for fish, (b) new sharing formulae 
to increase EWA assets, which would allow the EWA to offset impacts and implement restoration 
actions, or (c) a combination of the two. 
If the EWA is not fully implemented, project operations will return to the regulatory baseline. In 
addition, the following clarifications are set forth: 1) CVP/SWP will implement both the flow and 
export provisions of either VAMP or, in the absence of VAMP, the flows and export curtailments 
in the 1995 biological opinion on OCAP; 2) if or when the yellow light level in the incidental take 
statement is reached, as identified in the1995 OCAP biological opinion, the CVP/SWP will 
immediately reinitiate consultation and implement actions to reduce the amount or extent of take 
and reduce the indirect effects of project operations on fish as deemed necessary by the fishery 
resource agencies; 3) all new projects which may affect the environmental baseline identified in 
this opinion and the 1995 OCAP opinion will be subject to section 7 consultation to avoid and/or 
minimize the affects of those actions; and 4) other necessary regulatory provisions which may be 











The CALFED is 0 "''"'""'" 
delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, 
thistle, soft bird' s-beak, Contra 
CALFED Program is expected to 
collection of 
as part of implementing other CALFED 
as a part of conducting research 
avoided and minimized by 
while conducting 
only through the 
subsequent, tiered, section 1 
Recovery Permitting 
is guiding 
IJL\.,HH .• LH<HHJ>H is expected to 
smelt, Sacramento 
thistle, soft bird's-beak, 
have been assigned the 
woodrat, riparian brush rabbit, 
giant garter snake, Delta green 
the conservation goal, 
will be achieved through 
evaluated species' habitats 
If evaluated species 
species will have been met. 
aU or most the actions necessary to recover 
valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Suisun 
wallflower, Antioch Dunes evening-primrose. The 
all or most of the actions in the MSCS focus area 
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San Valley woodrat, riparian necessary to contribute to 
marsh harvest mouse, dapper rail, least Bell's vireo, giant garter snake, green 
ground and western cuckoo. listed and proposed species, 
CALFED Program is expected to avoid, and the adverse effects of its 
actions. 
The MSCS contains two types of conservation measures: measures to avoid, minimize, and 
compensate for the adverse effects to evaluated species caused by individual CALFED Program 
actions, and (2) measures to enhance evaluated species that are not directly linked to CALFED's 
adverse effects, are consistent with the ERP, may be milestones. Both types of measures will 
be implemented through the use of AS IPs that will be developed for specific CALFED Program 
actions or bundles of actions. The MSCS also allows for additional, project-specific conservation 
measures to be included in ASIPs. Thus, the MSCS will contribute to avoiding, minimizing, and 
compensating for adverse impacts to listed and proposed species associated with other CALFED 
Programs. 
Implementation of the MSCS could adversely impact listed species through implementation of 
conservation requirements. disturbance and conversion could occur during ecosystem 
restoration actions (e.g., construction of tidal channels in existing tidal marshes, or conversion of 
diked, marshes to tidal marsh may temporarily impact salt marsh harvest mice but is ultimately 
expected to lead to recovery). In addition, individual animals could be harassed during 
construction, implementation of minimization measures such as capture and relocation of 
individuals, and capture and handling during monitoring. These types of effects will be avoided 




Cumulative effects are those effects of future State, local, or private actions on endangered and 
threatened species or critical habitat that are reasonably certain to occur in the action area 
considered in this biological opinion. Future Federal actions that are unrelated to the proposed 
action (e.g., non-CALFED Agency projects such as Corps flood control projects, and USFS or 
BLM actions) are not considered in this section because they require separate consultation 











non-Federal diversions of water 
incrementally, thus .., ... uu,•r. 
diversions through u .. ,.. u,.., 
Delta, upstream of 
cortlrnl<' that follow 
actions, 
uses, water for power plants, 
upstream of the Delta, 
rearing habitat, and re-suspends 
include any continuing or future 
fish or that may decrease outflows 
habitat upstream. Water 
lands and duck clubs in 










The introduction are breached or 
when may adversely 
affect the non-native species of 
euryhaline copepods. Asian potentially play an important role in affecting 
phytoplankton population dynamics. The non-native copepods may displace native species and at 
least one species of copepod doern} is difficult for larval fishes to catch because of 
its fast swimming and effective response. Reduced feeding efficiency and ingestion rates 
weaken and slow the growth young fish and make them more vulnerable to starvation and 
predation. 
Other cumulative effects include: wave action in channels caused by boats that can degrade 
riparian and wetland habitat and erode banks; the dumping of domestic and industrial garbage, 
presenting hazards to the fish because they could become trapped in the debris, injure themselves, 
or ingest the debris; reduction habitat, and introduction of pesticides and herbicides from the 
construction and new and existing golf courses; oil and gas development and 
production remove habitat and may introduce pollutants into the Napa River; agricultural uses 
protected by levees and wetland habitats; residential or agricultural land use can 
fragment and reduce and corridors; unscreened agricultural diversion<. rhroughout 
the delta divert of fish (Service 1996); and activities may de5rade or reduce 
suitable habitat 
a!:t-t>rtc result from the impacts of point and non-point source chemical 
contaminant contaminants include selenium ;md numerous pesticides and 
herbicides associated with discharges related to agricultural and urban activities. Implicated as 
potential sources of mortality for delta smelt and Sacramento splittail, the<.e contaminants may 
adversely affect delta smelt and Sacramento splittail reproductive success and survival rates. 
Spawning habitat may also be affected if submersed aquatic plants used as substrates for egg 
attachment are lost due to toxic substances. 
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Salt Marsh Habitats 
Pollution, over-exploitation of commercial fisheries, water diversions, and introduction of 
numerous non-native species continue to affect the ecology of San Francisco Bay tidal marshes. 
A number of factors influencing the remaining tidal marshes limit their habitat value. Much of the 
East Bay shoreline from San Leandro to Calaveras Point is rapidly eroding. Many marshes 
around South San Francisco Bay are undergoing vegetational changes because of land subsidence 
caused by groundwater pumping. In addition, an estimated 600 acres of former salt marsh along 
Coyote Creek, Alviso Slough, and Guadalupe Slough are currently dominated by fresh- and 
brackish-water vegetation due to continuing freshwater discharge from South Bay wastewater 
facilities and are thus of lower quality for California clapper rails and salt marsh harvest mice. In 
San Pablo and Suisun Bays, the average salinities are increased by upstream diversions by 
CALFED and DWR water projects. Intertidal and riparian marsh habitats used by species such as 
the California clapper rail, salt marsh harvest mouse, and Suisun thistle may be degraded or 
destroyed by a variety of development and maintenance activities conducted by private 
organizations, state agencies, or local governments. 
Riparian Habitats 
Factors contributing to the loss of riparian forest include: (1) continued conversion of non-
irrigated land to agriculture; (2) levee construction and maintenance; (3) bank erosion; (4) grazing 
by livestock; (5) use of riprap for bank protection; (6} groundwater extraction; (7) flow 
regulation; and (8) the continuing development of land along the riparian corridor. Dams flood 
riparian vegetation in their impoundments and degrade it downstream by altering flows and 
geomorphic processes. Flood control interferes with natural processes that affect riparian forest 
regeneration. Controlled water release from dams reduces mid-successional habitat (dominated 
by brush and young to middle-aged trees). Unusually heavy or extended flooding of remnant 
riparian habitats can be detrimental to some terrestrial endangered species (e.g., riparian brush 
rabbits could drown or be isolated in small upland refugia where they would be more vulnerable 
to predation; giant garter snakes dormant in burrows could drown or be forced to seek new 
hibernacula). 
Freshwater Wetland Habitats 
These wetlands continue to be drained for agricultural and urban use. Some wetlands may also be 
inundated by reservoirs and converted to open water habitat. Conversion of natural habitats to 
agricultural and urban uses results in loss of marshes, sloughs, ponds, and small streams. Many of 





Activities that contribute to vernal pool habitat include and deep-ripping for 
by 
agriculture, energy development, development, flood projects, highway and utility 
projects, and overgrazing (California Department Fish and 1992; FR 41700; 59 FR 
48136). Limited distributional patterns the susceptibility of individual populations and 
entire species to severe declines from both natural and human-induced disturbances. Much of the 
remammg to degraded by fragmentation, changes in hydrological 
patterns, off-road vehicle use, increased competition from non-native species, periodic drought, 
and miscellaneous human disturbances. In many areas, the cumulative effects of habitat loss, 
fragmentation, and degradation reduce the potential for remaining habitats to indefinitely sustain 
viable populations of rare species. Some vernal pool complexes are protected from disturbance, 
but the majority remain under pressure from dev~lopment, and are threatened by activities such as 
agricultural and urban development, mosquito abatement, gravel mining, flood control and water 
conveyance projects, pipeline projects, reservoir construction, off-road vehicle use, intensive 
livestock grazing, refuse disposal, and other activities (59 FR 48136). Listed plant species 
endemic to vernal pool habitats are adapted to hydro-periods with winter inundation and summer 
drying, and are out-competed by marsh plants when hydrology is altered so standing water is 
permanently T\T.!CHOQJCH 
Coastal and Inland Dune Habitats 
Continued recreational use of beaches causes disturbance to nesting snowy plovers and least terns 
from pets, beachcombers, and off-road vehicles. Dune habitats on coastal beaches continue to be 
altered by the introduction of invasive dune-stabilizing vegetation (especially European beach 
grass (AmmoplJila arenaria) and ice-plant (Carpobrotus edulis). Non-native dune-stabilizing 
vegetation competes for space with native dune plants and stabilizes open sand faces needed by 
native dune plants. 
Lagoon habitats are altered by upstream water diversions, dredging, and associated changes in 
salinity, pollution, and siltation. During drought periods, the lack of rainfall, combined with 
human induced water reductions (i.e., diversions of water from streams, excessive groundwater 
withdrawals), degrades lagoon ecosystems and creates extremely stressful conditions for most 
aquatic species. The introduced yellowfin goby (Acanthogobius flavimanus) may also compete 
with the tidewater goby in lagoon habitats. 
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Ongoing threats to listed species at the Antioch Dunes include competition from weedy species, 
disturbance break maintenance and people walking to the riverfront, and ecological 
changes severe reduction, fragmentation, and degradation of the dune ecosystem 
(U.S. Fish 1984). 
Interior Grassland Habitats 
Grassland losses have continued to result from urban expansion and conversion to irrigated 
croplands. Degradation of grassland quality also continues, especially on heavily grazed 
rangelands. Conversely, grasslands are also being created by conversion of other native habitats 
for grazing. 
Alkali Scrub Habitats 
Alkali scrub habitat continues to decline because of agricultural conversion, flood control, and 
groundwater pumping. 
Oak Woodland Habitats 
Continued habitat loss and decline results from clearing for livestock forage improvement, 
residential and commercial development, fuel-wood harvesting, agricultural conversion, and other 
activities. In many areas, remaining oak woodlands are declining due to lack of regeneration and 
survival of young trees. The reasons for the lack of stand regeneration in oaks are not well 
understood; however, competition with introduced grasses; fire suppression; and consumption of 
acorns and seedlings by livestock, rodents, and other wildlife have all been implicated (Mayer et 
al. 1986, Griffin 1977). Urban and agricultural development, rangeland improvement, fuel 
harvesting, and other activities continue to eliminate oak woodland habitats. 
Coniferous and Mixed Forest Habitats 
Continuing timber harvest creates large areas of early-successional clearcuts and even-aged young 
stands, reduces the structural complexity of forests, diminishes the availability of snags and 
deadwood habitat, increases the fragmentation of habitat with logging roads and clearcuts, and 
causes soil erosion into streams. Local areas of forest are severely affected by mining and the 
growth of urban areas. 
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Chaparral Habitats 
Chaparral habitat continues to be to urban areas and agricultural land. In many areas 
deterioration of remaining habitat results from fire suppression, which leads to excess 
accumulations of woody material and unusually large and intense conflagrations when fires 
eventually occur (Hanes 1977). Lack of ground-cover subsequently facilitates flooding and 
runoff. In turn, this may produce silting of downstream aquatic habitats. 
The species associated with gabbro soils are declining as a result of: habitat loss, fragmentation, 
and alteration of natural ecosystem processes caused by residential and commercial development; 
grading, road construction and maintenance; fire suppression; herbicide use; unauthorized 
dumping; mining; and other activities (59 FR 1877 4). 
Fifteen active surface mines on private land near lone continue to remove lone soils habitat; 
approved reclamation plans show that in excess of 3,500 acres of surface removal will occur. 
Plants on lone soils are also threatened by disease, clearing of vegetation for irrigated/cultivated 
agriculture and fire protection, habitat fragmentation, residential and commercial development, 
changes in fire frequency, and ongoing erosion. 
Sierra and Coastal serpentine habitats are being reduced and degraded by urbanization. Species 
on serpentine soils are also adversely affected by firebreak construction, agricultural land 
conversion, livestock grazing, trash dumping, off-road vehicle use, recreational gold.mining, and 
trampling by hikers. 
Coastal Scrub and Coastal Grassland Habitats 
Four major factors contribute to changes in the distribution and composition of coastal prairies: 
the introduction of highly competitive, non-native species; an increase in grazing pressures; the 
elimination of annual fires; and cultivation (Heady et al. 1988). In addition, urban growth is 
increasingly causing fragmentation and restriction of coastal prairie and coastal scrub habitat. 
Threats to species on these habitats include loss of habitat to urbanization, road-kiil fatalities, 
illegal collection, off-road vehicle use, unsuitable levels of livestock grazing, trampling of food 
plants by horses and hikers, use of insecticides, rock and sand quarrying, and invasive non-native 
species. 
Ongoing threats to listed and proposed species on serpentine habitats in the Bay Area include 
urban growth (including residential developments, golf courses, road and highway construction, 
and waste disposal), recreational use of open space (resulting in erosion and facilitating growth of 
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weedy species), invasion by non-native plants, and 
habitat and FR 59053). 
Threats to species of Zayante sandhill habitats include destruction of habitat from 
residential development, recreational activities, equestrian use, agriculture, invasion by non-native 
vegetation, changes in fire cycles, and sand mining. 
Instream Flow, Water Impoundments and Diversions 
Hydrodynamic conditions in the Delta are tied to continuing and future hydraulic modifications 
the Delta made for various beneficial purposes, such as levee construction for land reclamation 
and flood control; channel dredging, enlargement, and deepening for navigation and levee 
maintenance; installation and operation of diversion pumps, siphons, and drainage pumps; and 
construction of non-Federal export pumping plants and associated facilities for water 
management. Increased demands may further reduce reservoir storage and will adversely affect 
riverine conditions. Reduced availability will result from: (1) operations that reduce the 
frequency of spill from upstream reservoirs; (2) build out by senior water right holders who 
currently do not make full use of their entitlements; and (3) changes in the criteria that define 
surplus flows. Continued upstream impoundment and diversion of snowmelt will reduce the 
potential for high spring outflows. Because surplus flows combined with required flows in the 
Water Quality Control Plan are critical for transporting fish larvae to rearing habitat and 
maintaining that rearing habitat in a suitable location in Suisun Bay, new diversions of surplus 
water will reduce the likelihood that fisheries declines will be reversed. Variation in climate 
between years can also exacerbate the cumulative effects of water diversions. Drought conditions 
increase demand for water while reducing the total amount of water available for fish and wildlife, 
agricultural, municipal and industrial uses, and can thus result in additional shortfalls in instream 
flow and upstream movement of the 2 parts-per-thousand (ppt) isohaline (X2). Extremely high 
precipitation events can also adversely affect endangered species. Delta fishes can suffer 
increased mortality if they are carried out of their preferred estuarine habitats toward San 
Francisco Bay by high outflows. 
Contaminants and Water Quality 
Agricultural and industrial activity can introduce contaminants into water used by threatened and 
endangered species. These contaminants may include selenium, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, 
copper, mercury, lead, nickel, silver, tributyltin, zinc, hydrocarbons, and organochlorines. 
Contaminants may enter surface waters through point source spills and discharges, urban and 
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agricultural runoff, aer1oSitlm 
trapped in sediments. 
aerosols, and dredging that releases contaminants 
The major source of water contamination in the Central Valley is agricultural drainwater, which 
has high selenium (particularly in water selenium-rich soils 
the San ] oaquin Valley), and pesticides. Dumping of highly saline drainwater into rivers can have 
similar on organisms. 
Evaporation ponds which concentrate selenium-rich drainwater can attract wetland animals which 
may then die or suffer developmental abnormalities from selenium toxicity. Broadcast spray of 
malathion and other in agricultural areas can drift into non-target areas, kill plant 
pollinators, reduce insect prey species, and contaminate runoff. Pesticides cause death of the 
small invertebrates and zooplankton that support the food chain, and can be toxic to higher-level 
predators by bioaccumulating to increased concentrations. Eggs and larvae of aquatic organisms 
are particularly vulnerable to mortality or developmental abnormalities from pesticides. Levee 
maintenance and dredging resuspends contaminants trapped in sediments. Selenium, pesticides, 
and herbicides may adversely affect delta smelt and Sacramento splittail reproductive success and 
survival rates. 
Spillage of wastewater from mining activity (particularly the Iron Mountain Mine) could 
potentially introduce large pulses of water laden with contaminants such as copper, zinc, and 
cadmium into Central Valley river systems and the Delta. Central Valley waters could also be 
contaminated by incidental leakage of gasoline and oil from vehicles and storage tanks, illegal 
dumping of waste oil and other chemical wastes, or accidental spills of chemicals or petroleum 
products from tank trucks or rail cars. Release of contaminated ballast in San Francisco Bay by 
ships further reduces water 
Non-native Species 
Non-native species continue to spread and be introduced into aquatic habitats of the Delta and 
Central Valley rivers. Releases of ballast water from ships or deliberate stocking of fish introduce 
non-native species into water bodies. Non-native euryhaline clams reduce the abundance of 
phytoplankton. (Euryhaline species are able to live in water with widely varying salinity.) Non-
native diatoms growing in chains are more difficult for zooplankton to graze upon. Introduced 
copepods are more difficult to catch than native copepod species and may thus reduce food 
availability for native fishes. Introduced silversides and gobies may prey on eggs and larvae of 
native fishes. Larval striped bass and other non-native fish may compete for food and space with 





(respectively) in '""'"''H"' 
as to increase mortality of 
IJ'-''-'''"'"· including snakes, fish, and 
are predators which can populate an area 
as prey upon, the natives. 
causea problems for native species. Non-native plants compete with 
nutrients. The of natural population controls for non-native 
species to out-compete native species and form a 
'n'~''""" such as the Brazilian elodea (Egeria densa) and 
solstitialis) have taken over aquatic and terrestrial habitats 
Native Habitat Conversion and Associated Activities 
Terrestrial and wetland habitats by threatened and endangered species continue to be 
modified or converted by entities, State agencies. or local governments. The increase in 
urbanization and agricultural conversion increases fragmentation and degradation of remaining 
habitat. 
The uses associated with conversions that occur include: oil and gas development; mining or 
quarrying sand, gravel. or minerals; liquid waste treatment plants; wind farms; pipeline 
installation; line installation; creation of reservoirs or evaporation ponds; 
transportation infrastructure; urban or industrial developments; or 
conversions can result in take of a wide variety of threatened or 
including but not limited to giant garter snake, California red-legged 
blunt-nosed leopard lizard, valley elderberry longhorn beetle, and vernal 
threatened and endangered plants of vernal pool, wetland, grassland, 
habitats are also affected by ongoing habitat conversion. Areas of 
conversion would have disproportionately large effect on listed species 
include: remnant pool complexes and riparian habitats in the Sacramento and San joaquin 
Valleys; alkali scrub/grassland habitats of the San joaquin Valley and Carrizo Plain; the San 
Bruno Mountain and Milagra Ridge area of San Mateo County; the gabbro and serpentine soils of 
the Pine Hill intrusion in Dorado County; the Antioch Dunes in Contra Costa County; the 
Zayante sand hills of the Santa Cruz Mountains; and the serpentine soils of the San Francisco Bay 
and Santa Clara Valley areas. Many of these areas are currently under great pressure to be 
developed for municipal and industrial uses. 
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Conversion of 
to another, to 
habitat loss attributable to these activities remain 
significant, for most species, conversion irrigated/cultivated agriculture. 
Agricultural conversion is generally not is not directly 
regulated and is only infrequently monitored. of privately owned habitat without use 
of federally supplied water or filling of wetlands not result in section 7 consultation 
with the Service, nor is it usual for there to be an for a section 10 incidental take 
permit. Illegal fill of wetlands without Corps permits has occurred in the past and is likely to 
continue. In addition, water is used for groundwater recharge by some districts in the San 
joaquin Valley. Such recharge may allow nearby landowners to pump groundwater for uses that 
may affect listed and proposed species. 
The California Department of Forestry (1988) has predicted wildland habitat losses totaling 
110,000 acres in the Sacramento Valley region and 465,000 acres in the San joaquin Valley 
region between 1980 and 2010 as a result of agricultural conversion and urbanization. Much of 
the projected loss is likely to occur in the remaining blocks of habitat for listed and proposed 
species. 
During habitat conversion threatened and endangered species could be killed or injured by 
operation of heavy equipment (crushing, burial by earthmoving equipment, discing, grading, 
mowing) or flooding of habitat. Listed species could be harassed during construction by noise, 
ground vibrations and compaction of burrows, construction lighting, and disruption of foraging 
and breeding behavior. Listed species not killed directly by operation of equipment would 
probably find themselves in sub-optimal habitat with a decreased carrying capacity due to lower 
availability of foraging and breeding habitat and greater vulnerability to predation. If listed 
species were displaced from converted lands into nearby native habitat, population densities 
would rise and intraspecific competition and predation pressure would be likely to increase. 
Animals that loose their fear of humans can become more vulnerable to shooting, poisoning, and 
roadkill. Habitat conversion also reduces the availability of suitable habitat for future recovery of 
species and isolates populations by increasing habitat fragmentation. 
Some listed terrestrial species (e.g., bald eagle, San Joaquin kit fox, kangaroo rats, giant garter 
snake) are vulnerable to accidental or intentional unauthorized take by electrocution on electric 
fences or power lines, trapping, shooting, clubbing, or poisoning. Incidental disturbance from 
human activity may also cause disruption of normal foraging and reproductive activities. Listed 
plants may be threatened by vandalism or horticultural collecting. Listed butterflies can be 
threatened by unauthorized collecting by lepidopterists. These forms of unauthorized take are 
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likely to occur more frequently as the human population the Central Valley increases native 
habitat is fragmented converted. 
Vehicular traffic is an ongoing hazard that can cause roadkill mortality for a wide variety of 
terrestrial listed species (e.g., giant garter snake, blunt-nosed leopard lizard, San Joaquin kit fox, 
California red-legged frog). Traffic will be increased by construction of new roads and 
agricultural, industrial, and urban development. As barriers to dispersal, roads also reduce the 
probability that unoccupied habitat will be colonized by listed species. Roadside maintenance can 
affect listed plants by grading, mowing, erosion control, and spraying of herbicides. 
Off-road vehicles can kill or injure listed plants and animals, as well as causing erosion, harassing 
animals with noise and ground vibrations, and crushing burrows used for shelter. Heavy 
pedestrian foot traffic can also compact soil and trample plants and small or dormant animals. 
Rodent control measures can: reduce the availability of prey for listed predators (e.g., San 
Joaquin kit fox); injure or kill listed predators through secondary poisoning if poisoned rodents 
are eaten; injure or kill other listed species (e.g., Fresno, Tipton, and giant kangaroo rats, San 
Joaquin, or riparian, woodrat) that may eat rodenticide-treated baits; and reduce the availability of 
ground squirrel burrows as shelter and hibernation refugia for listed species (e.g., giant garter 
snake, San Francisco garter snake, kangaroo rats). Use of burrow fumigants on levees and other 
potential upland refugia can injure or kill listed species sheltering in ground squirrel burrows. 
Urban and agricultural development results in increased abundance of domestic and feral cats and 
dogs, as well as wild predators (such as raccoons, red foxes, and skunks) that are attracted to 
trash dumping and suburban developments. This high abundance of predators can result in 
increased predation rates for small terrestrial vertebrates, including listed species (e.g., blunt-
nosed leopard lizard, giant garter snake, California red-legged frog). Listed predatory species 
such as the San Joaquin kit fox may similarly suffer increased competition for space and food. 
Other indirect effects from urbanization include increased disturbance levels, ground slumping, 
garbage dumping, altered fire regimes, vandalism to protected habitats, increased foot traffic 
through protected areas, and unauthorized activities that adversely affect the survival of rare 
species. 
Listed plant species can be buried or killed by dumping of trash, fill dirt, or garden debris. 
Dredging and clearing of vegetation from irrigation canals reduces foraging habitat and escape 
cover for giant garter snakes. Listed species in wetland habitats (including vernal pool 




in the water 
development, or courses. 
slumping of soils may from changes in hydrology. These effects may change suitability 
of habitat for listed plant species. 
Transformation watercourses and wetlands from seasonal to permanent hydroperiods by 
irrigation and damming alters the plant and animal communities, allowing colonization by bass, 
sunfish, bullfrogs and vegetation such as cattails and tule reeds. Tadpoles of 
California red-legged typically metamorphose by late summer and are able to survive if 
wetlands dry in early autumn. Bullfrogs, which are larger and have a longer tadpole period, will 
competitively exclude California red-legged frogs in permanent water bodies. Bullfrogs, bass, and 
sunfish will also prey on California red-legged frog eggs and tadpoles. 
Oil exploration poses a threat to species as well. Construction of pads and roads associated 
with oil development, as well as the process of finding oil deposits can disturb large areas of 
habitat. Noise, vibration, traffic, and other human disturbances can also adversely affect species 
in the area. 
Grazing and Land Management 
Livestock grazing on State and private lands can cause erosion and degradation of riparian 
vegetation that provides habitat for listed species such as the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, 
southwestern willow flycatcher, riparian brush rabbit, and San joaquin (riparian) woodrat. 
Livestock wallows may degrade seasonal wetlands that harbor listed species. Trampling can also 
collapse rodent burrows used as shelter by some listed species. Listed plant species can be 
adversely affected by overgrazing and trampling, which can reduce survival and reproductive 
output of plants. However, in some cases moderate levels of grazing may be beneficial to listed 
plants, or to species such as mountain plover, by preventing establishment of competing 
species. Management high deer and elk populations can also result in increased grazing and 
browsing pressure on listed plant species. 
Most native plant species have adapted to a certain level of grazing pressure. Grazing 
management practices are often incompatible with the continued survival of certain species. For 
many species, the grazing management that would best suit the species is simply unknown. This 
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Fire management activities can change the fuel load and the frequency and severity of fires. The 
fire regime can affect listed plants by changing germination success, seed bank composition, adult 
mortality, intensity of interspecific competition. 
Management regimes that pose a threat to species include: lack of protection on private lands, 
lack of funding for protection, lack of funding for correct management, management practices for 
one species that eliminates another, or inappropriate habitat management due to lack of 
information on the biology of the species. Private land management practices can also be 
incompatible with the continued viability of species. 
Population Size and Life History 
Certain aspects of the biology species put them more at risk of extinction from habitat 
degradation and fragmentation. Small populations and/or short-lived species (e.g., delta smelt 
have a one-year life span) are more at risk to random catastrophic events than large populations. 
Events such as drought, flooding, predators or pests, fires, and disease can pose a serious threat 
to a species that is limited to only several small populations. Small populations are also at risk 
genetic drift, hybridization with closely related species or subspecies, and inbreeding. The lack 
genetic variability leaves species at further risk to random events. Many native species are 
dependent on rare habitat types, leaving them at risk from development in these areas. Species 
with low density, low reproductive rate, large horne ranges, or dependency on social facilitation 
are further at risk to multiple stressors. 
Conclusion 
Listed Species/Critical Habitat 
After reviewing the current status of the species in Appendix C, the environmental baseline for the 
action area, the effects of the proposed action, and the cumulative effects, it is the Service's 
biological opinion that the extent of take anticipated at the programmatic level is not likely to 
result in jeopardy to the species listed in Appendix C, or destruction or adverse modification of 
critical habitat. In the absence of conservation measures or other CALFED Agency commitments 
listed in the Description of the Proposed Action, the effects analysis above would support a 
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conclusion of jeopardy for many of the listed species the effected area. However, this no-
and compliance with all the Key jeopardy determination is based upon 
Planned Actions listed the vr"'""'""" Action. 
Proposed Species 
After reviewing the current status of the species in Appendix C, the environmental baseline for 
action area, the effects of the proposed action, and the cumulative effects, it is the Service's 
conference opinion that the extent of take anticipated at the programmatic level is not likely to 
result in jeopardy to the species listed in Appendix C. In the absence of conservation measures or 
other CALFED Agency commitments listed in the Description of the Proposed Action, the effects 
analysis above would support a conclusion of jeopardy for many of the listed species in the 
effected area. However, this no-jeopardy determination is based upon implementation of and 
compliance with all of the Assumptions listed in the Description of the Proposed Action. 
INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT 
Section 9 of the ESA and Federal regulation pursuant to section 4(d) of the ESA prohibit the take 
of endangered and threatened species, respectively, without special exemption. Take is defined as 
harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or to attempt to engage in 
any such conduct. Harass is defined by the Service as an intentional or negligent act or omission 
which creates the likelihood of injury to a listed species by annoying it to such an extent as to 
significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering. Harm is defined by the Service to include significant habitat modification 
or degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by impairing behavioral patterns 
including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Incidental take is defined as take that is incidental to, 
and not the purpose of, the carrying out of an otherwise lawful activity. Under the terms of 
section 7(b)(4) and section 7(o)(2), taking that is incidental to and not intended as part of the 
agency action is not considered to be prohibited taking under the ESA provided that such taking 
is in compliance with this Incidental Take Statement. 
Sections 7(b) (4) and 7(o) (2) of ESA do not apply to the incidental take of listed plant species. 
However, protection of listed plants is provided to the extent that ESA requires a Federal permit 
for removal or reduction to possession of endangered plants from areas under Federal jurisdiction, 
or for any act that would remove, cut, dig up, or damage or destroy any such species on any other 
area in knowing violation of any regulation of any State law, including the California Endangered 
Species Act, or in the course of any violation of a State criminal trespass law. 
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Due to the programmatic nature of these biological and conference opinions, the project- and site-
specific information necessary to determine the amount and extent of incidental take of listed and 
proposed species associated with individual CALFED Program activities/actions is lacking. Thus, 
CALFED Agencies will initiate individual Section 7 consultations or develop individual habitat 
conservation plans in coordination with the Service for actions/activities which may affect listed 
and proposed species. Future biological and conference opinions that are tiered under this 
programmatic opinion will estimate, evaluate, and authorize the amount and extent of incidental 
take associated with project-specific actions. Incidental take of listed and proposed species is not 
authorized in this programmatic biological opinion. 
Reporting Requirements 
The CALFED Agencies shall notify the Service immediately if dead or injured endangered species 
are found during implementation of actions or on CALFED Agencies' lands. CALFED Agencies 
must submit a report including date(s), location(s), habitat description, and any corrective 
measures taken to protect the individual(s) found. If endangered animals are captured, the report 
shall also include photographs of the individuals, condition of the individual, length of time held, 
release location, and any other pertinent information. 
For all endangered species encountered during construction and construction-related activities, 
CALFED Agencies shall submit locality information to the California Department of Fish & Game 
(CDFG), using completed California Native Species Field Forms or their equivalent, within 90 
calendar days of the species being observed. Each form shall have an accompanying scale map of 
the site (such as a photocopy of a portion of the appropriate 7.5 minute U.S. Geological Survey 
map) and shall provide at least the following information: township, range, and quarter section; 
name of the 7.5- minute or 15-minute quadrangle; dates (day, month, year) of field work; number 
of individuals and life stage (where appropriate) encountered; and a description of the habitat by 
community-vegetation type. 
For those projects requiring a Service-approved biologist or where mitigation is required, a post-
construction compliance report prepared by the Service-approved monitoring biologist shall be 
forwarded to the Chief, Endangered Species Division, at the Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office 
within 60 calendar days of the completion of each project and shall include the file number of this 
consultation on the cover sheet (1-1-F-00-184). This report shall detail (1) dates that 
construction occurred; (2) pertinent information concerning the applicant's success in meeting 
project mitigation measures; (3) an explanation of failure to meet such measures, if any; (4) 
known project effects on federally listed species, if any; (5) occurrences of incidental take of 
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federally listed species, if any, (including handling and relocation); and (6) other pertinent 
information. 
REINITIATION-CLOSING STATEMENT 
This concludes formal consultation and conference on the actions outlined in the request. As 
provided in 50 CFR §402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required where discretionary 
Federal agency involvement or control over the action has been maintained (or is authorized by 
law) and if: (1) the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded; (2) new information reveals 
effects of the agency action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an 
extent not considered in this opinion; (3) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner 
that causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in this opinion; 
or ( 4) a new species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action. In 
instances where the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, any operations causing such 
take must cease pending reinitiation. 
Reinitiation will occur not later than 180 days prior to September 30, 2004. The purpose of the 
reinitiation is to evaluate the efficacy of the EWA and progress toward achieving the Milestones, 
including funding commitments, in conserving and promoting the recovery of listed species. The 
reinitiation of consultation is expected to result in supplemental biological opinions, which could 
be appended to the original biological opinions. 
You may ask the Service to confirm the conference opinion as a biological opinion issued through 
formal consultation if the species are listed. The request must be in writing. If the Service 
reviews the proposed action and finds that there have been no significant changes in the action as 
planned or in the information used during the conference, the Service will confirm the conference 
opinion as the biological opinion on the CALFED Program and no further section 7 consultation 
will be necessary. 
After listing of the species and any subsequent adoption of this conference opinion, the Federal 
Agencies shall request reinitiation of consultation if: (1) the amount or extent of incidental take is 
exceeded; (2) new information reveals effects of the agency action that may affect listed species or 
critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not considered in this opinion; (3) the agency action is 
subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat that 
was not considered in this opinion; or (4) a new species is listed or critical habitat designated that 
may be affected by the action. 
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The incidental take statement provided in this conference opinion does not become effective until 
the species is listed and the conference opinion is adopted as the biological opinion issued through 
formal consultation. At that time, the project will be reviewed to determine whether any take of 
the species has occurred. Modifications of the opinion and incidental take statement may be 
appropriate to reflect that take. No take of the species may occur between the listing of the 
species and the adoption of the conference opinion through formal consultation, or the completion 
of a subsequent formal consultation. 
Appendices 
Appendix A--Maps 
Appendix B-List of Listed and Proposed Species in Focus Area 
Appendix C--Species Accounts 
Appendix D-Proposed Programmatic Actions Evaluated 
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Appendix F-T&E Take Avoidance and Minimization Measures 
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Mtttre:let. ft'i~·ml''i1 Brachyramphua marmoratu.! 
......... ,....., ...... spotted. Strix occidentalis caurina {T) 
Pelica.n, California brown, Pelecanua occidentalis californicus (E) 
Plover. western snowy, Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus (T) 
California clapper, Rallua longirostris obsoletus (E) 
macrolepidotus 
aurora draytonii) (T) 
uar.nbeita [ =Crotaphytus} sila) (E) 
rranc1:sco garter, Thamnophis sirtalis tetrataenia (E) 
(T) 
ground. Elaphrus viridis (T) 
ela.erOICfrV u"""'f'¥'AV&>•~. Desmocerus californicus dimorphus 
metalmark, Apodemia mormo langei (E) 
silverspot, Speyeria zerene myrt/eae (E) 
elfin, Incisalia mossii bayensis (E) 
Butterfly, checkerspot, Euphydryas editha bayensis {T) 
Butterfly, callippe silverspot, Speyeria callippe cal/ippe (E) 
Butterfly, mission blue, lcaricia icarioides missionensis (E) 
(E) 
SphtnX, 1'.1111rn:~P!P1?UUl!? euterpe 
nuH~t..... Syncaris pacifica (E) 
t:IrtJFncJunl!'~cca conservatio (E) 
longiantenna (E) 
tJro.:nclnm~cra lynchi 
•"""'~-'"''"'• Lepidurus packardi (E) 
ll1.0i'JOrllMIS strictu:; (E) 
Lnn""""''ru:11 aequalis var. sonomensis (E) 
Bedstraw, El Dorado, Galium californicum ssp. sierrae (E)· 
ijm:rs-!:>eaK. P<!Irn.ate··bnlcte:o, Cordylanthus palmatus {E) 
tsmn1-1r1eaK. soft, Cordylanthus ssp. mollis (E) 
napensis (E) 
u..u.:~.IO>G, crutne~;e Camp. Brodiaea pall ida (T) 
Eriogonum apricum var. apricum (E) 
Hill, Eriogonum apricum var. prostratum (E) 
Senecio layneae (T) 
......, ....... "'"· Bakersfield, Opuntia treleasei {E) 
Ceanothus, Coyote, Ceanothus ferrisae (E) 
Ceanothus, Pine Hill, Ceanothus roderickii (E) 
Checkennallow, Kenwood Marsh, Sidalcea oregana ssp. valida {E) 
Clarkia, Presidio, Clarkia franciscana (E) 
Clover, showy amoenum (E) 
Coyote-thistle, Loch Lomond, Eryngium constancei (E) 
Dudleya. Santa Clara Valley, Dudleya .setchellii (E) 
Dwarf-flax, Marin, Jte:J,~Derol congestum (T) 
Woolly-star) .... .,. . .,,.,,,.,,..., Eriastrum hooveri (T) 
Evening-primrose, Antioch Dunes, Oenothera ssp. howellii 
Evening .. primrose, ·San Benito, Camissonia benitensis (T) 
Fiddleneck, large-flowered, Amsinckia grandiflora (E) 
Flannelbush, Pine Hill, Fremontodendron californicum ssp. aec~um~oeJ'lS 
Goldfields, Burke's, Lasthenia burkei (E) 
Goldfields, Contra Costa, Lasthenia conjugens (E) 
Grass, Colusa, Neostapfla colusana (T) 
Grass, Tuctoria mucronata (E) 
Howellia, water, Howellia aquatilis (T) 
Jewelflower, California, Caulanthus ca/ifornicus (B) 
Jewelflower, Metcalf Canyon, Streptanthus albidus ssp. albidus (E) 
Jewelflower, Tiburon, Streptanthus niger (E) 
Larkspur, Baker's, Delphinium bakeri (E) 
Larkspur, Yellow~ D. luteum (E) 
Layia, beach, Layia camosa (E) 
Lessingia, San Francisco, Lessingia germanorum (E) 
Mallow, Kern, Eremalche kemensis (E) 
(E) 
pauciflora 
ssp. succulenta (T) 
ssp. neglecta (E) 
Pentachaeta bellidiflora (E) 
orchid), Yadon's, Piperia yadonii (E) 
Pitkin marsh lily, Lilium pardalinum ssp. Pitkinense (E) 
Potentilla (=cinquefoil), Hickman's, Potentilla hickmanii (E) 
Pussy-paws, Mariposa, Calyptridium pulchellum (T} 
Sandwort, marsh, Arenaria paludicola (E) 
Spineflower, LOJtnOJn<l. Chorizanthe pungens var. hartwegiana (E) 
var. pungens (T) 
(E) 
11U:!.nnc'>nelf711.a bakeri (E) 
""''" v t'ar-vtsf~au,m leiocarpum (E) 
bahiifolia (E) 
""'"''v'"'. Pseudoba/lia peirsonii (T) 
hydrophilum var. hydrophilum (E) 
Verbena californica (T) 
LoltnOJnd. Erysimum teretifolium (E) 
,.,.,,..,,u .... Contra Costa, Erysimum capitatum ssp. ·angustatum (E) 
......... J<,..,, Carex albida. (E) 
sunflower, San Mateo, Eriophyllum latilobum (E) 
Woolly-threads, San Joaquin, Lembertia congdonii (E) 
Proposed Species 
Mammals 
Shrew, Buena Vista Lake, Sorex ornatus relictus (PE) 
Plover, mountain, Charadrius montanus (PT) 
Santa Cruz tarplant, Holocarpha macradenia (PT) 
Candidate Species 
Trout, McCloud River redband, Oncorhynchus {=Salmo) mykiss ssp. (C) 
Rm;>tiles & Amphibians 
Salamander, California tiger, Ambystorruz californiense (C) 
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:mstorlcal Status. HlSltonc:an:y Aleutian geese 
wintered normV~rest.em ....... .., .. '"'"""'· Although they occurred 
throughout Cali.for:ma. 
Valleys (Gr:i:rme;~ll 
Russia l""¥' ....... .1!!!, ..... 
Dll1b1butl€l1B m the CALFED Bay-Delta Prognm (CALFED) Solution Area. 
present during fall and winter in the Colusa :Basin, East 
and West Ecological Zones. it coW.d 
Basin. Feather River/Sutter Basin, Yolo Basin, 
.L~Lali.FA_,. Requirements. Canada geese forage 
neV~rlY1)lm:ilted or agricultural fields (e.g., rice stubble 
flooded fields are used for ~sting and loafing (Grinnell and 
roost in large marshes and stookpoods. 
Dec:DD.e. Predation by introduced Arctic foxes on the breeding islands is 
vu..,,_...,LAvu.declme (Ypmaguirre 1978). Predation by these foxes eliminated 
"""' .. 'IIJ.Al.''""' ofthe Aleutian Canada goose mds by the 1930s, the subspecies was neady 
one breeding colony on the tiny island ofBuldir (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Smice 
·currently a major threat to the concentx"ations of Aleutian Canada geese in 
subspecies is particularly vulnerable to cholera outbreaks because most 
overwintem in a small geographical area. Sport hunting also has added to the species: . 
Wildlife Service 1982). · 
Jones Stokes ASs:ocuttes. 
species, Kesterson program. 
Reclamation. Sac:mn:tento. 
the 
CH2M Hill. 1986. Biological assessment 
85-080.) Sacramento; CA. ~,A-n 
Nelso~ E. D. F. Springer, D. R. Ypmaguirre. 1984. Population, distribution 
of Aleutian Canada geese on their migration to wintering~' 198~4 ..... u ........ ..,,, ...... ~ 
University. Arcata, CA. Prepared for U.S. Fish and· Wildlife Service, ~n"*l'! 
Wlldlife Research Center. J Jamestown, ND. 
Reestablishing Aleutian Canada geese. 339-344 
University Madiso~ Wl 
Se!•ectc~ v•~"'hrm·t,.. endangered SDC!Cies 
rue1utum ..., ............... l'i>"''"'"'""· (Biological Service .t'rom:a11ll 
--------·· 1982. Aleutian Canada goose recovery plan. Denver, 
Distribution, migration, and mortality of Aleutian ...................... 
California Department ofFish and Game report. 
Unpublished. 
Legal U-'ii.llil!.ill• 
Species Act, as um~atenea 
the l.:alitomia 
Golden Eagle Prot<ecti<m 
~rnr<•'I!Un active bald eagle territoriea in California. 
approximately ofbald nest in the Nesting remains re. st:ri4::ted 
northern part of the state, with concentrations of'bi.rds at ,;)!Ul~l.l$ 
and Lake on the Pit River between Lake Britton and Shasta Additionally, 
pairs of bald eagles are known to :nest Oitthe floor of the Centml Vlilley in Shasta 
Counties .. Another of bald eagles is known to nest at Eastman Lake (Chowchilla 
Madera appears be increasing in most portions ,,..,~··=_.,. __ _ 
Department 1992). 
CALFED Bay-DeltaProgram(CALFED) Solution Area. 
and Butte Basin Ecological Zones """'~~'~t""...:~ or a 
COt:tcm:woc:K! ""'""'"''""" Colusa }lasin, Yolo Basin, Feather River/Sutter ............. , 
JoaquinBasin, WeatSanJoaquinBasin, , 
and Suisun Marsb/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zones. 
Life Requirements. Bald eagle nesting territories California are 
found primarily pme and mixed conifer forests. ·Bald eagle nest sites m always 
8$Sociated with a lake, river, or other large water body 8.Ud are usually within 1 Inile of water. Nests 
................ J colllstnlct~ld· an unobstructed view of the. water body that 
the surrounding stand. Snags aud dead·topped 
eagle nesting tenitory, providing perch and 
un'!'lt- along riveis, lakes, or reservoirs that support adequate or 
malton': or large snags available for perch sites. Bald eagles often roost 
mature trees or with open. branching that are 
isolated from human distw:bance. · 
Ke:uoJl'IS for Decllile. Early declines in bald eagle populations have been attributed to human 
persecution and destruction of riparian, wetland, and coniferous forest habitats. The most important 
factor that the decline bald eagle populations, however. was a reduction in 
reproductive success resulting from eggshell thinning caused by DDE (dichloro-diphenyl-
dichloroethylene ), a metabolite of the agricultural pesticide DDT. 
Designated C:ritiw Habitat. None. 
Recovery and Recovery Requirements. USFWS developed a recovery plan for the 
Pacific population ofbald eagles in 1986. The status of the breeding population was considered the 
"ft'%'"'"' .. tant crttericm for delisting the population. Numerical goals for wintering populations 
were not the recovery plan because of annual fluctuations in migration patterns 
habitat use. Wintering habitat must be managed, however, to support existing populations and allow 
the in the bal4 eagle population. 
De listing would considered on a regional basis if four criteria were met: a mJJ:ttm;um 
800 pairs nested the seven-state Pacific recovery area; the nesting pairs produced an average 
at least one fledged young per pair, with an average success rate per occupied site of no less 
65% over a 5-year period; population recovery goals were being met in at least 
management zone with nesting potential; and there was no persistent long-term decline in any sizable 
wintering population (greater than 100 birds). · 
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and those aatacent 
The historlcal ....... ,"' .. ,..,,~.~~u"'u 
1940). 
or cord gnu;• 
rail populations 
Service 
for young and adults than other more patchy upper marsh areas. During winter, clapper rails may 
be more widely distributed in the marshes and may use the upper marsh vegetation for cover, 
especially during extreme hlgh tides (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1984). 
The California clapper rail feeds primarily on invertebrates; in south San Francisco Bay, the 
introduced horse musse4 spider ~lams, and yellow shore crabs are primary food items (Moffitt 1941 ). 
Reuoas for Decline. Loss of tidal marshes is the primary reason for the decline of the 
California clapper rail.· Many of the remaining marshes lack extensive high marsh habitat and have 
steep earthen levees, making them unsuitable for clapper rails. Additionally, pollution from sewage 
effluent, industrial ·discharges, and urban runoff has contaminated the species' food sources. 
Predation on young and eggs by the introduced red fox may be responsible for the recent rapid 
decline of the clapper rail population in south San Francisco Bay. 
Designated Crltieal Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan ud Recovery Requirements. USFWS (1984) developed a recovery plan 
for the California clapper rail and the Salt marsh harvest mouse. The objectives of the plan· 
emphasize protection and enhancement of existing marshes and restoration of former habitat The 
specific objectives are outlined under "Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements" for the salt 
marsh harvest mouse. . 
The establishment of the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge has preserved 
approximately 40% of the remaining clapper rail habitat in south San Francisco Bay. The refuge 
contains many areas with high potential for marsh restoration. Potential habitat for the rail exists 
in Suisun Mmh. 
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MORNING-GLORY (Calystegitl stebbinsil) 
Legal Status~ Stebbins' moming~glory is listed as endangered under the California 
federal Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
. . 
Historical and Current Distribution md Status. Stebbins' morning-glory is enclemlc 
the northern Sierra Nevada foothills. The species appears to have always been uncommon 
limited in distribution, Stebbins, morning-glory is known from only 16 occurrences I'N'l>in• ..... 1 
Diversity Data Base 1998), two of which are on public land (California Department 
Game 1999). Stebbins' moming-gloryoccurs in the Pine Hill gabbro formation of the 
foothills ofEl Dorado County and on serpentine near Grass Valley in Nevada County. 
formation. comprises approXimately 30,000 acres. approximately one-half of which contain 
habitat types that support this rare species. In the southern half of the Pine Hill gabbro IOiltnatlon, 
residential areas have been recently developed in unsurveyed habitat near known colonies 
morning-glory. Potential habitat near known colonies bas also been cleared under mu:uste:nm 
grading permits (California Department ofFish Game 1999). The overall trend for Stelt>bmLS' 
moming-glory is one of decline (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Stel)biDLS" 
momins-glory occurs or has the ;POtential to occur in the Eastside Delta Tn'butaries Ecological Zone. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Stebbins• morning glory is a n"""•""nl!:ll 
morning family (Con.volvulaceae ). This herbaceous vine grows on red or sen:1em:me 
in openings in chaparral and blue oak-foothill pine communities (California Department 
Game 1999, Skinner Pavlik 1994). The large, funnel-shaped, white flowers 
morning-glory bloom from May through June (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reasons for DecH:ne. Habitat for Stebbins' morning-glory has )?een reduced by "'':u"''"""'""'-
and commercial development; several of the known occurrences have been extirpated fN!Ltul:aJ 
Oiversity Data Base 1998). The· species is also threatened by off-toad-vehicle use 
maintenance {Skinner and Pavlik 1994). · 
Deslpated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plm and Recovery Requirements. A draftrecoveryplan for the species bas been 
prepared QY Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) (64 FR 11035-11036, March 8, 
C-1-71 
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SAN BENITO EVENING PRIMROSE (Camissonia benitensis) 
Legal Status. San Benito evening primrose is listed as threatened 'imder the 
Endangered Species Act and as Categozy lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical ud Current Distribution and Status. The distribution of San Benito evening 
primrose is from the inner southern CoaSt Range of California, specifically the lower Clear Creek 
drainage area of San Benito County (Hickman 1993}; however, it is only known from the New 
~(Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Distribution ID the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. San Benito 
evening primrose occms or has the potential to occur in the West San Joaquin Basin Ecological 
Zone. 
Life Bhtory and Habitat Requirements. San Benito evening primrose is an annual 
of the evening primrose family (Onagraceae) (Hickman 1993). The species grows in an erect 
decumbent manner, 3-20 centimeters tall (Hickman 1993). San Benito evening primrose occurs 
·terraces of chapm:ial and cism.ontiine woodlands in clay or gravelly serpentine alluvial 
(Hickman 1993) and bas a blooming period from May through June (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reaoas for DeeiiDe. San Benito evening primrose is threatened by the use of on··ro~w. 
vehicles near existing populations. · 
Desipated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan ud Recovery Requirements. A draft recoveryplan 
prepared by USFWS (64 FR 5066-5067, February 2, 1999). · 
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sedge is listed as endangered under the California and 
is listed as by the California Native Plant Society, 
· mstorlcal ud Current Distribution md Status. White sedge was thought to be extinct 
untill987, when a single population was found in lower Pitkin Marsh in Sonoma County: California 
This single extant population approximately 800 to 1,000 plants. White sedge has 
extirpated from four populations at Santa Rosa Creek, Perry Marsh, and 
Middle Pitkin Marsh. overall trend for white sedge is one of decline (California 1"""'••.-tw\"""t 
ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. 
sedge occurs or has the potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay ...... .., .......... ,...,._ 
Management Zone. 
· Life History ud Habitat Requirements. White sedge is a short, loosely tuft~ grass-like 
perennial herb of the sedge family (Cyperaceae). This species bas erect stems that sprout from a 
creeping rhizome, flattened leaves, and flowers in dense terminal spikes. This species is found in 
bogs, fens, and moist sites adjacent to freshwater marshes and creeks. Blooming period: May--July 
(Skinner and Pavlik 1994). · 
Reasons DeeUne. Habitat conversion, wetland drainage, chemical effiuent, 
grazing have several historical white sedge occummce8, The> site on which 
extant occurs subject to persistent development pressures (California De;,artme11t 
Fish and populations of white sedge are threatened by drought, dC'\relopm,ent 
pressures, and competition from other plants (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). Because white sedge 
in only one confinned it is susceptible to random or.chance events. 
Designated 
CoJilleDrva~~on Efforts. This section is to be prepared by CALFED, the U.S. Fish · 
Wildlife (USFWS), and the California Department ofFish and Game (DFG). 
Recovery Plan ud Recovery RequJremeats. A recovmy plan has not yet been prepared~ 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species. , 
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(Castilleja alflnis ssp. negleda) 
................. paintbrush is state lis.ted as threatened and federally 
"-'Q.!.A.I.V.I.UJ.Q and federal Endangered Species Acts. It is listed as catc~gOJ':Y 
Society. 
Current Distribution and Status. Tiburon Indian paintbrush occurs 
Counties. Its historical distribution may have been llmJltett 
area. There are seven known existing occurrences of 
............... ~£ .. in Marin County, with a total of approximately 250 plants 
three populations was recently destroyed by a resi.denttial 
formerly seen at a second population has not been nhu.~KF~.rs~r~ 
Approxm1ate:1y 550 plants occur at I; private quarry in American Canyon 
a total of approXimately 75 plants, occur on .Golden Gate "'~Q.I.UU!I:U 
CoUnty. One location on private land in Santa Clara 
in 1996 (California Department ofFish and Game 
,u;. ........... paintbrush is one of decline (California Department 
CALFED Bay-:Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Tibt1mn 
potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San J:•rana:sco 
Habitat Requirements. Tiburon Indian paintbrush is a 
"(lrnU'I'\1"1' family (Scrophulariaceae) that grows 15-60 centimeters 
i:l!U"''"'A""" occurs on north-to .. west facing slopes in serpentine oun.cng:rass 
unn.lli!V yellow red-yellow flowers of the Tiburon Indian paintbrush 
\,IJ>Uu.u ...... and Pavlik 1994). . 
u~.;uu... Tiburon Indian paintbrush populations are threatened by residential 
slumping, and gravel mining (Federal Register ou:~Joo·'+; 
Tiburon Indian paintbrush is protected in part at Rfug 
mmmgc:a. by The Nature Conservancy (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). In 
.... a~.~. .. v •. au" De1'artmeJnt ofFish and Game (DFG) held two recovery workshops to address 
11 other plants known from serpentine habitats in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
""'"""''"""""' parttciJP&lllt's V1olw1teE~ed to remove pampas grass and broom plants that are threatening 
TiburonP~a populations and to monitortheplantsin 1998. Priority recovery actions .... ...,. .... ......,. ... ._ 
by workshop participants included research into the management needs of the plant 
the on lands (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
C-1-76 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A draft recovery plan has been prepared 
this species by the U.S. Fish and Wtldlife Service (USFWS) (1998). Recovery strategy elements 
include protection of existing populations and buffer areas for expansion and securing unpopulated 
habitat It is recommended that management plans include standardized monitoring every other year, 
development of strategies to minimize known threats, removal of non-native plants, and an 
educational outreach program. Additionally, seed banking and surveys of potential habitat for new 
populations and potential introduction sites are recommended (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service i998). 
Research or Monitoring Gaps. This section is to be prepared by CALFED, the 
andDFG. 
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SUCCULENT OWL'S-CLOVER (Castilleja campestris var. succulentus) 
Legal SuccUlent owl' s-clover is state listed as endangered and federally 
threatened under the California and federal Endangered Species Acts. It is listed as Category lB 
the California Native Plant Society. 
· Rlstorieal ud Current Distribution and Status. Succulent owl's-dover is endemic to 
eastern edge of the central San Joaquin Valley, :from Stanislaus County to Fresno County '"'c:u.uv,.uu:~. 
Department and 1992). Historically, the species was more widespread in the 
Valley 
Distribution the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. 
owl's-clover occurs and has the potential to occur in the Eastside Delta Tributaries and 
Joaquin Basin Ecological Zones. 
Life and Habitat Requirements. Succulent owl's-clover is an annual herb 
figwort family {Scrophulariaceae) thit grows 5-25 centimeters tall and occurs in drying vernal pools 
in valley grassland or woodland habitats (California Department ofFish and Game 1992, 
Diversity Data Base 1998). ~ 
Reasons for Decline. Agricultural conversion, disldng. of pools, competition 
introduced overgrazing, and urbanization in the San Joaquin Valley have eliminated 
pool habitat and to threaten this species (California Department ofFish and Game 
Habitat. None. 
ud Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared 
_ ... , ... u.., ... ; rc:quiirellnen.ts have not been identified for this species. 
Citations 
............ .~. ...... , ... .ua.Ue!,artmeJnt ofFish and Game. 1992. Annual report on the status of California state-
threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1998. Database search of Castilleja campestris var. succulentus, 
California Departmen~ ofFish and Game. Sacramento, CA •. 
PINE HILL CEANOTHUS (Cetmothus roderlcldl) 
Legal Status. Pine ceanothus is state listed as me under the California Native Plant 
Protection Act federally listed as endangered under the federal Endangered Species Act. It is 
listed as Category lB by California Native Plant Society. 
BJstorlcaJ and Current Distribution and Status. Pine Hill ceanothus is endemic to the 
Pine Hill geologic formation in the Sierra Nevada foothills of El Dorado County. The historical 
range of the ceanothus was probably limited to its current range, although populations were most • 
likely larger and more continuous than they are now (California Department ofFish and Game 1992) 
(59 FR 8783, April 1994). There are approximately 15 occurrences of Pine Hill 
ceanothus. Four occurrences are protected, two in the vicinity of Salmon Falls, one on Pine Hill, and 
another in the vicinity of Cameron Park. The overall trend for species is one of decline (California 
Department ofFish and Game 1999). · · 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay~ Delta Program (CAtFED) Solution Area. Pine Hill 
ceanothus occurs or has potential to occur in the American River B8.$in and Eastside Delta 
Tn'butarles Ecological Zones. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Pine Hill ceanothus is a prostrate evergreen 
woody shrub in the buckthorn family, (Rhamnaceae) that generally grows to 98.0 inches in diameter . 
(59 FR [76]:18774-18783, Aprll20, 1994). Pine Hill ceanothus is endemic to the red clay soils of 
the Pine Hill gabbro formation within openings in chapmal and oak woodland, ormore.infrequently 
on previously disturbed sites within chaparral. From May to June, the shrubs bear small whitish 
flowers that are tinged with blue (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reasons for Decline. Residential and commercial development, inadequate regulatory 
mechanisms., off-road-vehicle use, road widening, changes in fire frequency, and other human-
caused conditions are the known reasons for the species decline. Two known occurrences have been 
extirpated by commercial development (59 FR [76]: 1877 4-18783, April 20, 1994). 
Dalpated Critical Habitat None. 
,.,.n,vli!>'I!'V Plan Recovery Requiremeats. A draft recovery plan for the species has been 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) (64 FR 11035-11036, March 8, 1999). 
Citations .. , ..... . 
California Dei>artment of Fish and Game. 1992. Annual repbrt on the status of California stat~ 
listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
-----· 1999. Draft sections from 1998 annual report on the status of California state-listed 
threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
· C-1-79 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
C-1-80 
HOOVER'S SPURGE (Chamaesyce hoovm) 
sta.mt. Hoover's spurge is listed as threatened under the federal Endangered :-.;""''~~"1 "'"' 
by the California Native Plant Society. · 
Bistorlealud Current Distribution and Status. Hoover's spurge is endemic to 
pool complexes in the eastern Central V $lley. Its historical distribution is not well documented, 
it is presumed that it was more common than at present among the vernal pools of the eastern 
Sacramento San Joaquin Valleys. Approximately 15 extant populations occur in three clusters: 
Glenn Counties; another in eastern Stanislaus County; and ......... ,tlt ..... 
County (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). All of these populations are 
nun~~ lands-(58 FR [149]:41700-41708, AugustS, 1993). 
Dbtrlbutlon m the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. 
spurge occurs or has the potential to occur in the Butte Basin, Colusa Basin, Bast San Joaquin Basin, 
and Sacramento River Ecological Zones. 
Life History md Habitat:~.equlrements. Hoover's spurge is a small, prostrate, .................. '>£"'""' 
of the spurge fmnily (Euphorbiaceae) that forms mats from a few inches to a few feet across 
[149]:41700-41708, AugustS, 1993). Hoover's spurge occUrs in relatively large, deep vernal pools 
rolling hills, remnant alluvial fans, and depositional stream terraces at the base 
foothills. It tends to occur where competiti9n from other species has been I"W\lcw 





u'I:'I;;.ILUIL""• Loss of vernal pool habitat to irrigated agriculture has 
decllne in this species. Continued . expansion of agricultural aeve10l)menl 
one:-tmro of the remaining populations. Moderate livestock grazing atJPears 
although intensive grazing and tr:ampling of vernal pools could have adverse 
[149]:~U700-41708, AugustS, 1993). 
Recovery aequlrements. A recovery plan has not yet been .............. .,,.., 
not been identified for this species. 
Citations 
Natural Base. 1998. California Department ofFish and Game. Natural HCJtltaJ~e 
Division. Sacram~to, CA 
C-l-81 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. Califomia Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
C-1-82 
. SONOMA SPINEFLOWER (Chorlianthe vallda) 
Lezal Status. Sonoma spineflower is listed as endangered under the California and ....... a __ ' 
Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS). · 
Historicalud Current Distribution amd Status. Until its reQiscovery in 1980~ ~ontoma 
spineflowe:rwu thought to. be extinct The worldwide distn"bution ofSonoma spineflower is llmJLte<t 
to one site in Marin County, just south of Abbott's Lagoon, on a working cattle ranch within 
Reyes National Seashore. This species occupies less than 2.S acres of land within an enclose~ 
pasture of about 360 acres. A census conducted by CNPS volunteers in 1996 revealed 75% 
plants than in 1992, when the population numbers were at their highest (California Depamnent 
Fish and Game 1999). The overall trend for Sonoma spineflowe:r is stable to declining ....., ........ .., ........... 
Department ofFish Game 1999). 
Distribution the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. i)ODit:~ma 
spineflowe:r occurs or has the potential to occur in the Suisrin Marsh/North San Francisco 
Ecological Zone. · 
Life History amd Habitat Requirement&. Sonoma spinetlowe:r is a robust annual herb 
the buckwheat family (Polygonaceae) that grows to-30 centimeters tan. The species is ll"'"'.n'l:un 
occur only in sandy soils of coastal grassland prairie habitats (Hickman 1993, Skinner and 
1994). The pinkish flowers of the Sonoma spinetlo~e:r bloom from June through August (Skin:nlet 
and Pavlik 1994). · 
Reasons for Decline. Sonoma spinetlower is threatened by cattle grazing (Hickman 
DesJpated Critical Habitat. None. 
Reeovery Plan ud Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been Pn;J~il&n::u 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species. 
California Dqiartment ofFish and Game. 1999. Draft sections from 1998 amiual report on 
stato$ of California state-listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, 
CA . 
Hickman, 1. C. 1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants of California. University of California 
Press~ Berkeley, CA. 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. Caliibmia Native Plant Society's inventory of rare 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native PlaJ?.t Society. Sacramento, CA. 
C-1-83· 
Legal :sta:tus. 
Act and as Category 
as endangered under the federal Endangered Species 
Plant Society . 
.,,.., .......... ,. Dbtribudon ud Status. Suisun thistle is known from four 
are on California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) land Suisun 
.::;otmo County and Open Space Foundation land (Natural Diversity 
sve1c1cs was more widespread in the past because its saltm.arsh 
·was more extremely reduced during this ~entw:y (Macdonald 
1977). 
Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. LJw>:~~u.u 
occur in the Suisun Marsh/North Sari Francisco Bay Ecological 
Habitat Requirements. Suisun thistle is a perennial herb in the sunflower 
family reaches a height of3-4.S feet. It occurs on th~ edges of salt- and uJ.'""IUi:lu 
marshes are periodically inundated during high tides. It is restricted to a narrow tidal 
typically in higher elevation zones within larger tidal marshes that have fully developed tidal channel 
networks. does not oceur in smaller fringe tidal marshes that arc less than 
feet wide or time is July-September . 
.-...u. ..... & of saltmarshes, and possibly water pollution, 
.Nle:natlS 1977). Its restricted distribution increases 
as disease or pest outbreak, severe drought, oil 
nmwm.-uu1ucc~e1 d.llsasiters. Continued habitat conversion, habitat fragmentation, 
aev·e1opmen~ ·increased salinity, alteration of natural tidal regime, 
competition with non-native plants also threaten Suisun thistle 
u.,.,•nv.!lili"V ReqmremeDts. recovery plan has not been 
identified for this species. 
Citations 
Macdonald, Coastal salt marsh. Pages 263-294 in Barbour, M. G. and 1. Major (eds.), 
Terrestrial vegetation of California. Wiley. New York, NY. 
Natural 1998. Database search for Cirsium hydrOpbilum var. hydrophilum. 
California. ue~:umment ofFish and Game. Sacramento, CA. 
C-l-8~ 
Niehaus, T. 1977. Rare plants species report for Suisun thistle. California Native Plant Society. 
Sacramento, CA. · · 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rue and 
· endangered vascular plants of CaliforniL (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Editioa 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
C-1-85. 
as endangered under the federal Endangered Species 
Protection Act, and as Category lB by the .................. JI:utQ 
Distribution and Status. Soft bird,s-beak is an .....,.,,WQ& 
Francisco Bay, Suisun· Marsh, and· the saltmarshes 
feet historical occurrences were known 
Contra Costa Counties, where the counties border San Francisco Bay (Natural Diversity DataBase 
1998). be extant at only three sites: Benicia State u ... r""""~:~1hnn 
Area, and Game (DFG) land along the Napa River at Fagan .......... _..., 
Ke~~onm :SJloreune (California Department ofFish and Game 1992). 
CALFED Bay .. Delta Proz:ram (CALFED) Solution Area. Soft bird's~ 
occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay 
Habitat Rtequirements. Soft bird's-beak is a semiparasitic herbaceous 
family (Scrophula:riaceae ). It grows 25-40 centimeters tall and occurs 
brackish marshes. The species is restricted to a narrow tidal 
within larger tidal. marshes that have fully developed tidal c.llalmel 
occur in smaller fringe tidal marshes that are generally 
Flowering time is July-September . 
.................... conversion, water pollution, changes in salinity, mrurect 
effi~ts oflJLrbanm:ttio:a. m.osa·w.to abatement activities, off-road-vehicle use, competition with non-
p:reW:~.U.un, erosion, and other human-induced actions have contributed 
sensitivity of the species to changes in environmentalco11:ditions 
........,, ......... population size. (California Department 
il'l'l"tliV@!'V Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared and 
identified for this species.· 
Citations 
California Department ofFish and Game. 1992. Annual report on the status of California state 
listed threatened and endangered animals.and plants. Sacramento, CA 
. 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1998. Database search for Cordylanthus mollis ssp. molls. · 
California. Department ofFish and Game. Sacramento, CA. 
C-1-87 
aJID.ate··Dral;;tea bird' s-beak, also known as 
.................. Endangered Species Acts 
Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. 
potential to occur in the Eastside Delta rm,uumes. 
West San Joaquin Basin, Colusa Bas~ Feather 
Basin Ecological Zones. 
"'n'"'"'t-Requlrements. Palmate-bra.cted bird·s~beak 
Sc~<ooh.ulm: that grows 10-30 centimeters It is eruJLemlc 
.,.,_._..n .... Valleys and is restricted to .,....,!:lnvl" 
habitats at elevations 
"''""""'"'£'"'"' has been eliminated 
development, draining of seasonal wetlands, grazing, ou-·roa~u-
dun:l'(lillg t'-•<MJ.J ............... Department ofFish and Game1992). 
Ke~~overv Requirements. The U.S. and 
l:'l"r't'\VP'I"Vrequirements and preparing a .. """''"'""''""' IJ•U.U·A'V£ 
Citation 
Fish and Game. 1992. Annual report on the status of California 
endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
BAKER'S LARKSPUR (Delphinium bakerl) 
Legal Baker's larkspur state listed as rare under the Cali forma Native 
Protection Act and federally listed as· endangered under the federal Endangered Species Act. 
listed as Category lB by the California Native Plap.t Society. · 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Baker•s larkspur was once known from 
several populations in Marin mid Sonoma Counties. The single remaining population is on a grassy 
bank on privately owned land along the edge of Marshall~etaluma Road in northwestern 
County is extremely small (24 plants observed in 1988) (California Department of 
Game 1992, Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). The population size appears to be relatively 
(California Department ofFish and Game 1998); however, this species is exceptionally vulnerable 
to chance catastrophic events. Although Baker's larl.cspur has always been rare, habitat losses have 
nearly its extinction. This species is considered to be in decline. · 
Bay~Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area.. 
potential occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco 
Habitat Requirements. Baker's larkspur,' a member of the Dun:ercllD 
leafy~ stemmed herbaceous perennial with 
It occurs in coastal scrub habitat at an "''''""'h'''" 
time is March-May. (Hickman 1993, Skinner 
larkspur has become endangered 
\nvf•fil1t'\n of its habitat to cultivated farmland. It .. v .. •u"""'"~" 
ma.l,nte.~lanl~e activities and collecting. 
""~"'n,vi!I'J"V Requirements. A recovery plan yet 
identified for this species . 
. Citations 
California Department ofFish and Game. 1992. Annual report on the status of California 
listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
-----· 1998. Annual report on the status of California's state-listed threatened 
endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
C-1-89 
Hickman, J. C. 1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants of California. University of California 
Press. Berkeley, CA, · 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1998. California Department ofFish and Game. Natural Heritage 
Division. Sacramento, CA. · 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
YELLOW LARKSPUR (Delphinium luteum) 
Legal Status. Yellow larkspur, also knovvn as golden larkspur, is state listed as rare 
the California Native Plant Protection Act, federally listed as endangered under the ...... '1-b,.,.,~ 
Endangered Species Act, and listed as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. The restricted distribution 
larkspur is centered near the town of Bodega Bay in Sonoma County, with fewer than a 
historical occurrences recorded (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). It is cunrent.lv 
known from two populations, both on private land. The accessible population had 130 
1985, but a count in 1997 revealed only 83. The general status of the yellow larkspur is one 
decline (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta P.rogram (CALFED) Solution Area. 
larkspur occurs or has the potential tO occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco 
Ecological Zone. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Yellow larkspur is a herbaceous perennial 
buttercup family (Ranunculaceae) that grows 20-SS centimeters tall on steep, rocky ,,..+ ... •"' 
coastal sage scrub, coastal grassland, or chaparral plan~ communities (Ciilifomia Department 
and Hickman ·Flowering period is. March-May (Skinner and Pavlik 
Reasons for Decline. Rock quarrying activities, overcollecting, hybridization, ''"''""''liii.llU.G&. 
sheep grazing have reduced the populations such that today, there are 
11-nr•nnt ren:mmmg of geneticallypure yellow larkspur (California Department ofFish 
Habitat. None. 
Recovery and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not been 
recovery requm:mcmts have been identified for this. species. 
Citations 
California Department ofFish and Game. 1999. Draft sections from 1998 annual report on 
status of California state-listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento~ 
CA . 
Hickman, J. C. 1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants of California. University of \...IW.IOIDil~ 
. Press. Berkeley, CA 
C-1-91 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
HOOVER'S ERIASTRUM (Erlastrum hooveri) 
Legal Status. Hoover•s erias~ also known as Hoover's woolly·star, is listed 
threatened under federal Endangered Species Act and as Category 4 by the California NlliT,v ... 
Plant Society. 
Hlstorlcal and Current Distribution and SP~ms. Hoover's eriastrum is an annual 
endemic to the Temblor Range (Kem and San Luis Obispo Counties), Cuyama Valley (San 
Obispo Bsrbara Counties), and discontinuously in the San Joaquin Valley from 
Cowty excluding the vicinity of Tulare Lake. Hoover's eriast:rum is known 
approximately 40 extant populations (Natural Diversity Data Base 1999). 
DIS1tl1but1c:in In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. 
the West Joaquin Basin Ecological Zone. 
ud Habitat Requirements. Hoover's eriastrum is a small annual 
(Polemoniaceae}. The species grows 2-3 inches tall and has grayish, 
small white flowers about 0.25 inch wide. Hoover's eriastrom grows 
grassland habitats with moderate cover of saltbush. It often grows in C?l'YPtogamic soil 
mats lichen, and algae) that reduce competition from annual pses (U.S. 
me1::m:s blooms from April through July (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Decline. Hoovcfs eriastrum has declined mainly as a result 
agricultural and urban uses. Most of the known extant populations are tbr«~e:neu 
agricultural use, groundwater recharge basins, and oil and gas dev·elo;pm4:nt 
Although some substantial populations (5,000-40,000 individuals}, most 
remammg on the Valley floor are at risk because they are isolated from one another, range 
approximately 1 acre to than 400 acres, and contain. fewer than 1,000 individuals 
[139] July 19, 1990). 
Designated Critical None. 
u-.nv .. ,I"V Plu and Recovery Requirements. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
........ """ ... '"'" arecoveryplanforuplandspeciesoftheSanJoaquinValley, whichincluJ).es 
Hoover's other species. Recovery strategy for Hoover's eriastrum includes monitoring 
a minimum acreage and density of the species to 4eterm.ine trends within metapopulations and 
reassess management strategies if density declines (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1998). 
Citations 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1999. California Department ofFish and Game. Natural Heritage 
Division. Sacramento, CA. 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
. California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, C.A. · 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1998. Recovery plan for upland species of the San Joaquin: Valley, 
California. Portland, OR. 
lONE BUCKWHEAT (Erl/Jgonum aprlcum var. aprlcum) 
Legal lone buckwheat is state listed as endangered and federally listed as "u."'~l!~"'"' "'"" 
under the California and federal Endangered Species Acts. It is listed as Category 
California Native Plant· Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. lone b~ckwheat is endemic to the 
region of Amador County (California Department ofFish and Game 1992) in the northern 
Nevada foothills (Hickman 1993). These plants have most likely always had limited stritmticm 
because they occur only on unusual soils of the lone Formation. Only 10 extant occurrences 
buckwheat exist (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). The overall trend for lone buckwheat is 
(California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution m th.e CALFED Bay-Delta Procram (CALFED) Solution 
buckwheat occurs or has the.potential to occur in the Eastside Delta Tnouta:ries Ecological 
Life msto:ry and Habitat Requirements. lone buckwheat is a compact, erect, herbaceotas 
perennial in the buckwheat family (Polygonaceae) with felt-like lower leaves on short stems 
white flowers wi~ reddish midribs. lone buckwheat occurs strictly in lone chaparral. The soec:1es 
has adapted to the unique, gravelly kaolinitic clay soils that characterize this community. 141,..,,,.,._.,.,., 
period is July-October {Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reasons for Decline. The buckwheats, always limited by the distribution of their naD:Ita~ 
most likely experienced severe reductions in the early part of this century during a 
extensive Further declines are attn"buted to increasing urbanization and the 
. vegetation for agriculture and fire protection: Active clay mining continues to reduce noti:mtl.aJ 
habitat suitable these species. lone buckwheat is threatened by off-road-vehicle use, mCJreas;mg 
urbanization, clay mining, erosion, and conversion of habitat to agriculture or fire protec1Jon 
{California Department. ofFish and Game 1999, Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has ~ot been 
Tec~~veJrv re:QUJlreiJD.en.ts have not been identified for this species. 
Citations 
Califo~a Department ofFish and Game. 1992. Annual report on the status of California 
listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. s·acramento, CA 
----· 1999. Draft sections from 1998 annual report on the status of California l'l!YLL'"-u.•~~~ 
threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA 
C-1-95 
Hickma.r~-t J. C. 1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants of California. University of California 
Press. Berkeley, CA. 
Skinner. M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. ·California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No, 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
BUTTON-CELERY (Eryngium constancei) 
Lomond button~celery, also known as Loch Lomond.coy·ote··tzmme. 
listed as endangered California and federal Endangered Species Acts and as ..., ..... b"'&J 
by the California 1'·r.:.t-;u ... Plant Society. 
Bhtorlcal Current Distribution and Status. Loch Lomond button--celery 
collected by Hoover 1941. In 1973, the species was found in the vema! lake 
community southern Lake County, California at an elevation 
and 3,000 in the general are.a may also harbor small isolated 
Loch LOJnOilC1 blltton~~eler Surveys done in 1978 and 1984 failed to discover 
button~elery other locations. 
· Dlstrlbutloa In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution 
Lomond button-celery occurs in Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological 
md Habitat Requirements. Loch Lomond button-celery, 
the carrot (Apiaceae), annually produces slender, weak scapes (leafless, flo~ering .......... -~ 
to 30 centimeters tall from its overwintering rootstock (Sheikh 1978, 1983). Loch Lomond but1:o~ 
celery abundantly within the borders of the meadow-like bed of the Loch Lomond 
soil of a volcanic silty clay. Loch Lomond button-celery blooms 
(Skilllller and 1994). · 
v-.... v~~.-v Requirements. A recovery plan has yet 
and recove1rv n:QUJtnma.ents been identified for this species. 
Citations 
A systematic study of west North American 
(Umbelliferae-Apiaceae ). Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley. ... ..... "',""':I 
CA. 
Sheikh, Y. 1983. 
30:93-101. 
taxa of western North American Eryngium (Umbellifera.e) .. M~rtto110 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory 
endangered vascular: plants of California. (Special Publi,cation No. 1.) Fifth.........,.,,..,'"", 
California Native Plant Society. ~acramento, CA. , 
WALLFLOWER (Erysimum capitatum ssp. angustatum) 
Costa wallilower is listed as endangered under the California 
federal Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Current Distribution and Status. Contra Costa wa11flower is enc!emlc 
nnrth .. ,M'I Contra Costa County~ near the confluence of the Sacramento and 
·of from SO to 80 feet. Its historical range may not have been 
a 70-acre area of sandy bluffs overlooking the San Joaquin 
CALFED Bay-Delta Pro&nm (CALFED) Solution Area. 
auT1nw,l":t' occurs or has the potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco 
Habitat Requirements. Contra Costa wallflower, a member 
(Brassilcaceae is a coarse-stemme~ erec~ herbaceous biennial, 20-80 cennm,etm 
sand with some clay among grasses, shrubs, and otl).er forbs on and near the 
"'""lU'l'-'.lf.""'w.u stabilized interior dunes. Flowering time is March-July. 
Decline. Interior dune habitat found in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta has 
original extent by industrial development and sand mining. 
~ disturbed and degraded by rototilling for fire control. on-·roaa-vi~mc;u:: 
estlmli:sbn:tent of and competition by aggressive non-native plants fCalifo1mia 
1992) . 
......... n........ Inland dune habitat near Antioch at T2N, R2E, :secnon 
designated as critical habitat (42 FR no.26, February 
Recovery Requirements. USFWS has prepared a recovery plan that 
exis,tins: populations and establishment of new populations within 
Citations 
"" ...... ,,.~ ....... + ofFish and Game. 1992. Annual report on the status of California 
tmc~cned and endangCred animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
Natural Diversity Data Base .. 1998. Database seareh for Erysimu.nl capittaum ssp. angusta~, 




California Department ofFish and Game. 1992. AmlUal report on the status of California 
listed threatened and endangered imimals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
____ ,. 1999. Draft sections from 1998 annual report on the status of California 
threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. · 
,,.._,.,.." bedstraw listed as rare under the Califonua 
~u"".au"'~"',~, """ under the federal Endangered Sp~cies Act, 
l.:aJ.U:oxma Plant Society. 
and Status. ElDorado bedstraw is 
Ret:lllORic formation western El Dorado County and on the SUI'lt'O~l<llllg 
"""i'"'•'.. miles. (59 FR [76]: 1877 4-18783, Apri120, 
uncommon and limited in distribution. Ten occurrences 
....... , .. ., ... land (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). The 
..,..,»-'""""""'·"""' C<lDSlSt oltt1u:1usa.ndSofindividuals. A few small ElDorado bedstraw.., ... £,, ............. , t.YJpu;~u) 
discovered in the last several years in Shingle Springs. 
aec.tme (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Bay-Delta Program (CAL:FED) Solution Area. 
vot•ennru to occur in the American River Basin and .C.Bllil:SUI.e 
and Habitat Requirements. ElDorado bedstraw is ason-D.iauv, ,....,..""'"1l:ii 1 
(Rtlbiaceae) withfournarrowleaves at each node (Hickman 1993). soectes 
oak woodland, and chaparral communities, including 
on soils derived from gabbro (Natural Diversity Data Base 
tlnu"'- a1JD1ear from May to June (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). · 
species results from residential d.e,relopm•ent, ftt't!'WociCI. 
harv~ltin:gt ... .,,..,A-.~ .. vau m&Jo.agemcmt, road construction, horse paddocking, .LU!Joa.u.vu. l.U<II.\~~·u.lb\J 
and recreational activities. Its restricted 'I.U~'""""''""""'"'''" 
make the species susceptible to catastrophic 
ou1~bre:ak. mae~ inti:!:statton. severe drought, and other natural or human-caused disasters 
1994, Skinner and Pavlik 1994, California Department 
RecoveryRequlrements. Adraftrecoveryplanforthespecieshasbeen 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) (~ FR 11035-11036, March 
C-1-101 
Citations 
1999. Draft sections fro~ 1998 annUal report on 
v.uu . ., ........ .,. stat<e-m;tea thn:ate:ned and endangered animals and plants. 
Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare 




Marin western flax 
Mateo County, California. There are 
San Mateo Counties l va.tuvJc.l.uA 
hundreds to thousands 
part at The 
The overall trend for species is one 
Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution 
l:lii.Ui:luu Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zone. 
JUI. .... u ....... Requirements. Marin western flax is an herbaceous w.w•t.u:~,.~. 
(LUl!Cc~e) with slender, threadlike stems, 10--40 centimeters ( 4-16 mclles J 
sen)en1megrasslands and serpentine chaparral (Hickman 1993). 
is from May through July (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Delt:UDe. u ............... 'llllP<!!t""'~'~"~ :flax threatened by development, 
live:stoc~k (Skinner and Pavlik 1994, California 
species. 
Draft sections from 1998 annual 
'¥G.!:UUllllla. !;tate-mlfl:ea threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacnm:umt:o, 
1992. Report to ·the Fish and Game Commission on the 
(Hesperolinoo congestum). California Department of Fish 
He~rital:Ee Division Status Report 92-2, unpublished. Sacramento, CA. 
bl>a~,u.u .. , •• M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of me 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. · 
C-1-104 
as endangered i.mder the federal 
Califotnia Native Society. 
Distrlbndon m the CALFED Bay~Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Contra 
Costa goldfields occurs or has the potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay, 
~ West San Joaquin B~ and Ecological Zones. 
Life Blstoey and Habitat 1re1meJ11ts. ""' ............. Costagoldfields is an annual in the aster 
family (Asteraceae). It and seasonally moist 
grassy areas. In the past, the species OCC'lll'n:~d in coastal prairies. Flowering time is 
March-June (Skinner and Pavlik 1994, .l.'la~~w rn .. ,._,ruData Base 1998). 
Reasons for Decllile. Declines 
which can be attn'buted 
urbanization and grazing. 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 
endangered 
' 
are associated with the loss of vernal pools, 
··<''b- .. - Remaining threats include continued 
not prepared and 
Califo~a 
'-'-..u.vl.J..I.la Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
(Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition: ·· 
Historical 
to the southern 
Fresno and 
Distribution 
Joaquin woolly threads occurs 
Zone. 








Skinner. M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. CalifOrnia Native Plant Society's inventory of rare 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1998. Recovery plan for upland species of the San Joaquin 
California. Portland, OR. 
C-1-107 
as endangered under the California 
California Native Plant Society. 
Pitkin 
... -.,"".""" l"rnorg·~m~ (CALFED) Solution 
.................. Marsh/North San Frmlcis~:o 
...................... Requirements. Marsh lily is an nen,ace:ous rhi~romtato 
tan, slender, erect stems that grow 3-6 
soe.cxes is freshwater marshes, wet meadows, and cimnoz1tm1e 
D!O!;so:llrtS consist oflarge, showy, nodding yellow-orange "1"'""-
Hlclommg oertoa is Juno-July (California Department 
}o'V}'' ... "" .... "'""""' Introduced blackberry 
}l"!n$,rtn'li"!nt ofFish and 
species. 
sections :from 1998 annual report 
California smt:e-ru;tea tnr~1ate:nec and endangered anima1s and plants. :sac:rm::nettto, 
California Native Plant Society's inventory 
(Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth .......... , .. ~~· 
.:socxerv · Sacram.ento, 
:MEADOWFOAM (Llmnanthes floccosa ssp. californlca) 
County meadowfoam is listed as endangered under the California and 
................. ....., ..., ..... ......u,~; .... ~.~ .. "" :"i1llem.es Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Current Distrlbu.don ud Status. Butte County meadowfoam is endemic 
nnrMnn of the eastern Sacramento valley. Its historical distribution was probably similar 
cur:rent distribution, which is a narrow 25-mile-wide strip from Chico to near Shippee Road, 
Stokes As&Ociates 1989). There are approximately 13 occurrences of 
meadowt()am 11 which are within the City of Chico's designated "sphere of 
l..n!lrl"I'I'IPn1" of Fish and Game 1999). 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Butte 
me~WO'wtclam occurs or has the potential to occur in the Feather River/Sutter Basin, 
~at::ratnento Butte Basin Ecological Zones. 
&.&Au a•·~~~" Requirements. Butte County mead<;>wfoam is an annUal herb of 
(Lim.nanthaceae) that grows to less than 25 centimeters tall (Hickman 
sne~cies is restricted to vernal pool margins and ephemerally wet drainages on annual 
to gently sloping soils, especially the shallow Tuscan formation soils derived 
,. .. ,., ....... .., mu•aiiCIWS. Butte County meadowfoam blooms from March through May (Skinner 
Declble. Major factors contributing to loss and degradation of Butte County 
meadO•wt<>am PQJ:!ula:tiotlSinclude urban development, road construction, alteration of watershed size· 
• ..,...., ............. competition from non~native plants, and livestock grazing. Impacts 
grmm1g continue to threaten some of the remaining populations (Jones & 
uilll ... nv .. '""" Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared 
been identified for this species. · 
Citations 
1999. Draft sections from 1998 annual report on the 
threatened and endangered animals and plants. 
1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants of California. University of California 
Ber}~eley CA. 
C-l-109 
for the conservation ofButte County meladO'Wtc•am 
""" ..... ,..,,~ "'"'"'""'A"""""""""'"" noccosa ssp. california 
California Native Plant Society's inventory 
California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth ..... "'"'~uu. 
Sacramento, .CA. 
C-1-110 
""wuu!;wA Department ofFish and Game. Annual on 
listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento. 
____ ,. 1999. Draft sections from 1998 annual report on the 
threatened and endangered animals and ........ u..... ~ac:ran1ent:o, 
Hickman, J. C. 1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants 
Press. Berkeley, 
inventory of rare and 
1.) Fifth Edition. 
FEW-FLOWERED NAV ARRETIA (NavaYretia leucocephala ssp. pauciflora) 
Legal Status. FewQflowered navmetia is state listed as threatened and federally listed as 
endangered under the California and federal Endangered Species Acts. It listed as Category lB 
by the California Native Plant Society. · 
Historlcal and Current Distribution and Status. Few-flowered navmetia is endemic to 
the inner northern Coast Ranges of Lake and Napa Counties (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). 
Of the six known populations. five occur on private lands (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). The 
other population occurs in the Loch Lomond vernal pool ecological reserve, which is managed 
California Department of Fish and Game (DFG), and it is believed a result of nyrJ;nmtzmion 
(California Department ofFish and Game 1999). The limited range and specific substrate preference 
indicate that the species has always been uncommon. 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALF.ED) Solution Area. Few-
flowered navarretia occurs in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zone. 
Life History a:od. Habitat Requirements. Few-flowered navmetia an annual herb of the 
phlox family (Polemoniaceae), growing 1--4 centiineters tall (Hickman 1993). The species grows 
in vernal pools that occur on volcanic ash deposits and blooms in June (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reuoas for Deellne. Threats to the species include recreational activities, grazing. and 
habitat loss resulting from wetland drainage (Natural Diversity Data Base·t998) . 
. Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Rec~very Plu. and Recovery Requt,ements. A recover}r plan has not yet been prepared 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species. 
Citations 
California Departtnent ofFish and Game. 1999. Draft sections from 1998 aimual report on _the 
status of California state-listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, 
CA. . . 
Hickman, J. C. 1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants of California. University of California· 
Press. Berkeley, CA 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1998. California Department ofFish and Game. Natural Heritage 
Division. Sacramento, CA. · 
C-1-113 · 
B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory 
aa\#ILU.W plants California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
Plant Society. CA. 
.. 
Le£&1 Status. The many-flowered navmetia is um~atelnea and tectemll:J 
as endangered under the California and federal Endangered ""'u"'""""'il' It is listed as category 
by the California Nal:ive Plant Society. 
Hlstorleal amd Cu.rrentDistrfbution and Status. Many@ flowered navarretiaisknown from 
8 historical occurrences in Lake and Sonoma Counties. This plant found through a range of 
approximately 400 sq. mi. at 1,800-2,800 feet elevation. · 
California Department ofFish and Game's {DFG~s) Loch Lomond ~~~u)ill\#i:U. 
found at Boggs Lake, on property owned'by The Nature «.;otmervmlcV 
Department ofFish and Ganle 1999). 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay .. Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Many-
flowered navmetia occms in the Suisun :Marsh/North Bay Ecol9gical Management 
Zone. · 
Life History ud Habitat Requirements. Many-flowered navmetia is a prostrate annual 
herb in the phlox family (Polemoniaceae). This plant fo:rms small mats 2-8 inches wide. Many-. 
flowered navmetia is found in dry meadows, along the margins ofvCmal pools and lakes, and in 
open wet ground in forest openings (California Native Plant Society 1988). Many-flowered 
navarretia flowers from May to June (Sk:imler and Pavlik 1994). · 
Reuou.s for Declbie. Many-flowered navmetia is threatened by grazing, development, 
vehicles (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Desfpated Critical Habitat. None. 
Conservation EffortS. Many-flow~d navmetia is protected in part at DFG's Loch 
Lomond Ecological Reserve and at Boggs Lake, where it is also protected by and Trust for 
Wildland Communities {California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Recovery Plu ud Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has 
and recovery req~ents have not been identified for this species. 
Research or Monitorl.Dg Gapi~ This section to 
and. Wildlife Service, and DFG. 
C-1-llS 
Citations 
California Department ofFish and Game. 1999. Draft sections ftom 1998 amiwil report on the 
· status of California state-listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, 
CA. . . , 
CaW:omia Native Plant Society. 1988. "Rare plant status reports, NaYan'etia plieantha. Unpublished 
Report. California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994 .. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
·C-1-116 
· COLUSA GRASS (Neostapfta coluscma) 
Legal Status. Colusa gross is state listed as endangered and federally liSted as threatened 
under the California and federal Endangered Species Acts. It is listed as Category lB by the 
California Native ~lant Society. · 
Historical and Current Distribution od Status. Colusa ~s is endemic to the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. The species'" historical distribution included Merced, 
Stanislaus, Solano, and Colusa Counties. Forty populations are currently known from Merced, 
Stanislaus, and Solano Counties; none remain in Colusa County. (California Department ofFish and 
Game. 1992.) · 
' . . 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Pro&ram (CALFED) Solution Area. Colusa 
grass occurS or has the potential.to occur in Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay. Eastside Delta 
Tributaries, East San Joaquin Basin, San Joaqum River, West San Joaquin Basin, Colusa Basin, 
S&cramento River, and Yolo Basin Ecological Zones. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Colusa grass is an annual belonging to the grass 
family (Poaceae) and grows 10-30 centimeters tall .. It occurs in large or deep vernal pools on clay 
substrates (Natural Diversity· Data Base 1998). Flowering time is May-July. 
Reuons for Dec:Une. Tne p~ reasons for the decline of this species include the 
conversion of v~ pools to agricultural and developed lands, heavy· grazing by cattle, and 
competition fi:om introduced weedy species that displace it (California Department ofFish and Game 
1992). 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan 'and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared and 
recovery requirements have not been identifi~ for this species. 
Citations 
California Department' of Fish and Game. · 1992. Annual report on the status of California state-
listed threatened and endangered anim~ and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1998. Database search for Neostapfia colusana. California 
Department ofFish and Game. Sacramento, CA. 
C..l-117 
ANTIOCH DUNES EVENING-PRIMROSE (Oenothera deltoides ssp. howellii) 
Legal Status. evening-primrose is listed as endangered under the California 
and federnl Endangered Species Acts and as Category 1B by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical ud Current Distribution and Status. Antioch Dunes evening-primrose is 
endemic to .Antioch Dunes, south of the confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, 
up to an elevation of 50 feet. Its historical distribution was probably not much more extensive than 
its present distribution of 70 acres of remnant dunes at Antioch. In 1970, the primrose was 
introduced to the Brmm.an Island State Recreation Area; by 1988, one small population remained 
there. (California Department ofFish and Game 1992, Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Antioch 
Dunes evening-primrose occurs or bas the potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/San Francisco Bay 
and Yolo Basin Ecological Zones. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Antioch Dunes evening-primrose is a perennial 
herb of the evening primrose family (Onagraceae), grows up to 2.5 feet tJUI, and occurs in loose sand 
and semistabillzed dunes associated with the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta. It requires 
·freshly disturbed sand for the establishment and survival of succeeding generations. Seedlings are 
unable to survive on the clay soils in areas where overlaying dune sand has been removed; seedlings 
c&mlot become establishedinheavilyvegetated ai'eas-the species is a colonizer after wildfires. The 
flowers of this plant m early evening and usually close by midmorning. Flowering time is 
March through May and briefly in September. 
Reasons for Decline. Industrial development, ~and mining. and agricultural conversion have 
resulted in loss control activities, off-road-vehicle use, and the invasion 
of non-native species have further degraded its fCDiaining h~itat (Calif'omiaDepartmentofFish and 
Game 1992). Limited seed production is linked to a deficiency.ofpollinators (Pavlik et al. 1988). 
Desipated Critical Habitat. Inland dune habitat near Antioch at T2N, R2E, Section 17 
SW % and Section E 11& was designated as critical habitat ( 42 FR 26, February 8, 1977) . 
Recovery 
prepared by 
increasing the nmJnDers 
.Ke~~overv Requirements. A recovery plan for the species has been 
and restoring the Antioch Dunes ecosystem and 
evening-primrose plants in the wild. 
California Department of Fish ua~.u.... 1992. Arinual report on the status of California st~te-
listed enclanJ~en~ animals and plants. Sacramento, CA 
18 
Pavlik, B., N. Ferguson, E. nLWLI.I..l.UI.~ 
at 
g~tioa vu~~~u·u~&~~ ~~~~~~n 
1 
listed as tbn~ateJtled 
by the California 
ORCUTT GRASS (Orcuttia inaequalis) 
listed as endangered and federally 
fedeml Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB 
Distribution ud Status. San Joaquin Valley Orcutt grass is the 
rcstrtct1:c1 to the San Joaquin Valley. This grass was once common along the 
eastern margin in Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, Madera, and Tulare Counties. Most of 
the · occurrences of San Joaquin Valley Orcutt grass are concentrated in two small areas 
in eastern in two vernal pools that are partially on land owned . 
by the U.S. Bureau ofLand Management (BLM) and partially on private land on Big Table Mountain 
Joaquin Valley Orcutt grass also occurs in a· vernal pool complex 
acautired the Dq)artm.ent of Transportation (Caltrans) in 
mganc•n rn1roo1ses. Just before acquisition by Caltrans, the pools were disked, which 
... JJ'.'"""'"" IIIU&IL!\l). Nonetheless, the pools still support rare species. Jn 1997, 
Orcutt grass was discovered in one vernal pool on 
Stone Corral Ecological Reserve in Tulare 
:we1~le~ on the Flying M Ranch in Merced County are protected 
con.smratic:;n e~tSeno.ent agte:en:ll~ts with The Nature Conservancy (TNC). Twenty-two of 
occurrences are privately owned. The overall trend for this species is 
and Game 1999). 
""'' 7 ......... Program (CALFED) Solution Area. San 
potential to occur in the San Joaquin River and East 
I n'lll.ro111'H valley Orcutt grass lS a small, 
family (Poaceae) that occurs in vernal 
terminating in a spike-like inflorescence (SS FR 
blooming period for this species is from May though 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. DFG and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) funded a study, completed in 1995, to characterize the vernal pools ofSan.J oaquin Valley, 
including those in which San Joaquin Valley Orcutt grass occurs. Protection measures for this 
species are expected to be included in USFWS's Draft California Vernal Pool Ecosystem Recovery 
Plan, to be released for public review in 1999. 
Citations 
California Department ofFish and Game. 1999. Draft sections :from 1998 annual report on the 
status of California state-listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, 
CA. . . . 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1998. California Department ofFish and Game. Natural Heritage 
· Division. Sacramento, CA. 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. {Special Publication No. ·1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
C-1-121 
HAIRY ORCUTT GRASS (Orcutt/a pllosa) 
is listed as endangered under the California and federal 
L:at1egoJry lB by the California N:ative Plant Society. 
H.lstorlcal and Current Distribution and Status. The historical range ofhairy Orcutt grass 
·includes the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys including Butte,· Glen.n, 
Madera, Merced, Mariposa, Stanislaus, and Tehama Counties. There are 29 extant occurrences of 
hairy Orcutt grass, none Merced County (Natural Diversity Data Base 1999). Six occurrences 
are known from The Nature Conservancy's (TNC)Vina Plains Preserve in Tehama County. Three 
other occurrences are l~d in the VinaPlains area There area six occurrences known 
from the U.S. Service's (USFWS's) Sacramento Wildlife Refuge in Glenn County, 
1..,.",..,.,.... from private property, land owned by the U.S. Bureau o~eclamation, 
"...,..,,.,...._,_,+ of Transportation, and hmd of unknown ownership 
Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Hairy 
occur in the Colusa Basin, San Joaquin Basin, Butte 
acn:Wli:::UW River Ecological Zones. 
Life History ud Habitat Requirements. Hairy Orcutt gmss is a small, tUfted annual of 
the grass plant has several stems 2-8 inches tall that terminate in a long. 
[149]:41700-41708, August 5, 1993). Hairy Orcutt grass inhabits 
L"'""'"""'"' top«Jgnlph) remnant alluvial fans and stream teaaces. This grass flowers 
A ............... t.:)nnner and Pavlik 1994). 
vernal pool habitat to irrigated agrlc~lture or urban 
................ l!ro to decline in this species. Overgrazing, disking, 




SLENDER ORCUTT GRASS (Orcuttia tenuis) 
Legal. Status. Slender Orcutt grass is state listed as endangered and federally listed as 
threatened under the Califomfa and federal Endangered Species Acts. It is listed as Category lB by 
the California Native Plant Society. 
. . 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Slender Orcutt grass has been reported · 
from numerous, widely distributed populations in Lake, Sacramento, Shasta, Siskiyou, and Tehama 
Counties (California Department ofFish and Game 1992, Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). Of 
the approximately 4S known occUttences~ about 40 are still extant. Most of the remaining 
populations are in Shasta and Tehama Counties (62 .FR 14338-14352 March 26, 1997). 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay-Delta Prosram (t.ALFED) Solution Area. Slender· 
Orcutt grass occurs or has the potential to o~cur in the North Sacramento Valley, American River 
B~ Colusa Ba1$in, and Yolo Basin Ecological Zones. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Slender Orcutt grass is a blue-green, tufted, 
sticky, aromatic annual belonging to the gra$S family (Poaceae) that grows up to 15 centimeters tall. 
It occurs on remnant alluvial fans, high stream terraces, and in vernal pools within valley grassland · 
and blue-oak woodland (California Department ofFish and Game 1992). The species has also 
shown an ability to colonize artificial habitats, such as the margins of stockponds (62 FR 
14338-14352 March 26, 1997). Flowering time is May-October. 
. . 
Reasons for Decline. Many undocumented populations were probably lost during the 
intensive agricultural development that resulted in extensive losses of vernal pools in the Central 
Valley. Nearly oneatbird of the remaining occurrences have been damaged by agriculture, grazing, 
and changes hydrology. Department ofFish_and Game 1992.) 
Designated Critical Habitat, None. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared and 
recovery requirements have been identified for this specie~. 
~ .......... report on the status of California state-
~AmLni:!i. Sacramento, 
. . 
The status of rare, ~aten~ and endangered animals and plants of 
California combined annual report for 1993, 1994, an:d 1995. An addendum to the 1~92 
report. ~acran1ento. 

SACRAMENTO ORCUTT GRASS (Orcuttia visclda) 
Legal Status. Sacramento Orcutt grass is state and federally listed as endangered under the 
California and federal Endangered Species Acts and as Category 1 B by the California Native Plant 
Society. · 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Sacramento Orcutt grass is endemic to 
Sacramento County. Only nine historical and recent occurrences are documented, all in the eastern 
part of the county (Natural Diversity D.ata Base 1998). Currently, there are seven populations .of 
Sacramento Orcutt grass, one of which was established by seeding a vernal pool near a naturally 
occurring population {62 FR 14338-14352 March 26, 1997). 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Sacramento 
Orcutt grass occurs or has the potential to occur in the American River Basin and Eastside Delta 
Tributaries Ecological Zones. 
Life I:Ibtory and Habitat Requirements. Sacramento Orcutt grass is a den$ely tufted 
annual of the grass family (Poaceae). It grows 3-10 centimeters tall an? flowers in dry vernal-pool 
beds within blue-oak woodland or valley grassland communities. This species is the most rare and 
narrowly distn'buted member of the genus. Flowering time is ~a.y-June. (California Department 
ofFish and Game 1992) 
Reasons fo:r Decline. Some historical populations of the species were probably eliminated 
by agricultural and urban development and placer mining. Current' threats to the remaining 
populations include development, competition from non-native plants, tr3mpling by livestock, and 
mountain biking and hiking. (Califoniia Department ofFish and Game 1996.) 
Designated Critical Habitat. No.ne. 
Recovery Plan and D£><•n:v,~~o11!"'V Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared and· 
recovery requirements been identified for this species. 
Citations 
California Department and Game. 1992. Animal report on the status of California state- · 
listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, CA. 
____ . _.. 1996. The status of rare, threatened, and endangered animals and plants of 
California combined annual report for 1993, 1994, and 1995. An addendum to the 1992 
rq:iort. Sacramento, CA · . 
Natural Diversity Data Base. 1998. Database search of Orcuttia viscida. California Department of 
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WHITE-RAYED PENTACHAETA (Pentachaeta bellldlflora) 
Legal Status. White-rayed pentachaeta is listed as endangered under the California and 
federal Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
IDstoric:al and Current Distribution and Status. Historically, white-rayed pentachaeta was 
. known from at least nine sites in Marin, San Mateo, and Santa Cruz Counties. Suitable habitat 
remains in two San Mateo County locations, but the species has not been seen at either site in many 
years (Robison and Morey 1992). White-rayed pentachaeta is now known from only one confirmed 
location in San Mateo County, in the "Triangle" area and adjacent Edgewood County Park (Natural 
Diversity Data Base 1998). A second population may have been found on the west side of Crystal 
Springs Reservoir on San Francisco Water Department land, but the sighting needs to be confirmed 
(California Department ofFish and Game 1999). · · 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. White-
rayed pentachaeta occurs or has the potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay 
Ecological Zone. 
Life History and. Habitat Requirements. White-rayed pentachaeta is a small annual plant 
of the sunflower family (Asteraceae) that grows 6-17 centimeters tall (Hickman 1993 ). The species 
occurs in serpentine bunchgrass habitat (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). White-
rayed pentachaeta flowers from March to May (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reasons for DecHne. White-rayed pentachaeta has historically lost populations to 
development (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Designated. Crltfcal Habitat.· None. 
Recovery Plu. and Recovery Requlrements. A draft recovery plan has been prepared for 
this species by USFWS (1998). Recovery strategy elements inab1de protecting existing population 
and buffer areas for expansion and securing unpopulated habitat It is recommended that 
management plans comprise standardized annual monitoring and developing strategies to minimize 
known threats. Additionally, seed banking and surveys to confirm potential populations and locate 
potential habitat, new populations, and historical sites are recommended (U.S. Fish and Wild_life 
Service 1998). 
Citations 
California Department ofFish and Game. 1999. ~sections from 1998 annual report on the 
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C-1-128 
CALISTOGA POPCORNFLOWER (Plagiobothrys strlctus) 
Legal Status. Calistoga popcomflower is state listed as threatened and federally listed as 
endangered under .the California and federal Endangered Species Acts. It is listed as Category lB 
by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Calistoga popcomflower is an annual 
herb known from only three occurrences in the vicinity of Calistoga, in Napa County (Skhmet alld 
Pavlik 1994). Two of these occurrences are on private property; the third occurrence has not been 
observed since 1903 (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). The trend for Cali~'toga popcomflower is 
one of ovei-an decline (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Calistoga 
popcomfl.ower occ~ in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zone. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Calistoga popcomflower is a glabrous annual 
herb of the borage family (Boraginaceae). It grows erect, 1-4 decimeters tall; on alkaline sites near 
thermal springs and on vernal pool margins in heavy, dark, adobe-like clay (Hiclonan 1993, Natural 
Diversity DataBase 1998). Calistoga popcomflowerblooms .from March through June (Skinner and 
Pavlik 1994). ' 
Reasons for Decline. Urbanization and viticulture have extirpated one historical occurrence 
and eliminated over 70% of Calistoga popcomflower habitat (California Department of Fish and 
Game 1999). Existing populations are threatened by habitat loss, one from airport construction and 
the other from a proposed construction of a resort (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). 
Desipated Critical HabHat. None: 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species. 
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C-1-130 
N.API BLUE GRASS (Poa napensis) 
Legal Status. Napa blue grass is listed as endangered under the Ca.li.fomia and federal 
Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Napa blue grass is restricted to two 
occurrences near Calistoga in Napa County. These exist on private property, one between an airport 
runway and a ball field, the other among commercial development (Natural Diversity Data Base 
1998). 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (C.ALFED) Solution Area. Napa blue 
grass occurs or has the potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological 
Zone. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Napa blue grass is a perennial plant of the grass 
family (Poacea.e) that grows 30-100 centimeters tall (Hickman 1993). The species grows in sterile 
· _ ground of moist alkaline meadows fed by nmoff from nearby hot springs (Natural Diversity Data 
Base 1998). Napa blue grass blooms from May though August (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
. Reasons for. Decline. The two Napa blue grass populations are threatened by habitat loss, 
one :from airport construction and the other from proposed constmction of a resort (Natural Diversity 
Data Base 1998). 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species. 
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C-1-131 
BARTWEG'S GOLDEN SUNBuRsT (Pseudobahia bahilfolia) 
Legal Status. Hartweg's golden sunburst, also known as Hartweg's pseudobahia, is listed 
as endangered under the California and federal Endangered Species Acts and as Category 1B by the 
California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distrlbndon and Status. Hartweg's golden sunburst is endemic 
to the Central Valley. Historically, the species' range may have extended from Yuba County south 
to Fresno County, approximately 200 miles, but it was only abundant in a few locations. Today, only 
16 extant occtirrences are known, which are concentrated in the Friant region ofFresno and Madera 
Counties and the La Grange region in Stanislaus County (California Department ofFish and Game 
1992; 57 FR [230]:56549-56555, November 30, 1992). Twelve populations remain in Stanislaus 
County, two in Madera County, and two in Fresno County (California Department ofFish and Game 
1999). Of the 16 extant occurrences ofHartweg' s golden sunburst, 11 are very small and contained 
fewer than 200 plants in 1990. Part of one population in Fresno County occurs on land owned by the 
U.S. Bureau ofReclamation and another part of the same population is protected by a,consenration 
easement with The Nature Conservancy (TNC). All other populations are on privately owned land. 
The overall trend for species is one of decline (California Department ,ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Hartweg' s 
golden sunburst occurs or has potential to occur in the Feather River/Sutter Basin, East San Joaquin 
Basin, San Joaquin River, and Eastside Delta Tributaries Ecological Zones. 
Life History ud Habitat Requirements. Hartweg's golden sunburst is a slender, woolly 
annual in the sunflower family (Asteraceae ). It has one or a few stems 2-6 inches tall, with mostly 
narrow, undivided leaves, and yellow ray flowers. Hartweg's golden sunburst occurs on the grassy 
slopes of valley and foothill grasslands and at the margins of blue-oak woodland, primarily on 
shallow, well.;drained, :fine~textured and gravelly soils ofthe Amador and Rocklin series (57 FR 
[230]:56549-5655S,November30, 1992). Hartwcg'sgoldensunbursttypicallyoccUI'3onthenorth-
or northeast-facing slopes ofmima mounds, which are often associated with vernal pools, with the 
highest densities on upper slopes having minimal grass cover (California Department ofFish and 
Game 1999). Hartweg's golden sunburst blooms in March md April (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reasons for DecUne. Hartweg's golden sunburst has decliried as a result of habitat loss 
caused by agricultural urban development, levee construction, pumice mining, overgrazing by 
cattle, competition with nonanative weeds, road constructio!'4 and off-road-vehicle use. Species such 
as Hartweg's golden sunburst that have very small populations are vulnerable to decline and · 
extinction from genetic problems and random catastrophic events such as floods, attack by insects, 
disease, or and Gan:t,e 
Designated Critical Habitat None. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this .species. 
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C-1-133 
SAN JOAQUIN ADOBE SUNBURST (P:reudobahill pelr:ronii) 
Legal Status. San Joaquin adobe sunburst, also known as Tularepseudob3hia, is state listed 
as endangered and federally listed as threatened under the California and federal Endangered Species 
Acts. It is listed as Category .lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. San Joaquin adobe sunburst is endemic 
to the eastern San Joaquin Valley. Historical occurrences were scattered from northern Kern County 
· to Tulare and Fresno Counties (California Department ofFish and Game 1992). Today, the ·species 
is limited to 36 populations in valleys and flats and the foot of the Sierra Nevada (California 
Department ofFish and Game 1999). Extant populations are concentrated in three areas: the Round 
Mountain-Wahtoke ~ainFremo County(where the two largest populations occur),.thePorterville· 
Vis&lia region in Tulare County, and the Pine Mountain-Woody region in l{em County. One 
population occurs on land owned and managed by the Fresno Flood Control District and two 
populations occur on land owned by the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers. All other populations occur 
on privately owned land. Seventeen of the 34 known occurrences contained fewer than 250 plants . 
in 1991; approximately 80% of all plants are contained in four populations. The overall trend for 
.. San Joaquin adobe sunburst is one of decline (California Department <?fFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution in the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. San 
Joaquin adobe sunburst occurs or has the potential to occur in the East San Joaquin River Ecological 
Zone. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. San Joaquin adobe sunburst is a slender, woolly 
annual of the sunflower family (Asteraceae). It has branching stems 4-24 inches tall. The species 
is restricted to heavy adobe clay soils, which may be conducive to the plant's growth because of the 
soil's ability to hold moisture longer into the summer dry season than other soils. This plant grows 
in grasslands dominated by non-native annual grasses, mustards, and filarees. San lo.aquin adobe 
sunburst blooms from March through April (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). · 
Reasons for Decllne. Species such as San Joaquin· adobe sunburst that have very small 
populations are vulnerable to decline and extinction from genetic problems an~ random catastrophic 
· events such as floods, attack by insects, dlsease, or extended droughts (California Department ofFish 
and Ganie .1999). Other threats include agricultural and residential development, urbanization, flood 
control projects, transmission line and road maintenance, heavy grazing by cattle and sheep, soil 
erosion, recreational activities, and competition with non·native weeds (Califomla Department of 
Fish and Game 1992; 57 FR [230]:56549-56555, November 30, 1992) . 
. Designated 
Recr;very Phm and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species~ 
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LAYNE'S RAGWORT (Senecio layneae) 
Legal Status. Layne;s ragwort, also known as Layne's butterweed, is state listed as rare 
under the California Native Plant Protection Ac~ as threatened under the federal Endangered Species 
Act, and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
HJstorieal od Current Distribution and Status. Layne's ragwort is a perennial herb 
endemic to the Sierra Nevada foothills. Historically, it was found on Sweetwater Creek near Folsom, 
an area that is now inundated by Folsom. Reservoir (59 FR [76]:18774-18783, April20, 1994). 
There are 40 known occUll"ences, most of which are on private !arid and scattered through the Pine 
Hill region of western ElDorado County; several colonies occur in the Eldorado National Forest. 
Four- occ1.mences are known frOm the U.S. Bureau of Land Management Red Hills Management 
Area in Tuolum.ne County (Na~ Diversity DataBase 1998). Three of the known occurrences are 
believed to have been extirpated (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). The overall trend for the 
species is one of decline (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Layne's 
ragwort occurs or has the potential to occur in the Eastside Delta Tributaries, American River Basin,' 
and East San Joaquin Basin Ecological ~nes . 
. Life History od Habitat Requirements. Layne•s ragwort is a perennial herb in the 
sunflower family (Asteraceae) that bears several flower heads that are 2-3 inches long (59 FR 
[76]:18774-18783,Apri120, 1994). Thepiantoccursinopenrockyareasinchaparralandblack-oak 
and interior live-oak woodlands, generally on soils derived from serpentine or gabbro (Natural 
Diversity Data Base 1998). The species is often found in disturbed habitats, such as along roads, and 
occasionally along streams. Layne'p; ragwort flowers between April and June. 
Reasons for Decline. Many factors are likely to be re8ponsible for the species' decline, 
including habitat loss by residential and commercial developmeQt, road maintenance, off-road-
vehicle traffic, erosio~ livestock grazing and trampling, changes in fire frequency, competition from 
non-native plant species (Natural Diversity.Data Base 1998), horse paddocldng, mining, other human 
disturbances, and inadequate regulatory mechaniSm! (59 FR [76]:18774-18783, Aprl120, 1994). 
Designated Critical Habitat None. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A draftrecoveryplanfor the species has been . 
prepared by USFWS (64 FR 11035-11036, March 8, 1999). 
C-1-136 
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C-1-137 
-,;~ .. 
KENWOOD MARSH CBECKERBLOOM (Sidalcea oregana ssp. valida) 
' 
L~ial Status. Kenwood Marsh checkerbloom is listed as endangered under the California 
and federal Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical aud Current Distribution and Status. KenwoOd Marsh checkerbloomhas been 
known ·only from Knight's Valley and Kenwood Marshes. Both known occurrences are found in 
freshwater marshes surrounded by grasslands in Sonoma County; both sites are privately owned. 
The occurrence in Kenwood Marsh checkerbloom comprises three subpopulations with 
. approximately225 individual plants. Habitat quality has declined over. the past 30 years. According 
to a 1993 survey, the population at Knight's Valley Marsh had only 70 plants (Natural Diversity Data 
Base 1998). · 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Kenwood 
Marsh checkerbloom occurs in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zone. 
Life History· and Habitat Requirements. Kenwood Marsh checkerbloom is a perennial 
herb in the mallow family (Malvaceae). The specieS grows from 3 to 6 feet tall on the edges of 
freshwater marsh habitats (Hickman 1993, Natural Diversity DataBase' 1998). Flowers appear from 
late June to September (Skinner and Pavlik 1994) .. 
Reasons for Dec:Une. Several factors are responsible for the decline of Kenwood Marsh 
. checkerbloo~ including grazing and marsh drainage. Habitat conversion to vineyard could further 
contribute to the species' decline (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
! • 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared and 
recovery requirements have not been identified for this species.' · 
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C-1-138 
TIBURON JEWELFLOWER (Streptanthus niger) 
Legal Status. Tiburonjewelflower is listed as endangered under the California and federal 
Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Tiburonjewelflower is known from only 
two occurrences on the Tiburon Peninsula in Marin County. Combined, the two occurrences of 
Tiburonjewelflower encompass approximately 12 acres ofhabitat, which are privately and publicly 
owned. This species was most likely historically more widespread on the peninsula, since other 
serpentine outcrop areas have been lost to residential development (California Department ofFish 
and Game 1999). · · 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Tiburon 
jewel:flower occurs or has the potential·to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay 
Ecological Zone. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Tiburon jewelflower is an annual herb of the 
mustard family (Brassicaceae) that grows 1-2 feet tall. The species grows on shallow, rocky soils 
derived from serpentine rock on south- or west-facing slopes within a native bunchgrass community 
(California Department ofFish and Game 1999). Tiburonjewel:flower blooms from May through 
June (Skinner and Pavlik 1994)~ 
Reasons for DecliDe. Tiburon jewelf1ower is threatened by road eonstructi()n, foot trafficj 
and development on the Tiburon Peninsula (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Desipated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan and ~eeovery Requirements. A draft recovery plan has been prepared for 
this species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlifo-Service.(USFWS) (1998). Recovery strategy elements 
include protecting and managing existing populations and buffer areas for expansion and securing 
unpopulated habitat. It is recommended that management pl~ include developing strategies to 
minimize known threats and an educational outreach program. Additionally, seedbanks and surveys 
of potential habitat for new populations and potential introduction sites are recommended (U. S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service 1998). 
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C-1-140 
CALIFORNIA SEABLITE (Suaeda callfornlca) 
Legal Status. California seablite is listed as endangered under the federal Endangered 
Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. California seablite has a historical 
distribution throughout the central California coast, including portions of Alameda, Contra Costa, 
San LuiS Obispo, and Santa Clara Counties; It has one historical occurrence in Santa Clara County, 
but is otherwise only known· from San Luis Obispo County, where it is found on property owned by 
the California Department ofFarks and Recreation and on property of unknown ownership (Natural 
Diversity Da~ Base 1998)~ 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. California 
seablite occurs or has the potential to occur in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological 
Zone. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. California seablite is an evergreen shrub of the 
goosefoot family (Chenopodiaceae) that grows 30-80 centimeters ~1 (Hickman 1993). The species 
· is found on margins of coastal saltm.arshes. The blooming period of California seablite is from ~uly 
through October (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). ' 
Reasons for Decline. California seablite is threatened by erosion, road maintenance, 
recreation use, and habitat alteration (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998, Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared 
and recovery req~ents have not been identified for this species: 
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C-1-141 
SHOWY INDIAN CLOVER (Trifolium amoenum) 
Legal Status. Showy Indian clover is listed as endangered under the federal Endangered 
Species Acts and as Category 1B by the Califo~a.Native Plant Society. 
IIJstorlcal and Current Distribution. and Status. Showy Indian clover is historically 
known ftom the Coast Range foothills north and east of San Francisco Bay (Natural Diversity Data 
Base 1998). Originally, the species ranged ftom Mendociilo County south to Sonoma, Marin, 
,fJameda, and Santa Clara Counties, and east to Napa and Solano Counties. The species was 
believed to be extinct, not having been seen in the wild since 1969; however, a single plant, from 
which a greenhouse culture is being maintained, was discovered on privately owned property in 
Sonct~:~:. C.;ulty in 1993 (Connors 1994). This site has since been developed and the species is no 
Showy Indian clover is extirpated from ·all of its 24 historically known locations. 
:' . · :)xtant natural population, comprising about 200 plants, was discovered in 1996 in Marin 
County on privately owned property (Connors 1994). The soil in the remaining natural habitat 
within the species' historical range may contain viable showy Indian clover seed (Connors 1994). 
. . Distribution In the CALFED Bar-Delta Program (CALFE,D) Solution Area. Showy 
Indian clover occurS or has the potential to occur in the West San Joaquin Basin, Yolo Basin, and 
Suisun ;Mmh~North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zones. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Showy Indian ·clover is an annual herb of the 
legume flmdly (Fabaceae). It is erect, with hairy stems and leaves, and grows from 4 to 27 inches 
tall. Showy Indian clover has been found in a variety of habitats including grasslands; grassy 
hillsides; and low, wet swales. It sometimes occurs on serpentine soils. The flowers of the showy 
Indian clover appear from April to J\Ule (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reuons !or Decline. Showy Indian clover is threatened by habitat loss from urbanization 
and agriculture (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). Other factors believed responsible for the speeies' 
decline include livestock grazing competition from non-native annual plants, and Skinner 
1994). 
. Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species. 
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GREENE'S TUCTORIA (Tuctorla greenel) 
Legal Status. Greene's also known as Green's Orcutt grass, is listed as rare under 
the California Native Plant Protection Act and as endangered under the federal Endangered Species 
Act. It is listed as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
llistoricaJ and Current Distribution and Status. Greene's tuctoria is endemic to vernal 
poob . Central Valley. Its historical ~ge included parts of Shasta, Tehama, and Butte 
Couuti c.:, the northern and eastern Central Valley and extended through Fresno, Madera, San 
Joaquin, Stanit;!aus, and Tulare Counties in the San Joaquin Valley. The extant 17 occurrences of 
Greene~ s tuctoria occur in Shasta, south em Tehama, Butte, Stanislaus. and eastern Merced Counties 
(California Department ofFish and Game 1992; 58 FR [149]:41700-41708, August 5, 1993). All 
known populations occur on Of the occurrences at The Nature Conservancy's 
Vina Plains Preserve, only one is not grazed by cattle (California Department ·of Fish and 
1992). 
Distribution m the Program (CALFED) Solution Area. 
tuctoria occurs or has the potential occur in the East San 1 oaquin B~in, Butte Basin, Sacramento 
River, Colus.a Basin, Feather River/Sutter Basin, and Eastside Delta Tributaries Ecological Zones. 
Life History and Requirements. Greene's tuctoria is a small, tufted annual of the 
grass family (Poaceae). The plant has a few to several stems 2-6 inches tall, each terminating in a 
spike-like inflorescence leaf (Hickman 1993). 
tuctoria occurs pools or the early drying sections of large. deep 
pools. Greene's through July (Skinner. and Pavlik 1994). 
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CRAMPTON'S TUCTORIA (Tuctorla mucronata) 
Legal Status. Crampton's tuctoria, also known as Solano grass, is listed as endangered 
under the California and federal Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California 
Native Plan~ Society. 
Hlstorlcal.and Current Distribution and Status. Crampton's tuctorla is endemic to the . 
western Sacramento Valley. Its historical range was most likely limited to this area; however, much 
of its potential habitat was eliminated before the species was recognized. Crampton's tuctoria is 
presently known from three locations: two sites south of the city ofDixon in Solano County and one 
on the U.S. Air Force Communications Facility south of the city of Davis in Yolo County. 
(California Department of Fish and Game 1996.) 
·Distribution in the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. C~pton's 
tuctoria occurs or has the potential to occur in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and Yolo Basin 
Ecological Zones. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Crampton's tuctoria is a sticky, aromatic annual 
in the grass family (Poaceae). It is less than 12 centimeters tall and grows in the clay bottoms of 
drying vernal pools and vema! lakes surrounded by grassland. Flowering time is June-July. 
(Neturnl J)iversity Data Base 1998.) 
Reasons for Declime. Crampton's tuctoria may have declined precipitously when intense 
agricultural development began in the Sacramento Valley. Threa~ to the remaining populations 
include off-roadwvehicle use, agricultural operations, trampling by livestock; and hydrologic 
alterations. Roads and utility corridors have al$o degraded habitats. (California Department ofFish 
and Game 199:.!.) 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Phm and Recovery Requirements. ·The .U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) has ~axed a recovery plan for Crampton's tuctoria that provides management 
recommendations (California Department of Fish and Game 1992), The goal of this plan is to 
establish populations in two protected, large vernal lakes in the vicinity of the Jepson Prairie Reserve 
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1985). 
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C-1-147 
CALIFORNIA VERVAIN (Verbena californlca) 
. Legal Status. California vervain is listed as threatened under the California and federal 
Endangered Species Acts and as Category lB by the California Native Plant Society. 
BJstorieal and Current Distribution and Status. California vervain is endemic to the Red 
Hills in Tuolumne County (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). The SJ)ecies appears to have always been 
uncommon and limited in distribution. California vervain is known from only nine occurrences, all 
located within a band approximately O.S mile wide arid 5 miles long (Natural Diversity Data Base 
1998). Six of the populations are located on U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) property 
within the Red Hills Management ~ whi~h has been designated as an area of critical 
environmental concern. The remaining three populations are on private land, including the two 
larg~st populations, which compose approximately 85% of the total known plants. The second 
largest population, at Andrews Creek, adjoins BIM land. The overall trend for California vervain 
is one of decline (California Department ofFish and Game 1999). 
Distribution in the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. California 
vervain occurs or has the potential to occur in the ·East San Joaquin B~in Ecological Zone. · 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. California vervain is a perenniai herb of the 
vervain family(V erbenaceae) that grows 30-75 centimeters tall (Hickman 1993). California vervain 
grows in soils derived from serpentinite, on streambanks, seeps, and wet places in foothill pine 
woodland communities (Natural Diversity Data Base 1998). Flowering time is June-September 
(Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reasons for Dec-line. Historical placer mining activities appear to b.av·e reduced the size of 
several California vervain populations. Some existing populations are threatened by recreational 
gold mhling and by grazing and trampling by livestock. The greatest current threat to the species' 
survival is conversion ofhabitat to residential development. There is concern that the development 
will threaten the California vervain through habitat destruction and fragmentation, groundwater 
depletion, decline in groundwater quality from septic system leachate, and trampling by livestock. 
Residential wells could lower the water table and dry up the moist areas that support California 
vervain. Off-road-vehicle use could also have an impact on this species (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan md Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not yet been prepared · 
and recovery requirements have not been identified for this species. · 
Citations. 
California Department ofFish and Game. 1999. Draft sections from 1998 a.miual report on the 
status of California state-listed threatened and endangered animals and plants. Sacramento, 
CA. 
Hickman, J. C. 1993. The Jepson manual, higher plants of California. University of California 
Press. Berk,:!ley, CA. 
Natural Div~ity Data Base. 1998. California Department ofFish and Game. Natural Heritage 
Division. Sacramento, CA. 
Skinner, M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Sodety. Sacramento, CA. ' 
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~ :.··. 
MOUNTAIN PLOVER (Charadrius montanus) 
d.es:igru~ted as ,., .... """ .............. snectes 
is proposed as threatened under federal Endangered Species 
i:Ustoriealand Current Distribution ud Status. The mountain plover is eoo.em1c 
soa:rselvve"""i''··,. .. .-~ habitats inNorthAmerica. The breeding range is the dry tablelands of the western 
and the Colorado Plateau. The winter range extends from northern California (rarely) 
southern California, southern Arizona, and central and coastal Texas to north-central Mexico 
1977, Knopf 1996). · 
do not breed in Califomi~ 
The 
t.:H.LIAL!.'!OiA n~imll)et'S 'WiT,t~ in 
Valley, SantaMaria Valley, Salinas Valley, the Carrizo Plain, Seal Beach, 
the Lower Colorado River Valley. 
8,000-10,000 individuals. Small (1994) reported that numbers are declining in ......... ., ...... 'vCUU'-'""' ... "'· 
the interior, the species is declining and occurs only locally. 
Distribution 
species winters 
the CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
Basin. Basin, 
also occur in the :sac:nrnenLto*:tsan macrum 
Reasons for Decline. 
nesting/fledging..,...,.,,,...,. 
exterminated, the ecology of the Great Plains was forever altered. T'.ae reduction of short-grass 
prairie by fanning and hunting (the elimination of primary grazers that kept the habitat sparseiy 
vegetated) began the reduction and degradation of mountain plover habitat in the breeding range that 
continues today. 
Wintering mountain plovers in California are exposed to pesticides in the agricultural fields, 
where they may spend up to 15% of the but there is no evidence that reproductive success or 
survival has been affected (Knopf 1996). 
Designated Critical Habitat. No!le. 
Citations· 
Cogswell, H. 1977. Water birds of California. University of California Bericeley, CA. 
1996. Mountain plover montanus). In Poole and F, Gill (eds.), The 
Birds of North America, No. , The Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylva:nia, and The American Ornithologists' Union. Washington, 
diStribution. Ibis Publishing Vista, CA. 
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SANTA CRUZ TARPLANT (Holocarpha macradenia) 
tarplant is state listed as endangered and federally proposed for 
listing as threatened under the California and federal Endangered Species Acts. It is also listed as 
Category lB by th~ California Native Plant Society. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Santa Cruz tarplant was historically 
distributed from the San Francisco Bay Area, south to Monterey Bay (Hickman 1993). It is believed 
to be. extirpated from Alameda, Contra Costa, and Marin Counties (SkinD.er and Pavlik 1994). 
Natural populations of Santa Cruz tarplant are known from Santa Cruz and Monterey Counties, one 
of which is on state property (California Department ofFish and Game 1992). An introduction of 
the species to Contra Costa County in 1982 has been unsuccessful (California Department ofFish 
and Game 1992}. · 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay·Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Santa Cruz 
tarplant occu:rs in the Suisun MarsblNorth San Francisco Bay Ecologicai Zone. 
Life History Habitat Requirements. Santa Cruz tarplant is a glandular annual herb 
of the sunflower family (Asteraceae) that grows from 4-20 inches tall (Hickman 1993). The species 
occurs in coastal prairie and grassland communities, often in clay soils (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Santa Cruz tarplant from June through October (Skinner and Pavlik 1994). 
Reasons 
agriculture, and oont1:ceuttc1n 
Designated 
Santa Cruz tarplant is seriously threatened by development, 
non-native plants. 
Habitat. . None. 
Rec~ov,erv Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared and 
recpvery A.,. ..... , ..... .u ......... for this species. 
' " 
on the status of California 
'""" .... """'· Sacramento, CA. 
1998 annual report on the status of CaHfomia state-listed 
Hickman, J. manual, higher plants of California. University of Calif?mia 
Press. .....,~ ... .., ... ., 'l 
Sld.nm:r. M. W., and B. M. Pavlik. 1994. California Native Plant Society's inventory of rare and 
endangered vascular plants of California. (Special Publication No. 1.) Fifth Edition. 
California Native Plant Society. Sacramento, CA. 
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A"-ll'·""' ... "' SALAMANDER (Ambystoma califomiense) 
""""'""' .... '""''"'"'' is a California species of special concern 
.................. Endangered Species Act. 
Historical and Distribution and Status. The tiger salamander is endemic to 
California. Its "'"'""~.~.~.-Valley and eastern foothills of the Sierra Nevada from 
Yolo Count)' (possibly Colusa County) south,to Kern County, and coastal grasslands from 
Sonoma County .oa:roa:ra County. In Califomi~ most populations occur at elevations ofless 
than 1,500 feet, but recorded at elevations up to 4,500 feet. 
Distrlbutioa m U..e CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. The 
California tiger salamander occurs in the Colusa Basin, Yolo Basin, American River Basin, Eastside 
Delta Tributaries~ West San Joaquin Basin, and Suisun Marsh/North San 
Francisco Bay Ecological ""'""''"'.,· 
species is most commonly found in annual 
una.erst:or:y of valley foothill hardwood habitats. 
sut1teiJran1ean refugia, especially in ground-squirrel burrows and. 
!.&l.iU,U Qi:l, -ri.U,i.L.U ... are predators, eating earthworms, snails, insects, fish, 
or vernal pools are crucial to breeding. Permanent ponds 
or bullftogs may also be used for breeding. 
documented dramatic habitat losses and population 
of the species. The decline in the tiger salamander 
oak-woodland habitat to agricultural and urban 
breledil:lg ponds have reduced the survival 
species from large geographic 
CENTRAL VALLEY FALL-ILAT.E-FALL-RUN CHINOOK SALMON 
EVOLUTIONARILY SIGNIFICANT UNIT (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha ffr]) 
Legal Status. The Central Valley fall-/late-fall-run· chinook salmon evolutionarily 
significant unit (ESU) is a candidate for listing as threatened under the federal Endangered Species 
Act and is a. California species of special concern. 
Historical and Current Distribution amd Status. Fall-run chinook salmon historically 
inhabited the entire Sa.cramentomSan Joaquin watershed. Current upstream habitat is limited by fish 
barriers (typically dams) on many streams and rivers. Subgroups commonly referred to include: (1) 
San Joaquin fall-run, which includes populations in the Stanislaus, Tuolumne. and Merced Rivers; 
(2) populations from eastside tributa.'ies that include the Cosumnes and Mokelumne Rivers; (3) fall-
run populations in the Sacramento River and its tributaries; and (4) late-fall~nm populations in the 
Sacramento River and selected tributaries. · 
Distribution in the CALFED Bay~Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Fall-run . 
chinook sl:11mon are found in all the ecological zones of~e Central Valley except the West San 
Joaquin Basin Ecological Zone. Adults migrate upstream through the Bay and Delta ecozones from 
summer through early winter, with the p~edomirumt period being :3epterriber and October. Adults 
are found in river and tributary ecozones generally fto'm late sw:nmer into winter. Most young move 
out oftnoutarf spawning areas in winter and spring. Young may be found in the river, Delta. and 
Bay ecozones from winter into early summer. 
Life History md Habitat Requirements. Chinook salmon require cold, freshwater streams 
with suitable gravel for reproduction. Adults spawn in fall when water temperatures decline to 60"F. 
Females deposit their eggs in nests in gravel-bottom areas with relatively swift water .. For maximum · 
survival of incubating eggs and larvae, water temperatures must be between 39"F.and 57"F. After 
emerging, many chinook salmon fry tend· to seek shallow, nearshore habitat with slow water 
velocities and move to progressively deeper, faster water as they grow. Many emerging fry are 
transported downstream into the lower rivers and the Delta., where they rear in shallow marshes and 
side channels. Shaded riverine aquatic vegetation is important for providing cover from predators 
and· access to food. Juveniles typically rear in :fresh water for up to S months before migrating to sea 
after reaching a length of 4-6 inches. Chinook salmon spend.2-4 years maturing in the ocean before 
returning to their natal streams to spawn. All adult salmon die after .spawning. (Moyle 1976, 
Beauchamp et al. 1983, Allen ~d Hassler 1986.) 
Reasons for Decline. Loss and degradation of spawning and rearing habitat; alt~tion of 
stream.flows; overharvest; entrainment into water diversions; blockage of migration routes; exposure,· 
to toxins; and possibly, loss of genetic viability from interbreeding with hatchery stocks have 
contributed to the population decline of Central Valley fall-/late-fall-run chinook salmon. The 
human-caused factor that perhaps has had the greatest effect on the abundance of all chinook salmon 
ru.ns is loss of habitat, primarily in the rivers upstream of the Delta Major dams block upstream 
access to most chinook salmon habitat in Central Valley rivers and streams. Smaller dams (e.g., the 
Red Bluff Diversion Dam) in the lower watersheds also delay migration of adults or increase 
pre4ation on downstream~migratingjuvenile salmon (U.S. Bureau ofReclamation 1983). Harvest 
.C-1-153 
rates on wild stocks are a potential cause of the population declines; ocean harvest indices (i.e .• 
perc~t of population harvested) range from 50% to-79% and averaged over 70% between 1990 and 
1997 (Pacific Fishery Management Councill998). 
Designated Critical Habitat. Proposed but not designated. 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. Measures for recovery of the Sacramento 
late-fall-run and San Joaquin fall-run chinook salmon populations are presented in the Native Fishes 
Recovery Plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1996). The objective of the recovery plan for both 
populations is to incre:ase survival rates of outmigrating smolts to levels that existed before the 
construction of the pumps of the Central Valley Project and the State Water Project in the south 
Delta. Sactai:aento late-fall-run chinook salmon populations will be considered restored when 1) the 
number ofWild spawners in the Sacramento River reaches a mean number of22,000 fish and does 
not drop below 15,000 fish for 15 years, three of which are dry or critical years and 2) the juvenile 
survival rates approach preproject levels following years when adult populations are less than 15,000 
fish i.n the Sacramento River. San Joaquin fall-run chinook salmon will be considered restored when 
1) the number of naturally spawning fish in the Stanislaus, ~olumne, and Merced Rivers reaches 
· a median number of20,000 fish and the 3-year running average does not drop below 3,000 fish for 
15 years, three of which are dry or critical years and 2) the smolt survival rates approach preproject 
levels when adult numbers decline to less thari. 3,000 naturally spawning fish (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 1996). 
Citations 
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fishes. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Portland, OR 
MCCLOUD RIVER REDBAND TROUT (Oncorhynchus mykiss sppJ 
Legal Status. McCloud River redband trout is a California species of special concern and 
is a candidate for federal listing under the Endangered Species Act. 
Historical and Current Distribution. McCloud River redband trout occur in tributaries to 
the McCloud River, including Sheepheaven, Tate, Edson. and Moosehead Creeks, and the McCloud 
River above Middle Falls (Moyle et al. 1995)~ 
Distribution In the CALFED Bay-Delta Program Solution Area.. McCloudRiverredband 
trout occur in the proposed Shasta Lake Enlargement Project area,. which is located just north of the 
North Sacramento Valley Ecological Management Zone. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Little is known about redband trout; however, 
they do spawn in late spring. The adult female digs a redd (nest) in a gravel riffle, where the eggs 
incubate after spawning. The eggs hatch in 3 to 4 weeks and the fry live in quiet waters near shore 
(often in backwaters). Both young and adult fish feed on drifting organisms, but they will also feed 
on active bottom invertebrates. Feeding is most intensive at dusk. Redband trout occupy small 
intermittent streams at elevations of 1,400-1,500 meters, where water temperatures reach up to 
l5°C. ' 
Reasons for Decline. Redband t-out occupy small streams in a relatively small geographic 
range. These streams often dry up in drought years, and are affected by poor watershed management 
such as high· levels of grazing, timber harvest, and road construction. Brown trout have been 
introduced into the McCloud River, which could lead to the elimination ofredband trout as a result 
of competition and predation.· 
Destpated Critical Habitat. None 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared and 
recovery requirements ~ve not been identified for this species. 
Citation 
Moyle, P. B., R. M. Yoshiyama, J. E. Williams, and E. D. 'Wikramanayake. 1995. Fish species of 
special concern in California. California Department ofFish and Game. Sacramento, CA: ,,. 
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CALIFORNIA WOLVERINE (Gulo gulo luteus) 
Legal Status. The California wolverine is listed as endangered under the California 
Endangered Species Act and is designated a California fully protected species by the California 
Department ofFish and Game. It is also designated as a federal species of concern by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Historically, the California wolverine 
occurred in the northern Coast Range and the Sierra Nevada. In the northern Coast Range, the 
wolverine occurs at an elevation of 1,600-4,800 feet, in the northern Sierra Nevada, at an elevation 
o£4,300-7,300 feet, and in the southern Sierra Nevada, at an elevation of6,400-10,800 feet The 
current distribution of the California wolverine is similar to the historical range where suitable 
habitat still exists. This species has a limited distribution and is considered rare (Zeiner efal. 1990). 
Dfltrlbutlon m the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. The 
California wolverine's range includes the high:.Clevation portion of the Eastside Delta Tnbutarles 
Ecological Zone and possibly· eastern portions of North Sacramento Valley and Butte Basin 
Ecological Zones. This species could also occur in the Lake Shasta area in the North Sacramento 
Valley Ecological Zone. · ' 
Life History ud Habitat Requirements. There is very limited information on the life 
history and habitat requirements of the California wolverine. The wolverine typically occurs in 
Douglas-·fir and mixed conifer habitats, but also uses red fir, lodgepole pine, wet meadowsll and 
montane riparian habitats. It usually occurs in areas with low human disturbance and uses caves, 
hollows in cliffs, logs, rocks, and burrows for cover. 
Reasons for DecHne. The California wolverine was probably never common. Trapping, 
human disturbance, and grazing high~elevation meadows may have contributed to the species' 
decline in California. 
Designated Habitat. None. 
Recovery Piau u.d Recovery Requirements. A recovery plan has not been prepared ~d 
recovery requirements not been identified this species. 
Citation 
Zeiner, D.C., W. F. Laudenslayer, K. Mayer, and M. White (eds.). 1990. California's wildlife. 
Volume Mammals. California Department ofFish and Game, Sacramento, CA. 
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CENTRAL CALIFORNIA CQAST STEELHEAD 
EVOLtJTiONARIL Y SIGNIFICANT UNIT (Oncorhynchus myldss) 
Lqal Status. The Central California Coast steeni~ad evolutionarily significant unit (ESU) 
is listed as threatened under the federal Endmgen;d -species Act · 
.··"" 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. This coastal steelhead occupies river 
basins from the Russian River to Aptos Creek, including the drainages of San Francisco and San 
Pablo Bays. Central Coast steelhead historically inhabited the streams of the south, central, and 
north San Francisco Bay watershed; however, current distribution in the watershed is limited to a 
small number of streams that retain adequate adult holding, ·spawning, and rearing habitat. In the 
North Bay, steelhead populations are found in the Napa and Petaluma Rivers and other small streams 
and creeks. 
Distribution hl the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Central 
Coast steelhead.are found in the Suisun Ma:rsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zone and greater 
San Francisco Bay region. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. Steelhead return to natal streams to spawn as 2-
to 4-year-old adults. The fish migrate upstream from July through February and usually spawn 
between late December and Mareh. Although many adult steelhead die after spawning, a small 
proportion return to the sea between April and June (Mills and Fisher 1993). Following emergence, 
fry live in small schools in shallow water along streambanks. AJJ the steeni.ead grow, they establish 
individual feeding territories. Juvenile steelhead typically rear for 1-2 years in streams before 
emigration, which generally occurs in spring. Steelhead may remain in the ocean from 1 to 4 years, 
growing rapidly as they feed in the highly productive cU11'eilts along the continental shelf (Barnhart 
1986). . 
Reasons for Decline. The decline of steelhead populations in bay streams has been related 
to loss of habitat, dam construction. water diversions, and overharvest. The greatest effect on 
steelhead abundance is loss and degradation ofbabitat. Dams have blocked acces~ of adult steelhead 
to historical spawning and rearing habitat Unscreened agricultural, municipal, and industrial 
diversions in the rivers cause entrainment losses of emiiratfug juvenile steelhead. There is no 
commercial or sport fishery for steelhead in the ocean and, for unknown reasons, steelhead are rarely 
taken by commercial or sport salmon trollers (Skinner 1962). · 
Designated Critical Habitat. None. 
Recovery Phm ud Recovery Requirements. NMFS is in the process of identifying 
recovery requirements and preparing a recovery pbm and 4D regulations for this species. 
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CltNTRAL VALLEY SPRING-RUN CHINOOK SALMON 
EVOLlJTIONARILY SIGNIFICANT UNIT (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) (sr) 
Legal StatUs. The Central Valley spring-run chi:n~~k salmon evolutionarily significant unit 
(ESU) is listed as threatened under the federal Enrumgered Species Act and is a candidate for listing 
as threatened under the California Endangered Species Act 
Historical nd Current Distribution and Status. Historically, the Central Valley 
spring-run chinook salmon was one of the most abundant and widely distnouted salmon races. Gold 
mining and agricultural diversions caused the first major declines in spring-run chinook populations 
(Moyle et al. 1995). Further extirpations followed construction of major water storage and flood 
control reservoirs on the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers and their major tnoutaries in the 1940s 
and 1950s (Moyle et al. 1995; 63 FR 11841, March 9, 1998)~ Spring-run cbinooksalmonhave been 
completely extirpated in the San Joaquin drainage. Wild spring-run chinook salmon are consistently 
fptmd only in Deer and Mill Creeks, which are tributaries to the Sacramento River, and these 
populations are declining (Campbell and Moyle 1991; 63 FR 11841, March 9, 1998). 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Spring-run 
chinook salmon are found.~ the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay, Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta, Sacramento River, Feather River/Sutter Basin, Butte Basin, and North Sacramento Valley 
Ecological Zones. ... • . 
Life History ndHab!tatRequirements. Chinook salmon require cold, :fteshwater sJ;reams 
with suitable gravel for reproduction. Females deposit their eggs in nests in gravel-bottom areas of 
relatively swift water. For maximum survival of incubating eggs and la.rVae, water temperatures 
must be between 39°F and 57°F. After emerging, chinook salmon fty tend to seek shallow, 
nearshore habitat with slow water velocities and move to progressively deeper, faster water as they 
_grow. Spring-run juveniles .frequently reside in freshwater habitat for 12-16 months, but many 
yotmg migrate to the ocean during spring within 5 to .8 months after hatching. The Bay and Delta are 
important rearing areas for these migrants. Chinook salmon spend 2-4 years maturing in the ocean 
before returning to their natal streams to spawn. All adult salmon die after spawning (Moyle 1976, 
Allen and Hassler 1986). 
Reasons for Decline. Factors related-to the decline of spring-run chinook salmon include 
"loss of habitat in river reaches blocked by dams, degradation of habitat conditions (e.g., water 
temperature), ~trainment in·water diversions, and overharvest The human-caused factor that has 
had the greatest effect on the abundance of spring-run chinook salmon runs is loss of habitat 
prim.arily in the rivers upstream of the Delta. Major dams have blocked upstream access to most,., . 
chinook salmon habitat in Central Valley rivers and streams and smaller dams contribute to 
migration delay. On most Central Valley streams. spring-nm chinook salmon are restricted to 
habitats with marginal water temperature conditions and limited deep holding areas. Water 
diversions and reservoir operations affect streai1;lflow, which influences the quantity, quality, and 
distribution of chinook salmon spawning and rearing habitat. Water diversions also reduce ·survival 
of emigrating juvenile sahnonids through direct entrainment losses in unscreened or inadequately 
em1.gra1tmg salmonids at diversion dams, such as Red Bluff 
ofR.eclamation 1983). 
Nlll4~nv,~>'I!"V R~L~ullreDteJ~1::&. Measures forrecovecy of 8pring-nm chinook 
Fish and Wildlife Service 1996). 
restore populations of spring-run chinook salmon to 
holding and spawning habitat .in streams tributary to the 
and Mill Creeks). Obj~tives would be met by improving 
outnuJ;uation conditions in :rivers and Delta. Spring-run chinook salmon 
...v.u•u.u~;il.~ .--r ....... .., when self-sustaining populations in excess 500 
Deer and Creeks; 2) the number of wild spawners in 
., . 
CENTRAL VALLEY STEELHEAD EVOLUTIONARILY SIGNIFICANT UNIT 
(Oncorhynchus myldss) (cv) 
Legal Status. The Central Valley steelhead evo1utionarlly significant unit (ESU) is listed 
as threatened under the federal Endangered Species Act. ,. 
,· 
Historical and Current Distribution and Status. Central Valley steelliead historically 
inhabited large and small streams thr<)ughout the Sacramento-San JoaqUin watershed. Current 
distribution in the watershed is primarily limited by dams that block access to upstream reaches of 
main rivers and their tributary streams. Central Valley steelhead populations are found in the 
Sacramento River md its tributaries, including the Feather, Yuba, and Amencan Rivers, and many 
small tribUtaries. such as Mill, Deer, Cottonwood, and Butte Creeks. The Cosumnes and 
Mokelumne Rivers also support steelhead. In the San Joaquin River basin, the best available 
information suggests that the current range of steelhead is limited to reaches below major dams on 
the Stanislaus, Tuolumne, and Merced Rivers and to the mainstem San Joaquin River downstream 
of its confluence with the Merced River. 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Centrnl 
Valley steelhead are found in the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay, Sacramento-San Joaquin . 
Delta, Yolo Basin, Sacramento River, North Sacramento Valley. Cottonwood Creek, Butte Basin, 
Feather River/Sutter Basin, Anlerlcan River Basin, Eastside Delta Tributaries, and East San Joaquin 
Basin Ecological Zones. 
Life History ud Habitat Requirements. Steelhead return to natal streams to spawn as 2-
to 4-year-old adults. The fish migrate upstream from July through February and usually spa~ 
between late December and March. Although manysteelhead die after spawning# a small proportion 
return to the sea between April and June (Mills and Fisher 1993). Following emergence, fry live in 
·small schools in shallow water along streambanks. As steelhead grow, they establish individual 
feeding territories; juveniles typically rear for 1-2 years in streams before emigration. In the 
Sacramento River, juvenile steelhead migrate to the ocean in spring and early summer, with peak 
migration through Delta in March and April (Reynolds et at 1993). Steelhead may remain in 
the ocean from 1 to 4 yeats, growing rapidly as they feed in the highly productive currents along the 
continental shelf (Barnhart 1986). · · 
Reasons for Decline. Factors related to the decline of Central Valley steelhead include loss 
of lvlbitat in river reaches blocked by dams, degradation of habitat conditions (e.g., water 
temperature), and entrainment in water diversions. Loss of habitat has the greatest effect on 
steelhead abundance. Major dams are the prima.ly barriers to steelhead access to Central Valley;., .. 
rivers and streams. Dams at low elevations on all major tributaries block access to an estimated 95% 
ofhistorical spawning habitat in the Central Valley (Reynolds et al. 1993). Below dams, remnant 
steelhead populations are affected by varying flow conditions and high summer and fall water 
temperature. Unscreened agricultural, municipal, and industrial diversions in the Delta and rivers 
ca~ entrainment losses of em.igraQ!lg juvenile steeJhead: · 
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Over 90% of the adult steelhead in the Central Valley are produced in hatcheries (Reynolds 
et at. 1990). Hatchery-produced fish may substantially affect the genetic integrity of wild 
populations. Adult and juvenile steelhead are harvested by sport anglers within the Central Valley 
is no commercial or sport fishery for steelhead in the ocean and, for unknown 
reasons, steelhead are rarely taken by commercial or sport salmon trollers (Skinner 1962). 
,. ,,.-
Designated Critical Habitat. None. ../ 
Recovery Plam md Recovery_ Requirements. The National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS) is identifying recovery :requirements and preparing a recovery plan for this species. 
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GREEN STURGEON (Acipenser medirostrls) 
' . 
Legal Status. The green sturgeon is a Califortii.8 species of special concern. 
"'/.~ .. ·· 
Bistorlcal ud Current Distribution. In North America, the green sturgeon's range in the 
ocean extends from the Bering Sea to Ensenada;MeXico; this range includes the entire coast of 
California. In California, spawning has been confirmed in recent years only in the Sacramento and 
Klamath Rivers, although spawning probably also once occurred in the Eel River (Moyle et al. 
1995). _.. ' 
Distribution m the CALFED Bay~Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Green 
sturgeon are found in the SuisunManh/SanFrancisco Bay and Sacramento River Ecological Zones. 
They may also be found in the Feather River/Sutter Basin Ecological Zone. 
Life History and Habitat Requirements. The specific habitat requirements of ~ 
sturgeon are not well known but are probably similar to those of other North American river 
sturgeon, including .the white sturgeon. In the Sacramento River, adult sturgeon are in the river, 
presumably spawning, when temperat:ures range between 46°F and S7°F. Preferred spawning 
substrate is most likely large cobble, but can range .from clean sand to bedrock. Eggs are broadcast · 
spawned and externally fertilized in relatively high water velocities and probably at depths greater 
than 10 feet (Emmett et al. 1991 J. The importance of water quality is uncertain, but silt is known 
to prevent eggs from adhering to each other. Green sturgeon probably migrate up the Sacramento 
River between late February and late July. The spawning period is March-July, with a peak from 
mid-April to mid-June {Emmett et a,l. 1991). Juveniles migi'ate out to sea before reaching 2 years 
of age, primarily during summer-fall (Emmett et al. 1991 ). Juveniles and adults are benthic feeders 
and may also eat small fish. Juveniles in the Sacratnento-San Joaquin. Delta feed on opossum shrimp 
(Neomysis mercedis) and amphipods (Corophium sp.) (Radtke 1966). 
Reasons for Decline. There is no direct evidence that a decline in green sturgeon. numbers 
has occurred in the Sacramento River; however, the population is quite small. Factors likely to be 
negatively affectirig its abundance include fishing, Blteration of or reduced aecess .to spawning 
habitat, a reduction in food supply (e.g., decline in opossum shrimp), entrainment into water· 
diversions, and toxic substances. 
Deslpated CritfcBJ Habitat. None. 
Recovery Plan ·and Recovery Requirements. The primary objective is to maintain a 
minimum population of 1,000 fish over 1 meter (3.28 feet) total length each year, including SO~ .. 
females over 1.3 meters (4.28 feet) total length during the period when spawners are present in the··· 
estuary and Sacramento River (presumably March t~ July). 
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SACRAMENTO RIVER WINTER-RUN CHINOOK SALMON 
EVOLUTIONARILY SIGNIFICANT UNIT (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) (wr) 
Lqal Status. The Sacramento River winter-rup chinook salmon evolutionarily significant 
unit (ESU) is listed as endangered under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts. 
/ ,.. 
Hbtorical and Current Distribution and Status. Historically, winter-run chinook salmon 
spawned in the upper reaches of the Sacramento River and its major tributaries, the McCloud and 
Pit Rivers. Shasta and Keswick Dam block access to historical spawning and rearing areas and 
restrict spawning and rearing to the Sacramento River downstream ·of Keswick Dam. Based on 
counts at Red Bluff Diversion Dam (RBDD), habitat downstream of Keswick Dam apparently 
maintained relatively high winter-run chinook salmon abundance, with spawning populations 
averaging tens of thousands of adult salmon. Since 1970, winter-run adult abundance has declined 
to current levels of generally less than 1,000 and, in some years, less than 500. Impedance of 
migration by RBDD, deterioration of water temperature conditions below Keswick Dam, and other 
mctors contributed to the decline. 
Distribution in the CALFED Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) Solution Area. Winter-run 
chinook salmon are found in the Sacramento River, Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, and Suisun 
Maish!North San Francisco Bay Ecological Zones. They may also r~ in the lower portions of 
tributaries in the North Sacramentb Valley, Butte Basin, Feather River/Sutter Basin, American River 
Basin, Cottonwood Creek, Yolo Basin, and Colusa Basin Ecological Zones. 
Life Hktory and Habitat Requirements. Chinook salmon require cold, freshwater streams · 
with suitable gravel for reproduCtion. Winter-run adults migrate through the Delta imd into ·the 
Sacramento River in winter and early spring and spawn in the mainstem Sacramento River and 
Battle Creek during late spring and early summer (Moyle et al. 1989). Females deposit their eggs 
in nests in gravel-bottom areas of relatively swift water. For maximum survival of incubating eggs 
and larvae, water temperatures must be between 39°F and 57°F. After emerging, many chinook 
salmon fry tend· to seek shallow, nearshore habitat with slow water velocities and move to 
progressively deeper, faster water as they grow. Juvenile salmon rear in the Sacramento River in 
sm.mner and fall, gradually moving downstream before entering the Delta from November to March.· 
Some emerging fry are transported downstream into lower portions of the Sacramento River and. 
lower tn'butaries, where they rear in shallow marsh and streamside habitats. Juveniles typically rear 
in fresh water for up to S months before migrating to sea when they reach a length of 4 to 6 inches. 
They migrate out of the Delta to the Bay from February through April. chinook salmon spen4 2-4 
years maturing in the ocean before returning to their natal streams to spawn. All adult salmon die 
after spawning (Moyle 1976t Allen and Hassler 1986). 
Reuons for Decline. The winter-run chinook salmon decline has been related to a variety 
offacton including loss of ,Pawning and rearing habitat and high summer water temperatures below 
Keswick Dam; bloclcage of adult migration at RBDD; predation on juveniles at RBDD; ~d loss of . 
juveniles to entrainment into unscreened or po.orly .screened diversions, including Anderson-
Cottonwood Irrigation District (ACID), Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District (GCID), and RBDD 
diversions, and south-Delta Central Valley Project (CVP) and State Water Proj~t (SWP) pumping _ 
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plants. Overharvest in sport and commercial fisheries may have contributed to depressed 
populations. 
Designated of the Sacramento River from Keswick Dam to 
Chipps Island, waters westward from Chipps Island_ to· the Ca:rquinez Strait bridge, all waters of 
San Pablo Bay, and all waters of San Francisco Ba~north of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge 
lulve been designated as critical habitat (58 FR 33212, June 16, 1993). 
' 
Recovery Plan and Recovery Requirements. Recovery measures include restoring 
spawning and rearing habitat, improving juvenile survival, improving adult passage during their 
upstream migration, artificial propagation, harvest management, improving other fish and wildlife 
management programs, and improving our understanding of life history and habitat req·uttc~cm.ts 
(National Marine Fisheries Service 1991). Recovery goals ensure that natural populations are 
and self-sustaining, are based on natural production, and include a mean annual spawning abundance 
of 10,000 females over any consecutive years and a geometric mean of 1.0 for the ratio 
:number of spawners in one generation to the number of spawners in the preceding over 
the same 13 years. ... · 
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Provide a March outflow that oocun from E0101Ql/- P.ms~::d otltflo~NS 
the uawra1 tate..wmter a:00 early-spring peak or p~ibed 
in intlow from the Sac:rammto Rivet. The Ammc.m. 
outflow shoo1d be at least 20,000 cubic: feet . · 
per leOOnd (cfs) 10 days in my yean; at.· 
least 30,000 da for da:ys in belowQnormal 
years, and 40,000 cfs for 10 days in above-
nomlll wateryears. Wet-year outflows are 
gmera1ly adequate l.mder the present level of 
~l~t. . 
Provide aJato.Aprll-to-emy..May outflow E010102 PresmW outfJtows 
should be met 
pn::scnW flows 
_that emulates the spring inflow from the Sm 
Joaquin :Riwr. The outflow should be at 
least 20,000 cfs for 10 days in dry y-Cm, 
·3o.ooo cfs in below oom:ll1 yean. and 
in oorma1 yean. 'l'hese 
flows would be .achieved throu&h base flows 
from the S~to River and flow events 
from the Mokelumne. Calaveras, sfanlstaus, 
P:n:wide a minimum flow of 13.000 cfs on 
the Sacramento River below Sacramento in 
May of all but critical yem (U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife &Mce 1997). 
Reestablish more natnral mtemal Delta 





Reservoirs to mailltam 
· the 
EOl 0601 Reduce vel(:lcmi!lS 
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Table D-1. Contipu¢ 
Aetlon 
Code Programmatic Actions 
B010402 In !Jle East Delta Ecological Unit, construct setback 
le\lees along the South Mokelumne River and 




Convert deeper subsided (sunken) lands between 
dead-end sloughs in the But Delta Ecological Unit 
east of the South Mokelumne River clwmel to 
overflow basins and nont:idal wetlands or land 
designated for agricultur!d use. 
Remove levees thatmmbit tidal floodflows in 
the headwater basins of east Delta dead-end 
sloughs (Beaver. Hog. and Sycamore) and allow 
these lands to be subject to flood overflow and tidal 
acticm.. 
B010405 Construct setbaclc levees in the South Delta 
Ecological Unit Ilona San Joaqmn River 
between Mossdale and SW1:::k!On. 
B010406 Convert adjacent ~ds along S~m Joaquin Jtiver 
between Mossdale imd Stockton to overflow basins 
E010407 
and nontidal ~ or land for 
agricultural use. 
Constnu:t setback on comers ofDelta 
islands along the S~m Joaquin River clwmel in the 
Central and West Delta Ecological Unit. Open 
levied lands to tidal action where possible along the 
margins of West Delta Ecologital Unit. 
Restore 1,500 acres of shallow-water habitat 1!010901 
in the North Delta ;Ecological Unit; 1,000 
Restore 500 acres of shallow-water habitat at 
Prospec:t Island in the North Ecological Unit. 
1lC1'eS of shattow-wiuer habitat in the 'East . • . 
Delta Ecological Unit; 2,000 acres of 
shallow-water habitat in the South Delta 1!010902 
Ecological Unit; and 2,500 acres of shallow-




Restore 1,000 acres of shallow~water habitat in the 
do~(south) end ofthe Yolo Bypass (Little 
. Holland and Ltoerty Island) within the North Delta 
Ecological Unit. 
Restore 1 ,000 ac:res of shallow-water habitat at the 
eastcm edge of the East Delta Ecological Unit 
where existing land elevatiom range from 5 to 9 
feet below mean sea leveL 
Restore 2,000 acres of shallow-water habitat at the 
·. south and eastern of the South Delta 
Ecological Unit where existing land elevations 
range from 5 to 9 :feet below mean sea leyel. 
CALFED Bay-De/Ill Prognzm Biological Opinion 
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Table D-1. CondJl~ 
Maine exisf:in& channel islands and 
restore S0-200 acres ofhitb-value islands in 
selected sloughs md channels in each of the 
Delta's ecological units. 
Action 
Code 
B011201 A~veiyprotect and improve existingclwmel 
islmds in the Delta. 
E011202'/~ Restore acres in each of 
the Delta's eeoloaiW management units 'Where 
dmmellahmds on.ce e.mted, 
m~existiqtidal~wetbmd J.. B011401 North 
habitat in the Delta by restoring 
30.000-4.5,000 acres ofllmds &signated for 
floodplain restomion. 




· Umit~in zone'! urenot mtS002 
~for flood ~e or 
main~ of~lh.ippmg 
pathways. md avoid dredgins Ktivities 
ahlillow water a:reas (<3 ~ m:e:m high 
~)except where it is restore 
f1oo4 eonveyam:e ~acity. 
~boat tmffie and boat in areas B016001 Eeoltogil.::ll Unit, 
mf(:m::tj lm-VW>!K<'1 zones 1-3 miles where or clwmel their 
associated shallow..,.watcr and riparim habitat 
may be da:mapd by~ ThiJ W!Jl protect . 
important Delta habitats such u berm 
islands from erosion caused by boat wakes, 
Develop SOO acres of deep open-water areas 
(more tbm 4-6 feet deep) within restored 
ftelh ~wetland habitats in the Delta 
to provide resting habitat for water birds, 
fomging habitat for diving ducks md other 
water birds ad ~tic mammals that 
feed in deep water, md habitat for usocisted 
resident pond rum species. 
CUFED Bgy-Deltil Pmgrt~m Biological Opinion 
U.S. Flsla mul WIMJlfts ~ 
mile:; in White 
Md Old Rivers. in. 
middwmel islands. 
E016002 establish and 
1-3 ofthe 
in Snodgrass Slough. 
and 3-4 miles in Hog, and Sycamore ·· 
Sloupj in areas with rmm:umt bemls and 
midchannel mwtW~J. 
EOHOOl Develop 100 acres 
xestored fresh en'lllqe:nt W1cthu:ld 
·. Westmd 
Twitchell or ;::;nc:nmml 
EO 11002 Develop 200 acres one!FWllterareU Within 
n:starOO fresh eiDe:fgeltlt Wii:tlm:td habitats in the But 
Delta Eeoltogic:al 
.tdpp~U~di% D. PI'OJHJ31!1d Programmatic A.ctlo/18 
Ewlooted in lkis Bwlogfctd Opinion 
JulyJOOO 
Table D-1. Continued 
Develop 2,100 acres of shallow, open-water 
mas (less than 4-15 feet deep) in restored 
fresh emc:rgmt wetland habitat areas in the .. : 
Delta to provide resting. foraging, and broOd 
habitat for water bUds and habitat for fish 
and aquatic plants ~ animahl, 
Restore a total acres of nont:idal 
freshwater marshes the North and the But 
Delta &oloaical M.anagemmt Uni~; iatore · 
4,000 acres Of:D.mltidal fresh m:aaent 
wctlaud in the South Delta &olop::al 
Managemmt Unit u of a subsidence · 
control proaram; ~ 10,000 am::s of 
nontidal fresh wctbmd in the 
Central and &ological 




improve :managmnent of 1,000 ~Cres of 
existing degraded seasonal wetland habitat 
in the North Delta &oloifcal Unit 
cu.FED Bay..Deluz Program Bwlo,tcal Opinion 
U.S. Fish tmd Wildllfo Service 
Adion 
Code 
E011003 ~lop acres of open~ water areas within 
. :>relt.o:red fresh ~t wetland habitats in the 





Develop SOO acres of shallow, open-water areas 
within ratored fresh emqent wetland habitats in 
the Central and West Delta &oloaical Unit such as 
on Twitchell or Sherman Isimds. 
Develop 300 ~or slWlow. open-water areu 
within restored fresh ~t wetland habitats in 
dle Bast Delta Ecological Unit. 
E011007 Dovel~ t.OOo acres ofmanow, open-water areu 
within restored fresh ~t wetland habitats in 







Restore 1,000 acres ofnontidal fresh emerpt 
wetland on Twitchell Islmd. 
of t~ontidal emergent wethmds 
ce::~lxm&~ for floodplain ovriow 
dea.d...e~Jia sloups in the East Delta. 
ofoontidal ~t wetbmds 
·1and8 aesiliui~d tor -· -
Appemllz D. Proposed Programm11ttt: .4ctlon.s 
ENl~ lnlilu Biological Opbdon 
JW,ylOOO 
Restore and manage at least 6,000 acres of 
additional seasonal wetland habitat and 
impfow m~U~agement of 1.000 ac:res of 
exis1ing dcpted seuona1 wetland habitat 
in the But Delta E~ological Mawigemen.t 
um.t. 
/ 
E011503 De\:eloP a cooperative program to ~ arui 
~ 1,000 acres of additional seasonal wetland 
/~ habitat on Cam! Ra:m:h. 
E011S04 Develop I ~program to~ md 
mamap 5,000 ~of additional seuonal wetland 
habitat 
E011SOS Improve~ or 1,000 aaa of existing 
~ seuowd wetJmd habitat 
Ratme md ~at least 8.000 acres of B011506 R.estoN amd ~ 4.000 acres of addition.al 
seuonal wetland babit~.t on TwltehdJ.lshmd. add.itiooalleUOrud wet1md habitat and 
improve mut~~ of 1,500 ~of 
~depded~~habitlt. B011S07 
Jn the Centm1 ad West Delta :&:olo&bl 
um.t. 
R.eltore md ~at least 12,000 acres of 
ldditioul aeuowd wetl.md habitat" ad. 
impmft~tofSOO aercs of 
~ dqpded ~ wedmdhabitat 
in tho South Delta Bcologiad Umt. 
~ pcpulatiou ofampm'bians, 
· pmicu1ady tfF Ata:msmdm and spadefoot 
toads, by~~ natural flood pll.in.s, 
st:ream meander, ~pools, and 
pcmmLia1 ~ds. 
.. .'· .. 
More ftequemly IChieve ~ drWy water 
tempaatma ~ 60•F IJld 6S•F m the 
Delta dwmets m spring ad &n to meet the 
~needs of salmon arui steclhcad 








~and ma:map 4,000 ~ ofldditim:W 
~ wethmd habitat on Shcmwllllmd. 
De\lelop a c~ prognm to impmw 
managcmmt of 1,.500 acn:s of~ de~ 
aeaswW wetland habitat 
Develop I ~'five progmn to res10rC md 
~ 12,000 acmll ofldditklul seasonal 
wethmd habitat 
DfieWp I~ program W fmprove 
~ ofSOO acres of~ dqraded 
seacmal wetilmd habitat 
llesto:re at ieut five core are~~ of mita'ble habitat, 
each OOIUisting of about ~in each ofthe 
ecological management mrlm. 
Enbmlce existing poor habitats and restore new 
0 habitat~ m ~ ~~ ~tanas~ md· uptm:id areas. 0 • • 
Improve ripari.m (bmkdde) woodllmd habitats 
akmgmiptins chamlell mdoalougbs of1he Delta. 
Improve Wded riverine aquatic habitat alons 
misrati~ routea ·m the Delta 
Restore 10...20 linear miles ofriparim and 
riverine aquatic habitat along the San 
Joaquin River m the South Delta Ecological 
Umt to cnato eonidon of riparian 
~of which SO% is greater than 75 
feet wide and 40% fa no leu thau 300 feet 
wide and 1 mile m 1~ 
E011601 Develop a cooperative program to restore riparian 
habitat by obtlinins e~tion ~ts or by 
purchue from willins sellers. · .. · ·o • 
• 
Table D-1. Continued 
Restore 15-25 linear miles of riparim amt 
riverine aquatic habitat along other Delta 
iaJaDd levees throughout the South Delta 
Ecolop:at Unit to create coaidors of' 
riparim ~tion of which 60% is more 
thaD 7S feet wide, with 10% 110 lea than 300 
feet wide amd 1 mile kmg. ;- • · 
Restme 1G-1.5lineu mile~ of riparim mel 
riverine aqua& habitat along1he Saeramc:nto 
River bdaw Sac:tiiiimtto of which 40% is to 
be DlO!O th.m 1S feet wide and 20% more 
than 300 feet wfdo. 
. . 
Action. 
Code Prognmmatlc Aetlou 
E011602 . D~lop a cooperative program to restore riparian 
.· .ha6itat by obtaix:W.ta coucmdion easements or by 
. -;:}-" purchase from willm& sellers. 
/ 
E011603 Obtain ~em ~ts for, or purchase 
&om Willina sel1m, hmd needed to restore lG-lS 
Jmear mila of rfparilm habitat atona the 
Sacnmmto River in tho North Delta Ec:olos:fcal 
umt. Obtlin ~easemr:D.t~ for, or 
~from willinglellen, Jmd Deeded to create 
com&m of~ vegetatim. 
Restore 8-15 Uneat miles of riparian ad BQ11604 Obtain ~on~ for, orpurcbasc 
trom wmma aellcn. hmd needed to restore s-1 o 
linear mileallona the MokelumM River rmd 3-S 
mila along the Commues River in the East Delta 
Ec:ologfcal Unit to create comdors ofriparlan 
~
riveriae aquatic hibitat in the But Delta 
Ecological UDit of which 40% is to be more 
than 75 feet over 300 feet 
wide. 
... .. 
. R.estoro or plant ripal::ian md riveriDe aquatic B01160S 
habitats in~ with actkma to 
recreate sloup habitat and let back levees. 
E011606 
Protect e:ldstiq rip~ in the E011607 
North, East,~~~ J?el~ ~~~J!~ _ .......... . 
Units. · 
E011608 
ofrt~ and E011609 
Nertb.Delta 
ofwbich 4()C'A . 
wideand20% 
GU.FED Bq.Dclur Progrt~m Biologtcm Opinion 
'U.S. F/Msul Wlkll~  
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· 0bt1.m ~n easemeuts for, or purchase 
from will.ina el1.em, hmd ~to restore riparian 
habitat Ilona ne-wly c:reat.ed alougbs and sloughs 
with new 1eveo ~ 
Oblmn c~on ~ts for, or purchase 
from wilJ.ina ellm. land needed to restore riparian 
habitat along new or uparaded Delta levees. 
Expand Stone I..abs and River 
~ from their c:umm size by an additional 
500 acres ot ciidstma ~d liibitat. Shatc ... 
cost~J with the Natu:re Conservancy to acquire in 
fee-title the lands needed frotn wiiiina bmdownem. 
to restore 





Table D-1. Con~ 
~shoreline and floodplain riparian 
habitat in the Delta by modit)'ing c:um:nt 
~maintl!mance prac:tices em both the 
water and Jud side of berms on 25-75 Jl.'Wes · 
of the S~. Mobl'l:lmne, and San 
Joaquin lUwD, and on 25-100 ~of' , 




B014901 ~-ilrto a~ with willing levee 
tet!amation districW to implcmcnt xmdified levee 
/' md berm~ ~t:pmcdces that 
.. / p~ estabUshme.nt l1'ld maturation of llhorellne 
riparian~ to~ l1'ld Dintain the 
ha1th ofw~ mo~ in ~on the 
Deha. R.eimbume additi.c.mal 
R.educe mface m:a CO'Yel'C:d byuc.m-D.Itlve E01S301 
plant~ to- thm 1%. 
~the aerial extent of invasive non- E01S302 Implcmmt a prosnw throughout the Delta to 
l'C:'liDOvo md npp=ri ~ of kwuivc non-
~ plam!! that~ with na!:ive ripm:hm. 
~on by~ the ae:rial extem of species 
Jueh u ~ba:mboo, ~:yptus. md. non-DAtive 
utiwwood:y ~such u Ohm£ Reed 
(i.e., mmdo 01' &1M bamboo) ad 
-~that compete with Mtive rlplrllm 
~on byreduclq the aerial extent or 
non~ by SO% tbroughout the Delta 
md ~ bmuivewoOdyplmts from 
~lt'eU. 
... . E01S303 
eordgrus by SO%. . 
Implemcmt a prosrmn ~ghout Delta that. 
prior to t:aklns ~cmldions. eliminates . 
invasive woody phwta, which mt=fere with 
the ratomi.ou of native ripl.ri;m vegetation. 
R.eatme 4~ooo-6,000 ICiel or~ B011801 Develop a~ proJW%1 to mtme 1,000. 
~CR~~of~ ~in the North Delta ~1ft tho North, But, Sou1b, ad 
OJmm1 and West Delta Boolop Unim 
~with~ orpropostd 
wethmds -floodplain habitats. 
CUFE.D Bq.DeiU ProF4111 Biological Opinion 
U.S. Fill tlllll 'Wildlffo s.rvtce 
Bcologi.:al Unit through ~tor 
p~ from 'Will.ma senm. 
E011802 Develop a c~ prosrnm to restore 1.000 
aa"e~ ofp~ ~!and in the But Delta 
· · Eeok;gi.=l Unit through co'!We:rwtion easement or " 
pm'Chue from wi1ling enm. 
E011803 Devetopa~proammto~ · 
1,000...2,000 acra of~ grusbmd in the 
South Delta &ologk:al Unit through either 
~on e:uement or purchase from willing. 
Hllem. 
E011804 Develop a cooperative progmm to restore 
1,000-2,000 acra ofpemmial ~in the 
Central and West Delta Ecological Units through ·' ' 
either oomervati.on easemeuts or purchase from 
' willing sellers. 
D-1-9 




Bnbance S0-100 acres of low- to moderate- E011701 
quality Antioch inJand dune scrub habitat in 
the Delta to provide high-quality habitat for 
special-atatus plant IDd 8Dimal species and 
other usoclated wildUfe populations. 
., 
_;:·· E011702 
Cooperatively manage 40.000-75,000 acres E011901 
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V.S. FUll und Wildlife &JrviCtJ 
restoring 
at existing ecological 
West Delta Ecological 
Protect and~ inland dune scrub habitat &miS 
acljacent to existing ecological~ in the · 
Central and West Delta Ecological Units through 
COII.Sef't'ltion easements or pw:thue from willing 
sellers. 
Increue the area ofDelta com fields and pa.sttu"es 
flooded 'Wimer .-ma to hip· . 
quality foia.pg habitat forwiuterlng and~ 
waterfowl ~shorebirds and IWIOclated wildlife. 
P~y flood the pasture from Odober 
tbrough March in portiooa of the Delta rebmvcly 
:I'Iee of human disturbance to ~ mit!Wle 
most.ing habitat for w:interlng sandhill crane 
and other wintering sandhill mne subspecies • 
Create permanent or s~~ ponds in 
tu:mcd. a:reu of the Delta that mitabie 
Ui!W'&l.illto but 
wheat and other 
to rei~llbmse ranr.ers 
leaving a portion of the 
unharvested to provide 
sandhill cranes, other ... """'""""'"'*· 
for 
in the 
Append& D. PropWIJI Pro~tlc .4clicns 
EwU!Mltltd 11t diu BlologiclJI Opinion 
. Jrdy.%()00 
Table D-1. Con$~ 
Program Target 
Maintain present populations with no further 
declines in size by ensuring that waterways 
lawwn to be used by afant garter~ 
have water in them year around. 
I1:1.crea.se the populations and distribution of 
uplandpme. . 
Action 
Code ~atle Ad!ou 
E0071 01 Maintain existing natural habitats that have 
/available water all year and identify key habitats in 
/. agricult'Ul'al ~ for J'llallage:meDt 
.• 
E014401 Provide hip ground adjacem to current and 
~habitat with oover for protection from 
, floods. &imng adjacent to 
agricultural lands oould Qe utilized for this escape 
habitat in this area to provide sufficient veptive 
growth of graucs, forba, and sbn.Ws to lower 
predation~ during these times and when 
adjaceDt hm.ds a:re fallow. 
I.Jm.it dredsinl in channel zones that are not EO 15001 Use altemate IOUrCel 
-C:'!~Selltial for flood conveyance or 
maintenance of imhm:rial shippms 
pathways, and avoid dredging activities in 
shallow water areu (<3 meters mean high 
water) except where it is needed to restore 
·flood conveyance capacity. 
.. . 
a.m.m:es) of levee mal:ntel!laD!ce 
~of abandoned nonessential levees, . 
excavation material from the restoration of 
aecondluy tidal hrterlor 
borrow pits, upland borrow Cache Creek 
settlina bum and Yolo Bypw sediment deposits, 
and deep-water dred'ging sites in the San F1'11lcisco 
Bay. 
Avoid dredging during spawnfng and i:earing E01S003 Follow DFG guidelines for dredging in the estuary. 
periods for delta ame1t and rearing periods 
for winter-run chinook salmon. 
R.Cduce or eliminate the influx of non-native 
aquatic species in shlp ballast "Water. 
Reduce the potential for introducing non-
native aquatic o':"Pnisms at border crossings. 
Reduce loss of important fish species at 
diversions. 
Cti.LFED Btzy-Delta Program Biological Opinion 
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E01S004 Provide stockpiles 
in three or more selected 
the need to obtain ~ ..... .uu 
during restricted periods, 





Help fund mearcll on ba.U.ast water treatment 
tedmiques. which rould eliminam non-native 
species before ballast 'Water is released. 
Provide fim.ding to the California Depi.I1ment of 
Food and Agriculture to expand the cu:rmrt State 
border inspection process to include a 
comprehensive program of exclusion, detection, 
and management of invasive a.qu.atic species such . 
as the zebra m:ussel. · · 
Consolidate and screen agricultural diversions in 
·· theDeJ~ 
D-1-11 
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Program Taraet 
Table D-1. Continued 
AcUon 
Code Proarammatlc Adlons 
B014702 Rq?laee or upgrade the~ at the State Water 
... Project (SWP) and Centml Valley Project (CVP) 
.~.;)/ intakes with poai1ive hamer, fish bypass screens 
./ and state-of-the-art fish boldiq and.1raDspOrtation 
l)'ltems. 
' ;• !014703 
;/ 
Uppdc screens at Pacific Gu & Electric 
Company's Ccmtm Costa Power Plant with fine-
mesh and positive-hamer fish bypass screens. . 
Reduce illegal harvest of anadromous fish B01S801 Provide additionalnmdins to DFG for additional 
aDd wildlife in tho Delta by increasing 
aaforcemcnt effort. 
enfOl'Cei:MDt. . 
B01S802 Provide additionalfwldina to the local county 
abcrift's dep~ md State md local park 
apw;ies to ~~ additic:ml enforcement efforts. 
B01S803 Provide rewards for the am:est and conVicticn of 
fish and wildlife poachers. 
Reduce loading. concentrations, and E01S70 1 Reduce the input of herbicides, pesticides, 
fumip.nts, md other' apts toxic to fish and 
wildlife in tho Delta by modifyhla tana 
managemC:nt practices and chemical dependency on 
SO,OOO acres of tl.lbm and agricultm'allmds that 
drain untreated into Delta chmmels and sloughs. 
Actious wilt focua on modifying agricultuml 
pndices and urban land uses on a large-scale 
basis. To reduce the concentration of pesticide 
residues, the amount applied will be reduced and 
the amount of pesticide load reaching the Delta's 
aquatic habitats will be further reduced by taking · 
advantage of.biolop:al md chemical processes 
within wetland syst.emS;wlUtl\·mm: helJ> "bleaic · •· 
down~ pesticide residues •. 
bioaccumulation of contaminants of concem 
to~ health in~ water, seauilents, 
and tissues of fish and wildlife in the 
Sacramento-San 'Joaquin Delta Ecological 
· Zone by 2S%-SO% as meaSured against · 
current avenge levels. 
E01S702 Reduce levels ofhydrocatbom other. 
contamimmts enterlna the Delta foodweb from 
elevated releases into the estuary at oil refineries. 
Reduce boat wakes near designated !016003 
important Califo~ black mil nestina areas 
in the Delta from Mareh to June to levels 
necessacy to prevent destruction of nests to 
assist in recovery of this listed species. 
CUFED Jhry-Delt4 Program Biological Opinion 






exis,tin2 deaa~etla ctlml'lll~lS in the 
_____ Program_.;;;..._ Target 
R.educe boat wakes near important :matlow-
water spawning areas in the Delta from , 
M:m::h to .JWlC to lcveJs necessary to protett 
succCS~~ful spawning behavior. This ~ill 
help in the RCOve:ry of listed species. 
Ewluare the status and biology of the 
Sacramento perch to ~if restoration 
of 'Wild popu.lationa within its native~ is 
feuible. · 
Improve Delta levee system stability to meet 
Public Law (PL) 84-99 criteria. 
Maintam Delta levees to the PL 84-99 
~ .... 
lmpmve levee stability in key Delta 
locatiou to a level co~ with the 
benefits which the levees protect 
Maintain improved levees. 
Develop the capability to efficiently respond 
to multiple conC'Urfel'lt levee breaks within 
the Delta. 
. '. 
Reduce, elimiDate, or reverse subsidence 
adjacent to affected levees. 
CALFED &zy-Delta Prognzm BiologlCDJ OptniDn 
• U.S. Fillc tmtl Wtldlffe Smvlca 
Table D-1. Continued 
Aetion 
Code 
E016005 ~!ish and enforce n.o-m.otorizcd-boathtg zones 
m'the small tidal dwmels created in restored tidal 
,.:/~ fresh emeraem w-etlands and Delta floodplains of 
/ levee setbaeb. . 
E016006 Idtmtify ~ slWJ.ow~water spaWD.ing areas 
and establish md enforce no wake zones within SO 
yards of these h:nportant Delta habitats from Mmh 
to June. 
E017001 Complete a dmough ~review of the 
~perth and develop a plan for its long-
term ~tion in the Central Valley. Establish 









Modify~ c.ro~ns by mmns levee height, 
wi~g levee crown. flattminglevee slopes, 
!md/or col:lStructing stability benm. 
Develop aloog.temi maintmaw::e plan. 
Modify levee cross--sections by raising levee height. 
wide:ning levee crown. flattening levee slopes. 
and/or cODS'Ir!K:ting stability berms in key Delta 
loeati.OD.S. 
Develop a long-term maintenance plan. 
Impll.'mlellt a cou:.rprehensive n:co:l'.lBt:nlttion, repair, 
md maintenance program for Delta levees with a · 
fleet of specialized equipment so that a viable Delta 
levee industry c:an be ~lished. 
Implement current best management practices 
(BMPs) to correct subsidence effects em lev~. 
Fund grant projects to develop BMPs that address 
levee subsidence. 
~D. Propo3ed Progl'l:t1IIBUllic A.ctioM 
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Table D-1. Continued 
Program Target 
Water Quality Proaram 
Eliminate occummces of dissolved oxygen 
conccntrats'Ons below S milligrams per liter 
(mgll) throughout the water column; reduce 
the impairmi:Dt or blocbp of fish migration 
put Stocktcm; Rduce occ:w:rence of algal _, :· 
blooms; reduce stress to fish teSUltiq front' 
low dissolved oxygen concentration near 
Stockton; and eliminate fish kills near 
Stockton. Performance of all these measu.res 




Q010101 ,/Require continued reduction of oxygen depleting 
_,/ subatances ftom the Regional Water Control 
· Facility. the Port of Stockton and other National 
Pollutlmt Disclwp BliminatitJn System and Waste 
Diac1wge ~t permittees in order to 
improve water quality during chinook salmon 
migration. 
Q010102 Provide technical and finm:W assistance md 
regu.1atm:y ~for implementing BMPs to 
control oxygen depletion.· · 
Have dissolved oxygeil concentratiOns above Q010103 
the S mall standard. biological oxypn 
Pow"ble mrmagement actions melw:!C physical 
mbdns or other methods to de·~reue stratification 
demand concentrations below 30 mWl, and 
natural ecosystem processes and functions 
restored m the creeks. ... • 
and in~ aeration in the Ship Clwmel and 
Turning Bum dur:lnk periods of low dissolved 
~ chl.nging effluent discluqc location, 
chlmging the channeL 
Q010104 'I'l1ere should be further effort to enforce the waste 
~ restrictions of pennitted and unpermitted 
~· 
Do::.-reue levels of nutrients. pathogens, Q010201 Manage restorntion projects to minimize adverse 
impact3 md :maximize benefits for drinkini water 
quality. 
ncmscawater total dissolved solids, and total 
organic carbon in drinldng water supp~es. 
CA.LFED Bli)'-Delta Program Biological Opinion 
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Develop implement watershed ~t 
progm.m.s for Clifton Court and Bethany Reservoir 
to address Jlutrienm and pathogens. 




Q010206 Relocate the Tracy intake to 




Reduce concentrations of pesticides in biota 
in the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers 
and the Delta. 
.. . 
Table D-1. Continued 
Action 
Code Proarammatlc: Actions 
Q0 10501 Support conservation efforts to help achieve the 
Water Quality Program objectives. Develop and 
/" implement BMPs. On-flmn conservation practices 
_. could include ~on or implementation of the 
following features: 
• WlWllia' di1cl1 amps, 
.. land leveJin& cutback stream. 
.. surp irrigation, 
• sprinlder germ.itW.ion, 
.. drip mption. 
" shorten len&th ofnm,. 
.. pted ~pipe. 
.. vegetated fihe:r strip, 
• cover c:.rop. 
.. ~waterway, ~on tillage, 
.. IU'l'dhnent buin,. 
" wlwater mum. syst~ 
• frription~ 
• nutrient mma~t, 
.. ime~ pest ~gement, and 
.. tai1water management 
:R..I:duce metal loading of the Bay-Delta and Q0 10801 CALFED should participate with mmicipalities on 
the Bmb Pad Consortium and other urban 
st.onnwater Progm:M to assist in source Rduction. 
its tributaries to levels that do not adversely 
effec:t aquatic habitat and oth=.- beneficial 
usa ofBay-Delta estuaey waters and spedes 
dependent on tb.e estuary. 
Water Use Emdeney Prop-am 
Support imple.mentation of water None. 
maugement techniques that increase the 
eft'ediven• of water uae ~t and 
efficiency for agrieultural uses. · 
Support implementation of~ that None. 
increase agricultural production per unit of 
·water used, protect water qnality. or increase 
. . environmental benefits while meeting 
asricrultural needs. · 
Provide urban water agencies with planning 
and technical assistance, financing 
assistmce, and USUl'aJlees for development 
and implementation of water management 
plans and BMPs. 
None. 
No discrete actions have been identified, but a 
mngc of possible effects bas been identified and 
analyztd in the Pro~tic EISIEIR, and the. 
MSCS uses or incorporates the Programmatic · 
BISJEIR analysis. 
No discrete actiom have been identified, but a 
range of possible effects bas hem identified and 
analyzed in the Programmatic EISIE.l'R. and tb.c .. 
MSCS uses or incorporates the Programmatic. 
EISIBIR analysis. 
No discrete actions have been identified, but a 
range of possible effects bas been identified and 
analyzed in tb.e Programmatic EISIEIR, and tb.e 
· MSCS uses or incorporates the Programmatic 
EISIElR analysis. 
- ' ~ 
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Table D-1. Continued 
Action 
Code Procnmmatie Actions 
Support development and implementation of 
water recycling projects. 
Water. TI'IDifer Program 
Implement a .framework of actions, policies, · None. 
aad processes that will facilitate 1ransfers 
aad the t\Jrther development of a statewide 
water transfer market. 
Watenhed Muqement Program 
·Fwd and implement watershed restoration, None. 
maiotenaoce, conservation, and monitoring 
activities. 
. ., . 
Conveyuee Program 
Ccmstmd and ope.me modifications to C0101 01 
existing south Delta conveyance features. 
C010102 
.' C010103 
No discrete actions have been identified, but a 
range ofpouible effects bas been identified and 
analyzed in the Pro~tie ~and the 
MSCS uses or :inooxporates the Programmatic 
EISIEIR. amlysis. 
Specific propam actions have not~ been 
identified. The foew~ of.the program is primarily in 
the upper watersbeda of the Bay-Delta ando 
therefore, outside of the googmp'bic 500pe of the 
MSCS. ~ ofimplmwnting the 
proiram have abalyzed in the Programmatic 
ElSIBIR. 
Extend of the Temponuy .Bmim 
Proamm 
ModifY SWP opem'ing to export pumping 
up to the ~physical capacity ·of SWP export 
filcilities (approximately 8,500 cfs) within the 
oonstra.ints of the 199S Wafl:r Qwility Control Pl~. 
Construct a new intake Court 
Fcm:bay that allows divendon to 10.300 d's . 
throughoUt the tidal cycle. 'J:'hil include new 
fish salvage and 
C010104 Construct either a new~ 
of the cbamlelleading to 
CAJ.FED Bay-Delttz Program Biological Opinion 
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C01010S 
COH>1Q6 
Tracy or the ow.oosl:d 
Construct an interne connectmg Tracy Pumping 
Plarit to Court i'10!1:1JlllV. 
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Constmct and operate an isolated ... ~ 
conveyance facility from the Sacramento 
River along the eastern side of the Delta to 
Clifton Court Forebay. 
Storage Fadlitiea 'Program 
Construct and operate enlarged or new 
IU!'face storage facilities. 
Conveyance ud Stonge Operations 
Implcinent operating criteria needCd to 
improve water management for beneficial 
uses. 
Actio a 
Code Programmatic Actions 
C010107 ~~ct an operable barrier at the head of Old 
.River to improve salmon survival. 
// 
CO 101 ()8 Construct up to 3 additional operable barriers in the 
South Delta and implement llinited dredging to 
address problems that llllf be associated with 
export opmmons. 
C020101 Develop operational criteria for the DCC that 
ba1aDce flood control, water quality, water supply 
reliability. and fisheries concems. 
C020102 Evaluate whether a4,000.:C& scn:ened diversion 
fiom the S~to River to the Mokelumne 
River to improve or maintain central Delta water 
qualliy is feasible. 
C020103 Evaluate the 'feasibility of implementing setback. 
lCl'IIC!eS Uldlor channel dredging alq ~ 
Mokelumne River from Interstate S downstream to· 
the San Joaquin River to improve conveyance and 
flood control. 
C030101 Evaluate the need mld fe.uibility for an isolated 
conveyance facility from the Sacmmcnto River to 
the SWP and CVP export facilities in the South 
Delta. Capacities would range from 5,000 to 
15,000 cfs. 
None. 
None. No cfisctetc· actions have been identified; but a 
range of possible effects has been identified and 
analy.r.ed in the Progmmmatic EISIBIR, and the 
MSCS uses or incorporates the Programmatic 
EISIEIR analysis. 
Implement a Water Management Strategy to . None. 
provide operational flexibility to achieve 
eavi:ronmcntal bcilcfits. 
No discrete actionS have been identified, but a 
range of possible effects has been identified and 
analy.r.ed in the Programmatic IDSIEIR. and the 
MSCS uses or incorporates the Programmatic 
EISIElR analysis. 
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Table D-1. Con~ 
Anadromous Fish Restoration Program 
best maoagement practice 
cubic feet per second 
Ce:lltral valley Project 
Delta Cross Channel ,·· 
Califomia Department ofFish~ Game 
milligrams per liter 
Multi.Specics Conservation Stratesf 
PubUcLaw 
SWP State Water Project 
CitatiODS: 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1995. Formal cODSultation and conference on the effocts oflona·tcnn operation of 
the Central Valley Project and State Watx:t Project on tho threatened delta smelt, delta smelt critical habitat, and 
proposed threatened Sacramento spUttail. · 
----·· 1997. Revised draft a:muhomous fish restoration plan: a plan tQ incrCase natural production of 
anadromoua fish in~ Central Valley ofCalifomia. May 30, 1997. 
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Table D-2. Ctmtrnued 
Action Code Programmatic: Actions 
E021 002 Develop a prognm to acquire 
and develop 400 acres opc:n~water 
areas adjacent to emergent 
wetland habitat:~ in each of the Napa River, 
Sonoma Creek, md RM:.r 
Ecological 
Auist in protecting l'ld enhandnJ E02150 1 
40,000-50,000 a.cres of existing degraded 
seasonal in the Suisun Bay 
and Marsh Unit per the objectives 
of the tlahitat Joint Venture 
ad the Ncmh American Waterfowl 
Protect md ven:W pools m the 
Suisun Ecological Unit that 
provide suitable for listed fairy 
abrimp species. Delta~ ground 
beetle, ad ~·mtws plant species to 
~e species' ~very. Where 
feut'ble. restore vm:W pooll that have been 
degraded by agriculturil activities to provide 
auitable habitat fo~ ~-status 
mve:rtrib~ and phmtJ md amphibians, 
such 11 apadefuot~ to wist iD. the 
recovay of these 'POt:~ulalimt~. 
Expand the =isting of the delta 
green ground beetle additional 
popwmom to ttmove it from the federal 
~ed 
~ 10-15 linear miles of riparian habitat 
alcmg eomdom of riparian SCl'Ub and shrub 
vep:ta.tion in each of the ecological units, of 
which 60% :is IliOn: than 1S yards wide and 








Develop I CI"'I11'11'n!JiVII" tlfO!l~ 




beetle by to 
support three add:itiortal 
sustaining colonies delta green groutld 
hectic and 17!.1dntafn the existing populatioos. 
Coordinate with landownet~ and managers to 
restore and maintain 10-lS Imear·miles of 
riparim habitat cm:rldom of riparian 
scrnb and shrub in each of the 
ecological units, is more than 
1S yards wide than s yards 
wide and 1 mile long. 
lippeNla D. Proposed Progrl11tUiftltlc Actlom 
Evaiu4ted 111 tlzb Blolegtcm Opinion 
.lltly :ZOOt> 
Reduce by SO% the area covered by invasive 
non-native woody species, such u giant reed 
and eucalyptus, that cot:npetc with native 
riparian vegetation. and eradicate invasive 
woody plants from restoration area. 
E025302 
Restore 1,000 acres of~emmial psbmd in E021801 
eac:h of the ecological writs associated wift1 
existing or proposed wethmds. 
Reduce or eliminate the influx of non-native E025401 
aquatic species in ship ballast water. 
~the potential for influx of non-native B025401 
aquati~ plant and animal species at border 
crossings. 'v & 
R.ed:w:e ~ losaes of juvenile at E024701 
diversions by lS'Yo-SO"A by installins 
posii.'IW-bm:rlt~t fish~~ Ou 
diversion~. 
Limit supplementation of striped to E025601 
stages that the mte of predation on 
. juve:cile ~!!! mid estuarine fish. 
Rrouce illcpl harvest of anadromous fish E02580 1 
and waterfowl in Suisoo. Marsh and San 
Francisco Bay by~ enforcement 
B025802 
E025803· 
Reduce boat wakes near California clapper E026001 . . 
and black rail nesting mas in Suisun Mmh 
ad San Francisco Bay from March to June 
to prevent destruction'ofnesu to assist in the 





Fund and implCJ.DeDt watershed restoration, 
mainteDaoce, conservation, and monitoring 
activities. 
beat management practice 
cubic feet per second 
Table D-2. Con~ 
Action Code . Programmatic Actions . 
None. Specific program actions have not yet been 
,.-··identified. The focus of the program is 
' primarily in the upper watersheds of the Bay-
. De11a and, therefore, outside of the 
gcoaraphic scope of the MSCS. The 
potential impacts of implementing the 
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Ecosystem Restoration Program / 
More closely emulate the seasonal streamtlow /E'o30101 
patteml in dry and Jl01'Dlal year types by allowing a 
la1e-winter or early-spring flow event of 
approximately 8,000-10,000 cubic feet per ~d 
(cfs) in dry years and 15,000-20.000 cfs mbelow 
nmmal water years to occur below Keswick Dam 
Maintain base flows of6,000-8,000 cfs during fall. E030102 
IDcreue flow in Cow Creek by 25-:60'cfs, E040101 
corresponding to the Datural seasonal nmoft' pattern, 
and maintain 2S-7S cCs during October. 
Jnc:rease tlow in Clear Creek to lS0-200 cfs from E040102 
October 1 to May 31, and to 100-lSO cfs ftom.J'une 
I to September 30. · 
Augment flow in Battle Creek by 25-SO cfs. 
Augment flow in Bear Creek by 10-20 cfs. 
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Provide a flow event by supplementing 
normal operating flows from Shasta and 
Keswick Dmm with releases from :I..akc 
Shasm and Trinity Lake in March during 
. years when no flow event hu occwred 
durillg winter or is expectefl. to occur. Flow 
events would be provided only when 
sufficient inflow to I..ako Shasta is aviilablc 
to sustain the prescribed releases. This 
action can be refined by evaluating its 
indirect com and the overall effectiveness 
ofacbicvina obj~. 
Provide flow releues from Sham. l.ab and 
Keswick Dam when necessary to provide 
the target bue flows. Releases would be 
made only when mflows equal or exceed 
prescribed ~eues. . . 
Inc:reue flow in Cow Creek by purc:ha.smg 
water ftom. willlilg sellers or implemcntinz a 
ccmj'lmetive grolllldwatet program. 
Develop a coopemtive program to improve 
t1ow in Clear Creek by increasing re1eascs 
from Clair Hill and Whiskeytown Da:ms. 
Increase flow in Battle Creek by purchasing 
water from willing sellers or providing 
compensation for forgone power 
production. 'This includes and 
rencwinz an existing 
agreement between the Department of the 
Interior and Pacific GU & Electric 
Company (PG&E), and includes a provision 
for the release of 10 c& at the Asbury Pw:l:lp 
on Baldwin Creek, a dewatmd Battle 
Creek tributary that provides steelhead · 
habitat In the longer term. this action also 
includes increasing flows at the Inskip 
Diversion Dam and South Diversion Dam. 
Increase Bear Creek flow by purchasing , 
water from willing sellers or providing 
alternative sources of water to divertcrs 
d'Ut'ing important fish-passage periods in 
spring and fall. . . 
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Table D-3. Continued 
Program Taraet 
Reduce or elimiDate conflie.ts between the diversion 
of water and chinook salmon and steclhead 
populations at an diversion sites on Battle Creek. 
'. / 
Reduce or etiminate CODfiiets between tho diversion 
of water and chinook salmon and steclhead 
populadoas at an divcmoas 0!1 Clear Cn:ek. 
Durina l1llDIDC:r and fall, more closely emdate the 
seasonal streamflow pattern, so that flows arc 
"sufficient for chinook .-Jmon holctina and apawniDa 
in moat year types ofp:ovicting up to 2o-so c&. 
These flows can mobDJze and tnmsport secJimmlts, 
allow upatream and do'WD8trcam fish passap, ercatc 
point ban, and contribute to stram channel meander 
and riparlan veptation succession. ... . 
IDclease aprina and fa.U ftow in Paynes Creek. 
Jncreue ftow in Antelope Creek fiom October 1 
· tbrouab 1une 30, 
Increase ftow in Mill Creek. 
Increase ftow in the lower 10 miles of Deer Creek. 
~ ftow in Butte' Creek. 
C4LFED Bq.DeltG Provcm Btologtclll Opinion 
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Action 
Code Programmatic: Actions 
E04479'l/ Develop a cooperative approach to bDprove 
conditkms for anadromous fish in Battle 
Creek by instaBina fish screens at four 
diveniou on the North For.k, three 
divcnicms on the South Por.k, and one 
diversion on the mainstem, or acquire water 










Acquire water ri&hts on Clear Creek at the 
McCormick.saeitzer Dam to eliminate the 
need for diversion. 
Auamem summer and fall flows in 
Cottonwood Creek by purchasing water 
fromwillins ~ners and developina 
altemativc supplies. · 
Develop a cooperative approi.ch to increase 
ftow in Paynes Creek by acquirlna water 
ftom willina sellers or by developing 
altemativc supplies. 
Develop a cooperative approach to incn:ase 
ftow in Antelope Creek by acquirina water 
from willina sellem, or by providing 
altemativc water supplies to diverters 
during the upstream and downstream 
misration of adult and juvenile spring· and 
fall-IWi chiriOOk ·sauooiiana stee1heacl trout. 
Develop a cooperative approach to inerease 
ftow in the lower 8 miles ofMill Creek by 
acquiring water from willing sellers, or by 
providing alternative water supplies to 
dlvm:ters durl:q of 
adultsUoon 
Develop a cooperative approac~b 
flow in the lower 
acquirina water 
providina altel:nati·ve mJ~Wli~ 
upstream migration spring-
nm chinook ab:mm and steelhead. trout 
Develop a cooperative approach to ~crease 
flow in Butte CreS by acquiring water 
from willins sellcm0 
Table D-3. contiD\led 
Maintain a minimum year-round flow of 40 cfs m 
Butte Creek between the Centerville Diversion Dam 
and the Centerville Powerhouse. 
More closely emulare the seasonal s1mmlflow 
pattem. in the Feather River by: · 
• proridmg~flow~of 
-· .4,000-6.000 cf's in dry years. 
- 6,000-8,000 cf's in below-mmnal yean, and 
- s.ooo-1o,ooo c& m above-normal }'Cil1; mc1 
• providing or mainbining flows that :mobilize and 
trasport sccliments, allow upatteam. and 
downstream fish pwap. ~point bam, and 
contribute to stream clwmet meander and 
riparian ~~D.. 
• In additiou, pro~ mivrinmm flows 
recommended by the California Deputml!:nt of 
Fish and Oatl:w (DFO) (California Department of 
Fish and Game 1993). I"JDws wiD be provided 
oD1y if~ are leu than or equal to the level of 
Oroville Reservoir inflow. 
Evaluate the potential beufi1l to illcreued salmon 
and stee!head production in the Feather River of the 
releue from Orovillo Dam of 
• 2,SOOcfs flom~tbrouahMayand 1,100 
cfa from June tfm:mah Aupst in wet and normal 
years,and l 
• · 1, 700 cti flom ~ dlrough May and 800 







Supplement flows in the Yuba :River with March · ·EOsOlOl 
flow evcmta of:Z.000-3.000 cfs in dry years and 
3,000-4,000 cfi in normal years to improve 
cooditious for aU chinook salmon, steelhead, and 
American shad life stages. In addition, provide 
minhrium flows recOIDil'JCilded at Macysvi1le by DFO 
(California Department offish and Game 1993). 
Plows will be provided only if inflow to Euglebright 
and New BuUanls Bar Reservoirs is sufficient to 
meet the flows. Mmimum streamflow 
recommendatious for Yuba River at Marysville 
(period and flow in all water year types) are: 
• October 1-March 31: 600-700 cfs; 
• Aprlll-June 30: 1_,000 cfi minimum; and 
• July I ...September 30: 4SO cfs. 
caFED Bay-Delta Program BlologicGI Opinion 
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Develop a cooperative program with PG&E 
to maintain a minimum flow in Butte Creek 
below the Centerville Diversion Dam. 
Develop a cooperative program to evaluate 
the benefits of supplemental Feather River 
flows to ecological processes and riparian 
and riverine aquatic habitats. 
Develop a coopemtive prosram to 
supplement tlows in the Feather River with 
wala' acquired from new water supplies, 
water tnmsfa, and willmg sellers in 
accordance with app&able guidelines or 
negotiated a~. 
· Suppleiiicnfflows in the Yuba River below· 
Englebrigbt Dam with water acquired from 
new water supplies, water transfers,· and 
willing sellers consistent with applicable 
guidelines, or negotiate agreements to . 
improve cooditious for all life stages of 
chinook salmon and steelhead to provide· 
flows recon:m::1e11ded by DFO (Califoi:nia 
Department ofFish and Game 1993). 
Appendix D. Proposed Programmatic ActloM 
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Table D-3. Continued 
Prosnm Target 
Supplement flows in the Bear River to improve 
conditions for all life stages of chinook salmon and 
steelhead. Provide a flow event of300-500 cfs in 
day yean. Minimum streamflow xecommc:ndations 
for tho Bear Riva: (Month: Flows [cfsD: October 
1-14: 100, October IS-December 15: 250, .:' 
18D'Uil')"-March: 250, April-J'une: 250, _;· 
July-September: 10. 
Develop and implement an eCologically based 
streamflow regulation plan for the American River 
Basin creeks and the lower American River. The 
lower American River should l'lleet the xecommended 
f1owa and flow targets for tho lower AmericaD Ri"Ver. 
.t..owcr Amarican River flow events should bo 
coordinated with similar flows that occur naturally in 
tho Sammcnto Valley, and with storage releasea 
&om Shasta and Oroville hservohs. Average 
monthly minimum flow targets (cfs) are: 
• October: wet, 2,500; above llll,d below nollDIII. 
2,000; day and critical. 1,750; anP critical 
relaxation, 800; 
• Novembef...Febnwy: wet, 2,500; above and 
below DOr.IDil1, 2,500; dry and critical, 1,750; and 
critical relaxation, 1,200; 
• Mareh-May: wet, 4~ above and below 
I!OiliW, 3,000; dry and critical, l,OOO; and critical 
relaxation, 1,500; 
• .June: wet, 4,500; above and below 1lOJlDil, 
3,000; dry and qitkal, 2,000; and critical 
xelaxation, SOO; · · 
• July: wet, 2,500; above and below nonnal, .1,500; 
dry and critical, 1,500; and critical relaxation. 
SOO;and 
• August wet, 2.500; above and below nounal, 
2,000; dry and critical, 1,000; and critical 
remtion, 500. 
C4UED Bay-De& l'rogrtlllll Biological Opinion 
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Code Programmatic Actions 






water acquired from new water supplies, 
water transfers, and wiDina seUera 
consistent with applicable pidelines. or 
ucgotiate agreements to improve conditions 
for an chinook salmon and steelhead life ..... 
PJ:Ovide tuFt flows by modifying Centul 
Valley Project operations and acquiring 
water as needed from willing sellers, with 
consideration aiven to available cmyow:r 
stolagc IDd needs detemrined by tho water 
temperature objective. 
Develop and implement a comprehensive 
wateished mlnagcment plan for the 
American River Basin md lower American 
River to protect the cbalmel (e.g., maintain 
flood.. control capacity and reduce baDk 
erosion) and preserve and restore the 
riparian conidor. Upper watcnbed health 
should be improved by redUc:iDs tho 
potential for wildfites and implementing 
other wat:enh.ed-managct practices to 
protect streamflows, stream cbmnel 
morphologies. spawning gravel condition, 
and ripar:Um habitats, ~d minimize 
sec:1imCnt mpufto tne meam. · -
TablcD-3. ~ 
Program Target 
Average flow targe1s for 10-daypulse (cfs}, 
coordinated with flows fi'om Shasta and Oroville 
Reservoirs, are: 
• March: wet, 6,000-7 ,000; above and below 
ncnmal, 4,000-5,000; dry, 3,000-3.500; ' 
exceptions, only when inflows are sufficient; 
• Late April or early May: wet, 7,ooo-8,000; above 
and below uormal. 5,()()()-6,000; dry, 
3.500-4,000; exceptions, only when inflows are 
sufficlatt. 
Minimize flow fluctuations below Nimbus Dam that 
.em dewater salmonid n:dds and reduce survival of 
juvc:n.ile anadromoU. fish as a RS\llt of stranding 
and/or isolation~ the main cbamlel. 
Provide flows of suitab}e.quality water that more 
closely enm1ato natural amma1 end seasonal 
stteamf1dw patterns in American lUvct Basin 
watersheds. 
CALFED Bay-DeltiJ Program Btolop:tll Opinion 
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Action 
Code lrop'ammatlc: Actions 
E0901 03" Acquire water from willing sellers to 
. ..- augment rivet flow durin& the dry years to 
. >/ provide fishery benefits. 
B090104 Complete onaoing collaborative efforts to 
develop flow rlq)ing c:rltaia and 
operationa11y implement these criteria to 
reduce adverse effects of flow fluctuation 
oalower American R.iwr fisheey resomte:S! 
E0901 OS Enter into agreements with water districts 
ad wetland.manaacn to provide mum 
flows of high-quality water from irrigated 
asrfcultme amd seasonal wetlands to the 
American~ Basin. 
E090106 Enter into agreements with landowners and 
water diatridl1o limit diversions of uatum1 
flows from creeks to improve streamtlows. 
E090 107 Limit divcrsioa of utural streamflows from 
.American Rivet Basin creeks into irrigation 
c:ana1s and ditches by providing other 
sources ofwatct or through purchase of. 
water rights .from willing sellers. . 
D-3-5 
.. ; . ~ ,. 
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Table D-3. Continued 
Program Target 
More closely emulate natural seasonal patterns in 
Cache and Putah Creeks by prQviding additional 
flows. when available, from existing water supplies. 
Flows in the Yolo Bypass would be suppiCD:.~~:Dted, 
as needed, by the Colusa Basin drain through the 
ltnigbfa I.aDdins Ridae Cut Canal, extendin&.the 
Tehama-Colusa Canal, and the Sacramento· River 
through the Fremont weir. Supplemental flows may 
be needed in fill if water temperature and flow in the 
lower Yolo Bypus are insufficient for passage from 
Cache Slough to upstream areas in. the Sacramento 
River. Supplemental flows may be needed in winter 
and sprlns to sustain downstream-miJratinajuvenile 
salmon and steelhead on 1hoir joumey throuih the 
Yolo Bypass to the Delta. SupplementBl flows 
would be needed along with ir:ription water from 
spring to· ran to sustain native fish, wetlands, and 
r.iparlm habitats in channel sloughs of the Yolo 
Bypass. 
Increase aravel recruitment in the u.tJPfl' Sacta~~K:D.to 
River between Keswick Dam and the Red Bluff 
Diversion Dam by 10,000-20,000 cubic yards 
II1J1Uiliy to provide adequate spawning habitat for 
targeted levels of salmmland stcelbead and to 
sustain S1Ram maDder processes below Red Bluff. 
(This is the estin:iated amount of spawning-sized 
gravel captured 11m1ually by Shasta Dam.) 
Preserve and improve the existing meam-meander 
belt in the Saaam.ento River between Chico Landing 
and Colun by purchase in fee or through easements 
ofS,000-12,000 acres of riparian lands in the 
~!mder zone. 
AcUon 
Code Programmatic Aetlons 
ElOOt~l···· Develop a cooperative program to provide 
·' 





water for summer flows in Cache Creek to 
matnWn riparian vegetation by developing · 
new conjunctive supplies, including 
srouw.twater. 
Develop a coope:ative program to provide 
water for target flows in Putah Creek from 
additioual Lab Berryessa releases or 
reductiou in water diversions it Solano 
DiVCJ;Sion Dam and in the creek · 
downstream of the dam. Water would be 
obtained from willing ieUers, water 
mmafers. and by developing new supplies. 
including srounciwater. · · 
I 
Develop a coopcntlve program to stockpile 
&ravel at strategic locations alona tho · 
Sacramento River below Keswick Dam 
where riverflow will move gravel into the 
river channel to mimic natural gravel 
!eCNitment into the upper river. Detem:dne 
the adequacy of this action and adjust 
amount and locations as necessmy. 
Develop a cooperative program to reactivate 
&ravel recruitment to the river by exposing 
existing sources of river gravel on islands, 
bars, and banks tbat have beeoa amwred-
to rlverflows. This action should be · 
implemented on a conservative basis 
because the availability of such in-cllamtel 
gravel, costs of activating the gnvel. 
indirect impacts. and potential effectiven~ss 
have not been determined. 




. the feastbillty of removing riprap from 
banks to the extent possible, consistent with · 
flood control management. and reduce. · 1 
effects of other structures, such u bridges, 
to provide a sustainable meander corridor. 
Purchase easements to offset losses to 
property owners for land lost to meander 
process • 
.4ppendlx D. Pn:Jposed Progrtmlllflltlc A.ctiom 
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Table D-3. ContiDue<I 
Program Target 
Provide conditiOJlS for growth of-~~on 
alons elumnelize4 portions of the Sacramento River. 
Maintain existing levels of erosion and gravel 
recruitment in streams of tho North Sacnmmto 
Valley Ecolostcal MaDapamt.Zono and, where 
necessary,· supplement zravel recruitment through 
adaptive mauagemeot IU1d monitoriD.g. 
Increase existing levels of erosion IU1d gravel 
recruitment in Clear Creek by 2S-SC) tons per year. 
J.ncrease existina levels or erosion and gravel 
recruitment in Cow Creek by S-1 0 tons per year. 
Cn:ate a more defined stream channel in the lower 8 
miles of Clear Creek to facilitate fish passage. 
R.eestabUsh natural floodplain and stream channel 
meander in the lower 8 miles of Clear Creek. 
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Develop a cooperative program to evaluate 
the feasibility of removing rlprap from 
banks to the extent possible, consistent with 
flood control ~t. and reduce 
effects of other~. such as bridges, 
to provide a ~le oonidor. 
Setback levees maybe co~ em 
leveed reaches of the river to provide a 
wider floodplain and greater development 
of shaded riverine aquatic (SRA) habitat 
Because of the potential indh:ect impacts on 
land use and uncertainty of cost and 
technical feasibility of setback levees, such 
development will be ~tal and 
conservative. and will depend on adaptive 
:maugement 
Cooperatively develop appropriate land use 
plans that allow the natmal reauit:mem of 
sediments to s1:rean'll in the North 
Sacnmcnto Valley Ecological Management 
Zone. 
Develop a coopemt:ive program to improve 
gravel quality and quantity in lower Clear 
Creek to mainWn high-quality spawning 
conditions for fall-run and late-fall-run 
chinook salmon by evaluating the addition 
of s,ooo-1 0,000 cubic yards annually as 
needed. Evaluate the need to acquire or 
relocate existing mining operations. 
Remove or alter Saclm:r Dam so that it no 
. longer serves as i sediment tmp. 
\. 
Develop a cooperative prosmn to protect 
existing gravel and bedload movement in 
Cow Creek to maintain and increase fu.ture 
spawning gravel and sediment input to the 
Sacramento River by 5--10 tons per ~by 
evaluating the need or opportunity to 
acquire or relocate existing gravel mining 
operations. · 
Develop a cooperative program to improve 
lower aear Creek by maintaining flow 
connection with the Sacramento River and 
by regrading the channel and controlling 
vegetative encroachmmt. · .. ;,. .. 
Acquire floodplains from willing scUm by 
direct purchase or easement · 
lfppe1U/b: D. Proposed Programmotk ..ictioM 
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Table 1)..3. Continued 
Aetlon 
Program Target Code 
MaintaiD existiDg levels of crosiOD and gravel ,_. EOS0291· · 
recruitr.nrm.t iD streams in the Cottonwood Creek · · 
Bcolo&fcal ZoDc IU1d provide for iDcreasiDg the , ,,,, .. 
traDsport of these sediments to the Sacram:Dto River 
by m average of30,000-40,000 toDS per year •. 
/ 
BOS0202 
Repair and rehabilitate ~awning; gravels iD 10-20 EOS0203 
miles of the 1owar South FOlk md maiDstem of 
CottoDWOOd Creek. 
... . 
Establish a desirable level of sediment deposition in E060401 
the Colusa Basin. 
Develop a cooperative program to replenish E070201 
spawning gravel in Big; Chico CJ:eek, especially in 
stream reaches tbatbavc been modified for flood 
control so that there is no net loss of seditt)Mts 
transported through the Sycamore, Lindo Chmmel, 
ad Big; Chico Creek split. 
Develop a cooperative program to improve fall-run B070202 
chinook salmon spawniDg habitat iD the lower 8 
miles of Mill Creek. 
Improve spa'Wtlini gravel and gravel availability iD E070203 
Butte Creek. 
CUFED BllJ'-De/111 Program Biological Opinion 
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D-3-8 
Programmatic Actions 
Cooperatively develop and implement a 
gravel managcmcm program for 
Cottonwood Creek. The program would 
protect and maintain important ecoloaicai 
processes and fUnctions related to sediment 
supply, pvel recruitment, and pavel 
cleansiJls and transport. This would involve 
working with State and local apncies and 
gravel operators to protect spawning pavel 
and enhance RCl'Uitmcut of spawning gravel 
to the Sacramento River iD the valley 
aect:iou of Cottonwood Creek. 
Cooperate With the aarepte resource 
industry to relocate existing g;ravel 
operations on Cottonwood Creek to areas 
OU1side of the actWe streamchuneJ. 
In the short te.n:n, develop a cooperative 
program to rip lind clean or reconstruct 
important sahnon spaWDhls rlftlca on the 
South POlk of Cottonwood Creek and on 
lower Cottonwood Creek below the South 
Pork. 
Improve the Colusa Basin sediment 
deposition capacity by working with local 
landowners to develop an integrated plan 
consistent with flood control requirements. 
AsSist iD the rcdesip. of and reconstruct the 
flood control box culvert structures on Bis 
Chico Creek near the Five-Mile Recreation 
Area to allow the natural doV~mtfeam· 
·transport of stmm1 sedin:lents. 
DC"r~Jop a cooperative program to improve 
ch:inook salmon spawning habitats in lower 
Mill Creek by mJctivating and maintaining 
utural-sedimlmt transport processes. 
Develop a cooperative program to improve 
· spawning habitat in Butte Creek by 
maintaining utunl~sediment transport 
pro~es. 
Table D-3. Continued 
Program 'farget 
Maintain existing levels of erosion and gravel 
reauitment in tributaries that sustain an adequate 
level of gravel ~tml!nt, or restore desirable levels 
by directly manipulating and augtnenting gmvel 
supplies where the natural fluvial process bas been 
interrupU:d by dams or other features that retain or 
remove the gravel supply. )" · 
Maintain, improve. or supplemmt pavel reauitll:lent 
and natural sedimmt transport in the lower Amcricail 
River and American River Basin watersheds to 
maintain natural ecological proc~ Unkcd to " 
stream chaDnel maintenmce, erosion and deposition, 
mainteDa:nco of spawning areas. and the regeneration 
of riparian vegetation. 
Maiutain the existmg stJ:eam.:meander connsumtion 
along the American River between Nimbus Dam and 
the Saaamc:nto River. 
Restore natmal stream meanders in the floodplains 
of American River Basin creeks. 
Maintain and enhance floodpliin overflow areas in 
the lower American River and floodplain of the 
American River Basin. 
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E0802~1" Evaluate the quality of spawning gravel in 
areas used by chinook salmon in the Feather 
River. If indicated. renovate or supplement 
gravel supplies to enhance substrate quality 
by importing 4,000-8,000 tons of additional 
g.nwel below the hatchery u conditions 
xequire. 
E080202 Evaluate the qUality of spawning gravel in 
areas used by chinook salmon in the Yuba 
River. If indicated, renovate or supplement 
gravel supplies to enhance substrate quality. 
E080203 Evaluate the quality of spawning gravel in 
areu used by chinook salmon In the Bear 
River. If indicated, renovate or supplement 
gravel supplies to enhance substrate quality. 
B090201 Implement a pilot study to ll.$SCSS the 
benefits of mechanical cleaning to improve 
gravel ~illty. " 
' 
B090401 Maintain a sm:am-meander configuration 
along the lower American :River by womng 
with involved parties to develop a 
floodplain management program consistent 
with flood- control needs. These parties 
include the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineer8, 
the California Reclamation Board, the 
Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency. 
the Lower American River Task Foree. and 
the American River Water Forum. 
E090403 Where possible witbin flood control 
constraints, restore natural meander belts 
along the lower creeks through setback Qf 
levees or removal of bank protection, or 
other physical structures impeding a natural 
meander process. 
E090404 Set back levees in the floodplains of creeks -'" · 
and canals of the American River Basin. 
·. 
E090407 Enter into agreements with willing 
landowners and irrigation districts ~ set 
D-3-9 
" back levees and allow floodplain processes 
such as stream- meander belts. · 
Appendix D. Proposed Programmatic Actions 
EWJJuated in this Biological Opinion 
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Table D-3. Continued 
Program Target 
.. 
Restore &ravel ncrui1mcnt in Cache and PU&.h 
· Creeb to meet the needs of spawnillg fish, maintain 
Datmal stream chaml.el meanders and bar formation 
where consistent with flood protection and adjoining 
laad uses, and match exiatina rates of downstream 
displacement. 
Protect, enhance, and restot:e natural gravel 
recruitment within the active ftQOdplain and J:eDlD8.11t 
·P"~velpits. · .... 
Maintain mean daily water temperatures at levels 
suitable for maintenance of alllifc-hfstoly stages of 
ddDook salmon md steelhead in the Sacramento 
River between Keswick Dam and Red Btuft' 
Diversion Dam in abovc-DOl'Dlll and wet years, and 
between Keswick Dam and Red Bluff Diversion 
Dam ill other year~· 
Improve water quality conditions m the Feather, 
Yuba, and Bear Riven to benefit anadromous fish. 
Action 
Code Programmatic Aetloas 
E090498·' Expand existina floodplain overflow basins 
. ,,..·· by obtaining ea.semems of titles from 
.. ..-." willing sellers of floodplain lands. 
£090409 Reduce or eliminate gravel miniDa from 
active stream channels. 
£100201 Develop a cooperative program to 
supplement gravel recruitment below 
Solano Diversion Dam as needed to replace 
JllltUral gravel recruitment interrupted by 
these diversion dams. 
£100202 Develop a cooperative program to 
aupplemlmt gravel in areas doWDStream of 
tho divmion dams where other structures or · 
tp:avel mining have interrupted the gravel 
recruitmmt process. 
BlOSlOl Develop a cooperative program to fill 
remmmt pvel pits within the active 
floodp1afn of tho et:eeks, and restoie natural 
c1umncl confip1'7ltions where there m: 
remmmt gravel- mining effects. · 
E030501 Cooperatively develop and implement a 
balauced river regulation program that 
provides sufficient cmyover storage at 
Shasta Dam to ensure that suitably low 
water temperatures are reached to protect 
chinook salmon spawning. incubating eggs, 
md young fish, particularly in consecutive 
dry and critically dry years. 
E080501 Develop a· cooperative program to identify 
and remove physical and water quality 
bmien in the Feather River that impede 
access for white and green sturgeon to 
spawning habitat, or facilitate passage 
around these burim. 
E080S02 Develop a cooperative approach to 
operatina reservoirs in the Yuba River 
watershed to provide adequate water 










Maintain low Americaft River water~· · E090S01 
in the upper portion of the reach between Nimbus 
Dam and Sunrise Bridge and in the upper portions of 
Coon Creek. Doty Creek. Auburn Ravine, and Secret . 
Ravine in the American Bum below 6S°F. 
Maintain lower American River water temperatures 
in the spawnmg ~rearing reach between Alden 
Bar and Ntmbus Dam at or below 60°F beginning as 
early~ October u possible, based em annual 
coldwater pool availability. 
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· Table D-3. Contin.ued 
Prese!w or restore the SO- to 1 00-year floodplain 
and emtil1& channel-meander dwacteristics of 
streams in the Cottonwood Creek Ecological Zone, 
particularly in low-a;radient uas throuput the 
lower 20 wiles where moat deposition occurs and 
where stream channel meander is moat pronounced. 
Develop a cooperative' program to identify 
opportunities to allow Cottonwood Creek to 
seasonally in'Wlliate its floodp~ 
Restore upper watershed health. ... • 
Protect, restore, and maintain the·Cottonwood Creek 
watmhed by eliminating conflict between land use 
practices !Dld watershed health. 
Preserve and expand the stream-meander belts in the 
Feather, Yuba, and Bear Rivers by adding a 
cumulative total of 1.000 acres of riparian bm,ds in 
the meander zones. 
Actio a 
Code 
Install a~ control device at the 
mban water intakes at Folsom Dam. Doing 
so would facilitate divertiJls water at 
elevations above 317 mean sea level, which 
would preserve the reservoirs coldwater 
pool for release to the lower American 
River. 
EOS0301 In the short term, develop a cooperative 
program to ~cally create a mtm:': 
def:ued strcsm clwmel in lower 
Cottonwood Creek to facilitate fish passap 
by mmimiztns water infiltration throuah the 
streambed and maintslning flow 
coxm.ectivity 'With the Sacramento River 
until natural mander retw:ns. 
E050401 Mmimize of~ 
~such as bridges on tloodpJPl 
processes. , 
BOS0402 Reduco excessive fire fuel loads in upper 
waunheda. 
BOS0403 Improve forestry :m.~ma~t pnctices, 
including Umber harvest, road building and 
mainte.wmce, and livestock arazing 
practices. 
BOS0404 Coopemtively work with landownm and 
federal land apncies to 
facilitate protection and 
restoration and reduce siltation to improve 
holdmg. spa"''ni:l& md-muing-babi1at.'Hor ··- - -
salmmrlds •. 
BOS040S ~iop a cooperative progmn to 
implement improved fencms. gmmg. and 
other hmd- on private 




:ince:ntives for to p~c 
and 1IIIU!aF riparian m:eu on private land. 
rivers to Jro80401 
aeasona~bw. 
stR:am·meander configuration: E090402 
B.nhlmc:e SRA habitat 
~ 
lower .American~. 
~lfeen Nmlhus D~:~n and 
.... 
.E061501 
Develop ad implem.ent a cooperative program to E061502 · 
~ 26.435 ~of ~.public and private 
~~~ wet1md habitat consistent with the goals of 
the Ce.mra1 Valley Habitat 1oim Venture and the 
North Am~:dcm ~aterfowl Mmagemem Plan. 
Assist in proteding 10,000 acres of exiSting seasonal 
wed.rmd habitat through fee acquisition or papetual 
~11 c:ouistalt with the goab of the Central 
Va.Uey Habitat Joint Venture and the North. 
~Wu~m~M~~~.~ 
Table D-3. ContiDucid 
Develop a cooperative program to 
enhmce 26~150 ~SCRS of existing public: and private 
euorud wethmd habitat con.sistent with the goals of 
the Cemral Valley Habitat Joint Venture and the 
North .American Waterfowl ~t Plan. 
· Assist m protmins soo ~SCRS of existing ~Onat 
wetland habitat through f~ acquisition or~ 
euemema c:onsistent with the goals of the Central 
Valley Habitat Joint Ventlm'J and the North 
.~ WatedowlMana~Phm. 
Develon and a~ program to 
~SCRS of existiq publiC and private 
euou1 wetland habitat consistent with the aoais of 
the Central Valley Habitat Joint Vcmtw:e and the 
North American Waterfowl~Phm. 
. . 
· Maintain and cnhanc:e floodplain overflow areas in . 
the lower~ River and floodplain of the · 
A:me:rlem River Bum. 
.... 
Protect s.tso acres ofeuorud wetland 
habitat acreage in American River Bum 
~with the objectives of the Central Valley 
Habitat 1oim Venture md the North American 
Waterfowl Mana~t 
CtLFED Bey.IRJta Program Blologictd Opinion 
FWI t~nd WUdllf~t  
Aetlon 
Code Programmatic: Actions 
B071 59.2:' Restore and m.mage seasonal wetland 
habitat throughout the ecological zone. 
B081 SOl Develop and implement a cooperative 
program to improve management of 500 
acres of existing. degraded seasonal wetland 
habitat in the Sutter Bypass Ecolopc:al Unit. 
E081502 Restore and manage seasonal wetland 
habitat throughout the Sutter Bypass 
Ecological Management Unit. 
B090405 Protect~ overflow areu from future 
reclamation. 
B090406 Develop floodway detention basins in the 
floodplains of the American Bum to 
tempm:arlly store floodwm.ers. 
B091501 Protect 2,000 acres of existing wetland 
habitat through fee acquisition and 
perpetual canservation easements. 
E091502 Bnl:umce 3,150 ~SCRS ofexistingwctiandS. 
B031601 Develop a cooperative prognsm to plmt 
vej;6Wmi on unveFf;ated, riprspped banks 
eonmtent with flood control requhem.ents. 
Implementation will occur in phases, ~ts 
will be mmitored, and resto~tion approach 
will be adjustlld u necessary under adaptive 
111.11Ugement 
E031603 Pu.rchue property or easements and illow 
habitat to improve natw:ally. Properties to 
be considenld should be developed through 
a process of prioritizing based on quality .' 
and importance of habitat, te(:hnfw 
·feuibility and cost md 
improvement, and consent ofbmdowners. 
B031604 Provide incentives and tedmical·s~ort for 
private lmdowneo to protect and improve 
existing SRA habitat 
D-3-14 
Tible D-3. commue<I 
Program Tarpt 
Maintain existing streamside riparian vegetation. 
..•. 
•·" 
Reduce the aiea of invasive non-native woody 
species, such u siant IUd and salt cedar, that 
compete widl native riparian vegetation. 
... . 
Reemblish natural ftoodplain and stream clwmel 
mealllder in the lower 8 miles of Clear Creek. 
Develop a cooperative pmgram to establish riparian 
habitat zones along streams in the North Sacramento 
VaUey Ecological Zone tbmugh conservation 










Throu&h purchase, conservation easement, 
and voluntary participation of landowners, 
protect SRA habitat from development 
Where hip-priority properties arc already 
in government ownership or available for 
pu:rchue or eas"""'M:'t, preservation efforts 
shouldbeundertakenas~to 
develop techDical details, cost effectiveness, 
and ovemll approach and~ for the 
program. Full implementation of this 
progiam would depend on results of 
experiments and subject to adaptive 
management 
Implement a program along the length of 
the SIICI'Bml:llto River to remove and 
suppress the spread of invasive non-native 
plants that compete with native riparian 
veaemtion. 
Implement~ program to eliminate invasive 
woody plants that could interfere with the 
restoration of native riparian vegetation. 
Acquim floodplains from williDg sellers by 
di:n:ct purchase or eas"""'M:'t · 
E041601 Develop a cooperative program to establish, 
restore, and maintain riparian habitat on 
Clear Creek through conservation 
easements, fee acquisition, or voluntary · 
landowner cooperation. 
0041602-- Encourage the·dcvelopment qf-tcnf:'~ · -
measures in the comprehensive watershed 
management plan to further improve water 
temperatmes •. Develop a cooperative 
approach with counties and local agencies 
to implement land use managemt:nt that 
protects riparian vegetation along dle ·· 
streams and develop programs to restore 
~triparianve~tion. 
E041603 · Cooperatively negotiate long-term 
agreements with local landowners to 
maintain and restore riparian communities · 
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Develop a cooperative program to establish a 
eondnuous 130-milc riparian habitat zone along 
upper and lower Cottonwood Creek and its 
tributaries through conservation easements, fee 
acquisition, or voluntary landowner measures. 
.. ~ , 
/ 
Protect and maintain riparlm ~on along stony 
Cn:ck. Elder Creek, md the Colusa Basin Ecological· 
Unit chm::m.els md sloughs where possible. This will 
provide cover md other essential habitat 
~ f'or Dative resident thb specfee and 
w:ih:Wfc. 
Eradicate mmdo (false bamboo) and mmarlsk (salt 
cedar) in watersheds where they have only small 
population, then concmtratc on eradicating satellite 
populatiou extendblg beyond major Wfestatiou. 
and finiDy, rcduccfimcrMnhW.IY eliinffi8tifthe inosf-
· extensive populations. 
Develop a cooperative program to restore and 
mammin riparian habitat along the lower 10 miles of 
MillCreek. 
Develop a cooperative program to restore and 
maintain. riparian habitat along Big Chico Creek 
Action 
Code Programmatic Actions 
EOS1691/ Develop a cooperative program to establish, 
· restore. and maintain riparian habitat on 
Cottonwood Creek through conservation 
easements. fee acquisition. or voluntary 
landowner cooperation. 
E051602 Encourage .the development oflong-term 
measures in the comprehensive watershed 
management plan t.O further improve water 
tempemtun:s. Develop a cooperative · 
approach with counties md local aaencies 
to implement land use management to 
protect riparian vegetation along d1c streams 
md developing programs to restore lost 
~vegetation. 
. -
E051603 CooPeratively negotiate long-tam 
a~ts with load landowners to 
maintain. and restore riparian comrmmities 




Develop a cooperative program to restcn 
riparian vegetation where possiblo. 
Develop a cooperative pilot study to con'lrol 
mmdo and tm:wisk in streams within the 
Colusa Basin Ecological Zone. 
E071601 . Develop a cooperative program to restore 
and mai:ntain riparian habitat along Mill 
Creek through acquisition of conservation 
eutm:~~mt or by voluntary landoW!ler 
pllticipation. 
E071603 Cooperate with local landowners to · 
encourage revegetation of denuded stream 
reaches and to establish. restore. and 
on Chico 
Creek. 
E071604 Cooperate with local landowners to 
encourage revegetation of denuded stream 
reaches md to establish, restore. ana 
maintain riparian habitat on Butte Creek. 
GU.FED Bq.Dt!lta ProflM!l! Biological Opinion 
U& Fisll mtd W'Udlife Servlt:~~ 
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Table D-3. Con~ued 
Program Target 
Provide conditions for growth of riparian vegetation 
along sections of rivers in the Feather River/Sutter 
BaSin Ecological Zone. 
Preserve and expand the stream-meander belts' in the 
Feather, Yuba, and Bear Rivers by addins a 
cumulative total of 1,000 acres of riparian lands in 
the meander zones. 
Establish and/or maintain a suatainable continuous 
comdor of riparian habitat along the lower American 
:River and American River Basin creeks. 
Enhance SRA habi1at in American River Basin 
creeks and drainage canals and ditches and along the 
lower American River. 
Reduce populationS of invasive non-native plants 
that Compete with the estabiim.mtmt -.ud·succes5ion ·. · 
of native riparian vegetation alons the American 
River. 'Ibis will heJp to reestabliah native~ 
vcptation in floodplains, increase SRA cover, and . 
increase habitat values for riparian-associated 
wildlife. 
Restore riparian Vegetation along Cache Creek, 
Putah Creek, and Yolo Bypass and Solano 
EcolOJical Unit clwmels and sloughs where pOSSl'ble 
. to provide cover and other essential habitat 
requirements for salmon. steelhead, native resident 
fish species, and other wildlife. 






Purchase streambank conservation 
casements from willing sellers or establish 
voluntary inccn~ programs to improve 
sa1monid habitat and instream cover along 
the Yuba River. 
Pun::hase lrtrcambmk conservation· 
easements &om willing sellers or establish . 
voluntary incentive programs to improve 
Wmonid habitat and inst.ream cover along 
the Feather River. 
E081603 Purchase stl!'ea.mbank conservation 
easements from willing sellers or establish 
voluntary incentive progran::15 to improve 
sa.1monid habitat and instream cover along 
the Bear River. 
E091601 Protect riparian habitat along watercourses 
of the American River Basin. 
' E091602 Plant riparian vegetation along watercourses 
of the American Basin. 
E091603 Reduce land use practices such as Hvestock 
grazing and watering along stream channels 
of the American River Basin that cause 
depadation of riparian habitat 
E091606 Improve J.evee..manageincnt practices to 
protect and eohance riparian and SRA 
habitat . 
E09S301 . Reduce 'populations of invasive ~-native 
· ··· · plints that compete With the estabfishmerit 
E101601 
. .. 
and succession of native riparian vegetation 
along the American River. This will help to 
reestablish native riparian vegetation in 
floodplains, increase SRA cover. and 
increase habitat values for riparian· 
associated wildlife. 
Develop a cooperative program to restore 
riparian vegetation where possible and till 
gaps in forest continuity. 
• U.S. FUit tuUI Wildlife Suvb 
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.4.ppeMfJC D. Proposed Programmatic ActioM 
Evaluoted in this Blologicfll Opinion 
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Table 1).3. ccmtii:mC<l 
Program Tqet 
Reduce populatiODS Of invasive DOD-native plant 
species that compete with tho es1ablisbment and 
auccession of native riparian vegetation Ilona Cache 
Cleek and Putah Creek. 1teduciq populations of · 
these species would assist in tho natural 
reestablishment of Dative riparian veaeumon in 
floodp1ains, increase SRA cover for filh. and 
increase habitat values for riparlan-issociated 
wildlife. 
R.estore pemmial psslands in the American River 
Basin Ecological Mmagement Unit associated with 
existing or proposed wetlands. 
·. 
Cooperatively ma.n1lge 111 ,28S actes of agricultuml. 
lands. 
Action 
Code Prosnmmatlc Actions 
B101692:...- Develop a cooperative propm to protect 
existina riparian corridors Ilona creeks, 
streams, sloughs, and channels connecting 
to the Delta. 
B101603 Develop a cooperative propm to plant 
riparian veaetation and provide for early 
development until it becomes naturally self-
suatainina.. 
B101604 Develop a cooperative control program for 
DOD-native riparian plants where necessary 
to ensure development of healthy natural 
riparian corridors. 
B105301 Develop a Cooperative proaram to monitor 
the distribution and abundance of non-
native plants and develop cooperative 
control prognum as needed. 
B091801 Develop a cooperative proJilml to :restore 
perennial graulands by acquiring 
conaervation easements or pUrchasing land 
from willing sellers. 
B06l901 ~e the a,t:ea. of rice fie~~ !Ud other ... 
croplands flooded in winter and spring to' 
provide high-quality foraging habitat for 
wintering and migrating waterfowl and 
shoNbirds ~d associated wildlife. 
B061902 Convert agricultural lands in the Colusa . 
Basin Ecological Zone from crop types of 
low forage value f'or wintering waterfowl 
and other wildlife to crop types of greater 
fo:ta.p value. 
B061903 Defer fall ti'tlage on rice fields in the ColuSa 
Basm Ecological Zone to increase the 
forage for wintering waterfowl and 
associated wildlife • 
. . . 
D-3-18 
Table D-3. CcmtfnuCd 
Program TU~et 
Cooperatively manage 108.832 acres of agricultural 
lmds. 
Cooperatively manap.S7 ~78 acres of agrlcu1tutal 
lands in a maimer consistent with the objectives of :· 
the Central ValleyHabitatJointVentute !Uld the 
North American Waterfowl Management Pbm. 
... . 
Enlumce 20,948 acres of private agricultural land to 
better support~ and w.intcriug waterfowl m a 
manner consistent With tho objectives of tho CeDtral 
Valley Habitat Joint Venture and the North 
American Waterfowl Manascment Plan. 
\ 
: · · Reduce entfahtmen' o(juvenile salmon. steelhead, ·. 
stUrgeon, and splittah intO water diversions to levels 
that will not impair stock rebuild:ing or species 
restoration. 
CUFED Bay-Delt4 Program Blologkal Opinion 
• U.S. FINe twl Wildlife S.WC. 
Action 
Code 
E071991 · Increase the area 
. croplands ................ 




:E071902 Convert agrlculturallmds 
Bum Ecological 
low forage· value 
andother to 
fomgewlue. 
E071903 Defer fall tiiiage on 
Basin Ecological to iru::rlease 
forage for wmterlng waterfowl 
associated ---·~""'"= 
1!08190 1 Im:rease the area of rlce other 
croplands flooded in spring to 
provide high-quality foraging habitat for 
~~and~gmfulgWI~~M 
shorebirua ahd wociatl~ w:Udliife • 
E091901 Pmehue land or eorull!!'f'V:Ilttion 
from willini sellers on 
wildlife habitat to connect existing 
gruslmd or agricultural wildlife 
E091902 Develop coopera~uve DrOJ~i111 
toc~ct ~~ee~. 
EC347Cl Develop a cooper.ativ•e.pJ1::11Jim·wHi'-·'~ 
diversions 
third to two-umns 
diversions. This progm:mmatic 
action should be sufficient to provide the 
data necessary to 
adaptive management 
1!034702 Develop a COOPmliUWPIO~,-am 
screening at CW'l'Cilt 
screetrlng is meffective. Where existing . . 
screening proven less effective and ·· 
ent:raimnent problems immediate 
I!Ction should be taken to ~. 
D-3-19 
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Reduce or t!linriute con.flicts between 1he diversion 
of water and chinook salmon and steeJhcad 
populatiODS at aD diversion lites 011 Clear ereCJt. 
Improve the SUtYiva1 of chi:Dook saJmon and 
steelhead in Butte Creek by cooperatina in the 
iDs1aUation ofpositive-bmier fish SCReDS. 
C4LFED Bay-Delta Provam Btologlcol Opinion 
O.S. Filii twl Wildlife Swvlctl 
Action 
Code Programmatic Actions 
E03479f··· Develop a ccoperative program to reduce 
... / diveniou whmjuvenile salmon are present 
,..;...,.. in large or sianificmt numbers. Even with 
screens. some diversion~ may pose a threat 
to young salmon and steelhead, and it may 
be neceua:y to modify diversion 
operation~. Such dete.rmmations will be 
made after necessary monitoring and 
evaluation_ on a case-by-case basis, with 
apcy and mbholdcr inwlve:ment 
Comide:mtion will be given to appropriate 
altemativa. 
E034704 Promote md mpport rd.ocating water 
~ODS md developing alternate methods 
of sgpplying water from the Sacramcn~ 
River that protect fish but also~ 
cordlict wi1h the maintenance of dyuamic 
fluvial 
E044702 Improve the imvivat of adult salmon and 
stMihead in Battle Creek by iDs1aUing a 
rack at the had of Gover Diversion Canal 
to prevent myina, 
E074701 Improve the IUl'Yival of juvenile chinook 
salmon and steelhead in Butte Creek by 
wpportins the mstallation of screened 
portable pumps u an alternative to the 
IJttle ~Creek diversion. 
E074702 J'.ncreue the of juvenile chinook · 
. salmon and steeihead in Butte Creek by 
hclpma loCal intmm positive:;.· 
bmier ibm~ at Durllam-Mutual 
Diversion 
E074703 Increue chinook 
Almon md steeihead in Butte Creek by 
ne!J)tng loeal install positive--
Dam. 
E074704 and 
' -~ . 
D-3-20 
steclhcad in Butte helping local 
in.terests bistaJl po~itive--barrier fish screens 
atGorrin 
.tpJHU~dix D. l'roP1J3ed ProtrtmU~~~Ztlc .Actions 
Eml,.ted in tJW Btoklr.cm Opinion 
.July2000 
Table D-3. Continued 
Program Target 
Iwprove the survival of juvenile anadromous fish in 
the Yuba River by installin& upgrading. or replacing 
fish screens. 
Reduce 1oaes of juvenile Almon and steelhead in 
the lower .American River and A.mericm River Basin 
c:eeb resultiq ftom entrainment at water intake 
~. 
.... 
ScreeD aJl divemou in the Yolo Bypass clw:mcls 
and slO'IJ.Shl. . . 
MiniVri~ surviVal problems ror adUit aiid juVenilC 
madromous fish at the Red BluffDivmion Dam by 
pmmmently raiJiq the gates durfns the 
DODirription seuon and im.provi:D.g passasc facilities 
duri.ng the iniptiou seuon. 
Reduce bloekasc to fish migratiou at the Anderson· 
Co~wood Ini~on District (ACID) dam. 
lleduce or eliminate conflicts between the diversion 
of water and c:hiDook salmcn and stee1h.ead 









Develop a cooperative program to i:mrJ;rove 
efficiency of screening devices in the Yuba 
River at the Hallwood-Cordua water 
diversion; oonstroct ~ at the Brown's 
Valley water diversion and other 
~diveniODS. 
· Develop a c:oopemtive program to evaluate 
and screen diversions in the Bear River to 
protect all life amp of anadro.mous fish. 
Develop a cooperative program to evaluate 
and screen diversions in the Feather River 
to protect all life stages of anadromous fish. 
Uptpde the fish~ at the Faitbaim 
Watl:l Treammt Plant to comply with DFG 
and National Marine Fi!lheries Service fishe 
screemns criteria. 
Screen diversion from the Natomas Cross· 
~ N•temas But Dnimaae 
Canal, Dry~ Coon~ and Aubum 
· Ravine that operate during times when 
salmon and steeJhead juveniles are present 
None. 
E104701 Develop a cooperative program to c:onstruct 
a weir or m:een at the lower end of the 
Knipts Lmding Ridge Cut Canal to keep 
adult salmon and steelhead from migtatin8 
into the Col:wsa Dmin. 
E034801 . ·upgrade fish passage it die ked· 
Bluff Diversion Dam. 
E034802 Evaluate the need to upgrade fish p~ge 
:fac:illties at the ACID dam. 
1;044702 Improve the smvival of adult salmon and 
steelhead in Battle Creek by installing a . , . 
rack at the head of Gover Diversion Canal 
to prevent straying. 
·. 
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Appemla D. PropOJI.!d Programmmic Actio& 
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Table D-3. Contiilued 
Program Target 
Work with landowners and diverters in Cow Creek 
to Rduce the adverse effects of 13 seasonal 
diversion dams in South Cow Creek, 10 diversion 
dams in Old Cow Creek, two diversion dams in 
North Cow Creek, and one divcmion dam in Clover 
Creek that are barriers to miaratina chinook splmon 
and stceJhcad. Doing so will allow access tO 100% 
of the habitat below any natural bedrock &.Us •. 
Work with hmdownm and diverta's in Bear Creek 
to reduce the adverse effects of dewaterina the 
stream ehmmel at seasonal diversion dams, which 
,pmtcnm pusaac by miptina chlnook salmon. 
Work with landownen, diverten, iDd other State or 
fedenlaacncics managing Battle Creek to improve 
&hpauagc. · 
Work with landowners and divertm on Cl!* Creek 
to improve fish pause bctwecn i~ mouth and 
Whisbytown Dam. · ~ 
Reduce or eliminate conflicts in Battle Creek that 
mquirc exclusion of amadromous fish from the upper 
section to protect the Coleman National Fish 
Hatchery water supply. . 
Improve chinook salmc:m and stcelhead ~in 
Antelope Creek by ,dcvelopins a cooperative 
program to reduce the use of seasonal diversion 
· dams by SOOA during the late sprbii; early fall, and . 
winrer. 
Develop a cooperative program to improve the 
upstream pa.su.ac of adult chinook salmon and 
stcclhead in Big Chico Creek by providing access to 
ofbabitat located below natural bmim. 
Develop a cooperative approach to ensu.re 
unimpeded upstream ~F of adult spring-run 
chinook salmon and stcelhead in Mill Creek. 
/ 
Adlon 
Code Programmatic Actions 
E044891· / Improve passage conditions in Cow Creek 
by acquiring water ngb.ts from willing 
sellers, removins diversions, or providing 
alternative soun:es ofwatm during 
importlmt pmods, 
E044802 Improve passage and habitat conditions in 
Bear Creek by acquiring warer rights from 
willing sellers. evaluating the removal of 
diversion d.ams. or providing alternative 
soun:cs· ofwmr during important periods. 
E044803 Develop a cooperative program to upgrade 
or replace eJdstma fish 1addm or evaluate 
the remD'\Ial of divcmion dams and other 
impedimmta to puu.ge. 
E044804 Develop a~ pros[am to improve 
fish puaage on Clear Creek by upgrading or 
replacing the fish ladder at McCotmick 
Dam. 
E04480S Develop m altemative or disease-free water 
supply for the hatchery to allow natllrllly 
spawnf:ns salmon and stcelhead access to 
1he tun 41 ~mile reach of Battle Creek above 
the Coleman Natiot:k'll Fish ~cry weir. 
E074801 De-relop a cooperative program to evaluate 
the reduced use of seasonal diversion dams 
that may be barriers to miar.Wng chinook 
salmOn ana aeelheiWm A:ntetOl'IC Cre-ek by· -- · ·-
acquiri:ng water rights or providing altemate 
sources of water. 
E074802 Repair or reconstruct the fish ladders in Big 
Olico Creek to improve opportunities for 
the upstn:am pi:WIIge of adult spring-run · 
E074803 
E074804 
. chinook sahoon trout. 
Repair the Lindo Clwmel weir and fish way 
at the Lindo culvert at the Five. . 
. Mile Diversion to upstream fish :' 
puuae, 
Coope:mtively develop and implement an 
interim fish-passage cm:rective p~ogram at 
. Clough Dam on Mill Creek until a · · 
pmr~.!!nent is coopemtively 
developed the landowners. 
CUFED Bay-lkltlz Program Blolog{Ctll Opinion 
U.S. Flllllllf4 Wlldlifc ~ 
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Develop a cooperative program to improve the 
upstream passage of adult spring-run chinook 
salmon and steelhead in Butte Creek to allow acct:Ss 
to 1000/0 of the habitat below the Centerville Head 
Dam. 
Increue adult and juvenile I:!Ddromous fish passage 
in 1he Yuba River by provid:ina access to 100% of 
the available habitat below Bqlebrigbt Dam. . 
.... . 
Improve suMva1 of chioook salmOn and steelhead in 
the Bear River by providing access to 1000.10 of the 
habitat available below the South Sutter lniption 
District diversion dam. • ! 
Prevent adult salmon md stee1head stranding during 
their upstream migrations. 
' 
Reduce the adverse eff'ects of predatory fish by 
icbtifyiq rod eJimiaating hnmamnadc iDstnlam 
sttw:tures or operational conditions that allow 
unnatural rates ofpred.a1ion. 
hduce mepl harvaroffish species to a minjmmn 
to maintain or increase populations by increasing 
CD!orecment efforts by SO% to 100%. 
Aetloa 
Code Programmatic Actions 
E07489.S-' Improve the survival 
chinook uh:mn steeib.ead 
~by~tivc~~~~~m~n~ 
ewluatins operational nnt~fttial 
modifications to the 
E074806 
E084801 Develop a eoopen,tive 
sunrival of ~UII in 
River by removing dams or .,.nfl,etml•l"'ti'"' 
fish ladders, providing passage 
keeping clwmels open. eliminating predator, 
habitat at~ l'rtmctw:t:s. and 
c:autmcting at 
divmions. 
I!'Dll1WDlll adult E084802 Facilitate pasnse 
uJmordds m the 
~flows mrnulidl 





E084803 Improve ~val and pamtge of chinook 
sah:Don ed steelhe11d in Bear River by 
negotiating with to re-move or 
modify culvert ~!BmJp 
El04701 Develop a coopmL!ivenm.m1l:m 
a weir or screen at 
. Kiughts Landing Ridge 
· adult salmon and meelhead th'im migrating 
upstream into the ColU!Ia Buill drain. 
1!035601 Selectively evaluate areas ed make 
physical dumges to~ in the . 
S~to River. such u bridge 
~t:m~:nts. diversion dams. and water 
intakes, that currently may attract predators 
and provide them with additional 
advantages in preying on juvenile salm:m 
md steclhead. Pilot studies and evaluatiom ·-· · 
are needed to determine the of 
ch.anges required ed 
implementation. 
. 1!035801 Increase cnfo~t efforts. 
. D-3-23 
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Table D-3. Continued 
Program Target 
Manage the legal harvest of chinook salmon. 
steelhead, and sturgeon by shifting harvest from 
natural stocks to hatchery-reared stocks where 
possible, or by reducina harvest of wild stocks until 
the naturally produced populations recover. 
Develop hirvest management strategies tbat allow 
wild, naturally produced fish spawDina populations 
to attain levels that fully use exisUug and restored 
habitat, and focus harvest on hatchery-produced flab.. 
Develop harvest management strategies for Central . 
Valley chinook Almon and steelhead populations 
that allow popubttions ofnaturany spawning fish to 
















Develop a cooperative program to marlc an 
hatchery salmon and steelhead, allowing 
selective lwveat of hatchery fish while 
limiting harvest of wild fish. 'Ibis action 
should be implemented on a short-term and 
cxperimenta1 basis to ensure that it meets its 
objective and il cost effective. 
~lump rcgulatoty agencies to change 
fishing regulations (i.e., by restricting 
seuons,limits, and gear and reducing 
harvest of wild fish) to further reduce legal 
harvest and any ancillary effects of fishing 
par or techniques. Restrictiol'll should be 
severe in the short tmn. Long-term 
~tiona would depend on response of 
populations and effectiveness of xestrlctions 
and the degree of effectiveness of the 
action. 
Control meP~ ruirvest by providing 
increased enforcement efforts. 
. Develop harvest mawagcment pbms with 
· ~and recreational fisheey 
organizations, resource n:ulnagement 
qeDdes. ad other &takeholders to meet ~e 
·tq::t. 
Reduce the harvest of wild, naturally 
prMueed lltcclhead. populations where 
:necessary by marking hatchery'-reared fish · · --~ ~ ·· 
and instituting a selective fuhery; 
Control illegal harvest of chinook salmon 
and &teclhead by increasing enfo~etn~~mt 
eft'omJ. 
E095802 Develop harvest management plans for 
chinook nln:loa steel.head with 
comxoorclat 
orpnizations. resource llllU'llgement 
agencies, and other stakeholders to meet 
taraet escapement :md pl'Oduction goals for 
lower .A.ml=ricm River and American River 
Bumcreeb. · 
Table D-3. Continued 
Provam Target 
IJmit ~tchcry stocking to PoPulations tbat cannot be 
sustained through natural production. 
Employ methods to limit straying and loss of genetic 
imqrity of~ and hat.c:heey supported stocks. 
.... 
Mininri:ze tbrther threats that hatchery fish will 
conmmmate wild stocks of salmon and steelhead. 
IJmit hatchery stocking if populations of salmon or 
steelhead can be sustained by natural production. 
C4LFED Bq-De/14 Program Biologiw Opinion 
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Action 
Code ~at!c Actions 
E035~~1- · ·· Augment winter~nm. snnn2~rrm 
fBll-mn chinook srec~sd 
hatchery-produced 
term rebuilding phue 
and only when altem.ative ~are 
deemed b:wufficicnt to nm,lfirll'l ~oven~ 
the populations. StocldnR ofbatcb.erv~ 
reared fish 
cx.perlments and 
terminated U DCCIMW!r/ dJet~e:Jildb:llil: 
results. 
E035902 Rear sa1ml:m 
natalst!'eaml to 
~onofS~ 
· populations of aahmn stee:lhe:isd is 
necessary, then hatcheries should be built 
on the Sacmmento 
E03S903 Limit stocld:ng 
and smelt!! to natal watemhe& to mmlimi:z:e 
straying 1hat may compromise the petic 
integrity of naturally producinJ populations. 







continues, methods should and 
improved to select an mm·romim 
section of the adult oot:mla!lion SPI,wnilll 
at the hatcllcry. 
Select spawning 




detemlining genetic malrenJJ of spawning 
adults selected for hatcheries, this action 
Win necessarily be ~tal. Hatdm:y~ 
reared adults may be preferentially selected · 
or not selected if they are adequately 
marked or tagged. or have other identifiable 
features. Other methods may be developed 
to genetically categorize natmally prodw:ed 
or hatchery fim · 
Augment populations of fall-nm. clmmok 
salmon and sreelhead iltemative 
measures are deemed to provide 
recovery of the populati.ous. · ·· 
.Appendt.x D. Propoged Programmatic A.ctioM 
Evaluated in thu BlologiCill Opinion 
July.2000 · 
Table D-3. ContiDuect 
Program TIU'Iet 
Minimize further threats that batchecy-reazed fish 
will contaminate wild stocb of chinook salmon and 
stee1hcad. 
Reduce losses of fish and wildlife rcsuJ.tiDg from 
pesticides, hydrocarbona, heavy metals, and other 
pollutants in the Sacramento River. 
.... 
Reduce the applieation on agrkultural iands of 
herbicides, pesticides, ftnnipnts. and other qents 
toxic to fish and wildlife that have the greatest risk to 
fish and wildlife populations. 
,·· 
Restore and maintain water quality in the Cache· 
Creek watemhed. 
Restore and maintain water quality in the Putah 
Creek watershed· 
Water Quality Program 
Reduce sediment loads that cause low intmubatrate 
dissolved oxygen concentratio12S that affect salmon 
spawning aM rearing habi1at and establish full 
salmon spaW"-ing and .rearing activity. 






Progra:mmaUc Aetlons · 
.•'B09S902 
Adopt methods for selecting adult spawners 
for the hatchery from an appiopriate cross-
section of the adult population available to 
the batchmy. 
. . .. 
B09S903 
E03S702 
Develop a collaborative program to coded-: 
wire tag a representative proportion of all 
Nimbus Hatchery fall-run chinook salmon. 
Develop a cooperative program to remedy 
heavy-metal pollution from Iron Mountain 
Mine to meet basin plan standards and 
implement reliable and proven remedies that 
eDSllfCI continued tre::a.tmlmt and control of 
heavy*metal wutc before water is 
diachalpi to the S&cnm:~~mto ~. 
E03S703 Develop a coopcmtive program to eliminate 
scouring of toxic met'al"Jaden sediments in 
the Spring Creek and Keswick Reservoirs. 
E035704 Control coni:amimmt input to the 
Sacramento River~ by coastructing 
and operating stoimwater treatment 
&ci1ities and implerJ:lenting industrial~ 
management pDdiees (BMPs) for 
stormwater and erosion controL 
:S09S701 Bnte:r into conservation easements with 
willing landowners to modify agricultural 
practices in ways to reduce loads and 
c:oncemmtious of contaminants. 
E09S702 Piovide incentives to lmdownm to modify 
agri.cultural or-other land use practices. that 
contr.ibute to the input of contaminmts into 
wate.rways. 
E10S701 Identify the sources and reduce the amounts 
of mercury and other contaminants coming 
in.to the watershed &om upstream sources. 
El0S702 Develop and implement a Streamkeeper 
program on Putah 
Q090101 Possible management include gravel 
~propms, clwmcl restoration 
programs, development ofriver-comdor 
usessments and management strategies, and 
. ·regulation ofpish·water temperltuie 
mervoir releues. 
u.s. F&h • Wlldltl• s~ · 
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Proposed Water Quallty Program Actions (continued) // 
Dec:n:ase levels of nutrients, pathoaens, nonscawatcr Q09020 1 
total dissolved solids (IDS), and total organic ,....-
carbon (TOC) in driDJd.Da water supplies. 
R.educe mercury in water and sediment to levels that 
do not adversely affect aquatic organisms, Wildlife, 
and human health. · 
R.educe concentn.ti.ons of pesticideS hi biota in the 























Control algal blooms in upstream reservoirs 
and aquatic weed growth in the lower 
American River. 
Develop a vmety of mercury remediation 
options and projects based on changing 
mercUry loading. transport, transformation, 
or bioavailability for different sections o( 
the watershed. Select and implement a 
remediation project(s) with a short-term 
t:ime frame for expected results. 
Select and implement new DWC\D'Y 
nr:mediation projects whose expected results 
have either intemlediatc- or long-tmn time-
frames. 
Support conservation efforts to help achieve 
the Water Quality Program objectives. 
Develop and implement BMPs. On-farm 
· CODlle'1'Wtion practices could include 
mstal1ation or impletm:ntation of the 
following features: 
• tailwater ditch tarps. 
• land 1evclin& 
• cutback stream. 
• surge irrigation, 
.• . • . ~C\'t gertninm:ion,. 
• . drip iniptioD, 
CA.LFED llfi1"De/ltl Progrtllfl Biological Opinion 
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• shortened length. of nm. 
• . pled surface pipe, 
• veaetated filter strip, 
• cover crop, 
• grassed waterway, 
• conservation tillage, 
• sedi'nmlt basin, 
• tailwatcr mum system. 
• irrigation management, 
• nutrient management, 
• integrated pest management, and 
• tailwater management 
Apputdix D. Proposed ProgramnuJtic ..4ctlons 
. Emwted In th/3 Biological Opinion 
July2000 




Proposed Water Quallty Program Actions (c:oat!aued) _::;-· ·· 
Reduce metal loading of the Bay-Delta and its .Q090801 
tributaries to lcvcls that do not adversely affect . · Qo8080 1 
aquatic hal?itat and other beneficial uses ofBay- Q070801 
Delta estuary waters and species dependent OD the Q060801 
eatuary. ,;/ QOS0801 
Q040801 
Ql00801 
Decrease levels of nutrients, pesticides, pathogens, · 
nonaeawatet ms, and roc in driDldna water 
suppUes. 
Water Use Emdeacy Procnm ... • 
Support implementation of water management 
tcclmiquca that inercase the eft'ectivcness of water 
use JII8D8gement and efficiency for aaricultural uses. 
Support impiemcn~tion of measures that increase 
agricultural production per unit of water used, 
protect water qualitY, or increase eavironmcDtal 
benefits While meeting agricultural needs. 
Provide urban water agencies with planaing and 
teclmical assistance, financing assistance, and 
assurances for development and implementation of 
water management plms and BMPs. 

















Remedial activities for cleanup of mines 
should be implemented as deemed · 
appropriate by impacts to habitat and 
feasibility of remediation. 
CALFED should participate with 
muaicipa!ities on the Brake Pad Consortium 
and.other urban atonnwater programa to 
assist in source reduction. 
Reduce impacts from Uvestoclc srazina 
along the Saaamcnto River by usc of 
BMPs. . . 
No diAcrete actions have been identified,. 
but a ranp of possible c.trects has been 
identified and analyzed in the Propmmatic 
EISIBIR., and the MSCS uaes or 
incoiporates the PrOgrammatic EIS/EIR. 
aulyais. 
No diaeretc actions have been identified, . 
but a nnge of possible effects bas been · 
identified and analyzed in the Programmatic 
BISI.mR, and thO MSCS uses or· -
incotporatea the Programmatic EISIBill 
aulyais. . 
No discme actiou have been identified, 
but a ranp of possible has been 
identified and analyzed in the Programmatic 
EISimR., and the MSCS uses or 
ineolporatea the Programmatic EISIEIR 
analysia. 
No diacrcte acticms have identified, 
but a range of possible effects has been 
identified and analyzed in the Prognsmmatic 
EISJEIR., md the MSCS uses or 
incorporates the Programmatic ~ 
malysis. 
Program Target 
Water Transfer Program 
:&nplement a fralnework of actions. policies. atld 
processes that will facilitate transfers and the further 
development of a statewide water transfer market 
Watenbed Management Program 
Fund and implement watershed restoration, 
maintenance, cO!l.SCl'Vation. and monitoring activities. 
Stonp Fadlities Program 
Consttuct and operate enlarged or~ surf'ace water 
storap facilities. 
Construct and operate new groundwater storage 
facilities. · 
. Conveyance and Stonae Operadons 
Implement operating eriterl.a needed to improve 
waa management for beneficial uses. 
Implement a Water Management Strategy to provide 
operati.o~ flexibility to achieve environmental · 
benefits. 








• U.S. Ffslt Gild Wlltllfl• Serlllu 
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No discrete act:ioM have been identified, 
but a range of possible effects has been 
identified and analyzed in the Programmatic 
EISIEIR. and the MSCS u.ses or 
inoolporates the Pro~tic EIS/BIR 
analysis. 
Specific proamm actions have not yet been 
~ed. The focus of the program is 
primarily in the Upper watmheds of the 
Bay-Delta and. tb.ercfc:n, outside of the 
geographic scope of the MSCS. The 
potential~ ofimpl~g the 
proaram have ixlen analyzed in the 
Programmatic ESJmlt 
Constnlct aD.d operate new or enlarge 
ex.istins ~e water storage reservoirs. 
Conmuct md operate new groundwater 
storap facilities . 
No discrete actions have been identified, 
but a range of:pOaible effects has been 
identified and analyzed in the Programmatic 
EISIEIR. and the MSCS uses or . 
incorporates the Programmatic EISIEIR 
analysis; -. . ·-- __ .. . ·-. -. -
No discrete actions have been identified, 
but a range of possible effects has been 
identified and analyzed in the Prosrammatic 
EISJEIR. md the MSCS uses or' 
mcc:n:porates the Programmatic EISIEIR . 
analysis . 
.YJJflndi:l D. Propositi Programmatic Actions 
Evtduatlld In tills IJiologtcal Opinion 
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Targets and actions are derived from the February 1999 ~on of CA.IJI'BD ptaas. 
,; 
Acronyms: . / 
Auderson-eottonwooct JJrisa!:ion District 
/ 
best management practice 
cubic feet per second · . 











. Envhoumental Impact Statemcm~wonnatal Iqxu:t Report 
Multi-Species Conservation. Strategy 
Paciftc ~and Blcctric Company 
shaded riverine aquatic 
. total orpDic Cllbon 




Califomia Department ofFish and Game. 1993. Restoring Central VaDey streams: a plan for aclion. November 
1993. Sacramt:nto. CA. 
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Table D-4. San Joaquin River Region: Proposed PrOgrimmlatie CALFED Actions Evaluated 





./ ;;-· . .• Programmatic Actions . 
For the Cosumnes River. where a natural Eli 0101 Improve summer and mu base flows on the 
Colil\m:lll.es River by developing new water 
supplies alon; the river and by pll'l'Chases £rom 
willing senm. 
atteamfiow pattern pmently exis1l with natural 
wiDte:r and spriDa strcamflows, main1ain or . 
restore aummcr and fall base flows. / 
For the Moblumne River. provide conditions to 
;maintain the fishery and riparlan resom:ees m 
aood Condition by implemcatms and cva~ua.tms 
the flow regime m the Principles or~ 
(POA) for the Moblumne River. 1ho POA 
provide inc:reued flows below Caniancbc Dam 
beyoitd present MQ.uimments, which will benefit 
the fisbay and riparian e:so~ of the tower 
Mobllmme River. 
Ell 0102 Cooperatively develop a program to minimize 
or eliminate unpermitted water diversions on 
the Cosumnes River. md review water 
allocation for the entire basin. 
EU0103 . Cooperatively develop a srotmdwatel' 
rep1enisJmvmt program to mae the water table 
in the Cosumnes River floodplain. . 
\ 
El J0104 Provide WJct flows for the Moblum11e Rivers 
from mmse mleases, but ooly if there are 
~infloW~ into storage reservoirs md 
cmyover stomse to meet target levels. The 
~tiona! water would be obtained ftom 
developins ne-w water supplies within the 
Cen1ral Valley basin. as wen as from water 
transfm and willing scUm of water. 
.El1010S Maintain or enlwlce ~and mt1 base 
flows on the Mokelumne River by developing 
new water supplies along the river and by 
~from willing scUm. 
Provide enhanced streamflows below E110106 Cooperatively evaluate the potential for 
minimizing water supply impacts by replacing 
the divemions at w ood6ridge with other .Oelta 
diversions • 
Woodbridge Dam byprovidina ~tmum flows 
rec:Q'1'!11'11e!ldcd by the Califontia Depa.r1mtm.t of 
Fish and Game (DFO) in dry years: 
• 200 cubic feet per second (c:fil). 
November 1-Apri114; 
• 250 efs, Aprlll5-April30; 
• 300 cfs, May; md . 
• 20 cii,June 1-october31. 
CAUED Bay-Deltt1 Progrtm~ Blologiclll Optnton 
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Table D-4. ContiBuCd 
In normal yean, minimum flows should be: 
• 2SO cfs. October 1-0ctober 14; 
• 300 cfs, October 15-February 29; 
• 350 c&. March; 
• 400 cfs, April; ,. 
• 4SO~.May; _, .. ~: 
• 400 cfs, June; 
.. 150 cfs, July; ad 
• 100 cfs, August-8epte.mber. 
In wet years. minimum flows should be: . 
• 300 cfs, June 1-0ctober 14; 
.. 350 cfs, October 15-Febnu.ry 29; 
• 400 cfs, March; md 
• 4SO cfs. April-May •. 
For the Calaveras River, whe:rC the natural 
meamftow bas been ~Y altered, 
stteamflows should be enhanced below New 
Hogan Dam by the minimum flows • .. 
recommended by DFO. 
Action 
Code _. Programmatic Actions 
E110107 ,-"·'eooperativcly develop a program to minimize 
,..f'"' or eliminate unpermitted water diversions on 
_., the Mokelumne. 
. . 
E110108 Provide target flows for the Calaveras River 
from storage releases, but cmly if there are 
sufficient inflows into storage reservoirs and 
carryover storage to meet target levels. The 
additional water would be obtained fl:om 
developma new water supplies within the 
CeDtra1 Valley bum. IS wen IS from water 
tmlsfm and WilJina sellers of water. 
E110109 Cooperatively develop a program to minimize 
or eliminate unpetmitted water diversions on 
the Calaveru River. 
EU0110 A flow event should be provided in late 
February or early March. averagi:q 100-200 
· c& iu dry yem:s. 300-400 em in.nom:aal 
and 600-800 cfii"in wet~. silCiaio\w 
would be provided only when inflows to New 
Hogan Reservoir~ at these levels. 
Maintain mean daily water temperatures at or .BHOS02 Establish mhdmum pool size at New Hogan 
below leve1s suitable for maintewmce of all life 
stages of fall-rnn Wmc.m and steclhead 
raoun:es. 
Mmage flow releases from m.'butary streams to 
provide adequate upstream and downstream 
pusage offall-nm and late-fall-nm chinook 
salmon, rainbow trout, and steelhead and 
spawning and rearlng habitat for American shad. 
splittail, and stu.tpn from the Merced River 
co:Dilucnce to v emam. 
CAUED Sap-Della Program J!Uologicai Opinion 
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D-4-2 
Reservoir to emu:rc cold·water releases ~e 
Calaveras River. 
Develop a cooperative program to purchase 
water from willing sellas or develop 
rutm.mtive sources of water. 
Ap~ D. Proposed PI'Ogrtii'I!Niatlc .4ctiou 
Ewdat~ m t1W Blologicm Opinwn 
. July 1()(}0 
Table D-4. Continued 
Maintain the following base flows in the 
Tuolumne River below Don Pedro Dam: 
• m critical and below years, flow releases 
abowdbe: 
50 e&, Jmio-scptember; 
- 100m. October 1-15; and 
/ 
- 150 e&, October 16-~y 31. plus an 
·' 
11,091-aue-foot (at) outmip.tion pulse 
flow; 
• m median critical dry yean, flow releases 
should be: 
- soc&, Jm»&ptember; 
- 100 e&, October 1-15; and 
- 150 c:fs, October 16-May 31, plus a 
20.091..af outmii;ration pulse flow; 
• m mtennediate critical dry years, flow 
:mleacs ahould be: ., • 
- SOcfs,I~ 
... 150 eta. October 1-15; and 
- ISO Cfs, October 16-May 31, plus a 
32,619-af outmi.ption pulse flow; 
• m !nedian dry years, flow releases should be: 
- 15 c&, Juno--September; 
- 150 c:fs, October 1-15; and 
- 150m, October 16-May 31, plus a 
31,060-af outmiaratton p~ flow; 
• m intermediate dry below-normal years, flow 
releases should be: 
- 15 cti, Juno-September; 
- 180 e&, October 1-15; and . 
- . 180 cfs, October 16-May 31, plus a 
35,920-af outmi.gration pulse flow; 
• m medi.an-below-oonnal yearS, flow releases 
shouldbe: ' 
- 75 cts.. J\me-Scptember; 
- 200 c:&, October 1-lS; and 
- 115 eta, October 16-May 31, plus a 
60,027..af outmi.ption pulse flow and a 
1 ,736-af attraction pulse floW; and 
c.aFED IJ~Dfllw hogromiJwlogtCIII Opinion 
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Action 
Code Programmatic Actions 
E130103 /Develop a cooperative approach to coordinate 
// flow releases to attain target levels. 
,/ 
·• 
Appendix D. Praprned Progrcmmatic J.ctioiU 
Evaluated in thu Blowgical Opinion 
.My2000 
Table D-4: Continued 
types, flow releases should 
- 300 
... 300 October 16-May 31. plus a , 
89,882°af outmisrmon pulse flow anci a' 
5.9SO..af attraction pulse flow. / 
~the following base flows ia. tho 
Smmsmus River Wow GoQdwin Dam: 
.. in md Wow-mmnal yean, 
minimum flew~ should be 200-300 era except 
fora flow ~t of 1,500 cfs for 30 days in 
and May. 
mbdmum flows llbould 
J\ru,.....,.n~ e& except for 800 cfs in June and 
mdMay.md 
4D in 'mit yem'l, minin:mm flows sbcmlil be 










E13010i Develop a cooperative approach to coordinate 
:flow releues to attain target levels. 
foll~i)'\'1/b:lt: 10-day spring flow events E130102 Develop a cooperative approach tO coordinato 
··:flow releues to attain target levels. SWI!IIat~~ 2,500-3,000 cfs in Jate 
years; 3.000-4,000 
would be provided 
Melones Reservoir 
fiom in the . B130104 
McCluic: 
•· mimrmm:; instream. flows at 
Shaffer Bridge sbootd be: 
" 
• CUFED JJq-Deim Pmgmm JJit~loll)ctd Opb!lon 
us. ad Wlldl(ftl ~ 
.· . 
Develop a coopeiatiVe approach to coordinate 
flow releases to attain target leVels. · · 
Actlo"il 
Prognm Target Code 
Provide the following 1 0--day spring flow events E13010S 
on the Merced River. 1,000-1,.500 cfs in late / 
April or early May in dry years; 2,000-2.500 cfs / 
in normal years; and 3.000-4,000 em in wet 
years. Such flows would be provided only wheil 
inflows to Lake McCb.J:re are at these levels. '· 
/ 
Provide flows of suitable-qualliy water that E140101 
more cloaely emulate natural mm.W and 
seasonal 81reamflow pattcm.s in West San 
Joaquin tributary~ Provide a total 
~flow of250....SOO em to the San 
Joaquin River in dry and normal years for a 10.. 
El40102 day period in Late April to early May 
(approximately 5000....10,000 at). 
E140103 
... . B140104 
On the Mokehm:me River below Camanche B110201 
Dam, provide for the mmual supplementation of 
1,200....2.500 cubic yards of pvel into the 
~dive meam clwmel to mair.rtam quality 
spawning areas and to replace pavel that is 
tnmsported~ 
on the Ca.1avema River. provide for the annual BH0202 
·· · mcnaitmcnt of S00-1,000 cubic yMb of gravel 




:R.estme the gravel t:nmsport and cleaning E110205 
precess to attain sufficient high quality salmon 
spawuing habitat in each of the three streams for 
1argU population levels. 
CUFED Bay-Dfllta Progrtm~ Biological Oplnio11 
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Prosnmmatlc: Ac:tlons 
/Develop a cooperative 
flow releases to attain 
Enter into 
wetland mw:11gers to 
high-quality water 
and seasonal wetlands to 
River. 
Enter into a~ts 
water districts to limit 
flows from. streams to 
Make seasonal releases 
Aqueduct or Delta 
and~. 
Limit captt:lre ofmmnl 
westside tribuWies into iniption 
di1clles, and State and federal ~· 
Develop a coopaative 
implemm:1t, and monitor 





Develop a cooperative 





Develop a cooperative 





A.pptmda D. Proposed Progrtm~mmic A.cdmu 
Eml~mted ill thll Bww,Pall 
Reduc:e emtmg levels of erosion and mainmm 
pvel recmi1ment in tributaries that apstain an 
adequate lcwel of gravel reaui-. or restore 
desirable levels by diroot1y maliiputating and 
tmpwmtins gravel supplies where the natural . 
fh:M.a1 process hu been mtermpted by &um or 








Preserve and expmd the stream-meander belts Bl30301 
in the Stm.illaus, Tuolumne, and Merced Riven 
by addmg a cumulative total of 1,000 acres of 
riparlm lands the zones. 
E130303 
Program Target 
On the Merced River between the towns of 
Cressey and SnelJin& isolate pvel pits, 
reconfigure d:n:dae tailings, and restore a more 
natural channel configuration to 5-7 miles of 
distmbed stream channel. On the Tuolumne 
River, between river miles 2S md Sl, illo~:.' 
15--30 pavel pits, reconfigure dredae talliDgs, 
and restore a more natural stream cbatmel to 6-9 
miles of distmbed stream channel On the 
Stmislaus River, restore a more Daturalatteam 
cb.aD.Del to 2.5-S miles of distm:bed stream 
. chamJeL 
·~ . 
Restore and improve opportunities for rivers to 
inundate their floodplain on a seasonal basis. 
RedUce 8dvene Cmm of non-native fish 
species that have a significant effect on juvenile 
salmon production in the rivers. 
Provide eouditioD& for arowth ofriparlm 
'\l'ep:tation along aCcti.ons of rivem in the Bast 
San Joaquin Basin Ecological Zone. 
Restore 1Q-2S miles of stream clwmcl, stream-
meander bcltl, and tlopdplain processes along 
westside tributaries of the San Joaquin River. 
CAUED Bay-Della Program Biological Opinion 
• U.S. FIM tmd 'Wllll1ife Service 
B130304 ':':Develop a COO'!'mltive Dro21.'1IrL C:(msillittmt with 
tlood 
WUura1 etwmel con:tlgwrations 
~d~~r mD~e 
migration ecmidolt~. 






· md local ao~. 












incentive pmpms to 
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EwllW~ted b1 tAil BIIJIDflt:td 
Table D-4. cOndDued 
Program Target 
Protect atms seasooat wetland habitat 
duw&h fee aequfsition or perpetual eaMm~mts. 
Aubtt in protecting 52,500 acres of exiatina -
aeasow wedand habitat tbroup teo acquisition 
or perpetual euemcmta consistcat with tho soals 
of the Central Valley Habitat 1omt Vemme aud 
the North American Waterfowl Management 
PJau. . ... . 
Develop and implement a cooperative program 
to enhance 120.300 acres. of existing pub& aud 
private seuona1 wedmd. habi1at consistent with 
the goals of tho Central Valley Habitat Joint 
Veo.ture and th'e North American Watm'owl 
. Mlmage:mcmt Platt. 
Evaluate the feasibility of creating or improving 








/&ter mto a~ts with willing landowners 
and irrigation districts to set back levees and 
allow ftoodptam processes such as stream-
meander belts. · 
Expand aistma floodplain overflow basiDa by 
obtaiuins easement~ of titles hm willing 
f!CI)lm or fioodplaia lauds. 
B140403 Reduce or eliminate gravel mi:cdng and 
streambed altering from active stream chatmela. 
BlllSOl Develop and implement a cooperative propam 
· to improve :mana~ of exisfia& degraded 
seuonal wetland habitat. 
Bl21S01 Develop and implement a cooperative program 
to improve maua~t of S2.SOO .acres of 
existing. de~ seascmal wetland habitat. 
B121S02 Improve and mmage seasonal wedand habitat 
·throughout the ecoloaical mana~ zone. 
Bl41S01 Acquire lands adjacent to existing seasonal 
W'CtJ.Imds from willing sellers or conservation . 
easements. 
Provide lSO.OQO af or water to exiSting wetlands B141S02 
to improve waterfowl habitat 
Prove water to wetlmds.on a seumaJ.ha&is ... 
· from the California Aqueduct; De!ta Meridota 
Cm:!aJ, or other source • 
Raton: aud improve opporhmities for rivers to :m 10401 .As needed, re~tore ~tram chatlnel and 
ow:dlow buin configurations within the 
floodphrln. 
inundate their floodplain on a seasonal basis. 
Restore a miWmum. of 1,240 acres of self. 
sustaining or mmiaged diverse natural riparian 
habitat along the Mokel\mme River and protect 
~riparian habitat. 
C;UJBD IJII.ZJ'-Delt(l ~ lllologlcol Opinion 
U.S. FIM tmd Jl'llldlife Sf!Wkll 
Bl1l601 Develop a eoopcrative to restrict 
fUrther riparian and 
establish a riparian corridor protection zones. 
B1U602 Develop a program to implement · 
B111603 ·Encourage improved laud-mana~t 
practi"" m:l livestock s;rmna ~ces along 
:.-m riparian zones. .... 
D4-8 
Table D-4. Continued 
Program Target 
. . / 
Restore a tm"tm!DD of 1,240 acres of self-
suudning or managed diverse natural riparian 
habitat along the Calaveras River and protect 
existinl riparian habitat 
... . 
Restore a mininmm of 1,240 acres of ielf. 
sustaiDiD& or JDIUiaged diverse natural riparlan 
habitat alq the Cosunmes River and protect 
existing riparian habitat . 
Reduce the adverse effects of invasive riparian · 
plants 011 native species and ecosystem · 
processes, water quality and conveyance 
systems, and major rivers and their tributaries. 
Restore 50 stream miles of diverse, self. 
sustaining riparian community. . 
CA.UED Bq-Delta hogriUit Biological Opinion 
• U.S. Fllle llllil W'illlllfo SIII'Vb 
Action 
Code 
E111604 •'"Purchase streambauk conservation ~ts 
,.-/ from wiJl.ing sellers to 
El {[60s Develop a cooperative program to mstore 
riparian wood1.lmds along the entire 
Mobhmme River. 
E111606 Develop a coopemtiv~:~ program to mltrlct 
further riparian vegetation mnoval, and 
establish riparian corridor promction zones. 
E111607 Develop a cooperative prosmm to implement 
· riparian restoration activities. 
E111608 &coUl"8JC improved hmd management 
practices md livestock arums practice& along 
stream riparian zones. 
E11l609 Purchase ~nk ~ts 
fi:om willin& sellers tO widen riplriu corridors. 
E111610 Develop a coopenwve program to restore 
riparian woodlands along the entire CaliM:ns 
River. 
E111611 Develop a cooperative prop:am to 
further ripar.ian vegetation removal, 
es1Bl:»lish riparian corridor protection zones. 
E111612 Develop a coopemtive prognm to implemm.rt 
riparlaD xestomt:ion activities. 
E111613 Encourage improved umca-lmimili~:nt 
~and livestock pms~aees 
stream riparian zones.· ~ .-· ' · 
B111614 Purchase strcambank conservation euemmts 
from willinssellers to widen riparian corridors. 
B11161S Develop a cooperative prognm to restore 
riparian woodlands alons the entire Cosuu:mes 
River. · · 
Ell5301 Develop and implement a coordinated control 
program to reduce or eliminat~ exotic: invasive 
plant species from the riparian corridor along 
the Cosumnes. Mokelumne, and Calaveras · 
Rivers. 
E121601 Develop a cooperative prosram to restrict 
further mmval of riparian vegetatio~ 
. ·. 
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Jfp~mibc D. Proposed Progmmmt~tit: .dctlom 
EwziW~tsd In this Blologictll 
. . 
Table i>-4.' Continued 
Set back 10 miles of levees alona the San 
.Joaquin River between the Merced River 
conflueace and Vemalis where feasible to 
Reatabtish the hydrologic cormectivity between 
these chmmeJs and Datm:a1 f1oodp1aius. 
Preserve and expand the stream-~ b'6k. 
in the Stanislaus, Tuolumne, and Men::ed Rivers 
·by addma a eum.utative toti! of 1,000 acres of 
riparian laDda in the meander zone&. 
~re and improve opportunities for riven tO, 
immdate their floodplain on a seuonal basis. 
Reatore 5 miles of riparian habitat totaliDs 
· 500-1,000 acres. 
..... 
Cooperatively enhance 15,290 acres of"pr:i\'a 
a&dcultm:alland to 111pp0rt J!.CStins and 
~waterfowl ccmaiatmt with the 
objectives of the Ccmtml Valley Habitat Joint 
Venture and the North American Wamrfo'Wl 
Mmagemeot Plu. • .. 
Restore and maintain miption corridors of 
native plants that are more than. one mile wide. 
lmtaU fish~ ~~the beat 
available tecbnolol)' and operatiooal 
constmots, u necessary, to minimize losses in 
divmiou that limit the recovery of fish 
populations. 
CUFED BfiY"'lNita Progmm Biologiet:l Opinion 








>'Develop a cooperative program to restore 
riparian habitat. 
Improve land-management and livestock 
aruma practices alona streams and riparllm 
. zones. 
B124901 Develop a cooperative program to ac:quire or 
. obtain easements on floodplain ed riparian 
land Deeded to meet mtmation goals. 
B130401 As ncedod, n=store stream clumncl and . 
overflow basin configumtions within the 
. .floodplain. 
B141601 Ratore riparian fon=st habitat on lands by 
pun:baaing land 1iom willing sellers or 
obtaiDiaa it via conservation easemema. . 
B121901 · lDcreue the II'Cil of rice fields and other 
croplands flooded in winter and spring to 
provide high-quality foraging habitat for 
wiateriag and miaratina waterfowl and 
shorebirds and auociated wildlife. 
' 
B141901· Purchase land or consexvation easements on 
which to restore wildlife habitat to connect 
existing graubmd or asricultural wi1dli.fe 
habitat. .:.. . . . . . ......... -- ... ... . ..... .. .. .. .. . 
BU4701 ·cOnsolidate diversions. seek alternative water· 
sources, and insta11 a permanent fish screen at 
North San Joaquin Conservation District 
diversion on the lower Mokelumne River. 
B114702 Improve fish screens ail.d fish bypass system at 
Woodbrldse Dam on the lowerMokelumne 
River. 
E114703 Develop a cooperative program to operate 
Umpamy ~at diversions where juvenile 
ulmon rear or during seasons when they pass 
the diversion site. . .. 
B11A704 Consolidate and install screens on diversions in 
D--4-10 
the Cosunmes River.· · 
Appadb: D. Proposfli ~tk .4ctiou 
~~UAI!Illn til& lllolo~ OplltltJn 
Ny2000 
Table D-4. contiiluCd. 
Program Target 
Reduce entrainment offish and other aquatic 
orgamsnw into diversions by 50%, by volu.mc, 
from the Merced River confluence to Vernalis. 
EJiminate the loss of adult f'all-run chinook , 
salmon straying into the San Joaquin River•' 
upstream of the Merced River confluence. 
Action 
Code Proanmmatle Adiou 
E124701 _. .. Develop a cooperative 1ppr0ach to mstan state-
.,..· of..tJle..art fish screens at El Solyo. Patterson. 
.. ·"" and West Stlmislaus Irrigation Dimict 
divmions. 
E124702 Continue to arm.Uilly 
on the San 101qUin River ttmlJ.edijLtely upstream 
from the confluence with the Merced 
block adult salmoo migration. 
to 
Reduce entraimrJent of fish and other aquatic E134701 Improve the effidcacy of existing divemon 
organisms into divemons to a level that will not ac::reens em the 
. impair restoration of salmon and~ by 
screc:DiDg 500.4 of the water diverted, by volume, 
in the basin. 
... . 




EJinrinate the loa of adult fall-run chinook 
salmon that stray into the San Joaquin River 
upstream of the Merced River confluence. 
C4LFED Bq-/)tllttl Progrtllfl Biological Opinion 
U.S. Full twl 'Wlldl(e Service 
E134702 Provide iltemative sources ofwatet to divcrtm 
leplly diverting water tram spawning and 
~areas of the :rt~:ea:ms. 
El34703 Purdwe ~ter rlahts from divmm whose 
divcrsiou ent:raiil sipificant numbers of 
· juvenile nlmon or steelhead. 
E114801 Cooperatively improve fish passage at 
Woodbridge hrlption District diversions and 
lab Lodi on the lower Mobhmme River. 
E1148C2 Cooperatively isolate the oflodi's 
Recreational Lake Lodi on lower 
Mokelumne River to adult Wmm1 and 
st=Dlead passage II'WViwl. 
E114803 Develop a cooperative pmgt"'m to provide fish· 
pusage at temporary irripticm dams m the 
Calaveras River, Mormon Slough. and the 
stockton Diverting 
Ell4804 Develop a cooperative program to ins1all fish 
pusage facilities at Bellom W t:lr. Clements 
D~ and Cherryland Dam on the Calaveras . 




Develop a cooperative program to eliminate 
blockage of upstream-mipting fall-run 
chinook salmon and steelhead at temporary 
irrigation divmion dams erected during the 
irrigation season. 
Continue to lmD.Wllly install a temporary weir 
on the San 1oaqum River i_mmediately ~
:of the confluence the River to 
block adult salmon mig~ratic'n. 
Table D-4. Contiimed 
Prop-am Target 
Action 
Code -' ~ammatle Actions 
Reduce level of predation on juvenile salmon.ids El1S601 
below Woodbridge Dam on the lower / 
/ Mokelumae River. / 
/ 
/Develop a coopemtive program to modi1}r the 
stream clwmel and to rebuild the Woodbridge 
Dam fish passage ad diversion screening 
facilities to minimize losses of doWilStream-
Develop bam:st management strategies that 
allow the spawning population of wild, naturally 
produced fish to attain levels that tully utilize 
edsdng ind ~habitat ad allow harvest 
to be focused OD hatchery-produced fish. 
... . 
Employ methods to limit straying and loss or 











miarating salmon ad steelhead while 
maintaining other impQmmt attributes. 
ModifY ad improve tho fish-bypass dischargo 
at Woodbridge Dam. 
Reduce or eliminate the ~egal harvest of 
salmon ad steeJhead by increasing 
. enforcement efforts. . 
Reduce harvest of wild, nammily produced 
steeJhead populations where neceswy by 
marking hatchery-produced fish ad inatitutiD& 
a selective fishery. 
Control illegal harvest through incmwed 
enforc~t efforts. 
Reduce harvest of wild, naturally produced 
stcelhead populations where necessary by 
JDIIrldng hatchery~ fish ad i:Dstituting 
I selective fishery. . 
Rear hatchery salmon ad steelhead in 
hatcheries on natal streams to limit straying. 
Limit stocking of salmon ad steelhead fry ad 
smelts to natal watersheds to minimize straying 
that may compromise the genetic integrity of · 
natumlly producing populations . 
Develop a P18:n to phase outllicfimpOftatiotror·· · · ·•·· · 
egg or fry chinook sal.mon and steelhead to the 
Mokelumne River. 
B13S901 Rear hatchery salmon and steelhead in 
hatcheries on natal streams to limit straying. . 
B135902 Limit stocking of salmon and stee1head fry and 
mmlts to natal watersheds to minimize straying 
that may compromise the genetic integrity of 
natunlly producing populations. 
RA:store and maintain water quality in Camanche E115701 Suppon th.e But Bay Municipal Utility District 
Reservoir on the Mokelumne River. in developing operating at Pardee and 
Camanche Reservoirs that optimize water 
CALF ED JJay-Ikltll Prognzm Biological Opinion 
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quality below Camanche Dam. · 
Table D-4. ContfnuCd 
Program Target 
Reduce the input ofnonpoint-~eurce 
ccmtaminant,s into tho Moblumne River. 
Adlon 
Code _. 
Ell5702 • '""Support implC~D~mtuion of the coooera.tivo 
/,. qreenvmt for tho 
_, Perm Mine. 
E115703 Develop an intcgmted tlrOimm:J 
md minimize uriicull:ural nestidA:fe 
habicide use areas 
Mobh:mme River; 
E125701 Provide additional funding to enforce 
laws tepl'ding point- md IIDD!!lOW~-~e·ll!'Ce 
polluti~ 
E125702 · Develop a coopemtiw prosram to snD.£then 
water quality~ u needed. 
Establish four a4ditional populatimu and E134101 R.eeatablish SOO acres oflarp contiguous areu 
of riparian forest habitat that have dense bnlshy 
'UDderstorics with adjacent upland habitat 
iDcrease the population of riparian brush rabbits 
by 2000.4 over cummt estimates so that a census 
oftbc population would be two times higher 
than the cun:ent estimate of213-312 
individuals. .. ., . 
CfLFED BtJY-Delttl Progrt~m BlologiClll Optnio11 
. fJ.S. FU/J tiiJd Wlldlif• 8m1lu 
'l1:lcse rato~li!1hed f~ 
wou14 have adjaeem upland with 
aufticient cover: Establish five additional 
popu1aticms within the species historical~; 
each population should have self~mstaming 
popu!atiooa with a mfnimrrm of2SO individuals 
each. Maintain md establi!1h connectivity 
between by habitats. 
E134102 ProJu'bit ground cover and Jitter removal to 
allow for dense 'bru.my md h~WI areu of 
a minimum size of 550 square yards within the 
riparian forest 
E134103 More closely approximate 
· · hydrolo&fcar re~t&at . 
establisbrtu:m and maintenance of mamm 
riparian forest habitat Additiowty. encourage 
pwth of wild rose, coyote bush, blackberries. 
elderberries, wild grape, box elder, valley oak, 
aad cottonwoods to provide habitat 
B134104 Provide high around adjacent to current and 
expanded habitat with cover for protection 
from floods. Existing flood control levees 
adjacent to the pm could be ntiliu:d for this . 
escape habitat in this area to provide sufficient 
vegetative growth of grasses, fom. md shrubs 
to lower predation pressure during these times • 
D-4-13 
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.ApJHllldb: D. mpo1«l Pmgrm11111tztie .4ctlosu 
Elltlllutt«l in ill.lf Biologiet:d Oplllion 
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. Prop-am Tarpt 
... . 
Table D-4. CqntihuCd 
ActlGD 
Cede Pregrammattc Actions 
B13410S .,.s<Provide file breaks around current md 
,f., ClpiDded habitat to protect habitat destruction 
.-"'" due to wi1d1ke md control feral cat and dog 
population with yearly control etrorts within 




Table D-4. ContfnuCd 
Water Quality Program 
Reduce··concentrations of pesticides in biota in 
the San Joaquin and S8CJ'IIDellto Rivers and the 
Delta. 
.... . 
Reduce or manaae· salinity in the San Joaquin 
River and in the Delta Region to meet water 
quality objectives by such meau u improving 
flow pattema uaina flow barricn, real-time 
maDagerDmt and mcrcasmg the ~tive 
capacity of the river through the Delta Mendota 
Canal circulatioD. 
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Support couervation efforts to help achieve the 
Water Quality Program objectives. Develop 
and implement beat IIIIllllgemtmt prac:tices 
(BMPs). On-farm conservation practices could 
include installation or impl~tation of the 
following~: 
• tailwater ditch~. 
• bmd leveHn& 
• cutback &tram, 
. • ISU1'p irrlption, 
• sprinkler germination, 
• drip iniption, 
• shortened length of run, 
• gated surface pipe. 
• vegetated filter strip. 
• cover crop, 
• grassed wa~y. 
• ccmaervation tillage. 
• Jcdjment bum, 
• tai1water Ietum system, 
• iniption maugement, 
• n~ management. 
• integrated pest management. end 
• tai1water management . 
Support on-farm c:onsCrvation pract:icea to treat 
drainage water, reduce salt loadings, redw:c 
agricultural drainage water volUJ.I~C through 
improving management ofinigation systems; 
. lidopting DeW' or improving existing iniption 
practices, including shortening 1\urows; and 
improving irrigation scheduling. 
Prepare salt reduction plans for each source of 
Tbs (prepare water conservation plans and 
draiMgc and wastewater operation plans); . 
provide incentives for water conservation and 
drainage water use; improve irription methods, 
irrigation management. and sequential reuse of 
drainage water (to improve water use efficiency. , , 
and remove salt); and use sprinkler irrigation · 
combined with furrow irription to reduce 
drainage vo11.11lle to reduce short-term salt 
loading. 
Table D-4,. Cominued 
Program Target 
B1iminate the low intersubstrate dissolved 
oxypa concentrations that affect salmon 
spawnina and rearina habitat and cstabUsh full 
~spawning and rearina activity. 
' . . ,. 
·' 
Decrease levels of nutrients, pathoaens, 
ncmseawater total dissolved solids (IDS), and 
1ots1 organic carbon (TOC) in drinking water 
supplies. 
Reduce metal loading of the Bay-Delta and its 
tributaries to levels that do not adversely affect 
aquatic habitat and other beneficial uses of Bay .. 
Delta estuary waters and species dependent on 
tbo estuary. 
Reduce scdimmt in areas to tbo cJe&ree that 
sediment does not cause negative impacts on 
bencflciafuses ofthc ~water, includina 
ccoaysttm benefits and municipal uses. 
Decrease levels of~ts, pathoaens, 
nqnscawater TDS, ·and TOC in drinJdna water 
supplies. · 
CDJED Bay-Delta Program Blologlctzl Opinion 





















· .. • Programmatic Actions 
; ;;.Possible m:anagerllent actions include pvel· 
eabancement programs, ebannel restoration. 
programs, development of river-corridor 
assessments and management strategies, and 
regulation ofhigh-water temperature mervoir 
releases. 
Establish a watershed management program for 
the San Joaquin River. 
. Remedial activities for cleanup of mines should 
be implemented u deemed appropriate by 
impacts to habitat and feaaibility of 
:remedial\ on. 
CALFED should participate with mmrldpalities 
on the Bnb Pad Consortium and other urban 
stormwater programs to assist in source 
reduction. , 
Develop and implement land use BMPs, 
particularly alona tributary watercourses, to 
reduce son erosion and fine sediTI'I!!!:Dt inputs. 
Mause floodplaiDS to help diminish the 
negative impact of fine ·sediment loads fi'om 
antbropoaemc sources by facilitatinl natumt 
deposition on floodplain S\Jifaces. 
Impl~ a watershed management propam. 
.wi~the·SouthB!i}'~~~~ · .· .. 
Develop and implement watershed manap:ne.nt 
prop:ns for Clifton Court and Bethany 
Reservoir to address nutrients and pathogens •. 
Control drainage of stonnwaters into the 
aqueduct by physical modification offacilities: 
Develop and implement a watershed 
mmagement-program·to minjmize drainage into . . 
the aqueduct . 
Support projects which will recreate the stmw 
channels and increase the size of flow 
structures, such as culverts, to help ac:hieve 
reduction in pesticides. 
Table ])..4. CondnuCd 
Program Tqet 
Reduction in the impainnent of environment 
beneficial uses of water that is associated with 
selenium concentrations and loadings. 
... . 
Decrease levels of nutrients, pesticides, 
pathogens, nonseawater 1DS, and TOC in 
driDldna water supplies. 
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/Treat agricultural drainage water to remove 
selenium through J)f()(:esSJcs 
exchange, reverse osmosis, reduction with 
zero-valent iron. reduction with ferrous 
hydroxide, reduction bacteria 
alpl-bacterial ~u, nn~tmmmanageri'.!ICDt 
practices, volatilization 
and drainage reu.5e Mti:!DS. 
wethmds. 
Q140702 Encourage tho development and USC? 
altemative cropping md W:igation practices that 
· will reduce subsurface drainage volu:mes as 
· wen as selenium dis~. 
Q140703 Encourage and support the use of a tmdable 
loads proaram, u wen as other economic 
incentives such as tiered~water pricing, as a 
means to achieve selenium load :reductions. 
CALFBD should work with the Gmslmd Area 
Faz:mm to bulla upon the results ofthek 
proaram. 
Q140704 Implement a prozram to mire lands to help 
meet water quality objectives for selmrlum 
under a tiered approach If needed to achieve 
selenium loading reduction objective~. Initially, 
up to 3,000 acres of lands With the~ 
concentrations of selenium present in 
agricultural drainage would be l::m'il~ 
retimnent If3,000 am:~ is 
mcet program scats, nmrm~ent 
expanded up to a wml 
with high selenium concentrations. 
Q 140705 R.ednc:e selenium loads from refineries to 
reduce selmrlum concentrations in biota to 
level$ below human-health ~visorles. 
Q 140706 Reduce selenium loads from refineries to 
~e selenium concentrations in biota to 
1evela below ecological-risk guidelines. 
Ql40707 
D-4-17 
Reduce seleniUm. loads from refineries through . . 
m:atment of waste streams, ue of altmlative · 
crude oil. sour water reuse. wetland 
discharge treatment 
} , 
Support implementation of water management 
~that increase the effectiveness of 
water use manaaement and efiicieDcy for 
apicultlmd Melli. ;I' 
/ 
Support implemmtation of measures that 
~ agrlcultmal production per unit of 
water used, protect water quality, or iDcreaao 
m~ benefits while meetiDg 
agriwltw:alneeds. 
Provide water apdes with plarmin& and 
teclm.ica! assistance. firumcing assistance, amd 
Ul'lll'8DCes for dcve1opment amd implementation 
of water management plans and BMPs. 
Support development and implementation of 







l'm&:lkm:ata fm:Mwod.: of actions, poUcles, md None. 
processes that will. f'adlitate transfer~ m:1 the 
tUrther devel.opmeht of a statewide '\1Vatef 
transfer market 
Fund and implement watershed restoration, ·None. 
maintaaance, ooMCrV&tion, and monitorins 
activities. 
~ md operate~ or new surface . None. 
water facilities. 
No~ adiODS bave been identified, but a 
l'l!lF of possible effects hu been identified 
md analyzed hi. the Pmgmmmtic: EISIEIR, md 
the MSCS uses or~ the 
Programmatic BISIElR ~ 
No diac:rete actions have been identified, but a 
mnae of possible effects. has been identified 
and ana1yud m EISIEIR.. md 
the MSCS "~JH:S or incorporates 
. Propammat:ic BISIEIR !mal~ 
No~ a 
muse ofpouible effects been identified 
md mw)rzed in the Programmatic mstmR. amd 
the MSCS "~JH:S die 
Pro~c ~ ........ ,..m:w·WiJ. 
No~ actions identified, but a 
muse ofpossibie effects has been identified 
md analyzed in the P:mp1l'm'!Af:ie mstmR. md 
the MSCS uses or iDcolpon.tes the 
Pro~tic EISIBIR maJ.ysi8. 
No identified, but a 
rang~ of possible has been identified 
md .alyzed in the Programmatic BIS1BIR,. and 
the ~ •. .;-;.cs ues or the 
not yet been 
identified. The fOCUJ propmis 
. · .. 
watersheds of the Bay-




Conveyance and Storage Operations 
None. 
_,;;· 
Implement a Water Management Strategy to 
provide operational flexibility to achieve . 
CD.Viro11JI'Ciltll1 benefits. 
Notes: 
Table D-4. Continued 
Action 
Code Programmatic Actions 
No discrete actions have been identified, but a 
range of possible effects has been identified 
and analyzed in the Programmatic EIS~ and 
the MSCS uses or incoipOrates the 
Programmatic EIS/BIR analysis. 
No discrete actions have been identified, but a 
range of possible effects has been identified 
and analyzed in the Programmatic~ and 
the MSCS uses or incoipOrates the 
. Programmatic EISIEIR. analysis. 
. . 













beat manaaf:ment practice 
cubic feet per second 
Califomia Department ofFish and Game 
Eaviromnental Impact R.eport/EnviroJlliUmtallmpact Statement 
Multi-species Conservation Strategy 
. Principles of Agreement 
total dissolved solids 
total ~ganic 'carbon 
·. 
·. 
... ; ·.~ 
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Table D·S •. CALFED ~pecies Enhancement Conservation Mea.sures 
Fedenlly Luted as Threatened or Enmaered 
.• 
Mammals 
Rlparlail bruh rabbit (Sylvllllgw lJdmul rlptlrlu3) /'/ · : · · 
1. CoordiDatc protection. enhancement, and restoration of riparian brush llbbit populations and its habitat with 
other federal and State programs (e.g., U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service [USFWS] species recovery plana) that 
could affect JD~Dagement of current and historical habitat use areas. Coo:rdiution would avoid conflicts 
among mana.gement objectives and identity opportunities for achieving multiple managemem objectives. 
2. Conduct surveys to identifY suitable habitat for establishment of additional populations in the Delta md . 
alona the San Joaquin 'River, and implement introduetiol1B to establish five additional populations in these 
... by 2020. . 
3. Dac:t Ecosystem Restoration Progmn (BRP) actions proposed for the Sumislaus Rivet toward protectin& 
enhancing. and Rlt01'ina suitable riparian and associated flood refup habitats in ~adjacent to occupied 
habit8t at Cawel1 Memorlal State Pait. ·· 
4. Develop and implement a mcmitoring plan to assess population status and trends. 
~ . ' 
Sam Joaqum VaDer wooctrat (NtJ«t~IIUij'uc/JMI riptlrlll) 
1. Coordinate protection, enhancement, and restoration of' Sm Joaquin Valley woodrat populatioila and its 
habitat with other federal and State programs (e.g., USFWS species recovery plans and the U.S. Army Cmps 
of Engineers' [USACB'a] Sacramento and San Joaqubl Basin ComprdleDsive Study) that could affect 
~t of cuz:rent and hislOrfca1 habitat use areas. Coordination would avoid conf1icta among 
· ~objectives and identifY opporbmitics for achimna multiple~ objecti\res. 
2. Dac:t BRP actions proposed for the Stardslaua River toward protecting. enhancins, and restoring suitable 
dpa:rim and associated flood muse habi1m m. and adjacent to occupied habitat at Caswell Memorial State 
Padc. 
3. Direct BRP actiou proposed for the San Joaquin River and its 1111\ior 1rlbu1arles within the emrcnt rmae of 
the species toward protccq and enhail.cing existing occupied habitat, restoring suimblc habitat adjacent to 
occupied habitat, and restoring suitable riparian habitat to mate habitat corridors lbWD.g isolated · 
populations. 
Salt marsh harv. IDOWie .(hllilrotltlt~tflmp rtn~lvmltl'll) ... . . . 
1. 1be pograpbic priorities for implementing ERP actions to protect, enhance.·aitd restOre SaliDo ~ 
wet1aDds IDd associated babi1ats for the salt marsh harvest mouse should be (1) westem Suisun Marsh, (2) 
Gal1iDasiignacio mamhes, Napa marshes, and eastem Suisun Marsh, (3) Sonoma marshes, Petaluma mmhea. 
and Hfahway 37 mamhes west of Sonoma Creek, (4) Point Pinole marshes, (S) Highway 37 marshei east of 
Sonoma Creek, and (6) the Contra Costa County shoreline. 
' . . ~· 
2. CoordiDate protection, enhan.cement, and restoration of aaltmarsh and associated· habitats with other federal, 
State, and xesfooal programs (e.g.. the San Francisco Bay Ecosystem Goals Project and USFWS species 
recovery plana) that could affect manaaement of ~t and historical habitat use areas. Coordination would 
avoid conflicts among~ objectives and identify opportunities for achieving multiple manapment . . ... 
objectives. · · · .. · · 
3. Restore wetland and~ grassland habitats adjacent to occupied habi1ats to ereate a buffer of natural 
habitat. This buffer would protect populations from adverse effects that could be associated with future 
chanaes in land • on neuby lands and provide habitat suitable for the natural expansion ofpop~tions . 
CALFED Bay-Della Program Blologkal Opinion 
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Table D-S. CUFED Speciu EnJumc~~m~~~~t 
Conrel"'llllloli MUIIW'u 
JlllyJOOO 
ultiumih enhm~ efforts toward mstmg degmded marshes that 
eonfiprati<m ruwelcm fori-order tidal c:hannels (marsb.es would most Hkely 
ulmBrllh dl~:meJ~til ~restoration~ that provide low..anate upland . 
of:u:anl!a m'O,itle rmdtlble md Lmfiiclent ~to=uplmd ttamition habitat 
(JI minimize impacts on the Wt marsh' harvest :mm:ase that 
acquired or~ UDder COD~e~VatiOD ~ts. 
adjacent to occupied hlbim.t. 
cim:llation to cJibld wethmds that ~tiy sustain partial 
objectives, :manap imds purchased 
to maintain m increase their 
~·. 
~r .. 
CaUfornia clapper rd (1lilllwJ longln;stm ebsc,lmd!I)(C:91ltiinued) 
2. Coordinate protedion, eabimcc~tlt. and habitats with fedem, 
· State. and regional prolflm!l the San Francisco Bay&~ Goals Project and USFWS species 
recovery piMa) that could and bistmieal habitat 'I.UC mas. Coordination would 
avoid conflicts and identify opportlmities multiple mmagement 
objectives. 
3. Rcsrore wctlimd oe.n:mmru. ~~~lland habiitats adJacent to occupied nestins to create a buffer of 
DltUta1 habitat Tbi.s from adverse effects that wociatc:d with 
future changes in land 'I.UC on suitable foraging habitat and nesting habi~ suitable 
for the natural expansion Of )lCI)Uilltit3M. . . 
4~ IDitial species recoveiy efforts mould be direc:ted to locations wJ:iem there are ~ oppommities for 
protection. euhancemmt, or ~oo of suitable habitat. 
S. To the extmt pmdicable. desip c:Wces coDitmcted in enhanced and restored saline emergent~ to 
. . provide optimal wethmd-to-upland t.nmsitiooal habitat · 
6. Direct ERP nltmush d.etpded marshes that are of Slllffic:ient 
ccmfiguration io to 
acres). 
~ . . 
7. To the extent pmdicable. desip saltmamh eohmc:em=nts ad aoratiom that provide low-mgle upland 
a1opea at the upper e:dae of'!l'.lm'lhes to provide sufficient wetbmd-to-upbmd transition habitat •. 
TraDaition habitat zones should be at least 0.25 mile wide. 
8. Manaae eohance:d and restored habitat to avoid impacts oo the California clapper m1 that could 
be ~with recreational uses on lands acquired or~ under coMerYation easements. 
9. Direct BRP restoration actions towmi improving tidal to diked wetbmds that Wrre:ntly susW:n 
Jlll1:ial tidal C'.I.Chlmae. 
10. Direct IOIDe habitat enbmcemc:nts 
aDd restored titJal mmlhes. 
11~ To the mem pW;Uc&bte. 
enhauced and restored under the ER.P. 
12. Identify aDd implement feuiblo methods invasive non-native mush phmts. 
13 .. Monitor to d.ctem.dne use of restored wtmamh habitat by California clapper mils and the rate at which 
restored habitats are colonized. 
Least Bell's vireo (J'lno iellll JI~~SIIlus) 
1. Coordinate protection and restoration of riparian habitat with other fed.eral, State, ud nonprofit programs 
(e.a.. the lent Ben•11 vireo recovezy plan team, Riparian Habitat Joint Venture, and USACB's Sa~to 
ad San Joaqain Buin Comprehemlive Study) that could affect ~t of historical habitat 'I.UC area~~.: · ; '' 
· Cooldination would avoid conflicts amona management objectives and identify oppommities for achieving 
multiple~ objectives. ·. 
2. To the extent consistent with protect existing riparian habitat from future ch!mges m 
JaDd use or other ktivities that could result in the losll or ~tion of habitat that would be suitlbl~ for 
mntrodw::tiou or natural · ·. · 
Tablt~ JJ..J. CtLFED Spedu Edtmc~~mtmt 
Co11HJ'Wlllon M~ 
Jldy1000 
should be designed to include riparlm scrub commumtia. 
patch size:!! mft'icl.ent to disco'u:rap nest pmsitism by 
mtore additional habitat in the east 
CO!mmnes River, 
setback~ m the restored Stcm.e LakesfCosuumes River/White Slough 
of habitats. 
~ ...... ....,...., ol~tecttve& locate BRP o.ontidal marsh restorations near aistins 
suft:Wle upland habitat at least. 200 feet around restored 
to be uppded for flood protection or 
upland habitats for the giant prtcr make. 
"-r!U,_ . ...,""' ol:,iectivea. n!lfmaJIC 1lmd& purchued or~ under e~nservation-
OCC!tmicid incmtsc their cum:11t papulation lev'els. · 
adjacent to or ncar occupied habitats to usess if and 
or to identifY reuoDS they arc 
levees in the south 
OmNrWUi~RM~ 
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Table D-.S. Contiimed 
Fish (Continued) 
Delta smelt (Hyptlmaus tlvJMptu:lflclls) amd deslpate4diUw habitat (Continued) 
J' 
3. R.estorc and enhance delta smelt habitat to provide ~table water quality (i.e., low concentrations of 
pollutants) and substrat:s for eg attacbmel:lt (submerged tree roots, branches. rock, and emergent 
vegetation} to important spawning ttteU. , · 
> ,; ... 
4. Expand Jmeraaency &oloaiw Proar.Un (IEP) mooitotina efforts in the south Delta for delta smelt 
S. To the extent consistent with CAI.PED objectives. ini~1: implementation ofUSFWS's "Rainbow Repcm" 
or similar documentation to provide increued water quality in the south Delta and eliminate or reduce the 
· need for iDstillaticm ofbmim. 
6. Monitor to determine if utificla1 substrates are used by' del~ smelt for spa,wning. 
7. Protect critical rearing habitat from bigh salinity (>2 parts per thousaDd [pptD and bigh ccmemtration of 
pollutants from Febnwy 1 to August 31. 
8. Allow delta smelt~ access to suitable spawning habitat and Protect these areas from physical 
disturblmce .(e.g.. heavy equipm=tt operation) and flow disruption ftom December to J'uly. Maintaining 
adequate flow awl suitable water quality would attJ:act migraq adults in the Sacramento and San Joaquin 
River cbamleh and their tributaries, including Cache and Montezuma Sloughs and their tributaries. 
9. An fD...chmmel :modifbti~ ~·implemented under CALFED should use 'best management ~ces to 
minilnin mobilization of sediments that might contain toxins, localize sedi:mem movement. md reduce 
tmbidity. 
Sacramento spllttan {Pt~gt~lddthp lllm:rtJ~) 
1. CoordiDate protection, enbancement, and restoration of occupied and historical Sacramento splittail babi1ats 
with other fcderaJ. S1ate. and regional programs (e.g., the San Francisco Bay Ecosystem Goals Project, the . 
Anadtomoua Fish Restoration Program, USFWS :recovery plans~ the Senate Bill [SB] 1086 program. and 
USACB'a Saciamento and San .Joaquin Basin Comprehensive Study) that could affectmanaaezr=.~ of 
cmm1t and historical habitat use areas. Coordination would avoid conflicts among management objectives. 
and identify opportunities for acbicving multiple management objectives. 
. I . 
2. To the~ c:onsistent wid!. CALFED objectives. remove divrmriffl1 darns tb.at ~lock splittail aecesf.to.loweJ.".. .. . . 
floodplain river spawning areas. 
3. ·Minimize changes in the timing and volume of freshwater flows in the rivera to the Bay-Delta. 
4. To the extent consistent with CALFED objectives, direct E.RP actions toward settmg back levees in the south 
Delta to increase llhallow-W'I.ter habitat 
S. To the extent c:onsistcnt with CALFED objectives, reduce the ex~t of reversed flows hi the lower San · 
Joaquin and J?e11a from Febmary through June. 
6. Reduce the loss of splittail at south Delta p~ing p~ts nom predation and salvage handling and t:ransport. 
7. Reduce the loss of young splittail to entrainment into south-Dcl1a pumping plants. 
8. To the ~t pnctica'ble, reduce the loss of splittail at 1~800 unsereened diversions in the Delta. 
9. Reduce losses of adult 'splittail spawners ·during their up~tremn migrations to reaeatimlal fishery harvest. 
10. To the extent consistent with CALPED objectives, improve Deba water quality, partic:ularly in dry_ years 
when pesticide levels and total dissolved solids are high. ·. . ·. · ·. 
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Table D-J. CI.LFED Speda Enlumcmumt 
· Consii'Wltlon MetUVru 
hiylOOO 
Table Continued 
Saerimmto mt~~.Wkplbms (~~ 
11. To the extent ~t with CAl..FED objectives, .e the concentration ofpollutmts in the Colusa Basin. 
drain and other qrk:ultm'al dminl mto the Bay-Delta md its watershed. 
12. Modifj opem:lon to minimize thlll potential to hicrease expoSUI'C of splittail population in the 
Delta to the 110'1Jth..Ddta pumping ptmfl~ 
13.· Modify operation of the hurler at 1he Head of Old River to mfftimize lhe potential for drawing splittail 
toward the south-Delta DWIJDinl: 
prac:ticaible. design and constmct ovdow 'basins from existing 1cveed lands in stages using 
md opemina sch~ and procedures ~loped thtougb. pilot atudies and project 
wri:)OIC of thil is to minimize the potcutial for str!mding splittail u waters l'eCede 
iS. Des1p. and COD.Stl'ud a new mtab sm:cm system at the entrance to Clifton Court Pmebay that minimizes 
potential mvolvemimt or splittsn. Comteet Intakes of'l'mcy Pumpins P1am to Clifton Court FORbay. 
16. ConsistCDt desip ~ons to 110uth-Delta chmmels to improve clrculation 
and ttauport to the south-Delta pumpins plant~. 'I'hil ~would ensure that 
habitat supports and that tr1msp0rt of splittsil to the south-Delta pumpins plants is not increased. · 
17. To the extent pmdicaible, design se.mw 'W'etlauds that have hydrological connectivity with occupied 
cbatmels to :reduce the likelihood of strandins and to provide the structural conditions necessary for 
spawnms. 
18. To the extent CCn~~imlnt obi~::d:i,~. protect spawnms ireu by providing suimble water 
qwdky (i.e.. eoD~~entlratio:DJ substrates for ess atmcbment (e.s.. submerged tree roots 
rubiDerS4!ld vegetation). and bn.nchest 
19. Avoid on reariq habitat ofph)'lical distm.'banee (e.g., and and gravel mining. 
t~rotectic>n and maintenance) and flow disruption (e.g., water diversions, 
~mc:Ou:ista:!.t:~ithJ;~Fm»-~iecti:va,mail:tt:amalow.salmity.zonefn.bi&toricallyoq:upicd ... ·----
16. 
F~llimaJFV 1 to Auaust 31. . 
...,......,""'- ....,...,. ol)lecttvea. n1-nm1'1e um:estricted ~ess of adults to spawnmg habitat 
ma1111twling aaeqnatc flow and water qwilityt and mbrimizing distmbmce and 
and outflow. 




Saenmento spUttan (Pt~p;dc/Ubp lfUit:Hiqibtw) (~finued) 
27. To the extent ~with CALFED objeetives. ·~ that the Yolo and Sutter Bypasses are flooded 
duriq 1hc spa'Wlling sewm. at least once every S years. 
28. To tho extent c:ouistem with CA.l..FBQ. objeetives, improve the frequency, dumion, and extent of bypass 
flooding man yan. ·· . . 
29. Develop a water mmagem:m plan to allocate multiyear Mter supply m mervob:s to protect drought-year 
supplies and the source of winter-spring Delta. inflow and outflow needed to sustain splittill and their 
habitats. 
Delta ~ pwad beetle ('.Elqlsrus Widll) ud designated mtiw habitat 
1. Coordi!lam pro~ en:bancement, and restoration of delta green ground beetle populations and its habitat 
with other federal and S~ proswns (e.g.. USFWS species recovery plan.s and management of the Jepson 
Ptairie Preserve) that could affect management of cm:.rent and historical habitat Coordination would avoid 
conflicts amoq mana~t objeetiw;i and identify opportunities for achieving multiple management 
objectives. . · . , · ·. 
2. Direct BR.P actiona toward prottcanr.. e:oJ:umdng. and n:storing suitable vernal pool and assOclaU:d grassland 
habitat within the species historical nmp, including exp!WSion of Jepson Prairie Preserve westward to Trayis 
Air Pcme Bue. 
3. To the extent consistent with ERP objectives,. direct ER.P actiom toward protection of the Davis Antenna 
Site population. 
. 4. Conduct I'IJI"VCYY to identify suitable habitat. mcludina cmhanced and n:stored habitats •. for establishment of 
additioDal populations m the Delta and Bay Resfom. and implement species mtroductiona to establish three 
additional populations. 
S. To the extent emmistem with CA.LFED objectives, manage lands purchased or acquired under conservation 
·easements that e occupied by the species to maintain or ina'eue cummt population leveh, and enhance 
occupied habitat . . . . . . . : ·.. ... .• . . .. . ... . .. .. . -- . . . - .. "" . .. . . ·• .. . .. . . - . 
VaHey elderberry longhorn beetle (Damocmu c~lj'ornlcu1 tllmt~rph113) and designated criUw habitat. 
1. CoOminate protection and restoration of riparian habitats with other federal and State programs {e.g., 
USFWS reeovmy plans, the SB 1086 program. and USACE's Sacramento and San Joaquin Basin 
Comprche:mdve Study) that could affect management of occupied and historical habitat use areas. . .. 
Coordiuation would avoid conflicts among mmascmmt objectives and identify opportunities for achieving 
multiple management objectives. 
2. WithiD. the species' cment range, desip. ERP riparian habitat enhancements and restorations to include 
sui1able riparian edge habitat, includ.ina eldemeny saVI11lDJl. · 
3. Iuitially direct ERP riparian habitat actions toward enhancement and restoration of habitat located near 
occupied habitat to encourage the :oatma1 expansion of the species' range. 
4. IDC:ludo sufficient buffer habitat around suitable restored and enhanced habitat within the species" range to 
reduce adverse effects associated with pesticide drift. ·. , 
', ·~ ·, 
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restom:ion A4il' .N, .... ~ duDe scrub habit~~~ with other programs (e.g., USFWS 
manapxncnt Antioch Dunes Preserve) that could a.ft'ect management of occupied 
conflicts amooa ~objectives and 
acblimuunnltipile ma:aapmmt objectives. 
'\ 
restoration sites on TiJmhl loill and identify opportunities for and 
fm&lileaat per:lllltLent protaction, mstom1iOO.. ma:aa~t of these habitat to enhance habjtat eow:titions 
detm:mne the sw::ceu of enhancement and restoration methods, 
response ?f~ J..mae's metalmark populations to manaFm=t 
~t ~-it·~ 2~ywinimai"forihc dU!aticiJi'or· · · · ···· · · ···----
imJ:iienat remedlati.on ma.sures recovery goal is not met · 
adaptive ma:1la8ement process u more understanding is 
and potential 
duration of the 
Table D-S. Contmued 
Plants (Continued) 
Andoeh Dunes evenlng-p~se (Oenoth~• deltouw -''~ llowellll) u.d deslpated critical habitat, and 
Contra Costa wallflower (Erysimum capltalum ssp. ag~) u.d desipated critical habitat 
1. Coordinate protection and restoration of inland dune scrub habitats with other programs (e.g., USFWS 
recovery plans and D:Wlageinent of the Antioch Dunes Preserve) that could affect management of occupied 
and historical habitat Coordination ~u1d avoid confliCts among mrma~t objectives and identify 
opportunities for achieving multiple management objectives. 
2. Conduct surveys .to locate potential habitat restoration sites on Tinnin soih. Identify opportunities for and 
implement permanent protection, restoration. and manaaemcnt ofbabitat to enhance habitat conditions for 
these species. 
3. &lumce and maintain existing occu:;~. 
4. Annually monitor establishment success and modify esmhlishment and management techniques as needed 
using adaptive management · 
Crampton's .tnetorta (TIIcmrle muCNJnlltll) 
1. Establish tlu:ee new self-sustaining populations in coojunction with establlilbmmt of Delta green ground 
beetJe populations. 
2. Maintain existing populations .... 
Other Evaluated Species 
Su Pablo Callforilla vole (Mlcn;tu!J c:allfomlclu lllltpliiJIHmtls) 
1. Coordinate protecti{)C, enhancement, and rest.otation of saltn::lanh and associated ~tats with other fedeml. 
State, and regional programs (e.g., the San Fnmcisco Bay Ecosystem Goals Project and USFWS species 
recovery plam) that could affect management of current and historical habitat use areas. Coordination would 
avoid conflict:s among management objectives and identify opportunities for achieving multiple management 
objectives. . .\ 
2. Restore ·wetland and perCnnia1 graasland habitats adjacent to: occupied Mbitats tc ~te·.a.buffer of nattmll 
habitat. This buffer would protect populations from adverse effects that could be associated with future 
changes in land use on nearby lands and provide habitat suitable for the natural expansion of populations. 
3. Manaae enhanced and restored habitat to avoid or minimize impact:s on the San Pablo California vole that 
could be associated with recreational uses on lands acqlili'ed or :managed under conservation ~emmts. 
4. To the extent practicable. acquire, restore, and manage historical tidal saltmarshes and surrounding lands -
occupied by the San Pablo California vole along the west side of Point Pinole to tidal marsh with sufficient 
wetland-to-upland tmnsition and adjacent upland habitat to jmprove habitat conditions for the species. 
S. To the extent practi~ble, control non-native predator populations in occupied habitat and saltmatshes 
cmbanced and restored under the ERP. 
6. ~and implement feasible methods for controlling. invasive non-native marsh phmm. . 
7. To the extent consistent with CALFED objectives. manage lmds pmcbased or acquired under conservation 
easements that are occupied by the species to maintain or increase their current population levels •. _ 
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Buk nvallow (Riplll'ltl rlp111'114) / . 
/ . 
1. Coordinate protection and restoration of channel mander belts and existing bank swallow colonies with 
. other federal and State pro8f1UDS (e.g.. the SB 1086 prog.w and USACE"a Sacramento and San Joaquin 
Basin Compmhcnsivc Study) that cou''~ affect management of eummt and historical habitat use areas. 
CoontiDation would avoid conflicts an;mig management objectives ind identify opportunities for aclrleving 
multiple ~t objectives. 
2. Proposed ERP actions designed to protect or restore stream meander belts should initially be implemented 
· along reaches of the Sacnuncmo River and ita tributaries that support ucsting colonies or nesting habitat. 
3. Monitor to determine the response of bank swallows to restoration of stream meander belts and riparian 
habitat. . . 
' . ~ . 
4. Coordinate with the U.S. Bureau oflleclaimtion and California Department of·Water RcsoUzce.s (DWR) to 
phase sprin~ reservoir releases in a manner that would reduce the potential for adverse effects on 
ncatillg colonies that could result from large, pulsed releases. ' 
S. To the extent consistent with CAJ..11BD objectives, protect all known nesting colonies from future Changes hi 
land use or activities that could adversely affect colonies. 
Callfonila black raD (Lztmdiu }t~mllbnsl:£ cotumlcllllls) 
1. 1bo pogmphic priorities for hDpJCmenting BRP actions to protect, enhance, and restore saline emergent 
wetlands and asaociated habiiats for the California black rail within the Bay Region should be (1) western 
Suisun Mmb, (2) Oallina&IIpaclo Dlll'lhes, Napa marshes, and eastem Suisun Marsh, (3) Sonoma marshts, 
Petaluma marshes. and Highway 37 marshes west of Sonoma Creek, (4) Point Pinole marshes, (S) Highway 
37 mmbes east 0~ Sonoma Creek, and (6) the Contra Costa County &horeline. 
2. Coordinate protection, enhancement, and restoration of ~!tmarsh, freshwater marsh. and associated habitats 
with other federal, State, and regional programs (e.g., th.e San Francisco Bay Ecosystem Goals Project and 
USFWS species recovery plans) that could affect management of current and historical habitat usc areas. 
Coordination would avoid conflicts among managemc:nt objectives and identify opportunities for achieving. 
multiple mana~ objectives. 
- · 3~ Restore wetland and perennial' -grassland habitats·adjacent·to.Ow.tpied nesting h:lbit:ml to create a-buffer of .. 
· natma1 habitat. This buffer would protect nesting pairs fiom adverse effects that could be associated With 
fUture changes in Jan.d use on nearby lands and provide· suitable foraging habitat and nesting habitat suitable 
for the uatural expansion of populations. 
4. Initial species .recovery efforts should be directed to locations where there are immediate opportunities for 
· protection, enhancement, or restoration of suitable habitat. · 
· 5. To the extent practitlble, design dikes constructed in enhanced and restored saline emergent wetlands to 
provide optimal wetland-to-upland transitional habitat 
6. Direct ERP aaltmanh and freshwater marsh enhancement efforts toward existing degraded marshes that are 
of sufficient size and configuration to develop fourth order tidal channels (marshes would most likely need to-,,._· 
be at least 1,000 acres). · · 
7. To the extent practicable, design sal1marsh and freshwater marsh enhancements and restorations that provide 
low-angle upland slopes at the upper edge of :marshes to provide suitable and sufficient wetland-to-upland 
trao.sitiun habitat • Transition habitat zones should be at least 0.25 mile wide. · · ·• , 
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Table D-S. ComiJiued 
Other Evaluated Species 
.-
/ 
Cdfoml:~ t:t~mmlcrmu) (Continued) 
8. Manage and~ habitat to avoid Of ~mize impacts OD. the Califomia bJack ran that could be 
assoeiated with ~onal uses on lands acquired or managed wder couservation easements. 
9. Direct ERP habitat ratomtions toward improving tidal circulation to diked wetlands that currently sustain 
. partial tidal . / ' . 
10. Dim:t some habitat enbmcemm1ts and restorations toward increasing habitat comiect:ivity among existing 
-~tidal ma.rsha. . 
11. To the~ pmcticablep control non-Dative predator popu1at:ioDs in occupied habitat and saltmarshcs and 
f'reshwater  whant:ed and m~tored UDder the ERP. · · 
12. I~ and implemem feasible method~ for controlling invasive noiHWive mmh plants. 
13. to use of~ sa11marlh and ftesh'W:Itet arsh.habitm by California black rails and 
the rate mJto:red habitats ue colonized, ' · 
14. Aeqmrc ~on easements in occupied habitat to adjuat grazing reaimes amd enbmce wetland-to-
. upland tm:uition babitat conditions. · · 
1. Coordiutc protection and mtomtion of riparian habitat with other federal, State. and ncmproftt propams 
(e.a., the 1Upuim Habitat JoiDt Venture, the SB 1086 prop.m, and USACB's Saeramento and San Joaquin 
Bum Comprehensive Study) that could affect management of cum:nt and historical habitat use areas. 
Coordi:utlon avoid oonflicts ~ man.age.meDt objectives and identify opportunities for achieving 
multiple objectives. 
c~silk!nt with CAI..FBD objectives, protect existilig SUitable oparilm habitat corridors from 
ebi:~:~.FI'm use or other ldivities that could result in the lou or degradation of habitat. 
3. should be designed to include riparian. scrub· communities. 
npansn bab·Hats in patch sizes sufficient to discourage nest parasitism by 
... ~.. ..... .. . ..... ' ' . ... . ·.· .. ' ... "' ... -... ~ .. . ~ 
am41den!lr tfl!il44) 
con:mtcnt with CALPBD objectives, implement ERP actions in concert with the species 
recovery ~tmt~~&ies ki«I.Wi~ild in Assembly Bm 1280 and the Pacifi~ Flyway Plan. 
2. ERP dons to enh.llWCC agricultural habitatuhould pve priority to improving 
agrlcu.J.tural forage(e.a.. com and winter wheat) in the core use area 
3. Imp~Iemmtation ofpfOJX,sed to~ wetlands shouid give priority to :restonng and managing 
core use area centered on Bract Tract that would provide suitable roosting habitat · · 
4. 
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Table ])..5. Contiiwed 
Other Evaluated Spedes 
. ·' ,-
Greater aandhiU erne (G1111 etmllliens~~ tdl4s) (Cont:b;ued) 
. ,/ 
S. To the extent c:ODBistent with CAJ.J7ED objectives, lit least 10% of agricultural lands to be enhanced under 
the ERP in the Delta and the Butte Sinlc should be managed to increase forage abundance and availability for 
c:rmes. Priority should be given to implementing these habitat improvements within 10 miles of the con; 
habitat centered on Bract Tiact. / • 
6. Monitor.to determine use of protected, restored, and enhanced habitats by sandhill. cranes in core wintering 
lle&S. 
Saltma.rih common yellowthroat (Gutlllypll ~ liaiUIIII) 
1. 'Ihc geographic priorities for implementing ERP action! to F.Otect. cmhance. and restore saline emergent 
wetlands and associated habitats for the saltmarsh c:ommon yellowthroat should be (1) Gallirwllgnacio 
marshes and Napa Dl81'Sbes. (2) Sonoma manhea, Petaluma marshes, and Highway 37 marshes west of 
Sonoma Cteek, (3) Point Pinole marshes, (4) Highway 37 marshes cas~ of Sonoma. Creek, and (SJ the Contra 
Costa Colmt:f lhoz:eline. 
2. Coordinate protection, enhancement, and restoration of saltmarsh and assoclated habitats with other federal, 
State, and regional programs (e.g., the San Francisco Bay Ecosystem GOals Project and USFWS species 
recowlyplams) tbat could affect management of current and historical habitat use mas. Coordination would 
avoid con:tlicts among manage.tpcnt objectives and identify opportunities for achieving multiple management 
objectives. . . 
3. Restore wetJand and perermial grassland habitats adjaccmt to· occupied nesting habitats to create a butTer of 
utural habitat. This buffer would protect ncstina pairs ftom adverse effects that could be associated with 
ib1ure changes in land use on nearby lands and provide suitable foraging habitat and n.esting habitat suitable 
for the Datma1 expanrion of populations. · 
. 4. lDitial species recovery efforts should be ctirected to locations where there are immediate opportunities for 
pl'Otectitm, ~or restoration of suitable habitat. 
S. To the extent practicable, design dikes constructed in enhinced and :resiored Wine emergent wetlands to ·. 
provide op~ wetland-to-upland transitional habitat 
6. Dirc:d ERP ...ttmatall·eu.ban<ici:nent efforts toward existing dcgladcd marshes' t!mt ;rc of suffi~ent size and 
· ccmfipration to develop fourth-.order tidal channels (marshes would most likely need to be at least 1,000 
acrea). 
7. To the extent pmcticable, design saltmarsh enhancements and restorations that provide low-angle upland 
slopes at the upper edge of marshes to provide SUitable· and sufficlcmt wetland-to-upland transition habitat 
Transition habitat zones should be at least 0.25 mile wide. · 
8. Manage enhanced and restored habitat to avoid or minimize impacts on the saltmlirsb common yellowtbroat 
that could be ilssociated with rec:reational uses on lands acquimi or managed under COll.Servation ~ts. 
9. Direct ERP restorations toward improvin.& ti<Jal circul8tion to diked wetlands that cur.rently sustain partial 
tidal exch.anse. 
10. Direct some habitat enhancements and restorirtions toWIJd increasing habitat coDDectivity among existing 
and restored tidal marshes. . 
11. To the cxteDt practicable, control non-native predator populations ill occupied habitat and saltmat$l1.es 
CDhanced and restored under the ERP. · ·. ·. · ·• 
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Table D-S. · Contmued 
Saltmarsh common yeDowtbroat (GHdlypls tl'ldlu s;,¥1os11) (Cominucd) 
12. Identify and implement feuible mmhods for c:ontrollins invasive non-uati.ve marsh plants. 
13. Monitor to~ the ue of restored sa1tmanh habitat by saltmmh common ~Uowtbroats and the rate at 
whic:b ~habitats arc colonized. . ; - · 
;'/ 
So Plblo songsp~~TGw (Mdtl1pb mdtHIIII •aeullb) . 
1. The geographic: priorities for implementing BRP actions to protect, enhance, and restore saline emergent 
wetlands awl habitats for the San Pablo sons sparrow should be (1) Ga11inasllpaeio marshes and 
Napa marshes, (2) Sonoma marshes, Petaluma marshes, and Highway 37 marshes west of Sonoma Creek, (3) 
PomtPmolo ~·~ (4) Highway 37 marshes east of~ Creek. . · 
2. pmted:iml., mbaooement:. and~ of altmaah and u.sociated hlbitm with other federal, 
State_ md reafonal pmgra:ma (e.s., the San Fnnclsco Bay Ecosystem Goals Project and USF'WS species 
recovery pbms) that c:mdd affect management of cummt and historlcal habitat use areas. Coordination would 
avoid conflidlam.Ons ~t object:ivel and ideatify opportunities for achievma multiple management 
objectives. · 
3. :R.eatme and~ psland. habitats adjacent to occupied nestins habitats to create a buft'er of 
Dltm'l1 habitat. 'This buffer would protect nesting pairs from l;dversc effec1$ tltat could be awocillted with 
fbtu:m dwlga in hmd use on Jteatby hm.ds aud provide suitable foraging habitat and nesting habitat suitable 
for the natum apu:Won of populations. · 
4. Imtial efforts mould be~ to J.oc:at.loDs where there arc immediate opportunities for 
Dmted:ioL eflhl~:m=~ or resto:mtion of suitable habitat. 
'. 
s. Desip restored saline emergent wetlands to provide optimal wetlands-to-
uphwd t'lllUsitional habitat 
6. To the extent pnwtieable, ER:P altmmh enhancem~mt efforts toward cxistins depdcd marshes that 
SUfficient me md CODJiipraac,nto develop fourth-order tidal channels (marshes would most likely : 
wtmars&.f!llh.mcements and restorations that providdow-angle gpland 
of tmmihes to provide ~uitable and sufficient wetlands-to-upland transition habi1at. 
zones should be· at least 0.2$ mile wide. · 
I. ~ restored habitat to avoid or minitr!iu: impacts on the San Pablo sons spllTOw that 
. could be :recJ:eati~I>Ml uses on hmds acquin:d or managed under eonscrvation easements. 
9. Identify md fml:llen:lalt feumle methods for controlliDg invasive non-native marsh plants. 
~xed wtmar.m habitats by San Pablo song sparrows and the rate at 
non-native predator populations in occupied habitat and saltmarshes 
~. . 
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BlrdJ (Continued) 
' 
SuJsUD aonasparrow (M.Jospi:A m6/odltl m1'1Jd11ar16) ., , - · 
/ 
1. 'lhc paraphic priorities for implementing ERP dons to protect, enhance. and restore saline emergent 
wetlands and associated habitats for the Suisun song sparrow should be (1) western Suisun Mmh. (2) 
eastem Suisun Marsh, and (3) the Contra Costa COunty shoreline. 
J 
2. Coordinate protection. enhancement, arid restoration of saltmarsh and usociated habitats with other fcdetal, 
S1ato, and reaion.al programs {e.g., the San Francisco Bay Ecosystem Goals Project and USFWS species 
~plans) that could affect~ of cunent and historical habitat use areas. Coordination would 
avoid conflicts amana management objectives and identify opportunities for achieving multiple managemen.t 
objectives. 
3. Rcs1me wetlmds and perennial grassland habitats adjacent fQ occupied nesting habitats to create a buffer of 
· Datura1 habitat. 'I'IUa buffer would protect neitina pairs from adveme eft'ec1s that could be associated with 
fbture changes in land use on ncuby lands and provide suitable fomging habitat and nesting habitat suitable 
for the natural expansion of populations. ,, . 
4. Initial species recovery efforts should be directed to kx:ations where then: are immediate opportunities tor 
protection, enhancement, or restoration of suitable habitat. 
5. To tho extent practicable, design dikes constructed in enhanced and restored saline emergent wetlaJ;Ids to 
provide optimal wetlandl-to-upland transitional habitat 
. ... . 
6. To tho extent practicable, diRct ERP aa1tma:nh enhancement efforts toward cxisq degraded marshes that 
are of sufficient size and configuration to develop fourth-order tidal clwmels (marshes would most likely 
need to be at least 1,000 acres). 
7. To tho extent practicable, desip sal1marsh enhancements and restorations that provide low-anate upland 
slopes at tho upper edae ofJ:Dal'abes to provide suitable and sufficient wctlauda-to-u.pland transition habitat 
. Transition habitat zones should be at least 0.25 mile wide. 
8. ContrOl non-n&tivc invasive plants in existing saltmarshes where non-native plants have degraded habitat 
quality and in saltmarshes restored Wlder the ER.P. · 
9. Manage enban~ and restored habitat to avoid or minimize impacts on the Suisun song spmow that could 
be a.'ISOCiated With ~onalu.qC~J_on lands acquirl:cl or man,aged;cmde(.~onserv:atio~ eas~ og,~ .. 
Suisun sona spmow. ' . . • - . 
10. Direct saltmarsh habitat enhancements and restoratiOns toward increasing habitat connectivity among 
existing occupied and restored tidal mmhes. 
11. To tho extent practicable, direct ER.P restorations to improve tidal c:i.1'cu1ation to diked wetlands that C'tJimltly 
I1IStain partial tida( exchange. 
. . 12. To tho cx.tcDt practicable, control non-native predator populations in occupied habitat" and saltmarshes · 
enhanCed and restored.under tho ER.P. · 
13. IdentitY and implement feasible methods for con1r0mDa invasive non-native marsh plants. 
14. Conduct research to determine use of restored saltmatsh habitats by Suisun sons spmows and the rate at 
which~ habitats are colonized. 
· 15. Acquire consavation easements to adjust grazing regimes to enhance wetlands-to-upland transition habitat 
conditiom. .-. 
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Table D-S. Continued 
Other Evaluated Spedes 
Swllutua•s hawk (BM~U nw~JMo;d) .. f .. rr 
1. Proposed E.RP actions designed to restore vallcy/foothm riparian habitat should initially be implemented in 
tbeDcl1a. 
2. To the extent pncticable, design restored ieasonal wetlands in occupied habitat to provide overwinter refuge 
for rodents to provide source prey popuhations during spring and summer. · 
3. To the extent consistent with CALFED objectives, enhance at least 1 OOAa of agrlcultumllandlll to be enhanced 
1Ulder the ERP in the Delta, Sacramento River, and San Joaquin River Regions to increase f'oragc abundance 
and availability withm 10 miles of occupied habitat 
4. To the 'extent CODSistent with CAI..FBD objectives. mauaae 1andlll purchased or acquired under cooservation 
~ tbat D occupied by the species to mafmain or increase their current population levels. 
5. To the extent practicable. m.anage restored or enhanced habitats under the ERP to maintain desirable rodent 
populatiODlll and minimize impacm wociated with rodent control. \ 
Westma yellow..J»med aekoo (Oicq:m ~~meria:mruiiCCiblftlll&) 
> ' • • 
·1. Coordinate protection and mtm:ation of riparian habitat with other federal, State, and nonprofit programs 
(e.g., the Riparian Habitat Joint Venture, the SB 1086 progmm, and USACB's.Sacramento and San Joaquin 
Buin Comprehensive Study) t\W ,Feuld affect management of cummt and historical habitat use areas. 
CoordiDation would avoid confiicts among manaaement objectives and identify opportunities for aehimng 
multiple~ objectives. 
2. Initially direct m:tP aetions to ~re pl~able valley/foothill riparian forest and woodland along at least 10 
contipua miles of cbm:mels in the Delta to create a riparian forest corridor at least 200 meteD wide. 
3. Restore contipous blotb of suitable va1lcy/foothi11 riparian forest and woodland at least 200 meters wide 
and SOO aac~ ¥:t siztl along reaches of.the Sacmmento River adjacent to occup~ habitat (Red Bluff to 
Colusa). r · 
LoDP.JB ~elt (SplMt:hll.f t/J~) _ ... __ . _ .... -·~ .. . ..... __ .. ... . .. " _ . .. . ... -.. . . . . 
1. Coordinate.protection. enhancement. and mtoration of occupied longfin smelt habitats With other federal. 
State, and regional proarams (e.g., tho San Francisco Bay Ecosystem Goals Project. the Anadromous Fish 
Restoration Proaram, and USFWS recoveey plans) that could affect man.a.gement of c'lllmlt and historical 
habitat use a:mu to avoid conflicts a.mona mana~ objectives and identify opportunities for achieving 
multiple~ objectives. 
2. lmprc:MI lliinUIIY and for longfin smelt during ~e second and subsequent years of drought 
periods. 
3. Provide for smel~ from Dec~r through March. 
4. Provide suitable water quality and substrates for egg attaclmlent (submerged tree roots, branches, rock. and,. 
er&:~C~&ent vegetation) to spavming areas in the Delta and tributaries of north~. Suisun Bay. 
S. Provide actes~ to spawning habitat and protect "these areas from physical disturbance 
(e.g.. heavy ~t oper:atioo) and tlow disruption from December to July. Maintaining adequate flow 
and suitable water quality would attract migrating ~W,ts in .th~ Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivet.clwmels 
and their tributaries, including Cache Montezuma Sloughs md their tributaries. . 
6. Conduct research to the between X2 and longfbi smelt abundance and distribution. 
Tabl11 D-J. CUFED Speda En/ranCIIIIUml 
CoMerwulon Metmii'U 
Ny20f)(J 
Lonlfin 1melt f;)JJiftiiiC/IJIJIIJillllei!ditJ~ysJ (Co:ntm111ed) 
7.~ 
byennrin'g 
and im habitats with other 
mmtm~mae:nt of current . • 
m~Wage~:n~mt oblc:cii'll'ts and 
mcA!:WC111 research into 1he coyote. . , , · 
app1ropriate manageznent strategies. Evaluate and 
mailntaUnng populations md suitable habitat 
floodplain habitat along the San Joaquin River and 
liJWI.I.W!I.!A~ c«nm1ties. structure of extant populations 
appJropriate senetic stock. . 
~mCces~stbl population creation, J.Utoration, and repatriation have been tested, evaluated, 
implemented, trends for these populations once a year for S ya.rs and then once f:Vet:y 2 years 
my of these populations demonstrates successful establishment, morJitor. 
remamdt:r of C.AIFBD. 
Delta .... 1 ... _ .. ,... (l.Jmc,ssra 
1. MID1tainproce~~m~ 
3. 
S. Mlxiimizo si:nw:lsity of n::sb:ired 
6. Mailltam 
d:!Uw.eiS to inaeasc water-land edge habitat. 
populltim:~S tl:mltug!wut the species geop.pbic nmges, and expand the 
on hydrological, salinity. md other habitat 
CU.FED Btt1"Dillk4 Pro,mm Bltilogt~Ud Opinion 
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Table D-S. Continued 
Other Evaluated Species · 
Plana (Continued) 
Northern Callfomta black walnut (Jugltms etdlfomlca vv. iundsll) (native stands) 
1. Protect, manage, and maintain existing native standsii'~onjunction with restoration of riparian habitats. 
Polat Reyes blrd's-beak (Cordylllthus mlll'ldmus ssp. pabutrls) 
1. Identify and implement restoration of ~table habitat in hish marsh and marsh/upland transition areas. 
Incorporate suitable high marsh and m8i'gin habitat in BRP saltmarsb. restoration actions. 
2. Maintain, enhance, and restore Point Reyes bird's-bcakhabitat around San Pablo Bay in conjm1ction with 
restoration of saline emergent wetlands. 
3. Prepare and imple:a:acnt a management plan to control and reduce non-native weeds near existing and new 
populations. 
Notes: 
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Appendix E. EW A Operating Principles 
I ' 

ENVIRONMENTAL WATER ACCOUNT 
OPERATING PRINCIPLES AGREEMENT 
The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and 
the California Department ofFish and Game (DFG) (collectively, the Management Agencies), and the 
US Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) 
(collectively, the Project Agencies) enter into this Enviror.mental Water Account Operating Principles 
Agreement on the tools and operations principles for implementing the Environmental Water Account 
program (EWA) set forth herein and described in the Record of Decision (ROD) for the CALFED 
Bay-Delta Program to which this Agreement is attached. 
Recitals 
This Agreement establishes the Environmental Water Account (EWA) program. sets forth the 
EW A • s general operating principles, and describes the tools which are available for use by the EW A. 
The EW A is a cooperative management pro~ whose purpose is to provide protection to the fish of 
the Bay-Delta ~stuary through environmentally beneficial changes in the operations of the State Water 
Project (SWP) and federal Central Valley Project (CVP), at no uncompensated water cost to the 
projects' water users. The EWA is intended to provide sufficient water, combined with the Ecosystem· 
Restoration Program and the regulatory baseline, to address CALFED's fishery protection and 
restoration/recovery needs. This approach to fish protection requires the acquisition of alternative 
sources of project water supply, called the "EWA assets," which will be used to augment strearnflows, 
Delta outflows, to modify exports to provide fishery benefits and to replace the regular project water 
supply intem.tpted by the changes to project operations. The replacement water will compensate for 
reductions in deliveries relative to existing facilities, project operations and the regulatory baseline as 
defined in the CALFED Record of Decision that result from EWA actions. 
These principles are intended to apply generally, but may not provide the necessary direction in all 
circumstances. Issues will be resolved as they arise by mutual agreement among all five signatory 
agencies . 
. The five state and federal agencies that execute this agreement will have responsibility for 
implementing the EW A The Management Agencies will manage the EW A assets and will exercise 
their biological judgment to detennine what SWP/CVP operational changes are beneficial to the Bay-
Delta ecosystem and/or the long-tenn survival of fish species, including those listed under the State and 
Federal Endangered Species Acts. The Project Agencies will cooperate with the Management 
Agencies in administering the EW A, including banking, borrowing, and conveyance ofEW A assets and 
making the operational changes proposed by the Management Agencies. The Project Agencies will 
also be responsible for acquiring EWA assets for the first year. 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
Attachment 2 
EWA Operating Principles Agreement 
August 28, 2000 
1. 
"'"'""''"'''"'"• with the regulatory responsibilities, statutory authorities, including CVP 
state and federal agencies. After the first year, acquisitions may 
oro1;ess that may employ other agencies or third parties to acquire assets. 
Article I. 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL WATER ACCOUNT PROGRAM 
MaJt1ag1~ment Agencies and Project Agencies hereby establish the Environmental Warer 
to be implemented in accordance with the Operations Principles and using 
ne11eunaer. Each of the Management Agencies and Project Agencies will appoint an 
EW A coordinator. 
b. 
lVlanai~emlent Ag€mct'es and Project Agencies will take the following actions to acquire the initial 
will take all necessary and appropriate steps to acquire them each year 
sub-articles a-d, below, will vary from year to year depending on 
A'-E;U!Q .• ...,.1 conditions, and are therefore not certain. The tools used to acquire the 
Agreement Other tools may be developed as appropriate to 
Upstream Releases 
the current modeling indicates that the average annual value of 
approximatel}l 40,000 acre-feet 
Ex<:ess Capacity 
the current modeling indicates the average annual value of this 
acre-feet. 
the current modeling indicates the average annual value of 
acre-feet. 
the current modeling indicates that the average annual value 
asset is approximately 50,000 acre-feet. 
CALFED Bay-Delta Progmm 
Attachment 2 
2 August 28, 2000 
e. Water Purchases 
The Project Agencies shall acquire from willing sellers each year 150,000 acre-feet of water 
from sources south of the Delta and at least 35,000 acre-feet of water from sources upstream of 
the Delta or their functional equivalents. The upstream-of-Delta purchases may grow in subsequent 
years. These purchases shall be arranged so that assets may be kept in storage for the entire water 
year, until such time as the EW A managers release the assets to compensate for an EW A action, or 
until they are transferred to other EW A storage facilities. 
f. One-time Acqnisition of Stored Water Equivalent 
In order to launch the EW A and to provide sufficient collateral as defined in Article II.2.c.i of 
this Agreement for the EWA to function as intended, the Project Agencies shall acquire 200,000 
acre-feet of stored water or its functional equivalent from south-of-Delta sources. This water is 
intended to be used as collateral for borrowing, and will be released only when all other assets have 
been expended. The related storage is intended to function as long-term storage space, including 
after the water has been released. Provided the asset's function is not impaired, the acquisition of 
this asset may take any number of fonns, including without limitation such transactions as source 
shifting, or reductions in contractor deliveries. 
g. Source Shifting Agreement 
The Project Agencies shall arrange with one or more of their contractors to use water totaling 
at least 100,000 acre-feet from either an alternative source, or at a subsequent time, to allow for 
storage of the project water in San Luis Reservoir as an EWA asset or to enable an operational 
curtailment without causing a summer ''low-point problem" The EW A will repay this water during 
the initial 4-year term of the EWA, unless other arrangements are made. Upon repayment, the 
opportunity to employ the source-shifting tool will become available again. 
3. Definition of Operational EWA 
As described in Endangered Species Act biological opinions, Conservation Agreement, Record of 
Decision , the Project contractors will receive certain commitments if, among other things, there is an 
operational EW A The EW A shall be considered operational in any one year when the one-time 
200,000 acre-feet of stored water equivalent has been acquired and when: 1) the EWA includes 
deposits ofthe 185,000acre-feet of purchased water as described above; 2) a source-shifting 
agreement of at least 100,000 acre-feet; and 3) the variable tools (items 2a-d above) are all in place. 
The Management and Project Agencies shall make all attempts to have all items in place by December 
31, 2000, so that ESA commitments may be provided to the water users. 
4. Science Review Panel 
The CALFED Science Program will convene a scientific panel familiar with the EWA and its 
operations. The Management Agencies and Project Agencies will keep this panel informed on a 
monthly basis through the CALFED Ops Group reporting process. 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
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EW A Operating Principles Agreement 
3 August 28, 2000 
The 
1. 
CALFED Bay-Delta Progrnm 
to review the EW A operations.' 
Sep>temtber 30, 2004 and any remaining assets shall revert to the Project 
exu~a~:a by written agreement among the Management Agencies and 
in the EW A. The EWA may be terminated at any time if all five 
agreement to do so. 
Ma.."lagement Agencies and Project Agencies will assess the success 
potential impacts from new facilities and expanded conveyance 
then determine the appropriate size and composition of an EW A, as well 
new facilities, in the fifth and future years. 
Article n 
Operational Principles 
Project Agencies Shall Cooperate to Implement the EW A 
operational curtailments and agree to the borrowing 
Manag;em.ent Agencies that are consistent with these principles and 
EW A assets from willing sellers in the first year. The 
Mrumg€:me:nt A.gen.caes will establish EW A water banking and accounting 
fishery benefits and ESA commitments. 
Holding EW A Assets 
consultation with the Management Agencies, acquire, hold, 
"'"'"4 ....... "' in a manner that serves the purposes of the EW A 
'-'""' .. '"''"' !'l~lna ... m,•nhl made for EW A assets shall provide fc>r their 
vrn.'"'""' or to the Projects' designees upon approval by the 
4 August 28, 2000 
c. Use of Project Water Rights 
The Project Agencies shall use their respective water rights to acquire EW A assets to the 
greatest extent pennitted by State and federal Jaw, including California water rights law, and by the 
requirements of their respective water supply and other contracts. If changes to these or other 
water rights are needed to acquire, transfer, or release EW A assets, the Project Agencies shall take 
timely steps to secure those changes in accordance with State water law. The Project Agencies 
shall cooperate in all water rights actions and matters to optimize their flexibility in acquiring, 
conveying, storing and releasing EW A assets. 
d Use of CALFED Ops Group 
The Management Agencies and the Project Agencies shall participate in the CALFED Ops 
Group to report regularly on the EW A's operations, to help resolve issues that may arise, and to 
commllllicate with stakeholderS. Whenever issues affecting the interests of non-signatory parties 
arise, such parties shall be afforded the opportllllity to fully participate in the resolution of those 
issues. 
e. Exchange ofEWA Assets 
If the Management Agencies decide to do so, the Project Agencies may exchange EW A assets 
for assets of a character, such as location, seasonality or year-type, more suitable to EW A 
purposes. 
f. Sale of EWA Assets 
When storage capacity for EW A assets is not available or EW A assets are otherwise subject to 
loss, the Management Agencies may direct the Project Agencies to sell EW A assets which are not 
at that time pledged or identified for release under these Principles. No other benefits may be 
conferred to the EW A as a result of such sales. Any ·provisions for transfer or conveyance of 
assets sold or being sold shall not be governed by these principles. The proceeds of sale of EW A 
assets shall be accounted for and, to the extent provided by law, remain as EW A funds. 
g. Coordination 
The Management Agencies and the Project Agencies will hold regular meetings to share 
information and ideas and will coordinate their respective activities to optimize the implementation 
oftheEWA. 
h. Coordinated Operations Agreement 
The Project Agencies shall continue to adhere to the general sharing principles contained in the 
1986 Coordinated Operations Agreement (COA) as modified by interim operating agreements to 
reflect changes in regulatory standards, facilities, and operating conditions, including the EWA. 
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shall not establish precedents for future negotiations or modifications of 
""'"''"'""''uv'·"" or modifications of the COA shall not inhibit effective EW A 
2. EWA Shall Cause No Reduction in Project Deliveri~ 
a. Except Where Contractor Agrees 
The under this Article shall all be subject to the qualification that reductions in 
au<Jw~~a where the affected contractor or contractors agree to them, as in the 
case of sou.rce-shifting agreements. 
b. Deliveries Principle 
The intent of the EW A is to provide substantive fishecy protections by taking advantage of 
i. 
use ofEW A assets to compensate for operational curtailments shall not 
'" .. ·'"''"'· Iooanon. or amount of water deliveries the projects would have made to its users 
Regulatory Baseline in the absence of the EW A. Reference in these Principles 
,..,.,..,,.,_.,.,.., .. shall include only uncompensated changes in timing, locatio~ or amount 
n"""'...,"'"" of the EW A, it is the intent of the Project Agencies and Management 
mmllmtze water quality impacts associated with EW A operations. 
A~'u'l!liU Curtailment" 
at the Delta CVP/SWP facilities, pursUan.t to the Management 
causes a reduction in Project south-of-Delta water exports beyond the 
exiSnng facilities as established in the Record of Decision, is referred to 
"OPeta1ilon:at curtailment." 
Release 
oueran(:maJ. curtailment, the Management Agencies must identify an 
... m,,,,.; .. repJiacement water for any potential reductions in deliveries to 
nec:ess.ary to ensure no reductions in deliveries, such EWA assets shall be 
in the same amount and at the same time and place as 
oorrovreu. the EW A asset identified for release to the 
reie<lSea no than the time the proposed operational curtailment is 
Kelteased" means that the asset becomes available to and the unconditional 
or its designee and is no longer held for EW A purposes. 
CALFED Bay~D~Ita Program 
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iv. Delta Smelt L'vr ...... t-
The reduced exports necessary to achieve the annual spring 2:1 Vernalis~ flow-to-Project-
export ratio required by the 1995 USFWS biological opinion for Delta smelt shall be provided 
from either EW A assets and/or 3406(b X2) yield dedication. 
v. Cross Channel Gate Closure 
Impacts .on project deliveries of any closure of the Delta Cross Channel Gates pursuant to 
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Decision D-1641 or any future decision 
implementing those objectives in SWRCB's 1995 Water Quality Control Plan allowing for 
discretionary Gate closure for fishery purposes st:aU be attributed to the Regulatory Baseline. 
Recognizing potential conflicts that may arise during dry conditions, the Project Agencies and 
the Management Agencies will ensure full consideration of all appropriate factors required for a 
decision based on the then-available best scientific data and evaluation, particularly inducting 
water supply. water quality, and endangered species as well as tradeoffs. The EWA shall 
compensate the Projects pursuant to these principles when the Management Agencies advise 
Reclamation to close Gates for a time outside such regulatory baseline conditions and such 
closu.re leads to export reductions. 
c. Borrowing; No Reduction in Deliveries 
The EW A may water from the SWP or CVP to achieve fishery protections upon their 
approval, provided that such borrowing will not result in any reduction in deliveries. Borrowing 
against EWA assets shall cause no reduction in deliveries in the year of borrowing or in. the 
subsequent water year. 
i. Identification Pledge of Asset As Collateral 
When the Management Agencies borrow project water to implement an EWA fishery 
action, they shall identify and pledge as a guaranty collateral sufficient to provide replacement 
water for any potential reductions in deliveries to contractors in the same amount and at the 
same time as the borrowed water would have been delivered. 
ll. Sufficiency 
~Project Agencies shall assess sufficiency of the collateral, in part, on the likelihood that the 
borrowed water will be replaced naturally by virtue of the wetness of the year. Thus, foreseeing 
fiM>rable hydrology, collateral need not be in existence at the time of borrowing, but may consist 
of the EW A's ability to provide replacement water with later-acquired assets to assure m 
reduction in project deliveries should actual circumstances tum out to be different from those 
foreseen. 
ill. Project Allocations and Deliveries 
When project water has been borrowed from storage, project allocation and delivery 
decisions shall be made as if the water had not been borrowed. 
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or Release of Asset 
transaction explicitly describe the conditions upon which the identified 
be disencumbered or released to project water supply. "Disencumbered" 
means no longer serving as collateral subject to release mtder the borrowing transaction. 
v. 
Unless otherwise indicated, as used throughout these Principles, ''year'' means "water 
year'', beginning on October 1 and ending on September 30. 
Project From EWA 
The projects may borrow from EW A assets on the condition the borrowed water shall be 
or EW A needs it to cover an operational curtailment 
d. Use of Excess Capacity 
The entitled to use excess capacity in SWP or CVP conveyance facilities, on an 
equal 4 acquisitions mandated by the CVPIA. 
I. 
capacity means capacity available after project operational requirements and 
met In the case of the SWP, it also means after any wheeling 
any wheeling of CVP water for delivery to federal contractors for 
tracuocmaJ:.t:Y wheeled water: San Joaquin National Cemetery, Musco Olive 
Valley CanaL 
general principle that the EW A shall cause no reduction in 
specific principJe that only the excess of the SWP's current 
to EWA: the SWP's equal sharing with the EWA ofb(2) 
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il. Protocols or ""~"''""'''~ 
Project 
~suru11t to Supplemental Agreement No. 1 
tenn Principles Agreemen~ the CVP 
unused share of San Luis Reservoir. 
of storage in San Luis Reservoir only to 
OP<~tlon of the 
Loss ofEWA Water In Upstream 
Jn light of the ULUJC'-'"""• '""""'uw1wap; for the storing of other than regular 
Project and Management Agencies shall jointly 
.-.r.:u·n,..~ "11'llrln<~rn~ or protocols for detennining when an EW A asset 
project water in 
establish reasonable 
may be stored and or be from project storage. 
ill. Consequential 
Where an asset is used to an curtailment limiting the export of 
project stored the project water remains in storage as a consequence shall become 
an EWA asset water to water shall occur only to ilie extent 
· that EW A storage have taken the regular project operational and 
regulatory constraints of the to be determined in accordance with the protocols and 
standards developed affected Project Agency. 
f. Agreement on and Requirements; Water Accounting 
The Project Agencies and the Management Agencies shall enter into an agreement that further 
specifies, to the greatest practicable, and requirements upon which: assets are 
to be released to the projects to compensate operational curtailments; borrowing may occur; 
collateral. for borrowing is to be disencumbered or released; water transfers and exchanges 
may take place. actions, accounting for EW A assets and for all 
project water to coordinated CVP/SWP operations, 
should be included in this agreement. 
3. No Increased Costs 
EW A shall impose no net, increased incremental costs upon the projects. The Management 
Agencies and Project Agencies shall develop a financing plan to cover all costs of the EW A from non-
contractor funding sources. The plan may include the establishment of a revolving account with annual 
deposits to pay for fluctuating EWA costs. The plan shall address increased Project operating costs, 
both power and ancillary costs, ofboth the SWP and CVP resulting from implementation of the EWA; 
crediting the EWA as appropriate for reduced operating costs; crediting the EW A for certain power 
benefits; and revenues realized :from the sale ofEW A assets. The Management Agencies and Project 
Agencies shall develop and recommend this plan, including any necessary legislation, to the CALFED 
Policy Group within 90 days following the adoption of the ROD. 
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ttnt)Or!:an<~e of acquiring water to the success of the EW A, the Project Agencies 
meet and confer to develop alternatives for funding power and other 
if such costs interfere with the successful operation of the EW A. 
4. The EWA Shall Be Responsible For Mitigating Its Water Quality, Water Rights, and 
Environmental Impacts As Required By Law 
Article ill 
Description of the EW A Tools 
The following are the EW A tools for acquiring and using alternative sources of project water supply 
to offset curtailments imposed under the EW A program so that project 
deliveries will not affected. While the requirements have been described in Article I (Establishment), 
any additional tools or ammgements that are determined to be beneficial to the EW A may be acquired 
at the discretion of the Management Agencies and Project Agencies. 
1. Acquisition Water the EW A 
a. Purchases 
The Project Ag(mctes (who are initially designated to undertake the purchases ofEWA assets) 
use EWA to purchase EW A assets from willing sellers both upstream and south of the 
"South means the export service areas served by the projects' Delta pumping 
plants, and may mc1uoe Project contractors. "Upstream of the Delta" includes the. legal Delta itself, 
as well as all to the Delta. Purchases can include leases, OlJtions, long-tenn agreements, 
cor1tractua1 transaction that makes alternative project water supplies 
or conveyance to south of the Delta. In addition to direct 
water supplies, purchases will include the acquisition of storage space in both 
_.,,..,...,,...,,,.., and basins to bank EW A assets. 
purchase transaction for calling upon the asset and 
rell~as1mg it to water to project deliveries as needed to offset the impact of an EW A 
operational curtailmertt Agertcies will coordinate EW A water acquisition with Level 4 refuge 
water to ensure accomplishment ofboth each year. 
i. 
project operations under which ESA water assets are to be 
Water Pumped by the SWP 
EW A will share, on a 50-50 basis, water: 
released storage or is otherwise made available for upstream purposes 
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under either or in the Delta with no further 
ERP or b(2) purposes to serve; 
(2) which exceeds the export capacity of the Tracy pumping plant; 
(3) for which the SWP and EW A demand south of the Delta; and 
(4) which the S~tVP has capacity to 
Pwnping ofb(2) or ERP :.vJter either the SWP or the ERP is demand~ limited south 
of the Delta (i.e., is no place for water to not count against the 50% share of 
the one which does for the water. 
ii. Joint Point: SWP Wheeling ofCVP and EWA water 
The SWP will use excess capacity it have at its Banks pumping plant to pump water 
for both the CVP and the EW A, to be shared between them on a 50-50 basis. The CVP 
water could be either storage or under its Delta water rights to divert unstored water. The 
EWA water could be either from non~project water acquired north of the Delta, or stored or 
unstored water pumped under CVP or SWP water rights. If either the CVP or EW A is 
demand-limited, the point not count against its 50% share. 
"Joint Point" is a tenn is recent Delta proceedings and decisions (e.g., 
WR 95-6; WR 98-9; D-1641) to refer to the ability ofthe SWP and CVP to utilize each 
other's point of diversion in the south Delta, i.e., their points of diversion may be used 'jointly". 
It is used here, however, in a slightly different way, to refer to the use (mainly) of the SWP 
point of diversion alone; and, specifically, to the wheeling of EW A as well as CVP water. 
Use of excess capacity for the EW A, CVP, and Level4 refuge water will take precedence 
over all other non-project pumping, except, as noted above, for wheeling water to respond to 
facili1y outages and wheeling to supply CVP contractors for whom the SWP bas traditionally 
wheeled CVP water, Joaquin National Cemetery, Musco Olive Co. and the users 
of the Cross Valley 
iii. SWP Appropriation of Unregulated Flow 
The SWP may use its own Delta diversion rights to pump water from the Delta for EWA 
purposes when the SWP bas capacity but no demand. It would be used in cases where Joint 
Point could also be used but where it would be preferable to create EWA assets south of the 
Delta to offset SWP rather than CVP losses to operational curtailments. As an adjunct to Joint 
Point, it would simply utilize SWP rather than CVP water rights to pump excess flows for the 
EW A's share. It would not affect the CVP's own share of excess SWP capacity. 
iv. Project Pumping Made Possible by Regulatory Relaxations 
(A) Relaxation oftbe Section 10 Constraint 
The SWP is limited under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, pursuant to US 
Anny Coxps of Engineers (Corps) Public Notice 5820-A, to a three-day average rate of 
diversion of water into Clifton Court Forebay of 13,250 acre-feet per day. This is equal to 
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an average, around-the-clock diversion rate of 6,680 cfs. (That rate may be increased 
during months when the San Joaquin River flow is above 1,000 cfs.) 
Permission has been obtained from the Corps to increase the base diversion rate by the 
equivalent of 500 cfs to 7,125 cfs for the months of July, August, and September, through 
2002. This 500 cfs will be dedicated in its entirety to pumping for the EW A 
(B) Relaxation of the Exportllnflow Ratio 
Under D-1641, and anticipated under the SWRCB order to be issued upon completion 
.of the Bay-Delta water rights hearing, project exports are limited at different times of the 
year to a certain percentage of Delta inflow (usually either 35% or 65%). This limitation is 
called the Export!Inflow, or FJI, ratio. Both D-1641 and the 1995 Water Quality Control 
Plan, consistent with the 1994 Principles for Agreement (Bay-Delta Accord), allow for 
these ratios to be relaxed upon the meeting of certain requirements. 
Relaxations of the Eli ratio will be sought as appropriate and used to create EW A 
assets south of the Delta. 
2. Banking of Assets 
a. Generally 
Generically, banking is the storing for later use of water that would otherwise be used or lost in 
the present Water can be banked and used within the same water year or carried over for use in a 
subsequent water Even though the acquisition of stored water does not cany the idea of 
converting a asset a durable asset, it is included here as an EW A banking transaction 
as well as a species ofEW A asset acquisition. Like the acquisition of assets, banking transactions 
must provide for access to and the release of the stored EW A assets to the projects. 
assets generally will tum on the provisions of the banking document 
Usually, if imported water is physically stored in a groundwater basin, it will have a first and 
exclusive right to water stored. IfEWA water is stored in a surface reservoir, it usually will be 
junior to will first 
b. 
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are durable and which may be released without the ability to move water 
an 
stored project reservoirs upstream of the Delta as well as in San Luis 
regular project water. The EW A will share this storage 
Level4 refuge needs. 
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·c. Source-Shifting Agreements 
The purpose of water banking is to have water available for use at a time other than its original 
availability. Source-shifting agreements fall under this :functional definition of''banking''. Somce-
shifting (or "demand-shifting'') agreements are agreements with a water agency, like MWD, which 
are able, at certain times, to call on non-Delta sources of water to temporarily create an asset for 
use by the EW A. These assets can be used for EWA operational curtailments. Replacement of the 
source-shifted water occurs at an agreed-upon subsequent time without any incremental impacts to 
the Projects. 
3. Borrowing 
Borrowing of project water, specifically water in San Luis Reservoir, is a tool intended to enhance 
the effectiveness and use of EW A assets. Project water in San Luis Reservoir may be borrowed to 
support an operational curtailment in lieu of immediately releasing an EWA asset, where the borrowed 
water is not needed at that time to make project deliveries, to avoid water quality and supply problems 
associated with the San Luis low point, or to satisfY reasonable canyover storage objectives. 
An appropriate EWA asset will be pledged to assure that, if the borrowed water is not otherwise 
made up, release of the pledged asset will cause project deliveries not to be affected by the borrowing 
transaction 
4. Transfers and Delta Conveyance 
Transfers will be used mainly to create assets south of the Delta out of assets upstream of the Delta. 
They can also be used to make acquisitions south of the Delta suitable for release to project use, where 
a change in the legal place or purpose of use or point diversion of the water is needed. 
IV. 
Additional Provisions 
1. Contingent on Appropriation or Allotment of Funds 
The eXpenditure or advance of any money or the perfonnance of any obligation of the United 
States or the State of California under this Agreement shall be contingent upon appropriation or 
allotment of :funds. No liability shall accrue to the United States or the State of California for failure 
to perfonn any obligation under this Agreement in the event that funds are not appropriated. 
The project schedules described in this document depend upon certain assumptions about state 
and federal budgets, optimized construction schedules, willing sellers and other contingencies. 
These assumptions may change as the CALFED Program progresses and appropriate revisions to 
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the CAL FED Program may be necessary. Consistent with federal law, nothing in this document 
constrains the discretion of the President or his successor from making whatever budgetary or 
legislative proposals he or his successors deem appropriate or desirable. 
l. Modification Only By Written Agreement 
The tenns of this EWA Operations Principles Agreement may be modified by written 
agreement executed by all parties. 
Having considered the contents of this document, its attachments and the documents supporting 
this decision, we hereby adopt these Principles. 
Signed and dated: 
United States of America 
st r Snow, Director, Mid-Pacific Region 
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
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Appendix F. Take Avoidance Me~sures for Animals and 
Plants 
This appendix presents take avoidance measures for animals and plants listed in Appendix 
B, Table B-1. Take avoidance measU.res are to be implemented when a species or its habitat is 
present wi~ the action area of a project. These measures will assist in reducing the indirect effects 
of an action to an evaluated species or If take of a listed or proposed species or its habitat 
cannot be avoided, the Service must contacted. 


Ge:aeral Avoidance Me_.ures 
,.•' 
.• 
10. To the extent consistent with CALFED objectives, cODStruCt and operate iiJ....chalme1 bllriers and RStrictious 
m the Delta to provide sufficient leeway to adjust h~cs in various chalmols to eD.SUle evaluated fish 
species m not beiog drawn in gmrter numben or pfoportiODS toward the pumps or being aft'ected by poor 
water quality. Implement monitoring and testing :aeceuazy to desip, CODStruct, and opcnto ·balrlers and 
restrictiou. Develop and implement proc~ and operating criteria for bania: systems to protect fish. 
Implement monitoring and testing necessiuy to ensure against excessive moveme:nt offish toward the south-
Delta pumpma plant!. • 
11. To the emmt consistent with CAI..FED objectives. constrain operation of a barrier at the head of Old River 
durin; by periods a necasary to minimize the exte:nt evaluated fish species are exposed to the south-Delta 
pumping plants. Implement J.!I01litori1lg and testing necessary to babmce the loss of evaluated fish spcci~ 
from the Sm Joaquin RiWI', and the west, c:e:atra1. and so~ Delta. . 
12. Imp~~ on a:a emapncy buil during extended dmuahts to protect Water &Upplies clec1icatecl to 
meet Delta inflow and outfa.ll criteria deemed essential in maintaiDing evaluated fish populatioDa. Such 
measures would be implemented infieque:atly and would be.used ODly to readjust water supplies to levels 
expected without this set of' CALPED aetlou. Measures may include additional dedicated surface or ground 
water stored specitically for this purpose,· special optiou for the purcbase of needed additional suppties; or · 
emeraency provisions that would reduce other water supply demands. Another IIICISUI:e is to i.Ditially 
implement the actions to the extent feasible to determine potential eft'ccts OD st=aSOilll and critical-year water 
supplies, and develop a long-tcpn.water DJaDa&ement piau that includes this and other actioos to mini!Jlize 
effects of reallocation in other seasoDS and'critical yrau.• 
13. Avoid ormimimize implementing proposed aetioos in occupied habitat areas that could have a substantial 
a.dvene effect on the distribution or abundance of evaluated fish speeies. • 
14. To the mew;~ with achieving CAI.lBD objectives, design and operate conveyance fiellities to 
avoid mapping or m1mini:q evaluated species. • 
1S. To the extmt with CALPBD objectives, design and CODStruct overflow basins ftom existi:aa 
leveed lands m sta,aes usfns construction desip, operating schemes, and procedmes developed throup pilot 
studies and experience to mmimizo the potential for st.randing as wateza recede ftom overflow areas.• 
.. J.~·-~~ ~ ~ c:i:ms~.!'ft.h ~ objeeti~, ~op and impl~!mah~ thatmjnimizh. ~~~~ ·-· 
·adverse effects of dum.ges to hydraulics, water quality, and habitat on .:;.,uuated WN~ species w en u;Atwuu.g 
tidal wetleds fi:om subsided leveed lands.• 
17. To the extent practicable, confine additional pumpi:aa to times and area to cbannels with minimal 
cow:entratioas of~ fish species.• 
CALPED objectives, confine additional winter divmiom nece5sary to manage 
mtl:>red seuowu bab1itats to non-dry ·yean when water supplies n sufficient to m:inimize any effects on 
dow'.~Utr1eamt,nmspart;, expert pumping ratios, and foodWcb ~.'¥~·----------
1. To the extent ll::hieving CALFBD objectives, operate barriers and other i.nstream s1:n1Cb:lreS 
movemt:D.t a mi'Wler that will not ~y affect the hydrology supporting populatioos of 
evalluam plant species. • 
2. A void direct dis~ance to popUlations and individuals of evaluated piant species. • 
F-1-2 
Tabl• F-1 • . T&W Avo~ ,VIl1/IUICfor A~ fllfll Planu 
Jllly2000 
mdi1ridrud!& fi:omoccupied habitat that would be affected by CALFED actions, 
to suitable restored, or enhmced habitat 
lUpuim bnub rabbit (SJii~llll,lliU lllll.':lsmut nmU11.1tJJ md Sm Joaqum Vdey woodrat (Neotomafludpes 
~ 
or mortality to individuals or to the viability of the species' 
deglradation or la&<t of occupied habitat. 
2. ·Avoid or mmmw~:e m:Jplei~I~entillltn:mlfem 
habitat• 
fi:oL1 so~es that support riparian vegetation in occupied 
Sam .Joaquin kit -~ -.lltkt.r) 
1. Comply with standardized Wildlife Service (tho Service~s) guidelines when implementing 
CALFED actions potentially oc:cup:~.;e«~habitat (U.S. Fish ad Wildlife Service 1999a. 1999b). 
Salt manh hii"Vat mouse (Relthrodontomp ~) 
that could lrtifieially stabiliZe salinity nmges in occupied 
... . 
2. To tho ~'.'dent pmctieable. trap relocate individuals that would be 'l.m.Ukcly to avoid construction 
equipment or~ inundation resulting of nitable neari:ly habitat. 
AJ.euUu Cuada aoose fBl't.rHM~ll k~U»ptU'IIM) 
Nc:me i 
Bald eqie (H~:rlmletJt:qlullus) 
1. Avoid or minimiz-e eonstmction· 
implemtina.CA.miD 
(F~July). 
rec:~ution~t-elatled distutbmces that could be associated with 
nest ~tes during the nesting pcriJ)d 
2. Avoid CAl.FED acti0111 that resnlt in ·tho loss of traditional nesting uees or degradation of natural. . 
habitat within 0.5 mile of traditional nest trees. 
California brown pdieu (P~'" ~ Cflll/omlclu) 
Nc:me 
Callforn.la condor (Gym~SDIJ'.P• Cflli/tJmltm~U) · 
1. A void CALFED actions that could resnlt in harm. or mortality to individuals or to the viability of the 
populmoa. 
CalU'orn.laa clapper nD (RidlusltJn,Wsttb ol~~tJimu) 
1. Condw:t ~to ~the presence and distribution ofCa!ifomia clapper nils in suitable nesting 
habitat befom i:mplementms CALFED actions that could result in the lou or degradation ofbabi~ 
2. Avoid or mfnjmixe CA.LFED actions that could result in th~ deifadation or loss of occupied nesting babita_t 
3. Avoid disturbances that could be associated with CALFED actions near active nest sites during the nesting 
period (mid-March-July). 
&iFED Bay-.Dglttt Pmgrflm Bwloflkol Opinion 
U.S. Fish ll1l4i Wildlfle s.wk1 F-1-3 
Table F-1. Contb\ued 
Additional Avoidance Measures 
Federally Listed as Threatened ca.r Endangered 
Birds (Continued) 
Calllonalaleast tern {Stllmt~lllllilltmlm ,,,.1) / 
1. Monitor foraging habitat used by tems from the A1'D""-<la Colony to ensure proposed chanps in Delta 
outflows that could affect water quality~ turbidity do DOt adversely afl'ect the abundance or availability of 
pJey species. / • 
2. To the extent consistent with CALFBD objectives, protect colonies that may establish elsewhere in the 
Multi-Species Conservation Strate&Y (MSCS) Focus Area as a result of natural expan$ion of the Delta 
population from future changes in land use or other activities that could adversely affect colonies. 
Least ~D's vlneo (Y6w bdlll pwllhu) 
None 
Northern spotted owl (Strlx ocdtknltllll et~llrin•J and deslpated crldeaJ habitat 
: 1. Avoid construction- and teereation-related disturbmes that could be lssociated with implementing 
CALFBD actiou Within O.S milo of active nest sites during the nestins period (March-June). 
2. Avoid or minimize CALFED actions that could result in the toss of traditional n~tina sites or dcpadation of 
natural habitat within 0.5 mile of' traditional nest sites. 
Westen~ snowy plover (Ch~ fllexlmdrlnus lllwllu1) 
1. Before implementina CALFBD actions that could result in the toss or degradation of occupied nesting 
habitat, comiuct ~ to determine.tbo preseaco and distribution of western snowy plove.rs.in suitable 
habitat within ita mown nesting range. 
2. Avoid or minimize CALFBD actions that could RSu1t in the degradation or loss of occupied ncst:ing habitat 
3. Avoid disturb~es to nesting bUds and nest sites that could be u,sqdated with implementing CALFBI) 
actiou near active nest sites during the nesting period (March-July). 
Reptiles 
Alameda whlpsub (MIIStlctJpltll liltmllb ~a) . 
i. ro tb~ .t practicabtc,- indivi~ from. hamtat tiw would be attcetcd oy CAIJl'ED actions. and· - -
relocate them to nearby suitable existina restored, or eabanced habitat 
Giant prter make rnumrnophla glgra) 
. 1. To the extent ~cable, remove or exclude individuals· from construction corrldots before construction is 
initiated.$ 
(lkmb6 61ltl) 
1. To extent practicable, capture individuals from oceupicd habitat that would be affected by CALFED 
actiou, md relocate them to nem:by suitable existing. restOred, Or CJ:J.hanc:ed habitat 
Amphibians 
CdfomJa red·leged froa (Rtmt~IUU'tJIYI drllytonll) 
1. A void CALFED actions that could adversely affect the connectivity of'babitat corridors an101li cx;!ting 
=tapopulations. · ·· .. . ·· 
. ·. 
F-1-4 
Appendix G. Compensation Meas:g.res for Animals and 
Plants ,../ 
This appendix presents comp~8tion measures for animals and plants listed in Appendix B, . 
Table B-1. These compensation mea8ures are to be implemented as part of a Service-approved 
compensation plan when take of these species cannot be avoided. The Service must be contacted 
before implementing compensation measures for listed or proposed species. 
·' . .... . 

Table G-1. COmpensation Measn for Animals and Plants 
· FederaDy Listed as Threatened or EDdugered 
Mammala 
Glut~ rat (DipodDmp lltgas) ,. 
1. Where CALFBD actions would adversely affect occnPf~ habitat, (a) acquire, protect, and DW18ge 1-3 acres 
of existing occupied habitat for every acre witbio. the same area of occupied habitat affected by CAUED 
actions or (b) enhance or restore 1-3 acres of suitable habitat near affected areas for every acre of occupied 
habitat aff'eded. . '. . 
,;'' . 
BfparlaD bnuh rabbit (Sylvlkqpu Nc/unul rlptll'llll) ud Su JoaquiD VaDey woodrat (Neotomajiuclpn ,.,.,.) 
Ncme 
Sm J'oaquhl kit fox (J',.U IUCI'tltb 111ldlctl) 
1. Where CALFED actions would adversely affect occupied hibitat, (a) acquire, protect, and manage 1-3 ~ 
of existina occupied habitat for every acre within the same area of occupied habitat affected by CALFBD 
actions or (b) enhance or restore 1-3 acres of suitable habitat near affected areas for every acre of occupied 
habitat affected. . . . . . . 
. 2. Comply with ataDdardized U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (the SeMc:c's) pidetines when implCmtmting 
CALFED ~ within potentially occupied habitat (U.S. Fish and Wildlif'e Service 1999a, 1999.b). 
. . . 
Salt manh harveat moue (R4111aro4olflomp rmvatril) 
~ . ... . ' . 
1. Provide imerimJDil\aaem=nt of occupied saltmarshes to maintain source populations until rest.omt habitats 
have developed aufiiciently to provide suitable habitat 
2. AVoid or minUrri?e restorina tidal action to dibd marshes that are occupied by salt marsh harvest mice until 
restoration has been initiated iD tho westem Suisun Marsh. ~on would consist of at least twice as 
11IUdl tidal. hip marsh, and wetland-to-upland transition habitat u would be aft'ected by RStoration of tidal 
exchange. ID addition, an equal amount of occupied habitat in the eastcm Suisun Marsh should be 
maiDtained u managed marsh u would be affected by restoration of occupied habitat This action would 
provide suitabto speclea habitat until newly restored habitat in the western SuisuD Marsh has developed 
sufticiendy to provide suitable salt mush harvest mouse habitat 
3. Resto~e or eu1iauco 2-S acres of &dditionat In-kind habitat for every acre of affected and occupied ~e 
· · · ~Weiland lilbi1aC ··'thii·co~ozi sh()Wd be implemeided'betonnhe impaCt" occ:w:s Ulci nar'the · 
affected location. • · · · 
4. To tho extent practicable. include project design features that allow for onsite reestablishment ~m:d long-term 
mainte111m~ of salino emergent wetland vegetatioo. following project construction. • 
Aleuttu Cauda aoose (BI'tlilbl CIDUIIIasll k•ct~piiNIII) . . 
· 1. EDhanco or restore 1-2 acres of suitable natural or agricultural habitat near affected areas tQ replace every 
acze of traditional wintermg habitat that is permanc:ntty lost or dczraded as a result of CALFED actions. ... ; .~ 
Bald eagle (HIIlltlMu lae«q1ttrlul), Calltorala bi'OWII pellca.Jl (Pekclula occ14entlllll callfontlclu), . 
Callf'o~ condor ((;ymnogyJM ctrllfontltula), Callfo~ least tern {St8nttl atlllanrm 6row1tl), Least Bell's 
vireo (J'Ino N1lll pall1111), Northern spotted owl (Strlx ocddentlllll CIUI""a) ud deslpated critical. 
habitat · 
None · . . .. ·. 
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Table G-1. 'Continued 
J'edenlly Listed as Threatened o~ Endanaered 
CaUCornla dapper rail (.1lallu:J lo~t,WitrllobloiGI) .·,· ," 
// 
1. Restore or enhance 2-S ac:as of additicmal in-kind bJhltat for every acre of affected and occupied saUne 
emerpm wetland habitat. 1.1Us compensation should be implemented before the impact occun anct·near the 
llfl'edl=d tocaticm.. 
2. To the extent practicable, include proj_. desip features that allow Cor ODSito reestabJfsluncmt and Ions-term 
~of saline emergent wethmd vegetation following project CODStruction.. 
Western mowy plover (ChiU'IIIIrills ~a lllvo1111)' 
1. Restore or eul:wlce 1-2 ac:as of suitable DeStfna habitat near affected areas for each acre of occupied nestiDg 
habitat that is converted to unsuitable nesting habitat u a mult of CAI..PBD actiOIIs. 
Alameda wblpsnake (MIUtbphll ltdmiUJ•ui'J'XIUftiiW) . 
' 
1. Wbcrc CA.I...FBD actions would adversely affect occupied habitat, (a) icquire, protect, and liiiDip 2-5 acres 
of existiJis occupied habitat for fNery acm within the same area of occupied habitat affected by CALFBD 
actions or (b) enhance or J."CStom 2-S acres of suitable habitat near affected areas for cw:ry acre of occupied 
habitat affected. 
Glaiat prter snake (Tiaasnophii.P,a) 
1. Rcptace potentially occupied habitat that would be permanently lost or dearaded by CALFED lc:tions at ratio 
of2-3 acres of restored habitat for fN«y acre of affected habitat. 
2. Restore potentWly occupied habitat that would be temporarlly degraded by CAUED actioDs onsitc 
immediately following project completion. 
Blunt-aosed leopard !Izard (Gas'116 6iltJ) 
1. Wbcrc CAI.J"BD actioDS would adversely affect oc:cupied habitat. (a) aequtre, protect, and mmage 1-3 acres 
of existing occupied habitat for every acre within the same area of occupied habitat affected by CALFED . 
actiODS or (b) enhance or restore 1-3 acres of suitable habitat near affected areas for cw:ry acre of occ:upied 
habitat aft'ected. • . .. - -·- . . .. . . ' ...... ~· . " .. _ . . . . ... . . .. 
Amphibians 
CaJU'ornla red-Ieaed frog {RIIn11 t~~~nr~~ ll'qtonll) 
1. Where CA.I..FBD actiODJ would adm'sely affect occupied habitat, (a) acquire, protect, and manage 1-3 acres 
of existing occupied habitat for fNery acre of occupied habitat affected by CALFBD action& or (b) enhance. 
or mtore 1-3 acres of suitable habitat near affected areu for fNery acre of occupied habitat affected. 
Delta smelt (Jzypomaru mmsplldjlctu) and deslpated crltlcal ~ltat 
1. CALFED actiODS that have temporary impacts (leu thaD 1 year) on sballow·water habitat within the mnge of 
the delta smelt will protect or restore 1 acre of in-kind ~itat for each acre of affected habitat. 
2. CALFED actions that have long-term (greater tban 1 yelr) impacts o:n Shallow wate: habitat shall protect or 
. mtore 3 acm of in-kind habitat for each ac;re of affected habitat. ' 
Sacrameato spllttan (Pogonklsthp murolqldotlll) . . . 
1. Restore or enhance 1-3 times the linear footage of affected shaded riverine aquatic overhead cover near 
where impacts are inCl.ll'red. • · 
CALFED B121-~ts Prcfl"t1J'ff Biological OpmUton 
U.S. Fish and WUdllf• SIU'Vkc G-1-2 
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Table G-1. Contmued 
Fedenlly Listed u Threatened or Endangered 
Ji'lsh (Continued) 
2. Restore or enhance 1-3 times the amount of nearshore ~nat affected by levee upgrades near where impacts 
are iDcorred. • / . 
/ 
ndewater pby (Eucyclogoblus uw/Jmyl) 
Nono 
/ 
Delta greeu around beetle (Eiqhru Wrltlb) and designated crltlcal habitat 
1. Replace potentially occupied habitat that would be permanently lost or dc&radcd by CALFED actions at !l 
ratio ofl-S acres of restored habitat for~~ of affected habitat 
Valley elderberry lonpon beetle {DaiiCocNur Cllllfom£:1184blulrphu) and des~ated critical habitat 
1. Until the valley eld~ lonabom beetle has been xecovered, implement the Service's guidelines for 
mitipting project effecu on the valley etdc!beny lonshom beetle to C()mpens&te for CALFED impacts on 
tho species. . . 
Lange's metalmark butterfly (Apotknllll "''""" itmga), Callfonda freshwater shrimp (Syncri JHICIIIca), 
md Calllppe sBvenpot butterfly {Spqn/11 Clllllpps Clllllppe) 
None 
. .., . 
CODHnucy fairy shrimp {llrt~~~chln«** co~tuntlllo), longhon fairy shrimp (BrachiMt:tll 
ltlllgitu~Wmll), venal pool tadpole shrimp (Lqltbmu JHICktmll), and venal pool fairy shrimp 
{llrtuu:ldii«*Jlyllchl) 
1. If implcme:n1ation of CALFBD actions could result in relatively minor impacts on these species, implement 
mitiption actions identified in the Service's programmatic biological opinion for projects that could have 
llllllD eft"ects on these species (U.S. Fish and Wlldlife Servico 1996). 
lone buckwheat (Erlogo11um IIJirlciUII var.~~prlciUII), lone manzanita (.bt:tostllphyloamJ111follll), StebblDs' 
mol'lllDg-glory (~ stebbln11J), Pine BID ceanothus (Cunotllu 111derlddl), Pine Bm Daaelbush 
· {FrtnlloiiiDtlelltlroll CtlllftJI"'IIcuuap .. thcu•ll•"!), ElDorado bedstraw (Gtdlum CllJVtm•lcwn. up. •~), 
LayDe'l raport (Sa«:UU/a]ll~t~e), pallid muzanlta (A.I'Cttlstllph]IDI lllyrtlfollll), San BeultO eveliliil- · 
prlmrole (Catlno~tiii/Jmlttm811), Hartweg'sgolden sunbunt (PiellliDbllhlll bllhllfollll), San JoaquJn adobe 
sunburst (Puu4oWIII pmtiiiU), Merced phaeella (PhtiUiltz ci1IGttl vw.optU:tl), and showy IndlaD dover 
(l'tf{111Jum IIIIIHIIIIIII) 
. 1. MoDitor att lites occupied by these species that are managed under CALFED, especially following 
managcmont activities; through adaptive management, modify activities as needed to maintain or increase·· 
current poplll:ation levels. · · 
Slender orcutt grass (Orcuttlll tmw), Hoover'• spurp (0.11111~ h1111Nrl), succulent owl's clover 
(Catllle)a t:lllllpatrl!J ssp. lucculelllll), aad Colusa gnu (Nustllphill t:slu1111111) · 
1. Where species-occupied, low-quality, non-natural habitat is lost or degtadcd as a result ofCALFBD actions, 
preserve existins species habitat at a ratio of 3 acres of preserved habitat for every acre of affected habitat 
aDd restore 1 aero ofbabitat elsewhere for ~acre of affected habitat Preserved and restored habi1ats 
must be located within 40 miles on the same geomorphic surface as the affected habi1at . , .. ·. 
.. ; ·~ 
: Cfi.FED Bq-Dtdtll ProgrtUII Biolo6{CtJl ()pRatlon 
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Table G·1. Con~~ 
J'edenlly Listed as Threatened or Endancered 
Iaker's Iarkspur (Ditlphlnlwn bllhrl) ud yellow larkspur WtiJ1hlltlllM hlts11111) 
,. .. ; .. ·~ 
1. If occupied low-quality habitat is lost or degraded U.i result ofCALFED actioos, preserve existing species 
habitat at a mtio of 3 aaes of preserved habitat for every acre of removed habitat and restora1ion of 1 acre of 
habitat elaewhcre for every acre of removed habitat. Pleserved and restored habitats must be Jocatecl within 
40 miles on the !WDI': aeomorpbic ~as the affected habitat. 
/ . 
SID Joaquin wooll)'threads {UMHrtf« t»ltfUIIIJ) 
1. If occupied habitat is lost or degradM as a result of CALFBD actions, presene (preferably by ac:quisition) 6 
acres ofhigh-qwility occupied habitat and preserve 1 acre ofnitablo unoccupied habitat for every acre of 
habitat affected by CALFBD. 
2. DevWcp a~ from an popWatioDs affected by implementation of~ actions. and use tho · 
colloded meed for iDocu.lating unoc:cupied suitable habitat 
Marin westem au (HapmilbloiS Cllltfatllm) 
·.\ 
'. If occupied habitat ia lost or delfllded as a result of CALPliD actions, preserve (preferably by icquisition) 6 
~m~~ ofhip-qwallty occupied habitat and preserve 1 acre of suitable unoccupied habitat elacwl\cre for every 
acre of unoccupied suitable habitat affected by CALFBD. P!eserved and restored habitats must be located 
within a 40-milo Ddius on the same geomorphic surface as the affected habita' 
2. Develop a seedbiDk from an J)l'pd!ationa affected by implementation ofCALFED actions, and use the 
collected Red for inocmaq unoccupied suitable habitat 
Hoover's erlutnm (Erlatnml hoowri) 
1. It occupied habitat is lost or dq:mded as a result of CA.LPBD actions, restore or en:ate laae of suitable 
habitat for each aero of affected habitat. Preserved and restored habitats must be located within a 40-mile 
mdius on the~ geomorphic sur&eo as tho affected habitat. 
2. Dewlap a seedbmk from an populations affected by implemmtation ofCALFED actions, and use tho 
coJlocted seed for iDoclllatma unoccupied suitable habitat. 
CJa1:1 Hut's ~-vetch (btmf~ clarlaa), Jarae-flowered ftddlen~(A!ftsU.Id4 ,.,.tlljlo'IYI) ud 
designated trtUt&I habitat, CdftftllnllbltOr(SUDllil-cllll/t~mlca), So~oma ~whine (Blemtorperma· 
bum), Loeb Lomond buttoa-alery (E,.pm co~tittutul), Contra Colta ioldflelu· (Luthsnlll 
t:oa}ugas), Butte Couty meadowtoam {Lblt~tutlslll Jlot:t»~• up. Cllllfomlcfl), Sebastopol meadowt'oam 
(LIM~ vm~s), rew-flowered navarretla (NIIWD1't!lllllmu:Dc~~phllliJ up. Jlllllcf/lllrtt), many-flowered 
navarretla (N~ kut:ocqlallliJ ssp. pll«mttuu), San Joaquin Valley orcutt grass (Orcuitla lltaqulllls), 
hairy orcutt anus (Orcidds pllosfl), Sacramento orcutt 11"111 (OrcllflliJ l111c141J), Green's tucorla (Tuctoria. 
grunel), Chbtae Camp brodlaea (BrtHlltult~ ptdllda), wbtte 1ed1e (C~~rex dUfl), Tiburon mariposa Uly 
(C.Iaof'tlll Tiburon mdtu pilntbrush (CIIItllkja a.IJIItis ssp. nq/edll), Tiburon 
Jeweltlower (Strqt~mtllu niger), Pltld.R Marsh Illy (Ulwn p~~rtlallnum up. pltklnMSe), Kenwood Marsh · 
dleekerbloom (Sidllku, orega• up. wdl411), Sonoma llopecurus (.A.loJMCllrus uq11tdis var. sonomeldb), 
Napa blue nt~pens&),CaHitop popcorn-flower (P~bDtllrys strlctlls), palmate-braded blrd's-
bw (Ctmlyltmtlau paas), Sonoma spmeflower (Cht~tktmths Wlll4tl), wbite-rayed peutachaeta 
(Pentd~JG blt/lMfflort~), Soft blrd~s-beak (Cordyltlnthu$ mollll ap.·mollis), Sullua thistle (Cinlllm 
byt/Npllum var. hyhopldmm), Antioch Dunes evenlnt-primrose (Osnothertt dBltoldn up. howBllll) and 
designated critical habitat, Contra Costa waOOower (Et;Pimum Cllpillltum ssp. agatlltUm) ud 
dealpated mtlw hAbitat, Cnmpton's tuctorla (Tuctorl# ~~~~onata), ud California vervain (J'~rJMI! 
adlfomlcfl) 
None 
C4.l.FED Bay-Deltn. Progra Biol«~gfCDl O~tion 





Table G-1. Contiimed 
Federally Proposed ror LIJtiDI u Threatened or Endangered 
Birds 
Mountain plover (Chlll'tUlrilu molft4uuu) 
Noae ./, 
Saata Cruz tarplant (Holociuplu& mtiCI'tll4lfill) 
/ 
1. If occupied habitat is lost or degraded as a result of CALFED actions, preserve (preferably by acquisition) 6 
ac:ra of high-quality occupied habitat and preserve 1 acre of suitable unoccupied habitat for every acre of 
habitat affected by CA.InD. 
2. Develop a seedbaDk tiom all populations affected byimplemeatation. of CALFED actions, ll11d usc the 
colleeted seed for iaocu1adna unoccupied suitable habitat 
Federal Cmdldate tor LlltiDa 
Amphlblau 
Calltonda tlpr 1al~mumder (bbptomt~ Cllllfo,.,.,;,•) 
1. Where CAU'ED actions would advmcly aft'ect occUpied habitat, (a) acquire, protect, and manage 1-3 acres 
of existing occupied habitat for every acre of occupied habitat affected by CALFBD actions or (b) eahancc 
or restore 1-3 acres of suitable habitat ncar affected areas for every acre of occupied habitat affec:tr:d. 
2. To the extent practicable. ~Ve ~r exclude individuals from the aft'ected area to avoid constructiOn-related 
monaJity of individuals or, if' habitat will be pemliiDCD.tly lost as a result of actions, capture individuals from. 
the affected area and relocate to nearby suitable existing. mtored., or enhanced habitat that does not support 
non-aative predator populati~ • 
•• 
McCloud River ~band trou• (O~tcorllynchlll •ytbsup. 2) 
Noae · · 
Otber Evaluated Spedes 
Mtm~mals ..... •. ' .. 
Greater westena uwtur-bat (E,.ops pRods etdlfomklll) . 
None 
CaJU'onala wolver:fne (GIIID plo hltMu), M'"ed k.aDproo rat (Dipotlomp lulumlllllfltl&olfl), iDd · 
Nelson'• antelope around sqUirrel (A.••oSJIBmopiiiiiiiMI8fllfl) · . · 
1. Where CAIJl1ID actiODS would adversely aft'ect occupiCd habitat, (a) acquire, protect, and manage 1-3 acres 
of existins occupied habitat for every acre within the same area of occupied habitat affected by CAUED 
actions or (b) euhancc or restore 1-3 acres of suitable .habitat near affected areas for every acre of occupied 
habitat~ ·~ . 
1UDgtal1 (BtiUIII'I!Ica IUIUtlu) 
1. Where CALPED actions would advcmely affect occupi~ habitat, (a) acquire, protect, ·and manage 2-S acres 
of exist:Dg occupied habitat for every aero within the same area of occupied habitat affected by CALFED 
· actiODS \U' (b) enhiaeo or restOre 2-.S acres of suitable habitat near aft'ectcd areas for every acre ofo~icd 
habitat affected. ·. . ·. 
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Table 0-1. coutiimed 
Other Evlluated Spedes 
Saa Pablo C~omla vole (Mkntu Cllllfomlcw slllljHiblfteall) 
l. R.estcn or eDhance 2-S acres of additioul in-kind bitrltat for every acre of affected and occupied saline 
emergent wetland habitat. This compensation should bo implemented before the impact oc:curs and near the 
affected 1oc:ation.. . 
Sou orute U.nw (Bora om#Eia lbtlftil;,.) 
1. Avoid or mjnimizc restorlna tidal action to diked marshes that are occupied by Suisun ornate shrews until 
restoration bas been iuitiated in the westem Suisun Marsh. 1lestoration would CODSfst of at least twice as 
much tidal, hip mamh, md wethmds-to-uplaDd twllition habitat as would bo affected by restoration of tidal 
exchange. In addition, m equal amount of occupied habitat in the eastem Suisun Marsh sbould bo 
maintained 11 !IIIDaled marsh as would bo affected by restondion of occupied habitat. This action would 
provide suitable species habitat until.,wly ~red habitat in the western Suisun Marsh bas developed 
rufticiently to provide suitable Suisun ornate shrew habitat 
2. Restore or e.o.bmee 2-S acres of additioul in-kind habitat for every acre of affected and occupied saline 
emeraent wetland habitat. This comperasation should be implemeutcd before the impact occurs and near the 
affected location.... . . 
Birds 
American peresnno falcon (F,q,....,.,.,, 111111t11m), BaDk swaDow (1Uptu1tl rlJIIU'II8), Clllfomla pll 
(1Anu cMifomklll), Double-crested cormorant (rookery) (Piulliu:NH:DN~Jt aritlll), Grasshopper sparrow 
(Allunoiralu ~~mmn~~n~m), Tricolored blackbird(~ trlcohlr), and Osprey (PIIIIllon hllllullu) 
None 
Bbck tern (CIIIJ4tmllu nlgfll') 
1. Rafl)re or ~e 1-2 acres of suitable nming ~wetland habitat near affected areas for each acre 
of occupied nestinJ habitat that is converted to llllSUitable nesting habitat. · 
Black-crowned mpt boron (rookery) (Nydicort~JC aydlcDru), mowy egret (rookery) fEFDIII thulll), area.t 
egret (rookery) (C,.umttrodllll tdbus), put blue heron (rookery) (.4.1'lka hm>dlu), and white-facecllbls 
(l'kgii4J.r ddld) . ' : . . ' . ' ... , ... .. . ~·' .... ··~ ~. ·~·- ...... -........ ' ······ ' ~···" _.,... .. ..... ~. -.. ~ . '. .. ... . . .. . . 
1. Restore or enhance 1-S acres of suitable valley/foothill riparian or emeraent wetland nest:in& habitat ncar 
affected areas for each acre of occupied nesting habitat that is converted to unsuitable nesting habitat 11 a 
result ofCALPBD adiOM. ·"' 
Cdfomla black rill (Lttt~rdllr }amlllcam cotlmdclllul) 
1. Avoid or minimize restoring tidal action to diked marshes that are occupied by California black rails until· · 
restoration has been initiated in the western Suisun Marsh. Restoration· would consist of at least twice as 
~tidal. high manh,. · wetland-to-upland tmusition habitat~ would be affected by restoration of tidal 
exchaJ:lie. In addition. an equal amotm.i of occupied habitat in the eastcm Suisun Mush should be 
maintained as mmmFtf marsh as would bo affected by restoration of occupied hal?itat This action would 
provide suitable species habitat until newly restored habitat in tho western Su.isw.\ Marsh bas de-veloped 
sufficiently to provide suitable California black mt habi.tat. 
2. Restore or enbmce 2-S acres of additional in-kind habitat for ew:ry acre of affected and occupied saline 
emm:gent and tidal fresh ~t wetland habitat 1,'his compeasation should be implemented befo~ tho 
impact occun md near the affected location. • · · 
CALFED lay-Dtlta PrtlgrtD~t Biological Opmdon 
U.S. FUll tmd Wildlife Suvlc4 
. ; 
/ 
1. Restore or c:n!w:tee 2-S am:a of suitable nestms habitat ncar the affected area for each acre of occupied 
natmg habitat that is converted to unsuitable nesting habitat as a result of CALFBD actions. 
GoldeD uate (Atullil ~) 
1. Enhance or ratorc 1-S ac:res of suitable fomgina habitat to replace every acre of traditional fom&ins habitat 
permanently loat or delfldcd as a result ofCAI..Fm> actioni. · 
Greater audhm enne (Gnu~ tdlb) 
1. Restore ftmctional habitat u8e areas (i.e., habi1at is used traditionally aDd conaistently for at least S yem) 
before any habitlt'use amas in core area centered em Bract Tract are converted to unsuitable habitJt or the 
degnded IS a rault ofCALFBD aCtions. 
2. To the exteot pmcticd>le. implement ERP mtomticm of suitable crme habitats (i.~ seuoual wetlands, 
grasslands. upland croplanda.l\1;\d..seuolli.Uy flooded agrlc:ulturc) CODCU!:l'llmt With ERP actions that would· 
convert sui1able eadsting habitat to mmdtable habitat (e.g., tidal habitats). . 
Lcmft"bWed curlew (N11~ IIIMf'kaar) 
1. Restcn or enhance 1-2 acres of suitable mudt'fat, seasonal wetland, gmsland, uplmd cropland, or 
seacmal1y flooded agricultural fomgiq habitat for each acre ofaditional foraging habitat that is converted 
to umuitable foraging habitat IS a result ofCA.LFED actions. 
Loaa-eared owl f1Mo «u) 
1. Restore or cmhimce 2-S acres of suitable nesting habitat for each acre of occupied nesting habitat that is 
converted to unsuitable nesting habitat as a rault of CALFBD actions • 
Northen ht~rrl~r (Om, c;pa6us) and sbw1-ured. owl (b'ID.f/4i.m_.) ·. 
1. Restore or enhance 1-2 icres of suitable wetland or grassland Besting habitat for each area of occupied 
aestina habitat that is converted to mmdtablc nestfq habitat as a rault of CALFED actions. 
Saltmarsh eommoa yeDowthroat (G1ot/dypu trlcluu slnuostl) ud Su Pablo son1 sparrow (M•q~tut 
m•dlt.IIIIIIIU.ril) 
1. R.cstorc or enhance 2-S acres of additional in-kind habitat for ewry acre of affected and occupied saline 
emergent~ habitat This compensation should be implemented before the impact occura and ncar the 
affected location. • 
2. To the cxtcmt practicable. include project design features that allow for onsite reestablishment and long-term . , " 
mainterumcc of saline emergent wetland vegetation following project COD.Stnlction. • · 
• CUJi'ED B111-D«ta Prognzm BtologiCDI Operation 
. U.S. FI.JA tmd Wildlife Smltce G-1-7 
Table G-J. Compe~~Jation MUUUI'Ufor .fnima/1 tmd Pla1118 
Jrdy2000 
~g~~m•••~·~J ~ . 
1. Avoid or action to diked mars\~ that are occupied by Suisun song sparrows until 
restomioo bu the wesmm Suisun Mmh.. Restoration would consist of at least twice as 
much~ ~to-upland t:nmaition habitat as would be aftCcted by mtomtion of tidal 
~p. lddi'ti~ m equal amoum.of occupied habitat in the eastern Suisun Marsh should be 
maintained a marsh as would be attected by restoration of occupied habitat. This action would 
provide suiUlb!e habitat Wlfil newly restored habitat in the westcm Suisun Marth has developed 
sufficiently to Suisun song sparrow habitat. 
of 14:ktitimw in-kind habitat for every acre of affected and occupied saline 
oompeuation should be implemented before the impact occurs md near the 
desip f'eawm that allow for onsite reestablishment and loog-tmn . 
~:rge:nt wet~md veptioo foUowing project c:._onstruction. • 
pmc:uc:eible. b:tii"•Im~t ERP restoration or mhmc~t of suitable Swainson's hawk habitats 
riparian pstind, !J:P~ croplands) conc:ummt with BRP actions that would 
to ~table habitat (e.g.. tidal habitats) . 
... 4 
t'IIU!Ielf~ CU~ hyp11g111) 
of suitable nesting habitat for each acre of occupied nesting habitat that is 
as a result of CALFBD actions. 
suitable nesting wetland or srasshmd habitat for each acre of occupied 
U'llSlilitltlle MSting habitat as a result of CALFED actions. 
WuterD venow~.nul!;l!d ctaekcao (t:tJcc.:vzus am•ri:arna t~Cd~llntllll:l) 
ldd:ltio!i!lll m-ldnd habitat for every acre of affected habitat near where 
imp•lem~ti:l:tz !ctiou.tbatcmld.re.mlt in the I•.or.~~9~.~f..~ltlJ.!.! __ . ~-- .. 
project features that allow for onsitc reestab1isbJt!e11l aud long-term 
maintelmw::e oi: rip·lrli!ID. V4~geitati<:.n following project c:onst:mdion. • 
affected areas for each acre of occupied nesting 
u a result ofCALFED actions. Restored or enhanced 
S!.!ppOrt nesting paiD near v,alley oak woodlands. 
suitllble nesting habimt near affected ateu for each acre of occupied nesting · 
habitat as a result of CAI..FED actions. 
ll.dvlmelvaffcet occUpied Witat, (a) acquire. protect, md manage 1..:3 acres 
llCR of occ~J:pied habitat affected by CAI..FED actions or (b) enhance 
CALFED Bq.Ddta mgmm .Bioiogkol ap.~~ 
U.S. FJ:£11 mul Wlltlllf•!km!IC~~J 
atft1r:te<1 areas for every acre of occUpied habitat affected. 
oc:Cil!Pied habitat. (a) acquire, profed:. ami~ 1-S ~C~:eS 
KrC ~Sam!.\~ m:a of occupied habitat affected by CAI..PED 




ud Watem spadefoot toad (Scqhwpw htunmoNdH'J 
adversely occupied habitat, (a) acquire. profed:. ami~ 1-3 acres 
of occupied habitat affected by CALFliD actions or (b) e11hanc:c 
near affected mas for '!:Vf:lY am of occupied habitat affeet~ed. 
Shasta ulamander {11ydrt;Mtmtn 11hamu) 
occupied habitat. (a) acquire, protect. ami manage 2-5 acres 
am of occupied habitat affected by CALPED actions or (b) enhance 
near affected lieU for fNf:ilY am of occupied habitat affected. 
Ban:Uiead {MJ1/Dph~n cenDCfPh.{llw), roup sculpin (Cottla UJUYI'Imua), 'ud Sacramento perch 
(.ll.n:iopllia llftllrrur.mu) 
1. (las dum l year) on shallow~wat:er habitat within the range of 
or restore 1 acre of in-kind habitat for each am of affected habitat 
2. Jong..term. (greater than 1 year) impacts on lll:i.allow-water habitat will protect or 
:n::store 3 acres of in~ldnd habitat for each acre of affected habitat · 
Monarch hntt .. ri'I'U (liture&adon 
None 
"miii-'Willq•J . ... . . 
result in relatively minor impacts on these species, hDplement 
!:!.-. ....... ~.·· programmatic biological opinion for projects that could have 




1. ldvmely affect (a) acquire. protect, and manage 2-5 acra ... 
of existing occupied habitat for every acre within same m:a of occupied habitat affected by CALFED . 
actions or (b) enhance or~ 2-S acres of suitable habitat near affected areas for e:vcry acre ~f occupied 
habitat . 
Q..l-9 
Table G-1. Continued 
., .. 
. , 
rA~'Pill!""'r.llluv ttmw var. ton), Bristly .qe "(CfU'tiJC ccmtlltl), Northern Calltorma black 
(Js,r~~~J•• var. hlabll) (uatlve stm~Point Reyes bin!' a-beak (Ctmlyltltluu •llrltlmu1 
up •. jft~Jrmm), (Utu l'd~rwj, laser saltlcale (Atrlplcc mlitiiiCII/4), Ferrll's mllk-
F~~n~,d. Ahart'• dWarf ruh (Jum:~~~ khl•pmnu1 var. flhf11111), pmcubloa 
lillni'S~I!!tiJI(lflf/,WIIrl'tftla llil>ll .......... n North Cout mnaphon snw (Plaf'OJHifOie hiH1HI"iimlll), Beadenoa's 
tA~t~N.iC!f& ~U~n.J,un. Muoa'i ceoothu (CMmothu muo~ell), Heckard's pepper-anss 
(14114lllm Mt. Diablo phaeella (PIIace& phiiCtlllolla), macl-dos skullcap 
eheekerbloOm (SiilllkMa ldcbttmllup. Wldll), -...... poaclweecl 
cr~-~~t411J i:OJI~~n~~•uJ. Cdforma beaked-nub (DyBChspoN etdlfomlt:tl.), Marta lmotweed 
(li't~[P.r~l~el'&W •m'fMiufl), ~memone (~ a!llflbmlt:G), Shanmlth'a oDJoa (lUI/lim sh,.,ltltu), 
KJUum muamta (.11!'mJa,li:fl.ol ~), Shuta darlda (CIIIrldtJ hralls up. IU'IIItl), 1Mabcl 
tarplant (Baelu~W~Iulllllma), Pale-yellow layla (IA;ylll itrtmitrkiJa), 
BelliiDeerws metid1n~rtoam (Lisnlmllm~ liP· ~~~), Mt. Tedoe lblaathu (Lbtathu1 
!lluo·w-"RFrll'llltb (}!~Is d{/tDnll), Contra Costa miUlDD!ta (.A.n:ttlltllp/aylos m~~~~U~tlill 
blrd's-but (C.rtlylatlum •ltlldtrrilu), Bea Lomond buckwheat (Bi-lop11um 
tlll!tt!:l!lnlil'lll..i!). GlaJIDOl!UI"'!PetsUM Cantorma poppy (BJchcholdll momb~), Tehama Couty 
... 
:mDI nport(Sa«.::tt clnelmtdll var. IBBtm~phyiW), Manh 
ln'd'niJ'1dll;!J. md Mt.lhmBton jewelflower (Stnpttmtlau ctdll.mu) , 
COYtlie-ltmll£11 Ui:nmlsriM.m ~m•mm) 
or depadation of habitat or populations, unprotected uturally 
be brought under protection at a ratio ot2: 1 (twice the ambut of 
indJMd:!Wilost), md additional new habitat and populat:iou will be restored 
populatiom would be established usina appropriate, loc::al aenetic stock. 
diitlribn~:km. and tmid of restored aDd CRated populatiou for S years and then 
Once ~fW establisbJ'II!ellt has b=1 demonstrated. monitor 
dunttton of CALFBD. 
tule pea (Ut/t1"'" }IJ'IOIIIJ 'VIU'.)fllllllllll} 
~·s.:foiineat feet of iUitablc bibfiit. ofi:Q.tuil Or liigher· .. 
~te 5-10 linear feet, depending on habitat quality, of suitable 
rehllbili.tate or restore research to detmnine the extent and 
DlOl:Ogt<::al -*'·-'~'*- m(i popWmODS. 
!legr:a.ac:a u a result of CALFED actions. create 5-10 
1 year 
Table 0-1. Ccmtiilued 
Other Evaluated Species 
Irlala BID buckwheat (Erlogtmlllll t~prlcUm var. J1Hit1Wtii1J');·Parry'a horkella (HorUJIA JHD"f11), Mt. Diablo 
mau:unlta (Arctostqllylos ariculllta), Baker's miUJDI'ta (An:trllttlp/lyltls 1Hik.m up. kbt(), Sbanmlth's 
barebell (C..JHUuhl ,,,.,,lthiM), CoJIIdon'slomatlum (Lo•tltlum congdtJnll), showy madla (MIIIIltJ 
rtllllilttl), Sa AntoDlo BDls monardella (MontUUiltltmttP~but up. tmtonlntl)t Mt. Diablo jewelflower 
(StrllptiUJtluu llbpllbu), Arburua Rucb Jewelflower (Strqtantllllllnllpl:r ap.lyonll), and thread-leaved 
beardtoupe (PM~tato11 jlllfo,.,ll) ,.7" ' . · 
1. Monitor all sites occupied by these species that are managed under CALFED, especiaUy followina 
~activities; through adaptive management. modify activities as needed to maintain or increase 
eur.rcDt population levels. 
Boas Lake hedge-byuop (GI'fllloltl hmrt~IIJHils), venaal poolsaltscale (Atrlplex ~), blspld blrd's-
beak (Cort1.1latluu •ollll up. hllpllu), lepuere (Uganwllmos11), ad splny-scpaled button-celery 
{BI'jll,.. qiulqHibun) 
1. Whele species-occupied,low~ty. non-na~ habitat is lost or degraded as a result of CALPED actions, 
preserve exiatin& species habitat at a ratio of'3 aaes of preserved habitat for every acxe of affected habitat 
and restore 1 acre of habitat elsewhere for every acre of affected habitat. Preserved and restored habitats 
must be located within 40 miles on the IIIDKI pomorphic surfaCe as the aff'ected habitat. 
Marsh skuDcap (SCIIUilarla plerlcldlltll), Mariposa darkfa (Q111'1d11611oh ssp. tumrlllll), Hospital 
Cauyou larbpur {Dclpltlnlllm Cll/lfomlcum np.lnUrlul), Panoehe peppergriss (Lqldlum }III'Wilup. 
lllb11111), ad rock saulde (SalcldiiJc"C:ldlll) 
1. If occ:upied low..quality habitat is lost or dearaded as a zault of CALFBD actions, pRSC1"VCi existing species 
habitat at a ratio of 3 acres of preserved habitat for every acre of removed habitat and restoration of 1 acre of 
habitat elsewhc:re for every acre of removed habitat. PEescrved and restored habitats must be located within 
40 miles on the samo pommphic surface as 1he affected habitat. · 
Silky cryptantha (Crypto:ntla11 crlnlt), bl& ta.rplut (Biqlultrl:onlil plumoraup. plumo1a), Lost BIDs 
ercnnuc:ale (.,4trlplc vallJcoltt), Carqulnez p)denbusb {II·iiCOmll argulil), abacgyhalr lupble (LIIplnu 
ap«::llllllls), saw-toothed lewlsla {Lt!wllltl sentlta), ad adobe-my (Frltlllarla plllrljlor~~) 
1. If occ:upicd habitat is lost or degraded u a result of CALFED actions, pmscrve (preferably by acquisition) 6 
acres- of high-quality occupied habitat and preaerve 1 ~ of suitable unoccupied habitat for evt1rf acre of . 
habitat affected by CAI..FED. ' .. . 
2. Develop a seedbank from all populations affected by implementation of CALFED actions, ·and use the 
coll~ seed for iDocu1atin& unoccupied suitable habitat · 
Sanford's arrowhead (SIIflttllrla safonlU), four-angled splke-rui~ (Ekocllllrls tiUUirtmgullltll), slough 
tblatle (CinlliM crt~~s/elulk), and Point Reyes blrd's-beak (Conlyltmthur mllridmus ssp. ptllumls) 
1. If occupied habitat is lost or degraded as a result of CALFED actions, restore or create 1 acre of suitable 
habitat supported by a natural hydrologic regime for eyery acre of affected habitat 
·. 
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Table G-1. Continued 
Other Evaluated Spedes 
western (H~Ibflln ~~~~m), lbwblde)Dil onloa (..t4llbun tMoiuaM~SU), Red BDJs 
aoapnot (CIWJNB«<um .,.,mdljlt~ntm), Bnmdeaeo~s (Erilutnule lmm4qu), Brewer'• westena 
flu (H~IInon brNm), Dimorphic saapdrqoa;(Ambrllblum sll6ctlnilltllm), Drymarla-Uke westena 
flu (B~IIntm tk;ymllrloU.), Maden lliwltbus (Lblat/uu s~), Ball's bush maDow 
(M~~~mn'" !JIIllil), Ahm'a puooyehla (PtmJf11chill tdulrtll), and Ea&llsh peak creeafJrlar (Smllta 
Jasall) ' . . 
1. If occupied habitat it or degraded as a result ofCAUBD actiou, preserve (p:eferably by acquiaitkm) 6 
~CRS of high-quality occupied habitat aud preserve 1 acre of suitable unoccupied habitat elaewhcre for every 
acn~ ofunoceupied suitable habitat affected by CAIJfliD. Preserved amd restored habitm must be located 
withm.a40-mile radius on the SII.I1Hl ~ surface u tho affected habitat. · 
2. Develop a seedbank from all populaticma affected bY, nuptcmentation ofCALFBt> actions, and use the 
eonected seed for inoc:ulati::lla u:n.oc:cupied suitable b.iibitat. 
Mt.llamUtoa eonopsll (OtiWpll lt~~mllto~tll), ElDorado Couty mwe ears ~ Nt~c~~,latli), most 
bautlf'W jeweMJowv (Strqtufluu tllblllu ssp. pmunome111), recurved larbpur (D.,..,. 
~,..,_), Bit Bear Valley wdypod ~~~~~~~ l.lucoloba), Jepson's IDDk-vetdl (Astrtrglllil1 rtilttlnll 
vu.}qsonl®ut~), Mt. Diablo fah')'..Jmtena (Ctdllchomn pldciiM/w), dwarfsoaproot (CIIIDroplum · 
pomnlllaum vv. •lmu), Diablo heHmtbeb (BIIIatlsillll CIUIIUIIIII), Coqdon'l tarplmt (Bem/ullill 
JHm'1l. ssp. ~:»ngdo~tll), Britdawe {.Atrlik% U,reua), San Joaquin speaneale (Attlplex}tlafubtlafl), 
IDdla Valley brodlaea (llrotlluil c/Jronfll'ill np.rosM), and heartlcale (Atrlplc t:tH'4lllllttl) 
1. If oc:cupied ~itlt is lost or delfldcd as a :n~~~ult of CAUBD actiO!ll, restore or create 1 acre of suitable 
habitat for each acre of affected habitat Preserved and mtored habitats must be loeated within a 40-mile 
on SlmlO aeon:mphic mrt'ace as the affected habitat. · 
2. Develop a affected by implementation of'CAI...FBD actions, and use the 
collected tmoecupied mtable habiti:At 
Multi...Speeies Conservation Strategy (MSCS) Teclmical 
Conservatiotl.M~.(QI~(:;~..C9~ties~ •. AU other . 
oonlpelll!latiltm ~ am A~ E, "Multi..Spt'-ies Comervation Strategy Prescriptions 
r~ri!U!TIIFll.titl'fi llllleMI.U'el for Evaluated Species ... 
CH.FED Bay-Delta ProgNm Bwloglclll OpuQlion Table G-1. Com~nsadon M~ for Anlnudt tl1lll Pllufll 
alld Wlldlij'f!l Sewlcs .My 2000 
Appendix H. Recommended Proj~_~t Implementation 
Measures for Animals and Plants 
This appendix presents recommended project implementation measures to provide for or 
increase the level of benefits associated with implementing CAlFED actions for animals and 
plants listed in Appendix B, Table B-1. · 

Recommended General Project I~,..::p_le_m_e_n_ta_ti_on_M_eu_u_ra _______ _ 
1. Design restorntions use construction methods that would miniink.c the release of sediment as a direct 
rault of construction activities or erosion. • ,,/ 
2. Minimize effects of eonstruction-related nmoffimo ~y wet.1ands through use of siltation control barriers, 
detention bums, or other appropriate ~. • , / 
3. CALFBD actions that could mobilize 1arae quantities of tom ~from the soil should inc~ m 
analysis to ~the amount of coaUI.mimm.m that could 'N mo~ md if released and contaminant 
loadings could be JwmM to ~'Species. modi1Y actions to the extent ptadicab!e to reduce loadings of 
mobilized contamfnmf!. 
4. Avoid or minimi~ restoring habitat or~ W:llities on lauds cm:reutly managed to provide high 
values for ewluated species If~ habitat~ be of laser value to these species. • 
S. Avoid or minimize implcmcuting tnmsfers of~ from sources that support emergent wetland aw:friparian 
~on. and mp,vaJue seuoually fJ.ooded aarlcultuml habitat* 
6. Avoid or minimi~ implementiq tra:ufm of water from sources that support fJ.ows dmt a:re beneficial to 
maintainiq ~ ofwmve aquatic species."' 
7. To the mmt practicable, mclude project desip featmes that allow for onslte reestablishment and long-term 
maintenance of aquatic, shaded riverine aquatic overhead cover, wetland. and riparian habitat following 
project cotlltrl.1ctiou. • 
8. Provide sufficient outflow fro~ stc~F reservoiR, sufficient to support the long-term mainten;mcc of , 
exfadna aquatic, wetland. ad rlpari.m habitats ~of storage me:rvoi!l. • , 
9. To the atcm consistent with CALFED objectives, consb.'Uct clwmel islmds in sloughs that have relatively 
poor shallow-water and shaded riverine aq'lltic (SRA) habitats iUCh that the net pin in these habitats is 
poaitive.• 
10. To the extent consiatmt 'With CALFED objectives, desip sballow-water habitat enhancements imd 
:restorations to address the habitat needs of native estuarine fish and avoid providing optimal conditions for 
non-Dative spcdes."' 
11. To the extem Consistent 'With CALFED objectives, desip levee improvem.ents md co~veyance facilities to , 
moorporate ~on of shallow aquatic tidal bab~tlt. 
12. To the extent corisii~ With CALFED'objectim,1iei;ig'lumtcobsitu:c:t overflow bums from e:Jctstiug ·· ·· 
leveed ltmds m stages using construction design, opemtinj schemes. am procedures developed through pilot 
studies and project experience to minimize the potential for atnmding u waters recede from overflow areas. • , 
13. To the extent ecmsi.strmt 'With CALFED objectives, develop and implemmt methods that minimi~ potcutial 
adverse effects of changes to hydraulics, water quality, and habitat, on estuarine fish species when restoring 
·tidal wetlands from subsided leveed lands. • · 
14. Avoid or min_imize restoring nontidal saline emergent habitat with high habitat val~dal wetlands or 
other habitat types. • . . , "- . 
lS. To the extent consistent with achieving CALFBD obj~ves. select Delta islands that support little or no 
, ~vegetation along adjacent channels for use u storage facilities. • , ·, 
16. To the ex.tmt practicable. bcfcn restoring habitat in areas that support eme:xgcut vegetation. restore hab!.tat in 
locations that do not support tidal emergent vegetation. Thls will ensure there is no net loss ofhabimt over 
· the period restoration is ~lemented. • 
GU.FED 1111.1-DtJ!ut Program /JlologiClll Opinion 
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Iteeommended General Project Implementation Measures 
extent with achieving CAI..FED objectives, ~igu wetlands to include transition habitat to 
upllmds upland buffer habitat area that would support miill. mammal population.s md provide suitable 
fomgina habitat for mptors mi other puland-associated species. • · 
18. To the extent co~t with achieving CALFBD oo('ectives, manage restored and enbanced seasonal 
wetlands to maximize the awila.bility or quantity of suitable fomge for waterfowl and sa:nc:Jhi1J cranes. • 
19. To the extent CODiistmt with acbieving ~ objectives, design restored and enbll11C$f wet1aDda llld 
...,.,..ally flooded aariwltund habitatlto include mas of habitat suitable for saDaU ~s. 1bcae mu 
would !lei.VO u muge during periods wben wedmds me flooded and would provide 10\JlCO popula1ion.s for 
~on ofwetlwld mu dming periods that wetlands are dry.• 
20. To the extent conmtent with achieving CA.I.FBD objectives, 1D11t1aJC etorap operations to czeato seasonal 
wdlmd habitat areas along shorelliles md lands exposed during drawdown periods. • 
exieDt comiltent with achievfns CAI.FBD objectives", include project design features that allow for 
~ reestablislrmf:m IDd Iona-tmn msdntem•nce ofutmalaeuonal wetbmd vegetation foUowina project 
COl1ltmc1ion.. 
22. To the extent co~ with CAI..FED objectives, operate baniom in a manner that will not~ affect 
the hydroloSY mpporting rlparlm vep:ation upmeam ofbmim.• 
23. To the extent comisterlt with achieving CAI..FBD objectives, design and manage restated a;rasstands. to 
m&.'tfmiU ptey abtmdlince mi availability fof raptors and provide habitat for Other a;rassland·associated 
species.• '¥ • 
24. To the ment pmdicable, restom aqnatie. wetbmd, riparian, and pshmd habitats on asricultumllands that 
have relatively low Vll1.1e (e.g., cm:b.mts and vineyards). • 
mmifmil~:e d:l.ampD.g cropping practices on upland croplands that provide high forage values for 
wiJdlife.iill 
26. To the~ eo:waistemwith CALFED objectives, avoid co~g storaie and conveyance faciliti~ and 
~ on upland cropland with high wllimfe forage habitat value. • 
AleuUm Cauada (Bnmt~~ ca~ kucopiU'tflll) 
1. To the extmt cOlllistent with ER.P objectives, direct proposed actio:ni fOr improvina agricultural b@itats for 
imD:m'ril!'l.l'l' trsditional wintering habitat. . 
tml f,"'iU!.-Il! tmtlflllll'flln bNl~~tiJ 
1. extent cooscrvaticm ~tl to protect the Pittsburg 
Colouy from. adjacent 
2. extent CALFED objectives, mainta.in habitat values of ponds used for~~ by the 
Piusburs Colony if Pacific Gu and Electric Company's (PO&e's) Pittsburg Power Plant ceases operation or 
CUFED Bq..DtJlUl l'mf~Nl'M. Btologlcal Opblton 
Fisk mu~ 'Wlldltftt s~ 
Northern spotted owl (Strlx ocdlknt&dls ~s) n_d-desipated critieal habitat 
1. To the extent consistent with CALPED actions. &:sip md implem::nt CA.UED Watri.ed Program actioos 
to maintain, e:nhance, or restore suitable ~itat within the species • current range. 
California nd·leged frog {,RtiM tmNN dNytonll) 
1. To the extent co~ with ERP objectivcst e:Dhlmce or restore suitable habitats near occupied habitat 
Callforu.la freshwater shrimp {SJ!netlril ~' CoDRI"miq fairy shrimp (llnmcAln«:t« coMUWdlo), 
longhorn fidfy ahrlmp (Bnmcl&m«:ta ~nglsntmlnt~), venud pool tadpole shrimp (Lqi41U'US paduudJ), ud 
vernal pool fairy shrimp (B'NIIIt:idnflda ~0 
1. To the extent consistent with ERP objectives, enhance or restore suitable habitats to benefit these species in 
·occupied habitat . 
Slender on:utt srus (On:llttla t.,.~, Hoover's spup (ChtWUfJ'U llo~, succulent owl's dover 
(Cadlle}ll t:atJHIIb'ls ssp. su~, Colon 1fM11 (N«~mqi~Jill colatmll), Baker's larkspur (Delphinium 
IHJk4rrl), yellow larkspur (Delphinium lllmmt), Sm Joaqum wooiiythn:ads (Lembertlll uazdenll), Marin 
westen flu {HaJNfi'OilaOII coagmum), and Hoover's erWt:mm (Eritl:ltnmi ltoumi) · 
1. To the extent consistent with ERP objectives, cmh1mce or ratore suitable habitats to benefit these species hi 
occ:upicd habitat 
Suta Cruz tarplut (HoloetUplttt ~~~~~~~) 
1. To the extent cOnsistent with ERP objectives. eulumce or zestore suitable habitats to benefit these species ~ 
occupied habitat. 
Amphibians 
C~onda dpr nlamauder (bby~m11 cllllfomimss) 
1. To the extent~ with ERP objectives, eDhtmce or ratore suitable habitats near occupied habitat. 
CY.FED B~tt Program Biolo,f{cnl Opinio11 
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Recommended Speda Spedftc Project Implementation Measures 
Other Evaluated Speda 
M•mmals .·. / 
Gmter waterniiWUft'-bat (B~~mop~ pm~d8 adf(o~) . . 
1. To the extent~ with CALFED objectives, ;mmaae lands purchased or acquired under c:onservation 
euemeuts that support l'OOit sites to pro~ roost sites fiom disturbances that could cause their abandomncnt 
~ fi:om. manapment actions that co~d 'result in the loss or degradation of roostiDg st:l'11ctul'e8. · 
Rmataft (JJ~p~~  
1. To the extem ~with Eco~tem Restoration Proaram (BRP) objectives, restore valley/footbill 
rlpariau habitat~ adjacent to occupied habitats to create a buffer of natural habitat. This buffer would Protect 
populations from adverse effeets that could be usociated with illl:me changes in land use on neamy lands 
md provide Imitable habitat for the nawml expansion ofpopula1ions. · 
Bladf. ten (C'Itlldonltu 1dz•) 
1. To the enmt ~with ERP objectives, design and manage wetland habitat restorations and 
eohmc:emenu to provide suitable nesting and foraging habitat conditions. 
2. To thee:mm.t c~ with ERP objedivca, mtcm: wetland habitats adjacent to nesting colonies .to create a 
buffer of natum1 tem habitat. VB! buffer would protect colonia from advmo oft'ccts that could be · 
usociatod with futu:re clum.ps m bmd use on nemtiy 1lmds and provide suitable foragina and nestina habi1at 
for the atma1 expauion of populations. 
Bladc-erom~.ed Dight h~n (~bry) (Nycdcom nycdctlna), snowy ep-et (rookery) (Bgmta tllultl), great 
epU (roolw'y) (CtumUVHibu tdbu), sreat blue heroD (rookery) (Ar*a hm;4ia), ud white-faced lbll 
(Pitlpllis t:iW) 
1. To. the ex:tent COQ.!!Iifieillt with ERP objedives, design md manage valley/footbill riparian. wetland, and 
agriculmnl restorations and~ to provide suitable nesting and foraging habimt 
ec:mditiO'WI. 
2. To the extent ~t with ERP objectives, mtcm: habitats adjacent to nesting colonies to mate a buffer 
~ ofllltmal habitat-nmi6iffer.·wowaprotect e'Oloma·~Mm idvmc:Cfi'Ceti·tlii.tcoUld beasi~mt.et~·Widl ~ • ····- • --
nttu:re clump in lind use on neuby lands and provide foraging and nestma habimt suitable for the uatuml 
~ ofpopalatiODS, 
Cooper's hawk (Accipdtlll' CH,ml} 
1. extent with objectives, restore valley/foothill riparian habita.ta,adjacent to occupied . 
habitats to create a 'buffer of natural habitat. This buffer would protect t.I.CSting pairs from. adverse 
W!OCUm:d with future cbmp m land use on ncazby lands and provide foraging and 
nesting suitable for tho natural expansion of' populations. 
Double-crated eormonmt (rookery) (Ph~cortf% ~U~rlms) 
extent manage existing reservoirs that support breeding 
populations, and design and :manage DlfW storage :res~irl to provide suitable nesting and foraging habitat 
conditions. 
Golden eagle (At~uiiA ch,.,sutos) 
BRP n!l'\lf~·~ mmap restOred or enhmced habitats uniier the ERP tO 
}IUJ:l>WI&LAUWI and minimize .cts associated with rodent control. 
cu:.FED Bq-Delua Program Biological Opinion 
"U.S. F&ll - Wlldlift !knliCIIJ H-14 
2. To the extent con.simnt with ERP objectives_ ~tore~ s;rasshmds adjacent to traditional nest sites to 
provide foraging and Jleltina habitat natural expansion of populations. 
Gnushopper sparrow (AmmD4rtlmlll l$ll'IIDIIIUJ1Ml 
t. To the extent~ with 
restorations and cnll~.~DC:an:m,tl! 
conditions. 
obje!CtiV1cs, desip and~ grwhmd and agricultural habitat 
................ nngt: to provide suitable nesting and foraging habitat 
Loq-bmed evlew (Nwnalulatl'l'lcMa) 
1. To the mem c:onmtmt with ERP obi1eetives. 
habitat restomion~ and enl!JIUlCC~rts 
Loag.ared owl (A$141 fltu) · 
•, 
and manage aquatict wethmd. smsland. and agriculture 
smtillble fuilllins habitat. 
1. To the extent ~t with ERP objeeti'V1CS, enhmce and~ natUral and agricultural habitats adjacent 
to oecupied n~ habitats to e,eate buffer habitat 'I'biiJ buft'er would protect nestfna pairs ftOm advme 
effects that could be ~with future dlmges in lmd use on nemby lands and provide f'onaing md 
Destmg habitat Imitable fur .the namra1 ofpopulatiOWI. 
2. To the extcmt consistent with E;R.P. objeeti'V1CS1 !1111!mp mtored or~. llabitats to maintain deSirable 
rodent popWatfom md mmimif.e ~- UIIOciated with rodent controL . 
Northem harrier (Circa qnea) ud 11bort;..eared owl (As~D jllatmaa) 
I 
1. To the a.tem couiatent with ERP objed:iva. desip and manage wetlmd, aras~ and agricultural hmd 
habitat~ and eu~m to provide nbble Deldng and foragiq habitat CODditiou. 
2. To the extem eoo.sistent with ERP obj~ =tore wethmd md ~grassland habitats adjacent to 
occupied nesting habitats to create a buffer zone ofnatoral habitat. 'Ibis buft'er zone would proteCt nesting 
pain ftm:n adva effects that could be~ with t'i.rtt1n changes m hmd use on nearby lands md 
provide suitable foraging habitat and nesting habitat suitable for the natmal expansion of population~~. 
3. To the extent ~t with ~ agriC'i.!ltur.d lands to maintain or incrcue 
prey populations:.,,·'· 
Tricolored blackbird (Ag~s trkelor), 
1. To the extent coulstent with ERP objectives, design and manage wetland and agricultural habitat 
restomtiou and enh.anc::emmt%1 to provide suitable Dating and foraging habitat conditions. 
2. To the extent consistent with ERP objectiV1CS, enhance restore namm and agri.cultural habitats adjacent 
to bown n~ colonies to create a buffer zone of natural habitat. '!his buffer zone would protect colonies 
from adverse· effects that could be associated with future changes in land use on nearby lands and provide 
foraging and neatma habitat suitable for the natural expansion of populations. 
Westen burrowb:ag owl (At/un~t cun~ lqpuga) 
1. To the extent consistent with ERP objecti'V1CS, daip ~manage grushmd and agricultural land habitat 
rcstoratiom and enhancements to provide suitable foraging habitat conditions. 
2. To the extent con.sistent with ERP objeetiV1CS, =tote pemmi11 smslmds adjacent to occupied n,~g 
habitats to provide foraging and nesting hab~ suitable for the J~&tural expansion of populations. ' 
CH.FED Bq-IRJta ProgMm Blologfcm OpfnJon 
• U.S. FUll 121111 Wildlife Service 
Tl3bl« H-1. IUcommended Project Implemmtlllion MeJJn~Te:t 
for .Mimlds fJIId Pltmtl 
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Table H-1 •. Contiilued . . 
Reeommended Spedes Spedftc Project Implementation Measures 
Other Evaluated Species 
Birds (Continued) 
Westem bu.rrowlug owl (A.IUne culcu14rrl41 hJP•I~(Continued) 
3. To the extent consistent with BRP objectives, manage restored or eohanced habitats to maintain desirable 
rodent populations and minimize impacts ~ociated with rodent conttol. 
,/ 
Western 1eut bittern (lxob,.,ciu mllli.spull) 
1. To the extent consistent with BRP objectives, desip and manage wetJaDd habitat restorations and 
enhancements to provide suitable nesting and foragina habitat conditions. 
2. To the extent consistent with ERP objectives, restore wetland habitats adjacent to occupied nesting habitats 
to ~a buffer zone ofnatmal habitat. This buffer zone would protect nestma pairs from adverse effects 
that could be woclated with future changes in land. usc on nearby lands and provide rompg and nesting 
habitat suitable for the Datura1 expansion ofpopulatiou. 
}. 
1. To d1:e extent consistent with BRP objectives, enhance and restore natural habitats and afP,icultural habitats 
at1faca to occupied nesting habitats to aeate a buffer zone of natural habitat. This buffer zone would 
protect nestina pain from adverse effects that could be associated with t'\.JtuR changes in hmd use on nearby 
lands and provide fom&Wi and nesting habitat suitable for the natural expansion of populations. ' . 
2. To the euent consistent with BkP objectives, manap restored or enhanced habitats UDder the ERP to 
maintain desirable rodent populations and minimize impacts uaoclated with rodent control. 
Yellow-breasted oat (1a•rlll111nJu) 
1. To the extent consistent with BRP objectives, design and manage riparim habitat restorations and 
~ts to provide suitable nesting and forasma habitat conditions. · 
:roothUI yellow-leged hi {Rtm .. twylll) 111d westems~ldefoot toad (Scq1tltlpu ht~~J~mondll) 
1. To the extent c;onsistent with ERP objectives, enhance or restore suitable habitats near occupied habitat. 
· · mvembraca · · · . ·-·~ ' ·- .... ·- ·--~ .. ---· 
Mid-Valley fairy shrimp (Bnuu:hmedll n. sp. ?'mJ4..WI116,p") 
1. To the extent consistent with ERP objectives, enhmce or restore suitable habitats to benefit the species in 
ocwpied habitat. 
R01e mallow (lllblscu bulocmpus) 
1. To the extent consistent with ERP objediva, create ~vegetated. exposed substrate at tidal margins of 
~and created tidal ftcsh ~wetland and riparian habitat 
2. the extent consistent with CALFED objectives. incmporate suitable habitat for thiJ species into levee 
impro~t.levec setback. md channel island habitat restoration designs. 
3. To the extent consistent with ERP objectives. muimize sinuosity of restored md created slough cbamlels to 
Jncreuc ~la:lld edge habitat. . . . 0 •• 
Table H-1. Continued 
Reeommended Sptdes Spedftc: Project Implementation Measures 
Bogp Like hedge-hyssop (Grll&la Mtm;slpllls), vmi"al peolslltsc:ale (Atrlplex penlstens), hbpld bird'., 
beak (Con:lylatluu ~~tollb up. lmphu), Jesmere (Legmtn ~~Moss), spmy-seplled buttou~ery (Ety11gbun 
.,D,qlllum), manh skuneap (S~ ~),Mariposa darlda (CIIU'Idll 11/Uibt~ ssp.~), 
Hospital Cuyon larkspur (DfllpllllsluM Cfllllomkum up. bltmul), Puoche peppergrus (Lepldlum juetlll 
ap. IIIJum), rock sulde (Sulclllll t~IDllltflb), Red Bm.s raport (SeMCkJ ~till var.luterophylbu), 
lllky uyptutha (~ crllclt), big tarplut (JJiqlumuml# phlmost~Np. plumost~),Lost BWI · 
crowueale (Alrlplex ~Ill). Carqulna pldenbuh (luctJma mpta), shaayhalr lupiDe (Luplnu 
t~p«:tdllll), adobe-my (Frltlllarla plllrlj'IIJNJ, Sword's u:rowhead (S~ stmftmlll), four-aqled 
spike-nub (EI«H::IIII'b fllllllnmgulllta), slough thbtie (Ci"'IIUic ~), Pomt Reyes bini' ~-beak 
(C.rtlylathu •lll'ltbau ssp.~), Napa western flu (Haperollnonlerpmtlnum), Rawhide Bm 
oDioD (...4.1111un tuiiiMM~U.t), Red BlUs soaproot (Chlorotllhim gnm44/lllmm), Bnmdepe's erlutmm 
(EI'IIut;rlull IIIYIIU/qu), Brewer's western flu (Hapm~IJIUin ~~~.Dimorphic aupdrapn 
(AntlwlilaUMIUctl~), Drymarta..WU westem 0u (Hapm.~llno~:~ th;pmtii'U;Ida), Maden llDanthu 
(!.bttlllllaru 1~), HaD'• bub mallow (MIIIacotiauaw hllllll), Ahart's paronychia (PfiiVJnydlill 
tlluutJJ), Eqlllh peat.areenbrlar (Smlllaj~~mall), Mt. Bamllton coreopsis (CoHOplll lul.mlltonll), El 
Dorado County male ears (JJ'y«Ail! Ntlcullds), most beautiful jewel-Dower (Stlqttmtltus lllbldu1 11p. 
JMI'iiiiiHnm), murved larkspur (Ddphlnlum recul"Viittlm), Blg Bear Valley woollypod (A.strsgtda 
uut:tlltlbu), Jepaoa'i milk-vetch (t4amrgtdru rtlttilnll var.Jep~t~nillnm), Mt. Diablo falry-lutem 
(Cidlu:llorta pllld.UU), dwarf m:aJiroot (C/Jltlrogllllum po•lrldlaum var. Mlnu}, Diablo hellanthella 
(H.U.tMiltl CIIStlmM}, Coupon's tarplant (Haelulllll JHIIf'YI up. cengdtmli), Brtttlesc:ale (A.trlpkx 
dqra••J, Su Joaqum speanclle (~joqulnl#ns), ud heartseale (A.trlplex co~ 
1. To the extart consistent with ER.P objectives, enhance or restore suitable habitats to benefit these species in 
occupied habitat 
• ~project implementation measures are adopted ftom the Multi..Species Conservation Strategy 
~CS) Teclmical Report. "Evaluation Tables and MSCS Conservation Measures for Natural Community 
Collservation P!m (NCCP) Commm:lities". All other~ project implementation measures are 
·· . ftom MSCS Atta~bmontB; '!MWti-Spedes Conservation Strategy Pn:scriptiom and ,Co~tinn. Measures..-- .. --







Ecosystem Restoration Program 
Mwti..Speeies Conservation Strategy 
Natural Cmmmmity Conservation Plan 
Pacific Gu and Electric Company 
shaded riverine aquatic 
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Appendix I. Botanical Inventory Guideline~:.~ ~lilli!lliSI!!11!5!1!11!111!1--
,·· .. 

Guidelines for Conducting and Reporting Botanical Inventories for 
Federally Listed, Proposed and Candidate Plants 
These guidelines describe protocols for conducting botanical inventories for federally listed, 
proposed and candidate plants, and descn'be minimum standards for reporting results. The 
Service will use, in part, the infonnation outlined below in determining whether the project Wlder 
consideration may affect any listed, proposed, or·candidate ·plants, and in detennining the direct, 
indirect, and cumulative effects. . 
Field inventories should be conducted in a manner that will locate listed, proposed, or candidate 
species (target species) that may be present. The entire project area requires a botanical 
inventory, except developed agricultural lands. The field investigator(s) should: 
1. Conduct inventories at the appropriate times of year when target species are present and 
identifiable. Inventories will include all potential habitats. Multiple site visits during a 
field season may be necessary to make observations during the appropriate phenological 
stage of all target species. 
2. If available, use a regional or local reference population to obtain a visual image of the 
target species and associated habitat(s). Ifaccesfl to reference populations(s) is not 
available, investigators should study specimens from local herbaria. 
3. List every species observed and compile a comprehensive list of vascular plants for the 
entire project site. Vascular plan~ need to be identified to a taxonomic level which 
allows rarity to be determined. 
4. Report results ofbotanical field inventories that include: 
a. a description of the biological setting, including plant commWlity, topography, 
soils, potential ·habitat of target' species, and an evaluation of environmental 
conditions, such as timing or quantity of rainfall, which may influence the · 
performance and expression of target species 
b. a map of project location showing scale, orientation, project boWtdaries, parcel 
size, and map quadrangle name .. 
c. survey dates and survey methodology(ies) 
d. if a reference population is available, provide a written narrative describing the 
target species reference population(s) used, and date(s) when observations were 
made 
e. a comprehensive list of all vascular plants occurring on the project site for·each 
habitat type 
f. current and historic land uses of the habitat( s) and degree of site alteration 

g. presence of target species off-site on adjacent parcels, if known 
h. an assessment of the biological significance or ecological quality of the project 
site in a local and regional context 
5. If target species is( are) found, report results tmt additionally include: 
a. a map showing federally list~ pri)posed and candidate species distribution as 
they relate to the proposed project 
b. iftarget species is (are} associated with wetlands, a description of the direction 
and integrity of flow of surface hydrology. If target species is (are) affected by 
adjacent off-site hydrological influences, describe these factors. 
c. the target species phenology and microhabitat, an estimate of the number of . 
individuals of each target species per unit area; identify areas of high, medium and 
low detASity of target species over the project site, and provide acres of occupied 
habitat of target species. Investigators could provide color slides, photos or color 
copies of photos oftarget species or representative habitats to support information 
or descriptions contained in reports. 
d. the degree of impao:i.(s), if any, of the proposed project ,as it relates to the potential 
unoccupied habitat of target habitat. 
6. Document findings of target species by completing California Native Species Field 
Survey Form(s) and submit form(s) to the Natural Diversity Data Base. Documentation 
of determinations and/or voucher specimens may be useful in cases of taxonomic 
ambiguities, habitat or range extensions. 
7. Report as an addendum to the original survey, any change in abundance and distribution 
of target plants in subsequent years. Project sites with inventories older than 3 years from 
the current date of project proposal submission will likely need additional survey. 
Investigators need to assess whether an additional survey(s)is (are) needed. 
8. Adverse conditions may prevent investigator( a) from determining presence or identifying 
some target species in potential habitat(s) of target species. Disease, drought, predation, 
or herbivory may preclude the presence or identification of target species in any year .. An 
additional botanical inventory(ies) in a subsequent yea:r(s) may be required if adverse 
conditions occur in a potential habitat(s). Investigator(s) may need to discuss such 
conditions. · · 
9. Guidance from California Department ofFi~h and Game (CDFG) regarding plant and 
plant community surveys can be found in Guidelines for Assessing the Effects of 
Proposed Developments on Rare and Endangered Plants and Plant Communities, 1984. 
Please contact the CDFG Regional Office for questions regarding the CDFG guidelines and for 
assistance in determining any applicable State regulatory requirements. 

Appendix J. Milestones 
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Appendix J. CALFED Ecosystem Restoration Program Stage 1 Milestones 
Milestones 
Ecolo!!ical Processes 
Develop a methodology for evaluating delta flow and hydrodynamic patterns 
and begin implementation of an ecologically based plan to restore conditions 
in the rivers and sloughs of the Delta sufficient to support targets for the 
restoration of aquatic resources. 
Develop and implement temperature management programs within major 
tributaries in the Eastside Delta Tributaries EMZ. The goal of the programs 
should be achievement ofthe ERP temperature targets for salmon and 
steelhead. The programs shall include provisions to: a) develop accurate and 
reiiable water temperature prediction models; b) evaluate the use of minimum 
carryover storage levels and other operational tools; c) evaluate the use ·of 
new facilities such as temperature control devices; and d) recommend 
operational and/or physical facilities as a long-term solution. 
Provide a fall or early winter outflow that emulates the first "winter" rain 
through the Delta. 
Complete a fluvial geomorphic assessment of coarse sediment supply needs 
and sources to maintain, improve, or supplement gravel recruitment and 
natural sediq~ent transport processes linked to stream channel maintenance, 
erosion and deposition, maintenance of fish spawning areas, and the 
regeneration of riparian vegetation. Develop and implement a program to 
reduce erosion and maintain gravel recruitment on at least one tributary 













MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
• -.!. ~·.f'L"'~ ·~~ _,•,o-••' ' 
Central Valley chinook salmon and steelhcad, 
green sturgeon, delta smelt, longfin smelt, and 
Sacramento splittail 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
and steelhead 
all Central Valley salmonids 
all races of chinook salmon, steelhead, splittail, 
delta smelt, green sturgeon, bank swallow, 
California yellow warbler, western yellow-billed 
cuckoo, Least Bell's vireo, valley elderberry 
longhorn beetle, Norther California black walnut 
Ecosystem 
Milestones ElementJW ater MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Develop floodplain management plans, including feasiblility studies to Natural Floodplain all Central Valley salmonids, Sacramento splittail, 
construct setback levees, to restore and improve opportunities for rivers to and Flood Processes delta smelt, longfin smelt, western yellow-billed 
I inundate their t1oodplain on a seasonal basis for at least one tributary within cuckoo, California yellow warbler, Least Bell's 
I the Eastside Delta Tributary EMZ. vireo, San Joaquin Valley woodrat, Valley 
elderberry long-horn beetle, Northern California 
black walnut 
Habitats 
In the Sacramento-San Joaquin Ddta EMZ, cooperatively enhance at least Agricultural Lands greater sandhill crane, giant garter snake, I 
15% of the ERP target for wildlife friendly agricultural practices. Swainson's hawk 
Restore a minimum of 15 miles of slough habitat (widths less than 50 to 75 Delta Sloughs all Central Valley salmon ids, delta smelt, 
feet) in each of the North, East, South, Central and West Delta EMUs that Sacramento splittail, Sacramento perch, giant 
allows for the colonization of delta mud wort and delta tule pea. garter snake,delta mud wort, delta tule pea 
Restore a minimum of 500, 250, 1 ,000, and 2,500 acres of nontidal emergent Fresh Emergent giant garter snake, California black rail, bristly 
wetland in the North, East, South, and Central and West Delta Ecological Wetland (nontidal) sedge 
Management units respectively. 
Establish at least one population of bristly sedge in each EMU. 
Restore a minimum of 500, 500, 4,000, and 5,000 acres of tidal emergent Fresh Emergent 
I 
all Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon, 
wetland in the North, East, South, and Central and West Delta Ecological Wetland (tidal) longfin smelt, delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, 
Management units respectively. California black rail, Mason's lilaeopsis, delta 
- mudwort, delta tule pea 
Conduct surveys to locate potential habitat restoration sites capable of Inland Dune Scrub Lange's metalmark butterfly, Antioch dunes 
supporting Antioch dunes evening primrose, Contra Costa wallflower, and evening primrose, Contra Costa wallflower 
Lange's metalmark butterfly. Enhance 50 acres oflow to moderate quality 
Antioch inland dune scrub habitat to support these species. Annually 
monitor establishment success. 
- ···--- --------~--------------~------------------------------~---------- - -- --- ----------- ····-------- .. --- ~---
2 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Restore a minimum of 125 acres of channel islands and 125 acres of shoals in Midchannel Islands all Central Valley salmonids, Sacramento splittail, 
the Delta. and Shoals delta smelt, black rail 
Develop and implement a program to establish, restore, and maintain riparian Riparian and Central Valley steelhead, fall/late fall-run 
. habitat to improve floodplain habitat, salmonid shaded riverine aquatic Riverine Aquatic chinook salmon, western yellow-billed cuckoo, 
, habitat, and instream cover along ilt least one tributary within the Eastside Habitats ' Valley elderberry long-hom beetle, riparian brush 
1 Delta Tributary EMZ rabbit, California yellow warbler, Least Bell's 
vireo, little willow flycatcher, delta coyote thistle 
Implement 25 percent of the ERP target for diverse, self-sustaining riparian Riparian and Central Valley fa!VIate fall-run chinook salmon, 
community for each EMU in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta EMZ. Riverine Aquatic steelhead, western yellow-billed cuckoo, little 
Habitats willow flycatcher, California yellow warbler 
Restore a minimum of 300 acres of self-sustaining or managed diverse natural Riparian and Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon, 
riparian habitat along the Mokelumne River, Cosumnes River, and Calaveras Riverine Aquatic steelhead, western yellow-billed cuckoo, little 
River and protect existing riparian habitat. Habitats willow flycatcher, California yellow warbler, 
Valley elderberry long-hom beetle 
Enhance, protect and restore 1,000 to 1,500 acres of sea~onal wetlands in the Seasonal Wetlands greater sandhill crane, Swainson's hawk 
East Delta EMU for optimum greater sandhill crane" habitat. 
Restore a minimum of500, 250,500, and 750 acres of tidal perennial aquatic Tidal Perennial all Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 
habitat in the North, East, South, and Cental and West Delta Ecological Aquatic Habitat Sacramento splittail, Iongtin smelt, green 
Management units respectively. sturgeon 
' Stressors Reduction 
Develop and implement a program to address inadequate instrcam flows for Dams and Other steelhead, fa!Ulate fall-run chinook salmon, green 
steelhead and chinook salmon on streams within Eastside Delta tributaries. Structures sturgeon, Sacramento splittail 





Milestones ElementJW ater MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Provide unimpeded upstream and downstream passage for salmon and Dams and Other all Central Valley salmonids 
steelhead on Eastside Delta tributaries. Structures 
Assist in the development and implementation of a black and clapper rail Disturbance California black rail, California clapper rail 
impact reduction program. 
Develop and begin impl nn of a program to reduce or eliminate the Invasive Aquatic all covered fish species 
influx of non-native aquatic species in ship ballast water. Organisms 
Complete installation offish passage facilities at Bellota Weir, Clements Dams and Other Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
Dam, and Cherry land Dam on the Calaveras River and provide passage flows. Structures and steelhead 
Develop and begin implemention of a demonstration program to reduce Invasive Aquatic Susiun Marsh aster, Mason's lilaeopsis, delta 
invasive non-native plant abundance within at least one EMU in the Delta. Plants mud wort, delta tule pea 
Implement a program to improve fish passage and reduce predation on Predation and Central Valley falVlate fall-run chinook salmon, 
juvenile salmonids below Woodbridge Dam on the lower Mokelumne River Competition steel head 
that includes the following elements: ( 1) improving the form and function of 
the stream channel; (2) rebuilding the Woodbridge Dam fish passage and 
diversion screening facilities to minimize losses of downstream migrating 
salmon and steelhead; and (3) improving the fish bypass discharge. 
Consolidate and screen 50 small agricultural diversions in the Delta, Water Diversions all R and r covered fish 
prioritized according to size, location, and season of operation. 
Upgrade screens at Southern Energy's Contra Costa power plants with screens Water Diversions all R and r covered fish 




• Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Actions to minimize or eliminate low dissolved oxygen conditions (DO sag) dissolved oxygen, Salmonids, delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, 
in lower San Joaquin River near Stockton (from Phase II Report): oxygen depleting Iongtin smelt, green sturgeon . Complete studies of causes for DO sag in San Joaquin River near substances, nutrients, 
Stockton. total organic carbon . Define and implement corrective measures for DO sag. (TOC) . Finalization of investigation ofmethods to reduce constituents that 
cause low DO for inclusion in total maximun daily load (TMDL) 
recommendation by the Central Valley RWQCB. . Finalization of Basin Plan Amendment and TMDL for constituents 
that cause low DO in the San Joaquin River. . Implement appropriate source and other controls and other 
management practices, as recommended in the TMDL, to reduce 
anthropogenic oxygen depleting substances loadings and minimize 
or eliminate low DO conditions. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen oxygen depleting Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
depleting substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from concentrated substances, nutrients, 
animal feeding operations. (from Phase II Report) TOC, ammonia 
Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing dissolved oxygen, Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
I 
I Actions to reduce fine sediment loading to streams, especially Tuolumne, turbidity/ Salmonids 
Merced, Stanislaus, Cosumnes, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, and Sonoma sedimentation 
Creek, due to human activities (from Phase II Report and Water Quality 
Program Plan): . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program . . Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction areas, on 
agricultural lands, for urban stormwater runoff, and other specific 
sites. . Implement stream restoration and revegetation work . . QuantifY and determine ecological impacts of sediments in target 
watersheds, implement corrective actions. 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in giant garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay-Delta estuary and its watershed. California clapper rail, California black rail 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work in the Cache mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
Creek watershed (from Phase II Report): giant garter snake . Support development and implementation ofTMDL for mercury . . Determine bioaccumulation effects in creek and Delta . . Source, transport, inventory, mapping and speciation of mercury . . Participate in Stage l remediation (drainage control) of mercury mines as 
appropriate. . Determine sources of high levels ofbioavailable mercury 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work in the Delta mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
(from Phase II Report): giant garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, . Determine methylization (part ofbioaccumulation) process in Delta . California clapper rail, California black rail . Determine sediment mercury concentration in areas that would be dredged 
during levee maintenance or conveyance work. . Determine potential impact of ecosystem restoration work on methyl 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following pesticide work (from Phase II Report): carbofurans, Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento . Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with CDFG chloropyrifos, splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, 
and the Department of Pesticide Regulations. diazinon possibly other species depending on type of 
• Support development and implementation of a TMDL for diazinon. actions and specific sites . . Develop BMPs for dormant spray and household uses . . Determine the ecological significance of pesticide discharges . . Support implementation ofBMPs . . Monitor to determine effectiveness of BMPs 
Conduct the following selenium work: selenium Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento . Conduct selenium research to fill data gaps in order to refine regulatory splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt 
goals of source control actions; determine bioavailability of selenium marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
I under several scenarios (from Phase II Report). California black rail . Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement real-time management of 
selenium discharges (from Phase II Report). . Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse programs 
· (from Phase II Report). . Coordinate with other programs; e.g., recommendations of San Joaquin 
Valley Drainage Implementation Program, CVPIA for retirement oflands 
with drainage problems that are not subject to correction in other ways 
(from Phase II Report). . Support development and implementation ofTMDL for selenium in the 
San. Joaquin River watershed (focus on Grassland area). 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs to chlorodane, DDT, Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento 
streams (from Phase II Report): PCBs, toxaphene splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program . . Implement sediment reduction BMPs on agricultural lands and other 
specific sites. 
• Implement BMPs for urban/industrial storm water runoff and discharges 
to reduce PCB and organochlorine pesticides. I - -
7 
Milestones 
Conduct the following trace metals work (from Phase II Report): 
Determine spatial and temporal extent of metal pollution. 
Determine ecological significance and extent of copper contamination. 
Evaluate impacts of other metals such as cadmium, zinc, and chromium. 
Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of copper. 
Partner with municipalities on evaluation and implementation of 
stormwater control facilities. 
Participate in remediation of mine sites as part of local watershed 
restoration and Delta restoration. 
Conduct the following unknown toxicity work (from Phase II Report): 
Conduct appropriate studies to identitY unknown toxicity, and develop 
management actions as appropriate. 
Habitats 
Restore and maintain a minimum of three linear miles of riparian habitat 
along corridors of existing riparian scrub and shrub vegetation in each of the 
Ecological Management Units of the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay 












MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento 
splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt 
marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
California black rail 
Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento 
splittail, green sturgeon 
Sacramento splittail, all Central Valley salmonids, 
Valley elderberry long-hom beetle, riparian brush 
rabbit, California yellow warbler, Least Bell's 
vireo, little willow flycatcher 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
In the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay EMZ, restore a minimum of Saline Emergent All Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin 
7,000 acres of Saline Emergent Wetland by restoring tidal action in the Wetland smelt, Sacramento splittail, Suisun song sparrow, 
Suisun Bay and Marsh Ecological Management Unit (including 200 acres of San Pablo song sparrow, California Clapper rail, 
muted tidal marsh along the Contra Costa shoreline) and a cumulative total of California black rail, Suisun thistle, soft bird's 
1,000 acres in the Napa River, Sonoma Creek, Petaluma River, and San Pablo beak, Point Reyes bird's-beak, salt marsh harvest 
Bay Ecological Management Units. Restore high marsh and high-marsh mouse, Suisun ornate shrew, San Pablo California 
upland transition habitat in conjunction with restoration of saline emergent vole, Suisun aster, salt marsh common yellow I 
wetland. Develop cooperative programs to acquire, in fee-title or through a throat I 
conservation easement, the land needed for tidal restoration, and complete 
the needed steps to restore the wetlands to tidal action. Begin a~gressive 
program of control of non-native plant species that are threatening the known 
populations of Suisun thistle, Suisun Marsh aster, soft bird's beak, and Point 
Reyes bird's beak. 
- Bring into protection at least 25% of currently occupied, but unprotected 
Suisun Marsh aster habitat, spread throughout the North, East, South Delta 
and Napa River Ecological Units, and ensure appropriate management. 
-Expand suitable tidal slough habitat for Suisun Marsh aster by 25 lim~ar 
miles. 
-Identify at least three protected and managed sites for introduction of at least 
three additional populations of Suisun thistle; increase overall population 
size at least threefold. 
-Establish at least one new population of soft bird' s beak with high 
likelihood of success in restored habitat in each of the Suisun Bay and Marsh 
EMU, the Napa River EMU, and the Petaluma River EMU. 
-Establish at least one new Point Reyes bird' s beak population in the ~ 





MSCS "R" "'d •,• Cov.,od Spoci" '"''would ; Milestones Element/Water 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones ' 
Restore suitable, occupied slough edge habitat for delta mud wort and delta Saline Emergent all Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 
tule pea by at least 5 miles in the Suisun Bay and Marsh EMU and by at least Wetland Sacramento splittail, California black rail, 
I 0 miles in the Nap&. River EMUs. Mason's lilaeopsis, delta mudwort, delta tule pea 
Bring at least 25% the currently existing but unprotected occurrences of delta 
mudwort and delta tule into protection through purchase or conservation 
agreement, and ensure appropriate management. 
In the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Management Zone, Seasonal Wetlands salt marsh harvest mouse, San Pablo California 
restore and manage a minimum of 500 acres of seasonal wetland, and improve vole, Suisun ornate shrew 
management of a minimum of 7,000 acres of existing, degraded seasonal 
wetland in a manner that provides suitable habitat for salt marsh harvest 
mouse, San Pablo California vole, and Suisun ornate shrew. 
Restore a minimum of 400 acres oftidal perennial aquatic habitat in the Tidal Perennial all Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
' 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
I Develop a cooperative program to acquire, manage and restore 100 acres of Vernal Pools Delta green ground beetle, Crampton's tuctoria, 
I vernal pools and 500 to I ,000 acres of adjacent buffer areas in the Suisun Alkali milk- vetch · 
Marsh/North San Francisco Bay EMZ. 
Protect all existing known occurrences of Crampton's tuctoria through 
conservation easement or purchase from willing sellers (including CNDDB 
Element Occurrence #2 and any new populations that are found). Identify at 
least two protected and managed sites for introduction of additional 
populations; begin introduction and monitor for success. 
Manage at least 250 acres of the ERP target for vernal pools near the Jepson 
Prairie preserve as suitable habitat for alkali milk vetch. Establish new 
populations on protected and appropriately managed lands. Bring 50% of 
currently unprotected, existing populations into protection through purchase 
or conservation agreement, and ensure appropriate management. 
Stressors Rgduction 
Develop a program to consolidate, screen, or eliminate 25% of the unscreened Water Diversions all Rand r covered fish 
diversions in Suisun Marsh. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen oxygen depleting Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
depleting substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from concentrated substances, nutrients, 
animal feeding operations. (from Phase II Report) TOC~ ammonia 
Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing dissolved oxygen, Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 






Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
. Actions to reduce fine sediment loading to streams, especially Tuolumne, turbidity/ Salmonids 
1 Merced, Stanislaus, Cosumnes, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, and Sonoma sedimentation 
Creek, due to human activities (from Phase II Report and Water Quality 
Program Plan): . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program . . Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction areas, on 
agricultural lands, for urban stormwater runoff, and other specific sites. . Implement stream restoration and revegetation work . . Quantify and determine ecological impacts of sediments in target 
watersheds, implement corrective actions. 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in giant garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay~Delta estuary and its watershed. California clapper rail, California black rail 
Conduct the following pesticide work (from Phase II Report): carbofurans, Salmon ids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, Sacramento . . Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with chloropyrifos, splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, 
CDFG and the Department ofPesticide.Regulations. diazinon possibly other species depending on type of . Support development and implementation of a TMDLfor diazinon. actions and specific sites . 
• Develop BMPs for dormant spray and household uses . 
• DetermiM the ecological significance of.pesticide discharges . . Support implementation ofBMPs . . Monitor to determine effectiveness ofBMPs 
12 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
I Conduct the following selenium work: selenium Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento 
• Conduct selenium research to fill data gaps in order to refine splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt 
regulatory goals of source control actions; determine bioavailability marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
of selenium under several scenarios (from Phase II Report). California black rail . Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement real-time management of 
selenium discharges (from Phase II Report). . Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse 
programs (from Phase II Report). . Coordinate with other programs; e.g., recommendations of San 
Joaquin Valley Drainage Implementation Program, CVPIA for 
retirement of lands with drainage problems that are not subject to 
correc~ion in other ways (from Phase II Report). . Support development and implementation ofTMDL for selenium in 
the San Joaquin River watershed (focus on Grassland area). 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs to chlorodane, DDT, Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento 
streams (from Phase'li Rt.oport): PCBs, toxaph,.,;;e splittai!, green sturgeon, giant garter snake . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program . . Implement sediment reduction BMPs on agricultural lands and other 
specific sites. . Implement BMPs for urban/industrial stormwater runoff and 




Milestones ElementJW ater MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following trace metals work (from Phase II Report): cadmium, copper, Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento . Determine spatial and temporal extent of metal pollution. zinc splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt . Determine ecological significance and extent of copper marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
contamination. California black rail . Evaluate impacts of other metals such as cadmium, zinc, and 
chromium. . Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of 
copper. . Partner with municipalities on evaluation and implementation of 
I 
stormwater control facilities. . Participate in remediation of mine sites as part of local watershed 
restoration and Delta restoration. 
Conduct the following unknown toxicity work (from Phase II Report): toxicity of unknown Salmonids, delta smelt, longfm smelt, Sacramento . . Conduct appropriate studies to identify unknown toxicity, and origin splittail, green sturgeon 





Construct a network of channels totaling 20 miles within the Sutter and Yolo 
Bypasses that effectively drains flooded lands after floodflows stop entering 
the bypasses. The channels should be designed to allow juvenile 
anadromous and resident fish to move from rearing and migratory areas. 
Develop and begin implementation of a program in the Yolo Basin to restore 
channel-floodplain connectivity and floodplain processes. Design natural 
stream channel configurations and expand floodplain overflow areas in the 
lower Cache and Putah Creek floodplains, as well as in channels and sloughs 
of the upper Yolo Bypass to provide connections with the Delta in a manner 
consistent with flood control requirements. Diversions (water source) into the 
Yolo Basin should not result in direct or hdirect adverse impacts to 
salmonids. Project design features would include sloughs and creek 
channels, setback levees, and wetlands, where feasible and consistent with 
flood protection. 
Develop and implement temperature management programs within major 
tributaries in the Sacramento River Basin. The goal of the programs should 
be achievement of the ERP temperature targets for salmon and steelhead. The 
programs shall include provisions to: a) develop accurate and reliable water 
temperature prediction models; b) evaluate the use of minimum carryover 
storage levels and other operational tools; c) evaluate the use of new facilities 
such as temperature control devices; and d) recommend operational and/or 






and Flood Processes 
MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
\:-_,,,,_t•~~ ' ,'#t,..,.-·, ,.,,_. .,. 
Central Valley chinook salmon and steclhcad, 
Sacramento splittail 
Central Valley I Central Valley fai!Jlate fall-run chinook salmon 
Stream Temperatures and steelhead 
- - ·~·----------~---· 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
--
Develop and implement a program to address the thermal impacts of Central Valley Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
irrigation return flows in the Sacramento River Basin. The goal ofthe Stream Temperatures and steelhead 
program should be achieve Basin Plan objectives for water temperature. The 
program should include provisions to: a) identify locations of irrigation 
return flows with thermal impacts; b) develop measures to avoid or eliminate 
thermal impacts from irrigation return flows; and c) prioritize problem sites 
based on impacts to chinook salmon and steelhead. If feasible, proceed with 
implementation of some or all actions to address thermal impacts of irrigation 
return flows. 
Design and begin implementation of an ecologically based streamflow Central Valley aU Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon, 
regulation plan for Yuba River, Butte Creek, Big Chico Creek, Deer Creek, Streamflow Sacramento splittail, western yellow-billed 
Mill "creek , Antelope Creek, Battle Creek, Cottonwood Creek, ;.cud Clear cuckoo, yellow warbler, Least Bell's vireo 
Creek. 
Complete a fluvial geomorphic assessment of coarse sediment supply needs Coarse Sediment all races of chinook salmon, steelhead, splittail, 
and sources to maintain, improve, or supplement gravel recruitment and Supply delta smelt, green sturgeon, bank swallow, 
natural sediment transport processes linked to stream channel maintenance, California yellow warbler, western yellow-billed 
erosion and deposition, maintenance of fish spawning areas, and the cuckoo, Least Bell's vireo, valley elderberry 
regeneration of riparian vegetation. Develop and implement a program to longhorn beetle, Norther California black walnut 
reduce erosion and maintain gravel recruitment on at least one tributary 
within each EMZ in the Sacramento River Basin. 
Develop floodplain management plans, including feasiblility studies to Natural Floodplain all Central Valley salmonids, Sacramento splittail, 
construct setback levees, to restore and improve opportunities for rivers to and Flood Processes delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, western yellow-billed 
inundate their floodplain on a seasonal basis for at least one tributary within - cuckoo, California yellow warbler, Least Bell's 
each of the EMZs in the Sacramento River Basin. Among the areas to be vireo, San Joaquin Valley woodrat, Valley 
included are the lower 10 miles of Clear Creek, Antelope Creek, and Deer elderberry long-hom beetle, Northern California 





Milestones Etement!Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Protect 15,000 acres within the Inner River Zone areas between Red Bluff and Stream Meander all Central Valley salmonids, steelhead, western 
Colusa reaches within identified the Sacramento River Conservation Area. yellow-billed cuckoo, Least Bell's vireo, 
Establish between 3 and 5 habitat preserves for bank swallows along the Swainson's hawk, Valley elderberry longhorn 
upper reaches of the Sacramento River capable of supporting 5000 bank beetle, bank swallow 
swallow burrows between the towns of Colusa and Red Bluff. 
Habitats 
! 
In the American River Basin, Butte Basin, Colusa Basin, Feather RivedSutter Agricultural Lands greater sandhill crane, giant gartt-r snake, 
Basin EMZs, cooperatively enhance at least 15 to 25% of the ERPP target for Swainson's hawk 
wildlife friendly agricultural practices. 
Develop and implement a program to establish, restore, and maintain riparian Riparian and all Central Valley salmonids, western yellow-
habitat to improve floodplain habitat; salmonid shaded riverine aquatic Riverine Aquatic billed cuckoo, Valley elderberry long-hom beetle, 
habitat, and instream cover along at least one tributary within each of the Habitats California yellow warbler, Least Bell's vireo, little 
following Ecological Management Zones: American River Basin, Butte willow flycatcher 
Basin, Colusa Basin, Cottonwood Creek, Feather River/Sutter Basin, North 
Sacramento Valley, Sacramento River, and Yolo Basin. While restoring 
habitat conditions in the American River EMZ, maintain continuous 
corridors of suitable riparian habitat for valley elderberry longhorn beetle. 
Protect existing known occurrences of northern California black walnut 
native stands through conservation easement or purchase. 
-
Identify at least 3 protected and managed sites for introduction of additional 
populations of northern California black walnut; begin introduction and 
monitor for success. Population creation should be part of a broader effort to 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
In the Cottonwood Creek EMZ, complete (1) long-term agreements with local Riparian and all Central Valley salrnonids, California yellow 
landowners to establish, restore, and maintain riparian communities along 25 Riverine Aquatic warbler, western yellow-billed cuckoo, Least 
percent of the upper and 25 percent of the lower reaches of Cottonwood Habitats Bell's vireo, little willow flycatcher 
Creek, and (2) the development of a comprehensive watershed management 
plan that supports local land use decisions to protect existing riparian and 
restore lost riparian. 
Restore 2 miles of the 10 mile target of riparian habitat restoration along the Riparian and all Central Valley salmonids, California yellow 
lower reaches of each of the following tributaries: Battle, Clear, Deer, Mill, Riverine Aquatic warbler, western yellow-billed cuckoo, little 
Butte, Big Chico, Antelope, Feather, Yuba, and Bear Rivers. Habitats willow flycatcher, Least Bell's vireo, Valley 
elderberry long-hom beetle 
Implement 25 percent of the ERP target for enhancing, protecting, and Seasonal Wetlands greater sandhill crane, Swainson's hawk, giant 
restoring seasonal wetlands in the following EMZs: American River Basin, garter snake 
Butte Basin, Colusa Basin, and Feather River/Sutter Basin. 
Stressors Reduction 
Develop and implement a program to address inadequate instream flows for Dams and Other all Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon, 
steelhead and chinook salmon on streams within Sacramento River Basin Structures Sacramento splittail 
tributaries. Where appropriate provide adequate flows for Sacramento 
splittail and green sturgeon. 
Provide unimpeded upstream and dovmstream passage for salmon and Darns and Other aU Central Valley salrnonids, green sturgeon, 
steelhead on Sacramento River Basin tributaries. Structures Sacramento splittail 
On Big Chico Creek, repair the Lindo Channel weir and fishway at the Lindo Dams and Other all Central Valley salmonids 
Channel box culvert at the Five Mile Diversion to improve upstream fish Structures 
passage. 
Develop and implement a solution to improve passage of upstream migrant Dams and Other all Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Evaluate the feasibility of constructing fish passage facilities at the Grays Dams and Other all Central Valley salmonids 
Bend-Old River-Freemont weir complex at the upper end of the Yolo Bypass. Structures 
Develop a program to reduce or eliminate fish stranding in the Sacramento, Stranding all Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon, 
Feather and Yuba rivers and the Colusa Basin drain and Sutter Bypass in the Iongtin smelt, Sacramf~:to sp!ittail 
active stream channels, floodplains, shallow ponds and borrow areas. 
Develop protocols for ramping flow reductions. Conduct surveys of 
stranding under a range of flow conditions and recommend solutions. 
Install positive barrier fish screens on all diversions greater than 250 cfs in all Water Diversions all Rand r covered fish 
EMZs and 25% of all smaller unscreened diversions in the Sacramento River 
I 
Basin. Among those diversions to be screened are the DWR Pumping Plants 
and 50% of small diversion located on east side of Sutter Bypass, the Bella 
Vista diversion in the upper Sacramento River near Redding, East-West 
Diversion Weir, Weir 5, Weir 3, Guisti Weir and Weir l in the Sutter Bypass, 
White Mallard Dam, Morton Weir, Drivers Cut Outfall and Colusa 
Shooting/Tarke Weir Outfall and associated diversion screens in the Butte 
Sink.. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen oxygen depleting Salmor.ids, Sacramento splittail 
depleting substances, nutrients, and mnmonia) discharges from concentrated substances, nutrients, 




Actions to minimize or eliminate inter-substrate low dissolved oxygen 
conditions in salmonid spawning and rearing habitat, in the 
Mokelumne, Cosumnes, Merced, Tuolumne, and Stanislaus Rivers 
(from Phase II Report and Water Quality Program Plan): 
• Develop inter-substrate DO testing for salmonid spawning an€! 
rearing habitat 
• Conduct comprehensive surveys to assess the extent and severity of 







MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmon ids 
• Develop and begin implementing appropriate best management 
practices (BMPs), including reducing anthropogenic fine sediment 
loads, to minimize or eliminate inter-substrate low DO conditions. 
--------~------------~----------------------------~ 
Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing 
substances and nutrients by unpermitted dischargers. (from Phase II Report) 
Actions to reduce fine sediment loading to streams, especially Tuolumne, 
Merced, Stanislaus, Cosumnes, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, and Sonoma 
Creek, due to human activities {from Phase II Report and Water Quality 
Program Plan): 
• Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program. 
• Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction are1\s, on 
agricultural lands, for urban storm water runoff, and other specific 
sites. 
• Implement stream restoration and revegetation work. 
• Quantify and determine ecological impacts of sediments in target 






Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
Salmonids 
----------------~------------~----------------------------~ 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay-Delta estuary and its watershed. 
20 
mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
giant garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
California clapper rail, California black rail 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element!Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work in the Cache mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
Creek watershed (from Phase II Report): giant garter snake . Support development and implementation ofTMDL for mercury . . Detennine bioaccumulation effects in creek and Delta . . Source, transport, inventory, mapping and speciation of mercury . . Participate in Stage 1 remediation (drainage control) of mercury mines as 
appropriate. 
I . Determine sources of high levels ofbioavailable mercury 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work in t:.e mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittai~. green sturgeon, 
Sacramento River (from Phase II Report): giant garter snake . Detennine, inventory, and sources of high levels ofbioavailable mercury . Refine mercury models . . Participate in remedial activities . 
Conduct the following pesticide work (from Phase II Report): carbofurans, Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongfin smelt, Sacramento . Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with CDFG chloropyrifos, splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, 
and the Department of Pesticide Regulations. diazinon possibly other species depending on type of . Support development and implementation of a TMDL for diazinon . actions and specific sites. . Develop BMPs for donnant spray and household uses . . Determine the ecological significance of pesticide discharges . . Support implementation ofBMPs . . Monitor to determine effectiveness of BMPs 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs to chlorodane, DDT, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, Sacramento 
streams (from Phase II Report): · PCBs, toxaphene splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program . . Implement sediment reduction BMPs on agricultural lands and other 
specific sites. . Implement BMPs for urban/industrial stonnwater runoff and discharges 




Conduct the trace metals work (from Phase li 
Determine spatial and extent of metal 
Determine and extent 
Evaluate of other metals such as cadmium, and chromium. 
Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of copper. 
Partner with municipalities on evaluatiOn and implementation of 
stormwater control facilities. 
Participate in remediation of mine sites as part of local watershed 
restoration and Delta restoration. 
Conduct the following unknown toxicity work (from Phase II .... ~!'""''' 
Conduct appropriate studies to identify unknown toxicity, and develop 
management actions as appropriate. 
Ecolof!ical Processes 
Develop and implement temperatu.re management programs within major 
tributaries in the San Joaquin River Basin. The goal of the programs should 
be achievement of the ERP temperature targets for salmon and steelhead. The 
programs shall include provisions to: a) develop accurate and reliable water 
temperature prediction models; b) evaluate the use of minimum carryover 
storage levels and other operational tools; c) evalu~te the use of new facilities 
such as temperature control devices; and d) recommend operational and/or 











MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, Sacramento 
splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt 
marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
California black rail 
Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, Sacramento 
splittail, green sturgeon 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
and steelhead 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Develop and implement a program to address the thermal impacts of Central Valley Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
irrigation return flows in the San Joaquin River Basin. The goal of the Stream Temperatures and steelhead 
program should be achieve Basin Plan objectives for water temperature. The 
program should include provisions to: a) identify locations ofirrigation 
return flows with thermal impacts; b) develop measures to avoid or eliminate 
thermal impacts from irrigation return flows; and c) prioritize problem sites 
based on impacts to chinook salmon and steelhead. If feasible, proceed with 
implementation of some or ali actions to address thermal impacts of irrigation 
return flows. 
·-
Complete a fluvial geomorphic assessment of coarse sediment supply needs Coarse Sediment all races of chinook salmon, steelhead, splittail, 
and sources to maintain, improve, or supplement gravel recruitment and Supply delta smelt, green sturgeon, bank swallow, 
natural sediment transport processes linked to stream channel maintenance, California yellow warbler, western yellow-billed 
erosion and deposition, maintenance offish spawning areas, and the cuckoo, Least Bell's vireo, valley elderberry 
regeneration of riparian vegetation. Develop and implement a program to longhorn beetle, Northern California black walnut 
reduce erosion and maintain gravel recruitment on at least one tributary 
within each EMZ within the San Joaquin River Basin. In the East San ' 
Joaquin Basin EMZ, complete fluvial geomorphic assessments on all 
tributaries. 
Develop floodplain management plans, including feasibility studies to Natural Floodplain all Central Valley salmonids, Sacramento splittail, 
construct setback levees, to restore and improve opportunities for rivers to and Flood Processes delta smelt, longfin smelt, western yellow-billed 
inundate their floodplain on a seasonal basis for at least one tributary within cuckoo, California yellow warbler, Least Bell's 
each of the EMZs in the San Joaquin River Basin. Among the areas to be 
I 
vireo, San Joaquin Valley woodrat, Valley 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Develop a cooperative program to restore salmonid spawning and rearing Stream Meander Central Valley fa!Vlate fall-run chinook salmon, 
habitat in the Stanislaus, and Merced Rivers that includes the (also Predation and steelhead, western yellow-billed cuckoo, 
following elements: (l) reconstructing channels at selected sites by isolating Competition) California yellow warbler, bank swallow 
or filling in inchannel gravel extraction areas; (2) increasing natural meander 
by removing riprap and relocating other structures that impair stream 
meander; and restoring more natural channel configurations to reduce 
salmonid predator habitat and improve migration corridors. 
Restore and maintain a defined stream-meander zone and increase floodplain Stream Meander Sacramento splittail, Central Valley fall/late fall-
habitat on the San Joaquin River between Vernalis and the mouth of the run chinook salmon, steelhead, bank swallow 
Merced River. 
Establish a river meander corridor between the Chowchilla Bypass and Stream Meander Sacramento splittail, Central Valley fa!Vlate fall-
Mendota Pool to expand the floodway corridor to convey incn:ased run chinook salmon, steelhead, bank swallow 
anticipated floodflows and restore floodplain habitat. 
Habitats 
In the San Joaquin River and West San Joaquin Basin EMZs, cooperatively Agricultural Lands Swainson's hawk, greater sandhill crane, giant 
enhance at least 1 S to 25% of the ERPP target for wildlife friendly garter snake 
.. ~gricultural practices 
In the West San Joaquin Basin EMZ, restoring or create 100 acres of fresh Fresh Emergent giant garter snake 
emergent wetland habitat. Wetland 
~ 
In the West San Joaquin Basin EMZ, restore or enhance 1,000 acres of Perennial Grasslands Swainson's hawk, greater sandhill crane 
perennial grassland associated with existing or proposed wildlife corridors, 
wetlands, or floodplain habitats. 
- - ..._ 
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Milestones Elemeni/W ater MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Develop and implement a program to establish, restore, and maintain riparian Riparian and Central Valley steelhead, fall/late fall-run 
habitat to improve floodplain habitat, salmonid shaded riverine aquatic Riverine Aquatic chinook salmon, western yellow-billed cuckoo, 
habitat and instream cover along at least one tributary within the East San Habitats Valley elderberry long-hom beetle, riparian brush 
1 Joaquin and San Joaquin River EMZs. rabbit, California yellow warbler, Least Bell's 
vireo, little willow flycatcher, delta coyote thistle 
I Implement 25 per~ent of the ERP target for diverse, self-sustaining riparian Riparian and San Joaquin Valley woodrat, delta coyote thistle, 
community for all EMZs in the San Joaquin River Basin. Riverine Aquatic western yellow-billed cuckoo, Valley elderberry 
Habitats long-hom beetle, riparian brush rabbit 
Bring at least three of the currently existing but unprotected d;>lta coyote 
thistle occurrences into protection through purchase or conservation 
I agreement, and ensure appropriate management. 
Increase suitable habitat for delta coyote thistle by at least 20% and the 
number of populations and individuals by at least 10% through habitat 
management and protection. 
Establish two new riparian brush rabbit habitat preserves within the historical 
range of the species. Protect and enhance a minimum of 150 contiguous acres 
of mature, shrub-rich riparian forest and associated highwater refugia on the 
San Joaquin River, between the Merced River confluence and Vernalis, and 
on each of the east-side tributaries (the Stanislaus, Tuolumne and Merced 






Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Stressors Reduction 
Develop and implement a program to address inadequate instream flows for Darns and Other steelhead, fall/late fall-run chinook salmon, green 
steelhead and chinook salmon on streams within San Joaquin River Structures sturgeon, Sacramento splittail 
tributaries. Where appropriate provide adequate flows for Sacramento 
splittail and green sturgeon. 
Provide unimpeded upstream and downstream passage for salmon and Dams and Other steelhead, fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
steelhead on San Joaquin River Basin tributaries. Structures 
Initiate a feasibility study ffrestoring steelhead migration into upper Dams and Other steelhead 
watershed areas (e.g., upstream of major low-elevation dams) in at least one Structures 
San Joaquin River Basin EMZ Tributary. 
Install positive barrier fish screens on all diversions greater than 250 cfs in all Water Diversions all R and r covered fish 
EMZs and 25% of all smaller un~'~reened diversions in the San Joaquin River 
I Basin. Among those diversions to be screened are the El Solyo, Patterson, and West Stanislaus irrigation district diversions. ----~ 
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Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Actions to minimize or eliminate low dissolved oxygen conditions (DO sag) dissolved oxygen, Salmonids, delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, 
in lower San Joaquin River near Stockton (from Phase II Report): oxygen depleting longfin smelt, green sturgeon . Complete studies of causes for DO sag in San Joaquin River near substances, nutrients, 
Stockton. total organic carbon . Define and implement corrective measures for DO sag. (rOC) . Finalization of investigation of methods to reduce constituents that 
cause low DO for inclusion in total maximun daily load (TMDL) 
recommendation by the Central Valley RWQCB. . Finalization of Basin Plan Amendment and TMDL for constituents 
that cause low DO in the San Joaquin River. . Implement appropriate source and other controls and other 
management practices, as recommended in the TMDL, to reduce 
anthropogenic oxygen depleting substances loadings and minimize 
or eliminate low DO conditions. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen oxygen depleting Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
depleting substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from concentrated substances, nutrier ts, 
animal feeding operations. (from Phase II Report) TOC, ammonia 
Actions to minimize or eliminate inter-substrate low dissolved oxygen dissolved oxygen, Salmon ids 
conditions in salmonid spawning and rearing habitat, especially in the turbidity/ 
Mokelumne, Cosumnes, American, Merced, Tuolumne, and Stanislaus Rivers sedimentation 
(from Phase II Report and Water Quality Program Plan): . Develop inter-substrate DO testing for salmonid spawning and 
rearing habitat. 
Conduct comprehensive surveys to assess the extent and severity of -. 
inter-substrate low DO conditiqns. . Develop and begin implementing appropriate best management 
practices (BMPs), including reducing anthropogenic fine sediment 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Assess the ecological effects of low DO conditions in Suisun Marsh due to dissolved oxygen, Delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, longfin smelt, 
adding oxygen-depleted water from anthropogenic sources (from Water oxygen depleting salmonids, green sturgeon 
Quality Program Plan). substances, nutrients, 
TOC 
• Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing dissolved oxygen, Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
substances and nutrients by unpermitted dischargers. (from Phase II Report) oxygen depleting 
substances, nutrients 
1 
Actions to reduce fine sediment loading to streams, especially Tuolumne, turbidity/ Salmonids 
Merced, Stanislaus, Cosumnes, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, and Sonoma sedimentation 
Creek, due to human activities (from Phase II Report and Water Quality 
Program Plan): . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program . . Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction areas, on 
agricultural lands, for urban stormwater runoff, and other spec iCc 
sites. . Implement stream restoration and revegetation work . . Quantify and determine ecological impacts of sediments in target 
watersheds, implement corrective actions. 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in giant garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay-Delta estuary and its watershed. California clapper rail, California black rail 
Conduct the following pesticide work (from Phase II Report): carbofurans, Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento . Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with chloropyrifos, splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, 
CDFG and the Department of Pesticide Regulations. diazinon possibly other species depending on type of . Support development and implementation of a TMDL for diazinon . actions and specific sites. . Develop BMPs for domiant spray and household uses . 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
I Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following selenium work: selenium Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento . Conduct selenium research to fill data gaps in order to refine splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt 
regulatory goals of source control actions; determine bioavailability marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
of selenium under several scenarios (from Phase II Report). California black rail 
• Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement real-time management of 
selenium discharges (from Phase II Report). . Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse 
programs (from Phase II Report). . Coordinate with other programs; e.g., recommendations of San 
Joaquin Valley Drainage Implementation Program, CVPIA for 
retirement oflands with drainage problems that are not subject to 
correction in other ways (from Phase II Report). . Support development and implementation ofTMDL for selenium in 
the San Joaquin River watershed (focus on Grassland area). 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs to chlorodane, DDT, Salmonids, delta smelt, Iongtin smelt, Sacramento 
streams (from Phase II Report): PCBs, toxaphene splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction program . . Implement sediment reduction BMPs on agricultural lands and other 
specific sites. . Implemen:t BMPs for urban/industrial storm water runoff and 
discharges to reduce PCB and organochlorine pesticides. 
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Milestones 
Conduct the trace metals work 
contamination. 
Evaluate impacts of other metals such as 
chromium. 
and 
Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of 
copper. 
Partner with municipalities on evaluation and of 
storm water control facilities. 
Participate in remediation of mine sites as part oflocal watershed 
restoration and Delta restoration. 
Conduct the following unknown toxicity work (from Phase II Report): 
Conduct appropriate studies to identify unknown toxicity, and 
develop management actiw13 as appropriate. 
Develop and implement a comprehensive monitoring, assessment and 
research program (CMARP) for terrestrial and aquatic habitats and species 
populations acceptable to the fish and wikiife agencies. Conduct rangewide 
surveys for all "R" and "r" covered plants and animals in the MSCS Focus 
Area. 
Develop and begin implementation of a study to determine appropriate 
conditions for the germination and establishment of riparian woody plants 
along the Sacramento River and San Joaquin River. Complete development 
of a cooperative program to plant vegetation on unvegetated riprapped banks 







toxicity of unknown 
origin 
MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, Sacramento 
splittail, green sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt 
marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
California black rail 
Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, Sacramento 
splittail, green sturgeon 
.... _., ··-
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that would 
Quality Parameter Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct a study to investigate the effects of the road Olcott Lake on 
vernal pool hydrology and impacts on vernal pool species. 
Conduct instream flow studies to determine the flows necessary to support all 
life stages of anadromous and estuarine fish species. 
Conduct an investigation of in-channel structures that focuses on the 
following issues: (1) habitat suitability for both and prey fishes; 
predator-prey interactions; and (3) recommendations for 
on juvenile salmonids. . 
Conduct experimental introductions of Sacramento into nontidal 
perennial aquatic habitats 
Assess the impact of hatchery practices on naturally spawning populations of 
chinook salmon and steelhead and operate hatcheries in a manner consistent 
with safe genetic practices that will maintain genetic integrity of all Central 
+-Valley anadromous salmonid populations. Through the use of existing, expand::d, and new programs, monitor adult anadromous salmonid returns to each watershed within the MSCS focus area. 
1 Monitoring techniques, data compilation and analysis, and reporting should be standardized among researchers and watersheds to the greatest extent possible. 
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Mr. Lester A. Snow 
Regional Director 
United States Bureau of Reclamation 
2800 Cottage Way 
Sacramento, California 95825-1898 
Dear Mr. Snow: 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERiES SERVICE 
Southwest Region 
501 West Ocean Boulevard, Suite 4200 
Long Beach, California 90802-4213 
August 28, 2000 
ln Reply Refer to: 
SWR-00-SA-OllO:MEA 
This document transmits the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) biological opinion for 
the implementation phase of the CALFED Bay-Delta Program. This biological opinion is based 
on NMFS' review of the proposed CALFED Bay-Delta Program, and its effects on the federally 
endangered Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha ), 
threatened Central Valley steelhead (0. mykiss), and threatened Central Valley spring-run 
chinook salmon ( 0. tshmvytscha) and their designated critical habitat in accordance with Section 
7 ofthe Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et sq.). Your August 18, 
2000 request for a programmatic consultation, made on behalf of the Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) and the other Federal co-lead agencies for the CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
(Environmental Protection Agency, Army Corps of Engineers, Natural Resources Conservation 
Service, and Fish and Wildlife Service), was received on August 18, 2000. 
This document also transmits Nlv1FS' Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) Conservation 
Recommendations for Pacific coast salmon, coastal pelagic species, and west coast groundfish 
\\·hich may be effected by the proposed action as required by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act (MSFCMA) as amended (16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.). While 
EFH designations for salmon have yet to be approved by the Secretary of Commerce, we expect 
them to be forthcoming and provide these recommendations to facilitate your consultation 
obligations. 
The biological opinion and EFH conservation recommendations are based on information 
provided in the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PElS) for the CALFED Bay-
Delta Program (Program) and the Multi-Species Conservation Strategy (MSCS), an appendix to 
the PElS, which is the biological assessment for the Program. A complete administrative record 
of this consultation is on file in NMFS' Sacramento Area Office, Sacramento, California. 
Based upon the best available scientific and commercial information, this biological opinion 
condudes-that implementation ofth~.CALFED Bay-Delta Program is not likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of federally endangered Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, 
threatened Central Valley steelhead, and threatened Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon or 
result in the destruction or adverse modification of designated ~ritical habitat for these species. 
i) Printed on Recycled Paper 
However, implementation of the CALFED Bay-Delta Program addressed in this biological 
opinion is anticipated to result in incidental take of listed species. Due to the programmatic 
nature of the PElS and CALFED's Preferred Program Alternative, the project specific and action 
specific inforn1ation necessary to determine the amount and extent of incidental take of 
endangered Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, threatened Central Valley steelhead, 
and threatened Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon associated with individual CALFED 
Program activities/actions is lacking. Therefore, incidental take of endangered Sacramento River 
winter-run chinook salmon, threatened Central Valley steelhead, and threatened Central Valley 
spring-run chinook salmon is not authorized in this biological opinion. NMFS anticipates that 
Reclamation and/or other Federal CALFED co-lead action agencies, as appropriate, will initiate 
project specific or action specific consultations tiered to this programmatic consultation. These 
future consultations, tiered under this programmatic consultation, will evaluate and estimate the 
amount of incidental take of listed species associated with action specific implementation plans 
and, if appropriate, authorize the amount and extent of incidental take. 
As provided in 50 CFR § 402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required if: (1) the amount 
or extent of taking specified in the incidental take statement is exceeded; (2) new information 
reveals effects of the action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an 
extent not previously considered in this opinion; (3) the action is subsequently modified in a way 
that causes an effect on listed species or critical habitat not considered in this opinion; or ( 4) a 
new species is listed or critical habitat is designated that may be affected by the action. Since this 
programmatic consultation does not provide incidental take authorization, Reclamation and/or 
Federal CALFED co-lead action agencies shall initiate consultations with the NMFS for action 
specific implementation plans, which may effect listed anadromous salmonids and are to be 
tiered under this programmatic biological opinion. 
Reclamation and the Federal CALFED co-lead agencies have a statutory requirement under 
section 305(b)(4)(B) of the MSFCMA to submit a detailed response in \vriting to NMFS that 
includes a of measures for avoiding, mitigating, or offsetting the impact of 
the activity on EFH, as required by section 305(b)(4)(B) of the MSFCMA and 50 CFR 
to complete a final response within this time limit, an 
""uv1"'" should be provided to NMFS within 30 days. A detailed response 
concerning the biological opinion or the attached EFH conservation 
Aceituno in our Sacramento Area Office, 650 
14. Mr. Aceituno may be reached by telephone at 
_2~Lzrd~-
~~~nal Administrator 
CALFED BAY-DELTA PROGRAM 
PROGRAMMATIC BIOLOGICAL OPINION 
(Endangered Species Act- Section 7 Consultation) 
and 
ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT CONSERVATION RECOMlVIENDATIONS 
(1\fagnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservat~on and Management Act- EFH Consultation) 
Prepared by 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Southwest Region 
August 28, 2000 
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Endangered Species Act -Section 7 Consultation 
BIOLOGICAL OPINION 
CALFED- Federal Co-Lead Agencies (Bureau of Reclamation, Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Army Corps of Engineers, Enviro1m1ental Protection Agency, National 
Marine Fisheries Service, and Natural Resources Conservation Service) 
CALFED Bay-Delta Program Final Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement/Environmental Impact Report - Preferred Program Alternative 
Consultation Conducted By: National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Region. 
Date Issued: August 28, 2000 
INTRODUCTION 
This document transmits the National Marine Fisheries Service' (NMFS) biological opinion on the 
effects of the Preferred Program Alternative described in the CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
(CALFED Program) Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact 
Report (PEIS/EIR), dated July 2000, on federally listed endangered Sacramento River winter-nm 
chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), threatened Central Valley spring-run chinook 
salmon (0. tshawytscha), threatened Central Valley steelhead (0. mykiss), and threatened Central 
California Coast steelhead (0. mykiss) in accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species 
Act of 1973 (ESA), as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). 
This consultation is intended to address in a comprehensive manner the numerous and widely 
varied actions related to the implementation of the CALFED Program. While CALFED Program 
actions are clearly interrelated and interdependent, many actions implemented by the various 
CALFED Agencies are not and could not be considered as stand alone actions. Nevertheless, the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and NMFS have agreed with the other CALFED 
Agencies that to facilitate ESA compliance, the activities that are listed in the Project Description 
would be evaluated as a suite of actions all related in one form or another to the CALFED 
Program. Therefore, this biological opinion addresses the effects upon listed species resulting 
from the implementation of this suite of actions as a whole and also provides a strategy, or 
process, for ESA compliance on the individual activities that cumulatively make up the CALFED 
Program. 
CALFED Program implementation, in conjunction with the Multi-Species Conservation Strategy 
and programmatic biological opinions, will provide benefits in subsequent site specific 
consultations. Specifically, individual projects that qualify for consultation will be evaluated 
within the context of the program as a whole, including the major elements designed to improve the 
environmental baseline and lead to recovery of targeted species. These major elements will be 
1 
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subject to on-going monitoring, evaluation, and the application of adaptive management. Site 
specific biological opinions will take into account the environmental benefits that accrue from the 
CALFED Program. As a result, the NMFS and the USFWS anticipate the implementation of the 
overall CALFED Program will streamline the ESA compliance process and, as actions to benefit 
listed species are implemented, will reduce the need for additional provisions to satisfy legal 
requirements. 
A number of key program actions related to the implementation of a variety of activities, 
especially those related to addressing the needs of listed species, are considered in developing 
this biological opinion at the programmatic level. These key program actions are critical to the 
overall determination of how implementation of this suite of actions may, or may not jeopardize 
listed species because the effects of the actions are evaluated in the aggregate. If key program 
actions are not implemented at this programmatic level, or new information becomes available, 
consultation would be reinitiated at the programmatic level to ascertain how the lack of 
implementation of any action(s), or new infom1ation, affects the evaluation of effects upon listed 
species associated with the overall implementation of the suite of actions being considered and the 
subsequent conclusions made in this biological opinion. 
The project-specific or tiered consultations that will follow this programmatic consultation will 
rely on implementation of the key program actions to direct the development and implementation of 
the project-specific actions. If the CALFED Program fails to implement conservation measures or 
if new information becomes available then reinitiation on the programmatic level may be 
necessary. 
BACKGROUND 
The CALFED Program was initiated in May 1995 by then Governor Pete Wilson and the Clinton 
Administration to address environmental and water management problems associated with the 
Bay-Delta. In June 1995, State and Federal agencies launched a partnership to develop and 
implement a comprehensive, long-term management plan for the Bay-Delta. The management plan 
is intended to address problems of the Bay-Delta system within four critical, often competing, 
resource categories: ecosystem quality, water quality, levee system integrity, and water supply 
reliability. The CALFED Program officially involves thel8 CALFED Agencies with management 
or regulatory responsibilities in the Bay-Delta. Stakeholder input is facilitated through the Bay-
Delta Advisory Committee (BDAC). · 
At its inception, the CALFED Program was divided into two planning phases (Phase I and II) and 
an implementation phase (Phase III). During Phase I, the CALFED Program concentrated on 
identifying and defining the problems confronting the Bay-Delta system. A mission statement and 
guiding principles were developed, along with CALFED Program objectives and an array of 
potential actions to meet them. Phase I was completed in September 1996. 
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During Phase II the CALFED Program developed a preferred program alternative (Preferred 
Program Alternative) and conducted a comprehensive programmatic environmental review 
process. Because the CALFED solution area is so large, and because it is approaching task in 
an integrated, comprehensive way, environmental review must be conducted on a very broad level. 
Phase II ends following the signing of a Federal Record of Decision (ROD) and State Certification 
of the Final PEIS/PEIR. Phase III will begin with implementation ofthe CALFED Program. The 
CALFED Program solution plan is expected to take 30 years or more to complete. 
CONSULTATION HISTORY 
Early in Phase I, from July 1995 to July 1996, the co-lead Federal CALFED Agencies held more 
than 30 public meetings and workshops around the State to involve Californians in developing a 
Bay-Delta solution. The pmiicipating Federal agencies included NMFS, Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS), Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the USFWS. The problems ofthe 
Bay-Delta were defined and a range of alternative solutions was developed. Additionally, three 
preliminary alternatives for Delta water conveyance were identified for further analysis during 
Phase II. The first conveyance configuration relied primarily on the existing conveyance system, 
with some minor changes in the south Delta. The second configuration relied on enlarging 
cham1els within the Delta. The third configuration included in-channel modifications and a 
conveyance channel that would move some water around the Delta. Each of these alternatives also 
included new ground and surface water storage options. Proposed management actions were 
grouped into six CALFED Program elements (i.e., levee system integrity, water quality 
improvements, ecosystem restoration, water use efficiency measures, water transfers, and 
watershed management). In February 1996, the CALFED Program released 20 draft alternative 
solutions, each including hundreds of actions to help solve the Bay-Delta problems. 
CALF ED Agencies participated on management and technical teams (e.g., the Water Management 
Strategy [WMS] and Multi-Species Conservation Strategy [MSCS] teams, and the Ecosystem 
Restoration Program [ERP] Focus Group) and contributed to several planning documents 
developed during Phase II, including the Draft (March 1998) and Final (July 2000) PEIS/PEIR; 
and Administrative Draft (March 31, 2000), Draft (April 17, 2000) and Final (July 2000) MSCS, 
which serves as the biological assessment for the CALFED Program section 7 consultation. 
In June 1996, the list of alternatives was refined to three conceptual comprehensive approaches. 
In September 1996, the CALFED Agencies released the Phase I Final Report and launched a two-
year environmental review of the conceptual alternative solutions. This action concluded Phase I 
of the CALF ED Program and moved it into Phase II. 
From June 1996 to December 1997, the CALFED Agencies held hundreds ofpublic meetings to 
continue to involve the public in the process. Technical staff from various agencies worked with 
stakeholders to further refine the list of alternatives. 
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From March 1997 to November 1997, the CALF ED Agencies released draft reports for four 
programs that were common to all of the alternatives. These draft reports included: the 
Ecosystem Restoration Program Plan, the Water Quality Component Report, the Water Use 
Efficiency Report, and the Delta Levee System Integrity Program Report. 
In December 1997, more than $60 million in ecosystem restoration program projects were funded. 
This led to an additional $24 million in ecosystem restoration projects being funded in February 
1998. 
On March 16, 1998, the CALFED Agencies released a draft PEIS/PEIR containing the refined 
draft alternatives. The release was followed by a 105-day public comment period, which ended 
on July 1, 1998. Additionally, during the March 16, 1998 to July 1, 1998 time frame, the CALFED 
Agencies conducted further technical analyses to develop the draft Preferred Program Alternative, 
while also hosting public meetings, hearings, and workshops to continue to get public input. 
In September 1998, another $25.5 million in ecosystem restoration projects were funded. In 
December 1998, the CALFED Agencies issued the Revised Phase II Report and draft framework 
plan for a Preferred Program Alternative. 
On June 25, 1999, the CALFED Agencies released a revised draft PEIS/PEIR, which was 
followed by a 90-day comment period. 
In July 2000, the CALFED Agencies released the final PEIS/PEIR which was followed by a 30-
day comment period. 
On August 18, 2000, NMFS received a request for initiation from Reclamation, which is serving 
as the lead agency for this consultation. 
BIOLOGICAL OPINION 
Description of the Proposed Action 
A. Geographic Scope and Action Area 
The geographic scope of CALFED includes two distinct areas, the "Problem Area" and the 
"Solution Area". The Problem Area is defined as the legal Delta and Suisun Bay and Marsh. The 
Solution Area is much broader in extent than the Problem Area; encompassing the Central Valley 
watershed, the upper Trinity River watershed, the southern California water system service area, 
San Pablo Bay, San Francisco Bay, portions of the Pacific Ocean out to the Farallon Islands, and a 
near-shore coastal zone that extends from about Morro Bay to the Oregon border (CALFED 
MSCS, July 2000). The primary focus area ofCALFED's MSCS includes the legally defined 
Delta, Suisun Bay and Marsh, the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers and their tributaries 
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downstream of major dams, and the potential locations of reservoirs. This is the area defined as 
the "Action Area" for purposes of the following Biological Opinion. 
Areas outside the MSCS Focus Area but within the CALFED Solution Area such as watersheds 
above major dams, including a portion of the upper Trinity River watershed, and included within 
CALFED's Watershed Program Area, other Central Valley Project (CVP) and State Water Project 
(SWP) service areas that are located outside the MSCS Focus Area, the outer bay region including 
near-shore coastal areas are not included within the action area for the following biological 
opinion. This is because potential CALFED actions either do not extend into these areas or 
potential effects cannot be determined until individual CALFED actions or groups of actions are 
identified and defined. Since these actions outside the MSCS Focus Area are not evaluated in this 
opinion, they will not be subject to application under this programmatic biological opinion and 
will be evaluated, if necessary, under separate consultations. 
B. CALFED Bay-Delta Program 
The CALFED Program is a long-tenn comprehensive plan to restore ecological health and 
improve water management for beneficial uses of the Bay-Delta system. The CALFED Program 
addresses issues in four general problem areas: ecosystem quality, water quality, water 
management, and levee system integrity. The following CALFED Program components were 
developed to solve issues in the problem areas: 
• Levee System Integrity Program (LSIP) 
• Water Quality Program (WQP) 
• Ecosystem Restoration Program (ERP) 
• Water Use Efficiency Program (WUEP) 
• \Vater Transfer Program (WTP) 
• vV atershed Program (WP) 
Storage 
" Conveyance 
• Environmental Water Account (EWA) 
• Science Program 
• Multi-Species Conservation Strategy (MSCS) 
• Governance Plan 
Most CALFED Program elements are described in technical appendices to the PEIS/PEIR. 
Storage and Conveyance are described separately. The EW A is an operational strategy intended 
to improve fish protection while not adversely affecting water supply. 
All aspects of the CALFED Program are interrelated and interdependent. Ecosystem restoration is 
dependent upon supply and conservation. Supply is dependent upon water use efficiency and 
consistency in regulation. Water quality is dependent upon water use efficiency and consistency in 
regulations, improved conveyance, levee stability and healthy watersheds. 
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The CALFED Program includes a framework guiding implementation that addresses the scope, 
complexity, and duration of the CALFED Program, and the relative uncertainty regarding the 
CALFED Program's approach in resolving issues in the problem areas. Implementation is 
supported by an Implementation Plan that describes Stage 1 actions, CALFED Program integration, 
governance, and financing. In addition, a Science Program is included to carry out monitoring, 
assessment and research; and a MSCS will be followed to achieve compliance with the ESA. 
Implementation of the CALFED Program will be guided by an adaptive management approach 
with monitoring of performance to help modify (adapt) future actions and contribute to decision 
making. Also, the CALFED Program will be guided by the principle of balanced implementation 
of CALFED Program elements. 
The term of this programmatic biological opinion includes Phase III of the CALFED Program (30 
years or more), provided the CALFED Program remains in compliance with this programmatic 
biological opinion. NMFS will evaluate the CALFED Program's consistency with this biological 
opinion at numerous points in the future, including: 
• During review of annual reports submitted by the CALFED Program. 
• During subsequent, tiered informal and fonnal consultation on Action Specific 
Implementation Plans (ASIPs). 
After 4 years of implementation when sufficient data is collected and analyzed to fully 
evaluate the effectiveness of the WMS, together with other conservation elements, in meeting 
the conservation objectives of the CALFED Program. 
At the conclusion of Stage 1 to assess the Program's compliance in achieving the 
conservation objectives established in the CALFED "Milestones." 
IfNMFS detennines that the CALFED Program is not in compliance with this biological opinion, 
the CALFED Agencies will reinitiate this programmatic consultation. In addition, refer to the 
Reinitiation Statement in this consultation for further reasons for reinitiation. 
The following sections describe the CALFED Program and its elements in greater detail. 
Levee System Integrity Program (LSIP) 
The LSIP's goal is to improve levees and levee management in the legal Delta and will investigate 
the level of levee work in Suisun Marsh, which together define its scope. All projects under the 
LSIP will be implemented to be fully consistent with other CALFED Program elements, including 
the ERP, Conveyance, and MSCS. Project-specific plans will incorporate appropriate elements of 
these other programs and strategies. Individual projects pursued under the LSIP, including each of 
the levee plans described below, will fully evaluate all alternatives during tiered environmental 
review and will fully analyze and address effects under section 7 or section 10 ofthe ESA. The 
LSIP is · the following elements in the Delta, and a plan for Suisun Marsh levees: 
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Delta Levee Base Level Protection Plan. The CALFED Program will provide funding to 
participating local agencies in the Delta to reconstruct certain Delta levees to a uniform, 
base-level standard. The tentative standard is the Public Law (PL) 84-99 Delta Specific 
Standard (PL 84-99). Constructing levees to the PL 84-99 criteria is a prerequisite for, but 
not a guarantee of, post-flood Federal disaster assistance. This plan will evaluate the 
estimated 520 miles of non-Federal levees in the Delta and recommend levee segments that 
should conform with the Delta Specific Standard criteria. In addition, a funding mechanism 
will be established to support the routine inspection and maintenance of levees in the Delta, 
and for emergency response. 
Delta Levee Special Improvement Projects. These projects will target areas that will 
provide flood protection above base-level standards for some islands protecting public 
benefits such as water quality, the ecosystem, life and personal property, agricultural 
production, cultural resources, recreation, and local and Statewide infrastructure. The scope 
of the Delta Levee Special Improvement Projects encompasses the Delta and levees 
bordering the northern Suisun Bay from Van Sickle Island to Montezuma Slough. 
Maintenance ofupgraded levees will occur in conformance with specific criteria, consistent 
with meeting ERP objectives. 
Delta Levee Subsidence Control Plan. The goal of this plan is to minimize the risk to levee 
integrity from land subsidence, in coordination with other CALFED Program elements. 
Measures will be implemented to reduce, eliminate, or reverse subsidence within a "zone of 
influence" (approximately 0-500 ft) adjacent to affected levees. Subsidence control 
techniques include: 
• Geotechnical engineering principles and practices in conjunction with proven construction 
methods. 
• Modifying seepage control, dewatering efforts, excavations, and land management 
activities near levees to best manage levee integrity. 
• Strategically locating and constructing stability and drainage berms. 
• Restricting practices such as land leveling, ditching, and certain other gn'und surface 
modifications within the zone of influence. 
• Promoting high ground water levels and vegetation growth, where appropriate, to limit 
subsidence due to oxidation. 
Delta Levee Emergency Management and Response Plan. The goals of this plan are to 
enhance existing emergency management response capabilities in the Delta, and to develop a 
stable funding source for emergency response. Future planning will concentrate on improving 
funding, resources, and response by State and Federal agencies; integrating response by all 
levels of government; clarification of regulatory procedures; and improving dispute resolution 
procedures. 
CAL FED Bay-Delta Program 
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Delta Levee Risk Assessment and Risk Management Strategy. The goals of this strategy are 
to quantify the risks to Delta levees, evaluate the consequences, and develop an appropriate 
risk management strategy by the end of Stage 1. 
Suisun Marsh Levee System Plan. The CALFED Program will evaluate whether to include 
the Suisun Marsh levee system in the Levee Integrity Plan, and, if included, what level of 
protection is appropriate. This plan will evaluate the appropriate level of protection for 
Suisun Marsh levees, evaiuate the best method of protection, and implement the method 
during Stage 1. This plan may protect part of the levee system by rehabilitating and 
maintaining some levees to protect managed wetlands and develop new tidal wetlands. 
Implementation will incorporate ERP and MSCS actions, consistent with NMFS-approved 
recovery plans. 
Proposed Levee System Integrity Program Stage 1 Actions 
The CALFED Agencies will evaluate the following LSIP actions proposed for implementation in 
Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative ofthe overall set of proposed actions 
in the LSIP. 
• Initiate the Levee Program Coordination Group. Develop and implement an outreach, 
coordination, and partnering program with local landowners including individuals, cities, 
counties, reclamation districts, resource conservation districts, water authorities, irrigation 
districts, farm bureaus, other interest groups, and the general public to assure participation in 
planning, design, implementation, and management of levee projects (yr 1). 
Obtain short-term Federal and State funding authority as a bridge between the existing Delta 
Flood Protection Authority (AB 360) and long-term levee funding (yr 1-5). 
• Obtain long~term Federal and State funding (yr 1-7). 
Conduct project level environmental documentation and obtain appropriate permits for each 
action/group of actions (yr 1-7). 
Implement demonstration projects levee designs, construction techniques, sources of 
material, reuse of dredge material, and maintenance techniques that maximize ecosystem 
benefits still protecting lands behind levees. Give priority to those levee projects 
which include both shmi (i.e., construction) and long-tem1 (i.e., maintenance and design) 
ecosystem and provide increased information (yr 1-7), 
• Adaptively coordinate Delta levee improvements with ecosystem improvements by 
incorporating successful techniques for restoring, enhancing, or protecting ecosystem values 
developed habitat demonstration projects or ecosystem restoration projects into 
projects. to develop techniques as major levee projects are implemented (yr 
1-7). 
Fund levee improvements up to PL 84-99 criteria in Stage 1; e.g., proportionally distribute 
available funds to entities making application for cost sharing of Delta levee improvements 
(yr 1-7). 
• Further improve levees which have significant Statewide benefits in Stage 1; e.g., State-wide 
benefits to water quality and highways (yr 1-7). 
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• Coordinate Delta levee improvements with Stage 1 water conveyance, water quality 
improvements (yr 1-7). 
• Enhance existing emergency response plans; e.g., establish a revolving fund, refine command 
and control protocol, stockpile flood fighting supplies, establish standardized contacts for 
flood fighting and recovery operations, and outline environmental considerations during 
emergencies (yr 1-7). 
• Implement current Best Management Practices (BMPs) to correct subsidence effects on 
levees. Assist CALFED Program's Science Program activities to quantify the effect and 
extent of inner-island subsidence and its linkages to all CALFED Program objectives (yr 1-
7). 
• Develop BMPs for the reuse of dredge materials (yr 1 ). 
• Institute a program for using Bay and Delta dredge material to repair Delta levees and restore 
Delta habitat (yr 1-7). 
• Complete total risk assessment for Delta levees and develop and begin implementation of risk 
assessment options as appropriate to mitigate potential consequences (yr 1-7). 
• Complete the evaluation of the best method for addressing the Suisun Marsh levee system (yr 
1-2). 
Water Quality Prograrn (WQP) 
The CALFED Program's WQP will strive to create water quality conditions that f11lly support a 
healthy and diverse ecosystem and the multiplicity of human uses of water. The geographic scope 
of the WQP encompasses five regions: the legal Delta; the Bay Region which indudes Suisun Bay 
and Marsh, San Pablo Bay, and the San Francisco Bay watershed; the Sacramento River Region, 
bounded by the ridge tops of the Sacramento River watershed or hydrologic region; the San 
Joaquin River Region which includes both the San Joaquin River and Tulare Lake hydrologic 
basins; and, SWP and CVP service areas outside the Central Valley. 
The CALFED Program's Water Quality Technical Group has identified the following water 
quality parameters of concern to beneficial uses: mercury, selenium, trace metals (copper, 
cadmium, and zinc), pesticides (carbofuran, chlorodane, chloropyrifos, DDT, diazinon, PCBs, and 
toxaphene), drinking water disinfection by-product precursors (bromide and total organic carbon), 
dissolved oxygen and oxygen reducing substances, ammonia, salinity (total dissolved solids), 
temperature, turbidity and sedimentation, pathogens, nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus), pH 
(alkalinity), chloride, boron, sodium absorption ratio, and toxicity of unknown origin. These 
parameters provide the focal points for developing and implementing the CALFED Program's 
water quality actions. The July 2000 WQP Plan, a technical appendix to the CALFED Program's 
Final PEIS/PEIR, provides a full description of the WQP. Individual projects pursued under the 
WQP will fully evaluate all alternatives during tiered environmental review and will fully analyze 
and address effects under section 7 or section 10 of the ESA. 
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Water Qualitv Program Plan 
The WQP, largely through its agency-stakeholder Water Quality Technical Group, has developed 
programmatic actions to address water quality parameters of concern and beneficial use 
impairments. Water quality impairments or problems and associated programmatic actions to treat 
these problems are described in the WQP Plan. The WQP Plan is organized by the following 
sections: low dissolved oxygen and oxygen depleting substances, drinking water, mercury, 
pesticides, organochlorine pesticides, salinity, selenium, trace metals, turbidity and sedimentation, 
toxicity of unknown origin, and a section on implementation strategy. The environmental water 
quality components, including proposed actions, were transferred to and are now administered 
under the ERP. However, to maintain consistency between the Draft PElS and Final PElS, 
CALFED Agencies have left the environmental components in the WQP Plan. 
Proposed Water Quality Program Stage 1 Actions 
The CALFED Agencies will evaluate the following water quality actions proposed for 
implementation in Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative ofthe overall set of 
proposed actions in the WQP Plan. 
General Water Quality Actions 
• Prepare project level environmental documentation and permitting as needed (yr 1-7). 
• Coordinate with other CALFED Program elements to ensure that in-Delta·actions maximize 
potential for Delta water quality improvements (yr 1-7). 
Continue to clari(v use of and fine-tune water quality performance targets and goals 
(yr 1-7). 
Environmental Water Quality Action: 
Conduct the mercury evaluation and abatement work: 
Cache 
• Risk appraisal and advisory for human health impacts of mercury (yr 1-5). 
• and implementation of Total Maximum Daily Load 
l-7). 
• bioaccumulation effects in creeks and the Delta (yr 1-4). 
• Source, transport, inventory, mapping and speciation ofmercmy (yr 1-7). 
• Information Management/Public Outreach (yr 5-7). 
• 1 remediation (drainage control) of mercury mines as appropriate (yr 
3-5). 
high levels ofbioavailable mercury (yr 4-7). 
Sacrarnento 
• Investigate sources of high ofbioavailable mercury; inventory, map, and refine other 
mode is 
• Participate in 
Delta: 
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• Determine sediment mercury concentration in areas that would be dredged during levee 
maintenance or conveyance work (yr 3-7). 
• Determine potential impact of ecosystem restoration work on methyl mercury levels in 
lower and higher trophic level organisms (yr 3-5). 
Conduct the following pesticide work: 
• Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with the CDFG and the 
Department ofPesticide Regulations (yr 1). 
• Support development and implementation of a TMDL for diazinon (yr 1-7). 
• Develop BMPs for dormant spray and household uses (yr 1-3). 
• Study the ecological significance of pesticide discharges (yr-1-3). 
• Support implementation ofBMPs (yr 2-7). 
• Monitor to determine effectiveness (yr 4-7). 
Conduct the following trace metals work: 
• Determine spatial and temporal extent of metal pollution (yr 3-7). 
• Determine ecological significance and extent of copper contamination (yr 1-3). 
• Review impacts of other metals such as cadmium, zinc, and chromium (yr 1 ). 
• Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of copper (yr 1-7). 
• Partner with municipalities on evaluation and implementation of stormwater control 
facilities (yr 2-5). 
• Participate in remediation of mine sites as part of local watershed restoration and Delta 
restoration (yr 2-7). 
Conduct the following selenium work: 
• Conduct selenium research to fill data gaps in order to refine regulatory goals of source 
control actions; determine bioavailability of selenium under several scenarios (yr 1-5). 
• Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement real-time management of selenium discharges (yr 
1-7). 
• Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse programs (yr 1-7). 
• Coordinate with other programs (yr 1-7); e.g., recommendations of San Joaquin Valley 
Drainage Implementation Program, and CVPIA for retirement of lands with drainage 
problems that are not subject to correction in other ways. 
Conduct the following sediment reduction work/organochlorine pesticides: 
• Participate in implementation of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
sediment reduction program (yr 1-7). 
• Promote sediment reduction in construction areas and urban stormwater, and other specific 
sites (yr 1-7). 
• Implement stream restoration and revegetation work (yr 4-7). 
• Quantify and detem1ine ecological impacts of sediments in target watersheds, implement 
corrective actions (yr 4-7). 
• Coordinate with ERP on sediment needs (yr 1-3). 
Conduct the following work addressing dissolved oxygen (DO) and oxygen depleting 
substances (including nutrients): 
• Complete studies of causes for DO sag in San Joaquin River near Stockton 
(yr 1-2). 
• Define and implement corrective measures for DO sag (yr 1-7). 
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• Encourage regulatory activity to reduce nutrients discharged by unpermitted dischargers (yr 
1-7). 
• Develop inter-substrate DO testing in conjunction with the ERP (yr 2-4). 
• Study nutrient effects on beneficiai uses (yr 4-7). 
• Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen depleting 
substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from concentrated animal feeding 
operations (yr 1-7). 
• Support finalizing investigation of methods to reduce constituents that cause low DO for 
inclusion in TMDL recommendation by the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control 
Board (yr 2). 
• Support finalization of Basin Plan Amendment and TMDL for constituents that cause low 
DO in the San Joaquin River (yr 2). 
• Support implementation of appropriate source and other controls as recommended in the 
TMDL (yr 3). 
• Participate in identifying unknown toxicity and addressing as appropriate (yr 1- 7). 
Drinking Water Quality Actions 
Actions specific to drinking water improvements: 
• Work with Bay Area water suppliers as they develop a Bay Area Blending/ Exchange 
Project (yr 1-7). 
• Address drainage problems in the San Joaquin Valley to improve downstream water 
quality (yr 1-7). 
• lmplement source controls in the Delta and its tributaries (yr 1-7). 
• Support ongoing efforts ofthe Delta Drinking Water Quality Council (yr 1-7). 
• Invest in treatment technology demonstrations (yr 1-7). 
• Control runoff into the California Aqueduct and other similar conveyances 
(yr 1-7+). 
• Address water quality problems at the North Bay Aqueduct (yr 1-7). 
• Conduct comprehensive evaluations, pilot programs, and full scale actions to reduce Total 
Organic Carbon (TOC) contribution through control of algae, aquatic weeds, agricultural 
runoff: watershed improvements (yr 1-7). 
• Improve concentrations in the San Joaquin River near Stockton (yr 1-3). 
• Study recirculation of export water to reduce salinity and improve DO in the San Joaquin 
River. If feasible, and consistent with ERP goals and objectives, implement a pilot 
program 1-4). 
Ecosystem (ERP) 
The ERP will improve and increase aquatic and terrestrial habitats and improve ecological 
functions in the Bay-Delta estuary and its watershed to support sustainable populations of diverse 
plant and animal All CALFED Program elements will contribute in varying degrees to 
this goal, with the ERP being the principal CALFED Program element designed to restore the 
ecological health of the Bay-Delta system. The ERP includes actions throughout the Bay-Delta 
watershed, focusing on the restoration of ecological processes and important habitats. The 
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reduce conflicts among 
the ERP will fully 
analyze and address effects under 
The primary geographic focus area ofthe is 
San Pablo Bay, the Sacramento River below Shasta San 
confluence with the Merced River, and their major tributary watersheds 
Bay-Delta system below major dams and reservoirs. This primary 
divided into 14 ecological management zones (discussed in 
geographic focus area is the upper watersheds surrounding 
South San Francisco Bay and their local watersheds. 
Success ofthe CALFED hinges 
ofthe ERP, MSCS, other and tiered biological as 
commitments. Although anticipates that some ERP actions 
upon new information and adaptive management, the 
actions is necessary to achieve the species recovery goals identified in the 
designed as mitigation for projects to improve water supply reliability or to 
Delta levees, although it is expected that the 
implementation ofthe ERP will facilitate the review of such projects. ecological 
processes and increasing the amount and quality of habitat are co-equal with other CALFED 
Program goals related to water supply reliability, water quality, and levee 
The ERP is comprised of a Strategic Plan and a 
describes the ecosystem elements or attributes (ecological processes, 
groups, and anthropogenic stressors) the program 
ecological management zones and proposed 
individual section 7 consultations for actions which 
Ecosystem Restoration Pro[!ram Strategic Plan and Goals 
The ERP Strategic Plan contains the following goals and objectives: 
• Goal 1: Achieve recovery of at-risk native species on Bay as 
the first step toward establishing large, self-sustaining populations these species; support 
similar recovery of at-risk native species in San Francisco Bay and the watershed above the 
estuary; and minimize the need for future endangered species listings by reversing downward 
population trends of native species that are not listed. 
e Goal 2: Rehabilitate natural processes in the Bay-Delta watershed to fully 
support, with minimal ongoing human intervention, natural associated terrestrial 
biotic communities and habitats, :n ways that favor native members those communities. 
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• Goal 3: Maintain and/or enhance populations of selected species for sustainable commercial 
and recreational harvest, consistent with the other ERP goals. 
Goal and/or restore functional habitat types in the Bay-Delta estuary and its 
watershed for ecological and public values such as supporting species and biotic 
communities, ecological processes, recreation, scientific research, and aesthetics. 
• Goal 5: Prevent the establishment of additional non-native invasive species and reduce the 
negative ecological and economic impacts of established non-native species in the Bay-Delta 
estuary and its watershed. 
• Goal 6: Improve and/or maintain water and sediment quality conditions that fully support 
healthy and diverse aquatic ecosystems in the Bay-Delta estuary and watershed; and 
eliminate, to the extent possible, toxic impacts to aquatic organisms, wildlife, and people. 
There are several objectives under each goal. ERP goals and objectives are integrated with those 
the CALFED Program's MSCS, WQP, and Nonnative Invasive Species Strategic Plan. 
The ERP Strategic Plan also presents and describes: 
An ecosystem based approach for restoring and managing the Bay-Delta 
ecosystem. 
• An adaptive management process that is sufficiently flexible and iterative to respond to 
changing Bay-Delta conditions and to incorporate new information about ecosystem structure 
and function. 
• The value application of conceptual models in developing restoration actions and 
examples of their development and use. 
necessary to implement adaptive management, 
to ensure scientific credibility of the restoration program and to engage the public in the 
restoration program. 
criteria to help guide selection and prioritization of restoration actions. 
constraints to considered in developing a restoration program. 
Volume l presents the elements or components of the 
into four categories: ecological processes (e.g., 
foodweb ); habitats (e.g., 
"'""''"'"'" and 
for contribute to recovery, 
conserve biotic communities, harvested 






1. These proposed Stage 1 
ERP: 
• Develop and an 
landowners and individuals, 
Commission, resource 
bureaus, other interest 
" 
emergent (tidal) wetlands; restore 
restore 25 miles of riparian 
perennial grassland; and establish 
habitat. These actions 
ERP to be restored during 
• Implement large-scale 
Deer Creek, and the Tuolumne 
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restoration measures in coordination with the watershed management common program and 
monitoring of subsequent ecosystem responses to learn information necessary for making 
decisions about implementing similar restorations in later stages (yr 1-7). 
• Implement an EW A that acquires water for ecosystem and species recovery needs, 
substantially through voluntary purchases in the water transfer market in its first few years 
and developing additional assets over time (yr 1-7). 
• Pursue full implementation of ERP upstream flow targets, over and above EW A assets and 
regulatory actions, through voluntary purchases of at least 100,000 acre-feet of water by 
the end of Stage 1. Evaluate how the ERP water acquisitions and EW A water acquisitions 
will be integrated most effectively (yr 1-7). 
• Complete targeted research and scientific evaluations needed to resolve the high priority 
issues and the uncertainties identified in the ERP Strategic Plan (e.g., instream flow, non-
native organisms, and Bay-Delta food web dynamics) to provide direction for 
implementing the adaptive management process and infom1ation necessary for making 
critical decisions in later stages (yr 1-7). 
• Establish partnerships with universities for focused research (yr 1-7). 
• Acquire floodplain easements, consistent with ecosystem and flood control needs along the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers (yr 4-7). 
• Continue high priority actions that reduce direct mortality to fishes (yr 1-7): 
• Screen existing unscreened or poorly screened diversions in the Delta, on the 
Sacramento River, San Joaquin River, and tributary streams based on a systematic 
priority approach. 
• Remove select physical barriers to fish passage. 
• Continue gravel management, e.g., isolate gravel pits on San Joaquin River tributaries and 
relocate gravel operations on Sacramento River tributaries. Most gravel work would be 
implemented in subsequent stages with designs and plans for ecosystem reclamation of 
gravel mining sites (yr 1-7). 
• Develop and begin implementing a CALFED Program comprehensive non-native (exotic) 
species prevention, and eradication plan including the following {yr 1-7): 
• Implement invasive plant management program in Cache Creek. 
• ballast water management program. 
Develop early-response invasive organism control programs. 
• CALFED implementation actions and how those actions may 
benefit non-natJve species to the detriment of native species or the Bay-Delta 
ecosystem. 
Provide improvements ecosystem values throughout the Bay-Delta system in 
addition to described above, e.g., pursue actions that are opportunity-
based (willing seilers, funding, permitting), provide incremental improvements on private 
land through incentives, and develop partnerships with fanners on "environmentally 
friendly" agricultural practices (yr 1-7). 
levee associated subsidence reversal plans 
(yr 1-7). 
Evaluate the feasibility of management to protect weaker fish stocks (yr 1-7). 
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• Implement projects on selected streams to provide additional upstream fishery habitat by 
removing or modifying barriers 1-7). 
• Assist in the preparation of detailed, ecosystem-based restoration and recovery plans for 
any priority species identified in the ERP Strategic Plan and the MSCS for which up··to-
date plans are not available. Begin implementing appropriate additional restoration 
actions identified in these plans (yr 1-7). 
Identify and advance specific regional ERP goals (yr 1-7). 
Additional draft ERP Stage 1 actions are presented by Ecological Management Zone in Appendix 
D of the ERP Strategic Plan. 
Water Use Efficiency Program (WUEP) 
The WUEP relies on a combination of technical assistance, incentives, and directed studies for the 
four WUEP elements: Agricultural Water Conservation, Urban Water Conservation, Water 
Recycling, and Managed Wetlands. 
Technical assistance programs and directed studies will begin for all four elements. Incentive 
programs will be designed to award CALFED Program grant funding for projects that demonstrate 
potential to provide the CALFED Program water supply reliability, water quality, or ecosystem 
restoration benefits. 
The WUEP includes water conservation and water recycling actions to facilitate efficient use of 
water at the regional and local level. Individual projects pursued under the WUEP will fully 
evaluate all alternatives during tiered environmental review and will fully analyze and address 
effects under section 7 or section 10 of the ESA. The programmatic water use efficiency actions 
include the following: 
Water Conservation Related Actions 
• Work with the California Urban Water Conservation Council (CUWCC) and the 
Agricultural Water Management Council (AWMC) to identify appropriate urban and 
agricultural water conservation measures, set appropriate levels of effort, and, in the case 
of the urban effort, identify a proper entity and process to certify or endorse water 
suppliers that are implementing cost-effective feasible measares. 
• Expand State and Federal programs to provide sharply increased levels of planning, 
technical, and financing assistance and develop new ways of providing assistance in the 
most effective manner. 
• Assist urban water suppliers comply with the Urban Water Management Planning Act 
(UWMPA). 
Assist water suppliers and water users to identify and implement water management 
measures that can yield multiple benefits, including improved water quality and reduced 
ecosystem impacts. 
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• Identify and implement practices to improve water management on managed wetlands. 
• Gather better information on water use, identify opportunities to improve water use 
efficiency, and measure the effectiveness of conservation practices. 
• Identify, in region-specific Strategic Plans for Agricultural Areas, quantifiable objectives 
to assure improvements in water management. 
Water Recycling Actions: 
• Assist local and regional agencies comply with the water recycling provisions in the 
UWMPA. 
• Expand State and Federal recycling programs in order to provide increased levels of 
planning, technical, and financing assistance (both loans and grants), and develop new 
ways of providing assistance in the most effective manner. 
• Provide regional planning assistance that can increase opportunities for use of recycled 
water. 
Proposed Water Use Efficiency Program Stage 1 Actions 
CALFED Agencies will evaluate the following WUEP actions proposed for implementation in 
Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set of proposed actions 
in the WUEP. 
• 
• 
Expand existing State and Federal agricultural Water Conservation Programs to support on 
fann and district efforts. Expand State and Federal programs to provide technical and 
planning assistance to local agencies and districts in support oflocal and regional 
conservation and recycling programs (yr 1-7). 
Expand existing State and Federal conservation programs to support urban water purveyor 
efforts. Expand State and Federal programs to provide technical and planning assistance in 
support conservation and recycling programs (yr 1-7). 
Utilize AB 3616 of the AWMC to evaluate and endorse Agricultural Water Management 
Plans to implement cost-effective water management practices by agricultural districts. 
Identify and secure ongoing funding sources for Agricultural Water Management Council 
and its seeking to actively participate in the development, review, and 
implementation of these plans (yr 1-7). 
Develop Urban Water Management Plan Certification Process- Select an agency to act as 
certifying obtain legislative authority, carry out public process to prepare 
regulations, implement program (yr 1-3). 
Implement Urban BMPs Certification Process. Implement a process for certification of 
water suppliers' compliance with tenns of the Urban Memorandum ofUnderstanding 
(MOU) with respect to BMPs analysis and implementation for urban water conservation. 
Provide support for CUWCC to carry out this function (yr 1-7). 
Prepare a program implementation plan, including a proposed organizational structure 
consistent with the overall CALFED Program governance structure, for a competitive 
grant/loan incentive program WUEP (yr 1 ). This will include: 
C ALFED Bay-Deita Program 
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Incentives in the agricultural sector that will consider several r;,ctors, including: (l) 
potential for reducing irrecoverable water losses; (ii) potential !(x attaining 
environmental and/or water quality benefits from WUEP measures which result in 
reduced diversions; (iii) regional variation in water management options and 
opportunities; (iv) availability and cost of alternative water supplies; and (v) 
whether the recipient area experiences recurrent water shortages due to regulatory 
or hydrological restrictions. Many of these factors are included in the Quantifiable 
Objectives for Agricultural Water Use Efficiency, and as such, the Quantifiable 
Objectives will be an important component of the agricultural incentive criteria. 
Incentives in the urban sector will assist in identifying and implementing urban 
water conservation measures that are supplemental to BMPs in the Urban MOU 
process and are cost effective from a Statewide perspective. 
• Incentives for water recycling in the urban and agricultural areas. 
• Annual reporting and evaluation mechanisms to gauge effectiveness of the program. 
Finalize and implement the methodology for Refuge Water Management which was 
described in the June 1998 "Interagency Coordinated Program for Wetland Water Use 
Plan, Central Valley, California" (yr 1-3). 
Research effort to establish appropriate reference conditions for evaluating program 
progress, and to identify improved methods for WUEP (yr 1-7). 
Assess the need for additional water rights protections. Evaluate the need for additional 
State regulations or legislation providing protection for water right holders who have 
implemented WUEP measures and subsequently transferred water to other beneficial uses 
(yr 1-4). 
Water Management. Develop State legislation that requires appropriate measurement of 
water use for all water users in Califomia (yr 1-3). 
Create a Public Advisory Committee to advise State and Federal agencies on structure and 
implementation of assistance programs, and to coordinate State, Federal, regional and 
local efforts for maximum effectiveness of program expenditures (yr 1 ). 
Water TransferProgram (WTP) 
The CALFED Program's WTP will encourage the development of a more effective water transfer 
market that facilitates water transfers and streamlines the approval process while protecting water 
rights, environmental conditions, and local economic interests. CALFED Agencies have legal and 
regulatory responsibility for review and approval of most water transfers and also have 
jurisdiction over many of the storage and conveyance facilities required to make water transfers 
work. These agencies are in a position to improve or facilitate the operations of the water market 
by adopting policies and implementing programs that will allow transfers to be completed 
efficiently while protecting the environment. The Strategic Plan for Implementation provides 
direction and prioritization for implementation of the CALFED Program's WTP, and includes the 
following actions: 
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Interactive California Water Market Information Web Site 
Develop the On Tap on-line water market information source for California water 
transfers. 
Environmental, Socio-economic, and Water Resource Protection 
Recommend establishment of a California Water Transfers Information Clearinghouse 
(CWTIC) to ensure that decisions regarding proposed water transfers can be made with all 
parties in possession of complete and accurate information and to facilitate assessment of 
potential third party impacts. 
Require additional water transfer analysis regarding direct and indirect impacts. The 
California Department of Water Resources (DWR), Reclamation, and the State Water 
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) will require transfer proponents to provide analysis 
of the direct and indirect impacts of a proposed transfer, in addition to CEQA, ESA 
compliance or other environmental requirements. 
• Develop improved tracking protocols to ensure that water transferred to an instream flow 
can be tracked and then delivered to the intended destination. 
• Work with stakeholders and the State Legislature to assist local agencies in development of 
groundwater management programs to protect groundwater basins in water transfer source 
areas. 
Technical, Operational, and Administrative Rules 
• Work to streamline the current water transfer approval processes through development of 
new tools, clarification of existing policies, refinement of processes and addition of staff 
and resources. 
Work with stakeholder representatives to clarify and define what water is deemed 
transferrable under what conditions. 
Work with stakeholder representatives to resolve conflicts over carriage water criteria. 
• Work with stakeholder representatives to develop criteria that protect other legal users of 
water from injury as a result of refill of a reservoir after the transfer of stored water. 
Wheeling and Access to State/Federal Facilities 
• 
• 
Improve forecasting and more widely disclose potential pumping and conveyance 
capacity facilities, including limiting factors and inherent risks. 
Work with stakeholder representatives to consider modification of policies and procedures 
for transporting non-project water through existing project water conveyance facilities. 
Work with stakeholder representatives to develop cost criteria associated with 
transporting transferred water through State or Federal conveyance facilities. 
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Proposed Water Transicr Program Stage 1 Actions 
CALFED Agencies will evaluate the following actions proposed for implementation in Stage 1. 
These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set of proposed actions in the 
WTP. 
• Develop an [nteractive Water Transfer Information Web-site. CALFED Agencies will 
develop, implement, and maintain an interactive, publicly available web-site called On 
TAP (by the end of year 2000) (yr 1 ). 
• Establish the CWTIC to operate and maintain the On TAP web-site, collect and 
disseminate data and information relating to water transfers and potential transfer impacts, 
and perfonn research using historic data to understand water transfer impacts (by year 
2001)(yrl). 
• Coordinate with CALFED Agencies to require water transfer applicants to provide 
additional impact assessment information (yr 1-4 ). 
• Identify, arrange, fund, and carry out a specific number of targeted water transfers for in-
stream environmental purposes as part ofthe ERP, with a goal of using these transfers to 
evaluate the effectiveness of and make any necessary improvements to the California Water 
Code Section 1707 procedures and tracking protocols (yr 1-3). 
• Establish a groundwater assistance program to fund studies to gather groundwater data and 
to enable local entities to develop and implement local groundwater 
management/monitoring programs (yr 1-2). 
• Develop a streamlined water transfer approval process including "pre-certification" of 
certain classes oftransfers and expedited environmental review procedures (yr 1-6). 
Work with stakeholder representatives to clarify and define what water is deemed 
transferrable under what conditions (yr 1-3). 
• Continue to work with stakeholder representatives to resolve conflicts over carriage water 
criteria (yr 1-3). 
• Establish a refill criteria policy for reservoir storage based water transfers (yr 1 ). 
Begin forecast and disclosure processes of potential conveyance capacity in existing 
expo1i facilities (Reclamation and DWR). This would be an on-going activity, occurring 
in conjunction with hydrologic forecasts (yr 1-7). 
• Work with stakeholders to develop an agreed upon set of criteria and procedures 
goveming the detennination of transport system availability and costs, including the 
procedures to determine the fair reimbursement to the water conveyance facility operator 
(yr 1-3). 
vVaterslzed Program (WP) 
The WP will use a comprehensive, integrated, basin-wide approach with a goal to improve 
conditions in the Bay-Delta system. This WP will emphasize local participation and provicle 
financial and technical assistance for local watershed stewardship, and promote coordination and 
collaboratiOn among watershed efforts. 
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The geographic scope of the \VP encompasses the entire scope of the CALFED Program. The WP 
will support activities that provide benefits to the Delta, Suisun Bay, and Suisun Marsh. 
The WP covers a broad geographic range and currently lacks project-specific measures for 
evaluation. Individual projects pursued under the WP will fully evaluate all alternatives during 
tiered environmental review and will fully analyze and address effects under section 7 or section 
10 ofthe ESA. CALFED will ensure that appropriate measures to conserve special status species 
are included in all program actions. 
There are five WP elements: coordination and assistance; adaptive management and monitoring; 
education and outreach; integration with other CALFED Program elements; and watershed 
processes and relationships. These elements, associated proposed programmatic actions, and an 
implementation strategy are described in the WP Plan. 
The primary objectives of the WP are: 
• Facilitate and improve coordination, collaboration, and assistance among government 
agencies, other organizations, and local watershed groups. 
• Develop watershed monitoring and assessment protocols. 
Support education and outreach. 
• Integrate the WP with other CALFED Program elements. 
• Define the relationship between watershed processes and the goals and objectives of the 
CALFED Program. 
Implemenl a strategy that will ensure support and long term sustainability oflocal 
watershed activities. 
Watershed activities will be supported that: 
are community based 
• are collaborative and are consistent with the CALFED Program 
• address multiple watershed issues 
are coordinated with and supported at multiple levels 
• provide ongoing implementation 
• include monitoring protocols 
increase learning and awareness. 
Proposed Watershed Program Stage 1 Actions 
The CALFED Program will evaluate the following WP actions proposed for implementation in 
Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set of proposed actions 
the Plan. 
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• Fund and implement community based watershed restoration, maintenance, conservation, 
and monitoring activities that support the goals and objectives of the CALFED Program 
(yr 1-7). 
• Assist local watershed groups and government agencies to address common issues, 
including roles and responsibilities, funding support, technical assistance, information 
exchange, and to ensure effective communication and implementation among government 
agencies and stakeholder groups (yr 1-7). 
• Implement a funding process and provide watershed stewardship funds to build the 
capacity of locally controlled watershed groups that ensure participation of local 
landowner groups (yr 1-7). 
• Improve the use and usefulness of existing or future watershed infonnation management 
functions to provide data and other inforn1ation to people involved in watershed 
management (yr 3-7). 
• Ensure the completion of project level environmental documentation and permitting; assist 
with documentation and permitting processes as appropriate (yr 1-7). 
• Evaluate the benefits that accrue from watershed plans and projects designed to achieve 
CALFED Program goals and objectives (yr 3-7). 
• Establish, fund, and maintain watershed restoration and maintenance assistance to aid local 
watershed groups and private landowners in project concept, design, and implementation 
(yr 1-7). 
• Collaborate with other CALFED Program and non-CALFED Program elements on 
watershed related activities (yr 1-7). 
• Provide appropriate information and assistance to stakeholders and the State Legislature to 
develop a Statewide umbrella Watershed Management Act (yr 1). 
Water Management Strategy (WMS) 
The \VMS describes a framework to coordinate and integrate the water management tools in the 
program, evaluate the success of implementation efforts, and select additional tools needed to 
achieve the CALFED Program's water reliability objectives. The CALFED Program has 
identified three primary goals for the WMS: increase the utility of available water supplies 
(making water suitable for more uses and reuses); improve access to existing or new water 
supplies in an economically efficient manner, for environmental, urban and agricultural beneficial 
uses; and, improve flexibility of managing water supply and demand in order to reduce conflicts 
between beneficial uses and decrease system vulnerability. 
The tools that will be used to achieve the goals and objectives of the WMS include: the WUEP 
(agricultural, urban, and wetland water conservation and water recycling); the WTP; Conveyance, 
including South Delta Improvements; Storage; and, operational strategies, such as real-time 
diversion management and an EW A. In addition to these primary tools, the WMS will rely on 
additional CALFED Program tools to provide additional benefits. These include the WP, the 
WQP, and real-time monitoring through the Science Program. 
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Storage 
The CALFED Program has initiated the Integrated Storage Investigation (lSI) to provide a 
comprehensive assessment of alternative surface and groundwater storage options and their utility 
to overall water management. 
Decisions to implement new or expanded surface and groundwater storage will be predicated 
upon completing site-specific feasibility studies and complying with all environmental review and 
permitting requirements. Individual storage projects pursued under the WMS will fully evaluate 
project-level alternatives that are consistent with the decision documents in conformance with the 
legal requirements of section 404 ofthe Clean Water Act, as implemented under the MOU between 
the EPA and the COE regarding implementation of section 404, as implemented under the 
Memorandum ofUnderstanding for section 404 of the Clean Water Act for the CALFED Program. 
The level of analysis required for specific storage projects will depend upon the programs and 
related commitments of the CALFED Program, including those related to water use efficiency, 
water transfers, and the ERP, being implemented. Direct and indirect effects, as appropriate, will 
be addressed under section 7 or section 10 of the ESA. 
Site-specific studies of storage opportunities will be coordinated under the lSI. Specifically, the 
lSI will evaluate surface storage, groundwater storage, power facility re-operation, and removal 
ofbarriers to fish passage and, where appropriate, the potential for conjunctive operation of these 
different types of storage. These investigations will contribute to compliance with the 
requirements, within the Clean Water Act Section 404 Guidelines, and pursuant to the MOU 
between EPA and the COE. 
The range of total new storage evaluated in Phase II was from zero up to about six Million acre-
feet (MAF). Maximum Sacramento River off-stream or enlarged on-stream surface storage 
potential is estimated to be about three MAF of storage, while south of Delta off-aqueduct surface 
storage potential is estimated to be about two MAF of storage. Other types of surface storage 
considered in Phase II include San Joaquin River tributary storage and in-Delta storage. The 
CALFED Program will evaluate the feasibility of expanding two existing reservoirs and 
constructing a new off-stream reservoir with a total capacity of950 thousand-acre-feet (TAF); and 
a major expansion of groundwater storage for an additional 500 T AF to one MAF. In addition, the 
CALFED Program will study two potential reservoir locations through partnerships with local 
agencies. 
The continue to evaluate surface and groundwater storage opportunities; 
initiate permitting, NEP A and CEQA documentation; and proceed with construction, only if all 
conditions are satisfied. In addition, the CALFED Program will continue to refine and 
periodically update the WMS. ISI studies will evaluate the utility of specific storage projects in 
providing water quality, water supply reliability, and ecosystem benefits. This information, 
together with information gained from implementation of other CALFED Program elements and 
updated information on California's changing water management needs, will be considered in an 
Evaluation Framework. This Evaluation Framework will include: 1) a comprehensive hierarchy 
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of objectives for the CALFED Program; 2) well-defined measures of performance associated with 
the achievement of objectives; and 3) a basis for comparison of alternative long-term water 
management strategies. The Evaluation Framework will provide a structure for periodically 
updating the WMS and detem1ining appropriate levels of the future investment in various water 
management tools. 
Proposed Stage 1 Storage Actions 
The CALFED Program will evaluate the following Storage actions proposed for implementation 
during Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set of proposed 
actions in the Storage program. Each storage action will require project-specific consultation 
under section 7 or a permit under section 10 of the ESA. 
Groundwater Banking and Conjunctive Use The goal is to develop locally managed and 
controlled groundwater and conjunctive use projects with a total of 500 TAF to one MAF of 
additional storage. This effort includes developing partnerships with local agencies and 
landowners in both the north-of-Delta and south-of-Delta areas, and includes the potential 
construction of several south-of-Delta projects. Additional south-of-Delta and north-of-Delta 
projects, if feasible, could be constructed in later stages. 
• Finalize agreements with new local project proponents for joint planning and development 
(yr 1). 
• Begin feasibility studies (yr 1 ). 
• Report on the performance of feasibility studies, implemented projects, and potential 
benefits and beneficiaries (yr 3). 
• Implement early stages of the most promising projects (yr 1-5). 
• Pursue implementation of additional projects (yr 1-7). 
• Support legislation that supports groundwater management by local agencies at the sub-
basin level. 
Surface St~ CALFED Agencies identified a list of twelve potential surface storage projects 
that are in varying stages of the environmental review or feasibility process. Actions taken in 
Stage 1 will focus on completing the necessary studies (technical work and environmental 
reviews) needed before implementing or proceeding with the six surface storage projects: 
• In-Delta storage project (approximately 250 TAF). CALFED will evaluate leasing or 
purchasing the Delta Wetlands project, and will evaluate initiating a new project, in the 
event that Delta Wetlands proves cost prohibitive or infeasible (Planning: yr 1-2, 
Construction: yr 3-7). 
• Evaluate expanding CVP storage in Shasta Lake by approximately 300 T AF by raising the 
Shasta Dam by three to six feet (Planning: yr 1-4, Construction yr 6-7). 
• Evaluate expanding Los Vaqueros Reservoir by up to 400 T AF with local partners as part 
of a Bay Area water quality and water supply reliability initiative. As an existing 
reservoir operated by the Contra Costa Water District (CCWD), the Los Vaqueros 
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Reservoir is subject to a number of mandates, agreements, and requirements in existing 
biological opinions. CALFED intends to work with CCWD and interested stakeholders to 
assure that previous commitments, including local voter approval required for expansion, 
are maintained ( yr 1-7). 
• Evaluate off-stream storage at Sites Reservoir, with a project capacity of up to 1.9 MAF 
(yr 1-5). 
• Evaluate additional storage options in the upper San Joaquin River watershed. Consider 
additional storage capacity of between 250-700 T AF (yr 1-6). 
• Evaluate enlarging Millerton Lake at Friant Dam or a functionally equivalent storage 
program in the region. The CALFED Program will join local partners to evaluate this 
project in Stage 1 (yr 1-6). 
Power Facilities Re-operation Evaluation Evaluate the potential to re-operate some hydroelectric 
facilities to produce ecosystem benefits and water supply. The following lSI actions may be 
taken: 
• Identify beneficiaries and negotiate cost sharing agreements (yr 1-7). 
Work with CALFED Agencies, the Public Utilities Commission, the SWRCB, the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission, and interested stakeholders to identify re-operation 
opportunities (yr 1-2). 
• Develop environmental documentation on re-operation (yr 3-5). 
• Perform feasibility studies and economic analyses (yr 3-5). 
Obtain permits, negotiate operating agreements, and seek site specific authorization 
including section 7 authorization. This may require design of facilities modifications to 
accommodate new operational priorities (yr 5-7). 
Fish Migration Barrier Removal Evaluations To compliment ERP efforts to improve fish passage, 
the lSI Fish Migration Barrier Removal Program will identify obstructions, such as small dams, 
and consider modification or removal in order to restore anadromous fish access to critical 
upstream spawning and rearing habitat. The following actions will be taken: 
• 
• 
Work with CALFED Agencies, the SWRCB, local water agencies, and interested 
stakeholders to identify opportunities for modification or removal of obstructions such as 
small dams (yr 1-2). 
Develop environmental documentation (yr 3-5). 
Perform feasibility studies and economic analyses (yr 3-5). 
Obtain pem1its, negotiate agreements, and seek site specific authorization as required . 
This may require design on facilities modifications or removal actions. (yr 5-7). 
Identify beneficiaries and negotiate cost sharing agreements (yr 5-7). 
Begin construction (if needed) and begin new operations if conditions and linkages are 
satisfied (yr 6-7). 
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Conveyance 
The CALFED Program will evaluate a through-Delta approach to conveyance based upon the 
existing Delta configuration with some modifications. The CALFED Program will evaluate the 
effectiveness of this conveyance approach, and add additional conveyance and/or other water 
management actions if necessary. The initial through-Delta conveyance will be continually 
monitored, analyzed, and improved to maximize the potential of the through-Delta approach to 
meet CALFED Program goals and objectives, consistent with the CALFED Program's Solution 
Principles. In the event of a finding that a through-Delta conveyance system is inadequate to 
achieve CALFED Program goals and objectives, additional actions may be implemented. The 
CALFED Program may also evaluate and pursue: 1) an isolated conveyance facility (a canal 
connecting the Sacramento River in the northern Delta to the SWP and CVP export facilities in the 
southern Delta); 2) source water blending or substitution; and/or 3) other actions through 
supplemental programmatic analysis. 
As part of the Conveyance Program, the CALFED Program has incoq)Orated the south Delta and 
north Delta regions to address conveyance improvements and related problems in Stage 1. 
Conveyance improvements for the South Delta set forth in the Final Programmatic EIR/EIS are 
identified as allowing SWP export capacity to increase from the current authorized levels with 
seasonal increases, as authorized in Corps Pennit PN5820A. The proposed increases would 
allow up to 8,500 cfs pumping in 2003 and ultimately up to 10,300 cfs at the end of Stage 1. The 
EIR/EIS identifies a number of measures that will be part of the conveyance modifications 
including new fish screens, ecosystem restoration as part ofthe ERP, permanent operable barriers 
or their functional equivalent in selected South Delta channels, and other measures. 
Improvements in export capabilities will be accompanied by associated operations which will 
maintain diversion capabilities for south Delta water users and provide for fish protection. 
CALFED implementing documents set forth a schedule for securing appropriate regulatory permits 
and completing a project-specific operations plan that addresses the potential impacts of increased 
pumping. This plan will need to reflect the nature and timing of the construction and operation of 
new project facilities and implementation of ecosystem improvements, and a more specific project 
description following completion of additional planning and environmental studies. 
Decisions to implement conveyance actions will be predicated upon completing site-specific 
feasibility studies and complying with all environmental review and permitting requirements. 
Individual conveyance projects pursued under the WMS will fully evaluate all alternatives during 
tiered environmental review and will fully analyze and address direct and indirect effects under 
section 7 or section 10 of the ESA. Operational rules and facilities needed for use of additional 
export capability will be determined during ESA consultation on the project-specific 
environmental documentation prepared for the various conveyance elements. 
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Proposed Conveyance Stage 1 Actions (South Delta) 
The CALFED Program will evaluate the following Conveyance actions proposed for 
implementation in Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative of the overall set of 
proposed actions in the Conveyance Program. 
• Pursue construction and evaluation of a 500 cfs test facility at the Tracy Pumping Plant to 
develop best availablefish screening and salvage technology for the intakes to the SWP 
and CVP export facilities (yr 1-7). 
• Pursue authorization for construction of a new screened intake for Clifton Court Forebay 
(CCFB) for the full export capacity of the SWP (yr 1-7). 
• Implement the Joint Point of Diversion (JPOD) for the SWP and CVP (yr 1-7). 
• Evaluate and decide on whether to retain a separate CVP intake facility or to consolidate 
with the SWP facility. An intertie between Clifton Court Forebay and the Tracy Pumping 
Plant will be required if the export location is consolidated at Clifton Court Forebay and 
will be evaluated if exports continue at both locations. Also, evaluate and potentially 
implement an intertie between the projects downstream of the export pumps (yr 1-7). 
• Evaluate increased SWP pumping by 500 cfs from July through September (yr 1-4). 
• Facilitate interim SWP export flexibiiity up to 8,500 cfs, with appropriate environmental 
constraints including ESA requirements (yr 4). 
• Obtain permits including ESA authorization to use full SWP capacity of 10,300 cfs, 
consistent with all applicable operational constraints, for water supply and environmental 
benefits (yr 7). 
• For purposes of the project level environmental analysis for the South Delta Improvements, 
evaluate various operable barrier configuration alternatives or their functional equivalents. 
All barrier operations will be done in conjunction with water operations to avoid impacts 
to fish. Potential barriers include the installation of a pem1anent fish migration barrier at 
the Head of Old River, and the construction of three permanent flow control structures at 
Old River at Tracy, Middle upstream of Victoria Canal, and at Grant Line Canal. 
The Grant Line Canal barrier would be constructed and operated in accordance with 
conditions directions specified by the USFWS, CDFG, and NMFS. (yr 1-7). 
e Monitor barrier effects on fish, stages, circulation, and water quality (yr 1-7). 
Evaluate dredging of selected channel segments (yr 3-7). 
Additional Actions Required Durinrr Stage 1 (South Delta) 
• Implement Delta ERP goals (yr 1-7). 
Consolidate, extend, and screen local agricultural diversions based on priority and initiate 
a screen maintenance program (yr 1-7). 
Develop a strategy to resolve regional water quality problems including actions to improve 
San Joaquin conditions and the San Joaquin River drainage as described in the 
CALFED Program's WQP. Evaluate the feasibility of re-circulation of water pumped 
from the Delta by the CVP and SWP. If feasible, and consistent with the CALFED 
Program's ecosystem restoration goals and objectives, implement a pilot program (yr 1-7). 
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• Continue implementation of the Vernalis Adaptive Management Plan. Include development 
of a long-term plan describing actions of the San Joaquin River Group Authority to 
improve water management practices (yr 1-7). 
Proposed North Delta Stage 1 Actions 
• Evaluate and implement improved operational procedures for the Delta Cross Channel 
(DCC) to address fishery and water quality concerns (yr 1-4). 
• Evaluate a screened through-Delta facility with a diversion capacity of up to 4,000 cfs on 
the Sacramento River to improve drinking water quality in the event the water quality 
program measures do no result in continuous improvement toward CALFED drinking water 
goals. This evaluation would consider the effectiveness of water quality measures and 
how to operate the DCC in conjunction with this new diversion structure to improve 
drinking water quality, while maintaining fish recovery. If the environmental review 
demonstrates that this diversion facility is needed to address drinking water quality 
concerns, and can be constructed and operated without adverse effects to anadromous and 
estuarine fish, construction may begin late in Stage 1 subject to section 7 authorization (yr 
1-4). 
• Evaluate opportunities to resolve local flood concerns and create tidal wetlands and 
riparian habitat by constructing new setback levees, improving existing levees, and 
dredging chatmels in the north Delta, especially the channels of the lower Mokelumne 
River system. Any proposed channel modifications would be consistent with the CALFED 
Program's current direction on Delta conveyance and ecosystem goals (yr 1-7). 
• Facilitate regionwide coordination of all CALFED Program related projects in the north 
Delta region (yr 1-7). 
Proposed Stage 1 Actions Throughout the Delta Region 
• Evaluate how water supplies can best provide a level of public health protection 
equivalent to Delta source water quality of 50 parts per billion (ppb) bromide and three 
parts per million (ppm) Total Organic Carbon (yr 1-7). This will include an equivalent 
level of investigation and studies on all ofthe actions which could be used to achieve the 
CALFED Program's targets. 
• Evaluate the CALFED Program's progress toward measurable water quality goals and 
ecosystem restoration objectives, with particular emphasis on fish recovery (yr 6-7). 
• Conduct additional environmental review to determine if construction of an isolated 
conveyance facility component of a dual Delta conveyance (presently not an element of the 
CALFED Program's Preferred Program Alternative) is warranted. A decision to construct 
such a facility would require separate environmental review and alternatives analysis that 
has not been done as part of the CALFED Program's programmatic analysis (yr 1-7). 
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Additional Actions Required During Stage 1 (Throughout the Delta Region) 
• Fully implement actions, consistent with the MSCS, that mitigate for the direct and indirect 
environmental affects of project features and actions (yr 1-7). 
• Improve flood control through levee improvements, levee setbacks, channel dredging, and 
floodplain restoration to be fully consistent with regional ERP actions (yr 1-7). 
• Screen agricultural intakes to assure ecosystem protection (yr 1-7). 
Environmental Water Account (EW A) 
An essential goal of the CALFED Program is to provide increased water supply reliability to 
water users while at the same time assuring the availability of sufficient water to meet fish 
protection and restoration\recovery needs as one part of the overall ERP. As a means to achieve 
these objectives, the CALFED Program will provide commitments under the ESA and CESA to 
SWP and CVP export facilities only for the first four years of Stage 1. These commitments are 
based on fully providing water from existing regulatory means, a fully implemented EWA, flows 
and habitat restoration provided through the ERP, and the ability to obtain additional assets should 
they be necessary. 
The EW A is a new water source provided to: (1) augment instream flows and Delta outflows; and 
(2) reduce Delta exports from CVP /SWP export facilities during key periods of fish and aquatic 
ecosystem concerns. The CALFED Agencies will also continue to work with other diverters in 
the Delta watershed to resolve local fishery-diversion conflicts based on the site-specific needs 
and opportunities for each diversion. The CALFED Agencies have crafted the E\\l A so that it has 
no effect on the existing water rights of other water right holders in the watershed. 
Overall Purpose, Framework and Administration The EW A will be established, as part of the 
EWA Operating Principles Agreement (see Appendix B, hereby incorporated as part of this 
project description), to provide water for the protection and recovery of fish in addition to water 
available through existing regulatory actions related to project operations. The EW A Operating 
Principles Agreement will be interpreted to be consistent with this project description. To the 
extent that the EW A Operating Principles Agreement provides greater specificity, the EWA 
Operating Principles Agreement will be the controlling document. 
The EW A will be funded jointly by the State and Federal governments and will be authorized to 
acquire, bank, and borrow water and arrange for its conveyance. EW A assets will be 
managed by the and Federal fish and wildlife agencies (the USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG) in 
coordination with project operators and stakeholders. Initial acquisition of assets for the EWA 
will be made by Federal and State agencies (Reclamation and DWR). Subsequently, it is 
anticipated that acquisitions may be made pursuant to a public process that may take advantage of 
agencies or parties to assets. 
Baseline Level of Protection DWR and Interior will provide a baseline of environmental 
protection. The CALFED Agencies recognize that the SWRCB may adjust the CVP and SWP 
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responsibilities for complying with the 1995 Delta Water Quality Control Plan (WQCP), as part of 
its on-going Bay-Delta Water Rights Hearings. The outcome ofthose hearings may affect the 
nature of this baseline. The CVP's and SWP's regulatory baseline, primarily for fish needs, 
identified as Tier 1 in the EWA discussion below, will include: 
• 1993 Winter-run Salmon Biological Opinion (NMFS) 
• 1995 Delta Water Quality Control Plan (SWRCB) 
At this time, the CVP and SWP are responsible for meeting flow related objectives 
contained in this plan. The CALFED Agencies recognize that the SWRCB may adjust or 
re-allocate the responsibilities for meeting the 1995 Delta Water Quality Control Plan, as 
part of its ongoing Bay-Delta Water Rights hearings. Adjustment of responsibility to meet 
the Plan does not affect the baseline level of protection for purposes of the EW A. 
Appropriate CALFED Agencies will develop a strategy to deal with the rare 
circumstances when the CVP obligation under the WQCP exceeds the 450 T AF annual cap 
for use of CVPIA Section 3406(b )(2) water. In the strategy, developed in conjunction with 
part of the Governor's Drought Contingency Plan, the Agencies will use their available 
resources to create an insurance policy to eliminate impacts to water users, while not 
adversely affecting other uses. 
• 1995 Delta Smelt Biological Opinion (USFWS) 
The export curtailment contained in the 1995 Delta Smelt Biological Opinion (item 2 on 
page 19), commonly referred to as the " 2 to 1 Vernalis flow/export ratio", will be met by 
Section 3406(b )(2) of the CVPIA and EW A. This objective calls for the SWP and CVP to 
reduce combined exports, below what is allowed in the 1995 Water Quality Control Plan 
during a 31-day period in April and May. The 1995 WQCP allows exports to be 100% of 
the base San Joaquin River flow at Vernalis during the April-May pulse period. The CVP 
reduction in pumping will be conducted pursuant to the accounting policy for Section 
3406(b)(2) ofthe CVPIA and/or through reimbursement by the EWA. The SWP will be 
reimbursed by the EW A for its participation in reducing exports pursuant to the 2 to 1 
Vernalis flow/export ratio. 
The CVP and SWP will be operated pursuant to the terms of the San Joaquin River 
Agreement through 2011. While the SJRA is in effect, the exports may be reduced beyond 
what is called for by the 2 to 1 Vernalis flow/export ratio and San Joaquin River flows 
may be augmented by water acquired from upstream sources during that same time period. 
Such an augmentation will not be included as part ofthe SWP share of Vernalis flow. 
While operating per the SJRA, the SWP and CVP will also receive reimbursement from 
the EW A or pursuant to Section 3406(b )(2) for the additional curtailment. If the SJRA is 
not implemented for any reason, the operations will default back to the biological opinion 
operation, as per the terms of the SJRA. 
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• Full Use of 800 TAF Supply of Water Pursuant to Section 3406(b )(2) of the CVPIA in 
Accordance with Interior's October 5, 1999 Decision, clarified as follows: 
Water Resulting from Refill of Reservoirs ("Reset"): Water which is available under the 
(b )(2) Policy as a result of refill of reservoirs following upstream releases ("reset") will 
not be used in a manner which results in increased export reductions. Upstream releases of 
(b)(2) water pumped by the SWP and made available to the EWA will not be subject to the 
"reset" provision. 
Export Curtailments which Result in Increased Storage ("Offset'): Where a prescribed 
(b )(2) export cmiailment results in a reduction in releases from upstream reservoirs and 
hence increased storage, the charge to the (b )(2) account will be offset to the extent that the 
increased storage will result in increased delivery (beyond forecast delivery at the time of 
the export curtailment) to south-of-Delta CVP contractors in the remainder of the water 
year. If such deliveries cannot be increased in that water year, such additional water 
stored in upstream reservoirs shall be available for other (b )(2) uses without charge. 
Where the delivery to export users in the remainder of the water year will not be increased 
and end-of-year storage will be increased, there will be no offset to the charge to the (b )(2) 
account. 
The Secretary of the Interior is expected to make a decision later this year on Trinity River flows, 
pursuant to the original Trinity authorization, the Trinity Restoration Act of 1984, and the CVPIA. 
The substance of the decision is unknown and therefore cannot be addressed at this time. It is 
separate and will not be affected by the ROD for the CALFED Program. 
Other Environmental Protections The regulatory baseline above also assumes that other 
environmental protections contained in biological opinions, regulations or statutes remain in place. 
These protections include, without limitation, Level 2 refuge water supplies, as required by the 
CVPIA The CVP will use its share of the benefits from joint point of diversion, to the extent 
available, to provide water required by its Level 2 refuge water supply mandates, but using such 
benefits will not create any limitation on the Level 2 supply available for refuges. 
Operating Rules The ground rules for operating the EW A are detailed in the EW A Operating 
Principles Agreement, executed by DWR, Reclamation, CDFG, the USFWS, and NMFS. The 
ground rules are based on the principle that the EW A will provide flows allowing fish recovery 
while not resulting in uncompensated reductions in deliveries to south of Delta CVP/SWP 
contractors. 
Asset Development Immediate development of assets for the first year is critical to EWA success. 
Initial water purchases and lease of groundwater storage will be secured from willing sellers by 
the end of 2000. In addition to assets to be acquired annually, as shown in a following table, an 
initial one-time acquisition of 200 TAF of south-of-Delta storage or its functional equivalent will 
be acquired from a variety of sources to assure the effectiveness of the EW A and provide 
assurances for SWP and CVP water supply/deliveries. This initial deposit will also provide 
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collateral for the first year's borrowing. The related storage is intended to function as long-term 
storage for other EW A assets as they become available. 
Borrowing agreements will allow the EW A to borrow water from the CVP and SWP for necessary 
actions during a water year as long as the water can be repaid without affecting the following 
year's allocations. To the extent practicable, borrowing from the SWP and CVP will be shared. 
The limitations on borrowing will be developed as part of the agreement. Source shifting 
agreements with south-of-Delta water providers for 100 T AF will be used to enhance the 
effectiveness ofthe EWA, and to help provide assurance that SWP and CVP water deliveries will 
not be affected by EW A operations. To provide regulatory stability during the initial period of 
Stage 1, the CALFED Agencies will provide a commitment, subject to legal requirements, that for 
the first four years of Stage 1, there will be no reductions, beyond existing regulatory levels, in 
CVP or SWP Delta exports resulting from measures to protect fish under the ESA and CESA. This 
commitment will be based on the availability of three tiers of assets: 
Tier 1 is baseline water, provided by existing regulation and operational flexibility. The 
regulatory baseline consists of the biological opinions on winter-run salmon and delta 
smelt, 1995 Delta Water Quality Control Plan, and 800 T AF of CVP yield pursuant to 
CVPIA Section 3406(b )(2). 
Tier 2 consists of the assets in the EW A combined with the benefits of the ERP and is an 
insurance mechanism that will allow water to be provided for fish over and above Tier 1, 
when needed without reducing deliveries to water users. Tier 1 and Tier 2 are, in effect, a 
water budget for the environment and will be used to avoid the need for Tier 3 assets as 
described subsequently. 
Tier 3 is based upon the commitment and ability of the CALF ED Agencies to make 
additional water available should it be needed. It is unlikely that assets beyond those in 
Tier 1 and Tier 2 will be needed to meet ESA requirements. However, if further assets are 
needed in specific circumstances, Tier 3 will be provided. In considering the need for 
Tier 3 assets, the fish and wildlife agencies will consider the views of an independent 
science panel. Although the CALFED Agencies do not anticipate needing access to Tier 3 
water assets, the CALFED Agencies will prepare an implementation strategy for Tier 3 by 
August 2001, establish a timely scientific panel process, and identifying tools and funding 
should implementation of Tier 3 prove necessary. 
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Table 1. List ofEWA assets. Some assets may be replaced by functional equivalents, if 
determined to be appropriate by the EW A Managing Agencies (USFWS, CDFG, NMFS) 
Action Description Water Available Annually(Average) 
SWP Pumping of (b )(2)/ERP Upstream 40,000 acre-feet2 
Releases1 
EW A Use of Joint Poinf 75,000 acre-feet 
Export/Inflow Ratio Flexibility 30,000 acre-feet 
500 cfs SWP Pumping Increase 50,000 acre-feet 
Purchases - South of Delta 150,000 acre-feet 
Purchases- North ofDelta4 35,000 acre-feet 
TOTAL 380,000 acre-feet 
Storage acquisition 200,000 acre-feet of storage, filled when 
acquired in Year 1 
Source-shifting agreement 100,000 acre-feet at any time 
1The EWA and the SWP will share equally the (b)(2) and ERP upstream releases pumped by the SWP after they 
have served their (b )(2) and ERP purposes. 
2The amount of water derived from the first four actions will vary based on hydrologic conditions. 
3The EW A will share access to joint point, with the CVP receiving 50% of the benefits. 
4This is the amount of water targeted for the first year; higher amounts are anticipated in subsequent years. 
Science Program 
The CALFED Science Program includes implementing the Comprehensive Monitoring, 
Assessment, and Research Program (CMARP) as an integral aspect of the overall CALFED 
Program. The scope ofthe Science Program will encompass all elements ofthe CALFED 
Program: ecosystem restoration, water supply reliability, water use efficiency and conservation, 
water quality, and levees integrity. The purpose of the Science Program is to provide new 
information and scientific interpretations necessary to implement, monitor, and evaluate the 
success of the CALFED Program. The Science Program will build on the work of the Interagency 
Ecological Program (IEP) and other scientific efforts in the CALFED Program area. 
The CALFED Program is organized around the concept of adaptive management because there is 
incomplete knowledge of how the ecosystem functions, the effects ofhuman stressors on ecosystem 
structure and function, and the ecological and other effects of individual CALFED Program 
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actions. Monitoring key system functions (or indicators), completing focused research to obtain 
better understanding, and staging implementation based on information gained are all central to the 
adaptive management process. 
In order to better integrate scientific review into the CALFED Program, the Governor and the 
Secretary of the Interior will appoint an independent science board to provide oversight and peer 
review for the overall program. Also, specific independent science panels may be convened as 
standing bodies or on an as needed basis. For example, the Science Program will assist with 
convening an independent science panel t review the implementation and operation of the EW A. 
In addition, the existing ERP Interim Science Board will likely become the ERP Science Panel, 
and provide ongoing independent review of the ERP. 
The CALFED Science Program will accomplish the following in stage 1: 
• Appoint and independent science board for the CALFED Program as a whole by the 
middle of2001. 
• Appoint and independent science panel for the EW A by the middle of 2001. 
• Coordinate existing monitoring and scientific research programs. 
• refine the set of ecological, operational , and other predictive models that will be used in 
the evaluative process by the end of2001. 
• Establish performance measures and indicators, and a consistent strategy of on-going 
development of these, for each of the program areas. 
• Develop an annual science report, format and content, which includes: 
Status of the species and effectiveness of efforts to improve conditions, including 
EW A, ERP and water management strategies, and provide recommendations to 
maximize fishery benefits while minimizing impacts to water supply. 
Assessment of progress and effectiveness of each program element as indicated by 
performance measures and indicators. 
Complete feasibility study to establish and construct CALFED Science Center 
Recommend research and/or program adjustments. 
• Prepare first annual report by the end of2001 
CALFED intends to invest approximately $ 300 million in the science program during stage 1. 
Other Proposed Science Program Stage 1 Actions 
In addition, the CALFED Program will evaluate the following Science Program actions proposed 
for implementation in Stage 1. These proposed Stage 1 actions are representative ofthe overall 
set of proposed actions for the Science Program. 
• Periodic review and refinement of the monitoring, data assessment and research plan from 
a long term perspective (yr 1-7). 
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• Periodic review and refinement of the monitoring, data assessment and research plan from 
a short term perspective which would include all elements of the Phase III, Stage 1 
Program (yr 1-7). 
• Help management define triggers and time periods which determine the need for a change 
in program direction (yr 1-7). 
• Continue to develop and refine conceptual models to be used in evaluating actions 
undertaken by the programs. In keeping with the adaptive management format, the models 
will be continually updated with information generated by program actions 
(yr 1-7). 
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the adaptive management process on the program decision 
making process (yr 1-7). 
• Review the progress toward achieving overall CALFED Program goals and objectives and 
whether individual programs are progressing at similar paces (yr 1-7). 
• Complete monitoring identified by the Diversion Effects on Fisheries Team to provide 
feedback on actual diversion effects of south Delta pumps (yr 2-7). 
• Design long-term, system wide, baseline monitoring with focused research to increase 
understanding of ecological processes and ways to reduce uncertainty; definition of needed 
studies is currently under development (yr 1-7). 
• Provide available data on need to reduce bromides, total dissolved solids, total organic 
carbon, pesticides and heavy metals (yr 5). 
• Provide available data on water quality in the south Delta and lower San Joaquin River 
(yr 1-7). 
• Monitor and assess the impacts of water use efficiency measures on water demands and 
available supplies, and develop better information for water balances in the Bay-Delta 
system (yr 1-7). 
• Prepare annual reports on status and progress, including such information as: performance 
ofhabitat restoration actions compared to expected results, summaries of any new 
infom1ation on the relative importance of various stressors, and any need for adjustments in 
actions or conceptual models (yr 1-7). 
• Analyze status and need for adjustments of actions for later stages (yr 5-7). 
" Monitor and report land use changes, such as agricultural land conversion, resulting from 
CAL FED Program actions (yr 2-7). 
• Hire an interim science leader and subsequently hire a chief scientist (yr 1-2). 
• Appoint an Independent Science Board and an independent science panel for the EW A 
(yr 1-2). 
• Coordinate existing monitoring and scientific research programs (yr 1-7). 
• Refine the set of ecological, operational, and other predictive models that will be used in 
the evaluation process (yr 1-2). 
• Establish and refine performance measures and indicators for each of the program areas (yr 
1-7). 
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Multi-Species Conservation Strategy (MSCS) 
The MSCS serves as a biological assessment for the CALFED Program and describes the 
CALFED Program strategy for achieving compliance with the ESA, CESA, and Natural 
Community Conservation Planning Act during implementation of the CALFED Program. As a 
biological assessment, it summarizes the CALFED Program and analyzes its effects on 244listed, 
proposed, and candidate species, and species of concern. As a "conservation strategy" it outlines 
conservation goals for species that will be effected by the' Program, and identifies strategies for 
achieving those goals and ESA compliance. 
Conservation Goals and Prescriptions 
The MSCS identifies conservation goals for 244 species as well as species prescriptions and 
conservation measures to achieve these goals. The CALFED Program has established a goal to 
recover 19 species, contribute to the recovery of 25 species, and maintain 200 species. A goal of 
"recovery" was established for those species whose recovery is dependent on restoration of the 
Delta and Suisun Bay/Marsh systems. Recovery is achieved when the decline of a species is 
arrested or reversed, threats to the species are neutralized, and the species long-term survival in 
nature is assured. Recovery is equivalent, at minimum, to the requirements for de-listing a species 
under ESA and CESA. With respect to anadromous salmonids within the MSCS Focus Area, 
recovery is equivalent, at a minimum, to completing the actions within the ERP Ecological 
Management Zones that are required for delisting a species under the federal and state ESAs. The 
goal ''contribute to recovery" was assigned to species for which CALFED Program actions affect 
only a limited portion of the species' range and/or CALFED Program actions have limited effects 
on the species. To achieve the goal of contributing to a species' recovery, the CALFED Agencies 
are expected to undertake some of the actions under its control and within its scope that are 
necessary to recover the species. The goal "maintain" was assigned to species expected to be 
minimally affected by CALFED Program actions. For this category, the CALFED Agencies will 
avoid, minimize, and compensate for any adverse effects to the species commensurate with the 
level of effect on the species. Actions may not actually contribute to the recovery of the 
"maintain" species; however, at a minimum, they will be expected to not contribute to the need to 
list a species or degrade the status of a listed species. The CALFED Agencies will also, to the 
extent practicable, improve habitat conditions for these species. 
Specific prescriptions were developed to achieve the conservation goals described above for each 
species. The prescriptions incorporate the measures identified in State and Federal recovery 
plans, where available, other relevant information, and professional judgment. Prescriptions 
include measures to enhance habitats and species and are not directly linked to the CALFED 
Program's adverse impacts. 
As the CALFED Program proceeds during the next 30 years, it is anticipated that California's 
landscapes could change significantly and that new infom1ation will be available through research 
and monitoring. Consequently, species goals and prescriptions will likely change through time 
through adaptive management, and as new recovery plans are finalized or updated. 
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Framework for Federal Endangered Species Act Compliance 
The CALFED Agencies will take actions necessary to meet the following conditions: 1) the fishery 
protections elements ofthe Program must be implemented as descried in the EIS/EIR, including the 
ERP and EW A implementation and funding commitments; 2) Tier 3 measures must be provided, if 
and when needed; and, 3) implementation of the milestones must be demonstrated; and 4) the initial 
and annual assets of the EW A must be ~cquired for the EW A. 
The program will be continuously monitored to ensure that it is implemented as intended and the 
elements necessary for regulatory commitments, i.e., conditions as described in the Conservation 
Agreement are implemented. In the event that information from monitoring or any other source 
indicates that any of the Program elements necessary for regulatory commitments are not being met 
or will not be met, notification will be provided, by the agency which developed the information, 
to the affected Agencies, as appropriate. Upon notification, the affected agencies will meet 
promptly to identify and assess measures which can be taken to remedy any noncompliance or 
anticipated noncompliance with the conditions, and will immediately implement measures. If 
NMFS determines that a situation of noncompliance exists and the affected agencies are unable to 
remedy noncompliance within a reasonable time period that NMFS prescribes, not to exceed 60 
days, the regulatory commitments will be suspended or terminated. Upon a determination of 
noncompliance, formal consultation will be reinitiated and NMFS will issue a new or amended 
biological opinionwith conditions prescribing alternative regulatory requirements. If the 
compliance with the conditions set out above is subsequently achieved, the initial regulatory 
commitments may be revised and reflected through new or amended programmatic biological 
opinions. Nothing described here will affect NMFS from exercising our regulatory authority. 
The MSCS describes program-level strategies to achieve compliance with ESA, including 
strategies to address the indirect effects of actions taken under the CALFED Program, and 
strategies for completing tiered consultations, as appropriate. The CALFED Program's 
compliance strategies will, in part, be developed and implemented as part of future CALFED 
Program projects tiered from this programmatic biological opinion. 
Entities implementing CALFED Program actions which may effect listed species will be required 
to develop Action Specific Implementation Plans (ASIPs). ASIPs will be developed for 
individual CALF ED Program actions or groups of actions when enough detailed information is 
available about the actions to analyze fully their impacts on species and habitats, and develop 
appropriate measures to avoid, minimize, and compensate for impacts. Specifically, individual 
projects that qualify for consultation will be evaluated within the context of the program as a 
which includes major elements designed to improve the environmental baseline and lead to 
the recovery of targeted species. These major elements will be subject to on-going monitoring, 
evaluation, and the application of adaptive management. Site specific biological opinions will 
take into account the environmental benefits that accrue from the CALFED Program. 
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Service Area Effects 
Implementation of the CALFED Program's Preferred Program Alternative related to water supply 
reliability will be determined largely in an incremental fashion through an adaptive management 
process. Because of this, it is not possible to accurately estimate the scope of potential service 
area effects on species and habitats. Project-level or site-specific impacts may not be known until 
Phase III of the CALFED Program (implementation). Therefore, the CALFED Program strategy 
for addressing indirect effects in the service areas includes identifying a short-term strategy based 
on critical species needs for recovery and restoration, and a long-term strategy for dealing with 
impacts that cannot be predicted when the biological opinions are issued. 
CALFED Agencies will use a two-step process to address potential service area effects that are 
currently unknown. First, CALFED Agencies will determine the potential presence and scope of 
any service area effects. Then, to address the effects it has identified, CALFED Agencies will 
integrate proactive, conservation planning approaches with specific conservation measures. To do 
this, CALFED Agencies will develop the four conservation measures listed below during Phase 
III.. These measures, as described in the MSCS on pages 4-17 and 4-18, attempt to address these 
effects at the project level and at the program level. 
• Providing technical assistance and other support to entities preparing Habitat Conservation 
Plans (HCPs) or conservation programs addressing effects of land use changes in the 
service areas. 
• Evaluating each future water supply reliability program or project during planning and 
including appropriate measures to address indirect effects in the ASIPs. This may include 
implementing the applicable conservation measures already in the MSCS to conserve 
species relative to service area effects or developing new measures. 
• Developing or contributing to conservation programs to address the critical needs of 
species in CALFED Program service areas not already covered by conservation plans. 
Governance Plan 
The interim governance structure will be in place from the time of the Programmatic ROD until a 
long-term permanent structure is adopted through State and Federal legislation. For interim 
governance, CALFED Agencies propose adoption of the current CALFED Program structure being 
used during the planning stage, but adapted for implementation. The interim governance structure, 
including identification of how decisions will be made, will be set forth in a new Implementation 
MOU which the agencies will develop and execute by the time of the ROD. The current structure 
is made up of the Policy Group reporting to the Governor of California and the Secretary of the 
Interior, public advisory groups, the CALFED Program Executive Director and staff, and State and 
Federal agencies and teams. This structure, with additions and modifications, will serve to bridge 
the gap until a permanent commission is established. 
Interim Program Management Responsibilities The LSIP management will remain with DWR, 
CDFG, and other existing agencies. The CALFED Program will continue to manage the ERP, in 
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coordination with the appropriate agencies. The State and Federal fish and wildlife agencies 
(CDFG, USFWS, NMFS) will manage the EW A assets, in coordination with the ERP and water 
project operations (Reclamation and DWR). CALFED Program will be assigned program 
management for the WP. The CALFED Program and appropriate agencies (such as Reclamation, 
EPA, DHS, DWR, and SWRCB) will manage the WQP. For the WTP, CALFED Program will 
provide program direction, oversight, and coordination among CALFED Program areas and among 
agencies with jurisdiction over water transfers and use of project facilities. Agencies with 
jurisdiction over water transfers would retain authority to implement any changes in their own 
policies or procedures. DWR, Reclamation, and CALFED Program will manage the WUEP. 
DWR, Reclamation, and CALFED Program will manage the Storage Program Element. 
Reclamation and DWR will manage the Conveyance Program element. CALFED Program will 
manage the Science Program (as consistent with the Implementation MOU). 
Milestones 
Milestones are a list ofERP, MSCS, and WQP actions the CALFED Program will fully implement 
in Stage 1 to address covered species. Milestones are a subset of the ERP actions the fish and 
wildlife agencies expect will be implemented in Stage 1, to achieve the Program's conservation 
goals. The complete list of milestones appears in Appendix C. A full description of the function 
and significance of the milestones to this consultation is included in the Appendix. 
The Program's objectives for ecosystem restoration are to improve and increase aquatic and 
terrestrial habitats and improve ecological functions in the Bay-Delta to support sustainable 
populations of diverse plants and animal species. The ERP, MSCS, and WQP are the principal 
Program elements designed to meet these objectives. Implementation of the ERP will be informed 
by the Science Program, which will conduct pertinent research, and monitor and evaluate the 
implementation ofERP, MSCS, and WQP actions. The ERP, MSCS, WQP, and the Science 
Program are directly relevant and important for FESA, CESA and NCCPA compliance. To 
ensure that the ERP, MSCS, and WQP are implemented in a manner and to an extent sufficient to 
sustain programmatic FESA, CESA and NCCP A compliance for all Program elements, the 
USFWS, NMFS and CDFG (fish and wildlife agencies) have developed Milestones for ERP, 
MSCS, and WQP implementation. The Milestones include Science Program actions that are 
relevant for ERP, MSCS, and WQP implementation. The fish and wildlife agencies have 
concluded that the Milestones, if achieved along with expected additional ERP actions, define an 
adequate manner and level ofERP, MSCS, and WQP implementation for Stage 1. 
The ERP, MSCS, WQP are the Program's blueprint for the restoration of the Bay-Delta. The 
MSCS is not a separate blueprint or supplemental restoration program and does not supplant the 
ERP. The measures and goals in the MSCS are consistent with the ERP's measures and goals. 
However, the MSCS is a conservation strategy and a regulatory compliance strategy for the entire 
Program. The MSCS addresses the potential adverse effects and beneficial effects of all Program 
actions, including ERP actions and other Program actions such as levee system integrity actions, 
water conveyance actions and storage actions. Based in large part on the ERP, the MSCS' 
premise is that the Program as a whole, including all Program elements, will improve and increase 
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aquatic and terrestrial habitats and improve ecological functions in the Bay-Delta. The ERP 
therefore serves two purposes: 1) to achieve Program objectives for ecosystem restoration and 
species recovery, and 2) to enable actions from all Program elements to be completed in 
compliance with FESA, CESA and the NCCP A through implementation of AS IPs. 
To serve both of these purposes, ERP implementation must be informed both by the best available 
scientific information and by information about the implementation of other Program actions. 
Information about the implementation of other Program actions is necessary to ensure that they do 
not conflict or limit the success of the ERP. In addition, ERP restoration actions must be 
implemented concurrent, and at a commensurate level, with the implementation of other Program 
actions to ensure that the Program as a whole continues to increase aquatic and terrestrial habitats 
and improve ecological functions in the Bay-Delta. The Milestones are intended to establish, 
based on the best information currently available, a group of actions derived from the ERP, MSCS, 
and WQP that 1) establish an adequate level of implementation during Stage 1, 2) would not be 
inhibited by proposed Stage 1 actions in other Program elements, and 3) would enable proposed 
Stage 1 actions in other Program elements to be completed in compliance with FESA, CESA and 
the NCCP A through implementation of ASIPs. 
The Program's development of annual, near-term, and long-term ERP implementation priorities 
and strategies will be based on the goals and objectives of the ERP Strategic Plan, the MSCS, 
FESA recovery plans, and implementation plans developed for specific ecological management 
zones, and will be informed by the Science Program. The Milestones represent the MSCS' goals 
and objectives with respect to the ERP. As with ERP implementation priorities and strategies 
generally, the fish and wildlife agencies intend that the Science Program will provide information 
concerning the Milestones. Specifically, the fish and wildlife agencies will seek review within 
the Science Program of 1) whether other Program elements conflict with implementation priorities 
and strategies so as to limit the success ofthe ERP, MSCS, and WQP, and 2) whether the 
implementation priorities and strategies will ensure that the Program as a whole continues to 
increase aquatic and terrestrial habitats and improve ecological functions in the Bay-Delta. As the 
Science Program develops information about implementation, the USFWS, NMFS and CDFG will 
revise the Milestones as necessary, consistent with the FESA and the NCCP A. 
The CALFED Program will develop annual ERP implementation plans using the ERP Strategic 
Plan for Ecosystem Restoration and the MSCS. Members of the Science Program, the 
Agency/Stakeholder Ecosystem Team ("ASET") the CALFED Program will work cooperatively 
to develop annual ERP implementation plans and to define the long-term priorities for the ERP. 
The fish and wildlife agencies will participate fully in the process for developing annual ERP 
implementation plans. The fish and wildlife agencies' participation will include, but not be 
limited to, participation in the ASET. Through participation in the annual ERP implementation 
plan process, the fish and wildlife agencies will help ensure 1) that each plan is based on the best 
available information regarding ecosystem restoration and the Bay-Delta system, 2) that each plan 
will achieve substantial progress toward meeting the Milestones, and 3) that the Science Program 
will provide information to achieve applicable Milestones. As new information becomes 
available and conceptual models are tested and refined as part of this process, the fish and 
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wildlife agencies anticipate that priorities reflected in the Milestones may change, and that new 
issues or questions may emerge. Through the annual ERP implementation process, Science 
Program members, the CALFED Program, and ASET members may propose revisions to the 
Milestones based on pertinent new information. If the fish and wildlife agencies determine that the 
proposed revisions are warranted and are consistent with FESA and the NCCP A, the Fish and 
wildlife agencies will revise the Milestones accordingly. 
The Fish and wildlife agencies will not approve revisions to the Milestones that would cause or 
allow an effect to Covered Species or critical habitat designated under FESA that was not 
considered in the programmatic regulatory determinations, or would otherwise require the re-
initiation of consultation under 50 CFR §402.16. Consequently, the USFWS and J\TMFS expect that 
their approved revisions to Milestones can be incorporated in each agency's programmatic 
biological opinions without re-initiating consultation under §7 ofFESA. CDFG will incorporate 
its approved revisions to the Milestones by amending the CDFG Approval and Supporting 
Findings for the MSCS. 
It will not be possible to gauge the progress of Milestone implementation for a few years, once 
Phase III begins. Consequently, over the first four years the Wildlife Agencies will base success 
ofProgram Implementation upon the criterion that the ERP is fully funded (at least $150 million 
from dedicated funding sources annually through Stage 1 for the ERP, and an additional $50 
million EW A funding annually for the first. four years). However, the criterion for success at the 
end of Stage 1 will be implementation ofthe Stage 1 Milestones. 
The Program will submit an annual report to the Governor, the Secretary of the Interior, the State 
Legislature and the Congress that describes the status of implementation of all Program elements 
by December 15 of each calendar year. The report will document the status of all actions taken to 
meet Program objectives in Stage 1. Among the actions addressed in the report will be the 
completion of key projects and milestones identified in the ERP. Progress in achieving the ERP-
MSCS Milestones will be included in the portion of the annual reports concerning the ERP. 
Summary of Key Planned Actions 
If key program actions are not implemented at this programmatic level, or new information 
becomes available, consultation would be reinitiated at the programmatic level to ascertain how 
the lack of implementation of any actions, or new information, effects the evaluation of effects 
upon listed species associated with the overall implementation of the suite of actions being 
considered and the subsequent conclusions made in this biological opinion. The following key 
actions are considered relevant to this biological opinion and part of the project description and, 
are therefore, requisite in conducting the effects analysis: 
Program-wide 
1. The conservation actions described in the Description of the Proposed Action will be 
implemented, including, but not limited to, the ERP Plan, the WQP Plan, the WP Plan, and 
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the MSCS and, where applicable, its strategy for addressing indirect, service area effects. 
The determination of whether and to what extent a specific action results in indirect effects 
will be made on a case by case basis in accordance with legal requirements. These actions 
will be implemented consistent with the Science Program and adaptive management, as 
described in the Description of the Proposed Action. 
2. CALFED Agencies will obtain funding sufficient to implement the conservation elements 
and strategies, as necessary, to implement this biological opinion. 
3. The various CALFED Program elements, strategies, and projects will be implemented in 
concert with the ERP, MSCS, EWA, and WQP to achieve the multiple goals of the 
CALFED Program. The CALFED programs will be implemented such that the net effects 
to species and their habitats are positive and are consistent and in conf01mance with State 
and Federal recovery goals. 
4. To the extent that a CALFED action is not subject to Section 7 of the ESA and is likely to 
result in the take oflisted species, a permit under section 10 of the ESA will be required 
5. The CALFED Program will utilize comprehensive monitoring and adaptive management to 
assess projects and programs. 
6. The CALFED Program will implement projects to achieve the milestones (Appendix C) 
established for the ERP, MSCS, and WQP. 
7. Discharges into surface water bodies and waterways resulting from CALFED Program 
actions will comply with the standards set forth in the Description of the Proposed Action 
for the biological opinion on the Environmental Protection Agency's Promulgation of 
Numeric Criteria for Priority Toxic Pollutants for the State of California; California Toxics 
Rule (CTR) (USFWS File No. 1-1-98-F -21 ), in accordance with applicable 
implementation plans. 
8. Entities implementing CALFED Program actions will comply with all applicable 
environmental laws. 
9. DWR, to the extent required by law, and Reclamation will consult on all new and modified 
water contracts from a CALFED Program action that may affect listed species. 
Levee System Integrity Program 
10. Levee integrity improvement elements will be consistent with ERP actions and MSCS 
conservation measures, so that levee integrity and ecosystem and species recovery advance 
simultaneously. 
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11. The USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG will be involved in planning Levee System Integrity 
Program projects to ensure that ERP implementation is not impaired by levee program 
actions and adverse effects of levee actions are fully mitigated. 
12. Development and implementation of CALFED Program plans for rehabilitating Suisun 
Marsh levees will be consistent with the goals of the ERP and MSCS, including State and 
Federal recovery plans. 
13. Levee repair/improvements will be constructed using levee set-backs and soft-fixes (bio-
technical solutions) to the extent practicable. 
Water Quality Program 
14. The CALFED Program will implement projects to achieve the milestones established for 
the WQP in Stage 1. 
Ecosystem Restoration Program 
15. The CALFED Program will implement projects to achieve the milestones established for 
the ERP in Stage 1. 
16. The ERP will be implemented in a manner that will achieve species prescriptions and 
recovery goals of covered species by year 30 of the CALFED Program. Stage 1 milestones 
establish the trajectory for achieving recovery goals for the first 7 years. 
Water Use Efficiency Program 
17. Development and implementation of the WUEP will be consistent with the goals and 
objectives of the ERP and MSCS, including State and Federal recovery plans. Program 
actions and associated conservation measures will be planned in conjunction with the 
USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG, in compliance with FESA, CESA, and NCCP A, as 
appropriate. Program development will be coordinated with other CALFED Programs 
(WQP, ERP, MSCS, and Science Program). 
Water Transfers Program 
18. No water transfers resulting from CALFED Program actions will occur if they would result 
in adverse effects on fish and wildlife until consultation under section 7 is completed or 
section 10 permit is issued. Reclamation and DWR will consult on all proposed 3'ct party 
water transfers that may affect listed species and their native habitats, as appropriate. 
Additionally, the EW A will not be charged for curtailed 3'd party transfer opportunities. 
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19. EW A, CVP, and Level 4 Refuge water supply transfers will have priority for conveyance 
over other transfer obligations (as consistent with the Operating Principles Agreement for 
the EWA). 
Watershed Program 
20. Development and implementation of the Watershed Program will be consistent with the 
goals of the ERP and MSCS, including State and Federal recovery plans. Program actions 
will be planned in conjunction with the USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG, in compliance with 
FESA, CESA, and NCCP A, as appropriate. Program development will be coordinated 
with other CALFED Programs (WQP, ERP, MSCS, and Science Program). Program 
actions will be funded so that it is assured that appropriate conservation measures for listed 
species will be included in program actions, as appropriate. 
Water Management Strategy 
Specific key actions are provided for storage, conveyance, EWA, and other programs. 
Storage 
21. Storage sites will be selected through a screening process which includes applicable 
environmental requirements. 
22. Following the initiation of consultation, CALFED Agencies will comply with section 7( d) 
of the ESA, which prohibits making any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of 
resources, for any potential new storage site or modified storage site prior to achieving 
project-specific compliance under section 7(a)(2) of the ESA. 
23. Tiered project specific analyses of potential storage improvements will identify and result 
in the selection of alternatives that are capable of being mitigated with appropriate 
mitigation sites and operational requirements; where the compensatory mitigation is highly 
likely to be successful; with the project specific compensatory mitigation implemented 
concurrent with, or in advance of, the adverse effects associated with construction and 
implementation of the project; where construction and operation ofthe project will not 
result in jeopardy to listed or proposed species or adverse modification of critical habitat; 
and where the project will not result in substantial degradation of the aquatic environment. 
24. Conveyance structures (e.g., canals, pipelines), recreation, roads, and similar 
developments associated with or proposed in conjunction with proposed expansions of 
existing storage facilities or proposed new storage facilities will be evaluated thoroughly 
for their impacts to Federal or State listed species and those species evaluated consistent 
with the MSCS, as appropriate. If, through the informal or formal consultation process, it 
is dete1mined by the USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG (for State listed species) that project-
related impacts would threaten the long-term viability of Federal or State listed species or 
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those species evaluated under the MSCS, the proposed project(s) will be modified or 
dropped from consideration. 
Conveyance 
25. To the extent consistent with the Service's regulatory authority, any CALFED agency that 
proposes to develop water for delivery or application outside current contract service 
areas would comply with ESA requirements under section 7 or 10, as appropriate, if listed 
species may be affected. 
26. In proceeding with the South Delta Improvement Program, CALFED Agencies shall 
implement ecosystem restoration in the lower San Joaquin river and south Delta (generally, 
south of Empire Cut) in advance of or concurrent with impacts resulting from south Delta 
facility improvements. 
27. When the CDFG, NMFS and Service, in consultation with the CALFED Agencies, 
determine that a diversion requires screening, CALFED Agencies will secure written 
agreements from willing land owners to allow access for screening of agricultural and 
municipal diversions to protect fish consistent with the screening priorities established by 
the CALFED Program. The agreement will provide that if monitoring is necessary, access 
for monitoring will be allowed with reasonable notification. If the CALFED Program is 
not substantially achieving screening program objectives, the CALFED Agencies will 
reinitiate informal or formal consultation. 
28. When implementing EWA export reductions, the water cost associated with decreased 
exports will be charged against current facilities capabilities as constrained by current 
regulation. Any future increases in exports resulting from CALFED conveyance 
improvements will have operational rules developed through consultation with the fish and 
wildlife agencies to ensure consistency with EW A Operating Principles, and the goals of 
restoration and recovery for aquatic species. 
29. In the interim, prior to installation of permanent operable barriers, DWR will apply for and 
obtain permits to allow the continued operation of the temporary barriers. 
30. Prior to increasing pumping above current authorized levels, operational rules for use of 
additional export capability will be determined through an open CALFED process and 
ESA on the project-specific environmental documentation prepared for the 
various elements. To offset potential impacts and to provide for recovery of 
fishery populations, additional measures will be developed which would allow for 
protection of fish. These additional measures may include, which are phased over time, but 
are not limited to (a) screening, (b) new standards which limit the timing and magnitude of 
exports water supply releases at key periods of fish concern, or (c) a combination of 
the two. ESA coverage for such actions would come from separate consultation for OCAP 
or in consultations tiered from this opinion. 
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31. An isolated conveyance facility will be evaluated as an alternative in the event it is 
determined that a through-Delta system will not accomplish the CALFED Programs' goals 
for restoration and recovery of listed species, or its WQP goals. The study will be 
developed through a peer-review process to ensure objective analysis. 
EWA 
32. All EWA fixed assets (i.e., purchases) are acquired each year. 
33. The EWA Operational Principles Agreement is signed and fully implemented. 
34. The project agencies shall request clarification with the USFWS, CDFG and NMFS on any 
points that appear to be ambiguous related to fishery actions for the EW A. 
35. IfEWA assets are depleted and the USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG determine Tier 3 is 
necessary, Tier 3 assets will be available to protect fish. 
36. As new water storage and conveyance projects are being planned, potential fishery 
impacts will be assessed. If necessary, to offset potential impacts and to provide for 
recovery of fishery populations, operational rules will be developed which would allow 
for protection of fish. These operational rules may include but not limited to (a) limits on 
the timing and magnitude of exports and water supply releases at key periods of fish 
concern, and (b) new sharing formulae to increase EW A assets, which would allow the 
EW A to offset impacts and implement restoration actions. ESA coverage for such actions 
would come from separate consultation for OCAP or in consultations tiered from this 
opinion, as appropriate. 
Science Program 
37. The Science Program will complete annual reports describing program progress and 
compliance of all CALFED program actions within this biological opinion. 
Afulti-Species Conservation Strategy 
38. CALFED agencies will consult with NMFS or request technical assistance, as appropriate, 
to determine whether any future CALFED Program actions (including water transfers and 
permanent assignment of water) may affect listed or proposed species before signing a 
ROD or a FONSI which is tiered from the PElS. This determination will consider both 
direct and indirect effects, if any, of specific actions. Evaluation of whether and to what 
extent the specific action results in indirect effects will be made on a case by case basis in 
accordance with legal requirements. 
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39. The list of evaluated species will be reviewed and revised periodically by the USFWS, 
NMFS, and CDFG to add and remove species, as appropriate, and to review the recovery 
objective (R, r, or m) for species for their appropriateness. 
40. NMFS will work closely with other CALFED agencies, water users and others, providing 
them with maps of listed species habitats within service areas. NMFS will guide entities 
through the consultation process or provide technical assistance, as appropriate, to address 
project-specific effects. 
41. Entities implementing CALFED Program actions will complete tiered, project-specific 
consultation with the USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG, as appropriate, through completion of 
ASIPs, as described in the MSCS. 
42. The CALFED agencies will closely coordinate with the USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG 
during development and implementation of all ASIPs. 
43. To the extent that the CALFED Program actions result in changes to land use practices and 
the impact analysis required by the MSCS shows effects to listed species, ESA, CESA and 
NCCP A compliance, as appropriate, will occur. The strategy for addressing impacts as 
described in the MSCS includes appropriate tools such as: (1) assisting with or 
contributing to completion and implementation ofHCPs that address service area effects, as 
described in section lO(a) of the ESA; (2) including measures to address indirect effects in 
ASIPs and completing project-specific section 7 consultations on the ASIPs; (3) 
contributing towards or developing and implementing a conservation program that 
addresses species critical needs; and implementing the applicable conservation measures, 
relative to service area impacts, already in the MSCS. 
44. The CALFED Program will monitor the baselines of the species addressed in this opinion. 
Monitoring (for the life of the CALFED Program's Preferred Program Alternative) will be 
implemented immediately to test and track the CALFED Program's objective that species' 
baseline's are stable or increasing. 
45. Any project-specific effects to listed species will be consulted upon following project-
specific analysis and prior to the effect, and the CALFED agencies shall be adequately 
funded and staffed to complete tiered project-specific consultations from this opinion and 
track implementation of conservation actions. 
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II. Status of 
River and its tributaries in 
reaches and estuarine areas 
westward to Carquincz Bridge, including 
Strait, all waters of San Pablo Bay 
Francisco Bay (north the 
Gate Bridge (February 16, 
waterways, substrate, and 
identified in the Federal 
(i.e., natural waterfalls in existence for at 
Central Valley steelhead (0. mykiss) are 
FR 13347). This ESU consists of 
Basins in California's Central Valley. 
includes all river reaches accessible to listed 
and their tributaries in California. except for 
reaches and estuarine areas ofthe Sacramento-San 
westward to Carquincz Bridge, Honker 
1For purposes of conservation under the'~"'-''"""'"' 
(ESU) is a distinct population segment that is substa~tially 
population units and represents an important component in the 
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Strait, all waters of San Pablo Bay westward of the Carquinez Bridge, and all waters of San 
Francisco Bay (north of the San Francisco/Oakland Bay Bridge) from San Pablo Bay to the Golden 
Gate Bridge. Excluded are: (1) areas above specific dams identified in the Federal Register 
notice; (2) areas above longstanding, natural impassable barriers (i.e., natural waterfalls in 
existence for at kast several hundred years); (3) Indian tribal lands; and (4) areas ofthe San 
Joaquin River upstream of the Merced River confluence (February 16, 2000, 65 FR 7764). 
Central California Coast steelhead (0. mykiss) were listed as threatened by NMFS on August 
18, 1997 (62 FR 43937). This ESU includes all naturally-produced steelhead (and their progeny) 
in coastal California streams from the Russian River to Aptos Creek, and the drainages of Suisun, 
San Pablo, and San Francisco Bays. Critical habitat was designated for the Central California 
Coast steelhead ESU on February 16, 2000 (65 FR 7764), and includes all river reaches and 
estuarine areas accessible to listed steelhead in coastal river basins from the Russian River to 
Aptos Creek, California (inclusive), and the drainages of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun 
Bays. Also included are all waters from Chipps Island westward to Carquinez Bridge, including 
Honker Bay, Grizzly Bay, Suisun Bay, and Carquinez Strait, all waters of San Pablo Bay westward 
of the Carquinez Bridge, and all waters of San Francisco Bay to the Golden Gate Bridge. 
Excluded are areas above specific dams or above longstanding naturally impassable barriers 
Following are descriptions of the general life histories and population trends oflisted species that 
may be directly or indirectly affected by the proposed action. 
Ventura River in southern California north to Point 
Hokkaido, Japan to the Anadyr River in Russia 
arguably the n1ost diverse and complex lite history 
16 age categories for chinook salmon, 7 total ages with 3 
hfe-·history types were described by 
salmon reside m freshwater for a year or more following 
migrate to the ocean within their first year. 
of <~.se (Myers eta!. 1998). entry and 
thought to be related to local water temperature and flow regimes 
Runs are designated on the basis of adult migration timing; however, 
maturation at the time of river entry, thennal regime and 
actual time spawning et al. 998). 
salmon tend to enter freshwater as immature fish, migrate far upriver, and 
early autumn. Fall-run chinook salmon enter freshwater at an 
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advanced stage 
tributaries of 
Central Valley spring-run chinook 
Sacramento River from March to July (Myers et 
occurs between late-August early uctot,er 
occurs in gravel beds that are at 
deposited within the gravel incubation, 
The upper preferred water temperature for 
1956) to 57° F (Reiser and Bjomn 1979). 
is dependant on water temperature is quite 
of spring-run chinook typically occurs November 
colder water temperature delay emergence to 
Adult Sacramento River winter-run chinook 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta to the 
Spawning generally occurs between mid-April 
majority ofwinter-run chinook salmon 
the vicinity of Redding, California. The eggs are 
they incubate and hatch in approximately a two-month 
Emergence of the fry from the gravel begins 
Fall and winter emigration behavior by · 
conditions. Most juveniles redistribute un.·u""' 
and winter months. Some winter-run 
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lower Sacramento River and Delta during the late fall and winter. Smolting and ocean entry 
typically occurs between January and April. 
2. Population Trends - Sacramento River Winter-run Chinook Salmon 
Historically, the winter run chinook salmon was abundant in the McCloud, Pit, and Little 
Sacramento rivers. Construction of Shasta Dam in the 1940s eliminated access to all of the 
historic spawning habitat for winter-run chinook salmon in the Sacramento River Basin. Since 
then, the ESU has been reduced to a single spawning population confined to the mainstem 
Sacramento River below Keswick Dam; although some adult winter-run chinook have been 
observed in Battle Creek, tributary to the upper Sacramento River, in recent years. The fact that 
this ESU is generally comprised of a single population with very limited spawning and rearing 
habitat increases its risk of extinction due to local catastrophe or poor environmental conditions. 
There are no other natural populations in the ESU to buffer it from natural fluctuations. 
Quantitative estimates of run-size are not available for the period prior to the completion of Red 
BluffDiversion Dam in 1966. CDFG estimated spawning escapement of Sacramento River 
winter-run chinook salmon at 61,300 (60,000 mainstem, 1,000 in Battle Creek, and 300 in Mill 
Creek) in the early 1960s, but this estimate was based on "comparisons with better-studied 
streams" rather than actual surveys. During the first 3 years of operation of the counting facility at 
Red BluffDiversion Dam (1967-1969), the spawning run ofwinter-run chinook salmon averaged 
86,500 fish. From 1967 through the mid-1990's, the population declined at an average rate of 18 
percent per year, or roughly 50 percent per generation. The population reached critically low 
levels during the drought of 1987 -1992; the 3-year average run size for period of 1989 to 1991 was 
However, the trend in the past 5 years indicates the population may be recovering. The 
most recent 3-year ( 1997 -1999) average run-size was 2,220 fish. 
Additional historical and recent published chinook salmon abundance information are summarized 
m et al. (1998). 
3. -Central Valley Spring-run Chinook Salmon 
Historically, spring-run chinook salmon were predominant throughout the Central Valley, 
occupying upper middle reaches of the San Joaquin, American, Yuba, Feather, Sacramento, 
McCloud, and Pit rivers, with smaller populations in most other tributaries with sufficient habitat 
for over-summering (Stone 1874; Rutter 1904; Clark 1929). The Central Valley drainage as 
<HUL<H'-'U to spring-run chinook salmon runs as large as 600,000 fish 
adults were 
Friant Dam, the 
Spring-run chinook 
operation 
1940s (CDFG 1998). Before the construction ofFriant Dam, nearly 
in the San Joaquin River (Fry 1961). Following the completion of 
population from the San Joaquin River and its tributaries was extirpated. 
no exist in the American River due to the existence and 
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Natural spawning populations of Central Valley spring-run chinook '""''avu 
to accessible reaches in the upper Sacramento River, Antelope 
Creek, Big Chico Creek, Butte Creek, Clear Creek, Creek, Creek, and 
Yuba River (CDFG 1998; USFWS, unpublished data). With the exception of Butte Creek and the 
Feather River, these populations are relatively small ranging from a few fish to several hundred. 
Butte Creek returns in 1998 and 1999 numbered approximately 20,000 and 3,600, respectively 
(CDFG unpublished data). On the Feather River, significant numbers of spring-run chinook, as 
identified by run timing, return to the Feather River Hatchery. However, coded-wire-tag 
information from these hatchery returns indicates substantial introgression has occurred between 
fall-run and spring-run chinook populations in the Feather River due to practices. 
Additional historical and recent published chinook salmon abundance information are summarized 
in Myers et al. (1998). 
C. Steelhead 
1. General Life History 
Steelhead exhibit perhaps the most complex suite of life history traits of any species of Pacific 
salmonid. They can be anadromous or freshwater resident. Resident forms are usually called 
rainbow trout. Winter steelhead generally leave the ocean from August through April, and 
spawning occurs between December and May (Busby et al. 1996). The timing of upstream 
migration is generally correlated with higher flow events and associated lower water temperatures. 
Unlike Pacific salmon, steelhead are iteroparous, or capable of spawning more than once before 
death (Busby et al. 1996). However, it is rare for steelhead to spawn more than twice before 
dying; most that do so are females (Busby et al. 1996; Nickelson et al. 1992). Iteroparity is more 
common among southern steelhead populations than northern populations (Busby et 1996). 
Steelhead spawn in cool, clear streams featuring suitable gravel size, depth, and current velocity. 
Interrnittent streams may be used for spawning (Barnhart 1986; Everest 1973). The length of the 
incubation period for steelhead eggs is dependant on water temperature, oxygen 
concentration, and substrate composition. In late spring and following yolk sac absorption, alevins 
emerge from the gravel as fry and begin actively feeding in shallow water along perennial stream 
banks (Nickelson et al. 1992). 
Summer rearing takes place primarily in higher velocity areas in pools, although young-of-the-year 
are also abundant in glides and riffles. Winter rearing occurs more uniformly at lower densities 
across a wide range of fast and slow habitat types. Productive steelhead habitat is characterized 
by complexity, primarily in the form of large and small wood. Some older juveniles move 
downstream to rear in larger tributaries and mainstem rivers (Nickelson eta!. 1992). Juveniles 
feed on a wide variety of aquatic and terrestrial insects (Chapman and Bjornn 1969), and emerging 
fry are sometimes preyed upon by older juveniles. Juveniles live freshwater from one to four 
years (usually two years in the California) (Barnhart 1986), then smolt and migrate to the sea from 
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February through April. Although some steelhead smolts may outmigrant during the fall and early 
winter months. 
California steelhead typically reside in marine waters for one to two years prior to returning to 
their natal stream to spawn as three- or four-year olds (Busby et al. 1996). 
2. Population Trends - Central Valley steelhead 
Central Valley steelhead once ranged throughout most of the tributaries and headwaters of the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin basins prior to dam construction, water development, and watershed 
perturbations of the 19th and 20th centuries (McEwan and Jackson 1996; CALFED 2000). In the 
early 1960s, the California Fish and Wildlife Plan estimated a total run size of about 40,000 adulis 
for the entire Central Valley including San Francisco Bay (CDFG 1965). The annual run size for 
this ESU in 1991-92 was probably less than 10,000 fish based on dam counts, hatchery returns and 
past spawning surveys (McEwan and Jackson 1996). 
At present, all Central Valley steelhead are considered winter-run steelhead (McEwan and Jackson 
. 1996), although there are indications that summer steelhead were present in the Sacramento River 
system prior to the commencement of large-scale dam construction in the 1940's (IEP Steelhead 
Project Work Team 1999). McEwan and Jackson (1996) reported wild steelhead stocks appear to 
be mostly confined to upper Sacramento River tributaries such as Antelope, Deer, and Mill creeks 
and the Yuba River. However, naturally spawning populations are also known to occur in Butte 
Creek, and the upper Sacramento mainstem, Feather, American, Mokelumne, and Stanislaus rivers 
(CALFED 2000). It is possible that other naturally spawning populations exist in Central VaHey 
streams, but are undetected due to lack of monitoring and research programs. The recent 
implementation of new fisheries monitoring efforts has found steelhead in streams previously 
thought not to contain a population, such as Auburn Ravine, Dry Creek, and the Stanislaus River 
(IEP Steelhead Project Work Team 1999). 
3. Population Trends- Central California Coast steelhead 
Only two estimates of historic (pre-1960s) abundance specific to this ESU are available: an 
average of about 500 adults in Waddell Creek in the 1930s and early 1940s (Shapovalov and Taft 
1954), and 20,000 steelhead in the San Lorenzo River before 1965 (Johnson 1964). In the 
1960s, 94,000 adult steelhead were estimated to spawn in the rivers of this ESU, including 
50,000 fish in River 19,000 fish in the San Lorenzo River (CDFG 1965). Recent 
7,000 in the Russian River (including 
steclhead) and about 500 fish in the San Lorenzo River. These estimates 
abundance of steelhead in these two rivers is less than 15 percent of their 
in 1960s. estimates for several other streams (Lagunitas Creek, 
Waddell Creek, Scott Creek, San Vincente Creek, Soquel Creek, and Aptos Creek) indicate 
individual run sizes of 500 fish or less. Steelhead in most tributaries to San Francisco and San 
Pablo bays have been virtually extirpated (McEwan and Jackson 1996). Fair to good runs of 
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steelhead still apparently occur in coastal Marin County tributaries. In a 1994 to 1997 survey of 
30 San Francisco Bay watersheds, steell-~ead occurred in small numbers at 41 percent of the sites, 
including the Guadalupe River, San Lorenzo Creek, Corte Madera Creek, and Walnut Creek (Leidy 
1997). Presence/absence data available since the proposed listing show that in a subset of streams 
sampled in the central California coast region, most contain steelhead (Adams et al. 1999). While 
there are several concerns with these data (e.g., uncertainty regarding origin of juveniles), NMFS 
believes it is generally a positive indicator that there is a relatively broad distribution of steelhead 
in smaller streams throughout the region. 
Little information is available regarding the contribution of hatchery-produced fish to natural 
spawning of steelhead, and little information on present nm sizes or trends for this ESU exists. 
However, given the substantial rates of declines for stocks where data do exist, the majority of 
natura] production in this ESU is likely not self-sustaining (62 FR 43937). 
Generally, life history characteristics and habitat requirements for Central California Coast 
steelhead are similar to those described for Central Valley steelhead. However, Central 
California Coast steelhead typically migrate shorter distances and spawn in smaller, rainfall-fed 
streams compared to the larger, snowmelt-fed spawning streams and rivers occupied by Central 
Valley steelhead. Adult Central California Coast steelhead spawn in tributaries to San Francisco, 
San Pablo, and Suisun Bays. Outmigrants may utilize tidal marsh areas, non-tidal freshwater 
marshes, and other shallow water areas in the bays as rearing areas for short periods prior to their 
emigration to the sea. 
Additional historical and recent published steelhead abundance are summarized in NMFS west 
coast steelhead status review (Busby et al. 1996). 
III. Environmental Baseline 
The environmental baseline is an analysis ofthe effects of past and ongoing human and natural 
factors leading to the current status of the species. The environmental baseline includes the past 
and present impacts of all federal, state, or private actions and other human activities in the action 
area (50 CFR §402.02). The action area includes a large portion of California's Central Valley. 
The following Central Valley streams below major water storage reservoirs are included in the 
action area: the Sacramento River downstream of Keswick Dam to the Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta; Clear Creek downstream of Whiskeytown Dam to its confluence with the Sacramento River; 
the Feather River downstream of Oroville Dam to its confluence with the Sacramento River; the 
Yuba River downstream ofEnglebright Dam to its confluence with the Feather River; Stony Creek 
downstream of Black Butte Reservoir to its confluence with the Sacramento River; the Bear River 
downstream of Camp Far West Dam to its confluence with the Feather River; the American River 
downstream ofNimbus Dam to its confluence with the Sacramento River; the Mokelumne River 
downstream of Camanche Dam to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta; the Calaveras River 
downstream ofNew Hogan Dam to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta; the Stanislaus River 
downstream ofNew Melones Dam to its confluence with the San Joaquin River; the Tuolumne 
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River downstream of New Don Pedro Dam to its confluence with the San Joaquin River; the 
Merced River downstream of New Exchequer Dam to its confluence with the San Joaquin River, 
the San Joaquin River downstream of Friant Dam to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta; and the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Additional watersheds within the action area include Mill Creek, 
Deer Creek, Paynes Creek, Battle Creek, Butte Creek, Big Chico Creek, Thomes Creek, 
Cottonwood Creek, and other watersheds from the valley floor to the boundaries of national forest 
lands. Central Valley Project (CVP) and State Water Project (SWP) service areas outside the 
Central Valley are also part of the action area. 
Profound alterations to the riverine habitat of the Central Valley began with the discovery of gold 
in the middle of the last century. Dam construction, water diversion, and hydraulic mining soon 
followed, launching the Central Valley into the era of water manipulation and coincident habitat 
degradation. A number of documents have addressed the history of human activities, present 
environmental conditions, and factors contributing to the decline of salmon and steelhead species 
in the Central Valley. For example, NMFS has prepared range-wide status reviews for west coast 
chinook (Myers et al. 1998) and steelhead (Busby et al. 1996). Information is also available in 
Federal Register notices announcing ESA listing proposals and determinations for some of these 
species and their critical habitat (June 16, 1993, 58 FR 33212; January 4, 1994, 50 FR 440; March 
19, 1998, 63 FR 13347; September 16, 1999,64 FR 50394; February 16,2000,65 FR 7764). 
The final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement/Report for the CALFED Bay-Delta 
Program (July 2000) (CALFED 2000) and the final PElS for the CVPIA (October 1999) (DOl 
1999a) provide an excellent summary ofhistorical and recent environmental conditions for salmon 
and steelhead in the Central Valley. For the purposes of this document, a general description of the 
environmental baseline for Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, Central Valley spring-
run chinook salmon, and Central Valley steeihead is based on a summarization of these documents. 
In general, the human activities that have affected listed Central Valley anadromous salmonids and 
their habitats consist of: (1) dam construction that blocks previously accessible habitat; (2) water 
development activities that affect the water quantity, timing, and quality; (3) land use activities 
such as agriculture, flood control, urban development, mining, and logging that can degrade aquatic 
habitat; (4) hatchery operation and practices; (5) harvest activities; and (6) ecosystem restoration 
actions. 
1. Habitat Blockage 
Hydropower, flood control, and water supply dams of the CVP, SWP, and other municipal and 
private entities pennanently blocked or hindered salmonid access to historical spawning and 
grounds. ( 1929) estimated that originally there were 6,000 miles of salmon habitat in 
the Central Valley system and that 80 percent ofthis habitat had been lost by 1928. Yoshiyama et 
al. (1996) calculated that roughly 2,000 miles of salmon habitat was actually available before dam 
construction and mining, and concluded that 82 percent is not accessible today. Clark (1929) did 
not give calculation. Whether Clark's or Yoshiyama's calculation is used, only 
remnants of their former range remain accessible today in the Central Valley (CDFG 1998). 
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In general, large dams on every major tributary to the Sacramento River, San Joaquin River, and 
Delta block salmon and steelhead access to the upper portions of the respective watersheds. On 
the Sacramento River Keswick Dam blocks passage to historic spawning and rearing habitat in the 
upper Sacramento, McCloud and Pit rivers. On the Feather River Oroville Dam and associated 
facilities block passage to the upper Feather River watershed. Nimbus Dam blocks access to most 
the American River Basin. On the San Joaquin River, water development projects in the 19th 
century eliminated fall-nm chinook salmon that spawned in the mainstem of the river. Friant Dam 
construction in mid-1940's has been associated with the elimination of spring-run chinook salmon 
in the San Joaquin River upstream of the Merced River (DOl 1999a). 
2. Water Development Activities 
The diversion and storage ofnatural flows by dams and diversion structures on Central Valley 
waterways have depleted streamflows and altered the natural cycles by which juvenile and adult 
salmonids base their migrations. Depleted flows have contributed to higher temperatures, lower 
dissolved oxygen levels, and decreased recruitment of gravel and large woody debris. In addition, 
the altered flow regime below several Central Valley dams has impaired the regeneration of 
riparian vegetation. Historical seasonal flow patterns included high flood flows in the winter and 
spring with declining flows throughout the summer and early fall. As flows declined during the 
summer, the seeds from willows and cottonwood trees, deposited on the recently created sand 
bars, would germinate, sprout, and grow to maturity. The roots of these plants would follow the 
slowly receding water table, allowing the plants to become firmly established before the next rainy 
season. With the completion ofupstream reservoir storage projects throughout the Central Valley, 
the seasonal distribution of flows differs substantially from historical patterns. The magnitude and 
duration of peak f1ows during the winter and spring are reduced by water impoundment in upstream 
reservoirs. Instream flows during the summer and early fall months have increased over historic 
levels for deliveries of municipal and agricultural water supplies. Overall, water management 
now reduces natural variability by creating more uniform flows year-round that diminish natural 
channel fom1ing, riparian vegetation, and foodweb functions. 
Water diversions for irrigated agriculture, municipal and industrial use, and managed wetlands are 
found throughout the Central Valley. Hundreds of small and medium size water diversions exist 
along the Sacramento River, San Joaquin River and their tributaries. Although efforts have been 
made in recent years to screen some of these diversions, many remain unscreened. Depending on 
the size, location, and season of operation, these unscreened intakes entrain many life stages of 
aquatic species, including juvenile salmonids. More than 2,000 unscreened diversions in the Delta 
entrain resident and anadromous fishes. 
3. Land Use Activities 
About 150 years ago, the Sacramento River was bordered by up to 500,000 acres of riparian 
forest, with bands of vegetation literally spreading four to five miles (Resources Agency 1989). 
By 1979, riparian habitat along the Sacramento River diminished to 11,000-12,000 acres or about 
2 percent ofhistoric levels (McGill1979). More recently, about 16,000 acres of remaining 
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riparian vegetation has been reported (McGill 1987). The degradation and fragmentation of 
riparian habitat has resulted mainly from flood control and bank protection projects, together with 
the conversion ofriparian land to agriculture (Jones and Stokes Associates 1993). 
Increased sedimentation resulting from agricultural and urban practices within the Central Valley is 
a primary cause of salmonid habitat degradation. Sedimentation can adversely effect salmonids 
during all freshwater life stages by clogging, or abrading gill surfaces; adhering to eggs; inducing 
behavioral modifications; burying eggs or alevins; scouring and filling pools and riffles; reducing 
primary productivity and photosynthetic activity; and affecting intergravel permeability and 
dissolved oxygen levels. Embedded substrates can reduce the production of juvenile salmonids 
and hinder the ability of some over-wintering juveniles to hide in the gravels during high flow 
events. 
Land use activities associated with road construction, urban development, logging, mining, 
agriculture, and recreation have significantly altered fish habitat quantity and quality through 
alteration of streambank and channel morphology; alteration of ambient stream water temperatures; 
degradation of water quality; elimination of spawning and rearing habitat; fragmentation of 
available habitats; elimination of downstream recruitment of gravel and large woody debris; and 
removal of riparian vegetation resulting in increased streambank erosion. Agricultural practices 
have eliminated large trees and logs and other woody debris that would have been otherwise 
recruited to the stream channel. Large woody debris influences stream morphology by affecting 
pool formation, channel pattern and position, and channel geometry. 
Historically in the Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta, tidal marshes provided a highly productive 
estuarine environment for juvenile anadromous salmonids. During the course of their downstream 
migration, juvenile winter-run chinook, spring-run chinook, and steelhead utilize the Delta's 
estuarine habitat for seasonal rearing, and as a migration corridor to the sea. Since the 1850s, 
reclamation of Delta islands for agricultural purposes caused the cumulative loss of94 percent of 
the Delta's tidal marshes (Monroe et al. 1992). 
In addition to the degradation and loss of estuarine habitat, downstream migrant juvenile salmon in 
the Delta have been subject to adverse conditions created by water export operations of the CVP 
and SWP. Specifically, juvenile salmon have been adversely affected by: (1) water diversion 
from the mainstem Sacramento River into the Central Delta via the manmade Delta Cross Channel; 
(2) upstream or reverse flows of water in the lower San Joaquin River and southern Delta 
waterways; and (3) entrainment at the CVP/SWP export facilities and associated problems at 
Clifton Court Juvenile salmonids arc exposed to increased water temperatures in the 
Delta during the · and summer due to the loss of riparian shading, and by thermal inputs 
from municipal, industrial, and agricultural discharges. 
4. Hatchery Operation and Practices 
Five hatcheries currently produce chinook salmon in the Central Valley and four of these also 
produce steelhead. Releasing large numbers of hatchery fish can pose a threat to wild chinook and 
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steelhead stocks through genetic impacts, competition for food and other resources between 
hatchery and wild fish, predation of hatchery fish on wild fish, and increased fishing pressure on 
wild stocks as a result of hatchery production (Waples 1991 ). The genetic impacts of artificial 
propagation programs in the Central Valley are primarily caused by the straying of hatchery fish 
and the subsequent hybridization of hatchery and wild fish. In the Central Valley, practices such 
as trucking smolts to distant sites for release and the transferring of eggs between hatcheries 
contribute to· elevated straying levels (DOl 1999a). 
5. Harvest 
Extensive ocean recreational and commercial troll fisheries for chinook salmon exist along the 
Central California coast, and an inland recreational fishery exists in the Central Valley for chinook 
salmon and steelhead. Ocean harvest of Central Valley chinook is estimated using an abundance 
index, called the Central Valley Index (CVI). The CVI harvest rate is the ratio of salmon harvested 
south of Point Arena (where 85 percent of Central Valley chinook are caught) to the CVI 
escapement. 
Since 1970, the CVI ocean harvest index for winter-run chinook salmon has generally ranged 
between 0.50 and 0.80. In 1990 when additional harvest restrictions to protect winter-run chinook 
were first imposed by NMFS and Pacific Fisheries Management Council (PFMC), the CVI harvest 
rate was near the highest level at 0.79. Through the early 1990's, the ocean harvest index was 
below this level: 0.71 in 1991, 0.71 in 1992,0.72 in 1993,0.74 in 1994, 0.78 in 1995 and 0.64 in 
1996. In 1996 and 1997, NMFS issued biological opinions which concluded that incidental ocean 
harvest ofwinter-run chinook represented a significant source of mortality to the endangered 
population, even though ocean harvest was not a key factor leading to the decline of the population 
(National Marine Fisheries Service 1996, 1997). As a result of these opinions, measures were 
developed and implemented by the PFMC, NMFS, and CDFG to reduce ocean harvest impacts by 
approximately 50 percent. 
There are limited data on spring-run chinook ocean harvest rates. An analysis using CWT spring-
run from the Feather River Hatchery estimate harvest rates were 18 percent to 22 percent for age-3 
fish, 57 percent to 85 percent for age-4 fish, and 97 percent to 100 percent for age-5 fish (CDFG 
1998). 
Historically, in California, almost half of the river sportfishing effort was in the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin River system, particularly upstream from the city of Sacramento (Emmett et al. 1991). 
Since 1987, the Fish and Game Commission has adopted increasingly stringent regulations to 
reduce and virtually eliminate the in-river sport fishery for winter-run chinook. Present regulations 
include a year-round closure to salmon fishing between Keswick Dam and the Deschutes Road 
Bridge and a rolling closure to salmon fishing on the Sacramento River between the Deschutes 
Road Bridge and the Carquinez Bridge. The rolling closure spans the majority of months adult 
winter-run chinook salmon are ascending the Sacramento River to their spawning grounds. These 
closures have virtually eliminated impacts on winter-run chinook by recreational angling in 
freshwater. 
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To address potential incidental take of chinook salmon that occurs in the recreational trout fishery, 
the California Fish and Game Commission adopted in 1992 gear restrictions (all hooks must be 
barbless and a maximum 2.25 inches in length) to minimize hooking injury and mortality caused by 
trout anglers incidentally catching winter-run chinook. That same year, the Commission also 
adopted regulations which prohibited any salmon from being removed from the water to further 
reduce the potential for injury and mortality to winter-run chinook from the trout and steelhead 
fishery. 
Specific regulations for the protection of spring-run chinook salmon in Mill, Deer, Big Chico, and 
Butte creeks were added to the existing CDFG regulations in 1994. Existing regulations, including 
those developed for winter-run chinook provide some level of protection for Central Valley 
spring-run chinook (CDFG 1998). 
There is little information on steelhead harvest rates in California. Hallock et a!. ( 1961) estimated 
that harvest rates for Sacramento River steelhead from the 1953-54 through 1958-59 seasons 
ranges from 25.1 percent to 45.6 percent assuming a 20 percent non return rate oftags. Staley 
(1976) estimated the harvest rate in the American River during the 1971-72 and 1973-74 seasons 
to be 27 percent. The average annual harvest rate on adult steelhead above Red Bluff Diversion 
Darn for the three year period 1991-92 through 1993-94 is 16 percent (McEwan and Jackson 
1996). 
6. Ecosystem Restoration 
Preliminary, significant steps towards the largest ecological restoration project yet undertaken in 
the United States have occurred during the past four years and continue to proceed in California's 
Central Valley. The CALFED Bay-Delta Program, in coordination with other Central Valley 
efforts including those implemented through the CVPIA, has implemented numerous habitat 
restoration actions that benefit Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, Central Valley 
spring-run chinook salmon, Central Valley steelhead, and their critical habitat. These restoration 
actions include the installation of fish screens, modification of barriers to improve fish passage, 
and habitat acquisition and restoration. The majority of these recent restoration actions address 
key factors for decline of these ESUs and emphasis has been placed in tributary drainages with 
high potential for winter-run chinook salmon, spring-run chinook salmon, and steelhead production. 
Additional actions that are currently underway that benefit Sacramento River winter-run chinook 
salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, and Central Valley steelhead include new 
efforts to enhance fisheries monitoring and conservation actions to address artificial propagation. 
In the Delta, approximately 1,500 acres of land have been purchased for restoration activities since 
1996. Restoration of these Delta areas primarily involves flooding lands previously used for 
agriculture, thereby creating additional wetland areas and rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids. 
A beneficial action unrelated to the CALFED Program includes the Environmental Protection 
Agency's remedial actions at Iron Mountain Mine. The completion of a state-of-the-art lime 
neutralization plant is successfully removing significant concentrations of toxic metals in acidic 
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mine drainage from the Spring Creek Watershed. Containment loading into the upper Sacramento 
River from Iron Mountain Mine has shown measurable reductions since the early 1990's. 
IV. Effects of the Action 
The following section discusses the direct and indirect effects on Sacramento River winter-run 
chinook salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, Central Valley steelhead, Central 
California Coast steelhead, and/or their designated critical habitat that are expected to result from 
the proposed action. Cumulative effects (effects of future State, local, or private actions on 
endangered and threatened species or critical habitat) are discussed separately at the end of this 
section. 
A. General Effects 
The CALFED Program is intended to increase water availability for agricultural and urban users 
while providing for recovery of anadromous salmonids and other species. Species recovery is to 
be accomplished largely through improvements to habitat, including increased water availability at 
key times to benefit particular species. The CALFED Program will affect species in the 
Sacramento River Basin, San Joaquin River Basin, Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, and Suisun 
Marsh and Bay for a period of 30 years or more. Both beneficial and adverse impacts to 
Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, Central 
Valley steelhead, and Central California Coast steelhead are expected from the various component 
programs and strategies (see below). The huge scale and extended time frame of the CALFED 
Program implies that the overall effect of the CALFED Program will be detennined not only by the 
implementation of specific actions, but by the order and location in which the actions are 
implemented and the successful use of adaptive management to modify actions to target a desired 
outcome. 
B. Soecific Effects 
Levee System Integrity Program (LSIP) 
The LSIP would reduce the risk to the ecosystem of catastrophic breaching of Delta levees by 
maintaining and improving the integrity of the levee system. Reduced likelihood of catastrophic 
breaching of Delta levees would reduce the likelihood of rapid hydrodynamic and salinity changes 
caused by sudden changes in Delta outflow and channel flow conditions. Although infrequently, 
species would benefit from the reduced frequency of sudden salinity shifts that could adversely 
affect habitat or delay transport to areas providing for specific species needs, such as spawning 
and rearing habitat. The change in flow and water quality conditions attributable to catastrophic 
breaching of levees also could increase entrainment in Delta diversions, depending on the change 
in the distribution of a species and the timing of breaches relative to the vulnerability of specific 
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life stages. Reduced risk of catastrophic breaching would reduce the risk of unexpected increased 
entrainment events. 
Levee construction and maintenance actions will occur primarily under two of the five parts of the 
LSIP (i.e., the Delta Levee Base Level Protection Plan and Delta Levee Special Improvement 
Projects), plus the added plan for Suisun Marsh levees. These actions have the potential to 
adversely impact anadromous salmonids due to (1) noise, vibration, siltation, input of 
contaminants, or other impacts to aquatic habitat related to construction activities such as dredging, 
addition of material to achieve required cross section, installation of rip rap, or road repair; and 
(2) degradation or loss of shaded riverine aquatic habitat or shallow water habitat due to removal 
of vegetation or debris and installation, repair, or replacement of rip rap for bank protection. 
Disturbance and increased turbidity from in-channel construction may impair chinook salmon or 
steelhead feeding or cause avoidance of habitat in the immediate vicinity of the project site (Berg 
1982; Feist et al. 1992; Knudsen et al. 1992). If inadequate cover remains, small fish may be more 
vulnerable to predation (Savino and Stein 1982). Many construction impacts and some of the other 
impacts to fish habitat can be avoided or minimized by using accepted construction time windows, 
best management practices, and habitat revegetation and restoration techniques. Plans for Delta 
Levee Special Improvement Projects must include explicit provisions for the protection offish and 
wildlife habitat. 
The inherent nature of levees used for flood control typically leads to poor-quality fish habitat that 
is channelized, relatively uniform with deep, fast-moving water, limited in productivity, and 
lacking vegetation, instream woody material, or other cover for fish (Michny and Hampton 1984; 
DeHaven 1999). Large, rip-rapped areas lacking riparian vegetation with shaded riverine aquatic 
habitat may limit the viability of the Sacramento River to support anadromous fish (Jones and 
Stokes 1993). Studies have shown high preference of juvenile salmonids for natural shoreline 
areas, indicating that continued suppression of shaded riverine aquatic habitat could hinder the 
successful rearing of juvenile salmonids (USFWS 1993). Continued maintenance of existing Delta 
levees will perpetuate poor-quality fish habitat. Therefore, major changes to levee design (i.e., in 
particular, using setback levees) will be required to truly improve habitat and minimize impacts to 
fish in leveed areas. 
The ERP Plan and CALFED Stage 1 milestones call for the installation of setback levees and other 
measures to improve fish habitat in leveed river reaches and Delta channels and sloughs. 
Coordination of the LSIP with the ERP will allow for concurrent planning and implementation of 
significant habitat restoration along with levee improvements (see Summary of Key Planned 
Actions and Ecosystem Restoration Program). 
The Delta Levee Emergency Management and Response Plan and Delta Levee Risk Assessment 
and Risk Management Strategy components of the LSIP primarily will focus on planning and 
funding issues related to emergency levee repairs and risks that may lead to levee failure, 
respectively. From NMFS' perspective, emergency levee repairs in the Delta are problematic 
that they usually are required when flows are high in the winter. Juvenile anadromous salmonids 
are abundant in the Delta during this period, which is outside the construction time window usually 
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allowed by NMFS for in-channel work in the Delta. The Delta Levee Emergency Management and 
Response Plan will include environmental considerations in the planning process as a Stage 1 
action. The risk assessment required as a Stage 1 action under the Delta Levee Risk Assessment 
and Risk Management Strategy may identify the levees that are most vulnerable to failure. If these 
levees are targeted for maintenance work during accepted construction time windows before they 
fail, the number of emergency levee repairs required in the Delta may decline during Phase III. 
The Subsidence Control Plan is likely to only minimally affect anadromous salmonid fishes 
because it focuses on land use practices on the land side of Delta levees. 
Water Quality Program (WQP) 
The WQP is intended to improve water quality primarily through the control of contaminant 
sources, increased enforcement of existing regulatory programs, and provision of incentives for 
action that goes beyond current regulatory programs. Potential actions would address contaminants 
from mine drainage, urban and industrial runoff, wastewater and industrial discharge, agricultural 
drainage and runoff, and unknown origins (e.g., toxicity events affecting aquatic organisms that 
cannot be attributed to specific causes). 
Reducing the quantity of contaminants (e.g., metals and toxic elements, organics and pesticides, 
etc.) that enter the Bay-Delta and tributaries would be expected to benefit especially resident 
fishes, but also anadromous salmonids. Receiving contaminants from river inflow and 
bi-directional tidal flow from the Bay, the Delta would benefit from WQP elements implemented 
upstream in the Sacramento River and San Joaquin River Regions and downstream in the Bay 
Region. Reduced contaminants could substantially increase system productivity which should lead 
to increased survival, growth, and reproduction. Fish should benefit from reduced metabolic stress 
and increased survival. Vulnerable salmonid life stages such as eggs and larvae especially may 
benefit from reductions in localized inputs of pollutants or suspended sediments. The WQP will 
aggressively address at least three water quality issues that are of particular importance to 
anadromous salmonids: (1) mercury levels in Cache Creek, (2) mercury levels in the Delta, and (3) 
dissolved cxygen (DO) levels in the San Joaquin River near Stockton. 
Cache Creek is designated critical habitat for Central Valley steelhead, although both fish passage 
and·elevated mercury levels present significant problems in this drainage. The WQP includes 
actions focused on mercury evaluation and abatement in Cache Creek. Stage 1 actions include 
remediation (i.e., drainage control) of mercury mines as appropriate and development and 
implementation of a TMDL for mercury. 
Mercury is common in sediment in the Bay-Delta system (USACE et al. 1998). Methylization of 
mercury, which increases its potential for bioaccumulation, tends to occur when inorganic mercury 
is exposed to air. This is likely to happen when dredged sediment is used for levee maintenance 
and repair, and in habitat restoration projects such as creation of wetlands or shallow water habitat 
that may be used by salmonids. The WQP includes management and research elements that will 
focus on the methylization process in the Delta, mapping sediment mercury concentration in areas 
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that would be dredged during levee maintenance work, and determining the potential impact of 
ecosystem restoration work on methyl mercury levels in lower and higher trophic level organisms. 
This work will be coordinated with both the ERP and the CMARP component of the SP. 
The WQP will address low DO levels that occur in the Bay-Delta system, especially in the San 
Joaquin River near Stockton during the late summer and fall. This action is of particular 
pertinence to salmonid fishes, because the low DO may act as a water quality barrier to adult fall-
run chinook salmon that migrate upstream to spawn in the Merced, Tuolumne, and Stanislaus 
Rivers between September and December. Fall-run chinook salmon is a candidate for listing 
under the ESA by NMFS, and is a major species targeted for recovery by CALFED. Under the 
WQP, CALFED will include completing studies of causes for DO depletion in San Joaquin River 
near Stockton, supporting finalization of Basin Plan Amendment and TMDL for constituents that 
cause low DO, and developing inter-substrate DO testing in conjunction with ERP. 
Some actions proposed under the WQP to achieve program goals involve manipulating flow and 
water temperature (i.e., to influence DO), in-channel construction (e.g., installation of operable 
barriers in the south Delta and a screened diversion structure on the Sacramento River in the north 
Delta), and general flexibility in storage and operations as well as conveyance improvements to 
address drinking water quality problems. These actions may impact anadromous salmonids and 
are discussed in the Levee System Integrity Program and Water A1anagement Strategy effects 
analyses. 
Ecosystem Restoration Program (ERP) 
The ERP is intended to achieve or contribute to the recovery of anadromous salmonids and several 
other species found in the Bay-Delta through the implementation of proactive restoration actions. 
The ERP Plan identifies over 600 programmatic actions addressing several ecosystem elements 
and that will be implemented throughout the Sacramento-San Joaquin River basin and Bay-Delta. 
These actions will be implemented in all ecological management zones. Several streams and 
rivers that are designated critical habitat for Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, Central 
Valley spring-run chinook salmon, and Central Valley steelhead, and are important habitat for 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon (e.g., Battle Creek, Clear Creek, Deer Creek, 
Cosumnes River, San Joaquin River, and Tuolumne River) specifically are targeted for large-scale 
restoration. ERP actions are expected to substantially improve conditions for chinook salmon and 
steelhead, and contribute to species recovery. Major categories of these actions and their effects 
on anadromous salmonids include the following: 
Protection, restoration, and management of diverse habitat types. Restore tidal action to Delta 
sloughs; restore tidal and non-tidal wetlands; improve levee and berm management practices to 
protect and enhance riparian and shaded riverine aquatic habitat; protect and restore riparian 
vegetation; restore stream side-channel habitat where appropriate; terminate or modify programs 
that remove Instream woody material from stream channels; improve land management and grazing 
practices in stream riparian zones; purchase streambank conservation easements from willing 
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sellers; and modify in-chmmel structures or features to eliminate predator habitat. These actions 
would improve habitat for salmonids by increasing shaded riverine aquatic habitat and Instream 
woody material, providing varied water depth and velocity, increasing ecosystem productivity and 
salmonid food supply, and reducing predatory and competitive mteractions. This could lead to 
increased fish growth, fecundity, and survival (Miller and Simenstad 1997; DeHaven 1999). 
Provide instream flows and habitat conditions in Bay-Delta tributaries sufficient for fish 
protection and recovery. Manage reservoirs (e.g., through establishing minimum cold-water pool 
size, installing temperature control devices, negotiating and implementing adequate flow release 
schedules, and using real-time management) and watersheds (e.g., through pumping groundwater, 
enhancing riparian vegetation, reducing drainage inputs of wann agricultural and urban runoff, 
developing and implementing watershed management plans, eliminating unpermitted diversions, 
and acquiring water from willing sellers) to ensure adequate streamflows and water temperatures. 
These actions would reduce mortality of chinook salmon and steelhead eggs and larvae, which are 
particularly vulnerable to elevated water temperatures and stranding; increase growth rates of 
rearing juvenile fish, improve juvenile and adult migration success, and decrease predatory and 
competitive interactions by increasing available habitat. 
Improve Delta outjlow during key periods. Prescribe the source, timing, and magnitude Delta 
outflow for key periods, and use real-time management. These actions would improve survival by 
promoting successful migration of juvenile and adult salmonids through the Delta, and reducing 
juvenile entrainment at the SWP/CVP export facilities. 
Reconnect Bay-Delta tributaries with their floodplains. Maintain or restore stream meander 
configurations, install setback levees, develop and implement floodplain management plans, 
acquire flood easements, purchase floodplain lands from willing sellers, convert leveed lands to 
tidal wetland/slough complexes, remove levees that hinder tidal and floodflows, and conserve 
remaining natural floodplain topography. These actions would habitat for salmonids by 
increasing shaded riverine aquatic habitat and Instream woody material, providing varied water 
depth and velocity, increasing ecosystem productivity and salmonid food supply, and reducing 
predatory and competitive interactions. This could lead to increased fish growth, fecundity, and 
survival (DeHaven 1999). 
Assess and limit the negative effects of hatchery propagation on natural anadromous salmonid 
populations. Limit hatchery stocking if populations of chinook salmon or steelhead can be 
sustained by natural production; adopt methods for selecting spawning adults for hatchery use from 
an appropriate cross section of the adult population; limit the stocking of steelhead and chinook 
salmon fry and smolts to natal watersheds; and select spawning adults of appropriate genetic 
makeup to minimize genetic contamination of existing hatchery and naturally-producing 
populations. These actions would help to maintain the genetic integrity of naturally spawning 
populations. 
Restore aspects of the sediment erosion and deposition regime. Maintain, improve, or 
supplement gravel recruitment and natural sediment transport in streams; improve spawning gravel 
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and gravel availability in streams; relocate instream and floodplain gravel mining and artificially 
introduce gravels to compensate for sediment trapped by dams; and develop and implement 
appropriate land use plans that allow the natural recruitment of sediments. Spawning habitat 
abundance and gravel quality would improve as a result of implementing these actions. This may 
increase spawning success and egg and larval survival. 
Eliminate fish passage barriers, and reduce fish entrainment and stranding. Remove dams to 
provide access to historical spawning and rearing habitat; install or upgrade fish passage facilities 
at dams; remove or modify culvert crossings or other barriers; install state-of-the-art, positive-
barrier screens on water diversions; improve existing screens and bypass systems; eliminate or 
consolidate water diversions; and assess and develop recommendations to reduce stranding in 
floodplains, toe drains, shallow ponds, and levee borrow areas. These actions would reduce 
entrainment of juvenile fish and stranding of juvenile and adult fish. This would improve migration 
success and survival and increase adult spawning success. 
Implementation of ERP actions that are intended to benefit other species may adversely affect 
anadromous salmonids. Such conflicts likely would be resolved through oversight by the 
Governance Plan or MSCS that would provide for prioritization of water needs (see Summary of 
Key Planned Actions). Preparation of ASIPs and consultation with the fish and wildlife agencies 
will be required prior to implementation of ERP actions. 
Water Use Efficiency Program (WUEP) 
purpose of the WUEP is to increase water conservation and recycling primarily in the urban 
and agricultural sectors of California. Programmatic actions generally focus on expanding State 
and federal water recycling programs and providing planning, technical, and financial assistance to 
local water suppliers. This program is expected to benefit fish because water savings could 
reduce the demand for Delta exports, increase water available for transfers, delay the need for new 
water facilities, and improve water quality. Reduced demands could increase reservoir and 
diversion operation flexibility, and allow flow management to meet species needs or to more 
closely approximate the natural seasonal flow variability. Reestablishing natural seasonal flow 
variability (i.e., pattern and magnitude) could reactivate and maintain ecological processes and 
structures that sustain healthy fish, wildlife, and plant populations. Reduced contaminant delivery 
resulting from reduced applied water and subsequent reduced runoff would improve water quality, 
which could lead to improved fish health, survival, and productivity. Species also could benefit 
from reduced entrainment and impingement impacts due to reduced diversions, modifications in 
flow timing and reservoir improved in-stream water quality, and increased water 
available for ecosystem purposes. 
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Water Transfer Program (WTP) 
The WTP proposes a framework of actions, policies, and processes that, collectively, 
facilitate water transfers and the further development of a statewide water transfer market. 
Therefore, this program likely will increase the occurrence of water transfers in the Sacramento-
San Joaquin drainage. This would affect fisheries and aquatic resources primarily through changes 
to riverine flow and export. Several factors, including the source of water for a transfer and the 
timing, magnitude, and pathway of each transfer, influence the likelihood for potentially significant 
impacts. To the extent that transfers are consistent with ecosystem needs and purposes, fisheries 
and aquatic ecosystems would benefit. The WTP may allow water to be obtained for the EW A 
(see Water Management Strategy), which by definition will benefit fish including steelhead and 
chinook salmon. Benefits could include reestablishing the natural seasonal flow and salinity 
variability, and reduced entrainment and impingement impacts associated with reduced or 
rescheduled diversions. Conversely, potentially significant adverse impacts may result from 
transfers for agricultural and urban uses if proper planning and management of specific transfers 
are not undertaken. Adverse effects on species could include reduced habitat abundance 
attributable to flow effects, reduced transport and attraction in response to flow effects, and 
increased entrainment attributable to flow effects on species movement and distribution relative to 
the location and volume of diversions. To address these potential adverse effects, water transfers 
facilitated through the WTP that may affect threatened or endangered salmonids or other species 
will require further consultation with the appropriate fish and wildlife agencies (see Summary of 
Key Planned Actions). 
Implementing the WTP will affect water operations by increasing the availability of the SWP/CVP 
facilities for water transfers of non-project water. Therefore, the WTP may contribute to the need 
for modifications to the conveyance system. These may include in-channel construction activities 
which could adversely .impact anadromous salmonids (see Water Management Strategy). 
Watershed Program (WP) 
The WP will provide financial and technical assistance to local watershed programs that focus on 
achieving multiple objectives in the areas of water supply reliability, flood management, 
environmental restoration, and water quality. This assistance will benefit anadromous salmonids if 
it supports watershed level habitat restoration actions such as improving riparian habitat or fish 
passage, restoring wetlands, stream banks, or stream morphology, or reducing pollutant loads. 
Beneficial watershed-level impacts may also improve habitat conditions downstream. 
Potential watershed activities that are expected to improve flows in upstream areas also would 
improve flows in the Delta. Ecosystem-level benefits could include a closer approximation of 
natural seasonal flow variability, restoration of natural sediment delivery and movement, reduced 
contaminant input, increased productivity, and restoration of the natural ecosystem structure, such 
as floodplain connectivity. Species benefits primarily would accrue from increased habitat 
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abundance due to improved flow conditions and increased survival, growth, and reproduction in 
response to improved water quality. 
CALFED will promote local watershed stewardship and encourage watershed actions that include 
monitoring protocols and increase community learning and awareness. This should benefit. fish if it 
encourages collection of data that may be used to make more informed fish and water management 
decisions, and discourages human behavior that adversely affects the watershed (e.g., destruction 
offish habitat). 
Flood control actions (e.g. levee construction or maintenance) implemented as part of the WP may 
adversely affect fish, as could construction associated with other in-channel or riparian zone 
actions. Impacts may occur due to disturbance of existing aquatic or riparian biological 
communities, mobilization of sediments, and input of contaminants. Impacts to anadromous 
salmonids may be avoided or minimized through the use of accepted construction time windows 
and best management practices (see Levee System Integrity Program). These activities would 
require further consultation with appropriate fish and wildlife agencies (see Summary of Key 
Planned Actions). 
Water Management Strategy (WMS) 
Storage 
The lSI component ofCALFED's WMS would be expected to benefit anadromous salmonids 
because it will contribute to increased flexibility in the timing, magnitude, and duration of 
reservoir releases and exports from the CVP/SWP pumps. This should provide increased 
opportunity for releases of water that would benefit steelhead and chinook salmon (e.g., to maintain 
adequate water temperature or reduce take at the export facilities). Large, long-term surface 
storage is suited to rapidly discharging or receiving large volumes of water, an advantage in real-
time management of high river flow periods or environmental storage releases. Cold-water pool 
volume could increase with increased on-stream reservoir capacity. A portion of new storage may 
be allocated to environmental water supplies and could provide beneficial impacts through 
enhancement of seasonal flow needs for steelhead and chinook salmon. Species could benefit from 
increased productivity and improved conditions affecting movement. Total Delta outflow, 
however, would be reduced because total exports will increase. The diversion of water to 
required to fill additional storage would additionally reduce outflow. Adverse effects of reduced 
outflow would depend on timing and reduction in magnitude relative to base outflow conditions. 
Filling in-Delta storage could adversely affect fish species, depending on the location of the 
storage and diversion facilities and the timing, magnitude, duration, and frequency of diversions. 
As discussed above, Delta outflow would be reduced. In addition, the magnitude of net reverse 
flow could increase in some Delta channels. Changes in Delta outflow and channel flow could 
affect the distribution of rearing or outmigrating chinook salmon and steelhead, potentially 
increasing entrainment in CVP/SWP export facilities and other Delta diversions. Depending on the 
location of the diversion intake, some species populations may be more affected than others. For 
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example, diversion from the Mokelumne channels or the San Joaquin River channel could result in 
potentially greater effects on Mokelumne River or San Joaquin River chinook salmon than on 
chinook salmon from the Sacramento River. Although the diversion into in-Delta storage would be 
screened, entrainment-related losses would occur, including predation, abrasion, and 
impingement. The operations flexibility of in-Delta storage, however, would provide the 
opportunity to avoid and minimize adverse effects on Delta fish species through diversions during 
periods when flow conditions would be minimally affected and when Delta species are least 
vulnerable to the effects of diversions. If diversions to in-Delta storage allow reoperation of other 
Delta diversions, lower diversions during periods of high fish vulnerability could benefit Delta 
fish species by reducing entrainment losses and potential adverse effects of Delta flows on species 
distribution. 
For in-Delta storage, discharge directly to Delta export and diversion facilities could increase 
operational flexibility, potentially benefitting fish species present in the Delta by minimizing 
exports or diversions during periods of high fish vulnerability. Discharge for environmental 
benefits could, given appropriate timing, improve Delta flow conditions-reducing the magnitude 
of net reverse flow and increasing Delta outflow during periods of potentially high fish sensitivity. 
Export or diversion of in-Delta storage discharged to Delta channels, however, could result in 
adverse effects by increasing fish entrainment. 
Simulated operations demonstrated that increased storage in and upstream of the Delta could 
enable average annual CVP and SWP exports to increase by 500-700 TAF (an 8-12% annual 
increase). The simulated increase primarily occurs during January-March and in September. 
Higher exports could adversely affect the population abundance of Delta species through increased 
entrainment-related losses, including losses of winter-, spring-, and fall-run chinook salmon. In 
addition, increased exports would increase the magnitude of net reverse flow conditions in Old and 
Middle Rivers and possibly in the lower San Joaquin River. Net reverse flow conditions are 
counter to natural net flow conditions in Delta channels and could reduce productivity, impair 
species movement, and increase entrainment in Delta diversions. Species adversely affected could 
include chinook salmon and steelhead. Increases of annual exports of this magnitude will require 
ongoing consultation with the fish and wildlife agencies. 
All proposed new reservoir construction is off-stream, and consequently should not directly 
impede juvenile or adult salmonid migration. However, construction of storage facilities could 
cause short-term adverse impacts downstream due to mobilization of sediments and input of 
contaminants. 
Implementation of the lSI will result in increased pumping of groundwater. Although the ISI also 
provides for actions such as groundwater monitoring and modeling, the intent is to develop the 
groundwater supply for agricultural, urban, and environmental uses. Under present use levels, 
groundwater overdrafts already occur in both Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys during some 
years (CDWR 1998). Groundwater overdrafts may affect aquifer size and depth, and hence 
recharge to streams such as the San Joaquin River. However, the ISI will be implemented in 
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concert with the ERP, MSCS, EW A, and WQP and in such a way that the net effects to species and 
their habitats will be positive (see Summary of Key Planned Actions and Governance Plan). 
Conveyance 
South Delta 
As with the ISI, the modifications to conveyance proposed under the WMS is expected to benefit 
anadromous salmonids because they will contribute to increased flexibility in the timing, 
magnitude, and duration of reservoir releases and exports from the CVP/SWP pumps. Many of the 
proposed modifications to conveyance in the south Delta will provide for either fully utilizing the 
existing export capacity or increasing the export capacity at the SWP Banks Pumping Plant (e.g., 
constructing a new screened intake at CCFB, implementing a SWP/CVP JPOD, changing the SWP 
pumping rules to increase expert pumping limits, and installing a barriers at the head of Old River). 
Increased export capacity will benefit anadromous salmonids because it will provide for wheeling 
and storage that otherwise would not be available for EW A or other environmental water. 
However, there is some question whether adequate storage ofEWA water south of the Delta (e.g., 
in San Luis Reservoir, Metropolitan Water District's Diamond Valley Reservoir, or groundwater 
storage) will be available, which may limit the benefit of increased export capacity to anadromous 
salmonids. Total exports are expected to increase throughout Phase III and will be facilitated by 
increased export capacity at the SWP pumps, potentially reducing total outflow from the Delta or 
contribute to increased magnitude or frequency of reverse flows. This may adversely impact 
anadromous salmonids unless compensated for through the EW A or other environmental water 
releases. 
Screening the intake at CCFB to NMFS criteria ultimately should decrease the take of juvenile 
salmonids by reducing or eliminating entrainment at the SWP export facilities. CALFED intends to 
secure permits by the middle of 2003 to increase SWP pumping up to 8,500 cfs and potentially 100 
TAF per month. SWP pumping is intended to be increased to the maximum capacity of 10,300 cfs 
by the end of Stage 1 (i.e., 2007). Prior to increasing pumping above current authorized levels, 
operational rules for use of additional export capability will be determined through ESA 
consultation on the project-specific environmental documentation prepared for the various 
conveyance elements. To offset potential impacts and to provide for recovery of fishery 
populations, additional measures will be developed which would allow for protection of fish. 
These additional measures may include (a) screening, (b) new standards which limit the timing and 
magnitude of exports and water supply releases at key periods of fish concern, or a combination of 
the two. The agencies are discussing the installation of fish screen modules of 2,500 cfs each at 
Clifton Court Forebay. However, entrainment of fish at the pumps could increase during the 
interim period before the diversion is fully screened due to increased fish attraction to greater 
export flow. Other negative effects (e.g., increased predation, impingement, and abrasion) 
associated with water diversions also may increase with the greater volume of water exported. 
Both screening the intake and increasing water exports will require further consultation with the 
appropriate fish and wildlife agencies. Potential adverse impacts to fish populations will have to 
be monitored carefully throughout the 30-year period of Phase III. 
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Installation and closure of an operable barrier at the head of Old River would direct San Joaquin 
River flow down the main San Joaquin River channel and past Stockton. The barrier would 
benefit outmigrating juvenile chinook salmon and steelhead from the San Joaquin River Basin by 
directing their movement along the San Joaquin River pathway and away from the CVP and SWP 
south Delta export intakes. The likelihood of successful outmigration increases as juvenile 
salmonids are directed further downstream. The barrier may also benefit adult chinook salmon 
through improved dissolved oxygen and water temperature conditions that result from increased net 
flow past Stockton. 
Alternatively, closure of the barrier without a concomitant reduction in exports would increase net 
flow toward the CVP/SWP pumps, primarily through Turner Cut, Middle River, and Old River. 
Net flow toward the export facilities counters the natural net flow conditions in Delta channels and 
could reduce productivity, impair species movement, and increase entrainment of anadromous 
salmonids and other species in Delta diversions. Installation and operation of this barrier will 
require ongoing consultation with the fish and wildlife agencies to minimize adverse effects. 
Construction of barriers on other south Delta channels, such as Middle River and Old River near 
the CVP's Tracy fish facility, or their functional equivalent may be necessary to alleviate the 
reduced water levels caused by closure ofthe head of Old River barrier in combination with CVP 
and S\VP export operation. The barriers would diminish tidal flow, reducing connectivity to other 
Delta channels and altering basic hydraulic features that affect sediment and nutrient movement, 
water quality conditions (for example, water temperature and dissolved oxygen), and productivity. 
Barriers are expected to affect water quality because circulation would be reduced for the area 
bounded by the barriers. Reduced circulation could change stratification patterns and flow 
movement that potentially affect dissolved oxygen and water temperature. Anadromous salmonids 
and other species could be adversely affected by loss of habitat, change in water quality conditions 
(including water temperature and dissolved oxygen), and impeded access to resources and 
conditions that allow a species to survive and reproduce. Construction and operation of the 
barriers likely will require ongoing consultation with the fish and wildlife agencies. 
Dredging to enlarge south Delta channels, including Middle River and Old River, would increase 
the channel depth and further alter the natural structural features. In the short term, dredging would 
remove benthic communities and mobilize fine sediments. Maintenance dredging may be required 
over the long term, resulting in periodic short-term impacts. Dredging also may cause levee 
instability, which could require additional revetment and levee maintenance activities. Impacts to 
anadromous salmonids may be avoided or minimized through the use of accepted construction time 
windows and best management practices (see Levee System Integrity Program). These activities 
would require further consultation with appropriate fish and wildlife agencies. If channel 
enlargement is the result of setting back existing levees, salmonid habitat would potentially be 
increased. Installation of setback levees will be completed in coordination with the ERP (see 
Summary of Key Planned Actions and Ecosystem Restoration Program). 
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North Delta 
The proposed North Delta Improvements are designed to address flood control, water quality, fish, 
and water supply reliability. Actions include modification of the Delta Cross Channel gates, 
channel dredging and/or setback levees in the Mokelumne River, and the creation of additional 
floodplain, wildlife, and fish habitat. Under the Preferred Program, north Delta improvements also 
include the study and evaluation of a screened diversion facility on the Sacramento River with a 
range of diversion capacities up to 4,000 cfs. This diversion facility between the Sacramento and 
Mokelumne rivers would likely include a fish screen, pumps, and facilities for upstream fish 
passage. 
Under the Preferred Program Alternative, the DCC may be closed from September through July and 
possibly all months, which would increase survival of juvenile salmon and steelhead entering the 
Delta from the Sacramento River during October-January and May 20-June 30 compared to DCC 
operation at the present. While the additional closure of the DCC relative to present operation is 
viewed as beneficial to Sacramento River origin juvenile salmon and steelhead, it may increase the 
frequency and magnitude of net reverse flow conditions in the lower San Joaquin River. This 
increase in net reverse flow could adversely affect juvenile salmon and steelhead entering the 
Delta through Georgian Slough and the San Joaquin river. A diversion channel on the Sacramento 
River could minimize this effect of DCC closures depending on the configuration of the various in 
delta barriers anticipated as part of the south Delta program . 
Construction and operation of a screened diversion facility on the Sacramento River may be 
pursued during Stage 1 if the evaluations demonstrate that this facility is necessary to address 
drinking water quality concerns and it can be constructed without adversely affecting fish 
populations. The fish screens would be designed to prevent juvenile and adult fish from leaving 
the Sacramento River and entering the new channel with the flow diverted into the Mokelumne 
River. Although the fish screen facility would mitigate potential entrainment impacts, other 
potential adverse effects would have to be addressed prior to constructing this diversion. Existing 
relationships indicate that reduced flow in the Sacramento River (from flow exiting through the 
diversion) would cause an increase in the proportion of flow entering Georgiana Slough. Chinook 
salmon outmigration in the Sacramento River primarily occurs from December through May. The 
proportion of juveniles moving from the Sacramento River and into Georgiana Slough, therefore, is 
expected to increase with increased flow diverted through the Sacramento to Mokelumne River 
channel. Survival of chinook salmon that move into the Central Delta via the DCC and Georgiana 
Slough is less than survival of fish that continue down the Sacramento River toward Rio Vista. 
USFWS studies indicate that the survival of fish following the Sacramento River route toward Rio 
Vista may be several times higher than survival of fish entering the DCC and Georgiana Slough. 
The actual magnitude of survival, however, is uncertain and depends on other factors, including 
water temperature and flow or salinity. In addition, abrasion, increased predation, impingement on 
fish screens or other diversion structures, stress from being handled, and movement to 
inappropriate habitat would reduce the survival of fish contacting the fish screens. 
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Potential impacts to adult chinook salmon and steelhead could arise from a new channel which 
would direct additional Sacramento River water into the Mokelumne River channels and the 
central Delta. In combination with reduced flow down the Sacramento River channel, chinook 
salmon and steelhead adults migrating upstream to spawn may be attracted to the Mokelumne River 
channels and subsequently to the Sacramento River. The fish screen at the diversion facility on the 
Sacramento River would prevent movement of adult fish into the Sacramento River. Although fish 
ladders or other passage facilities may be constructed, the efficiency of moving fish to the 
Sacramento River will depend on many factors, some level of migration delay and blockage is 
likely. Adverse impacts may include mortality, reduced fecundity or reproductive success, and 
straying, potentially affecting the fitness of natural spawning and rearing populations in 
appropriated habitats. The addition of Sacramento River flow to the Mokelumne River channels 
could also confuse adult chinook salmon returning to spawn and delay outmigration of juveniles to 
the ocean. The flow reduction in the Sacramento River downstream of the diversion may reduce 
smolt survival, because there is a strong, positive flow-abundance relationship for juvenile 
chinook salmon in this reach of the Sacramento River (Brandes and McClain, in press). 
The diversion of additional Sacramento River water into the Mokelumne River channels and the 
central Delta would increase the frequency and magnitude of natural channel net flow direction in 
the Lower San Joaquin River, but reduce the magnitude of natural net channel flow in the 
Sacramento River below the diversion, primarily during February to June. Natural net flow 
conditions in the Lower San Joaquin River channel could increase productivity, enhance species 
movement, and reduce entrainment in Delta diversions. The effects of reduced flow in the 
Sacramento River below the diversion could adversely affect habitat 
Dredging to enlarge the Mokelumne River would increase the channel depth and further alter the 
natural structural features. In the short term, dredging would remove benthic communities and 
mobilize fine sediments. Maintenance dredging may be required over the long term, resulting in 
periodic short-term impacts. Dredging also may cause levee instability, which could require 
additional revetment and levee maintenance activities. Impacts to anadromous salmonids may be 
avoided or minimized through the use of accepted construction time windows and best management 
practices (see Levee System Integrity Program). These activities would require further 
consultation with appropriate fish and wildlife agencies. If channel enlargement is the result of 
setting back existing levees, salmonid habitat would potentially be increased. Installation of 
setback levees will be completed in coordination with the ERP (see Summary of Key Planned 
Actions and Ecosystem Restoration Program). 
Environmental Water Account (EWA) 
The EW A is part of CALFED' s Water Management Strategy, designed to improve fisheries 
protection while providing improvements in water quality and waters supply reliability. The 
purpose of the EWA is to provide water for fisheries protection and recovery beyond that 
available through existing regulatory actions. The EW A will be managed by NMFS, FWS, and 
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DFG to address the real-time needs of the fisheries resources in the Central Valley, with an 
emphasis in the delta. 
The EW A is currently designed to be implemented for four years and contains initial assets totaling 
380,000 acre-feet ofwater available annually. During Stage 1, the EWA can be used to augment 
instream flows, augment delta outflows, improve delta hydrodynamics, and curtail CVP/SWP 
exports during key periods of fishery concern. The EW A is based upc;m the concept that flexible 
management of water will achieve fishery and ecosystem benefits more efficiently and to a greater 
degree than a completely prescriptive regulatory approach. Development and use of the EW A will 
require coordination with the other components of the WMS (i.e., conveyance and storage). 
The ability of the EW A to provide for additional fisheries protection over pre-CALFED baseline 
conditions will depend to a large degree on its implementation. It is anticipated that EW A water 
will be available to reduce Delta exports during key rearing and outmigration periods for juvenile 
chinook salmon and steelhead. Additional EW A benefits to anadromous salmonids may include 
improved flow and temperature conditions for spawning, rearing, and migration in upstream areas. 
However, management of the EWA must also address potential adverse effects. Changes in 
reservoir release patterns may adversely affect anadromous salmonids by reducing reservoir 
carryover storage levels and increasing downstream water temperatures. Fluctuations in reservoir 
releases may dewater redds or strand juvenile fish. As the EW A managers, NMFS, FWS, and 
DFG must fully consider potential upstream effects during the implementation ofEW A actions. 
Implementation of the EWA is anticipated to significantly benefit anadromous salmonids, 
particularly rearing and outmigrating juveniles in the delta. A number of computer simulations 
conducted during the CALFED planning effort demonstrated benefits to juvenile anadromous 
salmonids can be realized in virtually all water years. In general, benefits to anadromous 
salmonids in the delta can be achieved by reducing water exports at times when fish are most 
vulnerable to pumping and exports can be increased when fish are less vulnerable. 
Ifthe EW A is not fully implemented, project operations will return to baseline operations as 
defined prior to CALFED: (the WQCP, 1993 winter-run chinook salmon biological opinion, 1995 
biological opinion on OCAP for delta smelt and splittail, and CVPIA implementation including the 
800,000 acre-feet supply of water pursuant to Section 3406(b)(2) in accordance with Interior's 
October 5, 1999 decision as clarified previously in the document). In addition, the following 
clarifications are set forth: 1) CVP/SWP will implement both the flow and export provisions of 
either VAMP or, in the absence of VAMP, the flows and export curtailments in the 1995 biological 
opinion on OCAP; 2) if or when the yellow light level in the incidental take statement is reached, 
as identified in thel995 OCAP biological opinion, the CVP/SWP will immediately reinitiate 
consultation and implement actions to reduce the amount or extent of take and reduce the indirect 
effects of project operations on fish as deemed necessary by the fishery resource agencies; 3) all 
new projects which may affect the environmental baseline identified in this opinion and the 1995 
OCAP opinion will be subject to section 7 consultation to avoid and/or minimize the affects of 
those actions; and 4) other necessary regulatory provisions which may be required to meet the 
needs of listed species (e.g. spring run chinook salmon and steelhead). 
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Science Program 
Implementing the Science Program may adversely affect anadromous salmonids through take of 
fish during monitoring and research efforts. However, overall beneficial effects are expected 
because the Science Program will obtain, analyze, and interpret modeling results and data that will 
be used to guide implementation of the different CALFED programs and strategies. The success of 
programs and actions continually will be evaluated, and the Science Program will provide 
recommendations for adaptive management that is to promote species restoration. CALFED will 
use the Science Program to measure progress towards meeting prescriptions for MSCS evaluated 
species primarily by monitoring the distribution and abundance of habitat types over time. Many of 
the programs and actions proposed by CALFED have not been implemented previously on a large 
scale (e.g., installation of setback levees) or a statewide scale (e.g., the vVUEP). The beneficial 
effects of implementing other more common actions, such as restoration of wetlands or shaded 
riverine aquatic habitat, are not well understood. Information obtained through the Science 
Program will lead to better understanding and greater ability to predict the effects of implementing 
particular actions on salmonids and other species. 
Science program monitoring and research activities that should provide information used to 
promote restoration of anadromous salmonids include studies of food web and fish population 
dynamics in the Delta, real-time monitoring for enhanced fish protections and flexible operations 
for water suppliers, and water quality monitoring in the San Joaquin River. Many of the actions 
proposed under the ERP, WQP, and other CALFED programs involve monitoring and research 
components. These components will be implemented in coordination with the Science Program. 
Additionally, the Science Program likely will inherit several ongoing monitoring and research 
studies from the IEP. These studies may form the basis for long..:tenn data sets that contain both 
pre- and post-CALFED data, which may prove critical for evaluating the overall success of 
CALFED. 
Monitoring and research of juvenile salmonids in the Bay-Delta system likely will involve their 
collection during periodic fish sampling. Collection methods may include electroshocking in 
shallow, freshwater areas. Outmigrant trapping or trawling are commonly used in deeper or more 
saline locations. These collection methods all may lead to mortality of fish, although the greatest 
mortality likely would occur from trawling due to abrasion of fish while the trawl is in motion. 
Electroshocking and outmigrant trapping equipment and techniques have been improved in recent 
years to reduce fish mortality, but still would physically and physiologically stress fish. Delayed 
mortality or permanent injury may be incurred. Fright responses or minor injuries resulting from 
collection or handling may temporarily impair feeding or increase vulnerability to predation or 
injury once fish are released. 
Sampling mortality of juvenile salmonids is expected to be acceptably low if normal precautions 
against it are taken. Electroshocking equipment may be adjusted to reduce mortality or injury. 
Stress or injury resulting from handling may be reduced if juvenile salmonids are anesthetized 
prior to handling, and allowed to recover from the effects of the anesthetic prior to release 
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(Summerfelt and Smith 1990). Juvenile salmonids, if anesthesized and held in cool water, tend to 
be robust compared to larval salmonids or other species such as delta smelt. Monitoring and 
research that is to occur through the Science Program likely will be conducted by experienced 
crews using established sampling protocols that have explicit take limits established through 
consultation with the fish and wildlife agencies. 
Data collected from adult steelhead and chinook salmon likely will be collected in upstream areas 
by observation only (e.g., by snorkeling, at fish passage facilities, or during redd counts). Snorkel 
observations may be the preferred method of data collection for juvenile salmonids in upstream 
areas as well. Because these methods do not involve physically handling the fish, their effects 
likely would be limited to minor, temporary fright responses. Carcass surveys may similarly 
disturb remaining live adult steelhead or chinook salmon that are preparing to spawn. 
Multi-Species Conservation Strategy (MSCS) 
The MSCS encompasses all CALFED program elements and strategies and is the guiding document 
for species conservation throughout Phase III. Its implementation is expected to greatly benefit 
anadromous salmonids. In the MSCS, Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, Central 
Valley spring-run chinook salmon, Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon, and Central 
Valley steelhead have been assigned the conservation goal of recovery ("R"). With respect to 
anadromous salmonids within the MSCS focus area, recovery is equivalent, at a minimum, to 
completing the actions within the ERP Ecological Management Zones that are required for delisting 
a species under the federal and state ESAs. Central California Coast steelhead is expected to be 
minimally affected by CALFED, and therefore has been assigned a conservation goal of maintain 
("m"). The MSCS also describes how goals will be achieved through species prescriptions, 
which are targets that describe the future expected changes in evaluated species' habitats and 
populations with full implementation of CALFED. If evaluated species prescriptions are achieved, 
CALFED goals for evaluated species will have been met. CALFED is expected to undertake all 
the actions within ERP Ecological Management Zones necessary to recover Sacramento River 
winter-run chinook salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, Central Valley fall/late fall-
run chinook salmon, and Central Valley steelhead, and is expected to avoid, minimize, and 
compensate for the adverse effects of its actions on Central California Coast steelhead. 
The MSCS contains two types of conservation measures: (1) measures to avoid, minimize, and 
compensate for adverse effects to evaluated species caused by individual CALFED actions, 
and (2) measures to enhance evaluated species that are not directly linked to CALFED's adverse 
effects, are consistent with the ERP, and may be milestones. Both types of measures will be 
implemented through the use of ASIPs that will be developed for specific CALFED actions or 
bundles of actions. The MSCS also allows for additional, project-specific conservation measures 
to be included in ASIPs. 
The MSCS could adversely impact anadromous salmonids if their habitat requirements conflict 
with the conservation measures recommended for other species (e.g., releases of water at 
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inappropriate 
the feeding, growth, 
adverse impacts 
ASIPs which will require 
Science Program to ensure 
Governance Plan 
The CALFED Program is to 
descriptions and funding sources 
during Stage 1 (i.e., 7 
provides a framework that includes the 
tem1 implementation: 
111'11 Grouping of actions to ensure 
actions) are concurrent and location 
H'-'LLU\.'U to take place in an integrated rr'liV\C.H 
The Governance Program is to 




that are to occur 
Governance Program 
ofboth short- and 
not independently 
reliable short-term and 
Stage 1 
are 
1111 Using ASIPs to ensure adequate, site-specific tiered consultations the 
resource agencies prior to the implementation of actions. ASIPs will 
serve as the biological assessments for these actions, and NMFS will use the 
to incidental 
''-'H.<ULLVH of later actions. 
be adjusted to 
to be necessary as 
and how it responds; 
111'11 to ensure that beneficial impacts of the 
and occur at an acceptable pace. These 
"'c~""'''"' have been developed from ERP/WQP targets and programmatic 
actions, and MSCS conservation measures. milestones also include Science 
Program actions that are MSCS implementation. 
Progress toward attaining all milestones continually reviewed by the 
resource agencies. Milestones may be to provide for the protection of 
species through adaptive management; and 
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Use of the 
beneficial 
to lead to an overall 
Program to chinook salmon and steelhead. 
C Overall Effects 
The CALFED Program is intended to increase water availability for agricultural and urban users 
over a period of 30 providing for recovery of anadromous salmonids and other 
species. Groundwater pumping, reservoir storage, and water exports for agricultural and urban use 
all are expected to increase. Although these actions could substantial adverse effects on 
Sacramento River chinook salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, Central 
Valley steelhead, and Central California Coast steelhead, more water is expected to be made 
available to benefit species at key times. Specifically, the increased development of water 
sources, combined with increased efficiency in water use under the WUEP, water transfers under 
the WTP, and in conveyance will allow assets to accrue in the EWA component of the WMS. The 
CALFED Program assures that additional environmental water will be available as needed under 
Tier 3 of WMS, even during periods of drought. Lack of adequate Tier 3 water will trigger 
reinitiation of consultation with the fish and wildlife agencies at the programmatic level. 
provide overall beneficial impacts to anadromous salmonids by greatly 
u~•JH<A• and water quality, respectively. Generally, negative impacts of in-channel 
""'''V'"' implemented under the LSIP, ERP, WP, Storage, and Conveyance elements 
minimized using best management practices and appropriate time windows for 
the ERP. Projects involving levee construction and 
~ .. ,,~---,~with the ERP to not only minimize adverse impacts, 
installing setback levees where possible. The SWP/CVP export 
source of mortality for outmigrating juvenile salmonids, are to 
is to assure that adverse impacts to anadromous are 
habitat restoration and species recovery occur as planned. This 
active participation of the fish and wildlife agencies, and will be 
Govemance Program, ERP, Science Program, and MSCS. ASIPs will 
of specific actions. Progress toward achieving ERP/WQP targets 
actions, MSCS conservation measures, and Stage 1 milestones will continually 
management will be used as needed. 
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area considered this 
'"'"vue>, State hatchery practices, voluntary 
agricultural practices or the 
urbanization. 
restrictions to protect listed 
adult listed fish are expected to 
complete their to upstream areas. Mass ofjuvenile anadromous fish 
produced at Central Valley ""''N"V' 
A 
could allow for the implementation of selective ocean and 
that targets only externally marked hatchery production 
naturally spawned may significantly reduce rates on listed 
m angling regulations are expected to increase 
State hatchery practices could reduce natural stocks of listed salmonids and their overall 
populations through competition, reduction in genetic diversity, and disease transmission resulting 
from hatchery However, whether practices adversely affect listed 
as predation habitat quantity and quality. 
and to modify existing 
on an annual basis 
Water is affected. is particularly 
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having detrimental vUvVli> 
practices at 
effects on wild populations 
agricultural produces could adversely effect 
being less willing to sell water for fish and 
ratio of permanent to annual such 
CALF ED Programs (e.g. the Environmental 
concern if the opportunities to acquire water 
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fish and wildlife purposes is decreased. CALFED Program efforts though the Water Use 
Efficiency and Conservation Program and Storage may minimize or mitigate these potential effects. 
Increased population growth and urbanization in the action area may negatively impact water 
quality, riparian function, and stream productivity, adversely affecting listed salmonids. Population 
growth creates a demand for land for residential, commercial and infrastructure use. Current 
estimates anticipate that California's population will triple between the year 2000 and the year 
2040. Not only is this expected to put tremendous pressure on agricultural land and public services 
but it will challenge CALFED's ability to provide quality aquatic habitat for listed salmonid 
species. CALFED program efforts through the Ecosystem Restoration Program (with primary 
objective oflong-tenn ecological benefits), and the Water Quality, Watershed, and Storage 
Programs, may minimize or mitigate these potential effects. 
VI. Conclusion 
The Federal CALF ED Co-Lead Agencies and the State of California have made commitments to 
uphold the ESA during implementation (Phase III) of the CALFED Bay-Delta Program by review 
of individual actions and initiation of Section 7 consultations on actions that may affect listed 
species under the jurisdiction ofNMFS. By doing so along with implementing the program as 
described, including the key planned actions described previously in this biological opinion, 
combined with the current status of Sacramento River Winter-run chinook salmon, Central Valley 
spring-run chinook salmon, Central Valley steelhead, and Central California Coast steelhead, the 
environmental baseline for the action area, the anticipated direct, indirect, and cumulative effects 
ofthe proposed action, it is NMFS' biological opinion that implementation ofthe CALFED Bay-
Delta Program's Preferred Program Alternative is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence 
of Sacramento winter-run chinook salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, 
or Central California Coast steelhead. NMFS has also detem1ined that 
is not likely to destroy or adversely modify critical habitat for these 
This no-jeopardy detennination, at the programmatic scale, is not intended to, nor does it preclude 
NMFS from · future jeopardy determinations based on the effects analysis for action 
specific implementation programs. 
Due to the nature of this biological opinion, the project- and action-specific 
inforn1ation to detern1ine the amount and extent of incidental take of Sacramento River 
winter-run salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, Central Valley steelhead 
and/or Central California Coast steelhead associated with individual CALFED Bay-Delta 
Program activities/actions is lacking. Therefore, incidental take of these listed anadromous 
salmonids is not authorized in this programmatic biological opinion. Thus, the Federal CALFED 
CO-Lead Agencies will initiate individual Section 7 consultations with NMFS for action-specific 
implementation programs which may affect these listed anadromous salmonids. Future biological 
opinions that are tiered under this programmatic opinion will estimate, evaluate, and authorize the 
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amount and extent action specific plans that cannot be avoided or 
mitigated and not preclude of species. 
VIII. 
Section 7(a)(l) to utilize their authorities to further the 
purposes ofthe ESA 
threatened species. are discretionary agency activities to minimize 
or avoid effects of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat, or to develop 
information. recommends that Bay-Delta Program, through the Federal co-
lead agencies: 
1. accomplishment to NMFS implementation of CALFED 
and actions. 
2. to the goals ERP, incorporate the viable salmonid population (VSP? concept 
999) into the anadromous salmonid goals of CALFED Bay-Delta Program. 
3. Actions to restore and create waterfowl habitat along Central Valley waterways should 
in a manner to avoid the creation of predatory fish holding habitat and prevent the 
entrapment of juvenile and adult salmonids. 
4. should coordinate closely with non-federal action agencies on 
IX. 
listed species within the action area to assure avoidance and 
Preferred ,_..,.r,nr<>rn 
as in Ju1y 2000 Final EIS/EIR. As 
of formal consultation is required where discretionary 
or control over actions has been retained (or is authorized by law) 
amount or extent of take is exceeded; (2) new information reveals effects 
listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not 
or ( 4) a new species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be 
biological opinion does not provide incidental take 
it is expected that the Federal co-leads for the CALFED Bay-Delta 
Section 7 consultations with NMFS for actions/activities which 
viable salmonid population (VSP) is an independent population of any Pacific 
salmonid Oncorhynchus) that has a negligible risk of extinction due to threats from 
demographic variation (random or directional), local environment variation, and genetic diversity 
changes (random or directional) over a 100-year time frame. 
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Population trends for Sacramento River winter-run and Central Valley Spring-run chinook salmon 
are also presented in the preceding biological opinion. Trends in abundance of fall- and late fall-
run chinook within the Sacramento and San Joaquin River Basins and Delta are mixed, but the 
number of natural spawners has been quite high (5-year geometric mean was 190,000 natural 
spawners for the Sacramento River Basin). Populations in the San Joaquin Basin have experienced 
booms and busts but currently appear to be on an upward trend in abundance. 
II. PROPOSED ACTION. 
The proposed action is described in Part I of the preceding biological opinion for the endangered 
Sacramento River winter-run chinook salmon, threatened Central Valley spring-run chinook 
salmon, and threatened Cental Valley Steelhead. 
III. EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT ACTION 
The following is a general description of the non-fishing related activities that directly or 
cumulatively, temporarily or permanently may threaten the physical, chemical and biological 
properties of the habitat utilized by west coast groundfish species (starry flounder), coastal pelagic 
species (northern anchovy) or Pacific coast salmon and their prey within the proposed project 
area. The direct result of these threats is that the function ofEFH may be eliminated, diminished or 
disrupted. 
Potential impacts to Pacific coast salmon EFH, specifically Sacramento River winter-run chinook 
salmon, Central Valley spring-run chinook salmon, and Central Valley steelhead, due to the 
proposed action have been described in the preceding biological opinion. These potential impacts 
would also apply to Central Valley fall and late-fall run chinook salmon. 
Adverse effects of the proposed action on west coast groundfish (starry flounder) EFH and coastal 
pelagic species (northern anchovy) EFH may occur through water diversions, aquatic habitat 
restoration or enhancement activities, and changes in agricultural practices. Various life stages of 
coastal pelagic species or west coast groundfish may be effected by water diversions through 
entrapment or impingement on intake screens. Aquatic habitat restoration or enhancement activities 
may result in the loss of habitat upon with various life stages of coastal pelagic species or 
groundfish rely. Changes in agricultural practices may cause changes in water quality through the 
introduction of fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, animal wastes, and other chemicals to the extent 
that EFH for coastal pelagic species and/or groundfish is affected. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Upon review of the anticipated effects of the CALFED Bay-Delta Preferred Program Alternative 
(the proposed action), including the Multi-Species Conservation Strategy (MSCS), NMFS believes 
that on a programmatic level the proposed action is not likely to adversely effect Pacific coast 
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salmon EFR However, while the proposed project action includes efforts to increased aquatic 
habitat quality overall the potential still exists to imposes limited adverse affects on EFH for 
coastal pelagic species or west coast groundfish. 
V. EFH CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
Pursuant to Section 305(b)(4)(A) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, NMFS recommends that the 
conservation recommendations included in the preceding programmatic biological opinion be 
adopted as EFH Conservation Recommendations for Pacific coast salmon. NMFS also 
recommends, as an additional EFH Conservation Recommendation, that action specific EFH 
consultations be completed for CALFED Program actions prior to their implementation in order to 
assess the effects on coastal pelagic species, west coast groundfish, and/or Pacific coast salmon 
EFH, as appropriate. 
VI. CALFED FEDERAL CO-LEAD AGENCY STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 
The Magnuson-Stevens Act (Section 305(b)(4)(B)) and Federal regulations (50 CFR Section 
600.920(j)) to implement the EFH provisions of the MSFCMA reqwre federal action agencies to 
provide a written response to EFH Conservation Recommendations within 30 days of its receipt. 
Federal action agencies included in this consultation are the CALFED Federal Co-Lead Agencies 
(Bureau ofReclamation, Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental 
Protection Agency, National Marine Fisheries Service, and Natural Resources Conservation 
Service). The appropriate federal agency implementing the CALFED action is responsible for 
responding to EFH Conservation Recommendations. A preliminary response is acceptable if final 
action cannot be completed within 30 days. The final response must include a description of 
measures proposed to avoid, mitigate, or offset the adverse impacts of the activity on delineated 
EFH. If the response is inconsistent with our EFH Conservation Recommendations, it must 
provide an explanation of the reasons for not implementing them. Because the EFH designation 
Pacific coast salmon has yet to be approved, this regulation does not apply to this EFH until 
approved by the Secretary of Commerce at which time the 30 day period will commence. 
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evaluate the usc of minimum carryover levels and other 
c) evaluate the use of new facilities such as 
and d) recommend and/or physical facilities 
as a solution. 
Provide a fall or winter outflow that emulates the first "winter" rain 
the Delta. 
Complete a fluvial assessment of coarse sediment 
needs and sources to maintain, or recruitment 
and natural sediment processes linked to stream channel 
maintenance, erosion and deposition, maintenance of fish areas, 
and the regeneration of riparian vegetation. Develop and implement a 
program to reduce erosion and maintain gravel recruitment on at least one 
tributary within the Eastside Delta Tributaries EMZ. 
1 









MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
chinook salmon and steelhead, 
green sturgeon, delta longfin smelt, and 
Sacramento splittail 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
and steelhead 
all Central Valley salmonids 
all races of chinook salmon, steelhead, splittail, 
delta smelt, green sturgeon, bank swallow, 
California yellow warbler, western yellow-
billed cuckoo, Least Bell's vireo, valley 
elderbeny longhorn beetle, Norther California 
black walnut 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Develop floodplain management including studies to Natural Floodplain all Central Valley salmonids, Sacramento 
construct setback to restore and opportunities for rivers and Flood Processes splittail, delta smelt, longfin smelt, western 
to inundate their floodplain on a seasonal basis for at least one yellow-billed cuckoo, California yellow 
within the Eastside Delta EMZ. warbler, Least Bell's vireo, San Joaquin Valley 
woodrat, Valley elderberry long-hom beetle, 
Northern California black walnut 
Agricultural Lands greater sandhill crane, giant garter snake, 
Swainson's hawk 
Delta Sloughs all Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 
Sacramento splittail, Sacramento perch, giant 
garter snake,delta mudwort, delta tule pea 
Restore a minimum of 1,000, and 2,500 acres ofnontidal Fresh Emergent giant garter snake, California black rail, bristly 
emergent wetland in the North, East, South, and Central and West Delta Wetland (nontidal) sedge 
Ecological Management units respectively. 
Establish at least one population of bristly sedge in each EMU. 
Restore a minimum of 500, 500, 4,000, and 5,000 acres of tidal emergent Fresh Emergent all Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon, 
wetland in the North, East, South, and Central and West Delta Ecological Wetland (tidal) longfin smelt, delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, 
Management units respectively. California black rail, Mason's lilaeopsis, delta 
mudwort, delta tule pea 
Conduct surveys to locate potential habitat restoration sites capable of Inland Dune Scrub Lange's metalmark butterfly, Antioch dunes 
supporting Antioch dunes evening primrose, Contra Costa wallflower, evening primrose, Contra Costa wallflower 
1 and Lange's metalmark butterfly. Enhance 50 acres oflow to moderate 
I quality Antioch inland dune scrub habitat to support these species. 
Annually monitor establishment success. 
2 
Milestones 
of acres acres 
C:C.tdUU:SH, restore, and HHHUl<UH 
salmonid 
Delta 
Restore a minimum of 300 acres of 1uauats"u diverse 
natural habitat the Mokelumne and 
Calaveras River and protect 
Enhance, and restore 1,000 to 1 acres of seasonal wetlands in 
the East Delta EMU for optimum sandhill crane habitat 
Restore a minimum of 500, 250, and 750 acres of tidal 
aquatic habitat in the North, South, and Cental and West Delta 




















MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
all Central Valley salmonids, Sacramento 
splittail, delta smelt, black rail 
Central Valley steelhead, fa!Vlate fall-run 
chinook salmon, western 
Valley elderberry long-horn riparian 
brush rabbit, California yellow warbler, Least 
Bell's little willow flycatcher, delta 
coyote thistle 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook 
salmon, steelhead, western yellow-billed 
cuckoo, little willow flycatcher, California 
yellow warbler 
Central fall/late fall-run chinook 
salmon, steelhead, western yellow-billed 
cuckoo, little willow flycatcher, California 
yellow warbler, Valley elderberry long-hom 
beetle 
greater sandhill crane, Swainson's hawk 
all Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 
Sacramento splittail, longfin smelt, green 
sturgeon 
Milestones 
and a prot,:rram address instream flows 
for stcelhead and chinook salmon on within Eastside Delta 
aut:lluate flows for Sacramento 
passage and 
HHjJlCIHCHlQ.UVll Of black rail 
installation of fish facilities at Bellota Clements 
Dam, and Dam passage 
flows. 
Develop and begin of a demonstration pro1,:rram to reduce 
invasive non-native plant abundance within at least one EMU in the Delta. 
Implement a program to improve fish passage and reduce predation on 
juvenile salmonids below Woodbridge Dam on the lower Mokelumne 
River that includes the following elements: (1) improving the form and 
function of the stream channel; (2) rebuilding the Woodbridge Dam fish 
passage and diversion screening facilities to minimize losses of 
downstream migrating salmon and steelhead; and (3) improving the fish 
bypass discharge. 
Consolidate and screen 50 small agricultural diversions in the Delta, 




Dams and Other 
Stmctures 












MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
steelhead, fall/late fall-mn chinook salmon, 
green sturgeon, Sacramento splittail 
all Central Valley salmonids 
California black rail, California clapper rail 
all covered fish species 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
and steelhead 
Susmn Marsh aster, Mason's lilaeopsis, delta 
mudwort, delta tule pea 
Central Valley fall/late fall-mn chinook 
salmon, steelhead 
all R and r covered fish 
Milestones 
Upgrade screens at Southern Contra Costa power plants with 
screens acceptable to the Fish and wildlife """''~ .. -·A~J 
low dissolved oxygen (DO 
sag) in lower San River near Stockton Phase II Repm1): 
• Complete studies of causes for DO sag in San Joaquin River 
near Stockton. 
• Define and implement cmTective measures DO sag. 
• Finalization of investigation of methods to reduce constituents 
that cause low DO for inclusion in total maximun daily load 
(TMDL) recommendation by the Central Valley RWQCB. 
• Finalization of Basin Plan Amendment and TMDL for 
constituents that cause low DO in the San Joaquin River. 
• Implement appropriate source and other controls and other 
management practices, as recommended in the TMDL, to 
reduce anthropogenic oxygen depleting substances loadings and 
minimize or eliminate low DO conditions. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen 
depleting substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from 
concentrated animal feeding operations. (from Phase II Report) 
Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing 





















MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
all R and r covered fish 
Salmonids, delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, 
longfin smelt, green sturgeon 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
Milestones 
tvauw,5 to especially 
Tuolumne, Merced, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, 
and Sonoma due to activities (from Phase II Report and 
Water Quality Program Plan): 
• Participate in sediment reduction 
program. 
• Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction areas, on 
agricultural lands, for urban storn1water runoff, and other 
specific sites. 
• Implement stream restoration and revegetation work. 
• of sediments in 
corrective actions. 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay-Delta estuary and its 
watershed. 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work in the 
Cache Creek watershed (from Phase II Report): 
• Support development and implementation ofTMDL tor mercury. 
• Determine bioaccumulation effects in creek and Delta. 
• Source, transport, inventory, mapping and speciation of mercury. 
• Participate in Stage 1 remediation (drainage control) of mercury 
mines as appropriate. 









MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt marsh 
harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
California black rail 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
sturgeon, giant garter snake 
Milestones 
Co,nctuct the mercury evaluation and abatement work in the 
Determine in Delta. 
Determine sediment mercury concentration in areas that would 
dredged during levee maintenance or conveyance 
Determine potential impact of ecosystem restoration work on 
methyl mercury levels in lower and higher trophic level organisms. 
Conduct the following pesticide work (from Phase II Report): 
Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with 
CDFG and the Department of Pesticide Regulations. 
Support development and implementation of a TMDL for diazinon. 
Develop BMPs for dormant spray and household uses. 
Determine the ecological significance of pesticide discharges. 
Support implementation of BMPs. 









MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt marsh 
harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
California black rail 
Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, 
Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant 
garter snake, possibly other species depending 
on type of actions and specific sites. 
Milestones 
Conduct the following selenium work: 
• Conduct selenium research to gaps in order to refine 
regulatory goals of source actions; detem1ine bioavailability 
of selenium under several scenarios (from Phase II Report). 
• Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement real-time of 
selenium discharges (frorn Phase II Report). 
• Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse 
programs (from II Report). 
• Coordinate with other programs; e.g., recommendations of San 
Joaquin Valley Drainage Implementation Program, CVPIA for 
retirement of lands with drainage problems that are not subject to 
correction in other ways (from Phase II Report). 
• Support development and implementation ofTMDL for selenium in 
the San Joaquin River watershed (focus on Grassland area). 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs 
to streams (from Phase II Report): 
• Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction 
program. 
• Implement sediment reduction BMPs on agricultural lands and 
other specific sites. 
• Implement BMPs for urban/industrial stormwater runoff and 








MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, 
Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant 
garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
California clapper rail, California black rail 
Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following trace metals work (from Phase II Report): cadmium, copper, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Detem1ine spatial and temporal extent of metal pollution. zmc Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant . Detennine ecological significance and extent of copper garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
contamination. California clapper rail, California black rail . Evaluate impacts of other metals such as cadmium, zinc, and 
chromium. . Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of 
copper. . Partner with municipalities on evaluation and implementation of 
stormwater control facilities. . Participate in remediation of mine sites as part of local watershed 
restoration and Delta restoration. 
Conduct the following unknown toxicity work (from Phase II Report): toxicity of Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Conduct appropriate studies to identify unknown toxicity, and unknown origin Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon 
develop management actions as appropriate. 
Suisun Marsh and North San Francisco Bay 
Habitats 
Restore and maintain a minimum of three linear miles of riparian Riparian and Sacramento splittail, all Central Valley 
habitat along corridors of existing riparian scrub and shrub vegetation in Riverine Aquatic salmonids, Valley elderberry long-hom 
each ofthe Ecological Management Units of the Suisun Marsh/North Habitats beetle, riparian brush rabbit, California yellow 
San Francisco Bay Ecological Management Zone. warbler, Least Bell's vireo, little willow 
flycatcher 








restore a minimum 
tidal action in 
Unit 200 
upland llabitat m 
saline emergent wetland. Develop 
in fee-title or through a conservation 
'''"'""'"'u for tidal restoration, and complete the needed 
steps to restore the to tidal action. Begin aggressive program 
of control of non-native plant species that are threatening the known 
populations Suisun thistle, Suisun Marsh aster, soft bird's beak, and 
Point Reyes bird's beak. 
- Bring into protection at least 25% of currently occupied, but 
unprotected Suisun Marsh aster habitat, spread throughout the North, 
East, South Delta and Napa River Ecological Units, and ensure 
appropriate management. 
-Expand suitable tidal slough habitat for Suisun Marsh aster by 25 
linear miles. 
-Identify at least three protected and managed sites for introduction of at 
least three additional populations of Suisun thistle; increase overall 
population size at least threefold. 
-Establish at least one new population of soft bird's beak with high 
likelihood of success in restored habitat in each of the Suisun Bay and 
Marsh EMU, the Napa River EMU, and the Petaluma River EMU. 
-Establish at least one new Point Reyes bird's beak population in the 







MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
All Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 
longfin smelt, Sacramento splittail, Suisun 
song sparrow, San Pablo song sparrow, 
California Clapper rail, California black rail, 
Suisun thistle, soft bird's beak, Point Reyes 
bird's-beak, salt marsh harvest mouse, Suisun 
ornate shrew, San Pablo California vole, 
Suisun aster, salt marsh common yellow 
throat 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Restore suitable, occupied slough habitat for delta mudwort and Saline Emergent all Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 
delta tule pea by at least 5 in the Suisun Bay and Marsh EMU and Wetland Sacramento splittail, California black rail, 
by at least 10 miles in the Napa River EMUs. Mason's lilaeopsis, delta mudwort, delta tule 
pea 
Bring at least 25% the currently existing but unprotected occurrences of 
delta mudwort and delta tule into protection through purchase or 
conservation agreement, and ensure appropriate management. 
In the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay Ecological Management Seasonal Wetlands salt marsh harvest mouse, San Pablo 
Zone, restore and manage a minimum of 500 acres of seasonal wetland, California vole, Suisun ornate shrew 
and improve management of a minimum of 7,000 acres of existing, 
degraded seasonal wetland in a manner that provides suitable habitat for 
salt marsh harvest mouse, San Pablo Califomia vole, and Suisun ornate 
shrew. 
Restore a minimum of 400 acres of tidal perennial aquatic habitat in the Tidal Perennial all Central Valley salmonids, delta smelt, 




Develop a cooperative program to acquire, manage and restore 100 
acres of vernal pools and 500 to 1,000 acres of adjacent buffer areas in 
the Suisun Marsh/North San Francisco Bay EMZ. 
Protect all existing known occurrences of Crampton's tuctoria through 
conservation easement or purchase from willing sellers (including 
CNDDB Element Occurrence #2 and any new populations that are 
found). Identify at least two protected and managed sites for 
introduction of additional populations; begin introduction and monitor 
for success. 
Manage at least 250 acres of the ERP target for vernal pools near the 
Jepson Prairie preserve as suitable habitat for alkali milk vetch. 
Establish new populations on protected and appropriately managed 
lands. Bring 50% of currently unprotected, existing populations into 
protection through purchase or conservation agreement, and ensure 
appropriate management. 
Stressors Reduction 
Develop a program to consolidate, screen, or eliminate 25% of the 
unscreened diversions in Suisun Marsh. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen 
depleting substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from 











MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Delta green ground beetle, Crampton's 
tuctoria, Alkali milk- vetch 
all R and r covered fish 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing dissolved oxygen, Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
substances and nutrients by unpern1itted dischargers. (from Phase II oxygen depleting 
Report) substances, 
nutrients 
Actions to reduce fine sediment loading to streams, especially turbidity/ Salmonids 
Tuolumne, Merced, Stanislaus, Cosumnes, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, sedimentation 
and Sonoma Creek, due to human activities (from Phase II Report and 
Water Quality Program Plan): . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction 
program. . Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction areas, on 
agricultural lands, for urban storn1water runoff, and other specific 
sites. . Implement stream restoration and revegetation work. . Quantify and determine ecological impacts of sediments in target 
watersheds, implement corrective actions. 
' 
• 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt marsh 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay-Delta estuary and its harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
I 
watershed. California black rail 
13 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
carbofurans, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . hazard assessment criteria chloropyrifos, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, 
of diazinon garter snake, possibly other species depending 
on type of actions and specific sites. 
diazinon. . Develop BMPs for donnant spray and household uses . . Detennine the of pesticide discharges. 
• Support . Monitor to determine effectiveness of BMPs 
Conduct the following selenium work: selenium Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Conduct selenium research to fill data gaps in order to refine Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant 
regulatory goals of source control actions; detern1ine garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
bioavailability of selenium under several scenarios Phase California clapper rail, California black rail 
II Report). . Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement real-time management 
of selenium discharges (from Phase II Report). . Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse 
programs (from Phase II Report). . Coordinate with other programs; e.g., recommendations of San 
Joaquin Valley Drainage Implementation Program, CVPIA for 
retirement of lands with drainage problems that are not subject 
to correction in other ways (from Phase II Report). . Support development and implementation of TMDL for 






Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs chlorodane, DDT, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, 
to streams (from Phase II Report): PCBs, toxaphene Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction garter snake 
program. . Implement sediment reduction BMPs on lands and 
other specific sites. . Implement BMPs for urbanlindustlial storrnwater runoff and 
discharges to reduce PCB and organochlorine pt>,sti~iclPs 
Conduct the following trace metals work (from Phase II Report): cadmium, copper, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Determine spatial and temporal extent of metal pollution. zinc Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant . Determine ecological significance and extent of copper garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
contamination. California clapper rail, California black rail . Evaluate impacts of other metals such as cadmium, zinc, and 
chromium. . Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of 
copper. . Partner with municipalities on evaluation and implementation 
of storrnwater control facilities. . Participate in remediation of mine sites as part oflocal 
watershed restoration and Delta restoration. 
15 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Elemen tiW a ter MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following unknown toxicity work (from Phase II Report): . Conduct appropriate studies to identifY unknown toxicity, and toxicity of Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, 
develop management actions as appropriate. unknown origin Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon 
< " "' ; ;, 




Construct a network of channels 20 miles within the Sutter and 
Yolo Bypasses that effectively drains flooded lands after floodflows 
stop entering the bypasses. The channels should be designed allow 
juvenile anadromous resident fish to move from and 
migratory areas. 
Develop and begin implementation of a program in the Yolo Basin to 
restore channel-floodplain and floodplain processes. 
Design natural stream channel configurations and floodplain 
overflow areas in the lower Cache and Putah Creek floodplains, as well 
as in channels and sloughs of the upper Yolo to 
connections with the Delta in a manner consistent with flood control 
requirements. Diversions into the Yolo Basin should not 
result in direct or indirect adverse impacts to Project design 
features would include and creek channels, setback levees, and 
wetlands, where feasible and consistent with flood protection. 
Develop and implement temperature management programs within 
major tributaries in the Sacramento River Basin. The goal of the 
programs should be achievement of the ERP temperature for 
salmon and steelhead. programs shall include provisions to: a) 
develop accurate and reliable water temperature prediction models; b) 
evaluate the use of minimum carryover storage levels and other 
operational tools; c) evaluate the use of new facilities such as 
temperature control devices; and d) recommend operational and/or 











MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Central Valley chinook salmon and steelhead, 
Sacramento splittail 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook 
salmon and steelhead 
I ---~--,~--,,- ,...,-------------------~----. 
recruitment on at one 







MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook 
salmon and steelhead 
green 
western y1 
Least Bell's vireo 
green sturgeon, bank 
swallow, California yellow warbler, western 
yellow-billed cuckoo, Least Bell's 
valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Norther 
California black walnut 
Element/Water 
Feather Lands 
"R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 





Zones: American River 
River/Sutter Basin, North Sacramento Valley, Sacramento River, and 
Yolo Basin. While habitat conditions in the American River 
EMZ, maintain continuous corridors of suitable riparian habitat for 
valley elderberry beetle. 
Protect existing known occurrences of northern California black walnut 
native stands through conservation easement or purchase. 
Identify at least 3 protected and managed sites for introduction of 
additional populations of northern California black walnut; begin 
introduction and monitor for success. Population creation should be 
part of a broader effort to restore areas which historically 
contained walnut. 
In the Cottonwood Creek (1) agreements 
with local landowners establish, restore, and maintain 
communities along 25 of the upper and 25 percent of the lower 
reaches of Cottonwood Creek, and the development of a 
comprehensive watershed plan that supports local land use 










MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
all Central Valley salmonids, western yellow-
billed cuckoo, Valley elderberry long-hom 
beetle, California yellow warbler, Least Bell's 
vireo, little willow flycatcher 
all Central Valley salmonids, California 
yellow warbler, western yellow-billed cuckoo, 
Least Bell's vireo, little willow flycatcher 
~"'~""',, of and 
seasonal wetlands in EMZs: American River 
Butte Colusa 
program to address instream f1ows 
for steelhead and chinook salmon on streams within Sacramento River 
Where orovide flows for 
Sacramento 
Provide and downstream passage for salmon and 
steelhead on Sacramento River Basin tributaries~ 
On Big Chico the Lindo Channel weir and at the 
Lindo Channel box Five Mile Diversion to mmrmrP 
fish facilities at the 
the upper of the 
2 
Elcment!Water I MSCS "R" and "r" Covered that 
Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
and all Central Valley salmonids, 
Seasonal Wetlands 
Dams and Other 
Structures 
Dams and Other 
Structures 
Dams and Other 
Structures 
Dams and Other 
Structures 
Dams and Other 
Structures 
yellow warbler, western yellow-billed 
little willow flycatcher, Least Bell's 
Valley elderberry long-hom beetle 
greater sandhill crane, Swainson's hawk, giant 
garter snake 
all Central Valley salmonids, green 
Sacramento 
all Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon, 
Sacramento splittail 
all Central Valley salmonids 
all Central green 
all Central salmonids 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
a program to reduce or eliminate fish stranding in the Stranding all Central Valley salmonids, green sturgeon, 
Sacramento, Feather and Yuba rivers and the Colusa Basin drain and lonfin smelt, Sacramento splittail 
Sutter Bypass in the active stream channels, floodplains, shallow ponds 
and borrow areas. Develop pwtv\.uJ for ramping flow reductions. 
Conduct surveys of stranding under a range of flow conditions and 
recommend solutions. 
Install positive barrier fish screens on all diversions greater than 250 cfs Water Diversions all R and r covered fish 
in all EMZs and 25% of all smaller unscreened diversions in the 
Sacramento River Basin. Among those diversions to be screened are 
the DWR Pumping Plants and 50% of small diversion located on east 
side of Sutter Bypass, the Bella Vista diversion in the upper Sacramento 
River near Redding, East-West Diversion Weir, Weir 5, Weir 3, Guisti 
Weir and Weir 1 in the Sutter Bypass, White Mallard Dam, Morton 
Weir, Drivers Cut Outfall and Colusa Shooting/Tarke Weir Outfall and 
associated diversion screens in the Butte Sink.. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen oxygen depleting Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
depleting substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from substances, 
concentrated animal feeding operations. (from Phase II Report) nutrients, TOC, 
ammonia 
22 
or inter-substrate low dissolved oxygen 
conditions in salmonid and in the 
Mokelunme, and Stanislaus 
Rivers (from Phase II Report and Water Quality Program 
Develop inter-substrate DO testing for salmonid spawning and 
rearing habitat. 
Conduct comprehensive surveys to assess the extent and 
severity of inter-substrate low DO conditions. 
Develop and begin implementing appropriate best management 
practices (BMPs), including reducing anthropogenic fine 
sediment loads, to minimize or eliminate inter-substrate low 
DO conditions. 
Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing 












MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Actions to reduce fine sediment loading to streams, especially turbidity/ Salmonids 
Tuolumne, Merced, Stanislaus, Cosumnes, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, sedimentation 
and Sonoma Creek, due to human activities (from Phase II Report and 
Water Quality Program Plan): . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction 
program. . Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction areas, on 
agricultural lands, for urban stormwater runoff, and other 
specific sites. . Implement stream restoration and revegetation work. . Quantify and determine ecological impacts of sediments in 
target watersheds, implement corrective actions. 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt marsh 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay-Delta estuary and its harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
watershed. California black rail 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work in the mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
Cache Creek watershed (from Phase II Report): sturgeon, giant garter snake . Support development and implementation of TMDL for mercury . . Determine bioaccumulation effects in creek and Delta . . Source, transport, inventmy, mapping and speciation of mercury . 
0 Participate in Stage 1 remediation (drainage control) of mercury 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following mercury evaluation and abatement work in the mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
Sacramento River (from Phase II Report): sturgeon, giant garter snake . Determine, inventory, and sources ofhigh levels ofbioavailable 
mercury . Refine mercury models . . Participate in remedial activities . 
Conduct the following pesticide work (from Phase II Report): carbofurans, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria with chloropyrifos, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant 
CDFG and the Department of Pesticide Regulations. diazinon garter snake, possibly other species depending . Support development and implementation of a TMDL for diazinon . on type of actions and specific sites. . Develop BMPs for dormant spray and household uses . . Determine the ecological significance of pesticide discharges . . Support implementation of BMPs . . Monitor to detennine effectiveness ofBMPs 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs chlorodane, DDT, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, 
to streams (from Phase II Report): PCBs, toxaphene Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction garter snake 
program. . Implement sediment reduction BMPs on agricultural lands and 
other specific sites. . Implement BMPs for urban/industrial stormwater runoff and 
I discharges to reduce PCB and organochlorine pesticides. 
25 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Elementi\V ater MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the trace metals work (from Phase II Report): cadmium, copper, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Determine spatial and temporal extent of metal pollution. zmc Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant . Determine ecological significance and extent of copper garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
contamination. California clapper rail, California black rail 
Evaluate impacts of other metals such as cadmium, zinc, and 
chromium. . Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of 
copper. . Partner with municipalities on evaluation and implementation of 
stormwater control facilities. . Participate in remediation of mine sites as part of local watershed 
restoration and Delta restoration. 
Conduct the following unlmown toxicity work (from Phase II Report): toxicity of Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Conduct appropriate studies to identify unknown toxicity, and unknown origin Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon 
develop management actions as appropriate. 




Develop and implement temperature management programs within 
major tributaries in the San Joaquin River Basin. The goal of the 
programs should be achievement of the ERP temperature targets for 
salmon and steelhead. The programs shall include provisions to: a) 
develop accurate and reliable water temperature prediction models; 
evaluate the use of minimum canyover storage levels and other 
operational tools; c) evaluate the use of new facilities such as 
temperature control devices; and d) reconunend operational and/or 
physical facilities as a long-term solution. 
Develop and implement a program to address the them1al impacts of 
irrigation retum flows in the San Joaquin River Basin. The goal of the 
program should be achieve Basin Plan objectives for water temperature. 
The program should include provisions to: a) identify locations of 
irrigation retum flows with thermal impacts; b) develop measures to 
avoid or eliminate thermal impacts from irrigation retum flows; and c) 
prioritize problem sites based on impacts to chinook salmon and 
steelhead. If feasible, proceed with implementation of some or all 











MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook 
salmon and steelhead 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook 
salmon and steelhead 
··: 
Milestones 
assessment of coarse sediment supply 
or gravel 
recruitment sediment transport processes linked to stream 
channel erosion and deposition, maintenance of fish 
areas, and the of riparian vegetation. Develop 
and implement a program to erosion and maintain gravel 
recruitment on at least one within each EMZ within the San 
River Basin. In the East San Joaquin Basin EMZ, 
fluvial assessments on all tributaries. 
studies to 
construct ;:,cwa""-
to inundate their a :>c:oa;:,uua1 
within each of the EMZs 
areas to be included are at least miles of stream channel in the West 
EMZ. 
a 
_ habitat in the 
includes the 
Ill Ul\..rUQ.Hll\.;1 
increasing natural meander by 
structures that impair stream n''"'"m''-' 




Restore and maintain a 
floodplain habitat on the San 
mouth of the Merced River. 
stream-meander zone and increase 










(also Predation and 
Stream Meander 
MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
all races of chinook salmon, steelhead, 
splittail, delta smelt, green sturgeon, bank 
swallow, California yellow warbler, western 
yellow-billed cuckoo, Least Bell's vireo, 
valley elderberry longhorn beetle, Northern 
California black walnut 
all Central Valley salmonids, Sacramento 
splittail, delta smelt, longfin smelt, western 
yellow-billed cuckoo, California 
warbler, Least Bell's vireo, San Joaquin 
Valley woodrat, Valley elderberry long-hom 
beetle, Northern California black walnut 
Central Valley fall/late fall-run chinook 
salmon, steelhead, western yellow-billed 
cuckoo, California yellow warbler, 
swallow 
Sacramento splittail, Central Valley fall/late 
fall-run chinook salmon, steelhead, bank 
swallow 
In San Joaquin River and West San Joaquin Basin 
cooperatively enhance at least 15 to 25% of the ERPP target for wildlife 
friendly agricultural 
In the West San Joaquin Basin EMZ, restoring or create 100 acres of 
fresh emergent wetland habitat. 
In the West San Joaquin Basin restore or enhance 1,000 acres of 
perennial grassland associated with existing or proposed wildlife 
con·idors, wetlands, or floodplain habitats. 
Develop and implement a program to restore, and maintain 
riparian habitat to improve floodplain salmonid riverine 
aquatic habitat and instream cover along at least one tributary within the 











Swainson's hawk, greater sandhill crane, giant 
garter snake 
giant garter snake 
Swainson's hawk, greater sandhill crane 
Central Valley steelhead, fall/late fall-run 
chinook salmon, western yellow-billed 
cuckoo, Valley elderberry long-horn beetle, 
riparian brush rabbit, California yellow 
warbler, Least Bell's vireo, little willow 
flycatcher, delta coyote thistle 
l 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Implement 25 percent of the ERP target for diverse, self-sustaining Riparian and San Joaquin Valley woodrat, delta coyote 
riparian community for all EMZs in the San Joaquin River Basin. Riverine Aquatic thistle, westem yellow-billed cuckoo, Valley 
Habitats elderberry long-hom beetle, riparian brush 
Bring at least three of the currently existing but unprotected delta rabbit 
coyote thistle occurrences into protection through purchase or 
conservation agreement, and ensure appropriate management. 
Increase suitable habitat for delta coyote thistle by at least 20% and the 
number of populations and individuals by at least 10% through habitat 
management and protection. 
Establish two new riparian brush rabbit habitat preserves within the I 
historical range of the species. Protect and enhance a minimum of 150 
contiguous acres of mature, shrub-rich riparian forest and associated 
highwater refugia on the San Joaquin River, between the Merced River 
confluence and Vemalis, and on each of the east-side tributaries (the 
Stanislaus, Tuolumne and Merced rivers) for habitat values and as 





Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Develop and a program to instream flows Dams and Other steelhead, fall/late fall-run chinook salmon, 
for steelhead and chinook on streams within San Structures green sturgeon, Sacramento splittail 
tributaries. Where appropriate provide adequate flows for Sacramento 
splittail and green sturgeon. 
Provide unimpeded upstream and downstream passage for salmon and Dams and Other steelhead, fall/late fall-run chinook salmon 
steelhead on San Joaquin River Basin tributaries. Structures 
Initiate a feasibility study of restoring steelhead migration into upper Dams and Other steelhead 
watershed areas (e.g., upstream of major low-elevation dams) in at least Structures 
one San Joaquin River Basin EMZ Tributary. 
Install positive barrier fish screens on all diversions greater than 250 cfs Water Diversions all R and r covered fish 
in all EMZs and 25% of all smaller unscreened diversions in the San 
Joaquin River Basin. Among those diversions to be screened are the El 
Solyo, Patterson, and West Stanislaus irrigation district diversions. 
31 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/\Vater MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Actions to minimize or eliminate low dissolved oxygen conditions (DO dissolved oxygen, Salmonids, delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, 
sag) in lower San Joaquin River near Stockton (from Phase II Report): oxygen depleting longfin smelt, green sturgeon . Complete studies of causes for DO sag in San Joaquin River substances, 
near Stockton. nutrients, total . Define and implement corrective measures for DO sag. organic carbon 
• Finalization of investigation of methods to reduce constituents (TO C) 
that cause low DO for inclusion in total maximun daily load 
(TMDL) recommendation by the Central Valley RWQCB. . Finalization of Basin Plan Amendment and TMDL for 
constituents that cause low DO in the San Joaquin River. 
• Implement appropriate source and other controls and other 
management practices, as rec01mnended in the TMDL, to 
reduce anthropogenic oxygen depleting substances loadings and 
minimize or eliminate low DO conditions. 
. 
Develop, implement, and support measures to reduce pollutant (oxygen oxygen depleting Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
depleting substances, nutrients, and ammonia) discharges from substances, 




Actions to minimize or eliminate inter-substrate low dissolved oxygen 
conditions in salmonid spawning and rearing habitat, especially in the 
Mokelumne, Cosumnes, American, Merced, Tuolumne, and Stanislaus 
Rivers (from Phase II Report and Water Quality Program 
• Develop inter-substrate DO testing for salmonid spawning and 
rearing habitat. 
• Conduct comprehensive surveys to assess the extent and 
severity of inter-substrate low DO conditions. 
• Develop and begin implementing appropriate best management 
practices (BMPs), including reducing anthropogenic fine 
sediment loads, to minimize or eliminate inter-substrate low 
DO conditions. 
Assess the ecological effects of low DO conditions in Suisun Marsh due 
to adding oxygen-depleted water from anthropogenic sources (from 
Water Quality Program Plan). 
Encourage regulatory activity to reduce discharge of oxygen reducing 
















MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Salmonids 
Delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, longfin 
smelt, salmonids, green sturgeon 
Salmonids, Sacramento splittail 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Actions to reduce fine sediment loading to streams, especially turbidity/ Salmonids 
Tuolumne, Merced, Stanislaus, Cosumnes, Napa, and Petaluma Rivers, sedimentation 
and Sonoma Creek, due to human activities (from Phase II Report and 
Water Quality Program Plan): . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction 
progran1. . Implement sediment reduction BMPs in construction areas, on 
agricultural lands, for urban stormwater runoff, and other 
specific sites. . Implement stream restoration and revegetation work. . Quantify and determine ecological impacts of sediments in 
target watersheds, implement corrective actions. 
Conduct the necessary research to determine no adverse mercury Salmonids, Sacramento splittail, green 
ecological/biological effects threshold concentrations for mercury in sturgeon, giant garter snake, salt marsh 
sediments and key organisms in the Bay-Delta estuary and its harvest mouse, California clapper rail, 
watershed. California black rail 
Conduct the following pesticide work (from Phase II Report): carbofurans, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Develop diazinon and chlorpyrifos hazard assessment criteria chloropyrifos, Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant 
with CDFG and the Department of Pesticide Regulations. diazinon garter snake, possibly other species depending . Support development and implementation of a TMDL for on type of actions and specific sites . 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following selenium work: selenium Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Conduct selenium research to fill data gaps in order to refine Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant 
regulatory goals of source control actions; determine garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
bioavailability of selenium under several scenarios (from Phase California clapper rail, California black rail 
II Report). . Evaluate and, if appropriate, implement real-time management 
of selenium discharges (from Phase II Report). . Expand and implement source control, treatment, and reuse 
programs (from Phase II Report). . Coordinate with other programs; e.g., recommendations of San 
Joaquin Valley Drainage Implementation Program, CVPIA for 
retirement of lands with drainage problems that are not subject 
to correction in other ways (from Phase II Report). . Support development and implementation of TMDL for 
selenium in the San Joaquin River watershed (focus on 
Grassland area). 
Conduct the following actions in reduce organochlorine pesticide inputs chlorodane, DDT, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, 
to streams (from Phase II Report): PCBs, toxaphene Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant . Participate in implementation of USDA sediment reduction garter snake 
program. . Implement sediment reduction BMPs on agricultural lands and 
other specific sites. . Implement BMPs for urban/industrial stormwater runoff and 




Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Conduct the following trace metals work (from Phase II Report): cadmium, copper, Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Detem1ine spatial and temporal extent of metal pollution. zinc Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon, giant . Detem1ine ecological significance and extent of copper garter snake, salt marsh harvest mouse, 
contamination. California clapper rail, California black rail . Evaluate impacts of other metals such as cadmium, zinc, and 
chromium. . Participate in Brake Pad Partnership to reduce introduction of 
copper. . Partner with municipalities on evaluation and implementation 
of storm water control facilities. . Participate in remediation of mine sites as part of local 
watershed restoration and Delta restoration. 
. 
Conduct the following unknown toxicity work (from Phase II Report): toxicity of Salmonids, delta smelt, longfin smelt, . Conduct appropriate studies to identify unknown toxicity, and unknown origin Sacramento splittail, green sturgeon 
develop management actions as appropriate. 
Research Milestones 
Develop and implement a comprehensive monitoring, assessment and 
research program (CMARP) for terrestrial and aquatic habitats and 
species populations acceptable to the fish and wildlife agencies. 
Condvct rangewide surveys for all "R" and "r" covered plants and 
animals in the MSCS Focus Area. 
36 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Develop and begin implementation of a study to determine appropriate 
conditions for the germination and establishment of riparian woody 
plants along the Sacramento River and San Joaquin River. Complete 
development of a cooperative program to plant vegetation on 
unvegetated riprapped banks consistent with flood control requirements. 
Conduct a study to investigate the effects of the road through Olcott 
Lake on vernal pool hydrology and impacts on vernal pool species. 
Conduct instrearn flow studies to determine the flows necessary to 
support all life stages of anadromous and estuarine fish species. 
Conduct an investigation of in-channel structures that focuses on the 
following issues: ( 1) habitat suitability for both predator and prey 
fishes; (2) predator-prey interactions; and (3) recommendations for 
reducing predation on juvenile salmonids. 
Conduct experimental introductions of Sacramento perch into nontidal 
perennial aquatic habitats 
Assess the impact of hatchery practices on naturally spawning 
populations of chinook salmon and steelhead and operate hatcheries in a 
manner consistent with safe genetic practices that will maintain genetic 
integrity of all Central Valley anadromous salmonid populations. 
37 
Ecosystem 
Milestones Element/Water MSCS "R" and "r" Covered Species that 
Quality Parameter would Benefit from Achieving Milestones 
Through the use of existing, expanded, and new programs, monitor 
adult anadromous salmonid returns to each watershed within the MSCS 
focus area. Monitoring techniques, data compilation and analysis, and 
reporting should be standardized among researchers and watersheds to 
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